
Thursday, August 05, 2021 
AREA BOARD REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 

Page 1 of 4 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Glenn Adams, Cumberland County Commissioner, JD; Heidi Carter, Durham County Commissioner, MPH, MS; 
Maria Cervania, Wake County Commissioner, MPH; Carol Council, MSPH; David Curro, BS; Vicki Evans; Lodies Gloston, MA; David 
Hancock, MBA, MPAff; D. Lee Jackson, BA; John Lesica, MD; Lynne Nelson, Chair, BS; Gino Pazzaglini, MSW LFACHE; Pam Silberman, 
JD, DrPH; Samruddhi Thaker, PhD; and McKinley Wooten, Jr., JD  

APPOINTED MEMBERS ABSENT: Angela Diaz, MBA; Donald McDonald, MSW; vacancy representing Durham County; vacancy representing Johnston County; 
and vacancy representing Wake County 

GUEST(S) PRESENT: Yvonne French, NC DHHS/DMH (Department of Health and Human Services/Division of Mental Health, Intellectual Disability, and Substance 
Abuse Services); and Pamela Wade 

ALLIANCE STAFF PRESENT: Brandon Alexander, Communications and Marketing Specialist II; Joey Dorsett, Senior Vice-President/Chief Information Officer; 
Angel Felton-Edwards, Senior Vice-President/Population Health and Care Management; Cheala Garland-Downey, Executive Vice-President/Chief Human 
Resources Officer; Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer; Veronica Ingram, Executive Assistant II; Wes Knepper, Senior Vice-
President/Quality Management; Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer; Sara Pacholke, Senior Vice-President/Financial Operations; Brian Perkins, Senior 
Director/Strategy and Government Relations;  Monica Portugal, Chief Compliance Officer; Robert Robinson, Chief Executive Officer; Sean Schreiber, Executive 
Vice-President/Chief Operating Officer; Jennifer Stoltz, Administrative Assistant II; Tammy Thomas, Senior Vice-President/Business Evolution; Sara Wilson, Senior 
Director of Government Relations; Carol Wolff, General Counsel; and Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement 

1. CALL TO ORDER: Board Chair Lynne Nelson called the meeting to order at 4:01 p.m.

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
2. Agenda Adjustments There were no adjustments to the agenda. 
3. Public Comment There were no public comments. 
4. Chair’s Report Chair Nelson noted the following: 

• Unique time due to Medicaid Transformation in NC and integral work of board members is required; she encouraged members to
advise Ms. Ingram if they are unable to attend a board or board committee meeting

• Board meetings will reconvene meeting in person in September at Alliance offices
• She encouraged members to contact Ms. Ingram if technical assistance is needed, including recent email migration and app

installation
• Additionally, she shared that the Board typically chooses to have the Executive Committee serve as the ad hoc committee to provide

preliminary review of the CEO and make recommendations to the Board.

BOARD ACTION
A motion was made by Ms. Gloston to appoint the Executive Committee as the FY22 (2021-2022) ad hoc committee to provide
preliminary review of the CEO and make recommendations to the Board; motion seconded by Mr. Pazzaglini. Motion passed
unanimously.

5. CEO’s Report Mr. Robinson shared the following: 
• The agency’s received the NC DHHS RFP tailored plan award with the anticipated go-live date of July 1, 2022
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
• Congratulations to Alliance staff, Veronica Ingram, who received the 2021 achievement award from the International Association of 

Administrative Professionals (IAAP Honors Alliance's Veronica Ingram - Alliance Health (alliancehealthplan.org)) 
 
Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer, provided an update on 2020 increase of suicide rates as noted in the Wall Street Journal article, 
especially those impacted by an overdose. Dr. Mankad noted the agency’s effort to address this concern through use of naloxone kits, 
increased telehealth opportunities, and provider rate enhancements to support provider sustainability through the pandemic. He also 
provided updated information on NC’s COVID delta variant cases and the agency’s response. The presentation is saved as part of the 
Board’s files. 

6. Consent Agenda  A. Draft Minutes from June 3, 2021, and June 29, 2021, Board Meetings – page 5 
B. Client Rights/Human Rights Committee Report – page 12 
C. Executive Committee Report – page 64 
 
The consent agenda was sent as part of the Board packet; it is attached to and made part of these minutes. There were no comments or 
discussion about the consent agenda. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Dr. Silberman to adopt the consent agenda; motion seconded by Mr. Curro. Motion passed unanimously. 

7. Committee Reports A. Consumer and Family Advisory Committee – page 68 
The Alliance Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) is composed of consumers and/or family members from Durham, Wake, 
Cumberland or Johnston counties who receive mental health, intellectual/developmental disabilities or substance use/addiction services. 
This report included documents from the June 24, 2021, Cumberland CFAC meeting. 
 
Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement, presented the report on behalf of Jason Phipps, CFAC Chair. He noted 
that CFAC did not meet in July, congratulated the agency on winning the NC DHHS’ tailored plan award, and shared that CFAC elected 
to continue meeting remotely through September 2021. The CFAC report is attached to and made part of these minutes. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
The Board received the report. 
 
B. Quality Management Committee Report – page 92 
The Quality Management Committee approves the agency’s annual quality improvement projects, monitors progress in meeting quality 
improvement goals, and provides guidance to staff on QM priorities and projects. This report included draft minutes from the June 3, 2021, 
meeting.  
 
Pam Silberman, Committee Chair, introduced the report, which was presented by Wes Knepper, Senior Vice-President/Quality 
Management. Mr. Knepper reviewed NC DHHS’ quality strategy, which includes goals, objectives, measures and interventions for three 
aims: better care, healthier people/communities, and smarter spending. He provided an overview of tailored plan quality measures, noting 
differences from current measures. Additionally, Mr. Knepper noted anticipated accountability efforts including performance measures, 
surveys, and progress with accreditation for all health plans. He concluded with a summary of the agency’s preparation to meet these 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
measures and guidelines. The committee report is attached to and made part of these minutes; the presentation is saved as part of the 
Board’s files. 

BOARD ACTION 
The Board received the report. 

C. Finance Committee Report – page 98
The Finance Committee’s function is to review financial statements and recommend policies/practices on fiscal matters to the Board. This
report included draft minutes from the June 3, 2021, meeting, the Summary of Savings/(Loss) by Funding Source, ratios for the period
ending May 31, 2021, and recommendations to the Board to approve all presented contracts over $500,000, and any other applicable
Finance Committee topics.

David Hancock, Committee Chair, introduced the report, which includes recommendations reviewed by the Executive Committee and 
Finance Committee and submitted for board approval. Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer, presented the 
recommendations, the RFP (request for proposal) process and recommended awardees: Northwood as DME (durable medical 
equipment) vendor and Avesis for Vision. The committee report is attached to and made part of these minutes; the presentation is saved 
as part of the Board’s files. 

BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Dr. Lesica to approve the selected DME and Visions vendors; motion seconded by Ms. Gloston. Motion passed 
unanimously. 

8. Closed Session(s) BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Pazzaglini to enter closed session pursuant to NC General Statue 143-318.11 (a) (1) to prevent the 
disclosure of information that is confidential and not a public record under NCGS 122C-126.1; motion seconded by Commissioner 
Cervania. Motion passed unanimously. 

9. Reconvene Open
Session

The Board returned to open session. 

10. Special Updates/
Presentation(s)

A. Annual Compliance Report  – page 107
The Alliance compliance program is designed to deter and mitigate risk to the organization through prevention, detection and
remediation activities. It is intended that the scope of all compliance activities promotes integrity, ensures objectivity, fosters trust and
supports the stated values of Alliance. In accordance with contractual obligations and federal regulations, Alliance shall have an
effective compliance program with reasonable oversight by the governing board, understanding the scope and operations of the
compliance program. The Board approved Corporate Compliance Plan states that a report of compliance efforts will be presented
annually to the Alliance Health Board of Directors. Monica Portugal, Chief Compliance Officer presented the report and noted the
board’s role in compliance oversight and this required annual compliance report. The presentation is saved as part of the Board’s files.

BOARD ACTION 
The Board received the presentation. 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
B. Strategic Plan Update (10 minutes) – page 108
Alliance Health has a recommendation for an accelerated process to update its strategic plan; this will meet the spirit and intent of the
Board’s strategic plan policy while focusing efforts on growth opportunities and implementation of NC DHHS’ tailored plan. Kelly
Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer presented the update.

Ms. Goodfellow provided background on the agency’s strategic plan, noting participants, and policies related to the strategic plan, a 
timeline, and anticipated next steps. The presentation is saved as part of the Board’s files. 

BOARD ACTION 
The Board received the update. 

11. Adjournment All business was completed; the meeting adjourned at 6:41 p.m. 

Next Board Meeting 
Thursday, September 02, 2021 

4:00 – 6:00 pm 

Minutes approved by Board on September 2, 2021. 
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ITEM:  Draft Minutes from the June 3, 2021, and June 29, 2021, Board Meetings 
 
 
DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  August 5, 2021 
 
 
REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Approve the draft minutes. 
 
 
CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Approve the draft minutes. 
 
 
RESOURCE PERSON(S):  Lynne Nelson, Board Chair; and Robert Robinson, CEO 

 

Alliance Health                               
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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Thursday, June 03, 2021 
AREA BOARD REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 

 

Page 1 of 5 
 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Glenn Adams, Cumberland County Commissioner, JD; Heidi Carter, Durham County Commissioner, 
MPH, MS (entered at 4:59 p.m.); Maria Cervania, Wake County Commissioner, MPH; Carol Council, MSPH; David Curro, BS; 
Lodies Gloston, MA; David Hancock, MBA, MPAff; Duane Holder, MPA; Donald McDonald, MSW; Lynne Nelson, Vice-Chair, 
BS; Gino Pazzaglini, Board Chair, MSW LFACHE; and Pam Silberman, JD, DrPH   

 
APPOINTED MEMBERS ABSENT: Angela Diaz, MBA; D. Lee Jackson, BA; McKinley Wooten, Jr., JD vacancy representing Cumberland County; two vacancies 
representing Durham County; vacancy representing Johnston County; and vacancy representing Wake County 

   
GUEST(S) PRESENT: Denise Foreman, Wake County Manager’s office; Yvonne French, NC DHHS/DMH (Department of Health and Human Services/Division of 
Mental Health, Intellectual Disability, and Substance Abuse Services); Heather Griffin-Dolciney, Freedom House Recovery Center; Robin Marx, SAS; Janaki 
Nicastro, Freedom House Recovery Center; and Shaneka Parker, Freedom House Recovery Center 
 
ALLIANCE STAFF PRESENT: Brandon Alexander, Communications and Marketing Specialist II; Damali Alston, Director of Network Evaluation; Michael Bollini, 
Executive Vice-President/Chief Operating Officer; Victoria Boviall, Integrated Care Nurse; Joey Dorsett, Senior Vice-President/Chief Information Officer; Angel 
Felton-Edwards, Senior Vice-President/ Senior Vice-President/Population Health and Care Management; Doug Fuller, Senior Director of Communications; Cheala 
Garland-Downey, Executive Vice-President/Chief Human Resources Officer; Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer; Nathania Headley, 
Post Transition Engagement Specialist; Veronica Ingram, Executive Assistant II; Joshua Knight, Director of Internal Audit; Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer; 
Ann Oshel, Senior Vice-President, Community Health and Well-Being; Sara Pacholke, Senior Vice-President/Financial Operations; Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-
President/Strategy and Government Relations; Monica Portugal, Chief Compliance Officer; Robert Robinson, Chief Executive Officer; Sean Schreiber, Executive 
Vice-President/Network and Community Health; Jennifer Stoltz, Administrative Assistant II; Tammy Thomas, Senior Director of Project Portfolio Management; Sara 
Wilson, Senior Director of Government Relations; Carol Wolff, General Counsel; and Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement 
  
1.  CALL TO ORDER: Board Chair Gino Pazzaglini called the meeting to order at 4:03 p.m. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
2. Agenda Adjustments There were no adjustments to the agenda. 
3. Public Comment There were no public comments. 
4. Chair’s Report Chair Pazzaglini reminded Board members of a second meeting this month, June 29, 2021, from 8:00-8:30 am. Staff will confirm if the 

meeting is still needed and if not, it will be cancelled. Additionally, he reminded Board members that the August 5, 2021, meeting will be 
held remotely. If the Board needs to meet before August, a special meeting will be called. Lastly, Chair Pazzaglini reminded Board 
members that several items on today’s agenda require supermajority approval. 

5. CEO’s Report Mr. Robinson introduced Angel Felton-Edwards, Senior Vice-President/Population Health and Care Management. He also provided an 
update from this week’s NCQA (National Committee for Quality Assurance - an organization that sets quality measures for health plans) 
visit; the NCQA accreditation is a requirement for NC DHHS’ tailored plans. Mr. Robinson recognized Wes Knepper, Senior Director of 
Quality Management, and Ginger Yarborough, NCQA Accreditation Manager, for leading efforts in preparing the agency for this 
accreditation.  

6. Consent Agenda  A. Draft Minutes from May 6, 2021, Board Meeting – page 5 
B. Audit and Compliance Committee Report – page 10 
C. By-Laws/Policy Committee Report – page 28 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
D. Network Development and Services Committee Report – page 40 
E. Quality Management Committee Report – page 43 
F. HR FY22 (Fiscal Year 2021-2022) Classification and Grade Plan – page 47 

  
The consent agenda was sent as part of the Board packet; it is attached to and made part of these minutes. Chair Pazzaglini reminded 
Board members that the consent agenda including approval of the by-laws revision and corporate compliance plan. There were no 
comments or discussion about the consent agenda. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Ms. Gloston to approve the consent agenda; motion seconded by Mr. McDonald. Motion passed unanimously. 

7. Committee Reports A. Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (5 minutes) – page 58 
The Alliance Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) is composed of consumers and/or family members from Durham, Wake, 
Cumberland or Johnston counties who receive mental health, intellectual/developmental disabilities or substance use/addiction services. 
This month’s report includes draft minutes from the May Steering, Johnston, Durham, and Wake meetings. 
 
Dave Curro presented the report on behalf of Jason Phipps, CFAC Chair. Mr. Curro reviewed topics from recent meetings including 
preparation for the tailored plan, information from the innovations waitlist, adjusting to current public health guidelines, and pending 
legislation in the NC General Assembly (House Bill 19). The CFAC report is attached to and made part of these minutes. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
The Board received the report. 
 
B. Executive Committee Report (10 minutes) – page 121 
The Executive Committee sets the agenda for Board meetings and acts in lieu of the Board between meetings. Actions by the Executive 
Committee are reported to the full Board at the next scheduled meeting. This month’s report includes draft minutes from the previous 
meeting and an appointment recommendation for a vacant seat representing Durham County. Chair Pazzaglini presented the appointment 
recommendation, which was previously sent to Board members. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Curro to forward Samruddhi Thaker’s application to the Durham Commissioners and request her appointment 
to Alliance’s Board. Motion seconded by Mr. McDonald; motion passed unanimously. 
 
C. Finance Committee Report and FY22 Approved Budget (20 minutes) – page 123 
The Finance Committee’s function is to review financial statements and recommend policies/practices on fiscal matters to the Board. This 
month’s report includes draft minutes from the May 6, 2021, meeting; Summary of Savings/ (Loss) by Funding Source; ratios for the period 
ending April 30, 2021; and recommendations to the Board to approve all presented contracts over $500,000. This report also includes a 
public hearing on the FY22 (Fiscal Year 2021-2022) budget. Per NC GS (General Statute) 159-12 (b), a public hearing shall be held to 
allow any persons who wish to be heard on the Fiscal Year 2021-2022 (FY22) budget to appear. The FY22 budget is also submitted for 
approval and adoption per NC GS 159-13.  
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
  
Chair Pazzaglini opened the public hearing on the FY22 budget. There were no speakers. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Dr. Silberman to close the public hearing on the FY22 budget; motion seconded by Vice-Chair Nelson. Motion 
passed unanimously. 
 
David Hancock, Finance Committee Chair, presented the report. Mr. Hancock noted the current revenue and expenditures as well as 
progress with the MLR (medical loss ratio). The Finance Committee report is attached to and made part of these minutes. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Hancock to approve FY21 amendment 2 to increase the budget by $515,000 bringing the total FY21 budget 
to $693,313,739; motion seconded by Ms. Council. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Sara Pacholke, Senior Vice-President/Financial Operations, provided an update from last month’s FY22 budget presentation. The 
presentation is saved as part of the board’s files. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Hancock to approve the FY22 budget $573,948,623; motion seconded by Ms. Gloston. Motion passed 
unanimously. 
 
A motion was made by Mr. Hancock to appoint Ashley Snyder as the Deputy Finance Officer under G.S. 159-24; motion seconded by Mr. 
Curro. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Mr. Hancock reported that the agency is required to support funding for uninsured persons at FY 2015 levels. The agency receives funding 
for these services in the form of single stream funding; the current calculated FY22 funding allocation is approximately $3.2 million less 
than the 2015 amount and this would be a reoccurring reduction. Ms. Goodfellow noted that this allocation differs by MCOs as some are 
funded below and some above the 2015 service level requirement.  
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Hancock to direct staff to draft a letter requesting a reallocation of single stream funding allocation for FY22; 
motion seconded by Vice-Chair Nelson. Motion passed unanimously. 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
8. Lease Agreement for 

Space at 414 E. Main 
Street, Durham – 
page 158 

Durham County has offered Alliance a secure space in its Health and Human Services building for $1 per year. The term is 2 years, with 
the option to renew for 3 additional 1-year periods, beginning July 1, 2021. Pursuant to the Alliance by-laws, this item requires approval 
by a supermajority of Board members. Carol Wolff, General Counsel, provided an overview of the lease and answered questions.  
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Dr. Silberman to approve the lease for space at 414 E. Main Street, Durham and to authorize the CEO to execute 
the lease agreement; motion seconded by Mr. Holder. Motion passed unanimously. 

9. Closed Session(s) BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Vice-Chair Nelson to enter closed session pursuant to NC General Statute 143-318.11 (a) (1) and (a) (6) to prevent 
the disclosure of information that is confidential and not a public record under NCGS 122C-126.1 and to consider the qualifications, 
competence, and performance of an employee; motion seconded by Ms. Gloston. Motion passed unanimously. 

10. Reconvene Open 
Session 

The Board returned to open session. 
 
Chair Pazzaglini added a topic to the agenda: Mecklenburg County’s request to disengage with the current MCO and realign with Alliance. 
Mr. Robinson provided an overview of this request. Commissioner Adams thanked staff and expressed gratitude for this opportunity to 
expand the agency’s catchment area. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Commissioner Adams to authorize the Board Chair and/or CEO to continue negotiations with Mecklenburg County 
regarding joining Alliance with information to be brought back by the end of the month; motion seconded by Ms. Gloston. Motion passed 
unanimously. 

11. Fiscal Year 2021-
2022 Board Officers 
Election – page 169 

As stated in Article II, Section D of the by-laws, at each final regular Board meeting of the fiscal year, the officers of the Board of Directors 
shall be elected for a one-year term to begin July 1. The officers of the Board of Directors include Chairperson and Vice-Chairperson.  
 
Chair Pazzaglini shared that Lynne Nelson is willing to serve as FY22 Chair and Duane Hancock is willing to serve as FY22 Vice-Chair; 
he opened the floor for nominations.  
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Commissioner Adams to close nominations and elect Lynne Nelson as FY22 Board Chair; motion seconded by 
Dr. Silberman. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
A motion was made by Commissioner Adams to close nominations and elect Duane Holder as FY22 Board Vice-Chair; motion seconded 
by Commissioner Cervania. Motion passed unanimously. 
 
Chair-elect Nelson and Vice-Chair-elect Holder expressed gratitude to the Board. Chair-elect Nelson thanked Chair Pazzaglini for his 
leadership and service as Board Chair.  

12. Adjournment All business was completed; the meeting adjourned at 6:56 p.m. 
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Next Board Meeting 
Thursday, August 05, 2021 

4:00 – 6:00 pm 
  

Minutes approved by Board on Click or tap to enter a date.. 
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AREA BOARD REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
8:00-9:30 a.m. 

 

Page 1 of 1 

MEMBERS PRESENT: Glenn Adams, Cumberland County Commissioner, JD; Heidi Carter, Durham County Commissioner, MPH, MS; 
Maria Cervania, Wake County Commissioner, MPH; Carol Council, MSPH; David Curro, BS; Lodies Gloston, MA; David Hancock, MBA, 
MPAff (entered at 8:38 am); D. Lee Jackson, BA (entered at 8:33 am); Lynne Nelson, Vice-Chair, BS; Gino Pazzaglini, Board Chair, MSW 
LFACHE; Pam Silberman, JD, DrPH; and McKinley Wooten, Jr., JD (exited at 9:00 a.m.) 

 
APPOINTED MEMBERS ABSENT: Angela Diaz, MBA; Donald McDonald, MSW; two vacancies representing Cumberland County; two vacancies representing 
Durham County; vacancy representing Johnston County; and vacancy representing Wake County 

   
GUEST(S) PRESENT: Denise Foreman, Wake County Manager’s office 
  
ALLIANCE STAFF PRESENT: Cheala Garland-Downey, Executive Vice-President/Chief Human Resources Officer; Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-
President/Chief Financial Officer; Veronica Ingram, Executive Assistant II; Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer; Sara Pacholke, Senior Vice-President/Financial 
Operations; Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-President/Strategy and Government Relations; Monica Portugal, Chief Compliance Officer; Robert Robinson, Chief Medical 
Officer; Sean Schreiber, Executive Vice-President/Chief Operating Officer; Jennifer Stoltz, Administrative Assistant II; Sara Wilson, Senior Director of Government 
Relations; and Carol Wolff, General Counsel 
  
1.  CALL TO ORDER: Board Chair Gino Pazzaglini called the meeting to order at 8:01 a.m. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: 
2. Agenda Adjustments There were no adjustments to the agenda. 
3. Contract Approval – page 3 Per Alliance policy G-10, contracts over a specified amount ($500,000) require approval by the Board. A summary of the contract 

was provided in the packet and sent to board members prior to today’s meeting. 
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Dr. Silberman to authorize the CEO to execute the contract with Milliman in an amount not to exceed 
$500,000.00 for the purposes stated on the contract summary; motion seconded by Ms. Gloston. Motion passed unanimously. 

4. Closed Session(s) BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Curro to enter closed session pursuant to NC General Statue 143-318 to prevent the disclosure of 
information that is confidential and not a public record under NCGS 122C-126; motion seconded by Ms. Council. Motion passed 
unanimously. 

5. Reconvene Open Session The Board returned to open session. Chair Pazzaglini added a topic to the agenda: Resolution for Mecklenburg County’s 
realignment with Alliance. Mr. Robinson read the resolution, which is attached to and made part of these minutes.  
 
BOARD ACTION 
A motion was made by Mr. Curro to approve the Resolution for the realignment of Mecklenburg County to Alliance Health; motion 
seconded by Dr. Silberman. Motion passed unanimously. 

6. Adjournment All business was completed; the meeting adjourned at 9:20 a.m. 
 

Next Board Meeting: Thursday, August 05, 2021 | 4:00 – 6:00 pm 
 Minutes approved by the Board on Click or tap to enter a date..  
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6B 

ITEM:   Client Rights/Human Rights Committee Report 

DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  August 5, 2021 

BACKGROUND:  The Human Rights Committee is a Board Committee with at least 50% of its membership 
being either consumers or family members that are not Board Members. All members and the chair are 
appointed by the Chair of the Alliance Board of Directors. 

The Human Rights Committee functions include: 
1) Reviewing and evaluating the Area Authority’s Client Rights policies at least annually and

recommending needed revisions to the Area Board.
2) Overseeing the protection of client rights and identifying and reporting to the Area Board issues

which negatively impact the rights of persons serviced.
3) Reporting to the full Area Board at least quarterly.

This report includes draft minutes from the July 8, 2021, meeting. 

REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Accept the report. 

CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Accept the report. 

RESOURCE PERSON(S):  Angela Diaz, Committee Chair; Doug Wright, Director of Community and 
Member Engagement 

 

Alliance Health 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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  Thursday, July 08, 2021 
 

BOARD HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Morrisville, NC 27560 
4:00-5:30 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 1 of 2 
 

APPOINTED MEMBERS PRESENT: ☒Angela Diaz, MBA, Board member (Committee Chair), ☒Marie Dodson, ☐Donald 
McDonald, MSW, Board member, Board member, ☐Dr. Michael Teague, ☒Patricia Wells, ☒Ira Wolfe, ☐McKinley Wooten, Jr. 
JD, Board member 

APPOINTED, NON-VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:  
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:  
GUEST(S) PRESENT:  
STAFF PRESENT: Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member Engagement, Starlett Davis, Member Engagement Specialist, Noah Swabe, Member 
Engagement Specialist 

 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS – the meeting was called to order at 4:00pm 

 
2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The minutes from the April 8, 2021 meeting were reviewed; a motion was made by Ms. Wells and seconded by Ms. Wolfe to 

approve the minutes. Motion passed unanimously. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
3. Grievance Review Todd reviewed the FY21 Q3 Complaint Analysis attached. There were 212 entries 

with 89 coming from members or legal guardians and 93 coming from internal 
employee concerns. 27 were received from external sources and we had 3 
compliments. 27% of issues were quality of care concerns while 35% were 
administrative issues. There were 24 abuse/neglect/exploitation issues brought 
forward. The top 3 services receiving complaints were residential, innovations, and 
enhanced services. 

  

4. Incidents Review Todd reviewed the FY@! Q3 Incident Trends report attached. There were 598 
reports, 392 for children, 206 for children. 522 were level 2 while 76 were level 3. 
Incidents in counties were somewhat consistent with populations. 19% of all reports 
came from PRTFs. Intensive In-Home services was another category that was 
higher than most. There were 106 reports for physical restraints and 18 for 
seclusion. 88% of the physical restraints occurred at PRTFs. We had 40 deaths 
during the quarter, 14 level 2 and 26 level 3. 

  

5. Members Rights and     
      Responsibilities 

Doug spent some time reviewing the attached presentation on members’ rights and 
responsibilities. This training is given to each new employee Alliance hires during 
their orientation process. The presentation reviews members’ rights and 
responsibilities, fraud and abuse and advanced directives for individuals. 

  

 6.   Announcements/other None   
    
     

 
  7.   ADJOURNMENT: the meeting adjourned at 5:10pm; the next meeting will be October 14, 2021, from 4:00 p.m. to 5:30p.m. 
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BOARD HUMAN RIGHTS COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Morrisville, NC 27560 
4:00-5:30 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 
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Q3 FY21
Complaint Analysis
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CATEGORIES
Complaint: (Internal and External Stakeholders)
An expression of dissatisfaction about any matter other than decisions regarding requests for 
Medicaid services

Grievance:
A member or legal guardian’s expression of dissatisfaction about any matter other than decisions 
regarding requests for Medicaid services

Internal Stakeholder Concern:
An Alliance staff member’s expression of dissatisfaction about any matter related to service provision 
or Alliance functions. 
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Complaints and Grievances Overview

Q3 FY21 yielded 212 entries
• 89 (42%) Grievances – Members/legal guardians

• 93 (44%) Internal Employee Concerns – Alliance 
staff

• 27 (13%) External Stakeholder Concerns –
Outside entities

• 3 (1%) Compliments
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Sheet2

		

		Row Labels		Count of Category

		Compliment		3

		External Stakeholder Concern		27

		Grievance		89

		Internal Employee Concern		93

		Grand Total		212





Visualization 1

		Grievance ID		Current Owner		Received Date		Complainant last name		Complainant first name		Source		Category		Grievance Type		Service Type		Other Service Type		Disability Type		Age Group		Provider		Is Medicaid		Patient		Race		Ethnicity		Gender		County		DOJ Issue ID		Residential Issue ID		Residential Location		Residential Type		Issue Discussed		Permission to Use Name		Grievance Info		Comments		Followup Referred To		Non Investigation Outcomes		Grievance Followup		Date Resolved		Followup Resolution		Resolved By		Summary Of Issue		Followup Final Disposition		Active		Submitted		Withdrawn		Days to Resolve

		11384		Hillary Vandewart		01/02/2021		Evans		Deborah		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis Services				Multi-Disability		18-20		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		67555 - SMITH, JUSTIN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID:  559354
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER:  Deborah Evans/mother/919-397-0674
MEMBER'S NAME (if different):  Justin Smith
COUNTY: Wake
INSURANCE: medicaid
REASON FOR GRIEVANCE:  Caller is seeking respite for her son for a few hours today.  She voices he hurt her last night and she is having some physical health concerns today related to his hitting her last night.  States she has called his provider's, The Autism Society, crisis number both last night and today and they have not responded.    She voices desire to file a grievance for failure to respond to her calls during a time of crisis and for her son not receiving the services he is entitled (respite care).
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations:  LC provided contact information for NC Start.  Provided an alternative number to The Autism Society.   
L. Godwin LCSW, LCAS				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7831		01/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID:  559354
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER:  Deborah Evans/mother/919-397-0674
MEMBER'S NAME (if different):  Justin Smith
COUNTY: Wake
INSURANCE: medicaid
REASON FOR GRIEVANCE:  Caller is seeking respite for her son for a few hours today.  She voices he hurt her last night and she is having some physical health concerns today related to his hitting her last night.  States she has called his provider's, The Autism Society, crisis number both last night and today and they have not responded.    She voices desire to file a grievance for failure to respond to her calls during a time of crisis and for her son not receiving the services he is entitled (respite care).
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations:  LC provided contact information for NC Start.  Provided an alternative number to The Autism Society.   
L. Godwin LCSW, LCAS
[PT: Justin Smith				DOB: 9/7/01				ID: 67555]
1/7/21
This writer confirmed legal guardianship documentation on file for Ms. Evans. This writer then called Ms. Evans and LVM requesting a call back.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/19/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Evans briefly. She asked that this writer give her a call back later as she was “around a lot of people.” This writer agreed.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter and will try again to contact the complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/20/21
This writer called complainant back. She asked if she could call this writer back and this writer agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
1/21/21
This writer sent concern elements to Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance, with a deadline of 1/28/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/25/21
This writer received the below response:
ASNC Internal Review of Concern Elements for Grievance #11384
•	ASNC QP, Hayley Buckeit, had possession of the after-hours on-call crisis phone for first responders on Friday, January 1, and Saturday, January 2.
•	A review of the history on the phone does not show any contact from Deborah Evans on January 1st to either the assigned QP (Michele Jones) or to the QP serving as first responder that weekend (Hayley Buckeit).
•	Per the call history, on January 2nd, phone calls from Ms. Evans’ telephone number were received at 12:14PM, 12:56PM, and 12:58PM; however, Ms. Evans did not leave a message at any time. (The last voicemail Ms. Evans left on this line was on October 24, 2020.) Hayley noticed that calls without voicemails were made to the crisis line from Ms. Evans’ phone number and responded via text message at 12:15P (“Hi, Deborah. Is this an emergency, pls call 911?”). At 12:15P, Ms. Evans responded to text messaged (“I need help w/ Justin”). At 12:57PM, Hayley texted again after second phone call (“Hi Deborah, what’s going on? Please call 911 and Request a CIT Officer if anyone is in danger”). There were no more communications to/from Ms. Evans on this phone.
•	On Saturday, January 2nd, Ms. Evans also texted the assigned QP three time. At 10:13AM: “man that cuts Justin’s hair passed away. Pam said she’d try to come today.” At 11:28AM: “She out of town. Well new year, new workers, I hope.” And at 1:04PM: “I need one hour to myself today. HELLO”. 
•	Ms. Evans calls and sends text messages to the phone on a regular basis. Based on previous experiences of misuse of the line, Ms. Evans is typically instructed to contact 911 and ask for a CIT officer if there is a life-threatening emergency. The CIT officers in the area are familiar with Ms. Evans and with Justin. Many of Ms. Evans’ interactions with ASNC staff are inappropriate and unrelated to Justin’s services/care. (Example: Ms. Evans has a history of inappropriate behavior with male staff and male QPs. In the event that a male staff is sent to work with Justin for fill-in, he is instructed not to go upstairs in the home, and to contact his supervisor if Ms. Evans is the only person at home when he arrives.)
•	ASNC staff named Pam is occasional fill-in for Justin who does not have regular weekend staff. January 2nd was a Saturday and Pam was unable to provide services.

Based on the history and experiences outlined above, calls to the crisis line or to the assigned
QP are typically responded to with a text in order to ascertain if call is appropriate for on-call
staff response or if a referral to CIT officers is more appropriate. Texts are also used because Ms.
Evans typically will not answer the phone when a call is returned.
He also added in a follow up email:
I also shared response with the regional office overseeing services for that individual, and shared with them the section of Alliance's Provider Manual that focuses on "first responder" duties, which they are going to rereview as a group this week during their staff meeting to see if there are ways for them to improve process. Because they share duties, they share an internal spreadsheet noting calls received and responses. I recommended adding a decision-tree in the spreadsheet to assist QP in deciding appropriate steps when calls come in. Always room for improvement.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
1/27/21
This writer called and LVM with Ms. Evans requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

1/29/21
This writer has not been able to get in contact with Ms. Evans after several attempts. This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. Any future correspondence with complainant will be documented in Follow-Up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11386		Kristie White		01/04/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		1		345103 - DAVIS, GRACE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 559532] Filing internal employee concern, parent declined to file grievance.  Member has history of trauma, was assessed at Hope Services, parent shared with intake clinician that member has been experiencing panic attacks.  Parent was told by agency at time of assessment that they are “backlogged” and therefore there will be a delay in member receiving therapy but that agency will touch base with parent in December 2020.  Parent did not hear from agency and called agency in December 2020 and at that time was told that there is still a wait for therapy and the earliest member could be seen would be sometime after 1/15/21.  Parent left a vmail today with intake clinician Alex and is awaiting return call.  Member’s symptoms are worsening and needs urgent appt. for therapy.  Parent intends on waiting 24hrs for call back from clinician to see if member can get an urgent appt. with Hope Services but if not will begin pursuing urgent appt. from other agencies.  Concern is that member with urgent needs was not referred out to another agency when agency reportedly knew about their lengthy waitlist for therapy at the time the assessment was completed.—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7818		01/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Grace Davis Patient ID3 345103 DOB: 04/09/2012
[CID: 559532] Filing internal employee concern, parent declined to file grievance. Member has history of trauma, was assessed at Hope Services, parent shared with intake clinician that member has been experiencing panic attacks. Parent was told by agency at time of assessment that they are “backlogged” and therefore there will be a delay in member receiving therapy but that agency will touch base with parent in December 2020. Parent did not hear from agency and called agency in December 2020 and at that time was told that there is still a wait for therapy and the earliest member could be seen would be sometime after 1/15/21. Parent left a vmail today with intake clinician Alex and is awaiting return call. Member’s symptoms are worsening and needs urgent appt. for therapy. Parent intends on waiting 24hrs for call back from clinician to see if member can get an urgent appt. with Hope Services but if not will begin pursuing urgent appt. from other agencies. Concern is that member with urgent needs was not referred out to another agency when agency reportedly knew about their lengthy waitlist for therapy at the time the assessment was completed. —R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
01/04/21-Internal- against Hope Services, LLC- member’s symptoms worsening; not referred to another agency when there is a lengthy waitlist at agency. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/06/21-Reached out to internal RHoward about the information of the concern. Sent concern acknowledgment email to internal complainant. Called Wendy Mcguire at 919-714-7500 Hope Services and discussed internal complaint. Sent her concern element email to be returned to me by 01/13/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/07/21-Received response from QA Director Sara Leonard and she verified that this client was seen for assessment on 12/08/2020 and now has an appointment scheduled for 01/31/2021 with TFCBT clinician. She just really wants to emphasis enough her strong desire to have a good working relationship with Alliance Staff. She stated she was going to follow-up with Dawn Manus regarding these concerns. Sending resolution email to internal complainant RHoward and closing concern as tracking. KM Appeal Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11387		Kim Ware		01/04/2021		James		Regina		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		18-20		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		35343 - JONES, JOSHUA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		559578 - MON, 04 JAN 2021 @ 1425 - Regina James is mother of Jones, Joshua DOB: 31 MAR 2001 - Durham/Medicaid/M - member is his own legal guardian per caller - caller is requesting to file a grievance against B&D on behalf of her son - LC did not speak with member.  Caller reported that her son was assessed by B and D "two or three months ago" and was supposed to have started CST services.  Caller stated that provider has not followed up with her son or her and that he is currently homeless.  Caller stated that she has spoken with provider repeatedly but nothing has been done and her son is still not receiving services.  Caller stated that the CST was supposed to assist her son with housing as well.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER; SOURCE CHANGED FROM FAMILY MEMBER TO PARENT; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; RESIDENTIAL CHANGED FROM YES TO NO;NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ACCESS		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7839		01/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		559578 - MON, 04 JAN 2021 @ 1425 - Regina James is mother of Jones, Joshua DOB: 31 MAR 2001 - Durham/Medicaid/M - member is his own legal guardian per caller - caller is requesting to file a grievance against B&D on behalf of her son - LC did not speak with member. Caller reported that her son was assessed by B and D "two or three months ago" and was supposed to have started CST services. Caller stated that provider has not followed up with her son or her and that he is currently homeless. Caller stated that she has spoken with provider repeatedly but nothing has been done and her son is still not receiving services. Caller stated that the CST was supposed to assist her son with housing as well.
Joshua Jones   ID: 35343  (DOB: 03/31/2001)
1/5/21 Call to complainant; left vm message requesting return call. To be noted, the complainant is not the legal guardian. Based on information submitted, this writer contacted the agency’s QM Director, Jeremy Reed to make him aware of the concerns, This writer has requested that the agency conduct an internal review of the matter and provide feedback including actions taken or to be taken regarding the matter.
1/11/21 Call to complainant; no response. External stakeholder concern acknowledgement letter mailed to complainant.
1/11/21 Internal findings submitted from agency indicating the following:
•	Joshua Jones Blue began CST services on August 8, 2020
•	According to Service notes, there were several attempts to begin services prior to 8/8/2020.
•	According to service notes, the team made several unsuccessful attempts to contact Joshua during the months of August and September. The team was finally able to make contact with Joshua in December, when he asked to be discharged, as recorded in 12/16/2020 service note.
Agency plans the following actions:
B&D CST is processing Joshua's discharge as requested.
B&D is happy to serve Joshua when he is ready to participate in service.
1/25/21 Call to complainant (not member legal guardian)
1/27/21 Case to be closed based on agency response, member request for discharge, agency willingness to provide services. Complainant is not legal guardian and will be referred to HIPAA limitation, use of ROI and referral to son regarding his specific situation. Resolution to be mailed to complainant. This writer has included the number for AH 24 hr Access and Information Line for assistance with telephonic crisis intervention, location of resources in the area or assistance with locating a provider of choice. Any further correspondence or communication with complainant to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		23

		11388		Hillary Vandewart		01/04/2021		FARRINGTON		SHERRY		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		E D Emmanuel Homes, LLC		1		38419 - FARRINGTON, CLIFTON		Black/African American		Unknown		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Member's mother/ guardian Sherry Farrington has lot's of quality of care issues and is open to discuss. 919-697-3848.		CORRECTIONS: Un-checked Grievance from Patient, added guardian's name and number, changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7838		01/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's mother/ guardian Sherry Farrington has lots of quality of care issues and is open to discuss. 919-697-3848.
[PT: Clifton Farrington				DOB: 11/14/79				ID: 38419]
1/8/20
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Farrington regarding her concerns. She explained that there was a recent incident in which a family member of Clifton dropped of a hamburger and staff told him that if he ate the burger at 4:30 that he would not get to eat dinner with the rest of the residents. The member informed Ms. Farrington of this and she immediately contacted the supervisor (Sonya) who confirmed this and reported that he was gaining too much weight and was being placed on a diet.
Ms. Farrington reported concern that this was unfair and that this was a long time for him to have to go without food. She then consulted with her daughter, a Social Worker who informed her that in order for someone to go on a diet, they would need to get a written notice from doctor, have a nutritionist come in, etc. Can’t just put him on a diet without telling the guardian. 
She explained that she agreed that he has gained weight but this was due to the meds he was on since the TBI and not due to “gluttony.” She shared with Sonya her concerns and got a good response from her that they would work with her and to come to her with any concerns so that she could address them with staff. She felt positive after this conversation. 
Ms. Farrington discussed this concern with Beth Callahan (CN) and they came up with a plan to have a treatment team meeting and to make a doctor’s appointment to address weight/nutrition concerns. 
She stated that, at this point, she just wanted the concern to be tracked and to give the provider a chance to resolve concerns. This writer agreed that it sounded as though there was a good plan in place and that we could hold off on reaching out to the provider but that, if the issues continue, we could point to this as being a repeat issue.
This shared with her that she would be receiving an ack/res letter in the mail and confirmed her mailing address. 
This writer then composed and sent ack/res letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		4

		11389		Kim Ware		01/05/2021		JOHNSON		CHASITY		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Renee E. Holmes		0		281984 - JOHNSON, CHASITY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is filing grievance against current provider Renee Adams at Living Beyond due to not being able to receive therapy due to provider reporting that Alliance is not paying her for therapy sessions.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH OLY TO MULTI; AGAISNT CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO OPT; DISCUSSED WITH AGENCY CHECKED YES' PERMISSION CHECKED YES		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7843		01/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is filing grievance against current provider Renee Adams at Living Beyond due to not being able to receive therapy due to provider reporting that Alliance is not paying her for therapy sessions.
CHASITY JOHNSON   ID: 281984   (DOB: 10/13/1984)
1/12/21 Call to complainant and spoke with her regarding her concerns This writer attempted to clarify who the agency was and explained that there was no Living Beyond in the AH network. Complainant was adamant That there was. Complainant stated, "well call casey weaver because my worker told me to go back to her". This writer attempted to explain that IPRS funding had limited sessions. The complainant stated "well is she in the network or not because then they can do a single case agreement". To which this writer explained that is something to discuss with her care coordinator if that is something they have discussed as a resolution to the issue. Complainant indicated she had an appointment and had to end the call. This writer confirmed mailing address and next steps. Non Medicaid Ack letter mailed.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/20/21 Based on information available in JIVA, member has been connected to care coordination and cc has attempted to explain state funded clinical coverage policy, IPRS funding limitations as well as connect member with therapist. The care coordinator has coordinated with the therapist regarding services and funding. The therapist reports working via Restoration Services and expressed no concerns regarding pay as reported by complainant. 
1/21/21 This writer made call and spoke with member's AH cc, Casey Weaver regarding the concerns. Ms. Weaver explained that the therapist contracts and  bills IPRS via Restoration Services and plans to continue to provide therapy for member. Ms. Weaver reports receiving a phone message from member upset regarding Living Beyond not being in the network as told by this writer. Ms. Weaver plans to follow up with complainant and notify her that she has spoken with this writer and the therapist regarding her concerns. Ms Weaver reports that she too has explained the limited sessions via IPRS. Ms Weaver reports that member gets confused and upset. Per discussion this writer will send complainant a resolution letter referring her to her cc for continued support and coordination of services as well as clarify that she may continue with current therapist. Per Ms. Weaver, the  therapist reports no issues with billing or payment. Based on care coordination involvement and discussion with member regarding her concerns case to be closed as non issue.(K.Ware,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		16

		11390		Kim Ware		01/05/2021		Scales		Geneva		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		712860 - Criswell, Katina		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Per member's guardian, there are several concerns regarding the member's discharge. The member was not stable nor oriented at the time of discharge. When she discharged, she thought she had been away from home, at the wrong house, and was trying to return to Florida. Per the guardian, when she received discharge documents from Holly Hill, the medication list was not provided. And when she asked for it, she was given a list of two PRN medications. The member was not set up with a place to retrieve her medications, and this was especially made difficult as the member discharged the day before a holiday, on 12/23/2020. The guardian had not been resistant to the member discharging, but wanted a better plan in place to secure the member's success. The member had to be taken right back to a hospital the same day, as she was not oriented, was easily triggered and confused. 

Additionally, the member was hospitalized for over 30 days. It was discussed with the SW, discharge planner, guardian, and hospital liaison (writer) that the member should be connected with ACTT or CST services. Member was also connected with HTT until the member could be officially connected with a provider. It was not until the day of the member's discharge, that the discharge planner (Kyatta) shared that there were not providers available for ACTT, and that CST could be pursued after discharge. This is not appropriate. If a member is there for that long, a referral could have been done earlier and a provider could have even started their initial documentation while the member was hospitalized. HTT representative involved also reported not being told that the member had discharged, and when he asked the social worker where she had discharged to, they were unable to tell him.

Therefore, the guardian was displeased with how the hospital handle the discharge - and that it was rushed prior to a holiday after weeks of discussion and communication. Guardian asked for grievance to be filed and agreed for her name and contact to be provided.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED LICENSURE; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINSTRATIVE		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7836		01/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Per member's guardian, there are several concerns regarding the member's discharge. The member was not stable nor oriented at the time of discharge. When she discharged, she thought she had been away from home, at the wrong house, and was trying to return to Florida. Per the guardian, when she received discharge documents from Holly Hill, the medication list was not provided. And when she asked for it, she was given a list of two PRN medications. The member was not set up with a place to retrieve her medications, and this was especially made difficult as the member discharged the day before a holiday, on 12/23/2020. The guardian had not been resistant to the member discharging, but wanted a better plan in place to secure the member's success. The member had to be taken right back to a hospital the same day, as she was not oriented, was easily triggered and confused. Additionally, the member was hospitalized for over 30 days. It was discussed with the SW, discharge planner, guardian, and hospital liaison (writer) that the member should be connected with ACTT or CST services. Member was also connected with HTT until the member could be officially connected with a provider. It was not until the day of the member's discharge, that the discharge planner (Kyatta) shared that there were not providers available for ACTT, and that CST could be pursued after discharge. This is not appropriate. If a member is there for that long, a referral could have been done earlier and a provider could have even started their initial documentation while the member was hospitalized. HTT representative involved also reported not being told that the member had discharged, and when he asked the social worker where she had discharged to, they were unable to tell him. Therefore, the guardian was displeased with how the hospital handle the discharge - and that it was rushed prior to a holiday after weeks of discussion and communication. Guardian asked for grievance to be filed and agreed for her name and contact to be provided.
KATINA CRISWELL  ID: 712860   (DOB: 12/31/1963)
1/7/21 Call to complainant, member’s assigned guardian at ARC of NC; left vm message. Based on nature of concern this writer contacted Eric Krauskopf, Director of Performance Improvement at HHH and made him aware of the concern. This writer requested that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted to this writer to include actions taken to address the concern. Mr. Krauskopf plans to follow up with this writer.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/7/21 This writer received response from agency indicating that member no longer met criteria to remain at HHH. It was reported that: “On the day of discharge, the guardian was notified and did not express any concerns about the patient’s mental state or safety. 

On the day of discharge, 12/23/20, the unit chart nurse documented that she spoke with the guardian to review discharge plans which included medications, transportation after discharge, aftercare appointments, and safety planning. The patient’s medications were reviewed which included Abilify at bedtime, Risperdal twice a day, and Trazadone at bedtime. The only PRN medication listed for the patient was Melatonin at bedtime as needed.  The nurse documented that she informed the guardian the patient was being discharged with a prescription for her medications. In the medical record, there is a copy of the prescription that was given to the patient at discharge.
During this discussion, the guardian did not voice any concerns about the patient’s discharge plans or placement stating, “Just send her back.””
 1/12/21 Based on the nature of the concern, the AH CQR Committee has requested update on the status of the case via Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker. This writer submitted the agency response as well as the HHH discharge document for review and any clinical recommendations. This information will be presented to the Committee on 1/13/21 for review. Any response or recommendations to be relayed to this writer by Mr Parker. No response from guardian to date. Based on information available member is currently inpatient. This writer will clarify where the member is currently hospitalized, however, it is not at HHH per Mr Krauskopf. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/21/21 Call to complainant; left vm message requesting return phone call. Review indicates member IVC'd to UNC hospital. Referral has been made for CRH.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/25/21 No response from complainant to date. Based on agency response and review by AH CQR case to be closed and resolution letter mailed to complainant. Any subsequent correspondence with complainant or update from CQR to be noted in follow up.(K.Ware,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		20

		11391		Kim Ware		01/05/2021		BURNETTE		TIFFANY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		94609 - BURNETTE, TIFFANY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Tiffany Burnette Consumer with B&D Behavioral Health called seeking to file a grievance against B&D Health as Consumer informed she is being threatened with eviction from her housing due to a bed bug infestation and the apartment Community has planned to treat the apartment but to do so they need the apartment packed and things moved to do so effectively.  B&D refuses to help Consumer pack her apartment as instructed by the apartment so that the apartment can be treated for the bed bugs.  Consumer reports she is physically disabled and unable to pack her apartment by her apartment. Caller states she has contacted B&D Staff regarding this matter to  make an effort to keep her housing. Caller states she was fussed at by her B&D Staff regarding this matter. Caller states she was only seeking assistance with packing the apartment to allow the Apartment Community to treat the apartment effectively. Consumer states she has been in apartment through Mutual Heights.  Consumer's Address:  3218 Fayetteville St. Durham NC 27707 Phone Number:  919-251-9258.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; NATURE CHANGED FROM ABUSE/NEGLECT TO QUALITY; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM OPT TO CST		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7826		01/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Tiffany Burnette Consumer with B&D Behavioral Health called seeking to file a grievance against B&D Health as Consumer informed she is being threatened with eviction from her housing due to a bed bug infestation and the apartment Community has planned to treat the apartment but to do so they need the apartment packed and things moved to do so effectively. B&D refuses to help Consumer pack her apartment as instructed by the apartment so that the apartment can be treated for the bed bugs. Consumer reports she is physically disabled and unable to pack her apartment by her apartment. Caller states she has contacted B&D Staff regarding this matter to make an effort to keep her housing. Caller states she was fussed at by her B&D Staff regarding this matter. Caller states she was only seeking assistance with packing the apartment to allow the Apartment Community to treat the apartment effectively. Consumer states she has been in apartment through Mutual Heights. Consumer's Address: 3218 Fayetteville St. Durham NC 27707 Phone Number: 919-251-9258. 
1/5/20 This writer contacted Jeremy Reed, agency QM Director, to make him aware of the concern. This writer requested that an internal review be conducted and response provided indicating actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/6/20 Call to member; no response; no vm.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/7/20 Call to member at 919-251-9258  ; number no longer in service. Called another number listed 919-600-7413; left vm requesting return phone call. Member has called and filed another grievance (11393), cases to be linked. Also to be noted, SW from Duke has filed an external stakeholder concern regarding the matter (11393).This writer made call and spoke at length with agency's QM Director, Jeremy Reed regarding the concerns in that member has filed 2 grievances regarding the matter and that an external stakeholder has also filed. Per his report the agency had already begun an investigation into the matter. Based on investigation, the agency does provide services and were already assisting member with the bed bug issue in preparation for her home inspection. Per his report the member will be prepared for the home inspection. Mr. Reed has indicted that B and D plans to continue to monitor the matter so as to assist member to avoid eviction. Per report, a home health aid is involved with member's care as well. Mr. Reed plans to follow up with internal review findings upon completion. This writer made another call to member; no response to date. (K.Ware,QAA)
1/8/21 This writer made call to the (919)600-7413 number again and it is no longer in service. This writer called (919) 251-9258 again and member answered. This writer spoke with complainant regarding her concern and inquired if her apartment had been treated. She explained that it was treated by terminix but that she was still experiencing some biting and was told by the exterminator that it could take up to 2 weeks. She reports that no one from B and D has contacted her. This writer again inquired later in the conversation if she had been contacted by B and D and she indicated that one staff had contacted her, a new staff and that she did not care for her because "she goes back and forth between me and B and D". Ms Burnette did not mention issue pertaining to staff living with her. She reports that SW at Duke told her to file a grievance because of her concerns with them and services. This writer mentioned that a concern had been filed against staff that was living with her. Ms Burnette changed the subject and went on to say that she would have left B and D a long time ago if it were not for the TCLI program. She complained that she needed more help. This writer explained CST and its components and mentioned to member that if she needs a higher level of care to consult with B and D. Ms Burnette confirmed help of a "nurse". This appears to be a home health aid. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps to include follow up with B and D regarding actions taken and follow up. Ms. Burnette again confirmed that the treatment had occurred and that she would not be evicted. She expressed no other concerns at this time other than experience bites. This writer referred member to AH 24 hr Access and Information in the event that she needs assistance in locating an alternative provider of choice. Ms Burnette confirmed her mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)
1/11/21 This writer received email correspondence from Mr. Reed indicating completion of the agency's investigation. Per Mr. Reed," the bed bug extermination was completed on time and the inspection was completed."
1/13/21 Call to complainant to confirm action steps taken no vm available. Agency ahs offered its due diligence in addressing the matter and have reported follow up with member. Resolution letter to be mailed (including both 11391 and 11398). To be noted agency's investigation also included 11393, submitted by eternal stakeholders and was unsubstantiated based on investigation. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted in follow up.(K.Ware,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		9

		11393		Kim Ware		01/05/2021		GordonPitts		Melissa		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		94609 - BURNETTE, TIFFANY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Callers are both social workers at Duke. Callers are concerned about safety, fraud and abuse issues involving B and D Integrated Health.  In addition to the complainant information above, Danya Holtzman (also a social worker at Duke  participated in the call) .   Two days ago the consumer advised social worker that she needed be out of her apartment in 2 days if she could not have bed bugs treated.  Consumer is linked to CST with B and D.  Social workers have spoken with Ms. Walker on the CST team who indicated she would be heading to the consumers apartment to help her pack up.  Ms Walker then indicated (today) that she was served a legal notice and is not permitted to see the consumer.  Social workers then spoke with the CST Team Lead (name is not clear)  who advised that agency was planning to fire Ms. Walker since she had been living with the consumer.  The consumer accused staff member of bringing the bed bugs to the apartment when she began staying there. Team Lead indicates she was going to fire her because someone else overheard what happened.  B and D is planning to pay for the extermination fee. Team Lead did not feel comfortable packing consumer up.   Consumer has multiple  behavioral health and other medical needs. Both social workers are calling in concerned about eviction and also seek to report concerns to Fraud and Abuse hotline at Alliance.  Consumer may have phone off but her number is 919-600-7413, address at this time is 3218 Fayetteville Street, Durham 27707.  Writer offered to link callers to a licensed clinician when they first called in but declined due lack of imminent safety concerns.   Consumer has multiple psychiatric and other medical conditions and is seen by Duke for PCP and specialty care, psychiatric med mgmt. Duke's PO Box is DUMC 3647, Durham NC 27710. Given how concerned callers were about eviction, writer indicated high priority and gave Grievance staff contact info. Rich Resnick LCAS Please do not disclose complainant information.  Thank you RR		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; NATURE CHANGED FROM ABUSE/NEGLECT TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7828		01/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Callers are both social workers at Duke. Callers are concerned about safety, fraud and abuse issues involving B and D Integrated Health. In addition to the complainant information above, Danya Holtzman (also a social worker at Duke participated in the call) . Two days ago the consumer advised social worker that she needed be out of her apartment in 2 days if she could not have bed bugs treated. Consumer is linked to CST with B and D. Social workers have spoken with Ms. Walker on the CST team who indicated she would be heading to the consumers apartment to help her pack up. Ms Walker then indicated (today) that she was served a legal notice and is not permitted to see the consumer. Social workers then spoke with the CST Team Lead (name is not clear) who advised that agency was planning to fire Ms. Walker since she had been living with the consumer. The consumer accused staff member of bringing the bed bugs to the apartment when she began staying there. Team Lead indicates she was going to fire her because someone else overheard what happened. B and D is planning to pay for the extermination fee. Team Lead did not feel comfortable packing consumer up. Consumer has multiple behavioral health and other medical needs. Both social workers are calling in concerned about eviction and also seek to report concerns to Fraud and Abuse hotline at Alliance. Consumer may have phone off but her number is 919-600-7413, address at this time is 3218 Fayetteville Street, Durham 27707. Writer offered to link callers to a licensed clinician when they first called in but declined due lack of imminent safety concerns. Consumer has multiple psychiatric and other medical conditions and is seen by Duke for PCP and specialty care, psychiatric med mgmt. Duke's PO Box is DUMC 3647, Durham NC 27710. Given how concerned callers were about eviction, writer indicated high priority and gave Grievance staff contact info. Rich Resnick LCAS Please do not disclose complainant information. Thank you RR
TIFFANY BURNETTE
1/7/21 This writer made call to complainant; left vm message. This writer made call and spoke with agency's QM Director, Jeremy Reed regarding the concerns in that it is related to previous concerns submitted by member. Per his report the agency had already begun an investigation into the matter. based on investigation, including interviews with staff and member, the staff never did live with member and that member admitted to making the story up. The agency does provide services and were already assisting member with the bed bug issue in preparation for her home inspection. The member has had a home health aid assist in making calls as well. Per agency investigation, the member and home health aid called and apologized to staff Ms Walker. When this writer inquired if the staff would continue to work on CST with member, Mr. Reed indicated that it was not the plan moving forward. He also confirmed that the agency did not plan to fire the member. Per his report the member will be prepared for the home inspection due to B and D already assisting with the bed bug treatment matter. Mr. Reed plans to follow up with this writer with its internal investigation findings. Per Mr. Reed agency had reached out to AH Incident and Grievance staff regarding the matter to inquire how to level the incident/situation regarding the accusation of staff living with member. Per discussion the matter would be considered level 1.With that, Mr. Reed reports that it was categorized and processed as such. This information will be submitted with the agency's internal review for the member's grievances # 11391 and 11398. After speaking to Mr Reed, this writer made call to complainant (asst dir of SW at Duke) (919) 660-7413 and discussed her concerns This writer explained the role of QM and the action steps that had been taken to address the concerns indicating that the agency would be assisting member with the bed bug treatment and continue CST service provision and that their internal investigation indicated that staff did not live with member. This writer inquired if the complainant still needed to report as Fraud and she indicated that this writer's efforts and follow up were adequate. She was concerned that the member was not physically able to launder her own clothes after the bed bug treatment. This writer has indicted that B and D plans to continue to monitor the matter so as to assist member to avoid eviction. This writer also explained that a home health aid was involved with member's care as well. This writer also indicated that this writer will follow up with member to confirm that agency has followed through with the assistance. The complainant agreed that the member is difficult to contact. The complainant thanked this writer and confirmed mailing address. No further concerns discussed at this time. Ack/Res to be mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/12/21 Ack/Res mailed. Member has been contacted for her grievances as well as the complainant contacted. Agency has confirmed bed bug treatment and the member has not been evicted. Agency plans to continue to provide servies.(K.Ware,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		7

		11396		Kristie White		01/06/2021		Jordan-Oliver		Rasheeda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		RHA Health Services NC, LLC		1		281825 - KEETER, DAVID		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Bladen		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		On 12/16/2020 writer requested documentation from QP, Rashida Prather to complete quarterly monitoring update.  On 12/31/20 writer received progress summary, grids for 9/1/20-11/30/20 for Innovation services: Residential Supports, Day Supports and Community Networking.  A billing discrepancy was found during review of paid claims and grid data.  Grids for Community Networking consistently reflected "David didn't complete this goal" and NA on the intervention section of the goals however billing units reflected as payment for the review period noted above.  A follow up email was sent to QP, Rashida Prather, on 1/4/2021 requesting follow up to explain whether it was an error.  Writer requested follow by noon, if possible.  No follow up information received and therefore grievance is being filled for misbilling.  If substantiated, this would result in payback from the agency for Community Networking services billed. Community Networking service code: H2015 Authorization # 662716 (12/1/20-11/30/20) reflects member was authorized for 1872 units. Documents received from QP, Rashida Prather can be provided via email due to file being to large to attach.  Pg. 63-74 reflect the issues noted above.  Agency Director name and contact information is as follows: Samantha Scott 910-322-1289 Samantha.scott@rhanet.org and QP, Rashida Prather contact information is: Rashida.prather@rhanet.org 910-739-1468 or 910-584-4567.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED REC'D DATE FROM 12/31/20 TO INSERT DATE, Corrected internal complainant info.		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7832		01/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: David Keeter Patient ID: 281825 DOB: 11/28/1957
On 12/16/2020 writer requested documentation from QP, Rashida Prather to complete quarterly monitoring update. On 12/31/20 writer received progress summary, grids for 9/1/20-11/30/20 for Innovation services: Residential Supports, Day Supports and Community Networking. A billing discrepancy was found during review of paid claims and grid data. Grids for Community Networking consistently reflected "David didn't complete this goal" and NA on the intervention section of the goals however billing units reflected as payment for the review period noted above. A follow up email was sent to QP, Rashida Prather, on 1/4/2021 requesting follow- up to explain whether it was an error. Writer requested follow by noon, if possible. No follow up information received and therefore grievance is being filled for misbilling. If substantiated, this would result in payback from the agency for Community Networking services billed. Community Networking service code: H2015 Authorization # 662716 (12/1/20-11/30/20) reflects member was authorized for 1872 units. Documents received from QP, Rashida Prather can be provided via email due to file being too large to attach. Pg. 63-74 reflect the issues noted above. Agency Director name and contact information is as follows: Samantha Scott 910-322-1289 Samantha.scott@rhanet.org and QP, Rashida Prather contact information is: Rashida.prather@rhanet.org 910-739-1468 or 910-584-4567.
01/06/21-Internal- against RHA Health Service NC, LLC-billing and payment for Community Networking services not provided. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/07/21-Due to misbilling issue and authorization issue sending to SIU for case consult by THeld. Per case consult SIU will take this one as an allegation of billing for services not rendered. Closing case as undetermined and sending ack/resolution email to internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined sent to SIU for resolution.		0		1		0		1

		11397		Kristie White		01/06/2021		Perry		Donna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		50952 - YOUNG, ANTHONY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		1)	Initial request for Community Support Team (CST) services submitted without a full Comprehensive Clinical Assessment (CCA). Document is required to determine appropriate level of care. 
2)	Tammy Northern, QP completed Clinical Addendum but staff must be licensed to do this type of assessment. QP practicing outside the scope of credentials.  
3)	CST delivered services 12/7/2020 through 12/21/2020 but Service Order not signed until 12/22/2020. Services delivered without an authorization during pass through period or due to COVID flexibilities must still have a Service Order in place no later than the date services start.		Discussed issues 1/6/2021 with CST Lead Logan Boykin on 1/6/2021. She was not aware of above “rules” regarding Addendum or Service Order. Logan stated CCA to be provided by Friday 1/8/2021 and issues to be discussed with her supervisor Heidi Dohnert. Due to the number of problems with this submission, writer informed Logan this case was being referred for Quality Management issues. Recommend additional training of staff regarding documentation requirements and scope of practice for each credential on CST. 
Submitted by Donna Perry, MC, LCMHC 1/6/2021		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7834		01/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Anthony Young Patient ID: 50952 DOB: 05/31/1966
1) Initial request for Community Support Team (CST) services submitted without a full Comprehensive Clinical Assessment (CCA). Document is required to determine appropriate level of care. 2) Tammy Northern, QP completed Clinical Addendum but staff must be licensed to do this type of assessment. QP practicing outside the scope of credentials. 3) CST delivered services 12/7/2020 through 12/21/2020 but Service Order not signed until 12/22/2020. Services delivered without an authorization during pass through period or due to COVID flexibilities must still have a Service Order in place no later than the date services start. Discussed issues 1/6/2021 with CST Lead Logan Boykin on 1/6/2021. She was not aware of above “rules” regarding Addendum or Service Order. Logan stated CCA to be provided by Friday 1/8/2021 and issues to be discussed with her supervisor Heidi Dohnert. Due to the number of problems with this submission, writer informed Logan this case was being referred for Quality Management issues. Recommend additional training of staff regarding documentation requirements and scope of practice for each credential on CST. Submitted by Donna Perry, MC, LCMHC 1/6/2021
01/06/21-Internal- against Carolina Outreach- no CCA submitted, unlicensed staff completed clinical addendum; service order not signed. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/07/21-Due to authorization issue and billing issue for this concern sending to THeld in SIU for case consult. Per SIU consult it was recommended to proceed with typical resolution process and remind them their contract encourages self-audits (and an overpayment is indicated in this case). Contacted Carolina Outreach and spoke to Jalen Darden about this internal concern with the agency sending her a concern element email to qm@carolinaoutreach.com to be sent back to me by 01/14/21. Also sent internal complainant DPerry an acknowledgment email. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/20/21-Received response from provider about internal concern for CCA request not being sent in for members. Per provider Per internal review, the CCA for Anthony Young was later sent over since addendum couldn't be used and it was by the requested deadline of 1/8/2021. The provider admits this is a training issue that has been acknowledged and has been rectified. Tammy is aware she should not complete addendums or Assessments.  Logan Boykin (team lead) and/or another licensed staff on the team will complete Addendums/Assessments moving forward. It is our staff’s understanding that service orders are not required for a passthrough and the dates that are referenced (12/1-12/29) are during a passthrough period. It appears the team has billed on the appropriate auth line per the internal review. The service order was signed when staff submitted the PCP to start services after the passthrough. Sending resolution email to internal complainant DPerry and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		14

		11398		Kim Ware		01/06/2021		BURNETTE		TIFFANY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		94609 - BURNETTE, TIFFANY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against B and D integrated health CST  due to not paying for treatment for bed bugs in callers apartment. caller also stated that B and D integrated was suppose to help pack up her stuff at the apartment in order for treatment for the bed bugs to be completed but noone from B and D Integrated health showed up and not returning her call.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MULTI; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO CST		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7830		01/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against B and D integrated health CST due to not paying for treatment for bed bugs in callers apartment. caller also stated that B and D integrated was suppose to help pack up her stuff at the apartment in order for treatment for the bed bugs to be completed but noone from B and D Integrated health showed up and not returning her call.
TIFFANY BURNETTE   ID: 94609  (DOB: 11/7/1975) ***DUPLICATE 11391
1/5/20 This writer contacted Jeremy Reed, agency QM Director, to make him aware of the concern. This writer requested that an internal review be conducted and response provided indicating actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/6/20 Call to member; no response; no vm.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/7/20 Call to member at 919-251-9258  ; number no longer in service. Called another number listed 919-600-7413; left vm requesting return phone call. Member has called and filed another grievance (11393), cases to be linked. Also to be noted, SW from Duke has filed an external stakeholder concern regarding the matter (11393).This writer made call and spoke at length with agency's QM Director, Jeremy Reed regarding the concerns in that member has filed 2 grievances regarding the matter and that an external stakeholder has also filed. Per his report the agency had already begun an investigation into the matter. Based on investigation, the agency does provide services and were already assisting member with the bed bug issue in preparation for her home inspection. Per his report the member will be prepared for the home inspection. Mr. Reed has indicted that B and D plans to continue to monitor the matter so as to assist member to avoid eviction. Per report, a home health aid is involved with member's care as well. Mr. Reed plans to follow up with internal review findings upon completion. This writer made another call to member; no response to date. (K.Ware,QAA)
1/8/21 This writer made call to the (919)600-7413 number again and it is no longer in service. This writer called (919) 251-9258 again and member answered. This writer spoke with complainant regarding her concern and inquired if her apartment had been treated. She explained that it was treated by terminix but that she was still experiencing some biting and was told by the exterminator that it could take up to 2 weeks. She reports that no one from B and D has contacted her. This writer again inquired later in the conversation if she had been contacted by B and D and she indicated that one staff had contacted her, a new staff and that she did not care for her because "she goes back and forth between me and B and D". Ms Burnette did not mention issue pertaining to staff living with her. She reports that SW at Duke told her to file a grievance because of her concerns with them and services. This writer mentioned that a concern had been filed against staff that was living with her. Ms Burnette changed the subject and went on to say that she would have left B and D a long time ago if it were not for the TCLI program. She complained that she needed more help. This writer explained CST and its components and mentioned to member that if she needs a higher level of care to consult with B and D. Ms Burnette confirmed help of a "nurse". This appears to be a home health aid. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps to include follow up with B and D regarding actions taken and follow up. Ms. Burnette again confirmed that the treatment had occurred and that she would not be evicted. She expressed no other concerns at this time other than experience bites. This writer referred member to AH 24 hr Access and Information in the event that she needs assistance in locating an alternative provider of choice. Ms Burnette confirmed her mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)
1/11/21 This writer received email correspondence from Mr. Reed indicating completion of the agency's investigation. Per Mr. Reed," the bed bug extermination was completed on time and the inspection was completed."
1/13/21 Call to complainant to confirm action steps taken no vm available. Agency ahs offered its due diligence in addressing the matter and have reported follow up with member. Resolution letter to be mailed (including both 11391 and 11398). To be noted agency's investigation also included 11393, submitted by eternal stakeholders and was unsubstantiated based on investigation. No further action by this writer at this time. Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted in follow up.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		8

		11399		Hillary Vandewart		01/06/2021		GRANDE		MARK		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		549437 - GRANDE, MARK		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Prior to member ending the call he shared that his experience at HHH was not positive. Memeber reported that he only was offered one group through the duration of his stay, which was 10 days. Member reported that HHH messed up the timing of his medications and one day he received them at 1:00 am. Member reported that they were promised to go outside and they did not. Member also reported that he did not feel safe and stated that his "roommate turned on him" and he was placed in a room by himself. Member reported that if possible he would like to file a grievance and he would be fine with being contacted too. Member's current contact information is his brother's, Matthew Grande, 919-802-3118.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7845		02/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Prior to member ending the call he shared that his experience at HHH was not positive. Memeber reported that he only was offered one group through the duration of his stay, which was 10 days. Member reported that HHH messed up the timing of his medications and one day he received them at 1:00 am. Member reported that they were promised to go outside and they did not. Member also reported that he did not feel safe and stated that his "roommate turned on him" and he was placed in a room by himself. Member reported that if possible he would like to file a grievance and he would be fine with being contacted too. Member's current contact information is his brother's, Matthew Grande, 919-802-3118.
[PT: Mark Grande				DOB: 2/17/65				ID: 54937]
1/12/21
This writer called and spoke with member’s brother, Matthew (ROI on file), who informed this writer that Mark has his phone again. He shared that number with this writer: 919-600-0238.
This writer then called Mark directly and LVM re	questing a call back. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

1/25/21
This writer reached out to HHH Director of Risk Management, Eric Krauskopf, and requested a response by 2/1/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/27/21
This writer received the below response from Eric:
In a review of the patient’s medical record there are no identified complaints. In reviewing with the facility’s Patient Advocate, there were no complaints or grievances received by the patient. 
In the patient’s self-inventory forms, he describes himself as “feeling great” and “getting better every day.” In the Physician’s Progress Note on 12/17/20, the patient’s mood is described as “euthymic” and he is quoted as saying “I feel great!”

In a review of the medical record, the patient was inpatient for 7 days, and there were group activities each day of his stay. On 12/13/20, the patient was encouraged to attend Process Group but refused. He was given a therapeutic handout as an alternative activity on health strategies to cope with symptoms and triggers and offered to review this 1:1 with a therapy staff member.

In a review of the medical record, there are no mentions of any errors in the timing of the patient’s medications. There is no record of the patient receiving medications at 1am. On 12/17/20 and 12/18/20, the patient received Melatonin and Norco at 12:29am and 12:46am respectively. These were PRN medications, not a scheduled medications, so they would only have been given when the patient requested it rather being scheduled to receive at a designated time. 

It is unable to be validated if/when the patient “was promised he could go outside.” In reviewing the patient’s daily self-inventory forms, there is no mention or complaint of not being able to go outside. In reviewing the patients Observation Sheets, on 12/18/20, he is listed as being outside from 2:45pm-3:30pm. 

There are no documented incidents or reports of the patient being in an altercation with any peers. On 12/14/20, the patient wrote on his self-inventory sheet that his roommate had “turned the heat on to 90 after we had an agreement.” 
There are no documented events of the patient stating that he “did not feel safe.” 

Holly Hill Hospital is fully committed not only to timely and comprehensive investigation of any quality of care concern, but to taking a proactive approach to quality improvement and patient safety. We appreciate you bringing this matter to our attention. Please feel free to contact me if additional information is required.

Respectfully submitted,

Eric Krauskopf, LCSW
Director of Performance Improvement
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/2/21
This writer attempted to reach member to share provider’s response. This writer LVM requesting a call back to discuss.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/3/21
This writer has not received a call back from the complainant after multiple attempts. This writer composed and sent resolution letter. Any future correspondence with complainant will be documented in Follow Up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		28

		11400		Hillary Vandewart		01/06/2021		DAVIS		ANTWAN		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Beyond Challenges Community Services, LLC		1		58280 - DAVIS, ANTWAN		Black/African American		Not Defined		Male		Vance		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 F (Alternative family Living)		1		1		Atwan Davis current resident in AFL called to file grievance against Provider. Caller states she has spoken with Staff regarding concerns and he feels he is not being heard. Caller reports he has been resident since last year and he is unhappy. Consumer reports he is trying not to respond negatively and not go to jail. Consumer reports he is residing with younger residents who are not being managed well.  Consumer states he is seeking his own housing but he is not being assisted with finding housing. Caller states he is 30 and residing with teenagers. Caller states he has been asking for Therapy for some time and the Staff have not assisted him with taking care of his request for mental health services.  Consumer states he feels no one cares even after he has shared his concerns. Consumer states he is very frustrated with his current living situation.  Caller states he follows up with Staff regarding his request and is constantly given excuses as to why things have not happened. Caller states Staff are very unprofessional.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to grievance, changed disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7846		02/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Atwan Davis current resident in AFL called to file grievance against Provider. Caller states she has spoken with Staff regarding concerns and he feels he is not being heard. Caller reports he has been resident since last year and he is unhappy. Consumer reports he is trying not to respond negatively and not go to jail. Consumer reports he is residing with younger residents who are not being managed well.  Consumer states he is seeking his own housing but he is not being assisted with finding housing. Caller states he is 30 and residing with teenagers. Caller states he has been asking for Therapy for some time and the Staff have not assisted him with taking care of his request for mental health services.  Consumer states he feels no one cares even after he has shared his concerns. Consumer states he is very frustrated with his current living situation.  Caller states he follows up with Staff regarding his request and is constantly given excuses as to why things have not happened. Caller states Staff are very unprofessional.
[PT: Antwan Davis				DOB: 9/10/91				ID: 58280]
1/13/21
This writer called and spoke with complainant regarding his concerns. He added that he does not feel that his guardian has his best interest in mind.
He stated that the biggest issue was the other residents, rather than the staff. He stated that they are immature and irresponsible, noting that he has to “flush” behind them, etc.
He confirmed that this writer can reach out to provider/guardian regarding his concerns and also asked that I follow up with CN, Charice Brown—stating that she hasn’t been returning his calls.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/15/21
This writer received another call from member who wanted to add to his grievance. He stated that he used to be connected to a speech therapist (through previous agency, Caring Hands) and this has no longer been happening. He re-emphasized that he is not happy and doesn’t have any privacy, is being restricted. 
His guardian, Vivian Harris, “blocked” others from guardianship (previous foster parent and bio dad).
He also stated that his CC isn’t returning his calls. This writer informed him that I would follow up with CC about this. He thanked this writer for the info.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/15/21
This writer reached out to member’s Care Navigator (Charice Brown) and Service Integrity Coordinator (Dana Wilkins) to share concerns and see if they had any feedback. This writer received the below:
Hi Hillary,
This has been an ongoing concern for a couple of years now, but it tends to go back and forth. When he is upset, these are the concerns, and when he is happy, these concerns go away.. or if he has an activity to do or has extra money, then there are no concerns. When he is bored, I will usually get a call with these concerns. Not quite sure what to do with the grievance. He has left me no messages since I spoke to him last month.
Thanks,
Charice
Hi Hillary,
The guardian expressed the same pattern of behavior to me on last month that Charice just described as I am new to the case. I have been trying to get in touch with QP. I’m awaiting a response from them. Thank you for including me in this email. 
-Dana
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
1/25/21
This writer reached out to Kiya Davis, kdbeyond@raleigh.twcbc.com and Chareasee Barbee, bccs@raleigh.twcbc.com to share concern details, and requested a response by 1/21/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
1/25/21
This writer received another VM from member requesting a call back. This writer will attempt to await updates on case prior to returning call from member. 
This writer did check in Jiva and note that CN spoke with Antwan regarding his concerns on 1/25/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/2/21
This writer received the below response from the provider:
(1)	Member reported that he is residing with younger residents who are not being managed well.

Member does not reside with any other members.  Member is the only member in the home and has been since he began services with BCCS.  

(2)	Member has been asking for therapy (as well as speech therapy) for some time and staff have not assisted in connecting him to these services.  Staff continues to give him excuses as to why he has not been connected with a therapist.

Member has been aware of the process for Therapy, however he has not requested Speech therapy in over a year.  Through his Guardian, Antwan was connected with the SLP Program at NCCU where he would go and receive Speech Services.  At the beginning of 2020 the program had not started and eventually COVID-19 restrictions started.  Therefore, this program was put on hold and Antwan is currently not participating in any face to face services.  As far as therapy, Antwan is updated often concerning the process. Prior to COVID-19, Antwan was assessed for therapy however his paperwork was misplaced or lost by the agency.  Due to COVID-19 restrictions, Antwan once again was not participating in any face to face services. Antwan recently started asking about therapy again.  QP has contacted agency again to regain the process of completing another assessment for him. Antwan was updated about this process recently and that the QP was awaiting a call back to schedule his assessment.

(3)	He has spoken with staff regarding concerns and feels as though he is not being heard.

Member has had several opportunities to express his feelings to his QP and his Clinical Treatment team throughout the year.  However, when he expresses himself and the responses to his questions and concerns are not what he wants to hear then he becomes upset.  Antwan desires to move on his own and back to Durham.  However, when he resided in Durham, he did not demonstrate good hygiene and good decision making skills. He demonstrated risky sexual behaviors,  became very non-compliant with staff request, demonstrated AWOL behaviors, demonstrated verbal and/ or physical aggression towards staff due to not wanting to follow instructions, demonstrated excessive spending and/or mishandled his banking account if there were funds available.  He has demonstrated some of these behaviors while currently living in Henderson, when he when back to Durham for an overnight weekend visit(s) with his Mother.   Antwan has a checklist to follow that will adjudicate him competent from the Durham County Judge for him to follow to obtain competency.  At times Antwan refuses assistance from his staff, QP and Clinical Team.  At times he refuses to complete his goals and refuses to meet with his Psychologist.  He has to be encouraged to complete simple instructions.  He desires to be independent but refuses at times to work on the items listed on the checklist to become independent.  He feels that he does not have a disability and becomes angry when his Clinical Treatment Team attempts to explain to him about his needs.  Antwan often feels that he is being mistreated when he can’t have his way. He has an on and off relationship with his Guardian as well and feels that she does not listen to him either.  However, since Antwan has moved to Henderson from Durham, over the years there have been a decrease in the above behaviors.  He demonstrates them periodically instead of on a consistent basis.  He continues to need support with making good decisions, especially with risky sexual behaviors/ soliciting sex, money management, hygiene skills, verbal aggression, accepting assistance from others, accepting redirection and understanding his disability.  His Clinical Treatment Team continues to support him in every way possible.  Antwan is an active participate in his treatment team meetings.  When in the meetings he often says that he agrees with everything and/ or will work on whatever is addressed.  However, when he becomes upset or dislikes an instruction then he demonstrates non-compliance with what has been put in place.  He also communicates with his past staff and complains about his dislikes.  Often times, these conversations with others outside of his Clinical Team counteracts what the team and Antwan have previously established.  Antwan typically does not provide them with clear and factual information concerning his concerns.  
This writer then contacted member’s guardian, Vivian Harris, at 919-308-9172 to make her aware of concerns and verify information in provider’s response. LVM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/3/21
This writer reached out to Service Integrity Consultant and Care Navigator to share provider’s response and get their input. This writer also wanted to ensure that they were aware of the provider’s response regarding therapy so that they could assist with following up on this.
This writer received the below response from Charice Brown (Care Navigator):
I have reviewed all the notes in Jiva related to your questions to assist me with providing accurate responses.
1.	Re: Other individuals (Teenager(s) in the home: Antwan has never mentioned to me that there was ever anyone else in the home except for him and his AFL provider. His notes also have no mention of anyone else in the home or any adverse issues related to there being someone else in the home. I have never been to his home as I was initially assigned to work with AD in July 2019 and at that same time, he was assigned another SC, who is no longer with Alliance. That SC would have been responsible for the home visits. I met AD at the local provider office in Henderson, NC for his annual plan meeting in Aug. 2019 and this year’s annual plan meeting was via conference call due to COVID.
2.	Outpatient Tx: AD and his provider discussed a referral to Sunrise Clinical for Opt/Counseling in 2019. There was some issue at the time in which the appt. had to be rescheduled. As I recall, I have asked about this on a couple of occasions since it was mentioned at the plan meeting in Aug. 2019, but maybe Dana and I can follow up with the provider for additional information to get the appt. scheduled or find another provider if this one is not accessible.
3.	Speech Therapy: I was not aware that AD received Speech Therapy, so again, following up with the provider will be necessary to link AD to the provider of his choice or find out if there can be virtual and/or teleconference appts. with NCCU.
4.	I have spoken to AD about his guardianship status. This is one of his ongoing complaints. He wants to feel like he is supported by this providers and his guardian. He seeks the input of others when he doesn’t get the answers he wants to hear and a many times in the past year or so, he takes his anger out on his guardian (usually telephone anger). Most complaints stem from any restrictions placed on him such as not being allowed to see his family members in Durham. This was a decision made by the guardian after AD walked away from his family, while on a home visit last year, and put himself in jeopardy of physical harm from strangers.

Overall, we can follow up on Speech Therapy and Outpatient tx supports and check in with the provider re: additional individuals in the home. AD will likely continue to become upset when things do not go his way or if there are restrictions on his ability to visit his family. He has a history of contacting Alliance or Cardinal MCO’s to express his wants and needs when he is upset. He also contacts the owner of his previous residential provider agency to discuss his likes and dislikes. Being heard and understood is very important to him, and his contacts will likely continue.
Having a therapist could be very beneficial for him in this area.
Thanks,
Charice
This writer also received the below from Dana Wilkins, Service Integrity Consultant:
Thank you so much Hillary & Charice. I will be reaching out to the provider today. I will keep everyone updated. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/4/21
This writer received a voicemail from Vivan Harris (guardian). This writer returned call to discuss grievance. She reported that with the residence being in Henderson, they had experienced some difficulty in getting him connected to therapy and that he hadn’t brought up the issue of wanting speech therapy since 2018. 
She stressed that she agrees that therapy would be beneficial but that it would need to be in Henderson as Antwan is not safe when he comes to Durham. The last time he went home overnight, he met someone online and had a sexual encounter with him behind a building.
She reported Antwan’s inability to accept that he has a disability limits him from making progress and reaching his goals. While he presents well, he is not capable of being independent.
This writer inquired about Antwan’s father or previous foster parent becoming his guardian. Vivian expressed that his father “never follows through,” does not attend treatment team meetings, etc. 
She also stated that, in her view, he want these other guardians because he wants to do what he wants to do and she does feels that she cannot “in good conscience” support that as he is a danger to himself. 
This writer thanked Vivian for the information. 
This writer called Antwan and shared with him the response received from the provider. He mentioned living with 2 other people, but then stated that they weren’t there very often. This writer informed him that his Care Navigation team was going to follow up with the provider about this.
This writer also assured him that his Care Navigation team was going to work with his provider to get him connected to therapy services.
He reiterated his feelings that he wants to be happy and enjoy life and be successful but he is not able to feel this way right now. This writer listened and praised him for advocating for his wants and needs. This writer explained role in QM and that guardianship matters were not within my purview. He indicated that he understood and thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action (re. pursuing therapy)		1		1		0		29

		11404		Todd Parker		01/06/2021		LeMaster		Helga		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (IDD)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		45035 - KILLIAN, NINA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		As a follow up from our phone conversation yesterday (and per your request), an Alliance Care Manager told a patient yesterday that CAS was being neglectful in providing care for a patient being triaged out.   The patient is Nina Killian DOB 07/4/94.  The patient is IDD and her mother is her legal guardian.  The patient presented voluntarily after walking out of her group home due to feeling frustrated. She was interviewed by Dr. Joseph Stallings and he felt the patient was not in need of higher level of care.  The patient guardian was contacted and she agreed  with the disposition to return to the group home. 

Later, the patient's guardian called back to state that the group home would not accept the patient back until a COVID test was done and resulted negative.  The guardian agreed to take the patient to a testing site and made arrangements for the patient to stay with her until results came back.  

When the guardian arrived at CAS to pick up the patient, she reported that the patient's care coordinator told her that CAS was being neglectful and not invested in providing the best care for the patient.  I met with the guardian at the request of the clinician and the guardian reported the same information to me.  I explained that CAS is not a testing site and that we could not admit the patient just so she could be tested for COVID. The guardian understood and agreed.  I provided with contact information for testing site (nearby).  

The statements made by the Care Manager are felt to be offensive and inappropriate. If the care manager had concerns, she should have reached out to CAS instead of making those statements to the consumer.  Unfortunately, we did not obtain the care manager's name.  Of note, per the guardian, the care manager stated that she did not want the guardian to be the backup plan. Of course, as you know, the guardian is responsible for the patient as part of the duties of being a guardian.  

Please let me know if you have any questions.  Thanks for all you do!

Best,
Helga

Helga LeMaster, MSW, LCSW | Clinical Supervisor
Crisis and Assessment Services
UNC Health Care at WakeBrook
107 Sunnybrook Road
Raleigh, NC 27610
office (984) 974-4834 | fax (984) 974-4914
helga_lemaster@med.unc.edu		MHSUD Supervisor reviewed Member chart.  MCO staff is Jennifer Runyon who had spoken to mother yesterday 1/6/2020 and documented in member chart.  Concern was also shared by Helga LeMaster with Medical Director at UNC Dr. Michael ZarZar.
CORRECTIONS: Added member's name. Changed Nature of Issue to LME/MCO Functions.  Changed address to complainant's office address. Changed Priority to Routine.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7837		01/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		As a follow up from our phone conversation yesterday (and per your request), an Alliance Care Manager told a patient yesterday that CAS was being neglectful in providing care for a patient being triaged out.   The patient is Nina Killian DOB 07/4/94.  The patient is IDD and her mother is her legal guardian.  The patient presented voluntarily after walking out of her group home due to feeling frustrated. She was interviewed by Dr. Joseph Stallings and he felt the patient was not in need of higher level of care.  The patient guardian was contacted and she agreed  with the disposition to return to the group home. 

Later, the patient's guardian called back to state that the group home would not accept the patient back until a COVID test was done and resulted negative.  The guardian agreed to take the patient to a testing site and made arrangements for the patient to stay with her until results came back.  

When the guardian arrived at CAS to pick up the patient, she reported that the patient's care coordinator told her that CAS was being neglectful and not invested in providing the best care for the patient.  I met with the guardian at the request of the clinician and the guardian reported the same information to me.  I explained that CAS is not a testing site and that we could not admit the patient just so she could be tested for COVID. The guardian understood and agreed.  I provided with contact information for testing site (nearby).  

The statements made by the Care Manager are felt to be offensive and inappropriate. If the care manager had concerns, she should have reached out to CAS instead of making those statements to the consumer.  Unfortunately, we did not obtain the care manager's name.  Of note, per the guardian, the care manager stated that she did not want the guardian to be the backup plan. Of course, as you know, the guardian is responsible for the patient as part of the duties of being a guardian.  
Please let me know if you have any questions.  Thanks for all you do
Best,
Helga
Helga LeMaster, MSW, LCSW | Clinical Supervisor
Crisis and Assessment Services
UNC Health Care at WakeBrook
107 Sunnybrook Road
Raleigh, NC 27610
office (984) 974-4834 | fax (984) 974-4914
helga_lemaster@med.unc.edu

MHSUD Supervisor reviewed Member chart. MCO staff is Jennifer Runyon who had spoken to mother yesterday 1/6/2020 and documented in member chart. Concern was also shared by Helga LeMaster with Medical Director at UNC Dr. Michael ZarZar.

Member:  Nina Killian		 	DOB: 7-4-94				ID:  45035

1-8-21
This writer attempted to contact complainant at the phone number provided. Writer was unable to reach complainant but left a vm for her to return his call. Writer followed up with an email attempting to confirm whether complainant wants to be anonymous since the entry in Alpha indicates it.  Writer will await a response. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
1-11-21
Writer received an email from complainant informing that the complaint does not need to be anonymous. Writer will update the complaint in Alpha indicating that is not anonymous.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

1-13-21
This writer attempted to contact complainant via telephone. Writer left a massage for complainant informing her of the process of the complaint. Writer shared that he was attempting to acknowledge the complaint and that he would follow up with an email summarizing her concerns. Writer informed that she would also receive an Ack letter with this same information. 
Writer sent complainant an email and Ack Letter via US Mail. In the email, writer asked complainant to review the information in the email and respond with any revisions/additions. Writer will contact the staff’s supervisor (Lilian Sellers).
T. Parker, I&G Manager
1-13-20

Writer received an email response from complainant. Complainant shared that she is not sure that Care Navigator spoke with the member but she did speak with the guardian. Writer responded thanking complainant for the information and informed that he will adjust this information when he contacts the provider. 

T. Parker, I&G Manager

1-25-21
This writer contacted the staff’s supervisor, Lilian Sellers, to inform her of the concerns:
•	Ms. Runyon told the guardian of N. Killian that Wakebrook (CAS) was being neglectful in not admitting member
•	Ms. Runyon’s statements are offensive and inappropriate
•	Ms. Runyon should have directed any concerns to CAS vs. the guardian
T. Parker

1-26-21
Writer received an email response from L. Sellers. Ms. Sellers indicates that she has spoken with the staff regarding the issue. She forwarded emails from W. Ethridge, manager, where he indicated speaking with the staff about the situation as well. Both concluded that the statements had not been made by Alicia. Writer will update complainant that managers have looked into the issue and addressed it appropriately.

T. Parker, I&G Manager

1-27-21
Writer made a call to complainant to inform of the resolution of the complaint. Writer left a vm informing complainant that the manager has appropriately dealt with the staff related to her concern. Writer informed that a Res letter would be sent out and encouraged complainant to call if she had questions. Writer composed and mailed the Res letter. Any further communication with complainant will be documented in the follow up section. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11405		Hillary Vandewart		01/07/2021		Lilly		Catherine		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Unknown Disability				Educare Community Living Corporation - NC dba Community Alternatives North Carolina		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Vance		0		1		In-State		Intermediate Care Facility (ICF/IDD)		0		0		Supervisee shared the following concern during supervision. Writer is entering this on the supervisee's behalf, as he is out of the office this week. Parent expressed concern via phone that the ICF her child moved into had mold on the walls and the bedroom he was moving into had not been cleaned since the prior resident lived there. Parent wishes to remain anonymous as she is concerned this could disrupt the child's placement. The ICF is Helmsdale in Cary, NC. It is ran by ResCare.		corrections: type changed from other to internal employee concern; source changed from family member to mco staff, added provider info, added internal complainant info, changed nature of issue to abuse/neglect/exploitation, changed service type to residential, changed disability to unknown		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		7847		02/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Supervisee shared the following concern during supervision. Writer is entering this on the supervisee's behalf, as he is out of the office this week. Parent expressed concern via phone that the ICF her child moved into had mold on the walls and the bedroom he was moving into had not been cleaned since the prior resident lived there. Parent wishes to remain anonymous as she is concerned this could disrupt the child's placement. The ICF is Helmsdale in Cary, NC. It is ran by ResCare:
Helmsdale Group Home (6) Educare Community Living Corporation - North Carolina 1317 Helmsdale Drive; Cary, NC 27511 (919)468-6044 MHL-092-107
[GUARDIAN WISHES TO REMAIN ANONYMOUS]
1/13/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/26/21
This writer contacted NC DHSR Complaint Intake Unit and filed complaint with complaint intake unit due to concern about health/safety.
Based on request for anonymity, lack of anonymity, and need for DHSR to conduct an in-person review of matter, this writer will resolve based on referral to DHSR. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/2/21
This writer sent resolution email to internal complainant. This writer will include all updates from DHSR in Follow-Up within portal. No further action required at this time. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		26

		11409		Kim Ware		01/07/2021		Edwards		Nikki		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		266053 - HOLLIS, CORDARO		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CN received an email from Carlton Hollis, Brother/LRP/Worker (carlton.hollis@yahoo.com) stating that he received the short range goals from Victoria, ASNC QP on 12/22/2021 after the CN reminded her to send the SRG to CN to be uploaded in the record.  The Short-Range Goals were due on 01/01/2021 and his plan was completed and approved in November 2020.  Mr. Hollis stated that he did not approve of the goals because some were repetitive and informed Victoria of what was needed.  Mr. Hollis stated that she did not revise the goals instead she added more goals and left the ones he asked to be combined due to repetition in place. CN then contacted Josephine Oxendine, SC to inform her of this matter and she stated that she spoke with Mr. Hollis on 01/05/2021 about this matter but this was not something that needed to be handled with the agency and not the SC. CN then contacted Victoria Lee (vlee@autismsociety-nc.org) via email to determine the issue and Victoria stated that the agency will continue to provide service on the SRG from last year and will utilize the 90-day extension flexibility as outlined in the Appendix K.  CN then contacted Josephine to inform her of this matter and to inquire if the Appendix K indicated any flexibility for the short-range goals.  Josephine stated that she was not aware of this, so the CN spoke with William Ethridge, LTS Care Navigator Supervisor about this matter and he stated that he would contact the SC Supervisor.  William informed the CN that there has been no evidence found on the short-range goals 90-day flexibility in the Appendix K and that the CN should file a grievance.   The Hollis family has had several issues of concern with this agency but do not feel as if they should have to find another agency but that the agency should be corrected.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to internal concern; changed complainant name and info from member's		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7873		01/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CN received an email from Carlton Hollis, Brother/LRP/Worker (carlton.hollis@yahoo.com) stating that he received the short range goals from Victoria, ASNC QP on 12/22/2021 after the CN reminded her to send the SRG to CN to be uploaded in the record. The Short-Range Goals were due on 01/01/2021 and his plan was completed and approved in November 2020. Mr. Hollis stated that he did not approve of the goals because some were repetitive and informed Victoria of what was needed. Mr. Hollis stated that she did not revise the goals instead she added more goals and left the ones he asked to be combined due to repetition in place. CN then contacted Josephine Oxendine, SC to inform her of this matter and she stated that she spoke with Mr. Hollis on 01/05/2021 about this matter but this was not something that needed to be handled with the agency and not the SC. CN then contacted Victoria Lee (vlee@autismsociety-nc.org) via email to determine the issue and Victoria stated that the agency will continue to provide service on the SRG from last year and will utilize the 90-day extension flexibility as outlined in the Appendix K. CN then contacted Josephine to inform her of this matter and to inquire if the Appendix K indicated any flexibility for the short-range goals. Josephine stated that she was not aware of this, so the CN spoke with William Ethridge, LTS Care Navigator Supervisor about this matter and he stated that he would contact the SC Supervisor. William informed the CN that there has been no evidence found on the short-range goals 90-day flexibility in the Appendix K and that the CN should file a grievance. The Hollis family has had several issues of concern with this agency but do not feel as if they should have to find another agency but that the agency should be corrected. 
1/28/21 Staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker. In discussion and review of information submitted, no pattern is noted at this time. Case to be closed an tacked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider.(K.Ware,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		21

		11410		Kristie White		01/08/2021		EDWARDS		NIKKI		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		266053 - HOLLIS, CORDARO		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Latasha Hollis (Carlton Hollis's wife who lives in the home and works with Cordaro) informed CN that ASNC QP informed her that she has to complete her documentation for Cordaro after she clocks out of work and that if she submits her documentation late, she is only paid minimum wages.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect inserted user, changed to internal employee concern		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7840		01/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Cordara Hollis Patient ID: 266053 DOB: 12/04/1987
Latasha Hollis (Carlton Hollis's wife who lives in the home and works with Cordaro) informed CN that ASNC QP informed her that she has to complete her documentation for Cordaro after she clocks out of work and that if she submits her documentation late, she is only paid minimum wages.
01/11/21-Internal employee concern against ASNC re. admin issues. Called Kerri Erb at 1-800-442-2762 ext 1102  www.autismsociety-nc.org to discuss this internal concern. Sent her internal element email to be returned to me by 01/18/21. Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant NEdwards. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/26/21-Called Kerri Erb at 1-800-442-2762 ext 1102 and left a voicemail of this concern element email that was sent and not returned. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/27/21-Received response from Tim Ferreira with a full investigation that their agency performed. The supervisor was under the impression that their policy was that service documentation should be completed after staff clock out, so it is reasonable to conclude that this mistaken impression was also shared by Victoria. Victoria's supervisor was unable to identify where this impression came from and was unable to find it in policy documents. In fact, this does not appear anywhere in our training or policy, and it is not clear where this impression originated. Consequently, they plan to issue clarification to supervisors who may be under this mistaken impression. In fact, they are already encouraging staff to complete their documentation in as close to real-time as possible to prepare for the implementation of EVV and are encouraging the use of the mobile site of our documentation platform. Our policy mirrors that of APSM 45-2 and encourages completion of service notes within 24 hours for 2 reasons. The first is because notes completed outside of the 24-hour window are considered late entries. The second is to ensure that the documentation accurately reflects interventions and assessments while they are fresh in mind. For staff members who are unable to complete documentation while working for whatever reason (especially if the completion of service notes would take time or attention away from the service recipient), they should communicate this to their supervisor so that arrangements can be made to compensate them for completion of notes outside of the scheduled shift. This is managed on a case-by-case basis, using available data to determine how long it typically takes the specific staff member to complete accurate and timely service documentation. a.	Our policy is that service documentation submitted as late entries (outside the 24-hour window described in APSM 45-2) are paid at minimum wage. This is to discourage late entry and unbillable notes, as well as to ensure that the notes reflect accurate interventions and assessments of short-range goals. Staff are made aware of this policy at hire during orientation, and it is also clearly outlined in our employee handbook. I have attached the relevant slides from our orientation, as well as the relevant page from our Employee Handbook. There is a mechanism in place for staff who are unable to complete the service note within 24 hours through no fault of their own (eg., illness, technical problems with documentation software, etc.), and the minimum wage rate would be manually adjusted in those cases through t documentation she established process. They performed a review of service documentation submitted by Ms. Hollis over the past 7 days. Some days were late and are subject to minimum wage per communication policy. If the late entry notes were completed late outside of the control of Ms. Hollis that should be communicated to her supervisor for manual rate adjustment. Sent substantiated documentation shows they followed policy and procedures set by agency closing internal concern as tracking. Sending NDavis a resolution email also. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		19

		11411		Hillary Vandewart		01/11/2021		EVANS		DEBORAH		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		11984 - SMITH, JADA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Caller wants Easter Seals to properly manage her daughters services. Caller reports that she needs to be hospitalized and medicated. Caller reports that the provider refuses to do it. Caller feels like the provider doesn't believe her when she tells them about her daughters behaviors.  Her therapists name is Apollo. Caller reports that she had a psychiatric appointment scheduled but reports that Easter Seals canceled it last minute.  The Psychiatric doctor was Mrs. Veronica. Caller reports that her daughter is not compliant and refuses to take medications or to do her therapy zoom calls. Caller also doesn't like that her daughter has moved out of her home to live with her dad and Easter Seals has not done anything about it. Caller reports that she has not given them consent to talk to her dad and they continuously speak to him about the daughters treatment. Caller reports that the provider will not respond to her anymore. Due to the nature of this call, the LC failed to ask the caller if it was ok to provide her name. But, the caller wanted to know how quick someone from Alliance could follow up with her in regards to her grievance.		Corrections: Changed Source to Guardian, Changed name and phone number to reflect guardian (from Call Notes), changed age group to child		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7856		02/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller wants Easter Seals to properly manage her daughter’s services. Caller reports that she needs to be hospitalized and medicated. Caller reports that the provider refuses to do it. Caller feels like the provider doesn't believe her when she tells them about her daughter’s behaviors.  Her therapists name is Apollo. Caller reports that she had a psychiatric appointment scheduled but reports that Easter Seals canceled it last minute.  The Psychiatric doctor was Mrs. Veronica. Caller reports that her daughter is not compliant and refuses to take medications or to do her therapy zoom calls. Caller also doesn't like that her daughter has moved out of her home to live with her dad and Easter Seals has not done anything about it. Caller reports that she has not given them consent to talk to her dad and they continuously speak to him about the daughter’s treatment. Caller reports that the provider will not respond to her anymore. Due to the nature of this call, the LC failed to ask the caller if it was ok to provide her name. But, the caller wanted to know how quick someone from Alliance could follow up with her in regards to her grievance.
[PT: Jada Smith				DOB: 12/08/03					ID: 11984]
1/15/21
This writer reviewed call summary in Alpha portal:
[CID: 560464] 
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Deborah Evans
MEMBER'S NAME (if different):  Jada Smith, 17 year old daughter
SAFETY SCREENING: Denies SI/HI/AH/VH and substances for her daughter who is currently living with her father. Caller made SI comments in regards to herself during the call. Reporting that Easter Seals services and her daughter’s mental health makes her want to OD. LC asked if the caller if she could contract for safety and was never provided a direct response. The member was consumed with managing her son’s tantrums, talking to the LC, and reading disrespectful text messages that were coming through from her daughter. 
COUNTY, if gathered: Wake
INSURANCE, if gathered: Medi/Medi
PURPOSE OF CALL:  Caller was tearful and under distress during most of the call. Caller wants Easter Seals to properly manage her daughter’s services. Caller reports that she needs to be hospitalized and medicated. Caller reports that the provider refuses to do it. Caller feels like the provider doesn't believe her when she tells them about her daughter’s behaviors. Caller reports that she had a psychiatric appointment scheduled but reports that Easter Seals canceled it last minute. Caller reports that her daughter is not compliant and refuses to take medications or to do her therapy zoom calls. Caller also doesn't like that her daughter has moved out of her home to live with her dad and Easter Seals has not done anything about it. Caller is also caring for her son with an IDD diagnosis who was actively having tantrums during the course of the call. She made a comment during the call and stated that she wanted a placement for him. LC was unable to get the sons name. She did mention that he has a provider as well and is seen by Monarch. 
RESOURCES/Staff recommendations: LC offered 911/EMS and the caller declined. LC offered Mobile Crisis and the caller declined. LC discussed walk in crisis options that the caller was familiar with and didn't seem interested in having herself or her daughter seen there. 
COMMENTS / NOTES: Call staffed with supervisor Jenny. 
SEVERITY: Non-threshold.
--TNorman MA LCMHC
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/19/21
This writer called and spoke with Ms. Evans briefly. She asked that this writer give her a call back later as she was “around a lot of people.” This writer agreed.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter and will try again to contact the complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

1/20/21
This writer called complainant back. She asked if she could call this writer back and this writer agreed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
1/27/21
This writer called and LVM for Ms. Evans requesting a call back. 
As this writer has made several attempts to discuss concerns with complainant, this writer then sent concern elements to Phyllis Elliott, QM Director at Easter Seals, for review and response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

2/5/21
This writer received the below response:
•	Member’s mother, Deborah Evans, reported that she does not feel that Easter Seals is properly managing her services. 
o	Easterseals UCP required individuals receiving Medication Management service to also engage and participate in therapy.  Jada often refuses to engage and refuses to take medication as prescribed.
o	Mother is unable to provide structure to assist Jada to engage in treatment, however Mother requests that Easterseals UCP make Jade participate and take medication
•	Ms. Evans feels that Jada needs to be “hospitalized and medicated.”	
o	Easterseals UCP staff provide support to assist with the IVC process when appropriate. 
•	She reported that she does not feel that her concerns are heard by staff.
o	Easterseals UCP cannot force Jada to engage in treatment.  
•	She reported that provider canceled a psychiatric appointment at the last minute (appointment was with ‘Ms. Veronica’). 
o	Jada has refused to take medication and has been off of medication for some time.  Psychiatric provider does not think it is appropriate to prescribe medication when it is not taken as prescribed.
•	She reported that Jada is not compliant and refuse to take medications or attend therapy Zoom calls. 
o	Easterseals UCP required individuals receiving Medication Management service to also engage and participate in therapy.  Jada often refuses to engage and refuses to take medication as prescribed.
•	She stated that she has not given consent for provider to speak with member’s father but this continues to occur. She stated that staff will no longer respond to her.
o	 Father shares custody with mother.  Father also provides care and transportation to appointments. Father has Right to access treatment info. And engage in discussion with staff.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/8/21
This writer has not been able to get in contact with Ms. Evans after several attempts. This writer composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. Any future correspondence with complainant will be documented in Follow-Up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		28

		11412		Hillary Vandewart		01/11/2021		Marchetto		Ileana		Consumer Advocate/Rep.		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only				Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.				'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Other		1		1		Call was escalated to LC Andrew McLurkin who Grievance ID: 11413.  Grievance has been submitted on behalf of Consumer. This Grievance can be discarded.   M. Lisa Simpson BA 
Ileana Marchetto Mother of Consumer Simona Marchetto DOB:  12/29/205 currently admitted at Brynn Marr Hospital called to file a grievance. Caller states her Daughter was sexually assaulted by another patient while admitted at Brynn Marr. Caller states she has also sought Legal matters.  Mother also states her Daughter also engaged in self injurious behaviors while admitted. Mother states she was not informed of the incident regarding her Daughter cutting. Mother states she injuries became infected as a result.		1/12/20 - This is being withdrawn per request by inserted user: This Grievance can be discarded.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst																		0		1		1		(44,207)

		11413		Kim Ware		01/11/2021		MARCHETTO		Ileana		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Brynn Marr Hospital, Inc.		1		678667 - MARCHETTO, SIMONA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 560541] Escalated 1/11/2021 at 3:26pm by Access Coordinator Lisa Simpson after caller was in the process of filing a Grievance and the call disconnected before caller receiving the Grievance number.  Access Supervisor Jenny Edwards recommended to Lisa that she escalate the call through the LC queue given the report of a sexual assault.
Caller Ileana Marchetto (# 910-676-9800/ Address: 913 Country Club Dr. Fayetteville NC 28301) reporting her daughter Simona Marchetto; DOB: 12/29/2005; was admitted to Brynn Marr Hospital on 12/22/2020 and discharged to home on 1/8/2021.  Caller reports daughter is safe at home and there are no current crisis concerns.  Caller reports daughter was a victim of sexual assault by a female patient while at Brynn Marr that started during the first week of her admission and continued thereafter. Caller reports a there was a complete lack of communication with staff at Brynn Marr and specifically with her daughter’s Therapist.  Caller reports that caller has since reported the sexual assault to the police.  Caller also reports daughter cut herself with a piece of glass she found on the grounds at Brynn Marr in an effort to get out of the facility. Caller reports she never received a phone call about this incident and that caller did not know about it until she discovered the unhealed cut after daughter returned home.  SEVERITY: Non-threshold. DISPOSITION: LC filed Grievance #11413. AMcLurkin,LCSW				DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		7842		01/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		[CID: 560541] Escalated 1/11/2021 at 3:26pm by Access Coordinator Lisa Simpson after caller was in the process of filing a Grievance and the call disconnected before caller receiving the Grievance number. Access Supervisor Jenny Edwards recommended to Lisa that she escalate the call through the LC queue given the report of a sexual assault. Caller Ileana Marchetto (# 910-676-9800/ Address: 913 Country Club Dr. Fayetteville NC 28301) reporting her daughter Simona Marchetto; DOB: 12/29/2005; was admitted to Brynn Marr Hospital on 12/22/2020 and discharged to home on 1/8/2021. Caller reports daughter is safe at home and there are no current crisis concerns. Caller reports daughter was a victim of sexual assault by a female patient while at Brynn Marr that started during the first week of her admission and continued thereafter. Caller reports a there was a complete lack of communication with staff at Brynn Marr and specifically with her daughter’s Therapist. Caller reports that caller has since reported the sexual assault to the police. Caller also reports daughter cut herself with a piece of glass she found on the grounds at Brynn Marr in an effort to get out of the facility. Caller reports she never received a phone call about this incident and that caller did not know about it until she discovered the unhealed cut after daughter returned home. SEVERITY: Non-threshold. DISPOSITION: LC filed Grievance #11413. AMcLurkin,LCSW
SIMONA MARCHETTO   ID: 678667  (DOB: 12/29/2005
1/12/21 This writer made call and spoke at length with complainant, member’s mother Ileana Marchetto regarding her grievance. Ms. Marchetto confirmed that her daughter is currently at home with her. Per Ms. Marchetto, her daughter was supposed to move to a long term placement (NC Dunes) however there was no availability at the time and she was discharged home. She reports that she found out about the assault after speaking with her daughter. Per her report, she noticed a new cut on her daughter's arm that had not been treated and appeared to be infected. The daughter explained to her that she did it to get away from the facility. Per Ms Marchetto, she was never notified regarding the cut or the assault. She reports that her daughter explained that it happened through the whole stay and that she was afraid of the other member who had been there longer than her and did not report the assaults. Ms Marchetto reports concerns regarding inadequate staffing and fights at the facility She reports that she attempted to contact the facility several times including the therapist and received no followup during her daughter's inpatient stay. Per her report she has filed a police report. She reports that she was contacted by a detective who has indicated involvement of a state attorney and possibly pressing charges. This writer inquired if member was currently receiving services. Ms Marchetto explained that member was discharged with IIH services, however, she would prefer she continue with her therapist she already had and family therapist. This writer discussed provider choice. Complainant plans to follow up with therapist. This writer explained next steps to include contacting DHSR to file with the complaint intake unit for investigation as the licensing agency. This writer also gave Ms Marchetto the number for DHSR. Ms Marchetto gave permission for her name to be used when discussing the matter. She is concerned that not only does her daughter now have new issues, but that other children may be experiencing the same issue with the other patient that is still at the facility. This writer made call to DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500 and spoke with Lou Morton regarding the concerns. This writer also gave the mother's contact information. As per protocol, the information will be forwarded for investigation. This writer will receive correspondence regarding the allegations and investigation results.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/15/21 This writer received call from DHSR, Lou Morton requesting clarification of the PRTF or acute unit. This writer made call to Ms. Marchetto who confirmed the acute unit and informed this writer that DHSR had contacted her as well to clarify. Ms Marchetto thanked this writer for actions taken. Based on referral to DHSR and police involvement, case to be closed and tracked for investigation results. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted in follow up.(K.Ware,QAA)		undetermined-referred to DHSR		1		1		0		4

		11414		Hillary Vandewart		01/12/2021		MCLAMB		MARJORIE		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Cumberland County Hospital System, Inc. dba Cape Fear Valley Health System		1		509535 - MCLAMB, MARJORIE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 560661] Member began to not feel well and did not want to talk to therapist around March/April 2020 when pandemic began and communicated this to agency but was told that she could not return to agency for 6 months.  Member reports she was not referred out to another agency.  Member became isolated during pandemic and panic attacks began, member states that her symptoms worsened without treatment and it was dangerous.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS: Nature of Issue changed to Access to Services, changed Disability to Unknown		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7858		02/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 560661] Member began to not feel well and did not want to talk to therapist (Cape Fear Valley Health System) around March/April 2020 when pandemic began and communicated this to agency but was told that she could not return to agency for 6 months.  Member reports she was not referred out to another agency.  Member became isolated during pandemic and panic attacks began, member states that her symptoms worsened without treatment and it was dangerous.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
[PT: Marjorie McLamb				DOB: 12/26/63				ID: 509535]
1/20/21
This writer called complainant to acknowledge receipt of grievance—LVM requesting a call back. This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

1/29/21
This writer sent concern elements to Mark Gronski with a deadline of 2/5/21 (mgron2@capefearvalley.com). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/8/21
This writer received the below response from the provider:
I am writing in response to the above grievance.  I have reviewed the record and spoke with the therapist who was working with this client.  The therapist informed me of the following progression of events:
•	Patient called on 6-8-2020 at about 11am and cancelled the 6-15-2020 appointment.
•	Patient no-showed on 7-1-2020 and had already re-scheduled for 7-27-2020 by the time therapist called her.
•	Patient no-showed again on 7-27-2020.  Therapist then sent a letter asking patient to schedule by 8-6-2020 or be discharged. 
•	On 7-29-2020 around 11am, patient scheduled for 7-30-2020 - and then no-show'd again.
•	After the 3rd no show, a discharge letter was written on July 30th.  In this letter, client was encouraged to contact Alliance for MH providers as needed.
A review of the documentation shows consistency with what the therapist reported.  In addition, during client’s session with her psychiatrist on 06/03/2020, she reported that her therapist is really helping her.  After reviewing the documentation as well as discussing the client with her therapist, efforts were made to keep client engaged in therapy.  In addition, it is our policy that patients are discharged from treatment for 6 months after three no shows within a certain time period.  Patients are informed of this policy and a review of this case shows the policy was appropriately adhered to.  In addition, the therapist provided the client with information on how to seek additional services in the letter she sent on July 30th.  This internal review did not indicate additional actions that needed to be taken at this time.  Please feel free to contact me at 314-808-4193 if you have any additional questions.  
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/9/21
This writer called complainant to share provider’s response, LVM requesting a call back. This writer reviewed call note and noted that member had been referred to Carter Clinic and that provider confirmed that member attended appointment on 1/22/21.
Based on the provider’s response as well as confirmation that member has been transferred to a new provider, this writer will go ahead and resolve. Any follow-up communication from member will be included in Follow-Up. This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		28

		11415		Kim Ware		01/12/2021		Jordan		Gabrielle		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Unknown				Multi-Disability		Adult		Liberty Living, Inc.		1		359385 - Jordan, Marcel		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Liberty due to quality of services. caller stated that she has been trying to get additional hours for client for Liberty to render services. Caller reports that Liberty has not been helping with completing paperwork that needs to be submitted to get additional hours for services for client. Caller stated that client needs additional hours due to medical necessity per dx.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7855		02/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Liberty due to quality of services. caller stated that she has been trying to get additional hours for client for Liberty to render services. Caller reports that Liberty has not been helping with completing paperwork that needs to be submitted to get additional hours for services for client. Caller stated that client needs additional hours due to medical necessity per dx.
MARCEL JORDAN   ID: 359385   (DOB: 2/10/1981)
1/19/21 Call to complainant at number listed; left vm message requesting return call. Review of information available indicates that Liberty Living is no longer active in the AH provider network listed as non-renewal. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.Ware,QAA)
2/3/21 no response from complainant to date. Review of information in JIVA indicates UM medical Necessity review noting that "AH is unable to override billing limits for "ALL" codes, which is 52 sessions per fiscal year 7/1-6/30 annually. If provider billing is denied after billing for 52 sessions even with approval in ALPHA, provider will need to resubmit another SAR requesting the missing individual codes." There are recommendations to "encourage medical follow up and collaborate with primary care." This writer made call and spoke with Ms Jordan directly (919) 670-8352. This writer explained the reason for call and role of QM. Per Ms Jordan, the matter has been resolved. She reports that she understands that the waitlist for "CAP" was long, but that the matter had been taken care of and case to be withdrawn. This writer inquired regarding member's current services and confirmed with her Eagle healthcare and Carolina Outreach. Based on request from complainant for case to be withdrawn, case to be closed. This writer confirmed mailing address and explained that an acknowledgment letter had already been mailed to her with this writer's contact number if needed in the future. No further concerns noted at this time. Grievance ALL Disregard letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		23

		11417		Kristie White		01/12/2021		SMITH		CHRISTOPHER		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Other		Personal Assistance		Multi-Disability		Adult		CNC/Access, Inc. dba All Ways Caring HomeCare		1		224260 - SMITH, CHRISTOPHER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member lost his Personal Assistance worker in October 2020 because she left the agency (CNC Access DBA All Ways Caring).  Member received a new worker a couple weeks later but "was unhappy with her" and did not want to work with this worker.  The agency has had staffing problems and member has been without services since 11/1/2020.		Kori Robinson of All Ways Caring communicated to member and staff on a zoom treatment team that her agency has been actively recruiting for many staff positions but has not been successful in obtaining a new worker for member.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7848		01/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient:  Christopher Smith      Patient ID:    224260       DOB: 11/21/1982
Member lost his Personal Assistance worker in October 2020 because she left the agency (CNC Access DBA All Ways Caring). Member received a new worker a couple weeks later but "was unhappy with her" and did not want to work with this worker. The agency has had staffing problems and member has been without services since 11/1/2020. Kori Robinson of All Ways Caring communicated to member and staff on a zoom treatment team that her agency has been actively recruiting for many staff positions but has not been successful in obtaining a new worker for member.
01/12/21-Grievance- against CNC Access dba All Ways Caring- member without services since 11/1/20; staffing issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/13/21-Called member Christopher Smith at 919-449-7969 and he was upset about this and wants to know what will happen. I let him know that I will investigate this issue and see what the provider side of this concern and we will take it from there. Verified his address and sending grievance acknowledgment email to him also. Also called to All Ways Caring and spoke to Michael Stone at 336-794-2155 ext 13030 about this grievance and sending him concern element email to Michael.stone@allwayscaring.com about this to be returned to me by 01/21/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/14/21- Received provider response back from Carrie Dellinger and she states that Kori spoke with Mr. Smith, Pam Moore MH Coordinator and Mesisha Moss, Jeanette Kelly and Jessica from Community Partnership on 01/07/21. All these concerns were discussed on the call and it was determined that Kori would contact Mr. Smith weekly to update him on staffing. They have offered to have his care referred to another agency that possible could provider services for him quicker and Mr. Smith declined. They mentioned to Mr. Smith they could provide temporary staff person until a permanent was found. He one that was available does not drive and Mr. Smith declined him also. Going to staff this with my manager on 01/28/21 on our 1:1 meeting on how to proceed. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/28/21- Per 1:1 with TParker manager of Appeals/Grievance recommendations are call member to share information from provider. Send letter after the call. Todd will share information from this concern in the meeting scheduled today to discuss a previous grievance Mr. Smith has appealed.  Called member at 12:02 pm and let him know that they calling at 919-449-7969 about this. Let him know that the provider is trying to staff but it is challenging due to Covid-19 pandemic. They have Kori from agency to call member each week with staffing updates. The only other option is to contact our Access department to see if there is another agency that can get staffed more quickly. Advised member we do not control staffing or HR in these agencies. Member upset and stated Alliance never does anything and what about the Provider Network department getting involved. He stated that this happened last year not just a because of Covid-19. Sending resolution grievance letter and closing as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11418		Kristie White		01/12/2021		Willoughby		Jennifer		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)		unknown		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Sierra's Residential Services, Inc.		1		372050 - KEELEY, CAMERON		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Pitt		1		1		In-State		Level III		0		1		Caller is Jennifer Willoughby 919-270-3650.    Complaint against:  Sierra Residential Services .  She states: " Cameron was placed there from June 2020-Jan 8, 2021. Report was called into DSS Harnett Co on Jan 4th, 2021 that on Jan 3 Cameron was placed in a choke hold;  He was out of control and aggressive and staff choked him. He went to ER on 1/4 and had neck and face injuries by staff- reports staff squeezed him and choked him. He had physical  abuse report by Harnett County and house being investigated . Minors  there are  allowed to  watch adult movies.... Pt DOB is :  10/13/2011.  Cameron Keeley is the pt. "  -------------- Submitted by J. Cline MA CSAC 1/12/2021		CORRECTIONS: Connected patient to grievance, changed source to guardian (per Jiva notes), added legal guardian address.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7849		01/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Cameron Keeley Patient ID: 372050 DOB: 10/13/2011
Caller is Jennifer Willoughby 919-270-3650. Complaint against: Sierra Residential Services. She states: " Cameron was placed there from June 2020-Jan 8, 2021. Report was called into DSS Harnett Co on Jan 4th, 2021 that on Jan 3 Cameron was placed in a choke hold; He was out of control and aggressive and staff choked him. He went to ER on 1/4 and had neck and face injuries by staff- reports staff squeezed him and choked him. He had physical abuse report by Harnett County and house being investigated. Minors there are allowed to watch adult movies.... Pt DOB is: 10/13/2011. Cameron Keeley is the pt. " -------------- Submitted by J. Cline MA CSAC 1/12/2021
01/13/21-Grievance against Sierra Residential Services re. allegation of staff abuse.  Called legal guardian Jennifer Willoughby to verify information she stated they did not let her know that he had been in a therapeutic hold previously. CPS has been involved but she just thinks they do not provide supervision and services like they promote. Updated her address as Wake County Human Services (130 North Judd Parkway Fuquay Varina NC 27526.) address to send acknowledgment letter. Called 336-794-155 Kemisha Vandunk at Sierra Residential Services and let her know about grievance we have received about abuse allegations. She said the State has done a full investigation on it and been completed. Sending her a concern element email to kvandunk@srscounseling.com to be returned to me by 01/21/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/21/21-Per provider response from Kemisha Van Dunk at Sierra Residential Services this matter has been investigated. The provider  sent several documents IRIS report DHSR report and hospital report, NC Health Registry Letter and PCP to substitute this abuse allegation was unsubstantiated. Per DSHR report states, “After carefully reviewing the reported allegation, the Department has determined that an investigation will not be conducted in this case.” On the allegation of inappropriate movie/music the group home switching from Direct TV to Spectrum. While closing out with the Spectrum representative one of the consumers had the remote control and was flicking through the channels when staff realized the consumer had the remote to the TV staff immediately took the remote and turned the TV off until staff was able to put the parental settings on the TV. The agency reassures that SRS follows all Policies and procedures at all times. Reached out to complainant about this with no answer and left message. Sending resolution letter to complainant and closing this grievance as tracking and closing. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		9

		11419		Kristie White		01/12/2021		SAUNDERS		CHARLES		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Partial Hospitalization				Developmental Disabilities Only		Child (0-17)		Carolina Center for Autism Services, LLC		1		147651 - SAUNDERS, CHARLES		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID560772:    ]    Pt ID #147651.    Felecia Saunders is the mother of Charles Saunders, DOB 7/24/2008, Cumberland male resident w/ Medicaid, and is seeking to file a grievance against client’s ABA provider.    ADDRESS: 7546 Shillinglaw Cir Fayetteville, NC 27314.   PH: 910-676-3225.   Charles receives ABA Therapy from Carolina Center for Autism Services. Caller reports the following concerns: Provider is often not punctual and does not provide the ABA service as scheduled; this upsets the client as well as interferes with caller’s work schedule. This has occurred three times in the past three days. Has occurred at times before that as well. Caller receives a text message at the last minute from the provider rather than providing advance notice. Agency provider staff is Nicole. Caller is actively considering changing provider agencies as she has had ongoing issues with the agency being unresponsive to the family’s needs. Caller agrees to have her name used in the grievance and would like to be contacted by Alliance QM staff to discuss the issue.     SEVERITY:   Non threshold.       DISPOSITION:  Writer filed thi grievance on caller’s behalf.--DC Rhyne, LCSW-------------------------------				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7852		01/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Charles Saunders Patient ID: 147651 DOB: 07/24/2008
[CID560772:] Pt ID #147651. Felecia Saunders is the mother of Charles Saunders, DOB 7/24/2008, Cumberland male resident w/ Medicaid, and is seeking to file a grievance against client’s ABA provider. ADDRESS: 7546 Shillinglaw Cir Fayetteville, NC 27314. PH: 910-676-3225. Charles receives ABA Therapy from Carolina Center for Autism Services. Caller reports the following concerns: Provider is often not punctual and does not provide the ABA service as scheduled; this upsets the client as well as interferes with caller’s work schedule. This has occurred three times in the past three days. Has occurred at times before that as well. Caller receives a text message at the last minute from the provider rather than providing advance notice. Agency provider staff is Nicole. Caller is actively considering changing provider agencies as she has had ongoing issues with the agency being unresponsive to the family’s needs. Caller agrees to have her name used in the grievance and would like to be contacted by Alliance QM staff to discuss the issue. SEVERITY: Non-threshold. DISPOSITION: Writer filed this grievance on caller’s behalf. --DC Rhyne, LCSW-------------------------------
01/13/20-Grievance against Carolina Center for Autism Services re. quality of services. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/14/21-Called mother Felecia Saunders mother of Charles Saunders at 910-676-3225. Advised I received the grievance about the and wanted to make sure all her issues were in the file. She stated this has been an ongoing problem with this provider being late and or calling off appointments at last minute. Advised her I will send her acknowledgment letter and start the grievance process. Sending concern element email also to Denise DeCardia discussed information also with her called her at 919-371-2848 and sent concern element email to her for review at denise@carolinacenterforaba.com to be returned to me by 01/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/19/21-Received a response from Brandon Garcilazo CFO& COO of Carolina Center for ABA and Autism Treatment regarding the grievance filed from family of client Charles Saunders.  They did a full investigation once learn of this instance, and" have had an opportunity to connect with the client’s treatment team to learn more about this. They were able to confirm that there have been instances of tardiness and cancellations at the RBT’s initiative in the past.  The RBT’s pattern of repeated cancellations (particularly without advance notice being provided to the client family) is unfortunate to learn of, and not in line with CCABA’s employee handbook guidelines or in furtherance of our mission to deliver high-quality autism services and an exceptional client experience.This RBT’s BCBA (Marina Fowler) has reported that this RBT’s attendance and timeliness have been a topic of feedback and discussion at recent RBT feedback meetings between the RBT and her BCBA’s (Marina Fowler, and another BCBA, Hannah Lavianna).  Pointed feedback has been provided to the RBT regarding the importance of timeliness and professionalism in this manner, and recommendations have been extended regarding alarm setting, and providing advanced notice in the event of known issues, whenever possible (e.g., a sick child). Marina is also exploring the potential with the Saunders family to adjust the scheduled services to find a time that is mutually compatible with all parties’ other commitments. Both BCBA’s report seeing positive receptivity to feedback from the RBT and marked improvements in timeliness and attendance, over a period of several weeks, until the recent occurrence across three days (Friday, Monday and Tuesday), in which the RBT was running late for the scheduled session and texted the family to notify them as soon as practicable. The BCBA supervisors are discussing this instance with the RBT as well." Provider confirmed and is putting things in process. Called member mother Felicia Saunders to let her know provider response and she was fine with the resolution and sending resolution grievance letter and closing the concern with tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Confirmed		1		1		0		7

		11420		Kim Ware		01/13/2021		JOHNSON		VASHTI		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Not Service Related				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		582770 - Smith, Malachi		Unknown		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Guardian has physical diagnosis and have to have surgery. Caller reports that she doesn't know if she will be able to physically help him. Reports that he is not able to do his own personal care needs. Caller reports that he has grown significantly and is her height now. Caller reports that she is needing help faster than the innovations waivers wait is providing. Caller reports that she has not had follow up from Alliance about Malachi in years 2018-2019. Caller reports that she cannot get anyone to call her back.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT INFO FROM CONSUMER'S; SOURCE CHANGED FROM CONSUMER ADVOCATE TO GUARDIAN; TYPE CHANGED FROM ACCESS TO LME/MCO; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT SERVICE RELATED; ENTERED PROVIDER		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7901		02/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian has physical diagnosis and have to have surgery. Caller reports that she doesn't know if she will be able to physically help him. Reports that he is not able to do his own personal care needs. Caller reports that he has grown significantly and is her height now. Caller reports that she is needing help faster than the innovations waivers wait is providing. Caller reports that she has not had follow up from Alliance about Malachi in years 2018-2019. Caller reports that she cannot get anyone to call her back.
MALACHI SMITH  ID: 582770  (DOB; 5/8/2000)
1/19/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed. Review of information does not indicate any cc involvement or referral. Member receives day supports from Rainbow 66.
2/8/21 Call to complainant. Complainant answered the call. This writer explained role of QM and purpose of call. Per complainant she has moved from Durham to Creedmoor over a year ago and has been unable to get anything changed or additional services for her son. She reports that any correspondence previously sent to the Durham address would be forwarded to her current mailing address: 2116 Westbourne Dr. Creedmoor, NC 27522. She was unable to tell this writer who she had spoken with previously at AH. She reports that her son still has Durham Medicaid although they now live in Granville County and moved there a year ago. She explained that her son has not been changed to Cardinal Health and that they told her that Alliance needed to do it. This writer contacted AH staff Keesha Bunch, LTS supv, regarding possible actions to take in the matter. Per Keesha there is no indication that the complainant would have been contacted by AH. She referred this writer to AH Care Navigator Tara Moore indicating that Tara may have a contact at Durham DSS to inquire regarding the Medicaid issue. This writer made call and spoke with Ms Moore. Ms Moore agreed to contact the complainant directly to explain to her her options and next steps in the matter. This writer received return call from Ms. Moore. Ms Moore has spoken directly with complainant and has coordinated the change of her Medicaid from Durham to Granville county. Ms Moore has explained that complainant can now contact Cardinal directly in regards to IPRS day supports, B3 respite, community guide and crisis services. Per her report the complainant was tearful and thankful to receive the assistance and guidance given by Ms. Moore. Ms Moore also explained to complainant that this writer would follow up regarding action steps taken. This writer thanked Ms Moore for coordinating the  matter although no open case regarding the matter and she was not involved the member.
2/16/21 *resolution letter mailed late due to this writer out for family emergency* This writer contacted the complainant (919-429-2244) and reviewed information discussed with her and Ms Moore. Complainant was thankful and confirmed that she got a letter confirming that the Medicaid would be changed effective on the first. At that time she will work with Cardinal and follow the recommendations made by Ms Moore. No further concerns at this time. Resolution letter mailed to current mailing address.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		34

		11422		Kristie White		01/13/2021		TEDESCO		Maria		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Unknown				Multi-Disability		Adult		Maxim Healthcare Services, Inc.		1		32576 - TEDESCO, FRANCIS		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		The grievance is from the member's Guardian. The member is Frances Tedesco patient ID 32576). His Guardian is Maria Tedesco @919.368.6336. Her email address is maria@mariaspine.com. The caller is requesting an account of what Maxim is billing. The caller states the member should be receiving 12 hours/per week & not receiving those 12 hours/week.		01/15/21-Called legal guardian Maria Tedsco at 919-368-6336 about billing 12hours/week for her brother community services hours. I let her know per claims review they have not billed for over 12 hours since Sept 2020 to present. I have the claims audit attached to file also. The legal guardian was not aware this was filed as a grievance. She did not want this since they provider is good provider and due to Covid-19 has lost a lot of staff and could not do those hours sometimes. The legal guardian states she  just wanted to make sure that they were not just billing anyway. She wanted to withdraw this grievance. Closing grievance as withdrawn per request from member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7851		01/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Francis Tedesco Patient ID: 32576 DOB: 01/27/1963
The grievance is from the member's Guardian. The member is Frances Tedesco patient ID 32576). His Guardian is Maria Tedesco @919.368.6336. Her email address is maria@mariaspine.com. The caller is requesting an account of what Maxim is billing. The caller states the member should be receiving 12 hours/per week & not receiving those 12 hours/week.
01/14/221-Grievance against Maxim re. billing concerns as well as not receiving authorized hours. Due to allegation of billing fraud sending for case consult from SIU. Per SIU consult the member is authorized for 12 hours/weekly for State funded personal assistance. SIU advised for QM to follow your resolution process since it does not seem the provider is maximizing unites and or billing for services not rendered. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/15/21-Called legal guardian Maria Tedsco at 919-368-6336 about billing 12hours/week for her brother community services hours. I let her know per claims review they have not billed for over 12 hours since Sept 2020 to present. I have the claims audit attached to file also. The legal guardian was not aware this was filed as a grievance. She did not want this since they provider is good provider and due to Covid-19 has lost a lot of staff and could not do those hours sometimes. The legal guardian states she  just wanted to make sure that they were not just billing anyway. She wanted to withdraw this grievance. Closing grievance as withdrawn per request from member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Withdrawn by Complainant request.		1		1		1		2

		11423		Kim Ware		01/14/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		753659 - ESTEP, BLAKE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 561003] Caller was a therapist who declined filing grievance.  Submitting internal employee concern due to reported barriers to receiving crisis assessment.  Therapist contacted Access seeking assistance for her member (child with Healthchoice) in crisis.  Therapist contacted HHH Children’s Admissions and was told that member needs a negative COVID test before he can walk in the door to be evaluated.  Therapist reports being advised by HHH admissions staff that member may pursue COVID test from UNC Crisis and Assessment; however, UNC Crisis and Assessment was on diversion at that time.  Concerned that if HHH is requiring negative COVID test that they do not have their own supply of COVID tests for those in crisis presenting as a walk-in, also concerned that HHH is reportedly sending those in crisis to another facility that often reaches full capacity and closes for COVID test before they may receive an assessment.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7860		01/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 561003] Caller was a therapist who declined filing grievance. Submitting internal employee concern due to reported barriers to receiving crisis assessment. Therapist contacted Access seeking assistance for her member (child with Healthchoice) in crisis. Therapist contacted HHH Children’s Admissions and was told that member needs a negative COVID test before he can walk in the door to be evaluated. Therapist reports being advised by HHH admissions staff that member may pursue COVID test from UNC Crisis and Assessment; however, UNC Crisis and Assessment was on diversion at that time. Concerned that if HHH is requiring negative COVID test that they do not have their own supply of COVID tests for those in crisis presenting as a walk-in, also concerned that HHH is reportedly sending those in crisis to another facility that often reaches full capacity and closes for COVID test before they may receive an assessment.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
BLAKE ESTEP  ID: 753659  (DOB: 1/13/2010)
1/26/21 Information submitted by AH internal to be tracked for potential trends. To date, the matter does not indicate a pattern. QM to monitor the matter in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding HHH. No information available regarding member status, diagnosis etc. Ack/Res emailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		12

		11424		Hillary Vandewart		01/14/2021		Moore		Tara		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Child (0-17)		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		58844 - HERNANDEZFLORES, BRYAN		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Care Navigator received information from Bryan's mother/ LRP that Caring Hands informed her they were out of respite. 400 hrs were approved 11/1/2020 meanwhile, a grievance was filed and recognized by QM on 12/1/2020 that the family was told they could not access respite. Now, they are out of hours. There is no way that the member was able to bill 400 hrs of respite in less than 8 weeks. The provider also billed for 6 hrs/ CLS and 5 hrs/ respite on 12/25/2020, but Bryan's mother reported that he did not receive ANY services Christmas day. This is the second year in a row this has happened with this member.
I have discussed switching providers with the family and have reached out to agencies taking referrals. At this moment, the family is unable to function without staff support to provide those respite hours, so another revision is being completed to assist with this. I have no idea how it is possible to use 400 hrs within less than 3 months of service yet alone when the provider told the family they could not access respite for an entire month of that time.  Please feel free to call me with questions at 984-302-1935.		Corrections: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7863		01/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Care Navigator received information from Bryan's mother/ LRP that Caring Hands informed her they were out of respite. 400 hrs were approved 11/1/2020 meanwhile, a grievance was filed and recognized by QM on 12/1/2020 that the family was told they could not access respite. Now, they are out of hours. There is no way that the member was able to bill 400 hrs of respite in less than 8 weeks. The provider also billed for 6 hrs/ CLS and 5 hrs/ respite on 12/25/2020, but Bryan's mother reported that he did not receive ANY services Christmas day. This is the second year in a row this has happened with this member.
I have discussed switching providers with the family and have reached out to agencies taking referrals. At this moment, the family is unable to function without staff support to provide those respite hours, so another revision is being completed to assist with this. I have no idea how it is possible to use 400 hrs within less than 3 months of service yet alone when the provider told the family they could not access respite for an entire month of that time.  Please feel free to call me with questions at 984-302-1935.
[PT: Bryan HernandezFlores			DOB: 10/03/03				ID: 58844]
1/20/21
This writer reached out to SIU (Tanya Held) for case consultation as this is an allegation of potential fraudulent billing.
This writer receive the below response:
Hi Hilary, 
SIU will log this as an allegation of fraud and will conduct, at minimum, a preliminary investigation. 
Thank you for the consult.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/21/21
This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant based on referral to SIU. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU for investigation		1		1		0		7

		11425		Kristie White		01/14/2021		Edwards		George K.		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Intensive In-home Services				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Life Based Conceptions LLC		1		98321 - UTTER, HERBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 561161] Dorothy Altman / mother (LG) / 919-839-1103 is calling in reference to her 55 yr old son, Herbert “Allen” Utter, whom she reports has profound IDD and a seizure disorder.  She is disappointed in the agency that is providing her son with community living services, Life-Based Conceptions.  She reports that one of her son’s workers recently tested positive for Covid, and the worker that is currently at their home providing services is endorsing Covid-related symptoms.  She states that the owner of Life-Based Conceptions cannot assure her that a worker will be available to come out to the home tomorrow morning due to these recent exposures.  Caller is upset that neither the provider nor the Care Coordinator has a back-up plan in place for this type of situation.  She states that her son’s health will be at risk if a worker is not present at 9 am tomorrow morning, given that she is not capable of getting her son out of bed, bathed, and medicated.  Caller reports that she briefly spoke with Walter Linney earlier today, but she had to abruptly end the conversation.  She reports that she has since left messages for Walter Linney and Eugene Bene.  Caller asking for assistance on getting her son the help he needs by tomorrow at 9 am.  After staffing the call with Supervisor Edwards, LC advised her to call 911/EMT if she believes her son’s health is in danger.  LC also offered to file grievance, however, caller objected stating that “filing a grievance is bullshit because nothing happens, there’s no oversight from Alliance, nothing ever happens because there’s no penalty.  I’ve filed a bunch of grievances and nothing ever happens." LC to file internal employee concern against Life-Based Conceptions due to them possibly exposing a consumer/family member to Covid.		Corrected entered internal complainant name and address and number.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7854		01/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Herbert Utter Patient ID: 98321 DOB: 12/26/1965
[CID: 561161] Dorothy Altman / mother (LG) / 919-839-1103 is calling in reference to her 55 yr old son, Herbert “Allen” Utter, whom she reports has profound IDD and a seizure disorder. She is disappointed in the agency that is providing her son with community living services, Life-Based Conceptions. She reports that one of her son’s workers recently tested positive for Covid-19, and the worker that is currently at their home providing services is endorsing Covid-19 related symptoms. She states that the owner of Life-Based Conceptions cannot assure her that a worker will be available to come out to the home tomorrow morning due to these recent exposures. Caller is upset that neither the provider nor the Care Coordinator has a back-up plan in place for this type of situation. She states that her son’s health will be at risk if a worker is not present at 9 am tomorrow morning, given that she is not capable of getting her son out of bed, bathed, and medicated. Caller reports that she briefly spoke with Walter Linney earlier today, but she had to abruptly end the conversation. She reports that she has since left messages for Walter Linney and Eugene Bene. Caller asking for assistance on getting her son the help he needs by tomorrow at 9 am. After staffing the call with Supervisor Edwards, LC advised her to call 911/EMT if she believes her son’s health is in danger. LC also offered to file grievance, however, caller objected stating that “filing a grievance is bullshit because nothing happens, there’s no oversight from Alliance, nothing ever happens because there’s no penalty. I’ve filed a bunch of grievances and nothing ever happens." LC to file internal employee concern against Life-Based Conceptions due to them possibly exposing a consumer/family member to Covid-19.
01/15/21-Internal concern against Life Based Conceptions re. possible COVID exposure from staff. Called Life Based concepts at 919-403-6160 and discussed information with Reginald Carter at rcarter@lbccares.com and sent concern element email to be returned to me by 01/25/21. Sent acknowledgment email to KEdwards internal complainant about this also. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/26/21-Received response from provider about the internal concern. The agency worker referred to in concern did tested positive. Immediately they removed the staff from working this case when he reported being exposed to Covid-19 on Jan15, 2021. On the same day, Jan 15 th the worker and consumer both tested for Covid-19 on Jan 15, 2021. The worker did test for Covid-19 but the mother Dorothy Altman and consumer Allen Utter both tested negative. In additional too, all of the agency’s staff has been trained and required to wear gloves, wash hands and wear mask while working with consumers. They do have a backup plan and agency sent their Covid-19 preparedness policies and procedures. Lastly, their agency has provided staffing at regular schedule times to meet the needs of the consumer on short notice. Currently, they are using fill-in staffing until they are able to hire a permanent placement. Furthermore, the mother is also a paid support staff work that works anywhere from 40 to 56 hours per week. I have discussed with mother on replacing her to find a more appropriate worker to assist with her son, but she continually refuses.  Sending internal complainant this information since it seems that the provider has followed up and trying to do their best during Covid-19 pandemic to meet members needs. Closing concern as tracking and sending internal complainant resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		12

		11426		Kristie White		01/15/2021		Middendorf		Heidi		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Ambleside, Inc.		1		199990 - MCREE, NICHOLASA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Nash		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Ambleside substantiated staff neglect, out of county, regarding the 1/4/2021 incident in which it is reported that the Mbr found the key in an unlocked car; Mbr drove to 75 mph, pursued by leo and while car was totaled, fortunately the Mbr suffered only minor injury.  This incident could have resulted in serious injury or death to self or others.

Please request for my review:  1) the results of the internal investigation 2) the policies/procedures regarding motor vehicles on site. 3) supervision and staffing plan for Nicholas McRee.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7857		01/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Nicholasa Mcree Patient ID: 199990 DOB: 10/06/1995
This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Ambleside substantiated staff neglect, out of county, regarding the 1/4/2021 incident in which it is reported that the member found the key in an unlocked car; Member drove to 75 mph, pursued by leo and while car was totaled, fortunately the member suffered only minor injury. This incident could have resulted in serious injury or death to self or others. Please request for my review: 1) the results of the internal investigation 2) the policies/procedures regarding motor vehicles on site. 3) supervision and staffing plan for Nicholas McRee.
01/15/21-Internal concern (CQR) against Ambleside, Inc. re. car accident incident and lack of supervision. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/19/21-Called Caleb Minshew at 910-540-0357 sending concern elements to minshewc@ambleside.net and he is the contact for this information for CQR request. Sending request to him for a return date of 01/26/21. Received the information from provider and sent to TParker for review from CQR committee. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined sent to CQR for review.		1		1		0		4

		11427		Kim Ware		01/15/2021		MARX		Robin		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		18-20		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		290858 - MARX, AIDAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		•	As of today, four employment applications have failed on GT’s Docusign system.  
GT was emailed on December 18th that there is a problem with the “Supervision pay rate” field preventing the submission of the Docusign employment application document for Kody Haslam.  At that time the completed application was faxed.  However, it was not processed by GT until January 8th (three weeks later) when GT finally fixed just Kody Haslam’s application in Docusign.  In other words, GT had a fully completed application on file for three weeks and nothing was done with it.
•	GT still has not fixed the Docusign problem for the remaining three applications.  
•	A grievance was previously filed when GT refused to accept faxed applications.  The response from the state was that faxed applications have to be accepted.  However, I received a call from GT stating that any faxed applications would be delayed significantly and that if timely processing was desired it would have to be processed via Docusign.  Because GT’S Docusign system does not work, GT has failed to process employment applications in a timely manner.  
•	At this time GT has not provided a working method to submit applications via Docusign in an acceptable timeframe.  Further, each failure to process the application requires multiple emails and further delays to resolve this issue.
•	In addition, GT agreed to remove their “Caregiver Link” form which permits GT to contact our employees to work for other clients.  They still have not done so.
•	Please file a grievance and kindly refer to the previous grievance letter documenting GT’s failure to process applicants in a timely manner and thereby denying services to Aidan.		Please call Robin Marx to discuss
CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to External Stakeholder Concern;  priority changed from high to routine; nature changed from access to administrative; service tpe changed from other to innovations (non-residential); source changed from family member to parent		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7864		02/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		• As of today, four employment applications have failed on GT’s Docusign system. GT was emailed on December 18th that there is a problem with the “Supervision pay rate” field preventing the submission of the Docusign employment application document for Kody Haslam. At that time the completed application was faxed. However, it was not processed by GT until January 8th (three weeks later) when GT finally fixed just Kody Haslam’s application in Docusign. In other words, GT had a fully completed application on file for three weeks and nothing was done with it. • GT still has not fixed the Docusign problem for the remaining three applications. • A grievance was previously filed when GT refused to accept faxed applications. The response from the state was that faxed applications have to be accepted. However, I received a call from GT stating that any faxed applications would be delayed significantly and that if timely processing was desired it would have to be processed via Docusign. Because GT’S Docusign system does not work, GT has failed to process employment applications in a timely manner. • At this time GT has not provided a working method to submit applications via Docusign in an acceptable timeframe. Further, each failure to process the application requires multiple emails and further delays to resolve this issue. • In addition, GT agreed to remove their “Caregiver Link” form which permits GT to contact our employees to work for other clients. They still have not done so. • Please file a grievance and kindly refer to the previous grievance letter documenting GT’s failure to process applicants in a timely manner and thereby denying services to Aidan.
AIDAN MARX      ID: 290858   (DOB: 6/20/2002)
*DUPLICATE: 10981, 10960
1/22/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Ack mailed to address listed.
2/5/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. This writer reached out to AH cc Mara Wooten regarding the matter in that it is duplicative in nature. Per her report, the matter has been resolved. She reports working with the family and the provider regarding the matter with discrepancies in the DocuSign system. Per her report the system was down which caused delay. The agency has since addressed the matter. This writer told Ms Wooten that she had not spoken with the complaint to date. She reports that the complainant has calmed down and that she has recommended various support groups and meetings for her to attend. There has also been discussion regarding possibly changing to a new provider when one becomes approved for the EOR service in that the complainant has had several issues with GT's procedures. Ms Wooten has confirmed that all services are in place. She plans to continue to coordinate care and service provision as well as notifying Ms Marx that she has spoken with QM regarding her concern. This writer made call and left message for complainant. This writer received an email from the complainant indicting she saw there was a voicemail but is currently in a training and to let her know if there was an emergency issue.
2/8/21 This writer reached out to Latoya Todd with GT. She reports that the new Quality Assurance Specialist is Sylvia Reyes and that she will handle all grievances and audits for the agency. This writer received call from Ms Reyes and discussed the cocnerns. This writer explained that the matter was duplicative in nature and  per cc had been addressed, however this writer requested feedback. Per Ms Reyes that matter has been addressed. She reports that there as an issue with the DocuSign system at one point , however, the matter has been resolved. Ms Reyes also explained that the "carelink" information issue indicates there is an option to indicate "not interested". Per discussion Ms. Reyes will review the concern information sent to her by this writer via email and provide feedback. Ms Reyes indicated her contact number (919) 437-8421; sreyes@gtindependence.com. This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter to avoid the occurrence in the future as well as monitor the timeliness of application processing to avoid any possible gaps in services as applicable.
2/15/21 *this writer was out for family emergency (2/11-2/12). Received agency response indicating agency communications, documentation, and policy regarding DocuSign vs fax of applications. Also including carelink which allows a bypass as previously explained to this writer  by Ms Reyes. Case to be closed based on agency response, notification by care coordinator to Ms Marx re actions steps taken by QM and confirming that agency ahs addressed the concerns. Resolution letter to be mailed to complainant. Any contact made with complainant to be noted. The matter will continue to be monitored and tracked for potential trends.(K.Ware,QAA)		confirmed-provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		31

		11428		Hillary Vandewart		01/15/2021		JACKSON		CAMILLA		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		Cumberland County Hospital System, Inc. dba Cape Fear Valley Health System		1		701186 - JACKSON, CAMILLA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 560188] Per original call note, member was admitted to CFVH due to a stroke.  Member reports that CFVH gave her too much Gabapentin, "every strength" of Gabapentin, and expired Gabapentin resulting in medical complications including blurred vision that persists today.  Member reports that hospital overdosed her on a variety of meds, including old prescriptions from her chart, and she feared for her life.  Member reports that hospital keeps calling and “harassing” her and she intends on filing a lawsuit.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		Corrections: Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7919		02/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 560188] Per original call note, member was admitted to CFVH due to a stroke.  Member reports that CFVH gave her too much Gabapentin, "every strength" of Gabapentin, and expired Gabapentin resulting in medical complications including blurred vision that persists today.  Member reports that hospital overdosed her on a variety of meds, including old prescriptions from her chart, and she feared for her life.  Member reports that hospital keeps calling and “harassing” her and she intends on filing a lawsuit.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
[PT: Camilla Jackson				DOB: 4/16/64				ID: 701186]
1/25/21
This writer called complainant to acknowledge receipt of grievance.
He reported that when she came into the ER, she was normal. They them prescribed her “every mg there was” of gabapentin and she felt that this caused her to have a stroke. She stated that she plans to sue them for overprescribing her the gabapentin and stated that she prefers that we not reach out to the provider until she speaks with a lawyer. She stated that she wants to get her “claim” in and doesn’t want them to be able to cover themselves. 
She also stated that they have been calling her every day and “harassing her” trying to cover themselves and she plans to sue. 
This writer informed her that I would try to find out what I could internally without reaching out to the provider and would hold off on contacting them directly until receiving permission from her to do so. This writer confirmed mailing address with member. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
This writer then sent updated information for review by CQR Committee.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
1/28/21
This writer received update from supervisor, Todd Parker, that CQR committee reviewed medications and found that member was getting opiods from a pain doctor and that there was no indication that medications were wrong.
Based on this information, Todd advised that case could be closed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/11/21
This writer contacted complainant to share that our medical team reviewed her medications prescribed by Cape Fear Valley Hospital and found no indication that medications were prescribed incorrectly.
She then began to inform this writer that she never should have said anything and that this writer told the provider about the grievance and then they went in and changed the records. This writer tried to explain that this writer did not share any information outside of Alliance and it was the Alliance Health medical team who reviewed the meds and determined that nothing was prescribed incorrectly. She continued to repeat that she was prescribed “every mg of gabapentin” and that this writer had messed things up by talking to the provider. This writer repeated at least 3 times that this was not the case. She continued to state that “now she has to get a really good lawyer” and that she “didn’t want to talk” to me anymore.
This writer offered Ms. Jackson the opportunity to speak with my manager, Todd Parker, and she agreed. She then proceeded to end the call. 
This writer then reached out to Todd via email to request that he reach out to her. He confirmed that he would reach out to her and that resolution letter could be sent.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter. Any further communication from member will be included in follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		27

		11429		Kim Ware		01/18/2021						Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center		Inpatient		Mental Health Only				Duke University Health System - Duke Regional		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Danielle Carter (919-908-9413) is requesting to file an anonymous grievance against Duke Univ Hospital.  She states that Jana Bateson of Duke was harassing, taunting, and experimenting on her when she was admitted 2 yrs ago.  She also reports that Duke Hosp placed a device in her home that spies on her and causes her to think that someone is talking to her.  Ms. Carter does not want her name mentioned to Duke regarding this grievance, however, she would like to be contacted following the investigation.  See CID: 561522		CORRECTIONS; TYPE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ABUSE/NEGLECT;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7865		02/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Danielle Carter (919-908-9413) is requesting to file an anonymous grievance against Duke Univ Hospital. She states that Jana Bateson of Duke was harassing, taunting, and experimenting on her when she was admitted 2 yrs ago. She also reports that Duke Hosp placed a device in her home that spies on her and causes her to think that someone is talking to her. Ms. Carter does not want her name mentioned to Duke regarding this grievance, however, she would like to be contacted following the investigation. See CID: 561522
Danielle Carter
1/21/21 Call at number listed for complainant. No answer and no vm available.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/25/21 Call to number listed for complainant; no response or vm. There are 2 members with this name in alpha. The complainant wishes to remain anonymous. No letter mailed due to anonymity and limited information.
2/2/21Per discussion with T Parker, this writer will send the member one info needed letter to include all 3 of her grievances (11429, 11458 and 11462). Member has been unresponsive to contact attempts by this writer and AH care coordination however, has been responsive to her ACT Team. If no response to info needed letter by 2/10/21 case to be closed. Any correspondence received from complainant to be noted.(K.Ware,QAA)
2/10/21 Call to complainant; no vm available and no response. No response from member to date. Based on contact with current MH provider and provider involvement with member, case to be closed with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		23

		11430		Hillary Vandewart		01/19/2021						Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Unknown Disability				B & D Integrated Health Services		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Caller reports that she does not feel that the quality of services do not meet her needs. She reports that CST has only meet with her 3 times in the past 7 months. She reports they do not offer her transportation to and from medical appointments and she is aware that they have provided transportation to other members. She also reports that they do not seem to be concerned about her and do not seem to care about her.
Member reports she does not understand what she has done. She does not feel she is being treated the same as other members.		Corrections: Changed Disability to Unknown		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7892		02/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that she does not feel that the quality of services do not meet her needs. She reports that CST has only meet with her 3 times in the past 7 months. She reports they do not offer her transportation to and from medical appointments and she is aware that they have provided transportation to other members. She also reports that they do not seem to be concerned about her and do not seem to care about her.
Member reports she does not understand what she has done. She does not feel she is being treated the same as other members.
[ANONYMOUS]
1/25/21
This writer is unable to acknowledge grievance due to anonymous nature.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/4/21
In reviewing the concerns, this writer determined that, due to lack of information provided, the provider will be unable to address these concerns. Additionally, transportation to medical appointments is not the responsibility of the provider, and face-to-face appointments are likely not occurring due to COVID-19 pandemic. 
This writer does not feel that sharing this concern with the provider would be constructive due to the anonymous nature of the concern. 
This writer will track the concern for potential trends with provider. Unable to communicate with complainant or send resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined d/t lack of info		1		1		0		16

		11431		Kristie White		01/19/2021		Garrett		Kenyettte		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Basic Needs		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Rainbow 66 Storehouse, Inc.		1		716336 - KNIGHT, WILBERT		American Indian/Native American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		Information gathered from member's sister, Lisa Eaves. She reported that per conversation with the member's medical provider, the member has tested positive for COVID-19. Rainbow 66 Storehouse has yet to notify the family of the member's health status.		It should also be noted that on 1/15/2021 Edna Carlisle stated that she would take the member to the ED if someone did not get him as she had promised his bed to someone else. On this date, writer received a call from Edna Carlisle stating that she would keep the member for two more weeks. She did not report member's COVID-19 status.  Telephone number listed is for the member's sister,  Lisa Eaves, who has agreed to be contacted for more information at 910-280-6448.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7861		01/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Wilbert Knight Patient ID: 716336 DOB: 09/30/1970
Information gathered from member's sister, Lisa Eaves. She reported that per conversation with the member's medical provider, the member has tested positive for COVID-19. Rainbow 66 Storehouse has yet to notify the family of the member's health status. It should also be noted that on 1/15/2021 Edna Carlisle stated that she would take the member to the ED if someone did not get him as she had promised his bed to someone else. On this date, writer received a call from Edna Carlisle stating that she would keep the member for two more weeks. She did not report member's COVID-19 status. Telephone number listed is for the member's sister, Lisa Eaves, who has agreed to be contacted for more information at 910-280-6448.
01/19/21-Internal employee concern against Rainbow 66 Storehouse re. not notifying family of member’s health status (COVID-19). KM Appeals Coordinator
01/20/21- Called provider Edna Carlisle at 910-361-4398 Rainbow 66 Storehouse about this internal concern. Emailed her the concern element email to ecarlisle@raibow66storehouse.com to be returned to me by 01/27/21. Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant also. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/25/21-Recievd a response from provider about internal concern and they state member did test positive for Covid-19 had to be tested due pre-scheduled surgery and family members were aware of this. The member would have to be retested in 10 days. Provider states that the ball got dropped about the since the member last day at this facility was suppose to be 01/18/21 since the bedroom was suppose to be filled by another client. The agency arranged to keep member an and has been in communication with his family on all of this information. It seems that the agency has worked with Alliance member and closing this internal concern as tracking. Sending the internal complainant, a resolution email and closing concern. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		6

		11432		Kristie White		01/19/2021		Yarborough Sajjad		Colette		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Intermediate Care Facility				Multi-Disability		18-20		VOCA Corporation of North Carolina		1		629372 - ISMAIL, KAMRUL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Intermediate Care Facility (ICF/IDD)		1		1		Filed per request of guardian, Colette Yarborough Sajjad. This member was scheduled to discharge from this ICF on 12/30/2020 after months of planning. When the guardian  arrived to pick up the member from the ICF, the staff on duty were not made aware of the discharge. The member's medication sheet was outdated, some meds listed on the MAR were not available and some had been discontinued prior. The staff had a hard time distinguishing what meds belonged to member.  The guardian had to return the home the following day to pick up the medications that were not available the day prior. The guardian was later notified that a staff person at the home had tested positive for COVID prior to member's departure thus exposing the guardian and AFL provider as well as the member.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Rec'd date to reflect date inserted, Added guardian address and checked "yes" for person discuss issue with agency.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7859		02/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Kamrul Ismail Patient ID: 629372 DOB: 07/09/2001
Filed per request of guardian, Colette Yarborough Sajjad. This member was scheduled to discharge from this ICF on 12/30/2020 after months of planning. When the guardian arrived to pick up the member from the ICF, the staff on duty were not made aware of the discharge. The member's medication sheet was outdated, some meds listed on the MAR were not available and some had been discontinued prior. The staff had a hard time distinguishing what meds belonged to member. The guardian had to return the home the following day to pick up the medications that were not available the day prior. The guardian was later notified that a staff person at the home had tested positive for COVID prior to member's departure thus exposing the guardian and AFL provider as well as the member.
01/20/21-Grievance against VOCA Corp of NC re. issues with discharge/meds and possible COVID exposure. Called Colette Yaborough Sajjad upset about them know prepared for his discharge and they had no idea he was supposed to be discharged. Did not get out of there until get to AFL until after 6:00 pm and after her son telling her someone had Covid-19 symptoms without them telling her this before leaving putting her and AFL in jeopardy. She had to get her son tested before the AFL would let him back and could not get that done until 01/04.21. Verified her address and sending her acknowledgment letter. Called Voca Corporation at 704-572-3654 spoke to Sheryl Zerbe spoke to her about the allegations of grievance and was told to send the concern element email to her  at Sheryl.zerbe@rescare.com and Marika Whack at mwhack@rescare.com also to be returned to me by 01/27/21.  KM Appeals Coordinator
02/03/21-Called Sheryl Zerbe at 704-572-3654 left voicemail still have not received a response from concern element email that was due back to me by 01/27/21. Resent the email also as a reminder. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/04/21-Received provider response with full investigation and discharge notes. According to RN Jennifer Wilson, she had an extensive discussion with the guardian about the individual's medications at the discharge. It was explained to her that all of the individual's PRN orders were discontinued because they were standing orders and not specific to him (aspirin, ibuprofen etc ...). These items are considered to be "house stock" and do not follow the individual to the new placement. RN Wilson stated that it was explained to the guardian that new refills for some of his controlled medications were not renewed at his appointment at the Carter Clinic on 12/7/20 because the new script could not be split between pharmacies. RN Wilson stated that she contacted Pharmacy Alternatives and asked them to forward the remaining medication to a Walgreen's in the area of the AFL provider per Guardian's request. On the morning of 12/30/20, the individual received his COVID vaccine. At that time, there was no communication to the team about a new discharge date. The staff were not made aware of the discharge because the management of the home were under the impression that the discharge would o??cur after 12/30. There was a staff member who tested positive for COVID on 12/29/20. This was not communicated to Area Supervisor until 12/30/20. The Area Supervisor was assisting with running the vaccine clinic that day. The discharge was not expected to occur that day, so the guardian was not contacted about this at the time. All individuals at the Mason Group Home were tested for COVID on 1/4/21. All tested negative. There were also no additional positive staff cases at the Mason Group Home after the one reported on 12/30/20. Mason Group Home was not considered to be a COVID positive home on 12/30/20. Mason Group Home has not been a COVID positive home to date. There was a misunderstanding between parties on an agreed discharge date for the individual. Staff were not informed of the individual being discharged because there was not an agreed discharge date. The guardian was not informed about the COIVD positive staff because management had only been notified hours before the guardian came to the home for the discharge, and management was not aware that the discharge was occurring on 12/30/20. Reaching out to Ms. Yaborough Sajjid via phone and sending resolution letter about the findings and closing grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11433		Hillary Vandewart		01/20/2021		Davis		Christina		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Adult		Not Defined		1		706861 - Francis, Sharon		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Family Care Home		1		1		Caller is  daughter of client calling seeking to file a grievance against Rosehill Family Care Center. Caller reports that Rosehill Family Care Center sent mother in a cab where mother showed up at callers frontdoor without informing caller that mother was coming to her house. caller is worried about mother safety at the family care home.		Changed Nature of Concern to Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7868		02/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is daughter of client calling seeking to file a grievance against Rosehill Family Care Center. Caller reports that Rosehill Family Care Center sent mother in a cab where mother showed up at caller’s front door without informing caller that mother was coming to her house. Caller is worried about mother safety at the family care home.
[PT: Sharon Francis				DOB: 7/3/65				ID: 706861]
1/26/21
This writer researched within Alpha portal to confirm whether this group home was in network. This writer confirmed that Rosehill Family Care Center is not in Alliance network of care. It also does not appear to be a licensed facility.
This writer confirmed that complainant is NOT legal guardian. No address on file for complainant, only member. 
This writer then called and LVM for complainant requesting a call back to discuss concerns.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
1/27/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

1/28/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor during individual supervision. Supervisor advised this writer to recommend complainant file a complaint with Division of Health Service Regulation.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/16/21
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva and learned that member has been moved to a new group home as of 2/15. 
This writer then attempted to reach complainant via phone—left voicemail requesting a call back.
Due to lack of response from complainant, as well as complainant not being guardian, as well as member no longer residing in residence, this writer sent resolution letter to complainant with DHSR complaint intake unit information.
Any further correspondence with complainant will be included in grievance portal Follow-Up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Group Home not in Alliance network		1		1		0		27

		11435		Kim Ware		01/20/2021		Fulkerson		Brenda		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only				MONARCH		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Cabarrus		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 561866] Caller may still have insurance from California and is homeless in Scotland county but refused to be transferred to Eastpointe MCO.  Caller does not want her name used in discussion about the issue with the agency.  Caller expressed frustration around services from Monarch in Scotland county.  Reports that Monarch is not providing her services, not prescribing her meds, and also is not assisting her with her need for housing.  Currently staying at a hotel but must leave on 1/22/21, has no shelter or transportation secured and concerned that she will be on the street.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER CONCERN; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICETYPE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO OUTPT		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7870		01/27/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 561866] Caller may still have insurance from California and is homeless in Scotland county but refused to be transferred to Eastpointe MCO. Caller does not want her name used in discussion about the issue with the agency. Caller expressed frustration around services from Monarch in Scotland county. Reports that Monarch is not providing her services, not prescribing her meds, and also is not assisting her with her need for housing. Currently staying at a hotel but must leave on 1/22/21, has no shelter or transportation secured and concerned that she will be on the street.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC 
1/27/21 Call to complainant at number listed; no answer and no vm available. Complainant is homeless; no mailing address listed. Access staff offered the complaint transfer to speak to someone at Eastpointe which was refused. This writer received a return call from complainant asking if someone had called her. This writer identified herself and explained the reason for the call which was in response to her grievance against Monarch. Ms Fulkerson confirmed that she had filed and indicated that the matter had already been handled. She explained that her "worker's supervisor was handling it." This writer inquired if she needed any further assistance to which she replied no. This writer asked if she had a mailing address to which she explained not at this time. Per discussion the matter was handled and she needed no further assistance. No letters mailed due to no available address and per complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		7

		11436		Hillary Vandewart		01/21/2021		CARPENTER		Rose		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Youth Villages, Inc.		1		722482 - CARPENTER, TYLER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Call ID: 561939, Mother has spoken to CC at AH  and supervisor at Youth Villages , he is receiving High Fidelity   Wrap Around, service started a few weeks before Christmas, has ABA with Autism and Outpatient Plus with B and D.  B and D also reached out to Youth Villages about moms concerns ,  she s discussed this with staff,  Gabriella is contact  with Youth Villages, Brad is the  youth advocate.  An example of a concern is when they came out they needed to utilize a script and use the computer which escalated sons behavior, he was not comfortable with script, this resulted in extreme behaviors, diagnosed with Autism and Intellectual Disabilities, staff would challenge mother about recommendations in front of consumer which further escalated sons behavior (for example participation in CFT meetings), staff also did not listen to mothers recommendation that too much information in advance can escalate his behaviors, staff later recommended virtual sessions may be most effective yet staff showed up in person,  staff has not been considering mothers recommendations, he verbally attacked mother over issues related to over phone use. There  was an exchange of naked pictures between son and a "guy"  online,  staff  at Youth Villages helped him delete messages, naked pictures were sent between the two.  There have been multiple concers with Youth Villages.  Writer explained to mother that the examples she cited were helpful and she can go into more detail with Grievance staff if needed.  Mother asked for discharge but they are postponing discharge. Mother would also like clarification about if discharge should happen when she requested it, provider is still providing service after discharge requested.   There are no safety concerns at this time, no si/hi, no SA, no a/vh.  No safety concerns at this time related to events above.  Gave Grievance contact info.  Rich Resnick LCAS		writer is not clear about which location of Youth Villages. thank you RR		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7872		02/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Call ID: 561939, Mother has spoken to CC at AH  and supervisor at Youth Villages , he is receiving High Fidelity  Wrap Around, service started a few weeks before Christmas, has ABA with Autism and Outpatient Plus with B and D.  B and D also reached out to Youth Villages about moms concerns ,  she s discussed this with staff,  Gabriella is contact  with Youth Villages, Brad is the  youth advocate.  An example of a concern is when they came out they needed to utilize a script and use the computer which escalated sons behavior, he was not comfortable with script, this resulted in extreme behaviors, diagnosed with Autism and Intellectual Disabilities, staff would challenge mother about recommendations in front of consumer which further escalated sons behavior (for example participation in CFT meetings), staff also did not listen to mothers recommendation that too much information in advance can escalate his behaviors, staff later recommended virtual sessions may be most effective yet staff showed up in person,  staff has not been considering mothers recommendations, he verbally attacked mother over issues related to over phone use. There was an exchange of naked pictures between son and a "guy" online, staff at Youth Villages helped him delete messages, naked pictures were sent between the two.  There have been multiple concerns with Youth Villages.  Writer explained to mother that the examples she cited were helpful and she can go into more detail with Grievance staff if needed.  Mother asked for discharge but they are postponing discharge. Mother would also like clarification about if discharge should happen when she requested it, provider is still providing service after discharge requested.   There are no safety concerns at this time, no si/hi, no SA, no a/vh.  No safety concerns at this time related to events above.  Gave Grievance contact info.  Rich Resnick LCAS
[PT: Tyler Carpenter				DOB: 10/09/03				ID: 772482]
1/28/21
This writer called Ms. Rose Carpenter to acknowledge receipt of grievance, left voicemail requesting a call back. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

2/8/21
This writer sent concern elements to La’Ruth Brooks, Youth Villages QM/Training Director, with a response deadline of 2/15/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/15/21
This writer received the below response from Ms. Brooks:
On 2.8.21, Youth Villages’ Quality Management Training Director (QMTD) was informed of a concern via email. The QMTD informed the State Director, Assistant State Director, Regional Supervisor, and HFW Supervisor for further investigation. The QMTD began the review of the grievance on 2.9.21. The QMTD reviewed progress notes as well gathered information from the program leadership. The QMTD contacted the parent/guardian on 2.9.21 via phone and left a voicemail after being unable to speak with them. 
Findings: There were five concerns identified by the parent/guardian in the concern presented to the Alliance Grievance coordinator. These are the findings related to the expressed concerns. 
Guardian reported that these services have escalated his behaviors rather than improving them. 
•	The team reported that in session there would times in which the youth would mention a neighbor that would cause the youth to escalate. In sessions, the incidents between the youth and neighbor were mentioned by youth and the team would attempt to redirect which at times would cause further escalations. 
She reported that staff disregard her recommendations and challenge them in front of Tyler, which further escalates his behavior. 
•	The team acknowledged that the youth’s mother did not want the youth to participate in CFTMs. The HFW facilitator tried to advocate for youth to participate in some capacity. It was not until the youth’s therapist stated no that the HFW facilitator stopped advocating for the youth to participate. The team also mentioned another instance pertaining to the LEAP program where the youth’s mother requested HFW facilitator not mention the program to the youth. During a CFTM where the youth was present, the HFW facilitator mentioned the program which led to the youth’s behavior escalating. 
She stated that she has received conflicting recommendations from staff. For example, staff advised that virtual sessions would be most effective, but then continued to provide in-person services. 
•	The team is unsure of this concern. The team acknowledged that the youth’s mother requested a phone session one time and they agreed to complete the phone session early in services. The mother then indicated the youth did better with in-person sessions so the team continued to schedule and meet in person with the family. The youth’s mother did not request to have virtual sessions other than that one time. 
Guardian reported that staff at Youth Villages crossed boundary in assisting Tyler in deleting inappropriate photos and messages on his phone. 
•	The team acknowledged that during session on 01.11.21, the HFW facilitator and youth support partner met with the youth separately while the youth’s mother walked outside. The team reported the youth asked questions about sexuality and consent due to past incidents. The team provided education regarding what constitutes consent as well as educated the youth on healthy boundaries and internet safety. The team reported the youth asked how to block individuals from the internet. The youth partner used his cell phone to demonstrate for the youth how to block individuals. The team was not made aware until speaking with the youth’s mother and youth’s therapist on 01.15.21 that youth had sent pictures on 01.09.21. The team reported they were not aware of the details around the picture content or the recipient of the picture. 
She reported that she requested that Tyler be discharged from services, but Youth Villages continues to attempt to provide services. 
•	The team acknowledged that after the incident pertaining to the incident regarding the youth’s use of the cell phone/pictures, the HFW facilitator attempted to reconcile the situation. The youth’s mother indicated she wanted to discharge from services. The HFW supervisor reached out to the youth’s mother as did the regional supervisor. The regional supervisor spoke with the youth’s mother on 01.21.21 in which she offered that the family continue receiving HFW with another team but youth’s mother declined and requested discharge. The family was discharged from HFW services on 01.28.21. 
Recommendations/Action Steps: 
•	The Regional Supervisor will work with the HFW coach/consultant to provide the HFW team with additional best practice resources on how to best engage and implement goals/objectives when working with youth with a diagnosis of Autism and/or I/DD. Target date: May 2021 
•	The Regional Supervisor and HFW supervisor will ensure the HFW team is educated and aware of how and what is appropriate to speak with a youth in session under the manner of confidentiality, while also explaining to the youth there are topics that may need to be discussed with the parent/guardian. The HFW team will be made aware of when to maintain the young person’s confidential information and when to coach them in presenting the information to a parent/guardian for safety concerns. Target date: February 2021 
•	The team will be trained on appropriate communication frequency with parent/guardian to make them aware of the action steps being implemented when there are concerns with a youth’s ability to conceptualize due to cognitive delays. 
•	The HFW supervisor will educate the HFW team on understanding the balance of advocating for the youth’s voice and choice as well listening to the parent’s voice and choice while furthering the vision and meeting the goals of the family in the HFW program. Target date: March 2021 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/16/21
This writer contacted complainant to share provider’s feedback. She reported that since she filed the grievance, she had been able to discuss with the regional director who she felt took things more seriously. 
This writer informed her that the HFW staff would be receiving education/training moving forward and she expressed being glad that this was occurring. This writer asked if she needed anything additional in terms of her grievance and she stated that she did not. She did ask this writer to follow up with her interim CC (Leah Thompson) as her CC was out on maternity leave. This writer agreed and emailed her requesting that she contact Ms. Carpenter.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider Initiated Corrective Actions		1		1		0		26

		11439		Kristie White		01/22/2021		Keever		Shawnna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Upward Change Health Services, LLC		1		718645 - ROGERS, DERRICK		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Guilford		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Brecia (Derrick) Rogers (ID 718645): QOC for lack of proper coordination of care and inappropriate billing of units against Upward Change. Brecia was referred by Carolina Community Support Services over to Upward Change for individual therapy which started 12/14/2020 and medication management (no claims/not started). Brecia has been engaged with peer support services through Carolina Community Support Services since 3/5/2020.
Inappropriate billing of units: Upward Change began billing peer support for Brecia on 1/7/2021 and requested authorization for peer support (SAR 811847). Upward Change and Carolina Community Support Services both billed for peer support on 1/9/2021 and 1/12/2021. In addition, Upward Change has exceeded the 24 unmanaged units and billed 50 units (1/7/2021 to 1/13/2021).
Lack of proper coordination of care: CCM advised Upward Change that Brecia is actively involved with peer support through Carolina Community Support Services and therefore cannot receive services from Upward Change without the proper provider choice form in place. CCM specifically requested Upward Change reach out to Carolina Community Support Services with Brecia to ensure proper coordination of care. CCM also advised that Carolina Community Support Services is still actively working with Brecia. Upward Change immediately re-submitted for peer support services (SAR 813423) with the addition of a provider choice form. The provider choice form is dated 12/7/2020 which is the date of her assessment at Upward Change; there is no signature from Brecia but instead her name is typed out as they reportedly completed this form with her during a virtual intake assessment. It is unclear if the form was fully explained to her and the form does not explicitly state she agrees to cease services with Carolina Community Support Services. Brecia was in-person for the signing of her service order. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to file QOC. CCM called Carolina Community Support Service and spoke to Ricky H. regarding services. Ricky advised that Brecia remains actively involved with peer support through Carolina Community Support Service and was seen within the last 2 to 3 days. He reports there is a CSAC assigned to work with her as Brecia is in active addiction. Ricky spoke with a peer support worker assigned to Brecia and they plan to have her sign a provider choice form choosing either Carolina Community Support Service or Upward Change for peer support service. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 1/22/2021				Not Defined				7866				Not Defined		Not Defined		Patient: Derrick Rogers Patient ID: 718645 DOB: 01/18/1975
Brecia (Derrick) Rogers (ID 718645): QOC for lack of proper coordination of care and inappropriate billing of units against Upward Change. Brecia was referred by Carolina Community Support Services over to Upward Change for individual therapy which started 12/14/2020 and medication management (no claims/not started). Brecia has been engaged with peer support services through Carolina Community Support Services since 3/5/2020. Inappropriate billing of units: Upward Change began billing peer support for Brecia on 1/7/2021 and requested authorization for peer support (SAR 811847). Upward Change and Carolina Community Support Services both billed for peer support on 1/9/2021 and 1/12/2021. In addition, Upward Change has exceeded the 24 unmanaged units and billed 50 units (1/7/2021 to 1/13/2021). Lack of proper coordination of care: CCM advised Upward Change that Brecia is actively involved with peer support through Carolina Community Support Services and therefore cannot receive services from Upward Change without the proper provider choice form in place. CCM specifically requested Upward Change reach out to Carolina Community Support Services with Brecia to ensure proper coordination of care. CCM also advised that Carolina Community Support Services is still actively working with Brecia. Upward Change immediately re-submitted for peer support services (SAR 813423) with the addition of a provider choice form. The provider choice form is dated 12/7/2020 which is the date of her assessment at Upward Change; there is no signature from Brecia but instead her name is typed out as they reportedly completed this form with her during a virtual intake assessment. It is unclear if the form was fully explained to her and the form does not explicitly state she agrees to cease services with Carolina Community Support Services. Brecia was in-person for the signing of her service order. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to file QOC. CCM called Carolina Community Support Service and spoke to Ricky H. regarding services. Ricky advised that Brecia remains actively involved with peer support through Carolina Community Support Service and was seen within the last 2 to 3 days. He reports there is a CSAC assigned to work with her as Brecia is in active addiction. Ricky spoke with a peer support worker assigned to Brecia and they plan to have her sign a provider choice form choosing either Carolina Community Support Service or Upward Change for peer support service. *Shawnna Keever, LCSW 1/22/2021
01/25/21-Internal (Shawnna)- against Upward Change Health Services- lack of proper coordination of care and inappropriate billing. Sending to THeld in SIU for case consult due to allegation of inappropriate billing of units. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,218)

		11440		Kim Ware		01/22/2021		VIOLA		LISA		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Psychiatric Services		Medication Management		Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Hope Services, LLC		1		226425 - MONTAGUE, GIOVANNI		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Starting around January 11, legal guardian has been contacting Hope Services to send prescription for refill to Walgreens Pharmacy for member's medications.  Legal Guardian has called several times and medications were not filled.  Then, legal guardian receives text message from Hope Services for a medication management appointment with the doctor for January 20.  Legal Guardian asked about medication being filled at that time. Walgreens Pharmacy continuously sent request for the medication and medication was not filled. Also, Walgreens staff have been waiting for over a week for a response for the medication to be filled.  Legal Guardian received a text on January 20, 2021 from Hope Services that saying that the medication was sent to Walgreens. Family member went to pick up medication from Walgreens and legal guardian noticed that the wrong medication was prescribed. Meanwhile, the medication management appointment was rescheduled for January 27, 2021. The member is still yet to have the correct medication refilled.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; ENTERED GUARDIAN NAME		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7880		02/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Starting around January 11, legal guardian has been contacting Hope Services to send prescription for refill to Walgreens Pharmacy for member's medications. Legal Guardian has called several times and medications were not filled. Then, legal guardian receives text message from Hope Services for a medication management appointment with the doctor for January 20. Legal Guardian asked about medication being filled at that time. Walgreens Pharmacy continuously sent request for the medication and medication was not filled. Also, Walgreens staff have been waiting for over a week for a response for the medication to be filled. Legal Guardian received a text on January 20, 2021 from Hope Services that saying that the medication was sent to Walgreens. Family member went to pick up medication from Walgreens and legal guardian noticed that the wrong medication was prescribed. Meanwhile, the medication management appointment was rescheduled for January 27, 2021. The member is still yet to have the correct medication refilled. 
GIOVANNI MONTAGUE   ID: 226425   (DOB: 12/17/2005)
1/26/21 review of information to locate guardian/complainant name. call to complainant; left vm.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/29/21 Call to complainant/guardian Lisa Viola (919) 306-5296; left vm message requesting return call. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.
2/1/21 This writer contacted the agency's Quality Assurance Director, Sara Leonard (919) 714-7500 ext 1003 and made her aware of the concern. This writer has requested an internal review and response regarding findings. This writer received email correspondence from Ms Leonard indicating the following in response: 
Yes Kim we were aware of this and it has been resolved. One of our supervisors spoke to the grandmother on 1/22/2021 and took care of it that day.  We are following up with the communication issue and monitoring this closely to ensure this was an isolated incident.  
Below is the communication between myself and the supervisor from that day: 
Hi Sara,
Wanted to let you know that Giovanni Montague’s grandmother Lisa Viola filed a grievance with Alliance regarding phone calls not being returned or appointments scheduled in a timely manner.  Her grandson almost ran out of medication but I was able to email Dr. Bagheri and she sent in the request to Walgreens to give him enough medication until his appointment on January 27th @ 5pm.  Ms. Viola apologized but said she was at her wits in with trying to contact the clinic.  She was very appreciative for my assistance.  I gave her my number and told her to let me know if she has any issues in the future.  I will address the phone call issue on Monday with the staff.
Thanks!
Marva Baker, BS, QP
2/1/21 Call to complainant; discussed role of QM and steps taken. Ms Viola confirmed contact by provider and that they took care of the matter. Based on agency response, actions taken including follow up with complainant and staff, case to be closed. This writer notified ms Leonard that matter is considered resolved and tracked. Matter to be tracked for potential trends. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		10

		11442		Kristie White		01/25/2021		Brownson		Shellatha		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		86346 - EVANS, SHAMEEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		562385 –MON, 25 JAN 2021 @ 0839 – Caller is Shellatha Brownson 919-592-6483 – 1671 Plexor Lane Knightdale NC 27545 - calling in reference to her son – Evans, Shameel – DOB: 07 MAR 1995 – Wake/uninsured/25M – member is his own legal guardian per caller. Caller is seeking to file grievance against HHH on behalf of her son.  Caller reported numerous concerns about HHH including 1) caller reported that she was called a "bitch" by a HHH staff person over the phone on 20 JAN 2021 @ 1716.  Caller reported that she was trying to get information on her son's wellbeing and this staff person refused to provide her name and then cussed at caller when she persisted in asking staff person's name.  Caller reported that she subsequently spoke with "the house manager, Brian" about being "cussed at" and concerns caller had about member's treatment who was "nonchalant" about her concerns and did "nothing".  Caller reported that another HHH staff person, Maria, was "mean" to her son which caller stated is the reason member is refusing to take meds.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED FROM GRIEVACNE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER;		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7869		01/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Shameel Evans Patient ID# 86346 DOB: 03/07/1995
562385 –MON, 25 JAN 2021 @ 0839 – Caller is Shellatha Brownson 919-592-6483 – 1671 Plexor Lane Knightdale NC 27545 - calling in reference to her son – Evans, Shameel – DOB: 07 MAR 1995 – Wake/uninsured/25M – member is his own legal guardian per caller. Caller is seeking to file grievance against HHH on behalf of her son. Caller reported numerous concerns about HHH including 1) caller reported that she was called a "bitch" by a HHH staff person over the phone on 20 JAN 2021 @ 1716. Caller reported that she was trying to get information on her son's wellbeing and this staff person refused to provide her name and then cussed at caller when she persisted in asking staff person's name. Caller reported that she subsequently spoke with "the house manager, Brian" about being "cussed at" and concerns caller had about member's treatment who was "nonchalant" about her concerns and did "nothing". Caller reported that another HHH staff person, Maria, was "mean" to her son which caller stated is the reason member is refusing to take meds.
01/25/21-External Stakeholder- non-Medicaid- against HHH; staff cussed at complainant/mother (not guardian); not getting info regarding son’s well-being while inpatient. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/27/21-Called Shellatha Brownson at 919-592-6483 about this external grievance. I let her know since she is not her son’s legal guardian it will be limited information I can give her. She just wanted to make sure something was done since Holly Hill Hospital staff refused to give her any information on her son. She understands HIPPA but she just wanted to see if he was okay and talk about his next steps. Her son has reached out to Alliance Access department since being discharged to get outpatient therapy. I verified her address and let her know I would reach out to the provider on these concerns. Sending Shellatha Brownson an acknowledgment letter and called HHH Hospital spoke to Eric Krauskopf about this grievance and sent concern element email to him at eric.krauskopf@uhsinc.com to be returned to me by 02/01/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/29/21-Received response from Eric Krauskopf, LCSW Director of Performance Improvement stated, “In a review of the medical records, there is no evidence of the patient complaining about not being in contact with his mother or staff being “mean” to him. The patient participated in treatment and rated his experience as “good.” There is no indication of complaints about staff using “inappropriate language.” 

In discussing the concern with the House Supervisor Brian and the Director of Clinical Services, it was reported that the mother had initially said she was the patient’s legal guardian. When asked for guardianship paperwork, it was reported that she became angry, stating that she wasn’t actually his legal guardian “but raised him, so you should be able to give me information.” The Director of Clinical Services explained the confidentiality process to the patient’s mother. The patient’s mother told the Director of Clinical Services she was upset that the receptionist would not connect her call to the patient’s unit. The Director of Clinical Services asked if she had the patient’s confidentiality code, which she did not. The Director of Clinical Services explained that the facility utilizes the confidentiality code to protect patients’ confidentiality. The Director of Clinical Services said the mother was appreciative for the explanation. This writer spoke with House Supervisor Brian and reminded him of the facility’s expectation for service excellence. In a review of the medical record, the patient was complaint with medications. During the patient’s stay of 1/18/21-1/25/21, the patient only refused a medication once, on 1/21/21. There is no indication the patient refused the medication because staff was “mean” to him. Instead, he was noted to be experiencing symptoms of psychosis and paranoia. Holly Hill Hospital is fully committed not only to timely and comprehensive investigation of any quality of care concern, but to taking a proactive approach to quality improvement and patient safety. Left voicemail with Shellatha Brownson for her to call back on this resolution. Sending her a resolution grievance letter via mail and closing case as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		4

		11443		Kristie White		01/25/2021		BROWN		ERICA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		Central Regional Hospital		1		3739 - BROWN, ERICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 562409] Caller currently inpatient at CRH, wishing to file grievances against multiple staff at CRH, various community/government organizations, and community members.  Reports that CRH is holding her against her will, reports having confirmed that she does not have an IVC and that she is at the hospital for medical and not mental health.  Reports Kiara Fuller, Britney Holland, Dr. Paul, Timothy Uzle, and Shaniqua McKenzie report being doctors but have been incarcerated and/or are registered sex offenders.  Reports Robin Thorn, Billy Farrow, Shaniqua Long, Alisha Walker, and Nora Davis are stealing from her business account.  Suzanne White and Lisa Barrow have billed under her account and were not authorized.  Mentions community members and other DPS using her EIN number and mentions community members who are stealing people's SSNs.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7874		01/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Erica Brown Patient ID: 3739 DOB: 12/26/1988
[CID: 562409] Caller currently inpatient at CRH, wishing to file grievances against multiple staff at CRH, various community/government organizations, and community members. Reports that CRH is holding her against her will, reports having confirmed that she does not have an IVC and that she is at the hospital for medical and not mental health. Reports Kiara Fuller, Britney Holland, Dr. Paul, Timothy Uzle, and Shaniqua McKenzie report being doctors but have been incarcerated and/or are registered sex offenders. Reports Robin Thorn, Billy Farrow, Shaniqua Long, Alisha Walker, and Nora Davis are stealing from her business account. Suzanne White and Lisa Barrow have billed under her account and were not authorized. Mentions community members and other DPS using her EIN number and mentions community members who are stealing people's SSNs. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
01/25/21-Grievance- against CRH and various community/government orgs. - CRH holding her against her will. KM Appeals Coordinator
01/28/21- Reached out to Hospital Liaison Laura Bram per researching on Jiva. Wanting to find more information about this member in order to research this grievance. Discussed member’s grievance information and per, Per Laura Bram, MSW, LCSW, LCAS, “I discussed this issue with the CRH SW. Member went to CRH as a walk-in and then she was IVC’ed due to her symptoms. Per the CRH SW, this member continues to be psychotic and is not wanting to engage with the treatment team. She is currently receiving forced medications because she refuses to take oral medications.” Since member is really ill and having to be forced medicated consulting with manager TParker. During 1:1 with TParker, Manager on how to proceed. Recommendations were review available documentation in JIVA/Alpha. Continue to speak with any other Alliance staff working with member. Document this research and close as tracking. Per TParker since member is IVC’d should not reach out to her since inpatient and receiving the help she needs to get better. Advised to close grievance as tracking no need to call or sent a grievance acknowledgment letter. This is a duplicate to grievance#11450 also. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11444		Kim Ware		01/25/2021		JOHNSON		DAASIA		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)		SCS, Day Supports Ind.		Multi-Disability		18-20		Independent Living Group Home LLC		1		98888 - ROBERSON, JAELUN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 F (Alternative family Living)		0		1		Guardian has removed Jaelun from the group home on 01/23/21.  She had made a call from a Navy ship, off the coast of Florida. Guardian reported that Staff at the group home had Jaelun on speakerphone after she requested to speak to him privately. She could hear sounds and said are they listening to our phone call Jaelun. He answered yes, and the male staff became very rude to the guardian.  LRP asked their Mom to please drive from Wake County, and get Jaelun out of the group home. Mother upon arrival from Raleigh noticed that Jaelun smell of urine, had scratches on his face and neck area, and a bruised eye. LRP was called again to give permission for Mother to remove him from the home.

Mother sent pictures of Jaelun to Guardian, and she's refusing to allow him to return back to the group home at this time for health and safety. Mother has him in Raleigh and would like for him to be placed in a group home immediately. LRP is asking for help with Jaelun residential placement and Medications. LRP wants to also file a grievance against the group home in Forsyth County. 
Shanita Lovelace–Qualified Professional for Residential Services with Independent Living Group Home Cell: (336) 575-8688 and Email: shanita001@bellsouth.net (This is the contact for Jaelun in Forsyth County)

Daasia Johnson 919-641-3591 cell phone number and email: dmjohnson5094@gmail.com.  (LRP / Guardian of Jaelun - His Sister)

Jaelun is currently in Raleigh NC with his Mother at this present time for his safety. 

IDD CN Angela Steward was given pictures of the Jaelun injuries by email from Sister Daasia Johnson.Sister would like for a grievance to be filed for Abuse and Neglect.  IDD CN Angela Steward will follow up with  Adult Protective Services (APS) and make a report.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S;DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DD ONLY TO MULTI; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ABUSE/NEGLECT; AGAISNT CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED PROVIDER NAME; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		7876		02/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Guardian has removed Jaelun from the group home on 01/23/21. She had made a call from a Navy ship, off the coast of Florida. Guardian reported that Staff at the group home had Jaelun on speakerphone after she requested to speak to him privately. She could hear sounds and said are they listening to our phone call Jaelun. He answered yes, and the male staff became very rude to the guardian. LRP asked their Mom to please drive from Wake County, and get Jaelun out of the group home. Mother upon arrival from Raleigh noticed that Jaelun smell of urine, had scratches on his face and neck area, and a bruised eye. LRP was called again to give permission for Mother to remove him from the home. Mother sent pictures of Jaelun to Guardian, and she's refusing to allow him to return back to the group home at this time for health and safety. Mother has him in Raleigh and would like for him to be placed in a group home immediately. LRP is asking for help with Jaelun residential placement and Medications. LRP wants to also file a grievance against the group home in Forsyth County. Shanita Lovelace–Qualified Professional for Residential Services with Independent Living Group Home Cell: (336) 575-8688 and Email: shanita001@bellsouth.net (This is the contact for Jaelun in Forsyth County) Daasia Johnson 919-641-3591 cell phone number and email: dmjohnson5094@gmail.com. (LRP / Guardian of Jaelun - His Sister) Jaelun is currently in Raleigh NC with his Mother at this present time for his safety. IDD CN Angela Steward was given pictures of the Jaelun injuries by email from Sister Daasia Johnson.
1/26/21 call to insert user to clarify information entered regarding complaint and complainant information. confirmed member is no longer at facility also confirmed that sister became legal guardian in December. call to dhsr to file complaint with complaint intake unit based on nature of the concerns. staff requested that this writer verify correct address and name of facility based on information given. This writer followed up with insert user/AH cc Angela Steward to confirm and discuss AH involvement in case. Member at Wake Med. APS report filed by AH CN.(K.WARE,QAA)
1/27/21 Call to DHSR; filed with staff Debra. As per protocol, this writer will receive email correspondence regarding investigation results.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/1/21  Call to complainant at number listed; left voicemail message. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.Ware,QAA)
2/1/21 This writer received a return call from Ms Daaisa Johnson. She explained that she was recently appointed legal guardian for her brother and is attempting to move him there with her. She reports that the address this writer used was for her mothers' and that she gets mail from her, however was able to give this writer her current mailing address for future correspondence. This writer explained the role of QM and actions taken thus far in the case. Ms Johnson confirmed contact with  member's AH CN and discussing locating new placement for her brother.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/8/21 Written correspondence received from DHSR confirming receipt of complaint. Intake number for the case : NC 0017390
2/19/21 Call to agency QP of residential services, Shanita Lovelace (336) 575-8688; left vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/22/21 Review of information available indicates that member is still at WakeMed; authorization request to be expedited; group home placement found and transportation to be provided upon discharge. AH continues to coordinate with Wake Med SW and member's guardian regarding service provision, placement, medical follow up etc...Case consult with AH QAA Jessica Killette regarding incident reporting requirements. Per discussion, although the group home is in Forsyth, AH would just receive a copy as the Home MCO and the Forsyth Co MCO would be the Host and would actually do any follow up if it is a level 2 or 3. This writer made call and left message for agency's Residential Services QP, Shanita Lovelace (336) 575-8668. Plan is to inquire regarding whether an incident report was completed, level and submission status, as applicable. Contact with complainant to confirm AH CC involvement and assistance and actions taken by QM. Per Ms Johnson she has been contacted by DHSR and has submitted the pictures of the bruises and scratches to them. She reports that they wanted to speak with jaelun, however, she reports that he had been having some behavioral difficulties in the hospital and that the questioning may trigger him. She also reports that he may not remember any incidents, however would be in touch with DHSR. She reports that she speaks with the assigned CN regularly regarding Jaelun's status and plan. Case to be closed based on DHSR referral as well as APS report filed by CC. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted in follow up regarding investigation results as well as any correspondence received from agency regarding incident reporting. The incident reporting matter to be monitored for response and agency action. Resolution letter to be mailed to: Daasia Johnson 8649 AC Skinner Parkway  Jacksonville, FL 32256.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/23/21 Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No response from agency regarding incident report. Email to agency requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-referred to DHSR for investigation		1		1		0		29

		11447		Hillary Vandewart		01/25/2021		DUNN		SHANNON		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		112189 - DUNN, SHANNON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 562407 1/25/2021 10:49:11 AM
CALLER: Shannon Dunn
DOB: 3/8/1979 (Age: 41) 
PHONE: 9195205784
ADDRESS: Homeless
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake
INSURANCE: Medicaid MAFCN - Verified in NC Tracks
MENTAL STATUS:
SUICIDAL THOUGHTS: had SI last week with plan to drive car into wall did not act on that after family dispute, no SI since then, no previous attempts
HOMICIDAL THOUGHTS: denied 
HALLUCINATIONS: AVH last week, no commands
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: CST with B&D ended 1/18, seen by team last week
SUBSTANCES: No concerns
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: Escalated by J Cline. Wants healthy hotels program info, LC gave info. Caller agreed to OPT referral. Declined crisis services. Appointment made with TCA tomorrow, now cancelled since B&D is still active upon further review. She has seen provider since she had SI Caller requested grievance, makes call non-threshold since she has CST and is not wanting crisis services today. 
Member asked that LC file grievance. She said team members of the CST are not helping with case management like housing. Appointment details are unclear, doesn't know when she will be seen again. Communication is lacking from provider to member. Caller will provide more details upon request from QM.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 1/25/2021 10:58:08 AM		Corrections: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7877		02/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 562407 1/25/2021 10:49:11 AM
CALLER: Shannon Dunn / DOB: 3/8/1979 (Age: 41) / PHONE: 9195205784 / ADDRESS: Homeless / ADMIN COUNTY: Wake / INSURANCE: Medicaid MAFCN - Verified in NC Tracks
SUICIDAL THOUGHTS: had SI last week with plan to drive car into wall did not act on that after family dispute, no SI since then, no previous attempts
HOMICIDAL THOUGHTS: denied 
HALLUCINATIONS: AVH last week, no commands
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: CST with B&D ended 1/18, seen by team last week
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: Escalated by J Cline. Wants healthy hotels program info, LC gave info. Caller agreed to OPT referral. Declined crisis services. Appointment made with TCA tomorrow, now cancelled since B&D is still active upon further review. She has seen provider since she had SI Caller requested grievance, makes call non-threshold since she has CST and is not wanting crisis services today. 
Member asked that LC file grievance. She said team members of the CST are not helping with case management like housing. Appointment details are unclear, doesn't know when she will be seen again. Communication is lacking from provider to member. Caller will provide more details upon request from QM.
[PT: Shannon Dunn				DOB: 3/8/79				ID: 562407]
1/29/21
This writer called complainant and spoke briefly regarding her concerns. She did not add any additional details to her concerns and confirmed that QM can reach out to provider. This writer confirmed that she can receive mail at the address on file. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

2/9/21
This writer reached out to Jeremy Reed, QM Director, to share concern details via email and requested a response by 2/16.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/18/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Reed, along with supporting documentation, which outlined:
•	Shannon’s overall engagement in CST has been incremental. She frequently does not respond to attempts to meet, cancels sessions, and restricts the amount of time when she does meet. She avoids most of her team and tends to only make herself available to TL.
•	TL has met her with housing applications in hand, but she either turns them down or does not return the completed applications to the team.
•	TL assisted with identifying and going to several housing developments on 1/20/21 but they were closed due to COVID and she was directed to call them to schedule an appointment. She was also instructed to gather supporting documents needed for housing applications but she did not complete this task despite follow-up.
•	Shannon adamantly expresses that she is not concerned about other aspects of treatment, only housing. She will change the subject when other topics are brought up. 
This writer reviewed supporting documentation (service notes) which confirmed the team’s efforts.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/18/21
This writer called complainant and shared provider’s response with her. She stated that the provider was just recently helping her with housing. 
This writer advised that trust the process as finding housing does take time. This writer also encouraged her to participate and engage in the process. This writer informed her that she had the right to change providers if she desires but she stated that she was willing to continue to work with B&D “for a little while.” This writer thanked her for the feedback. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		25

		11448		Hillary Vandewart		01/25/2021		Hayes		Sabrina		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply				Not Defined		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wayne		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Call ID 562498  Consumer seeking to make a complaint regarding being terminated by Unity Home Care.  Consumer self-quarantined after finding out a coworker tested positive for Covid.  She was advised by her supervisor that she was terminated by the "House of Care".  Caller was following protocol for Covid at the time, consumer never heard of House of Care, not sure how she can be terminated by them.  Last day of employment was 12/8/20. Supervisor was Brenda Cannon,  location of provider was in Vico Street in Cumberland. Caller did not have direct phone number.  Caller seeking to know if employer received hazard pay while employees were out due to Covid related issues, she also said her employer was not taking out taxes, she was a salaried employee.  Rich Resnick LCAS
Caller was an employee of an AH provider.  Some boxes checked above may not be relevant but seemed necessary to complete this. Thanks		Provider not in Alliance network		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7878		01/29/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Call ID 562498 Consumer seeking to make a complaint regarding being terminated by Unity Home Care.  Consumer self-quarantined after finding out a coworker tested positive for Covid.  She was advised by her supervisor that she was terminated by the "House of Care".  Caller was following protocol for Covid at the time, consumer never heard of House of Care, not sure how she can be terminated by them.  Last day of employment was 12/8/20. Supervisor was Brenda Cannon, location of provider was in Vico Street in Cumberland. Caller did not have direct phone number.  Caller seeking to know if employer received hazard pay while employees were out due to Covid related issues, she also said her employer was not taking out taxes, she was a salaried employee.  Rich Resnick LCAS
[NOT RELATED TO MEMBER]
1/29/21
This writer spoke with complainant and eventually determined that provider is “NC Unity Services” at 3105 Vico Terrace, Raleigh, NC 27610. This does not appear to be within the Alliance network of care.
This writer referred complainant to NC Labor Board as well as NCDHS Complaint Intake Unit as this is a licensed facility and is related to employment.
This writer informed her that I would be sending her an ack/res letter and to feel free to contact me with any questions or follow up.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time. Any additional correspondence with complainant will be documented as follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to NC Labor Board		1		1		0		4

		11449		Todd Parker		01/26/2021		ALEXANDER		DARREN		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		264519 - ALEXANDER, DARREN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Hoke		1		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		1		1		[CID: 562579] Caller is very angry and frustrated, reports lack of coordination of care between his assigned Alliance staff and Carolina Outreach.  Has attempted to reach the supervisors of his assigned Alliance staff but reports "nobody wants to answer the phone".  Feels that Alliance staff are avoiding him.  Reports previously being assigned to Latonya Packer, Transition Coordinator, at Alliance but now assigned to Sherrica "Williams" (Knowles in employee directory), Inreach Peer Support Specialist at Alliance.  Spoke to Sherrica yesterday and was told nobody wants to help him due to his "attitude", reports being told "I control your money, if I don't do it you don't get it"- reports this statement caused him to have a bad dream last night and woke up sweating and crying.  Caller reports that he was nice to everyone originally but had to repeatedly follow up with everyone to ensure the FL2 form was completed for his special assistance in-home funds to be re-certified.  Reports that Alliance staff don't care and that Sherrica was getting "smart" and "street" with him.  Caller feels that Alliance staff are "playing with my money because of my attitude".  Caller reports that his FL2 form needed for his special assistance in-home funds has not been filled out, reports that Latonya Packer didn't tell anyone and could have transferred this info. to Carolina Outreach.  Caller feels that his assigned staff at Alliance Health could have coached Carolina Outreach on the steps they must take to re-certify his special assistance in-home funds.  Caller reports that this lack of coordination of care has been ongoing for months.  Caller reports that he is in a home and is approved for TCLI and needs the funds re-certified ASAP so he can keep the SAN home.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS: Changed provider to Alliance. Changed Nature of Issue to LME/MCO functions.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7883		02/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 562579] Caller is very angry and frustrated, reports lack of coordination of care between his assigned Alliance staff and Carolina Outreach.  Has attempted to reach the supervisors of his assigned Alliance staff but reports "nobody wants to answer the phone".  Feels that Alliance staff are avoiding him.  Reports previously being assigned to Latonya Packer, Transition Coordinator, at Alliance but now assigned to Sherrica "Williams" (Knowles in employee directory), Inreach Peer Support Specialist at Alliance.  Spoke to Sherrica yesterday and was told nobody wants to help him due to his "attitude", reports being told "I control your money, if I don't do it you don't get it"- reports this statement caused him to have a bad dream last night and woke up sweating and crying.  Caller reports that he was nice to everyone originally but had to repeatedly follow up with everyone to ensure the FL2 form was completed for his special assistance in-home funds to be re-certified.  Reports that Alliance staff don't care and that Sherrica was getting "smart" and "street" with him.  Caller feels that Alliance staff are "playing with my money because of my attitude".  Caller reports that his FL2 form needed for his special assistance in-home funds has not been filled out, reports that Latonya Packer didn't tell anyone and could have transferred this info. to Carolina Outreach.  Caller feels that his assigned staff at Alliance Health could have coached Carolina Outreach on the steps they must take to re-certify his special assistance in-home funds.  Caller reports that this lack of coordination of care has been ongoing for months.  Caller reports that he is in a home and is approved for TCLI and needs the funds re-certified ASAP so he can keep the SAN home.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
PT:  Darren Alexander			DOB:  11/16/70				ID:  264519
2-1-21
This writer called and spoke with complainant regarding his concerns. Complainant was notably upset and rambled in his expressions about the issue. Writer attempted to redirect complainant as he rambled and cursed. Complainant expressed that Ms. Packer and Ms. Williams  have done everything they’re supposed to do. The crux of his concern, as this writer was able to glean, is that he has not gotten $300 that is due to him. Writer attempted to clarify whether the grievance is against Alliance staff or his provider (Carolina Outreach) who he feels is responsible for getting the FL2 signed so he can get the 300.00. Complainant eventually was able to express that the complaint is against Alliance as staff continue to tell him, “This is not my job”. He shared that the provider and Alliance are not doing what they are supposed to do for him to get SAN (300.00). 
Writer explained the grievance process to member. Writer shared that complainant will get a letter from him with his concerned outlines and will reach out to the supervisors of the staff he indicated. Writer shared the grievance number with complainant as well has his direct phone number. Writer verified complainant mailing address and encouraged complainant to reach out to him if anything changes with his concerns. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-2-21
This writer composed and mailed an Ack letter to member at the verified address. Writer will contact staff’s supervisors Paul Brossoie and TJ Hayes. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
2-16-21
Writer received a vm from member stating: “I got the money. It’s in my account so I’m good. You don’t need to contact me anymore”.  Writer will send a Res letter based on this information.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Nonissue		1		1		0		21

		11450		Kristie White		01/26/2021		BROWN		ERICA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Unknown				Mental Health Only		Adult		Central Regional Hospital		1		3739 - BROWN, ERICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is calling seeking file grievance against CRH due to caller reporting that CRH is holding her against her will. caller reported that there is not IVC against her and don't know why CRH is holding her against her will.		caller provided additional phone number. 919-717-6567,		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7875		01/28/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Erica Brown Patient ID: 3739 DOB: 12/26/1988
Caller is calling seeking file grievance against CRH due to caller reporting that CRH is holding her against her will. caller reported that there is not IVC against her and don't know why CRH is holding her against her will. Caller provided additional phone number. 919-717-6567
01/26/21-Grievance against CRH re. being held at CRH against her will (DUPLICATE-11443). KM Appeals Coordinator
01/28/21- Reached out to Hospital Liaison Laura Bram per researching on Jiva. Wanting to find more information about this member in order to research this grievance. Discussed member’s grievance information and per, Per Laura Bram, MSW, LCSW, LCAS, “I discussed this issue with the CRH SW. Member went to CRH as a walk-in and then she was IVC’ed due to her symptoms. Per the CRH SW, this member continues to be psychotic and is not wanting to engage with the treatment team. She is currently receiving forced medications because she refuses to take oral medications.” Since member is really ill and having to be forced medicated consulting with manager TParker. During 1:1 with TParker, Manager on how to proceed. Per TParker recommendations were to review available documentation in JIVA/Alpha. Continue to speak with any other Alliance staff working with member. Document this research and close as tracking. since member is IVC’d should not reach out to her since inpatient and receiving the help she needs to get better. Advised to close grievance as tracking no need to call or sent a grievance acknowledgment letter. This is a duplicate to grievance#11443 also. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		2

		11456		Hillary Vandewart		01/27/2021		GHIBA		KENAN		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		529145 - GHIBA, SAMMY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID 562803}
Kenan Ghiba 919-274-2549
Son: Sammy Ghiba 4/03/2014
Grievance is Against
Easter Seals (Abbiah Larbi --- therapist)
Son is getting therapy from Abbiah Larbi.  The therapist is taking sides and getting involved in the custody battle.  The therapist is twisting fact, being unprofessional, and dishonest.  The therapist is scheduling sessions with only one parent and ignoring the primary custodian parent of the child. Father of member stated that since October 2020 he has schedule approx.. 10 times with the mother and only 2 times with me.  There is court ordered decisions that everything has to be equal and the therapist is aware of it. He does not respond to any emails or complaints. The court ordered that No parent should have the ultimate control of the therapy with his child.
His son’s therapy is so secretive, no information is provided written to custodian parent. Father found out that the therapist is hiding information about the type of sessions being provided and is only sharing info with the mother of the child.  These sessions include anger management and self-control.  The child reported the type of therapy to his father, when it should have been the therapist to explain the type of therapy, he tried to hide it.  The therapist has threatened the custodial parent on many occasions that the state might take the child. The therapist no frame work or goals for his son, he schedules many sessions with one parent and takes advantage of the insurance.  RJoyner, QP		Corrections: Changed complainant info to reflect parent, changed Source to Guardian, changed Nature of Issue to Quality of Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7962		02/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID 562803}
Kenan Ghiba 919-274-2549
Son: Sammy Ghiba 4/03/2014
Grievance is Against Easter Seals (Abbiah Larbi --- therapist)
Son is getting therapy from Abbiah Larbi.  The therapist is taking sides and getting involved in the custody battle.  The therapist is twisting fact, being unprofessional, and dishonest.  The therapist is scheduling sessions with only one parent and ignoring the primary custodian parent of the child. Father of member stated that since October 2020 he has schedule approx. 10 times with the mother and only 2 times with me.  There is court ordered decisions that everything has to be equal and the therapist is aware of it. He does not respond to any emails or complaints. The court ordered that No parent should have the ultimate control of the therapy with his child.
His son’s therapy is so secretive, no information is provided written to custodian parent. Father found out that the therapist is hiding information about the type of sessions being provided and is only sharing info with the mother of the child.  These sessions include anger management and self-control.  The child reported the type of therapy to his father, when it should have been the therapist to explain the type of therapy, he tried to hide it.  The therapist has threatened the custodial parent on many occasions that the state might take the child. The therapist no frame work or goals for his son, he schedules many sessions with one parent and takes advantage of the insurance.  RJoyner, QP
[PT: Sammy Ghiba				DOB: 4/3/14				ID: 529145]
2/2/21
This writer called and spoke with complainant. He referenced the previous grievance that he filed (#10947) and stated that things have gotten worse since the previous grievance. 
He reported that the therapist is unprofessional and biased against him. He stated that they are “trying to keep him out of” things and he does not get updates or information.
He mentioned that Easter Seals made a referral to Hope Services for a psychological assessment and that the referral twisted the facts (stating that he kidnapped Sammy rather than his mother). 
The therapist is “totally ignoring him.” He reported that they had a coordinator assigned by the court to ensure that both parents have equal access to the therapy process but her appointment is currently expired and they are waiting to reassign her.
He reported that the psychological assessment did not show any diagnoses. He feels that the therapist is “milking” the system and that he is providing services that are not needed. 
Psychologist report showed no diagnosis. Ex goes to therapist and claims every mental disorder for the child. Psychologist questionnaires, she writes the opposite. He is doing good, not depressed. 
He also stated that the therapist threatened him stating that the state might take the child away from him. He involved himself in the custody battle which is not his job.
Complainant stated that he does not want any more promises from Easter Seals and wants to change agencies. 
This writer asked that he send over any documentation that might be relevant to case and explained grievance resolution process. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst  
2/16/21
This writer sent concern elements to Phyllis Elliott, QM Director at Easter Seals, with a deadline of 2/22.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/24/22
This writer received the below feedback from Ms. Elliott:
Please see info below from the therapist.  Please call my cell if you wish to discuss the concern further or if you need additional information.
Good Evening Phyllis,
Per our conversation this afternoon, Mr. Kenan is against Sammy receiving therapy at Easter Seals. All the complaints he is making against me is false. I made the referral to Dr. Vito for Sammy's Psych Eval and I let Dr. vito know that there is custody battle between him and Sammy's mom, so he should contact both parties before he meets with Sammy. Also, Sammy is reading below grade level and I recommended for dad to seek outside tutoring for him or read with him about thirty minutes a day, but dad refused saying that there is nothing wrong with the client. I have also confronted dad Infront of the client for making unnecessary hostile remarks about his ex . Sammy shared with me that dad gives him a long time out when he plays with the toys that mom buys for him. He also reported that dad works at Amazon and takes the client to work to deliver packages. I confronted dad about this, but he denied taking the client to work. Mom also reported that her ex told the client not to listen to her. I have noticed that Sammy is under a lot of stress and being controlled by his dad because his dad won't let him speak for himself and his dad used to come to the session with letters and pictures from the client's teachers stating that there is nothing wrong with the client. I had to stop meeting with dad because instead of focusing on Sammy during the session, he always verbally attacks his ex during our meeting. Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks, and have a good night.
Warm regards,
Appiah Larbi
This writer then called and LVM for Phyllis to discuss further. This writer discussed the issues with her in further detail. She reported that they have tried to engage Mr. Ghiba in a cooperative process, but this has been difficult as he feels that there is nothing wrong with the child. Given that custody is shared right now, they try to offer opportunities with mom when he is with mom and have tried to offer opportunities with dad when he is with dad. However, the therapist has recently “given up” in terms of engaging Mr. Ghiba because he only wants to talk about himself and bad-mouth Sammy’s mother when in session. He becomes oppositional and thus it is not productive. She stated that Sammy has reported being afraid of his dad. 
This writer inquired about the court appointed moderator and she offered to reach out to see if she could re-engage to assist in managing the process. 
She offered that Mr. Ghiba could call her directly so that she could discuss his concerns and assist him in gaining access to requested information. 
This writer agreed and thanked her for this.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/25/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He advised that this writer could make an attempt to contact the parent coordinator to see if she had any involvement at this time. He also stated that this writer could resolve based on feedback from Easter Seals and that Mr. Ghiba could be directed to contact Ms. Elliott. 
This writer then attempted to reach Ms. Roche by phone and was unable to leave message. This writer then sent email to see if she would have availability to discuss (nextsteppsychology@gmail.com). 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst	
2/26/21
This writer has not yet heard back from Ms. Roche. This writer then contacted Mr. Ghiba to inform him of the response received from Easter Seals. He repeated feeling that things have been biased from the beginning. He reported that Phyllis made promises to him after the last grievance and these were not followed through on. This writer encouraged him to contact her regardless, particularly to request documentation that he has not felt he had access to. 
This writer inquired about the court-appointed client coordinator and he reported that they were waiting for her to be re-appointed (due to a court delay). This writer informed complainant that, due to court involvement, he would need to go through proper protocol in order to change providers and in the meantime, advising that he contact Phyllis and continue to follow up regarding the client coordinator. This writer informed him that I could follow up with him regarding anything learned from the client coordinator and would be happy to exchange information with her in the future, however, the grievance does have to be closed as there is not anything else that can be done at this time. 
Complainant inquired about filing a Medicaid related grievance and also filing a complaint with the therapist’s licensing board and this writer confirmed that he had a right to do that if he wished. 
He agreed and thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. Any further correspondence will be included in grievance follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		30

		11457		Kim Ware		01/27/2021		CLARK		AMY		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Life Opportunities, Inc.		1		206209 - HALL, CALEB		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Mecklenburg		0		1		In-State		Level III		0		1		Writer made contact with member, Caleb Hall, who reported incidents of abuse he and others endured at Life Opportunities/A Better Way group home. Caleb stated after 2.5 weeks of being placed he was informed by the other members of the home that they were being hit/assaulted by staff, primarily staff member Brandon Frazier. Caleb recalled an incident where he saw Mr. Frazier punching another member repeatedly and heard the member screaming. Caleb reported that he “tackled” Mr. Frazier and then was then “body slammed” to the ground by Mr. Frazier. Caleb reported the member suffered from a swollen eye after that encounter. 

The day before Caleb eloped from the home he stated another staff member by the name of Samantha Pearson told staff “This is not a mental health crisis anymore… beat them up.” Caleb also informed writer of another incident involving Ms. Pearson where she was choking a member. Caleb stated he only heard the member choking/struggling to breathe but a resident who did witness the event told him Ms. Pearson had choked the other member. Caleb added that the staff intentionally abused the members where there were no cameras.


During the CFT that took place on 1/19/21 via telephone there was an intense verbal exchange between Caleb’s mother and Samantha Pearson. Following the exchange, Caleb reported Ms. Pearson mouthed “fuck you” to Caleb’s mother and stuck her middle finger up as she exited the room.

Caleb reported that while his decision to elope from the facility on 1/21/21 was fairly quick, the member who received the majority of the physical abuse had planned to elope for a while. Caleb stated he was unable to report the abuse to other parties as staff were present for all phone calls and required members to put the call on speaker phone.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED SOURCE FROM CONSUMER TO GUARDIAN; CHANGED COUNTY FROM MECK TO WAKE		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		7889		02/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		Writer made contact with member, Caleb Hall, who reported incidents of abuse he and others endured at Life Opportunities/A Better Way group home. Caleb stated after 2.5 weeks of being placed he was informed by the other members of the home that they were being hit/assaulted by staff, primarily staff member Brandon Frazier. Caleb recalled an incident where he saw Mr. Frazier punching another member repeatedly and heard the member screaming. Caleb reported that he “tackled” Mr. Frazier and then was then “body slammed” to the ground by Mr. Frazier. Caleb reported the member suffered from a swollen eye after that encounter. The day before Caleb eloped from the home he stated another staff member by the name of Samantha Pearson told staff “This is not a mental health crisis anymore… beat them up.” Caleb also informed writer of another incident involving Ms. Pearson where she was choking a member. Caleb stated he only heard the member choking/struggling to breathe but a resident who did witness the event told him Ms. Pearson had choked the other member. Caleb added that the staff intentionally abused the members where there were no cameras. During the CFT that took place on 1/19/21 via telephone there was an intense verbal exchange between Caleb’s mother and Samantha Pearson. Following the exchange, Caleb reported Ms. Pearson mouthed “fuck you” to Caleb’s mother and stuck her middle finger up as she exited the room. Caleb reported that while his decision to elope from the facility on 1/21/21 was fairly quick, the member who received the majority of the physical abuse had planned to elope for a while. Caleb stated he was unable to report the abuse to other parties as staff were present for all phone calls and required members to put the call on speaker phone.
CALEB HALL    ID: 206209   (DOB: 6/20/2007)
1/29/21 No phone number listed and unable to verify address for group home or complainant. Information review in JIVA indicates member is no longer at the group home. Member is 13 years old. 
2/3/21 This writer contacted insert user CC Jocelyn Stephens to correct and clarify information entered in the queue. Per her report the mother/guardian Amy Clark is the complainant. She confirmed that the member is currently at home with the mother. The address of the facility was confirmed as: 1002 B E 4th St, Red Springs, NC. She confirmed the mother’s address as the address listed: 1911 N Hills Dr. Apt B Raleigh, NC. Further review of information available indicates that the cc is seeking alternative placement at this time and the group home is assisting with transition. DHSR is already involved in the matter. Per cc note dated 1/27/21, the cc was contacted by DHSR on 1/26/21 inquiring regarding allegations made by mother or member. CC notes indicate discussion and information given to Facility Compliance Consultant, Keith Hughes. Acknowledgment letter mailed to guardian.(K.Ware,QAA)
2/4/21 Due to the nature of the concerns, this writer made call to DHSR complaint intake unit to file directly (919) 855-4500. Information was given to staff “Kim”. Per her review, the address is 220 Calvin Rd. Shannon, NC 28386 and there is a case reported in the system, however, this member’s name was not included per her records. This writer will receive written correspondence in regards to the investigation findings and any action taken. Review of the AH Incident Reporting System (IRIS), there are 4 incidents involving member submitted by Life Opportunities between 12/19/20-1/21/21. On 1/21/21 the agency reported the elopement; sheriff dept was contacted. Incident on 1/6/21 (#27500) involved the member tackling staff Brandon and having to be placed in a therapeutic hold. No injuries were noted, incident was categorized appropriately, provider notified appropriate agency, report accurate and complete, intervention and protection noted. Review of information available to locate contact number for guardian. Number updated in grievance queue. This writer made call to number listed (919) 556-3257 and spoke with Ms. Clark. Per her report she is working with cc Jocelyn Stephens to locate placement for her son. She indicated that there were no visible injuries from her son being body slammed. Per Ms. Clark the agency staff was rude and aggressive with her on the phone and would not allow her son to speak with her privately. This writer explained the role of QM and actions taken by this writer to include report with DHSR and review of the agency incident reports. She reports that she has spoken with DHSR as well. This writer encouraged guardian to continue to work with the assigned AH cc regarding placement and service provision.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/17/21 Based on DHSR referral,  review of IRIS, AH cc involvement, case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted. Resolution letter mailed to complainant to include action steps previously discussed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		UNDETERMINED-REFERRED TO DHSR FOR INVESTIGATION		1		1		0		21

		11458		Kim Ware		01/28/2021		CARTER		DANIELLE		Consumer		Grievance		Confidentiality/HIPAA		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		99206 - CARTER, DANIELLE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that she wants to file a grievance against her current provider Carolina Outreach. The caller states that Carolina Outreach did not tell her that her information was breached. Caller reports that she learned this information by conversation but would not say who the conversation was with. The caller reports that she feels like the leaders of the community are against her. Caller is wanting a call back at 919-908-9413 instead of what shows in the system for her.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7884		02/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that she wants to file a grievance against her current provider Carolina Outreach. The caller states that Carolina Outreach did not tell her that her information was breached. Caller reports that she learned this information by conversation but would not say who the conversation was with. The caller reports that she feels like the leaders of the community are against her. Caller is wanting a call back at 919-908-9413 instead of what shows in the system for her.
DANIELLE CARTER  ID: 99206  (DOB: 7/28/1987) *SEE 11462
1/29/21 Call to member at number listed; no vm available and no answer. A previous case may have been filed by member (11429) against Duke Hospital, although she wished to remain anonymous and this writer has been unable to confirm if it is the correct member, mailing address or contact number. There has been no response to number listed for that case. The member also filed against the entire Alliance Health Provider network (see # 11462). This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker. Per discussion, the plan is to notify any AH internal staff that are currently working with member to make them aware of her current state so that it can be clinically addressed. Due to member’s history, this writer reached out to Carolina Outreach QM who have agreed to notify the member’s team regarding her current status and that she has filed 3 grievances.
2/1/21 This writer made call to member; no answer. Review of information available in JIVA, Access Supervisor, Jamilah Jackson made a care coordination referral based on call made by member noting that she “appears to be experiencing paranoid delusions”. The member was assigned to cc Elizabeth Pritchard for follow up with provider to ensure that member is still connected to services. Further review indicates that Ms Pritchard reached out to the ACTT lead to notify them of member’s current status; left vm. Ms Pritchard also made call to member at number listed with no answer and no vm.
2/2/21 This writer contacted Carolina Outreach QM to request follow up to include plan moving forward in regards to member. This writer made call to assigned cc Elizabeth Pritchard and discussed member’s recent grievances and status. Per her report, she has followed up directly with the ACTT lead working with member. The team lead has indicated that a session was held with member on yesterday 2/1. Per report, the member has therapy sessions twice a week. Each telephonic session being at least 30 minutes. Per report the member was calm during the session and at baseline expressing paranoia. At times, the member has been known to contact the police as well as file grievances as a means of advocating for herself. Per Ms Pritchard the team lead explained that the member has not called the police as much and they continue to work with her and redirect, however she continues to file grievances both with and against the agency. Most recently the member asked the agency to file a grievance against her endocrinologist. When the agency asked if she wanted to change specialists, she indicated that she did not. Whenever offered to change providers the member declines. Per Ms Pritchard, the team lead has indicated that the member’s paranoia leads her to change her phone number frequently. At present, the member lives independently, the provider meets with her regularly, she is not in crisis and poses no danger to herself or others at this time. Ms Pritchard and this writer discussed the role of care coordination as well as qm role and actions taken thus far. Per her report, she plans to follow up with her supervisor and has indicated that her documentation will include contact with this writer regarding member submission of grievances etc. Member has been unresponsive to her contact attempts. This writer plans to follow up with Incident and Grievance mgr, T Parker regarding update. Per discussion with T Parker, this writer will send the member one info needed letter to include all 3 of her grievances. Member has been unresponsive to contact attempts by this writer and care coordination however, has been responsive to her ACT Team. If no response to info needed letter by 2/10/21 case to be closed. Any correspondence received from Carolina Outreach to be noted.
2/5/21 Email correspondence received from Carolina Outreach QM indicating the following:
"Per internal review, Danielle's ACT Team is not aware of any breaches of PHI, or confidential information regarding her case, nor have we received any report from her about such a breach. Danielle has a significant personality component to her presentation, which leads to splitting behaviors with our staff and well as idealization, devaluation. She also has some significant delusional components but has refused increases in her oral medication when recommended, she is also refusing a long-acting injectable medication which would help ensure medication adherence, which is questionable right now on oral medication. She is also her own guardian, and her presentation has not reached the point of dangerousness needed to IVC. If the client would like to be transferred to another team or referred the team is open to assisting her. Please let me know if any additional information is needed."
2/10/21 Call to complainant; no vm and no response. Member has not responded to contact attempts. An information Needed letter was mailed to member with response requested by 2/10/21. Disregard letter to be mailed to member. Based on no response from member , contact with provider and provider continuing to provide services, case to be closed with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		13

		11459		Kristie White		01/28/2021		Yandle		Abbie		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Pride in North Carolina, LLC		0		759500 - Yandle, Abbie		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member reports she is seeking to file a grievance against a specific clinician (Vince Wright) with Pride in North Carolina.  Member reports she has already had initial CCA and this appointment today was the first session with assigned therapist.  Initial meeting occurred over Zoom and member reports the link was sent late; once connected the OPT “went into a 5 -8 minute rant about himself.”  Member reports during this time clinician did not look at her as his attention appeared to be elsewhere.  Member continued to reports when it was her time to talk, clinician allowed about 1 minute to provide information about OPT hx.  Member reports she is over 60 years old and has had many years of therapy and 1 minute was not a sufficient amount of time.  Member continued to report she was unable to build any kind of rapport with clinician and did not want “to bring my inner child forward.”  Member reports therapist was very “linear” and “very condescending to her.”  Member continued to reports the session was all about the clinician and many times during the session member reports she felt the clinician was “gas lighting” her; especially when she spoke about her “inner child coming forward and needing to protect her from this session.” Clinician was very aggressive and not attentive to her needs during this initial session.  
Afterwards, member did contact the provider agency to address her concerns. Provider agency has set member up with another clinician for Monday, February 1st.  
Member is requesting from this grievance the clinician be prohibited from contacting her at any time.  Member agreeable to include name in grievance as long she does not receive any "contact or backlash” from the clinician.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7882		02/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Abbie Yandle Patient ID: 759500 DOB: 09/18/1959
Member reports she is seeking to file a grievance against a specific clinician (Vince Wright) with Pride in North Carolina. Member reports she has already had initial CCA and this appointment today was the first session with assigned therapist. Initial meeting occurred over Zoom and member reports the link was sent late; once connected the OPT “went into a 5 -8-minute rant about himself.” Member reports during this time clinician did not look at her as his attention appeared to be elsewhere. Member continued to reports when it was her time to talk, clinician allowed about 1 minute to provide information about OPT hx. Member reports she is over 60 years old and has had many years of therapy and 1 minute was not a sufficient amount of time. Member continued to report she was unable to build any kind of rapport with clinician and did not want “to bring my inner child forward.” Member reports therapist was very “linear” and “very condescending to her.” Member continued to reports the session was all about the clinician and many times during the session member reports she felt the clinician was “gas lighting” her; especially when she spoke about her “inner child coming forward and needing to protect her from this session.” Clinician was very aggressive and not attentive to her needs during this initial session. Afterwards, member did contact the provider agency to address her concerns. Provider agency has set member up with another clinician for Monday, February 1st. Member is requesting from this grievance the clinician be prohibited from contacting her at any time. Member agreeable to include name in grievance as long she does not receive any "contact or backlash” from the clinician.
01/28/21-Grievance- against clinician at Pride in NC re poor experience during initial assessment. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/01/21-Called Abbie Yandle at 864-205-1523 about the grievance issue she filed on a provider at Pride in NC, LLC. She discussed the provider just was not professional and di not meet her needs. When she brought her inner child out he was condescending to her. She had her first visit today with another provider in the agency and it went well. She did report this information to the agency also. I verified her address and let her know I will be sending an acknowledgment letter to her today. I also reached out to Pride in NC, LLC spoke to Christina Kelly about this grievance and let her know sending her email to callen@pridenc.com to be returned to me on 02/08/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/05/21-Received response from the agency’s Program Director reached out to client to follow up on her session with Vince as well as to offer an apology for her unsatisfactory session. Program Director also followed up with client regarding her session with Keona Perry to ensure she felt comfortable with her newly assigned therapist. Reached out to member also and she confirmed she has meet with her new therapist and it is going well. Closing this grievance as tracking and sending member a resolution letter. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		8

		11460		Kristie White		01/29/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Opioid Treatment				Mental Health Only		Adult		Southlight Healthcare		0		562901 - Reyes, Hilda		Other		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Southlight: Barrier to Aftercare-
[CID: 562901] Access received call from HHH Staff Orlando Smith on 1/27/21, he had made repeated attempts to reach Southlight Garner Rd. location for a member already receiving suboxone maintenance at Southlight.  Mr. Smith had been trying to schedule member's aftercare but could not reach a live person at Southlight and had not received a return call.  LC tried one of the main numbers and also a special, personal staff number for Access use only but also could not reach a live person.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED ROM EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7891		02/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Hilda Reyes Patient ID: 562901 DOB: 01/12/1963
Southlight: Barrier to Aftercare- [CID: 562901] Access received call from HHH Staff Orlando Smith on 1/27/21, he had made repeated attempts to reach Southlight Garner Rd. location for a member already receiving suboxone maintenance at Southlight. Mr. Smith had been trying to schedule member's aftercare but could not reach a live person at Southlight and had not received a return call. LC tried one of the main numbers and also a special, personal staff number for Access use only but also could not reach a live person. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
02/01/21-Internal- against Southlight Healthcare (Garner Rd.)-agency unresponsive to contact attempts. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/04/21-Spoke to internal complainant RHoward on internal concern filed. Sending her an acknowledgment email for confirmation. Called Southlight spoke to Kristin Cain(Clinical Director) about this internal complainant. Sent her concern element email to caink@southlight.org be returned to me by 02/11/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/05/21-Received provider response which included full investigation done by Southlight. Per the agency, they do not have a live operator on staff 24/7. However, recently we have a hired
staff member to operate the organization’s general line at (919)787-6131 ext 1135. That line is
supported Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 12 to 5. Tuesday and Thursday the phone has a
live operator from 8 to 12. Unanswered calls are directed to an answering machine and
messages are returned at the next business day.  Soughtlight’s intake coordinators have separate lines, that are frequently used by our community partners. The general intake line at SouthLight is (919)787-6131 ext 1135. Additionally, the Opioid Treatment Program has a separate intake coordinator at (919)787-6131 ext 1429. Both intake coordinators are able to assist with this process and calls are typically responded to promptly. Unfortunately, the week in question, there were several unexpected absences via illness and a family emergency. Those who were absent from SouthLight did have their office calls forwarded. However, calls to an employee’s cell phone may have gone unanswered. Upon review of the answering machine and call long, there was not a record of the Mr. Smith’s call located upon reviewing the situation. This was an isolated incident and sending resolution email of this information to the internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		11462		Kim Ware		01/29/2021		CARTER		DANIELLE		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Not Service Related				Mental Health Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		99206 - CARTER, DANIELLE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 563185] Caller wishes to file grievance against Alliance Health's "provider network".  Feels that she is experiencing "voodoo" by the provider network and that she is being "put in a trance".  Caller unable to identify specific provider agencies or specific clinicians responsible for this feeling.  Caller also feels that she is experiencing "backlash" but unable to identify by who.  Caller states that she has been talked out of filing a grievance and told that she does not know what she is talking about but did not indicate who has tried to discourage her from filling a grievance.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM ABUSE/NEGLECT TO LME/MCO; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; PROVIDER ENTERED AH		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7881		02/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 563185] Caller wishes to file grievance against Alliance Health's "provider network". Feels that she is experiencing "voodoo" by the provider network and that she is being "put in a trance". Caller unable to identify specific provider agencies or specific clinicians responsible for this feeling. Caller also feels that she is experiencing "backlash" but unable to identify by who. Caller states that she has been talked out of filing a grievance and told that she does not know what she is talking about but did not indicate who has tried to discourage her from filling a grievance.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
*CASE TO BE LINKED TO 11458; MEMBER HAS FILED MULTIPLE GRIEVANCES
*POSSIBLY LINKED TO 11429 (ALTHOUGH SUBMITTED ANONYMOUSLY)
DANIELLE CARTER   ID: 99206   (DOB: 7/28/1987)
1/29/21 This writer made call to Carolina Outreach and requested that the team working with member be notified that she has filed 3 grievances this week (against CO, the entire provider network and "community leaders") and that they reach out to her. The complainant has been unresponsive to this writer's contact attempts.(K.Ware,QAA)
1/29/21 Call to member at number listed; no vm available and no answer. A previous case may have been filed by member (11429) against Duke Hospital, although she wished to remain anonymous and this writer has been unable to confirm if it is the correct member, mailing address or contact number. There has been no response to number listed for that case. The member also filed against the entire Alliance Health Provider network (see # 11462). This writer staffed cases with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker. Per discussion, the plan is to notify any AH internal staff that are currently working with member to make them aware of her current state so that it can be clinically addressed. Due to member’s history, this writer reached out to Carolina Outreach QM who have agreed to notify the member’s team regarding her current status and that she has field 3 grievances.
2/1/21 Review of information available in JIVA, Access Supervisor, Jamilah Jackson made a care coordination referral based on call made by member noting that she “appears to be experiencing paranoid delusions”. The member was assigned to cc Elizabeth Pritchard for follow up with provider to ensure that member is still connected to services. Further review indicates that Ms Pritchard reached out to the ACTT lead to notify them of member’s current status; left vm. Ms Pritchard also made call to member at number listed with no answer and no vm.
2/2/21 This writer contacted Carolina Outreach QM to request follow up to include plan moving forward in regards to member. This writer made call to assigned cc Elizabeth Pritchard and discussed member’s recent grievances and status. Per her report, she has followed up directly with the ACTT lead working with member. The team lead has indicated that a session was held with member on yesterday 2/1. Per report, the member has therapy sessions twice a week. Each telephonic session being at least 30 minutes. Per report the member was calm during the session and at baseline expressing paranoia. At times, the member has been known to contact the police as well as file grievances as a means of advocating for herself. Per Ms Pritchard the team lead explained that the member has not called the police as much and they continue to work with her and redirect, however she continues to file grievances both with and against with the agency. Most recently the member asked the agency to file a grievance against her endocrinologist. When the agency asked if she wanted to change specialists, she indicated that she did not. Whenever offered to change providers the member declines. Per Ms Pritchard, the team lead has indicated that the member’s paranoia leads her to change her phone number frequently. At present, the member lives independently, the provider meets with her regularly, she is not in crisis and poses no danger to herself or others at this time. Ms Pritchard and this writer discussed the role of care coordination as well as qm role and actions taken thus far. Per her report, she plans to follow up with her supervisor and has indicated that her documentation will include contact with this writer regarding member submission of grievances etc. Member been unresponsive to her contact attempts. This writer plans to follow up with Incident and Grievance mgr, T Parker regarding update. Per discussion with T Parker, this writer will send the member one info needed letter to include all 3 of her grievances. Member has been unresponsive to contact attempts by this writer and care coordination however, has been responsive to her ACT Team. If no response to info needed letter by 2/10/21 case to be closed. Any correspondence received from Carolina Outreach to be noted.
2/10/21 Call to complainant; no vm and no response. Member has not responded to contact attempts. An information Needed letter was mailed to member with response requested by 2/10/21. Disregard letter to be mailed to member. Based on no response from member , contact with provider and provider continuing to provide services, case to be closed with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		12

		11464		Hillary Vandewart		01/29/2021		Williams		Stacey		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Multisystemic Therapy (MST)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Haire Enterprises, LLC		1		271645 - MONROE, KENNETH		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		UM CM advised by UM CM Supervisor Wendy Deacon to submit a QOC due to the member being incarcerated since 12/26/20, after having at large from 11/2/2020 until 12/26/2020 when he was apprehended by the police and incarcerated pending a hearing on new legal charges he has received while at large. Member's Court Counselor reports the Member's next court hearing is on 2/2/2021, at which time the court will use the results of a scheduled polygraph test to determine whether to move forward with the charges, and whether Member is an appropriate candidate to be released to his grandmother with an electronic ankle monitor.
The provider has consistently billed for the dates the member was in DJJ, on 12/2/20, 12/06/2020, 12/09/2020, 12/14/2020, 12/16/2020, 12/21/2020, 12/22/2020, 12/30/2020, 12/31/2020. 
The clinical coverage policy indicates the following: Note: For all services, federal Medicaid regulations shall deny Medicaid or NCHC payment for services delivered to inmates of public correctional institutions or for patients in facilities with more than 16 beds that are classified as institutions of mental diseases. 
Stacey Williams, LCSW 1/29/21.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Provider per email from complainant, Changed complainant info to reflect internal employee		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7887		02/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		UM CM advised by UM CM Supervisor Wendy Deacon to submit a QOC due to the member being incarcerated since 12/26/20, after having at large from 11/2/2020 until 12/26/2020 when he was apprehended by the police and incarcerated pending a hearing on new legal charges he has received while at large. Member's Court Counselor reports the Member's next court hearing is on 2/2/2021, at which time the court will use the results of a scheduled polygraph test to determine whether to move forward with the charges, and whether Member is an appropriate candidate to be released to his grandmother with an electronic ankle monitor.
The provider has consistently billed for the dates the member was in DJJ, on 12/2/20, 12/06/2020, 12/09/2020, 12/14/2020, 12/16/2020, 12/21/2020, 12/22/2020, 12/30/2020, 12/31/2020. 
The clinical coverage policy indicates the following: Note: For all services, federal Medicaid regulations shall deny Medicaid or NCHC payment for services delivered to inmates of public correctional institutions or for patients in facilities with more than 16 beds that are classified as institutions of mental diseases. 
Stacey Williams, LCSW 1/29/21.
[PT: Kenneth Monroe				DOB: 7/27/04			ID: 271645]
2/2/21
This writer sent Case Consult to Tanya Held (SIU, Compliance) due to allegation of fraudulent billing.
This writer received the below response from Tanya:
Hi Hillary, 
MST is a tricky service in terms of the claim submission. The provider submits one payment trigger per month of $3600 and then submits encounter claims for $.01 per date of service. I would follow up with the provider (request November and December notes perhaps) to see if they were working on behalf of the member while he was incarcerated (not realizing that coverage policy precludes this). You may want to check incident reports too to see if he they reported him going AWOL as alleged. If you find evidence suggestive of fraud during your follow-up, please reach back out to me. 
Thanks for the consult.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/3/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/19/21
This writer received the below response from the provider, along with supporting documentation: 
Dear Ms. Vandewart,
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the concern #11464, and the opportunity to share the work that we do with our families through Multisystemic Therapy (MST). 
The concern states “The provider has consistently billed for the dates the member was in DJJ, on 12/2/20, 12/06/2020, 12/09/2020, 12/14/2020, 12/21/2020, 12/22/2020, 12/30/2020 and 12/31/2020.
Please allow me to first explain the MST claims process.  
MST has two types of Claims – a Trigger Claim (which is the billing claim) and an Encounter Claim (which indicates a contact with the ecology of the member).
The authorization period for K. Monroe was 10/6/2020 – 2/6/2020.
The last Bill date for this authorization period for K. Monroe was: 12/6/2020
The remaining claims for this period are Encounter Claims – contacts within the Ecology of the Member. Not billing claims.
What is MST Services:
Multisystemic Therapy (MST) is an evidenced based, intensive family and community based treatment that addresses the multiple influences that contribute to serious antisocial or illegal behavior of Youth.  The MST approach views individuals as being part of, and influenced by, a complex network of interconnected systems that encompass individual, family, and extra familial (peer, school, neighborhood) factors.  In MST, This “ecology” of interconnected systems is viewed as the “client”.  MST focuses on changing the known determinants of offending, including characteristics of the individual youth, the family, peer relations, school functioning and the neighborhood.  To achieve successful outcomes with these youth, interventions are generally necessary within and among a combination of these systems.  
The Ultimate goal of MST is to empower caregivers, that is, assure they have or develop the skills and resources needed, to address the difficulties that arise in raising adolescents and to similarly empower youth to cope with family, peer, school and neighborhood problems.
  
What was our Goal for the period of 11/2/2020 – 12/31/2020:
Kenneth was referred to MST services by the Department of Public safety (DPS) with the following behaviors: physical aggression, verbal aggression, noncompliance, property destruction, watching pornography, receiving sexually explicit photos via technology, promiscuity, substance use, legal involvement/assault and unlawful possession of ammunition, gang involvement/activity, negative peer involvement, multiple school suspensions, and truancy. 
The MST Team’s goal during this period was to assist the family and collaborate with the Stakeholder (DPS) in an effort to locate Kenneth and encourage him to come back to his grandmother’s home to safety.  Safety was our main concern for this young man being in the community, unsupervised.  Safety for Kenneth and concerns for what actions, he might take while in the community that may have harmed himself or others.  As an example, Kenneth reported that while in the gang, he participated in breaking and entering, 10 or more armed robberies and grand theft auto.  
The MST Team provided support to Kenneth’s grandmother during this period to: 1) Help to physically locate Kenneth in the community, 2) Collaborate with the Court Counselor(Stakeholder) on strategies to communicate to grandmother to potentially assist in locating Kenneth via social media and neighborhood contacts, 3) Help grandmother to deal with her feelings of being overwhelmed with Kenneth being away from home, out in the community and 4)Implement the safety plan and room checks for illegal materials, should Kenneth return to the home.
12/26/2020 –Kenneth came home, on his own.  His grandmother called his court counselor as had been discussed to report his return.  Police picked him up at his grandmother’s home and took him to detention.
1/1/2021- 2/6/2021  Pro Bono Work – The team worked with the family and continued to collaborate with the Stakeholder (DPS) Pro-bono for the month of January, to continue to plan for Kenneth to return to his grandmother’s care, after detention.  No billing claims were process for Kenneth in January.  
2/2/2021 – Kenneth came home from detention on Electronic Monitoring (EM).  He is currently attending school.  The Team is working with his grandmother to make sure that she clearly understand the Behavior Plan that has been created and that she can implement it consistently.  As we recognize that the Kenneth is currently on EM and will at some point come off of EM. 
2/7 – 3/7/2021 - Reauthorization Granted for Kenneth for the period of 2/7 – 3/7/2021 to assist Kenneth in acclimating back into his grandmother’s home with very stringent Electronic Monitoring requirements.  Additionally, to be able to put additional services in place for Kenneth and the family as he transitions from MST services.  
3/16/2021 – The Team has facilitated scheduling Psychological testing to assist Stakeholders in assessing the cognitive, adaptive, personality profile and academic functioning level of Kenneth.  
Presently – We continue to work with the Kenneth, his family and the Stakeholder to continue to address Kenneth’s referral behaviors and to develop an appropriate transition plan for Kenneth, specifically focusing on Safety, Monitoring, decreased Aggression and Defiance.  The MST Teams consistently work with their families to achieve positive outcomes for the youth and the family, especially under very challenging circumstances.  Kenneth discharges on 3/6/2021.   
Action Steps:
•	I will continue to collaborate with our Billing dept to make them aware of when to cease the “Trigger Claims” for members when and as appropriate.
•	I will remind staff to make me and the Billing staff aware of when a member goes to detention, so that we understand the time frame for member in detention and what the plan of action will be for service delivery and/or follow up in collaboration with the family and stakeholder and claims processing as appropriate. 
Supporting Documentation included in response: Service notes from 12/2-2/3 as well as a claims roster pulled from the Alpha claims system, reflecting the difference in a billing claim and an encounter claim.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst, QA Analyst
2/3/21
This writer confirmed via IRIS that incident report was filed on 11/3 re. running away.
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, who confirmed that this concern could be resolved based on the information provided. Service notes showed that provider did due diligence in supporting member during this time and only 2 notes that were submitted when member was in detention were encounter claims (not billing claims).
This writer then composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		25

		11465		Kristie White		01/29/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		265918 - SHAW, BECKY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant contacted Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com) and Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) on 1/4/21, 1/14/21, and 1/24/21 to request quarterly progress notes and signed short range goals for the above individuals that Service Consultant needs in order to complete quarterly monitoring activities. Service Consultant received documentation for several of the members requested for monitoring tasks for this month and last month. The above individuals are those for whom documentation has still not been sent. Service Consultant was informed by Grievance Analyst Kristie Mack that outreach has been done this month and that provider indicated that the documentation would be sent by 1/26/20, and it has not been sent.
Specifically, the following items are needed to resolve the concern:
1) quarterly progress notes for Becky Shaw for the dates 10/1/2020-12/31/2020 and signed short range goals effective 10/1/20
2) quarterly progress notes for Sherman Weatherspoon for the dates 10/1/2020-12/31/2020 and signed short range goals effective 7/1/20
3) quarterly progress notes for Huey Brooks for the dates 9/1/2020-11/30/2020 and signed short range goals effective 6/1/20. Provider sent short range goals, but these were not signed by the guardian, and as such are out of compliance.
4) quarterly progress notes for Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 9/1/2020-11/30/2020 and signed short range goals effective 12/1/20		Thank you again for your help in reaching out to this provider. It is frustrating that this continues to be an issue with this provider, but I would not have received the documentation I did and been able to complete the tasks I have without the assistance of QA.		Not Defined				7886		02/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant contacted Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com) and Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) on 1/4/21, 1/14/21, and 1/24/21 to request quarterly progress notes and signed short range goals for the above individuals that Service Consultant needs in order to complete quarterly monitoring activities. Service Consultant received documentation for several of the members requested for monitoring tasks for this month and last month. The above individuals are those for whom documentation has still not been sent. Service Consultant was informed by Grievance Analyst Kristie Mack that outreach has been done this month and that provider indicated that the documentation would be sent by 1/26/20, and it has not been sent. Specifically, the following items are needed to resolve the concern: 1) quarterly progress notes for Becky Shaw for the dates 10/1/2020-12/31/2020 and signed short range goals effective 10/1/20 2) quarterly progress notes for Sherman Weatherspoon for the dates 10/1/2020-12/31/2020 and signed short range goals effective 7/1/20 3) quarterly progress notes for Huey Brooks for the dates 9/1/2020-11/30/2020 and signed short range goals effective 6/1/20. Provider sent short range goals, but these were not signed by the guardian, and as such are out of compliance. 4) quarterly progress notes for Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 9/1/2020-11/30/2020 and signed short range goals effective 12/1/20.
02/01/21-Internal (UM)- against The Loving Home- administrative issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/02/21-Reached out to internal complainant BNara about the internal concern. This is a repeat from previous concern filed for this same provider. BNara said he has not received this information requested in the internal and he responded no and sent him an acknowledgment email. Reached out to Vincent Williams at The Loving Home and spoke to him about the information not being sent to service consultant. Sending a concern element email to be sent back to me by 02/09/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/15/21-Called VWilliams at 910-635-1387 to advise I still have not received a response from him on the internal concern. I left message for him to return my call asap since the concern element email was suppose to be returned to me by 02/09/21 with no response yet. Re-sent concern element email also. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/17/21-Called VWilliams and Beverly Curtis that no response has been given for this concern. Left message that I need a response in order to complete this concern. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/18/21-Received response from Director Vincent Williams and he stated the request for short range goals and quarterly progress notes for all members request will be sent no later than 02/22/21. Sent internal complainant resolution email and closing file as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11466		Kristie White		01/29/2021		Jordan-Oliver		Rasheeda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		I Innovations, Inc.		1		98175 - SIMMONS, LAQUITTA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Provider sent email on 1/12/2021 notifying team that member, LaQuitta Simmons would be IVC'd and taken to local hospital awaiting her new team to pick her up. This email came as a result of member exceeding  the discharge notice given.  Despite the efforts presented by the tx team to locate  emergency placement, the provider discharged the member without proper placement or opportunity for continuity of care.  Member remains in CFV hospital hallway and the hospital is very concerned due to the high number of COVID cases and their inability to provide for her an appropriate room for her stay due to other patient needs that are deemed more critical in nature.		From: tonja01@windstream.net <tonja01@windstream.net> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:45 AM
To: Michelle Steva <MSteva@alliancehealthplan.org>; anita.whitehead@wakegov.com; Greta Newman <GNewman@alliancehealthplan.org>; janiahandjaylen@yahoo.com; Jodi Mangum <JMangum@alliancehealthplan.org>
Cc: Anna ONeill <AONeill@alliancehealthplan.org>
Subject: RE: Skill Creations Out of Home Crisis



WARNING: This email originated from outside of Alliance Health. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the message.

Good morning, we have given everything you guys have requested & Ms Simmons is still at our agency. We not only gave a full 60-day notice but as a courtesy extended it well past what we should have. Ms Simmons will be IVCd to hospital awaiting the pickup of her new team. Taneshia has tried several times to contact this team without any successful responses.

Thank you,
Tonja

Additional information can be gathered from Care Navigator, Michelle Steva msteva@alliancehealthplan.org.  She has worked more closely with the case and would have more information.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7885		02/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Laquitta Simmons Patient ID: 98175 DOB: 04/24/1989
Provider sent email on 1/12/2021 notifying team that member, LaQuitta Simmons would be IVC'd and taken to local hospital awaiting her new team to pick her up. This email came as a result of member exceeding the discharge notice given. Despite the efforts presented by the tx team to locate emergency placement, the provider discharged the member without proper placement or opportunity for continuity of care. Member remains in CFV hospital hallway and the hospital is very concerned due to the high number of COVID cases and their inability to provide for her an appropriate room for her stay due to other patient needs that are deemed more critical in nature. From: tonja01@windstream.net <tonja01@windstream.net> Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:45 AM To: Michelle Steva <MSteva@alliancehealthplan.org>; anita.whitehead@wakegov.com; Greta Newman <GNewman@alliancehealthplan.org>; janiahandjaylen@yahoo.com; Jodi Mangum <JMangum@alliancehealthplan.org> Cc: Anna ONeill <AONeill@alliancehealthplan.org> Subject: RE: Skill Creations Out of Home Crisis WARNING: This email originated from outside of Alliance Health. Do not click links or open attachments unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the message. Good morning, we have given everything you guys have requested & Ms Simmons is still at our agency. We not only gave a full 60-day notice but as a courtesy extended it well past what we should have. Ms Simmons will be IVCd to hospital awaiting the pickup of her new team. Taneshia has tried several times to contact this team without any successful responses. Thank you, Tonja Additional information can be gathered from Care Navigator, Michelle Steva msteva@alliancehealthplan.org. She has worked more closely with the case and would have more information.
02/01/21-Internal- against I Innovations. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/02/21-Reached out to CN Michele Steva sent email about more information on this member. I sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant. Also called I Innovations, Inc. spoke to Tonja Reid about this internal concern. Sending her concern element email to be returned to me by 02/09/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/15/21-Per provider they gave adequate discharge notice and even extended discharge beyond what was required. Sending resolution email to internal complainant and closing concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		17

		11467		Kim Ware		02/01/2021		DORAZIO		ALISON		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Not Service Related				Mental Health Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		9557 - DORAZIO, ALISON		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 563507  Consumer is concerned that due to lack of IPRS funding she is not able to get the level of service she needs.  She was in DBT with Carolina Outreach which ended due to finding and the 12 visit maximum for OPT is not sufficient do help with her needs.  Advised caller that writer can submit a grievance with AH, she does not have an issue with provider, Carolina Outreach.  Rich Resnick LCASconsumer has family planning medicaid		CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM ADMINISTRATIVE TO LME/MCO FUNCTIONS		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7893		03/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 563507 Consumer is concerned that due to lack of IPRS funding she is not able to get the level of service she needs. She was in DBT with Carolina Outreach which ended due to finding and the 12 visit maximum for OPT is not sufficient do help with her needs. Advised caller that writer can submit a grievance with AH, she does not have an issue with provider, Carolina Outreach. Rich Resnick LCASconsumer has family planning Medicaid
 ALISON DORAZIO ID: 9557   (DOB: 4/23/1989)                
2/3/21 Based on information available, member has IPRS funding and there are service limitations regarding funding source. Member has been made aware of the limitation. This writer made call to member; no answer.(K.Ware,QAA)
2/8/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Review of information indicates that member had the same concerns in May 2020 which UM supv Melissa Simpson addressed by referring member and provider, Carolina Outreach to Sean Schriber regarding funding. Non Medicaid acknowledgment letter mailed. Plan is to refer member to provider regarding service provision and units available noting that her concerns will be tracked and monitored although AH is following limitations protocol.(K.Ware,QAA)
2/18/21 *this writer was out with family emergency* Call to member; no response to contact attempts.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/23/21 No response from complainant to date.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/2/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Review of information available JIVA indicates the following: "Justification for service It is recommended at this time for client to continue participating in a combination of individual outpatient and group therapy, in addition to medication management in order to continue stabilizing mood, develop healthy coping skills, and improve functioning across all life domains. In addition, client is encouraged to continue engaging in self help support groups, such as but not limited to NAMI groups, Peer Support, other groups provided in community (client has a list). Updates Presenting problem: Client is stepping down to Basic OPT due to IPRS funding ending for DBT full model tx program. Client would benefit from continuing tx, and is requesting OPT, med mgmt, group to continue as well...Recommendations for treatment: Up to 60 minutes of weekly individual therapy, 60 minutes of weekly therapy group, and medication management appts as needed. The length of the session to be determined by the specific needs of the client." Based on no response from complainant, case to be closed , referring member to provider for support and service provision within the IPRS limitationons and authorization approval.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		29

		11468		Kristie White		02/02/2021		BENAVIDES		Claudia		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Unknown				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		684625 - BENAVIDES, FRANCESCA		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller Claudia is seeking assistance for her twin girls Mia and Francesca. Mia is currently hospitalized and her focus at the moment is on Francesca. Claudia reports that Francesca was receiving school based care coordination before the pandemic. She was referred to Youth Villages for IIH and that ended in July. Claudia reports that her daughters therapist there Samantha Brown referred them to Access Family Services where they were getting family centered treatment. Caller reports that this was good for both of her daughters and she felt that it was working. She states that Alliance then denied the services and told them that they had 3 days to appeal. Caller reports that she called Alliance and was told that the therapist has to appeal first then she can call and appeal. The caller reports that she had their current therapist (Danielle) call to appeal. Danielle called to appeal and never spoke to anyone even after leaving messages for three days. Caller reports that she didn't get the chance to appeal herself during that time frame because they never followed up with Danielle. Caller believes that Mia is in the hospital as a result of alliance denying the service.  Caller reports that Danielle then referred them to hope services. Caller reports that she has called hope services and they tell her they don't have a referral. Caller wants to know why she doesnt have a current care coordinator since she was getting it in school. Caller is seeking immediate help/ assistance with her children.		03/08/22-Changed from consumer to guardian and Grievance type to Access to services/Alliance Health as provider. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7898		02/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Francesca Benavides Patient ID: 684625 DOB; 05/01/2006
Caller Claudia is seeking assistance for her twin girls Mia and Francesca. Mia is currently hospitalized and her focus at the moment is on Francesca. Claudia reports that Francesca was receiving school-based care coordination before the pandemic. She was referred to Youth Villages for IIH and that ended in July. Claudia reports that her daughter’s therapist there Samantha Brown referred them to Access Family Services where they were getting family centered treatment. Caller reports that this was good for both of her daughters and she felt that it was working. She states that Alliance then denied the services and told them that they had 3 days to appeal. Caller reports that she called Alliance and was told that the therapist has to appeal first then she can call and appeal. The caller reports that she had their current therapist (Danielle) call to appeal. Danielle called to appeal and never spoke to anyone even after leaving messages for three days. Caller reports that she didn't get the chance to appeal herself during that time frame because they never followed up with Danielle. Caller believes that Mia is in the hospital as a result of alliance denying the service. Caller reports that Danielle then referred them to hope services. Caller reports that she has called hope services and they tell her they don't have a referral. Caller wants to know why she doesn’t have a current care coordinator since she was getting it in school. Caller is seeking immediate help/ assistance with her children.
02/02/21-Grievance- against AH UM; AH denied services needed and told her they had 3 days to appeal; child not given a care coordinator. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/08/21-Called Claudia Benavides at 919-400-3401 about his grievance. She is upset about her daughter denial for Family Centered Treatment SAR# 50280 denial dated 12/07/20 denial letter sent. I advised she had until 02/05/21 to appeal not 3 days and she advised me that she was told she had 3 days to file appeal. She advised she thinks no one called the provider about her daughter needed these services. She also is upset with no help from Alliance to get services for her daughter. Sending her acknowledgment grievance letter and starting the process. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/22/21-Called member mother Claudia Benavides to share the resolution of this grievance. No answer and left message. UM denial letter was sent to member on 12/07/20 on the partial denial of Family Center Therapy and member then was given 60 days from that date to appeal that denial. Per Jiva notes member's mother had called Care Manager and was told that the provider had a right to request a peer to peer request. Sending her the resolution letter and closing this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11469		Kim Ware		02/02/2021		RAMIREZ		TAMMY		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		UNC Faculty Physicians CABHA - Medicaid		1		12665 - HEDGEPETH, DARREN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Darren Hedgepeth is current at UNC WakeBrook Facility Based Crisis (FBC).  I serve as Alliance's liaison to FBC.  I saw in Alpha that there is not a current authorization for ACTT, but there are paid claims for dates of service after the authorization ended.  UNC ACTT authorization ended on 9/30/2020.  Most recent paid claim for ACTT was date of service 1/14/2021 in Alpha.  I reached out to Emily Clark, UNC ACT Team Lead via email (email: Emily.clark@med.unc.edu) on 1/29/2021 requesting a copy of the current Person-Centered Profile and Crisis Plan as we do not have a copy.  Emily has not responded.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S;		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7895		02/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Darren Hedgepeth is current at UNC WakeBrook Facility Based Crisis (FBC). I serve as Alliance's liaison to FBC. I saw in Alpha that there is not a current authorization for ACTT, but there are paid claims for dates of service after the authorization ended. UNC ACTT authorization ended on 9/30/2020. Most recent paid claim for ACTT was date of service 1/14/2021 in Alpha. I reached out to Emily Clark, UNC ACT Team Lead via email (email: Emily.clark@med.unc.edu) on 1/29/2021 requesting a copy of the current Person-Centered Profile and Crisis Plan as we do not have a copy. Emily has not responded.
DARREN HEDGEPETH   ID: 12665   (DOB: 10/15/1965)

2/3/21 Contacted internal complainant, Tammy Ramirez regarding her concerns. Per her report she reached out to the ACT Team lead and did not receive a response to her documentation request. This writer explained next steps to include follow up with ACTT lead, request that agency review for any inappropriate billing and if found to follow the AH protocol for to remedy the matter as applicable. This wrier also discussed appendix K and flexibilities during the pandemic as it relates to auths, biling etc. This writer indicated that UM reviews for auths and re-auth.
2/5/21 This writer contacted Emily Clark to confirm that she is the correct person to contact regarding concerns. She confirmed. This writer made call ad spoke with Ms Clark (ACTT lead) and made her aware of the concerns. Per discussion the information was emailed directly to her for review and response.
2/9/21 Response received from Ms. Clark indicating the following: Hi Kim, 
Thank you for reaching out. My apologies for not getting the requested information submitted. Tammy Ramirez did send me an email which I overlooked. Our team coordinated with the inpatient providers throughout the client's inpatient stay and I believe we were prompt and responsive in our communication with them. The client discharged on Friday and we have resumed his outpatient care. His PCP, crisis plan and most recent DLA-20 are now submitted. In regards to the authorization, we have been continuing to provide services with the flexibilities granted during this pandemic period, including waiving the requirement to submit for reauthorization for established clients. I am not aware of any communication that this flexibilty has been recalled, but if I have misunderstood the guidance please let me know. Thank you, stay safe!
Emily
This writer followed up with Ms Ramirez to inquire if the PCP had been received. She confirmed, however indicated concern that it contained incorrect care coordinator name. This writer notified Ms Ramirez that recommendations will be made to provider regarding continuing to monitor follow up with AH liaison with information upon request and continued monitoring regarding appendix K flexibilities and f/u with UM if technical assistance is needed in the matter.
This writer contacted Ms Clark with UNC ACTT and notified her that the concern and agency responses will be tracked and monitored for potential trends in the event that similar concerns ae submitted. This writer recommended timely f/u with AH liaison and review of PCP for accuracy regarding cc information. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further actions by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		7

		11470		Kristie White		02/02/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Other		Outpatient plus		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		69684 - SPEIGHT, ELIJAH		American Indian/Native American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CM called the IIH director, Rodolfo Crooks (cell phone: 919-491-7824) on 1/29/2021, after leaving a message two days prior on his office number and not hearing back. CM called to clarify the dates/units for this request, to get additional clinical information, find out why there was a 3 month gap between the CCA and the request being submitted, and to clarify a potential safety concern. Upon speaking with Rodolfo, he did clarify that the dates were incorrect for this request and that a note would be entered in provider communications with the correct end date. He was not able to clarify the additional information and advised that he would have to contact the assessor. He agreed to have these updates by Monday, 1/2/2021. As of Tuesday morning, 2/2/2021 CM had not heard back or received any updated clinical information. CM reached back out and he advised he would contact the assessor. Rodolfo left CM a message on Tuesday stating that the assessment was from January, per the assessor’s report. It was also advised that a lot of the clinical information was historical and that member’s main concern with his SA. This is why CPS was not contacted as the DV and abuse were not current. CM called Rodolfo back within 15 minutes and left a voicemail advising that she double checked the CCA provided and it is not from January. CM advised the CCA is from October 2020. Therefore, clarification on this gap should be provided, as well as updated clinical/a CCA addendum. CM expressed concern that she still has not received updated clinical information as requested and has not received a note with the corrected end date for this request. CM advised that if this information is not provided within 2 hours, she will have to proceed as is. CM waited more than 2 hours with no response.		CORECTIONS: rec'd date changed to reflect insert date, corrected disability type.		Not Defined				7888		02/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Elijah Speight Patient ID: 69684 DOB: 10/08/2006
CM called the IIH director, Rodolfo Crooks (cell phone: 919-491-7824) on 1/29/2021, after leaving a message two days prior on his office number and not hearing back. CM called to clarify the dates/units for this request, to get additional clinical information, find out why there was a 3-month gap between the CCA and the request being submitted, and to clarify a potential safety concern. Upon speaking with Rodolfo, he did clarify that the dates were incorrect for this request and that a note would be entered in provider communications with the correct end date. He was not able to clarify the additional information and advised that he would have to contact the assessor. He agreed to have these updates by Monday, 1/2/2021. As of Tuesday morning, 2/2/2021 CM had not heard back or received any updated clinical information. CM reached back out and he advised he would contact the assessor. Rodolfo left CM a message on Tuesday stating that the assessment was from January, per the assessor’s report. It was also advised that a lot of the clinical information was historical and that member’s main concern with his SA. This is why CPS was not contacted as the DV and abuse were not current. CM called Rodolfo back within 15 minutes and left a voicemail advising that she double checked the CCA provided and it is not from January. CM advised the CCA is from October 2020. Therefore, clarification on this gap should be provided, as well as updated clinical/a CCA addendum. CM expressed concern that she still has not received updated clinical information as requested and has not received a note with the corrected end date for this request. CM advised that if this information is not provided within 2 hours, she will have to proceed as is. CM waited more than 2 hours with no response.
02/02/21-Internal (Elyse)- against B and D- response not rec’d within 2 hours of request for additional clinical information after contacting the provider directly. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/03/21-Called B&D spoke to JReed about internal complaint and sending concern element email to them to be sent back to me 02/10/21. Sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant also. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/15/21-No response from JReed with B&D so called 919-907-3334 and left voice message for Rodolfo Crooks about this concern. Sent him a concern element email to be returned to me by 02/19/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/22/21-Spoke with provider and sent concern element email and closing concern as tracking. Per TParker the UM internal concerns we can ack/resolution as tracking and reaching out to provider since the authorization has been processed. Sent internal complainant resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11471		Hillary Vandewart		02/03/2021		Fambro		Angela		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Medication Administration				Mental Health Only		Adult		Cumberland County Hospital System, Inc. dba Cape Fear Valley Health System		0		760032 - Fambro, Angela		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 563786 -Caller noted that she was in Cape Fear hospital for a week and given medications she didn’t need. Caller noted wanting to do a grievance against Cape Fear.  She noted that she was given several medication she didn’t need and was allergic too causing a skin reaction.  Caller noted trying to talk with the hospital but they “acted like they didn’t care.”		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation, Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7904		02/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 563786 -Caller noted that she was in Cape Fear hospital for a week and given medications she didn’t need. Caller noted wanting to do a grievance against Cape Fear.  She noted that she was given several medication she didn’t need and was allergic too causing a skin reaction.  Caller noted trying to talk with the hospital but they “acted like they didn’t care.”
[PT: Angela Fambro				DOB: 3/18/64				ID: 760032]
2/8/21
This writer called complainant and LVM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/9/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

2/15/21
This writer sent concern elements to Mark Gronski, Administrative Director (mgron2@capefearvalley.com) with a deadline of 2/22/21. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/23/21
This writer followed up with Mark Gronski via email, then phone regarding this grievance (314-808-4193). He stated that it appeared that this was something that had occurred in the main hospital rather than the inpatient unit and that he had passed the info on to Patient Relations and was waiting to hear back from them. He stated that he would get some kind of response to this writer by 2/24 after meeting internally.
This writer then tried to get more information from Ms. Fambro regarding her grievance against Cape Fear Valley Hospital. She was unable to provide detailed information other than that they “gave her too much” medication, including blood pressure medication. 
This writer inquired as to why she was at the hospital and she stated that it was for “heart and kidney” issues. This writer explained to her that for general hospital concerns, these would be handled by the patient relations department and that we did not have purview regarding non-behavioral health related grievances. This writer did share that the concern had been shared with the Patient Relations Department via our behavioral health contact (Mark Gronski) and that I would be happy to share what I’m able to find out. This writer also informed her that we would send her the information for the Patient Relations Dept as well as the Joint Commission so that she could file herself as well. 
This writer then inquired about her address as the acknowledgement letter had been returned. She provided : 824 Tamarack Dr Apt #9703 / Fayetteville, NC 28311. This writer informed her that she would be receiving a letter outlining what was discussed and with these resources for her. She thanked this writer. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. Any further correspondence with hospital/member will be included in Follow-Up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--related to a medical hospital stay--Referred to Patient Relations Dept		1		1		0		21

		11472		Hillary Vandewart		02/03/2021		WOODALL		GLORIA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		220239 - WOODALL, GLORIA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Gloria reports that her CST team does not respond to phone calls from her. She is concerned that B & D are not  keeping her up to date with information regarding the potential for eviction. She reports that she has had to seek additional services elsewhere in order to get therapy and medication management. Gloria reports that her CST provider is not following through with task they have agreed to i.e. agreed to take her to the grocery store but then do not take her, when she is aware that they take other members to places they need to go.				Not Defined				8173				Not Defined		Not Defined						1		1		0		(44,230)

		11473		Kim Ware		02/03/2021		Smith		Candice		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		516201 - DABRUZZO, GUGLIELMO		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Member discharged from Holly Hill Hospital on 1/29/2021. Member was discharge to follow up with Monarch, but no appointment was provided to the member. This is not an appropriate discharge and is a continuous issue with Holly Hill discharge plans. The patient is not aware that I am filing the grievance. I also work directly with the facility so any level of anonymity will be appreciated. Thank you!		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL; entered pt id; against changed from other to provider; licensure entered dhsr; changed disability from unknown to mh only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7905		02/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member discharged from Holly Hill Hospital on 1/29/2021. Member was discharge to follow up with Monarch, but no appointment was provided to the member. This is not an appropriate discharge and is a continuous issue with Holly Hill discharge plans. The patient is not aware that I am filing the grievance. I also work directly with the facility so any level of anonymity will be appreciated. Thank you! 
2/9/21 Based on information submitted and request for anonymity matter to be tracked for potential trends. To date a trend has not been noted based on QM information. Acknowledgment/Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		6

		11474		Kristie White		02/03/2021		Campbell		Renee		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		El Futuro, Inc.		1		415055 - Torres, Janet		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Provider has billed for units that exceed the benefit plan limit. The additional sessions appear to have been paid out.		Care manager discussed this case with UM Supervisor Melissa Simpson on 2/2/21, and she advised care manager to submit this concern.
Corrected disability type to Multi-Disability. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined				7890				Not Defined		Not Defined						1		1		0		(44,230)

		11476		Hillary Vandewart		02/04/2021						Anonymous		External Stakeholder Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		I Innovations, Inc.		1		88524 - HENRY, MARDASHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		0		Concern occurred on February 2, where member was left more than 30 minutes unattended at the group home without adult nor staff supervision.  Also, 2 additional members were left unattended. Legal guardian of member found out about the situation and notified Community Navigator/guide of  The ARC of NC of the situation. The ARC of NC notified the police, Lee County DSS, and completed an incident report about the situation. 
This group home's owner (I Innovations) has prior incidents of similar concerns and legal investigations due to abuse and neglect.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7978		03/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Concern occurred on February 2, where member was left more than 30 minutes unattended at the group home without adult nor staff supervision.  Also, 2 additional members were left unattended. Legal guardian of member found out about the situation and notified Community Navigator/guide of  The ARC of NC of the situation. The ARC of NC notified the police, Lee County DSS, and completed an incident report about the situation. 
This group home's owner (I Innovations) has prior incidents of similar concerns and legal investigations due to abuse and neglect.
[PT: Mardasha Henry				DOB: 9/23/04				ID: 88524]	
2/10/21
This writer unable to acknowledge receipt of concern due to anonymous nature.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/22/21
This writer sent concern elements to Tonja Reid, owner (tonja01@windstream.net) with a deadline of 3/1/21. 
Note that this concern is related to several others (11476, 11491, 11500, 11503, 11507)—all submitted against same provider re. issues with this member.  Due to anonymous nature of concern as well as this being a duplicate concern, this writer will resolve concern as tracking and will update once response is received from provider. No resolution letter sent due to anonymous nature of concern.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11479		Kristie White		02/04/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Southlight Healthcare		1		732408 - JOHNSON, ROBERT		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 564031] Member has been trying to reach his provider, Southlight, for a week, left voicemails on three different Southlight numbers and has not received return call.  Also reports that Southlight at one point told him that he had a therapist but he has never heard from a therapist.  Member also has not been linked with psychiatrist, has a history of depression, including suicidal ideation, anxiety, and hallucinations.  Member is feeling stressed.  LC also tried reaching someone at Southlight at two different numbers and could not reach a live person.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		03/08/21-Changed to internal from grievance since from MCO staff. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined				7894				Not Defined		Not Defined		Patient: Robert Johnson Patient ID: 732408 DOB: 08/08/1965
[CID: 564031] Member has been trying to reach his provider, Southlight, for a week, left voicemails on three different Southlight numbers and has not received return call. Also reports that Southlight at one point told him that he had a therapist but he has never heard from a therapist. Member also has not been linked with psychiatrist, has a history of depression, including suicidal ideation, anxiety, and hallucinations. Member is feeling stressed. LC also tried reaching someone at Southlight at two different numbers and could not reach a live person. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
02/04/21-Grievance- against Southlight- agency unresponsive to contact attempts; has not been linked to therapist or psychiatrist. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,231)

		11480		Todd Parker		02/04/2021		PINCKNEY		Zane		Guardian		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		722927 - PINCKNEY, DANIEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Duplin		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member's father, Zane Pinckney ( 314-779-6150) requested to file a grievance. He reports he wants to understand how his son went from from IIH to no therapy. He also reports that member did not have follow up for bridge services once discharged from IIH. He reports the CC did nothing to support member during the transition from IIH to next level of care. He refers to unsolicited advice give by CC, Sabrina Howell gave to his wife, member's mother, Deborah Pinckney.  Member's father, Zane Pinckney requested that this writer include his emails to this writer to address his concerns regarding the quality of care from CC.  

Email Date 1/6/2021
Good Morning!
I am letting you know that Daniel’s behaviors have been escalating for the past month. The latest and worst is this morning. He wanted to get on computer was told no. Refused to take his meds (which is becoming more frequently) and proceeded to grab a butcher knife and trying to stab those in the home. He is becoming more aggressive and bullying everyone. He is refusing to bathe, etc. The sheriff was called and is in the process of speaking with him now. 
He needs a higher level of care. 
Debora Pinckney
Sent from my iPhone

Email Date:  1/7/2021 
Ms. Howell, 

Daniel is getting worse.  We don't believe Alliance is stepping up to the current escalating situation.  

As example:
•	The police have been called to the Hargroves 3 or 4 times in the last month.  
•	Daniel's Intensive Home Therapy stopped early Dec.
•	Daniel is not getting any regular on going therapy because you cannot contract with anyone. He has never had a regular therapist since being with Alliance.
•	Daniel was in Complex Care with Trillium but nothing even similar with Alliance.
•	Trillium offered to keep Daniel on and contract with Alliance, Alliance said NO.
Since being with Alliance, the Intensive Home Therapist did recommend Daniel to be at the next level of care, yet nothing has changed.   We are concerned that the Hargroves are going to get overwhelmed and will want Daniel gone.  One of your ongoing answers is sending Daniel back to us, given the situation we are taking this as a serious threat and it is very disconcerting.  Yet if a family that is specifically trained to handle children like Daniel cannot handle Daniel, how are we to handle him.  

I would like you to set up a meeting with all of us and your manager (Lindsey Allen?) to develop an Alliance Plan for Daniel.  What are the options and what plans can be made.  All we keep hearing is what can't be done (example: yes the IHT recommended next level care but you took no action for 30 days so that is no longer an option).

Zane and Debora Pinckney

Email Date: 1/8/2021
Ms. Allen

I have not heard anything from Ms Howell.  (I would think: we're working on it, I'll talk to my manager and get back, etc. ….something)

If you are not Ms Howell's manager, please send me the email address of who is.  As you can read, we are not happy with the way/timeliness of how issues are being addressed by Alliance.

If you are Ms Howell's Manager I'd like to talk with you ASA convenient to you.

Zane Pinckney
314-779-6150

Ms Allen,

Thank you for the phone call.

I miss understood my wife, Daniel currently has no therapy or a planned path to any therapy.  I thought we were on a path to some EMDR but we are not.

Zane

Email Date: 1/11/2021

Ms Howell,

I think everyone agreed to your proposed meeting 1/12 at 9 am.  But I have not seen a meeting notice or conference numbers.

Zane Pinckney

Email Date: 1/12/2021
Ms Allen,

To the point, the meeting we just had was nothing short of a disaster.  Ms Howell was completely disorganized and came to the meeting with no plan at all.  Ms Howell takes no leadership or responsibility for the fact that Daniel has had no regular therapy since arriving at Alliance, was in complex care with Trillium but was not transferred over to Alliance and has had no therapy at all for the last month after intensive home ended.  In fact, she specifically came out and said, "It is not my job to lead or make sure these things happen" when I said she was not performing.  I start to ask myself, "what is Ms Howell's job?"

Not a big thing but it demonstrates how disorganized Ms Howell is:
•	I had to ask for a meeting even though Daniel was severally escalating.
•	I had to remind Ms Howell that she had not set up a meeting even after everyone responded and said they would be there.
•	She asked if anyone else had a conference meeting code after I remaindered her.  Alliance does not have conference meeting capability?
•	At 8:25 am she sent out the meeting info for a 9 am meeting.
•	The meeting was a disaster and Ms Howell came with no plan and completely ill prepared.
During the meeting, she denied that anyone had recommended Daniel be stepped up.  Brian, Deb and myself all said that Brian and Dimica Lawrence (IIH) had multiple times recommended Daniel be stepped up, that she needed to read their reports.  She did not respond.  I do not understand why she is denying something that was so obviously recommended other than because she took NO action and now it is blowing up in all our faces with Daniel's escalation.

At some point I got tired of Ms Howell saying all the things that can't be done, giving excuses as to why things were not done, generally taking no responsibility for anything and having no ideas for the future."  I said, "I am tired of your reasons why something can't be done, doing nothing and taking no responsibility for anything." She said, "I know everyone is upset....."  I cut her off and said, "you are just deflecting, Daniel has been a month without therapy since intensive ended and that is squarely on you."

In the end, again these were things we had to drive, Ms Howell recommended nothing and did not lead......I did:
1.	Ms Howell is going to contact Easter Seals to set up an assessment and get Daniel set up with therapy.
2.	Ms Howell is going to check with Dr. Price about when and how he can be included into complex care.  This is not the first time this was requested of her. We just keep getting told, "I'll check on it."  He was part of Trillium's Complex plan, we don't understand how Alliance does not understand something more is needed than the same old, same old.
3.	I want regular monthly meetings after this crisis.  
4.	We set up a meeting for Wed 1/20 at 9 am to review progress.  Deb and I requested you be there.  She said she could not guarantee that because of your schedule. I said if the meeting has to change to accommodate you being there then change the meeting.
Please feel free to call me if needed.  
314-779-6150
Zane and Debora Pinckney
Ms Allen

Below I have added to my email from earlier today,

  1.
This is the most resent email from Ms Howell.
  2.
An email from Brian about raising his level and past conversations that Ms Howell denied knowing anything about.
  3.
Another email from Brian about what I was getting ready to write you about concerning his insurance.
  4.
An email from Deb explaining our insurance again, stating that somehow it was handled for the first IIH.

Daniel's insurance has not changed since Alliance took over.  This is more of excuses for not getting things done.  I'm sure Daniel has a file there, I have to believe it is in his file.  We don't believe Ms Howell has even read Daniel's file given the questions she asks.

I have tried to add you to the email strings from Ms Howell but don't seem to be able to.  You really need to be on them.

Zane Pinckney

Email Date: 1/13/2021

First, Thank you for getting Daniel into Complex Care

Now, the below email sounds like an excuse for not getting him into Complex Care from the start, blaming Trillium.  You were told many times over the last almost year he was in Complex Care at Trillium, asking why he was not in there at Alliance.  Each time you told my wife you'd check and see why.  I also have to believe that it was in his file when he was transferred over.  If this is your policy that he should have been transferred over from Trilium Complex care to Alliance Complex care from the start, then you have a hole in your process.  A hole that you should have addressed some time ago.

To be blunt, I tired of excuses by Alliance for not getting services needed for Daniel.

Zane

Email Date: 1/14/2021

Ms Howell,

That is OK with me, but I'd think that Brian would need to corrdinate with the Hargroves to make sure there are no conflicts and transportation?  Brian?

Still not sure how ESUCP provided IIH before but can't figure out my same insurance to do it again.  In the end, my Cigna does not cover and Medicaid will be paying.

Zane
Ms Howell,
 
Thank you for finally explaining why theropy has to change providers.
 
"Please just let me know about scheduling the appt."
 
You addressed this to me again, and again I'm ok with it but I am not the one scheduling it with the Hargroves.  I believe you need to coordinate this with Brian as I already said. 
 
Zane
Ms Howell,
 
Thank you for finally explaining why theropy has to change providers.
 
"Please just let me know about scheduling the appt."
 
You addressed this to me again, and again I'm ok with it but I am not the one scheduling it with the Hargroves.  I believe you need to coordinate this with Brian as I already said. 
 
Zane

Email Date 1/15/2021
Ms Howell,

Has Daniel been scheduled for an OPT appointment?  If so, when, I'd like to know the details?  If not, what is holding it up?

Zane

Email Date 1/20/2021

Thank you for taking my call.  Yes we have made some progress, but after thinking for awhile, here are our continued frustrations with last week and today's meeting.

1.	The below email (that went out today) should have gone out last Thursday.  Instead  last Thursday I got the two emails ( also below).  Both times it seemed like she wanted me to coordinate the therapy date and both times I explained what I thought was the process.  Based on the email today, I was correct. How does Ms Howell not know the process?  Why do we have to continue to drive Ms Howell to take the appropriate action?
2.	Then once again, Ms Howell brought out the "if Daniel gets too aggressive you will have to go get him", again we take this as a serious threat and very upsetting.  This is not the 1st, 2nd or 3rd time, it has been many times.   This seems to be Ms. Howell's "go to statement" as if it is some kind of a "get out of jail free card for her not doing her job".  The fact is that if Daniel is too dangerous for a level III facility (or a level II home for that matter), then he's too dangerous to come home.  Her statement "you are still his guardian and that may be our only option" is also unbelievable given her job and what she should know.  There is the Hospital emergency room or Hospital Physc ward or a PRTF or I believe you have emergency homes....... or...……or, or.
3.	Last, We know that we are Daniel's guardian.  I  don't need Ms Howell to tell us.  Something she has said in the past many times also.  She has also said that "you could give up your guardianship and then not worry about him any more."  This is unbelievably naïve and insulting.  Given what we have been thru to get Daniel help, I can't even imagine the poor support and help he'd be getting without our advocacy.  
I don't know if it is lack of training, naiveté or just insultingly poor professionalism/performance, but please ask her to stop saying these things.

Zane Pinckney

Email Date 1/27/2021

Folow up from this mornings meeting,
1.	Daniel did phone conference with Caroline on Monday, 
1.	In general the meeting was just barely OK, but there were several negatives 
2.	Daniel said he didn't know her so he didn't trust her at all 
3.	He told her she asked too many questions and he had other things to do 
4.	He was reading a book when she called and needed to get back to it 
2.	For the 2/17 meeting with Building Bridges,  Deb will attend in person. 
Zane Pinckney

Email Date 2/4/2021

Ms. Allen,

I apologize for being late to the meeting.  But once again the meeting was another disaster.  

1.	We again talked about my personal insurance as a road block to getting Daniel evaluated.  Because it has taken over a month to find someone to evaluate Daniel for a level III, We offered to provide my coverage to possibly move his evaluation back to Easter Seals (who evaluated him before, still completely blows me away how they were able to do it before but can't now).  All we have been hearing is my personal insurance Cigna was the block.  As soon as we possibly remove that block, Ms Howell then brings up we'd have to move Daniel from BB back to ES, that will take a while.  More road blocks without options.
2.	Today is the first time we heard about Rapid Response...………why?  Why was Deb threatened with having to go get Daniel if the Hargrove's suddenly decided they can't handle him, if there were other options? Why was Deb told she could always give Daniel up, if there were other options?  More blocks, no options.  ……..and completely unprofessional advice!
3.	Ms Howell keeps saying that Daniel met with BB in December.  As soon as we start asking questions everyone starts back tracking and in the end no one really knows if there really was a meeting.  We don't believe there ever was a meeting but if you keep saying it, at least have some data that supports it (the date given today Brian pointed out was a Sunday).  I put this is the realm of incompetence because there never should have been a time that Daniel came out of IIH to NO therapy and Alliance not know it.
4.	Ms Howell has gone back and forth about saying Daniel had a Level III recommendation from ES (in fact the team was looking for a placement for Daniel during Oct to Dec) to he did have one but they are only good for 30 days.  Today she denied that he ever had one and (for the first time ever) even said that ES recommended that he actually be stepped down and not up.  I have also heard that the recommendations are good for 90 days not 30 (30 is just an Alliance rule), which is it?  Did he get recommended for level III by ES (as we believe) or not?   Did they actually recommend he be stepped down, if so we'd like to see the letter?   More Incompetence. 
5.	I'm summarizing, as Brian (ARC) pretty much laid at the feet of Ms Howell, Alliance as constantly taking little or no action since taking over from Trillium.  He gave many examples, such as the Complex Care and the many conversations with Ms Howell about how bad things are going with Daniel at the Hargroves.  This is road blocks without options and incompetence.  

I am pretty open now thru the rest of the day and would like to discuss next steps.  If you could give me a time we can talk.

Zane Pinckney
314-779-6150		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant to father. Changed Source to Guardian. Changed pone number to father's phone 3. Changed County to Johnston. Changed Nature of issue to LME?MCO Functions.		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7902		03/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's father, Zane Pinckney ( 314-779-6150) requested to file a grievance. He reports he wants to understand how his son went from from IIH to no therapy. He also reports that member did not have follow up for bridge services once discharged from IIH. He reports the CC did nothing to support member during the transition from IIH to next level of care. He refers to unsolicited advice give by CC, Sabrina Howell gave to his wife, member's mother, Deborah Pinckney.  Member's father, Zane Pinckney requested that this writer include his emails to this writer to address his concerns regarding the quality of care from CC.  
PT:  Daniel Pinckney		DOB:  6/12/06				ID: 722927
2-8-21
Writer contacted complainant at the phone number provided. Complainant shared that he was currently at work and asked if they could talk “another time”. Writer verified that his number showed up on complainant’s phone and informed he could call writer back. Complainant said he would call writer back in the next 30-45 min. 
T. Parker I&G Manager

2-8-21
Complainant returned writer’s call. Writer reviewed concerns as entered in the complaint. Additionally, complainant expressed that he was told by staff (Sabrina Howell) on several occasions that he may have to go and get his son. He also expressed that the staff told his wife, on 2 occasions, that she could give up her parental rights to her son and “she wouldn’t have mess with him at all”.  He shared that he has been talking to staff since December telling her things were escalating. He shared that his son has been acting out at his current placement and the police were called 4 times in December. He expressed concern that the Foster Parents may not want to continue to work with his son due to his escalating behaviors. 
According to complainant, his son is currently at Vident Hospital following jumping on one of the other residents. He shares that his son had to be escorted to the hospital by police and it took several of them to get him in the police cruiser. He shared that September-October ESUPC recommended L3 placement for his son but staff was unable to find one. Early December IIH wasn’t needed (Sabrina decided). Now looking for a L3 in Greenville. He states that Ms. Howell, “never comes to the table with any options”. He said his son qualified to be a part of a ‘critical care team’ but Mas. Howell did not connect him with the team without his urging.
Complainant appeared agitated throughout the call and referenced emails he had sent containing the information this writer was asking. Writer attempted to explain the grievance process and that he was attempting to verify information received.  Writer asked complainant what he would like to see happen as a result of this grievance. He indicated he would like for his son to “stay on the path to get to a level 3 placement”. When asked if he would like to have a new CC he shared that he has spoken to Ms. Howell’s supervisor who informed him that his CC will be changed but she will have a different supervisor. He expressed displeasure that he feels like he is starting over with a new staff and a new supervisor. Writer asked if he’d rather stay with Ms. Howell and quickly said, “no”. Writer asked if he felt better with the new staff. He stated “I have no choice”. He shared that he has a meeting scheduled with the new staff this week. Writer asked complainant to share the outcome of the meeting with this writer as there are 2 separate issues writer and complainant agreed to: staff’s (Ms. Howell) perceived incompetence and member receiving the appropriate services. 
Writer explained the grievance process. He shared that he will be contacting staff’s supervisor to address the issues. Writer explained that he will not be able to share any disciplinary actions with complainant as HR issues are confidential. Complainant expressed that he understood and that his primary concern is getting his son the services he needs. Writer agreed and informed that he will be following up with CC to determine if appropriate services are being arranged. Writer informed that complainant will be receiving a letter from him acknowledging his concerns. Writer informed that all his contact information will be on the letter. Writer verified complainant’s address and will send an Ack letter to that address.
T. Parker, I&G Manager
2-9-21
Writer composed and mailed Ack Letter.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-15-21
This writer spoke with manager (Lindsay Allen) regarding his phone call with complainant. Writer inquired about the two issues complainant highlight during his call. Ms. Allen shared that the case has been transferred to Michelle Roach (supervisor is Jessica King). She shared that a meeting has been scheduled for 2/17/21 and that a meeting to facilitate the transfer occurred last Thursday (2/11/21). Writer inquired about the status of members placement. Ms. Allen share that member is currently in Foster Placement. She shared that they are waiting on a clinical tx recommendation for L3 from member’s provider, Building Bridges, to confirm L3 placement.  She shared member was scheduled to be d/c from hospital last week but she is not sure if he has been d/c. Writer emailed the new CC to ask for an update on the meeting scheduled for 2/17/21. Writer will follow up with complainant after the meeting and move towards resolution of the case.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-16-21
Writer emailed Michelle Roach informing her eh is working on this grievance. Writer asked if Ms. Roach could clarify whether member has been released from the hospital yet and if she would provide an update after the meeting scheduled for 2/27. Ms. Roach responded informing member transitioned from the ED to a new TFC placement. He is scheduled to have a CCA done on 2/17/21. The CCA is necessary in order to determine LOC and look for placement. She shared she has informed the family that finding a L3 for a member with MH and IDD will be difficult.  She shared that she will follow up with writer after the meeting.
T. Parker, I&G Manager
2-26-21
This writer followed up with Michelle Roach re: the meeting held 2/17/21. Writer emailed asking for a status on the meeting to determine what progress is being made on the placement. 
Ms. Roach returned the email informing that she has primarily been dealing with member’s mom; not his father. She inquired as to what the father’s concerns were. Writer shared that father is concerned that member “stay on the path” for L3 placement. She shared that they are still waiting on the assessment write up from the assessment completed on 2/17/21 but it looks like “we’re giving up on that now and he ‘s going to have an assessment at Pathway to Life in Greenville on Monday”. She shared they are hoping to get a rec for L3 placement and IIH while they search for a L3 placement. Member is currently at Methodist and they have reached out to their L3 program but there are no current openings. She feels this placement would be ideal for member. Writer asked if she could contact him after the assessment. She agreed but asked writer for a reminder. Writer informed that he will contact her if he hasn’t heard from her by the time his reminder system alerts him. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

3-4-21
This writer contacted Michelle Roach via email to get an update from the meeting on Monday. Ms. Roach responded indicating that she is “actually winding up his meeting right now.” She indicated that member is being connected to a new provider and a new CCA is scheduled for today at 1:00. According to Ms. Roach, the provider understands their sense of urgency to get member in a L3 placement. She has begun to make calls to determine bed availability. From all accounts, CC is moving toward L3 placement. This writer thanked Ms. Roach for the information. Writer will contact complainant to discuss this information and move toward resolution.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

3-4-21
Writer spoke with complainant to share information received from CC. Writer informed complainant that he has spoken with CC and they have informed that member appears to be on the path to get the appropriate level of treatment. Writer asked complainant if he was satisfied with steps being taken in his son’s treatment. Complainant stated that he was satisfied with the treatment plan for his son. He shared that he is not satisfied with is the “lies” from the previous CC. He further stated that he was expecting to get another letter [Ack Letter] that included that information as he had indicated in his 2/18/21 email. Writer explained, as he had in his email response, that the information was shared with the supervisor. Writer shared that complainants’ concerns were summarized on the Ack letter. Complainant continued to push that he wanted an acknowledgement that the previous staff lied. This writer attempted to explain to complainant that his allegation was shared with the supervisor. He reiterated that HR issues, such as how that issue was addressed, are confidential and this writer would not be able to share them with him.  Complainant continued to insist that he wanted an admission that staff lied to him. This writer attempted to reassure complainant that the issues he expressed related to the staff’s behavior have been shared with the supervisor and addressed appropriately. Complainant asked what he will get in terms of a letter related to this grievance. Writer shared that he will get a resolution letter indicating that the concerns regarding the staff have been shared with the supervisor and addressed appropriately. The letter will also indicate that member’s treatment team is on the path to get member the appropriate treatment.  These are the two main issues he raised in his grievance. Complainant expressed “I’ll have something to say” after he gets the resolution letter. 
Writer composed and mailed resolution letter. No further action required at this time. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed - Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		28

		11481		Kim Ware		02/04/2021		SMITH		CANDICE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		2424 - KUNGU, DANIEL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		While member was hospitalized, writer (hospital liaison) discussed member with his Wake Med care manager, Carla, who reported that the member is never able to afford his meds, so if Holly Hill changes his medications at all, to please notify her so that she can assist him in obtaining it. I listed the medications that the member was on, that he had, and gave them Carla's information to help coordinate care. I received a response from the unit social worker confirming this was received. They did not reach out to Carla, changed his medication, and discharged him with a prescriptions to Wake County Pharmacy,  and the pharmacy does not cover these prescriptions (gabepentin, seroquel, and zoloft). The member was not able to receive the medication needed, and Carla was not able to give proper continuity of care because the social worker never reached out to her.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL EMPLOYEE CONCERN; SOURCE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO MCO STAFF; ENTERED PT ID; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED DHSR; disability changed from does not apply to multi		other		Worked with Provider for resolution		7899		02/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		While member was hospitalized, writer (hospital liaison) discussed member with his Wake Med care manager, Carla, who reported that the member is never able to afford his meds, so if Holly Hill changes his medications at all, to please notify her so that she can assist him in obtaining it. I listed the medications that the member was on, that he had, and gave them Carla's information to help coordinate care. I received a response from the unit social worker confirming this was received. They did not reach out to Carla, changed his medication, and discharged him with a prescriptions to Wake County Pharmacy, and the pharmacy does not cover these prescriptions (gabepentin, seroquel, and zoloft). The member was not able to receive the medication needed, and Carla was not able to give proper continuity of care because the social worker never reached out to her.
DANIEL KUNGU  ID: 2424   DOB: 6/16/1983
2/8/21 This writer contacted Eric Krauskopf, agency’s Director of Performance Improvement and discussed the concern submitted regarding HHH. Mr Krauskopf inquired regarding the member’s date of discharge. Per discussion this writer emailed the information directly for review and response at eric.krauskopf@uhsinc.com. Mr Krauskopf plans to follow up with this writer.
2/9/21 Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker has requested an update regarding the case. Due to the nature of the concern the case will be presented to the AH Clinical Quality Review Team for review and clinical recommendations. This writer reviewed information available regarding member in JIVA. Based on information available the following was submitted to CQR to include hospital discharge information: 
Member ( Daniel Kungu ID 2424 DOB: 6/16/1983) was discharged from HHH on 1/29/21; presented to WakeMed “2/5 or alcohol abuse and depression (diverted out) and then again on 2/7/21 for alcoholic intoxication complications. The clt had BAC of 393 upon arrival Admitted to CICU for medical detox and monitoring. The clt has still not followed up with a provider.” Member’s discharge summary indicates meds prescribed as well as pharmacies. No indication of f/u with AH hospital liaison prior to discharge as requested. Information review indicates when contacted by AH cc, the member stated he had some meds  on hand but had not filled the prescription. (although he seemed intoxicated on call, declined access line info and unable to writer down provider info).
AH care coordination is very involved. I have contacted the HHH Director of Performance Improvement and requested internal review, findings, actions taken to address the concerns and any changes made to avoid the occurrence in the future.
Effective 2/9/21 Member is still at Wake Med.
2/15/21 This writer received email correspondence indicating agency review of the concern. Information submitted indicates review of contact between the therapist and AH Wake Med liaison. The agency plan moving forward: “In reviewing this case with the unit therapist, this writer encouraged strong communication with AH staff in order to provide the greatest continuity of care possible.”
2/16/21 This writer has notified agency that the mater and agency response will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding HHH at which time further review and action may be required. Agency plans to continue to monitor the matter. Based on agency notification and review as well as referral to AH CQR, case to be closed. Any further correspondence or recommendations from CQR to be noted. Ack/Res to be emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		12

		11482		Hillary Vandewart		02/04/2021		Jordan-Oliver		Rasheeda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		98400 - HORNE, ROBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		It was noted during routine monitoring member's short range goals were signed on 4/3/2020 however effective 4/1/2020.  Provider submitted billing for 4/1/2020 and 4/2/2020 for Day Supports Services T2021.  
Per Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P, 7.2.6 Short-Range Goals, Task Analysis/Strategies- 
Service providers, Agencies With Choice, and Employers of Record are required to: c. ensure short-range goals and task analysis or strategies are in place prior to plan implementation; Notified program director Rachel McCarty via email (rmccarty@autismsociety-nc.org) of findings.		CORRECTIONS: Connected member to concern in portal, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7914		02/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		It was noted during routine monitoring member's short range goals were signed on 4/3/2020 however effective 4/1/2020.  Provider submitted billing for 4/1/2020 and 4/2/2020 for Day Supports Services T2021.  
Per Clinical Coverage Policy 8-P, 7.2.6 Short-Range Goals, Task Analysis/Strategies- 
Service providers, Agencies With Choice, and Employers of Record are required to: c. ensure short-range goals and task analysis or strategies are in place prior to plan implementation; Notified program director Rachel McCarty via email (rmccarty@autismsociety-nc.org) of findings.
[PT: Robert Horne				DOB: 3/31/64				ID: 98400]
2/10/21
This writer consulted with supervisor, Todd Parker, regarding whether or not to inform SIU of the matter as it is related to billing. He replied:
Yeah, I’d definitely say run it by Tanya.  I only say that because there may be some other stuff Compliance might be working on with the provider.
My other suggestion would be to make the provider aware of it and have them do a self-audit to reverse payment for any services billed before the signature date. 
In either case, you can still Ack/Res it. I don’t think there’s any need to report anything back to the staff. I’m assuming this is UM.
This writer then sent consult email to Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) for her feedback. She replied with:
Hi Hillary, 
It’s great to see the Service Integrity Consultants out there identifying these types of regulatory violations and notifying the provider. As this involves just two dates of service, I would proceed with your resolution process, including encouraging a provider self-audit. 
Thanks for the consult.
This writer then reached out to provider to Tim Ferreira, Director of Quality and Compliance, to inform him of the issue and provide him the opportunity to complete a self-audit. 
This writer then composed and sent an ack/res email to internal complainant. This writer will include any further communications from provider in Follow-Up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider Initiated Corrective Action		1		1		0		6

		11483		Kristie White		02/05/2021		Levy		Philip		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Client Rights		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Renee E. Holmes		0		457473 - Levy, Emily		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that he is the father and that he has been denied access to children’s MH treatment and care. Caller reports that he has been trying to get in contact with provider Renee Holmes to discuss children’s care since 2015 . Caller reports that provider has  refused to surrender medical records and that she has been unwilling to discuss their care. Calle reports that he is accusing her of discrimination, biased and parental alienation.  Has also filed a complaint against provider at NC Board of Lisc Clinical MH Counselors in 8/2019 and got decision 2/2020 and was denied and does not have an option for an appeal. No motion has been filed in Family Court  case to gain access to records and child support is held by  NC and custody case enforced by  NH.  Caller reports that he has not filed a motion to request documents because he cannot afford to. 
Caller is requesting that he be given access to all of the records dating back to 2014 when they relocated to NC and copies of all of the mental health interactions. Would like to have clinician investigated for acting illegally and unethically. 
Emily Elizabeth  9/22/2006;Levy, liver Levy  8/5/2008, Rachel Levy  4/29/2011				Not Defined				7929				Not Defined		Not Defined		Caller reports that he is the father and that he has been denied access to children’s MH treatment and care. Caller reports that he has been trying to get in contact with provider Renee Holmes to discuss children’s care since 2015. Caller reports that provider has refused to surrender medical records and that she has been unwilling to discuss their care. Caller reports that he is accusing her of discrimination, biased and parental alienation. Has also filed a complaint against provider at NC Board of License Clinical MH Counselors in 8/2019 and got decision 2/2020 and was denied and does not have an option for an appeal. No motion has been filed in Family Court case to gain access to records and child support is held by NC and custody case enforced by NH. Caller reports that he has not filed a motion to request documents because he cannot afford to. Caller is requesting that he be given access to all of the records dating back to 2014 when they relocated to NC and copies of all of the mental health interactions. Would like to have clinician investigated for acting illegally and unethically. Emily Elizabeth 9/22/2006; Levy, liver Levy 8/5/2008, Rachel Levy 4/29/2011
02/05/2021-Grievance- against Renee E. Holmes (LIP)- refuses to surrender medical records (dating back to 2014) and unwilling to discuss children’s care. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/16/21-This writer assumed this case due to an emergency with previous staff assigned. “Acknowledgement is late due to these factors". Called Levy Philip at 603-548-1298 and he is upset he can not get any medical records/ since 2015 to present and records sent from New Hampshire therapist in order to start their care. He feels alienated as parent by provider and ex-wife. She refuses to talk to me at all and has not responded to request. New Hampshire Court order and it should still be recognized her also. He spoke to Erica who he filed grievance with and she said it should be recognized here in NC also. Advised him to send any documentation  via email or fax to me and I will let him know once I have let our legal department here at Alliance take a look at the documents and also talking to my manager TParker about this information also. I will send out acknowledgment letter today. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,232)

		11485		Hillary Vandewart		02/05/2021		Acebo		Justin		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		UNC Faculty Physicians CABHA - IPRS		0		79056 - CYRILLEE, SEMO		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		The member presented to UNC Wakebrook on 02/04/2021.  Writer reviewed case in Alpha:  Member has active Wake County IPRS funding.  No recent outpatient claims.  No SAR for enhanced service provider.  No PCP/CCP to review.  Writer reviewed case in Jiva:  No current MHSUD CC episode.  Notes indicate member was linked with and met with UNC ACTT (919-445-0296) on 12/28/2020.  Writer reviewed case in CareLink:  Triage indicates, CAS staff collected historical information from UNC ACTT on-call, Emily Clark 919-999-7786 who reported that RN attempted to locate/deliver medications to the member last week at HT. Member also reported continued engagement with UNC, ACTT.  

Concern is that the provider is not billing Alliance and therefore is not being counted as part of the 7D outcomes that are being monitored by the state.  JPAcebo, MS, LCMHC 02/05/2021		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7964		02/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The member presented to UNC Wakebrook on 02/04/2021.  Writer reviewed case in Alpha:  Member has active Wake County IPRS funding.  No recent outpatient claims.  No SAR for enhanced service provider.  No PCP/CCP to review.  Writer reviewed case in Jiva:  No current MHSUD CC episode.  Notes indicate member was linked with and met with UNC ACTT (919-445-0296) on 12/28/2020.  Writer reviewed case in CareLink:  Triage indicates, CAS staff collected historical information from UNC ACTT on-call, Emily Clark 919-999-7786 who reported that RN attempted to locate/deliver medications to the member last week at HT. Member also reported continued engagement with UNC, ACTT.  
Concern is that the provider is not billing Alliance and therefore is not being counted as part of the 7D outcomes that are being monitored by the state.  JPAcebo, MS, LCMHC 02/05/2021
[PT: Cyrillee Semo				DOB: 9/7/87				ID: 79056]
2/10/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/19/21
This writer received follow up email from Tammy Ramirez, CC, stating:
I wanted to check in with you about the outcome of the concern.  Have you heard anything from UNC ACTT?  There is still no service authorization request submitted by UNC in Alpha for ACTT.  Semo Cyrillee will likely discharge UNC WakeBrook Facility Based Crisis next week.  It will affect our 7 day challenge numbers if Semo does not have a service provided/billed within 7 days of discharge.  I have copied my supervisor, Karen Gall, on this email as she is involved in a lot of meetings about 7 day challenge.
This writer replied that I would follow up with the Team Lead and let her know what I find out.
This writer then contacted Emily Clark, team lead (919-445-0293), and LVM requesting a call back. This writer also sent email requesting a response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/22/21
This writer received the below response from Ms. Clark:
Hi Hillary - 
Thanks for reaching out about this. We have been engaging Mr. Cyrillee on an outreach basis. He has been very ambivalent about remaining in the area and continues to have plans to travel to the New Jersey area to try to connect with his mother - who he has been out of touch with since he left the country in 2017. He had been staying at Healing Transitions and it has been difficult for the team to connect with him beyond medications due to their pandemic restrictions for visitors. We have been in communication with his inpatient provider during this stay and I am scheduled to meet with him this afternoon to discuss his plans to stay in the area or go up north. If he does plan to stay in Raleigh and be engaged with our team, we will seek authorization for services. It's not unsual for our team to provide outreach services and build rapport with individuals for a period of time before seeking authorization. Please let me know if you need any additional info. 
Thanks - 
E
This writer then forwarded this response to Tammy Ramirez and Karen Gaul and received the below response from Tammy:
Thank you for the follow-up.  The unfortunate thing about their outreach is that it never gets billed, and then Alliance is not in compliance with the member having an outpatient appointment within 7 days of discharge from a facility.  
I believe most ACTT providers complete 1 screening visit to determine if a member is appropriate for ACTT or not.  If the member is appropriate, then they submit the authorization request to Alliance.  This will be the second time that the member was at UNC WakeBrook Facility Based Crisis and will leave and not have a service provided/billed within 7 days of discharge if they do not submit an expedited service authorization request to Alliance today.
Not sure what else I can do as a liaison to assist this member until UNC ACTT makes a determination as to whether or not they will accept this member for ACTT.  This member continues to talk about going out of state (either NY or NJ) to search for his mother, but this member does not realistically have the financial means to travel at this point.
Thank you,
Tammy
Karen Gaul responded as well:
Thanks Tammy and Hillary for the follow up and bringing this issue to light. I am adding my Director to this thread and Kristee Jordan, PN for UNC.
Teresa and Kristee this issue with UNC and not billing/submitting an authorization will affect 7 day measures. 
This writer then consulted supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. He advised that this writer clarify that someone from Provider Networks would be following up with the provider. This writer replied to all on the email thread with this question.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/23/21
This writer received feedback from Provider Network Development Supervisor, Cathy Stephenson:
Hello, all,
It sounds like there’s one member who may not meet the 7-day measure a second time because the UNC ACT team has not requested an authorization in order to bill for services.  The ACT team has engaged the member in “outreach” status over time for reasons mentioned below (member’s ambivalence about staying in this area, his being at Healing Transitions where there are restrictions regarding visitors due to COVID).  
I emailed the team lead this morning to remind her that paid claims are used to measure 7 day follow-up, and there is no way to capture it when a provider sees a member but does not bill for a service that counts toward the measure.  I asked her if the UNC ACT team sees a significant number of members post-discharge in “outreach” status, or is what’s going on with this particular member more of an exception.  I also asked if they’ll be submitting an auth request for the member in question.  I think she was due to meet with the member yesterday per the email thread below.  The thread below indicates the team lead said they’ll request an authorization if the member plans to stay in this area and engage with the team.  
Cathy
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/24/21
This writer received the below (additional) feedback from Cathy:
The team lead (Emily) emailed me back last evening.  She didn’t realize that their outreach efforts prior to having an auth might impact 7 day measures since CC has often contacted them to confirm they had connected with individuals post D/C.  She thought that captured the contact for outcome measures, and she thought hospitals and referral sources looked favorably on their willingness to engage with members prior to having an auth.  They can adjust their practice, she said, if their approach is problematic in terms of reflecting outcomes and contacts needed.  She indicated that this case is unusual in terms of the length of “outreach” but she’s working on an auth request and should have it submitted in the next couple of days.  Tammy, you may plan to communicate with Emily further about D/C planning, and I think it would be helpful to keep her updated on the discharge date.    All that being said, she also mentioned the factors that might make it challenging to provide services still exist---his ambivalence about staying in this area, his history of leaving town (and the country), etc.  If he returns to Healing Transitions and they still have restrictions on visitors, that may be another continued challenge.  
I’ll probably tell Emily that I think we all appreciate it when providers are willing to engage with members before having an actual auth in place, and it’s also the case that we need to capture post-D/C services that occur between day 1 and day 7 of discharge from inpatient/crisis facilities.
This writer continued to be copied on email thread between Provider Networks and Care Coordination which discussed 7 day challenge expectations and potential strategies for improving this.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/26/21
This writer composed and sent internal resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11486		Kristie White		02/05/2021		Moore		Kristi		Parent		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc.		1		215373 - BELCHER, TRINITY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[CID: 563672] Parent wishing to file grievance against MCM- TA regarding service for her daughter on 2/4/21 in Wake county.  Parent lives in Virginia but member lives in Wake county with grandmother.  Parent reports that staff member who responded to the home yesterday was more focused on building a personal connection with member than obtaining accurate info. from parent and grandparent on the behavioral and safety concerns.  Parent felt that MCM staff minimized parent's concerns, staff told parent that her own children went through what member went through and are grown now and member will "grow out of it".  Parent also expressed concern around staff's informality, when staff called parent she said "I'm calling in reference to 'Miss Jenny'", the nickname used by grandparents rather than referencing member by her given name.  Parent also did not like that staff told member to throw her alcohol bottles and drug paraphernalia in the trash and "not to do it anymore", grandparent retrieved the items from the trash after member discarded them as grandparent wished to save them in the event she needs to show law enforcement or social services.  Parent intends on calling MCM- TA today and reporting her concerns to a supervisor.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		Corrected disability type to Mental Health only/Source to parent/External Stakeholder. KM Appeals Coordiator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7935		02/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Trinity Belcher Patient ID: 215373 DOB: 05/10/2005
[CID: 563672] Parent wishing to file grievance against MCM- TA regarding service for her daughter on 2/4/21 in Wake county. Parent lives in Virginia but member lives in Wake county with grandmother. Parent reports that staff member who responded to the home yesterday was more focused on building a personal connection with member than obtaining accurate info. from parent and grandparent on the behavioral and safety concerns. Parent felt that MCM staff minimized parent's concerns, staff told parent that her own children went through what member went through and are grown now and member will "grow out of it". Parent also expressed concern around staff's informality, when staff called parent she said "I'm calling in reference to 'Miss Jenny'", the nickname used by grandparents rather than referencing member by her given name. Parent also did not like that staff told member to throw her alcohol bottles and drug paraphernalia in the trash and "not to do it anymore", grandparent retrieved the items from the trash after member discarded them as grandparent wished to save them in the event she needs to show law enforcement or social services. Parent intends on calling MCM- TA today and reporting her concerns to a supervisor. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
02/05/21-Grievance- against Therapeutic Alternatives MCM- staff did not address behavioral and safety concerns. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/08/21-Called member’s mother Kristie Moore and left message that needed to speak to her about the grievance filed. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/11/2021-Called member’s mother Kristi Moore at 276-806-0802 left message again. Sent acknowledgment letter to address given on grievance. I do not see guardianship information for mother to access any information so it will be limited what I can tell mother about her child. Spoke to Freda Kletsch at Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc. about this concern and sent concern element email  to freda@mytahome.com .  KM Appeals Coordinator
02/25/21-Received response from provider and per the research from agency on the date of service for this member was provided on 02/04/2021 arrival time at 2:57 pm. It is a standard practice for the responding Mobile Crisis staff member to develop a rapport with an individual who is in crisis or experiencing a difficult time. Rapport building along with empathy can often make the communication process less difficult and allow the member to feel supported. The staff member was provided information on the bases of what the grandparents reported to be occurring or had been going on at the time request for services was initiated as documented here in. Based on this element it is not our belief or recommended practice to ever minimize a concern. The staff member will be advised to not share or limit the use of personal experiences as it may relate to others situations. Based on this element the use of “Miss Jenny” was used because it was reported that member preferred to be addressed by this name. The staff member had no previous knowledge of this and only called her by this name because it was what was preferred. Based on this element it is our belief that the staff member was discouraging the use of alcohol and drugs. The presence of alcohol bottles and drug paraphernalia could be viewed as triggers for continued use. It was not the intent of the staff member to have the member discard the items as a means of getting rid of evidence. The Mobile Crisis staff member suggested to the grandmother that she take a picture of the items and she did so. Additionally, per Mobile Crisis staff members’ findings, the person of concern reports feeling unwanted, unloved, slapped and or hit for no reason by the grandfather, police being called due to arguments and altercations, and that the grandparents verbalized that they are done and they want her to leave as soon as possible.  The grandparents along with the member was provided additional community resources, referred back to attending case worker, also recommended a complete psychological evaluation in efforts to start the process of out of home placement. Shared this information with the complainant and sending her grievance letter and closing concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		20

		11487		Kristie White		02/05/2021		Anderson		Deidra		Consumer		Grievance		Basic Needs		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		73652 - ANDERSON, DEIDRA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Other		1		1		CID 564224
Deidra Anderson (4/3/1973) 
Grievance against B&D Integrated Health.

Member phoned stating that she needed help. Member stated that she explained the situation to her CST team at B & D Integrated Health. She explained that she was seeking assistance with getting different housing and CST assisted with transitioning with where she is currently living at, however, she is ready to move.  CST stated that her name is coming up on the TCLI program in March.  She can’t wait until March. She needs somewhere to stay sooner than March.  It is taking the CST team too long to find somewhere for her to live.  She believes she may be homeless by March.  
She would like for B & D to get her a new CST Team.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7915		02/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Deidra Anderson Patient ID: 73652 DOB: 04/03/1973
CID 564224 Deidra Anderson (4/3/1973) Grievance against B&D Integrated Health. Member phoned stating that she needed help. Member stated that she explained the situation to her CST team at B & D Integrated Health. She explained that she was seeking assistance with getting different housing and CST assisted with transitioning with where she is currently living at, however, she is ready to move. CST stated that her name is coming up on the TCLI program in March. She can’t wait until March. She needs somewhere to stay sooner than March. It is taking the CST team too long to find somewhere for her to live. She believes she may be homeless by March. She would like for B & D to get her a new CST Team.
02/05/21-Grievance- against B & D CST is taking too long to find alternative housing via TCLI program. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/08/21-Called to speak to member about this grievance at 919-724-6190 and it just rings busy over and over again. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/11/21-Called 919-724-6190 and phone just is busy and have called several times in last couple of days to clarify the grievance. Sending acknowledgment letter to member address. Spoke to JReed at B&D also about this grievance sent concern element email today to be returned by 02/18/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/15/21-Received response from provider about the grievance. The team reports that Ms. Anderson continues to struggle with severe anxiety & bipolar disorder which is marked by sporadic mood swings and impulsive behaviors which has affected her housing along with the other domains of her life. The team reports that Ms. Anderson is not homeless nor is she in jeopardy of being homeless. The CS Team Lead has been working closely with Ms. Anderson’s landlord to maintain her housing. The CST Case Manager reports that Ms. Anderson has acknowledged to her that she was purposefully dishonest in her reporting of this issue to Alliance Health because she was upset with the landlord. The team reports that in this case, Ms. Anderson has engaged in her habitual behavior of spending most of her money on her boyfriend and became upset because she had not paid her rent and did not want to spend the reminder of her money on rent. Upon the advice of her team, she did eventually decide to pay her rent. Ms. Anderson abruptly moved out of her boarding room on Monday, 2/8/2021, against the advisement of the CST team and moved to a drug-infested area of Durham. The landlord allowed her to move without paying the security deposit due to the advocacy of the Team Lead. The team reports they have assisted with a total of 5 different moves since beginning CST Services. Each time she moves in to her new home, she finds reasons to complain about why it's not an appropriate fit for her.  Ms. Anderson has contacted the CST Coordinator on 2/12/2021 to inform him that she would like to remain with her current team.  Sending member, a resolution email explaining this information to complainant and closing case as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		10

		11488		Kristie White		02/05/2021		Howard		Rachel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Mobile Crisis Management				Multi-Disability		Adult		Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc.		1		564162 - STEVENSON, JANIKA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		[CID: 564162] Concern with how COVID screening was implemented during a crisis call.  Made MCM- TA referral at the request of a woman seeking crisis assessment for her adult daughter who was present but too disorganized and agitated to participate in screening.  MCM- TA staff directed several COVID screening questions to caller but also stated that she needed to direct the questions to the member since she had been in and out of the home over the last 2 weeks and had been at others' homes.  Staff continued to direct lengthy COVID screening to member who was too disorganized to meaningfully participate and member expressed wanting to call staff back multiples times and ultimately walked away from the phone.  The COVID screening questions directed to the member appeared to increase her agitation and created a delay for the caller in getting the urgent assistance she needed.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined				7903				Not Defined		Not Defined		Patient: Janika Stevenson Patient ID: 564162 DOB: 06/27/1996
[CID: 564162] Concern with how COVID screening was implemented during a crisis call. Made MCM- TA referral at the request of a woman seeking crisis assessment for her adult daughter who was present but too disorganized and agitated to participate in screening. MCM- TA staff directed several COVID screening questions to caller but also stated that she needed to direct the questions to the member since she had been in and out of the home over the last 2 weeks and had been at others' homes. Staff continued to direct lengthy COVID screening to member who was too disorganized to meaningfully participate and member expressed wanting to call staff back multiples times and ultimately walked away from the phone. The COVID screening questions directed to the member appeared to increase her agitation and created a delay for the caller in getting the urgent assistance she needed. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
02/08/21-Internal- against Therapeutic Alternatives MCM- COVID screening questions during a crisis call increased member’s agitation. Call Therapeutic Alternatives, Inc spoke to Freda about this internal concern issue and sending concern email to freda@mytahome.com  to be sent back to me by 02/15/21. Sent internal complainant RHoward acknowledgment email also. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,232)

		11491		Hillary Vandewart		02/05/2021		MICHAUX		LESA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		I Innovations, Inc.		1		88524 - HENRY, MARDASHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		0		Service consultant review of claim for December 2020. Provider submitted claims for days member was not in the residential home.
Email Provider for explanation on 2/4/2021. Also left phone messages on 2/5/2021		Corrections: Changed Type of Case to Internal Employee Concern, Connected member to grievance in portal, Changed Disability to Multi, changed Residential to Yes		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7921		03/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service consultant review of claim for December 2020. Provider submitted claims for days member was not in the residential home.
Email Provider for explanation on 2/4/2021. Also left phone messages on 2/5/2021
[PT: Mardasha Henry				DOB: 9/23/04				ID: 88524]
2/11/21
This writer sent consult email to Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) as this is regarding potential fraudulent billing. Tanya replied:
I reviewed JIVA notes and see that “Mardasha was home for two weeks over the holidays.”  Per claims, Residential Supports was billed each day in December.  I don’t see any flexibilities in Appendix K that would allow the guardians to provide the service while on a home visit. It sounds like the SIC is trying to inform the provider (unsuccessfully) and thus filed a QOC.  
This provider doesn’t have a history with SIU, so please proceed with your resolution process and encourage a self-audit. If this comes up again with them, SIU will look at opening a case and will have your documented grievance follow-up to reference. 
Thanks for the consult,
This writer then composed and sent ack letter to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/22/21
This writer sent concern elements to Tonja Reid, owner (tonja01@windstream.net) with a deadline of 3/1/21. 
Note that this concern is related to several others (11476, 11491, 11500, 11503, 11507)—all submitted against same provider re. issues with this member. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/2/21
This writer received the below response from provider:
I spoke to someone about last concern & it was simple mistake. I made same mistake again in February while training a new person to do billing & advised once RAs are available I would do replacement claims. So when I checked RAs this morning looks like recoupments were already made. Can anybody confirm this? I don’t want to pay recoupment twice.
This writer followed up with complainant to see if she could confirm.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/9/21
This writer has not yet received confirmation from complainant regarding billing. This writer researched within portal and noted that there were several claims reversed in December.
Based on this information, this writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. This writer advised that if the issue has not been resolved that Ms. Reid is happy to take any additional requested actions. Any additional correspondence with complainant will be documented in follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		32

		11494		Hillary Vandewart		02/05/2021		BELCHER		CAROLYN		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		215373 - BELCHER, TRINITY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member's grandmother/caregiver, Carolyn Belcher, stated she was not pleased with the outpatient services her granddaughter has been receiving as the therapist calls once a week and stays on the phone for 10-15 minutes. Ms. Belcher added that the concerns she relayed to the outpatient therapist were not addressed and her daughter's behavior continued to escalate. Member was initially referred for an enhanced service such as IIH but the family declined. They have since been receiving OPT and OPT+ with B&D. The therapist is Cloie Schessl 919-435-4439.		Corrections: Changed Type of Case to External Stakeholder Concern as does not appear to be LG		Not Defined				7918				Not Defined		Not Defined		Member's grandmother/caregiver, Carolyn Belcher, stated she was not pleased with the outpatient services her granddaughter has been receiving as the therapist calls once a week and stays on the phone for 10-15 minutes. Ms. Belcher added that the concerns she relayed to the outpatient therapist were not addressed and her granddaughter's behavior continued to escalate. Member was initially referred for an enhanced service such as IIH but the family declined. They have since been receiving OPT and OPT+ with B&D. The therapist is Cloie Schessl 919-435-4439.
[PT: Trinity Belcher 				DOB: 5/10/05				ID: 215373]
2/11/21
This writer reached out to CC, Jocelyn Stephens, for more information regarding guardianship. She confirmed that Carolyn Belcher is not the LG but that a consent is on file.
This writer called complainant to acknowledge receipt of the grievance and confirm whether or not she gave permission for us to reach out to provider. She answered the phone and asked if she could call this writer back shortly. This writer agreed.
This writer received a return call from Ms. Belcher and she confirmed the information submitted in the concern. She reiterated that she felt that the member was getting worse and that the therapy was not helping. She recently found alcohol, e-cigarettes, pipes in her room and stated that if the therapist was doing her job, this would have been addressed. Member is also talking back at her grandparents. She does not feel that 10-15 mins is enough for a session. 
This writer inquired as to whether she wished for services to continue with B&D and she stated that she turned the matter over to the member’s mother, as she has full custody. She also stated that if she finds any more drugs in the house that she will have to kick Trinity out of the home.
This writer thanked her for the information, confirmed her address, and informed her of the grievance process. This writer also confirmed that she gave permission for this writer to reach out to the provider. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst				1		1		0		(44,232)

		11495		Kim Ware		02/06/2021		Sorrell		Emily		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Pathways to Life, Inc.		1		332207 - TOLER, MATTHEW		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is with Johnston CPS requesting grievance against clinical home provider who was unwilling to assist with emergency placement for member.   Member has been hospitalized since Thursday and the hospital is requiring him to be picked up today although child endorsed thoughts to harm another child in the home and is hiding a knife.  Caller, who is not legal guardian, contacted provider and does not feel that they offered any help with the situation today.  Caller made them aware of her concerns at time of the call.   At this time,  guardian is refusing to pick up the child from the hospital and they are filing a CPS report.		corrections: nature changed from quality to service coordination		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8005		03/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is with Johnston CPS requesting grievance against clinical home provider who was unwilling to assist with emergency placement for member. Member has been hospitalized since Thursday and the hospital is requiring him to be picked up today although child endorsed thoughts to harm another child in the home and is hiding a knife. Caller, who is not legal guardian, contacted provider and does not feel that they offered any help with the situation today. Caller made them aware of her concerns at time of the call. At this time, guardian is refusing to pick up the child from the hospital and they are filing a CPS report.
MATTHEW TOLER    ID: 332207     (DOB: 3/16/2011)
2/10/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Mailed ack to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/4/21 No response from complainant. This writer made call and left message with provider agency (919) 351-0428.
3/8/21 This writer received return call form agency’s site manager, Denise Stubbs and discussed the concerns. Ms Stubbs was aware of the instance and discussed the agency’s difficulty in finding placement for the member. She reports that the social worker was involved as well as the member’s IIH team. She reports that the agency willingly assisted although contacting possible placements finding them to be full. Per her report the agency at no time refused or were unwilling to assist. Per Ms. Stubbs, she will follow up with the IIH team lead regarding the matter and follow up with this writer. Per discussion this writer emailed the concern information directly for review and response at dstubbs@pwstolife.com. This writer recommended that agency continue to ensure documentation of efforts in instances of this nature. Any subsequent correspondence and supporting documentation received from provider to be noted. This writer made all to complainant to discuss actions steps taken regarding her concerns; left vm. Review of information available indicates that a CCA addendum was completed by agency on 2/6/21 indicating recommendations for residential treatment level 3. Member is currently placed at Youth Enrichment level3 placement.		tracking		1		1		0		30

		11496		Kristie White		02/07/2021		Proctor		Sarah		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Adult Day Vocational Program				Multi-Disability		Adult		House of Care, Inc.		1		161713 - SMITH, LEASIA		Black/African American		Unknown		Female		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		After requesting documentation on 12/04/20 by phone and on 01/26/21 by email (both with QP Kristina Pierce), I received a portion of the needed items, including Short Range Goals for the previous plan year, 01/01/20–12/31/20, as well as for the current plan year, 01/01/21–12/31/21. Upon closer inspection of the SRG for 2020, I noticed there was no data being collected on Short Range Goal #1. Then I saw the SRG did not match the Long-Range Outcomes in the ISP document at all. I looked at 2021’s plans and although the Short Range Goals appear to align with the ISP, I realized the SRG are the exact same as the previous year’s except the Long-Range Goals were updated. Several goals and pages appear to be omitted. Additionally, I’m not even sure if this goal makes any sense: “4b. With no more than 3 prompts Leasia will participate in exposure exercises to build skills in managing urges to use maladaptive weight control practices”; the “steps” section of this goal includes information about physical exercise – walking, Zumba, etc. All of the SRGs and documentation appear to be subpar. Provider is not responsive to requests for information and updates.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7900		02/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Leasia Smith Patient ID: 161713 DOB: 12/08/1993
After requesting documentation on 12/04/20 by phone and on 01/26/21 by email (both with QP Kristina Pierce), I received a portion of the needed items, including Short Range Goals for the previous plan year, 01/01/20–12/31/20, as well as for the current plan year, 01/01/21–12/31/21. Upon closer inspection of the SRG for 2020, I noticed there was no data being collected on Short Range Goal #1. Then I saw the SRG did not match the Long-Range Outcomes in the ISP document at all. I looked at 2021’s plans and although the Short-Range Goals appear to align with the ISP, I realized the SRG are the exact same as the previous year’s except the Long-Range Goals were updated. Several goals and pages appear to be omitted. Additionally, I’m not even sure if this goal makes any sense: “4b. With no more than 3 prompts Leasia will participate in exposure exercises to build skills in managing urges to use maladaptive weight control practices”; the “steps” section of this goal includes information about physical exercise – walking, Zumba, etc. All of the SRGs and documentation appear to be subpar. Provider is not responsive to requests for information and updates. 
02/08/21-Internal concern against House of Care Inc re poor documentation being incomplete. Called Kristina Pierce at 919-493-6871 about this information and sending her concern element email to houseofcare2@wmconncect.com be sent back to me by 02/15/21. Also sent acknowledgment email to SProctor internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/16/21-Received response and full investigation from Mrs. Ogo Owner/CEO of House of care. Kristina Pierce (our QP) received a phone call from the Service Integrity Consultant (Sarah Proctor) informing the agency that Alliance is completing their quarterly reports and need some consumers information. The consultant stated there is no rush if the items are in by the deadline of January 29, 2021. Kristina Pierce assured the documents will be submitted in before the deadline.  Kristina Pierce explained the administrators are working remotely due to the unforeseen circumstances that we are going through (due to Covid-19) and unable to remain 6 feet apart when all staff and consumers are in the office.  For safety, Kristina Pierce (QP) and the administrators rotated their office schedules.  On January 26, 2021. Kristine Pierce (QP) sent out an email to all service consultants stating the agency must be quarantined for 7 days again due to exposure to the Covid-19 virus and will reopen the facility on February 2, 2021 if all test result came back negative.  All service consultants confirmed receipt of the email. Kristina Pierce (QP) was able to submit the required documents to the service Integrity consultant on January 28, 2021 at 4:26pm and stated if the consultant had any questions or concerns to please feel free to contact her.  House of Care did not receive any response and no further communication since January 28, 2021 and assumed all documents that was need was submitted correctly. Per your email it stated the consultant only received a portion of the information, House of Care is unsure of what information was missing. The service consultant has not reached out to House of Care of what information was needed. Regarding one of the consumers goals did not make since and are subpar according to the Service Integrity Consultant. With respect to the comment, we have a high standard at House of Care to insure “Quality of Excellence” is the standard threshold when it comes to for consumers care. The consumer’s short-range goals are formulated from ISP meetings and the team members provided House of Care with examples of what type of exercise that could be beneficial to the consumer. Due to nature of the business and COVID, the Service Integrity Consultant has had limited opportunity to be engaged with the consumer over the past year. However, the consumers other team members continue to have monthly meetings to check the progress of her goals and to address all the other concerns/ challenges the agency has with the consumer. Goal #4 has been revised and made consumer friendly in her current SRG plan. House of Care Kristina Pierce QP, moving forward will discuss with the other team members to assure that the Service Integrity Consultant will be added to the distribution email for all upcoming meetings.  Provider implemented a Plan of Correction: To assure this incident does not occur again House of Care has enrolled and currently being trained in On-Target Electronic documentation system and will be utilizing that system beginning March 2021. House of Care will communicate effectively with the Service Integrity Consultants and other team members moving forward.  Closing concern as tracking and sending internal complainant resolution email. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		9

		11497		Kim Ware		02/08/2021		Keever		Shawnna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Community Support Team				Unknown Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		736128 - BROOKS, KELSEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Kelsey Brooks (ID 736128): QOC for inappropriate billing from provider. Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for Community Support Team from B&D Integrated Health Services for Kelsey Brooks (ID 736128). Claims show B&D billed 170 CST units during the initial authorization (11/6/2020 to 1/4/2021). There is no indication Kelsey has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the approved units. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7907		02/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Kelsey Brooks (ID 736128): QOC for inappropriate billing from provider. Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for Community Support Team from B&D Integrated Health Services for Kelsey Brooks (ID 736128). Claims show B&D billed 170 CST units during the initial authorization (11/6/2020 to 1/4/2021). There is no indication Kelsey has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the approved units. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern
KELSEY BROOKS      ID:  736128
2/9/21 Based on nature of concern and no indication of a trend regarding the matter, agency to be notified and matter tracked and monitored for potential trends at which time further review and action. Any subsequent correspondence or response received from  agency to be noted. Ack/Res to be emailed to internal complainant thanking her for bringing the matter to QM's attention. This writer notified B and D QM Mgr, Jeremy Reed requesting review and response. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.Ware,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		1

		11499		Kristie White		02/08/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Child & Adolescent Day Tx				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Quality Care Solutions, Inc.		1		228832 - TAYLOR, KEYVON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		The provider continues to not respond to recommendations made after multiple review periods/partial denials. CM is concerned that member is not getting the services/supports needed and continues to not progress and/or even regress in treatment. Here are the recommendations that continue to be made: Strongly consider a CFT with all stakeholders to discuss treatment needs. School documentation provided is from approximately 2 years ago. How did member respond to changes in the IEP/BIP? The CCA notes that he does not have a current IEP in place. Is this accurate? If not, has an updated plan been implemented? If so, can a copy be provided. PLEASE ADDRESS THESE ONGOING INQUIRIES/RECOMMENDATIONS. Linkage with school is strongly recommended to assist with services/supports. Please advise of efforts to link with school for further supports. THIS CONTINUES TO NOT BE ADDRESSED AFTER MULTIPLE REVIEW PERIODS. Consideration could be given to linking member with an OPT plus services to assist with both his school concerns and behaviors in the home/community setting. Ensure a safety/supervision plan is in place and that member is not left unsupervised with peers, due to his aggression. Strongly consider an updated psychiatric evaluation for diagnostic clarity, to inform treatment needs, and for consideration of medication management. What has been the barrier to this recommendation? PLEASE ADVISE. Monitor for trauma symptoms and consider linking with a full trauma assessment. Consider linking with a psychological assessment to further assess personality and functioning. Link with school for supports/resources (IEP updates, BIP updates, testing, and/or tutoring). Please consider a school-based CFT to address ongoing concerns. HAS THIS BEEN DISCUSSED? Link with prosocial activities. Ensure member is seeing a pediatrician for routine wellness checks. Link the parent with parenting skills training/supports. Ensure all recommendations are shared with the family and support is provided in linking to referrals/resources.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER TO INTERNAL/Changed to Mental Health Only.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7906		02/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Keyvon Taylor Patient ID: 228832 DOB: 01/08/2009
The provider continues to not respond to recommendations made after multiple review periods/partial denials. CM is concerned that member is not getting the services/supports needed and continues to not progress and/or even regress in treatment. Here are the recommendations that continue to be made: Strongly consider a CFT with all stakeholders to discuss treatment needs. School documentation provided is from approximately 2 years ago. How did member respond to changes in the IEP/BIP? The CCA notes that he does not have a current IEP in place. Is this accurate? If not, has an updated plan been implemented? If so, can a copy be provided. PLEASE ADDRESS THESE ONGOING INQUIRIES/RECOMMENDATIONS. Linkage with school is strongly recommended to assist with services/supports. Please advise of efforts to link with school for further supports. THIS CONTINUES TO NOT BE ADDRESSED AFTER MULTIPLE REVIEW PERIODS. Consideration could be given to linking member with an OPT plus services to assist with both his school concerns and behaviors in the home/community setting. Ensure a safety/supervision plan is in place and that member is not left unsupervised with peers, due to his aggression. Strongly consider an updated psychiatric evaluation for diagnostic clarity, to inform treatment needs, and for consideration of medication management. What has been the barrier to this recommendation? PLEASE ADVISE. Monitor for trauma symptoms and consider linking with a full trauma assessment. Consider linking with a psychological assessment to further assess personality and functioning. Link with school for supports/resources (IEP updates, BIP updates, testing, and/or tutoring). Please consider a school-based CFT to address ongoing concerns. HAS THIS BEEN DISCUSSED? Link with prosocial activities. Ensure member is seeing a pediatrician for routine wellness checks. Link the parent with parenting skills training/supports. Ensure all recommendations are shared with the family and support is provided in linking to referrals/resources.
02/08/21-Internal (UM-ELYSE)- against Quality Care Solutions- provider continues to not respond to recommendations made after multiple review periods/partial denials.  Concerns that member is not getting the services/supports needed. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/09/21-Per case consult during team meeting manager TParker advised can send ack/resolution to internal complainant for these internal administrative issues with getting information like PCP,CCA and other notes from providers updated in Alpha. Sent email to internal complainant EKersey tracking for trends and closing concern. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11500		Hillary Vandewart		02/08/2021		MICHAUX		LESA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		I Innovations, Inc.		1		88524 - HENRY, MARDASHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 B (Minor with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		SC activities to follow-up on claim submission by I Innovations for Innovation member: Mardasha Henry, DOB 9/23/2004
SC had conversation with Ms. Womble to inquire about the time Mardasha was at home for the 2020 Christmas holidays 
In the course of the conversation LRP reported she was dissatisfied with member’s services. She again received a call last night from an anonymous caller to tell her about issues within the home. Ms. Womble reports she was told that member was urinating in her clothes, in the bed, in the closet, not changing soiled clothing. A CPS reports was recently filed (2/2/2021) by ARC regarding members unsupervised time.
SC call CPS @ 4:32 on 2/5/2020 to make a neglect report per conversation with Ms. Womble, LRP.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi, Changed Age Group to Under 18		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7920		03/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		SC activities to follow-up on claim submission by I Innovations for Innovation member: Mardasha Henry, DOB 9/23/2004
SC had conversation with Ms. Womble to inquire about the time Mardasha was at home for the 2020 Christmas holidays 
In the course of the conversation LRP reported she was dissatisfied with member’s services. She again received a call last night from an anonymous caller to tell her about issues within the home. Ms. Womble reports she was told that member was urinating in her clothes, in the bed, in the closet, not changing soiled clothing. A CPS reports was recently filed (2/2/2021) by ARC regarding members unsupervised time.
SC call CPS @ 4:32 on 2/5/2020 to make a neglect report per conversation with Ms. Womble, LRP.
[PT: Mardasha Henry				DOB: 9/23/04				ID: 88524]
2/11/21
This writer composed and sent ack letter to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
2/22/21
This writer sent concern elements to Tonja Reid, owner (tonja01@windstream.net) with a deadline of 3/1/21. 
Note that this concern is related to several others (11476, 11491, 11500, 11503, 11507)—all submitted against same provider re. issues with this member. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/2/21
This writer received a request from Tonja for a response extension to 3/8/21. This writer confirmed that this would work.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/8/21
This writer received the below response, as well as documentation of staff’s disciplinary action (1 day suspension without pay and required abuse/neglect training):
On 2/2/21, member was left more than 30 minutes unattended at the group home without adult nor staff supervision. Also, 2 additional members were left unattended.
oPer Mardasha’s ISP, she needs 1:1 staffing at all times. Mardasha had 1:1 staffing at all times but above staff was misinformed by incompetent management while other regular staff was not present and back up staff was enroute.oPlease submit Incident Report, conduct an internal investigation as required by reporting protocols and share the investigation and results with QM. Please see attached
•Member’s legal guardian informed Alliance that she received a call from an anonymous caller to tell her about issues within the home. She was told that member was urinating in her clothes, in the bed, in the closet, and that staff were not changing soiled clothing. This member had incontinent problems that staff was diligently working with her on. But client refused help even with 1:1 care and used bathroom in her closet most time without staff knowledge.
•Alliance staff received photos of Mardasha's room which showed filth, a urine-stained mattress, a broken box spring, and that Mardasha had been sleeping on the floor. Upon admission of Mardasha she was purchased brand new furniture and bedding for her entire room. We even kept the plastic covering for added protection but Mardasha tore off covering and other protection used to help with her incontinence problems. Staff would assist her with cleaning and sanitizing herself, her room, her bed, her clothing and special covering purchased for the bed but she would destroy items and urinate on items in room even after prompting. The pictures was to show management what the member was doing to room and her personal items even with help of 1:1 staffing. The pictures were internally used to better help support Mardasha but ultimately used in negative manner when disgruntled manager was relieved from her duties for failing to support clients and their needs and inappropriate comments and actions. We have pending legal actions against this person for stealing items and documentation from agency upon her departure.
•During Service consultant review of claims for December 2020, it was noted that provider submitted claims for days member was not in the residential home. I spoke to someone from Alliance prior to this concern even coming to light. I told them I mistakenly billed those days in December and also mistakenly billed again during my training of another biller after Mardasha was gone. I told that person once RAs for those claims were available I would reverse. I recently pulled RAs and it looks as if paybacks are already in place and someone is looking into this at the present moment to let me know what further action needs to be taken.
Marie Reaves QP, 919-751-6209, mariewr67@outlook.com
Tonja McLean Reid Owner, 919-770-9903, mrs.tonjareid@gmail.com or tonja01@windstream.net
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/9/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. Discussed lack of incident report as well as lack of documentation of internal investigation. He advised that this writer request these from provider as documentation submitted is not sufficient. Discussed that DHSR would already be aware of issue due to incident report filed by the Arc of NC. 
This writer then followed up with provider with the below:
Hi Ms. Reid and Ms. Reaves,

I have reviewed the provided response and documentation, and it does not appear that you submitted an incident report or an internal investigation into the incident. Communication Bulletin #J272 dictates that “all allegations of abuse, neglect and exploitation by a staff member will become Level III incidents effective December 4, 2017." Please ensure that a Level III incident report is submitted ASAP, as this is supposed to be submitted within 72 hours of learning about an incident, per the IRIS manual. Please let me know once this has been completed.

Additionally, abuse/neglect allegations require an internal investigation to be completed. This should include: when provider learned of incident, what was done in response to the incident, what was concluded about the incident. It appears that you sent documentation of disciplinary action taken, but no evidence of an investigation into what occurred or why the disciplinary action was taken. If you haven't already, please conduct an internal investigation and submit this, along with your findings, as soon as possible.

Feel free to reach out if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Hillary
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/15/21
This writer followed up with provider as no response has been received as of yet.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/18/21
Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance supervisor, sent below email to provider as incident report has not yet been submitted:
Ms. Reid,

We have not received the Incident Report required for this Allegation of Abuse at your agency. According to documents reviewed, disciplinary action was taken against the staff on 1/26/21 as a result of this incident. As required by your contract with Alliance and as stated in the NC IRIS manual, you are required to report all incidents within 72 hours of becoming aware. Documentation we received indicates that you were aware of the incident on 1/26/21. A Level 3 report should have been submitted to your MCO indicating Alliance as the Home MCO no later than 1/29/21. This report is now more than 6 weeks overdue. 

Please submit the Level 3 incident report with the accompanying Internal Investigation by the end of the day 3/17/21. Failure to submit the report may result in a referral to other departments responsible for the evaluation of contractual compliance.

If you have questions or need assistance please feel free to contact me.
Thanks!
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/18/21
This writer confirmed that Level 3 incident report was filed and but noted that internal investigation was not uploaded.
This writer emailed Ms. Reid to ask that she upload it. This writer also called and left VM. Tonja Reid: 919-770-9903.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/19/21
This writer received internal investigation from Ms. Reid which explained that arrangement made between staff which left member unattended was not approved by management. Staff was disciplined and reminded that staffing changes cannot be made without management’s approval. 
This writer reviewed member in Jiva and confirmed that CPS is still involved in member’s case and she is currently living at home. This writer also noted recent UM note stated: Mardasha has a history of destructive behaviors. Since she's been home, she's peed on mother's couch and put a hole in a wall. Mother reports that Mardasha has a history of getting really angry and breaking things and blaming others for her actions.
Due to Clinical Quality Review (CQR) team’s involvement (Concern #11507), CPS involvement, and IRIS incident report being submitted (alerting all appropriate entities), this writer will resolve concern at this time as tracking. Any further communication from CQR will be included in grievance follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		39

		11501		Kim Ware		02/08/2021		MILLIGAN		LISA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Substance Abuse Intensive Outpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Restoration Family Services, Inc.		0		722074 - Perry, Crystal		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Based on claims history review, this provider (Restoration) has billed in excess of the annual benefit limit of 36 sessions for IPRS SAIOP.  There was no auth on file for provider for this service.  There appeared to be a lack of coordination of care between Restoration and another provider as the SAIOP services should have been sufficient that neither providers should have needed to bill OPT in addition to SAIOP.  It appears that both Restoration and the other provider had some claims for OPT during SAIOP services.		CORRECTIONS; ENTERED PT ID; disability changed from SA only to multi		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7909		02/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Based on claims history review, this provider (Restoration) has billed in excess of the annual benefit limit of 36 sessions for IPRS SAIOP. There was no auth on file for provider for this service. There appeared to be a lack of coordination of care between Restoration and another provider as the SAIOP services should have been sufficient that neither providers should have needed to bill OPT in addition to SAIOP. It appears that both Restoration and the other provider had some claims for OPT during SAIOP services.
CRYSTAL PERRY     ID: 722074    (DOB: 6/22/1975)
2/8/21 This writer contacted the internal complainant Lisa Milligan in an effort to clarify information entered in the queue. No member name or info was listed. This writer updated the information to include the pt id.(K.Ware,QAA)
2/16/21 Based on nature of concern this writer reached out to SIU supervisor, Tanya Held regarding concern. Ms Held offered the following consult regarding the matter:
Hi Kim, 
Edits in our system have been temporarily turned off due to COVID flexibilities and providers may bill beyond the benefit limits (and may have a justifying reason to do so given the pandemic). We have taken on a couple cases like this from QM; Matt Ruppel discussed these with the Provider Support Group, and we settled on providing technical assistance to the provider. We informed them of the following: 
•	Alliance Health is aware that your agency is billing in excess of the Benefit Plan. 
•	Despite COVID flexibilities currently in place, your agency is still required to justify medical necessity.
•	These paid claims could be subject to recoupment in future audits if medical necessity is not justified.

You can follow your resolution process and feel free to include any/all of the above verbiage in your follow-up. In addition, I would mention the coordination of care component to the provider as well in your follow-up as OPT and SAIOP should not both be provided (as SAIOP includes an individual therapy component). 
Thanks for the consult. 
This writer reached out to agency contact Patty Price pprice@restorethefamily.org to request a call to discuss the matters of concern. The concern information was emailed directly for review and response to include recommendations regarding coordination of care as well as review of billing for appropriateness due to OPT and SAIOP both billed at the same time. Instructed agency to follow AH protocol (i.e. the voided claims and remitting paid claims) as applicable upon completion of review of errors found. Case to be closed and tracked. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant, UM care mgr, Lisa Mulligan. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		9

		11503		Hillary Vandewart		02/09/2021		MOORE		TARA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)		Day Supports		Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		I Innovations, Inc.		1		88524 - HENRY, MARDASHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant Lesa Michaeux received a call from Teresa Womble on 2/6/2021 (guardian- 919-519-7883) stating that she received another anonymous call from someone at the group home stating "if you care about your child, you won't let her live like this." Lesa called CN (me) to report that guardian would be moving Mardasha out of the home ASAP. Staff reported to guardian that Mardasha was "living in filth" and "smelled like pee no matter how often she bathed." A CPS report was filed that evening by Lesa. 
CN then received pictures of Mardasha's room on her work phone. The pictures showed filth, a pee stained mattress, a broken box spring, and that Mardasha had been sleeping on the floor.
Mardasha is part of the settlement agreement  2016 children with complex needs. She was discharged from a PRTF to I-Innovations.  I-Innovations requested an enhanced rate to support her given her extreme behavioral needs and it was put into effect 12/1/2020. I-Innovations did not have capacity to manage and support someone like Mardasha and should have never accepted her into their group home.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7922		03/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant Lesa Michaeux received a call from Teresa Womble on 2/6/2021 (guardian- 919-519-7883) stating that she received another anonymous call from someone at the group home stating "if you care about your child, you won't let her live like this." Lesa called CN (me) to report that guardian would be moving Mardasha out of the home ASAP. Staff reported to guardian that Mardasha was "living in filth" and "smelled like pee no matter how often she bathed." A CPS report was filed that evening by Lesa. 
CN then received pictures of Mardasha's room on her work phone. The pictures showed filth, a pee stained mattress, a broken box spring, and that Mardasha had been sleeping on the floor.
Mardasha is part of the settlement agreement 2016 children with complex needs. She was discharged from a PRTF to I-Innovations.  I-Innovations requested an enhanced rate to support her given her extreme behavioral needs and it was put into effect 12/1/2020. I-Innovations did not have capacity to manage and support someone like Mardasha and should have never accepted her into their group home.
[PT: Mardasha Henry				DOB: 9/23/04				ID: 88524]
2/15/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/22/21
This writer sent concern elements to Tonja Reid, owner (tonja01@windstream.net) with a deadline of 3/1/21. 
Note that this concern is related to several others (11476, 11491, 11500, 11503, 11507)—all submitted against same provider re. issues with this member. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/2/21
This writer received a request from Tonja for a response extension to 3/8/21. This writer confirmed that this would work.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/8/21
This writer received the below response, as well as documentation of staff’s disciplinary action (1 day suspension without pay and required abuse/neglect training):
On 2/2/21, member was left more than 30 minutes unattended at the group home without adult nor staff supervision. Also, 2 additional members were left unattended.
oPer Mardasha’s ISP, she needs 1:1 staffing at all times. Mardasha had 1:1 staffing at all times but above staff was misinformed by incompetent management while other regular staff was not present and back up staff was enroute.oPlease submit Incident Report, conduct an internal investigation as required by reporting protocols and share the investigation and results with QM. Please see attached
•Member’s legal guardian informed Alliance that she received a call from an anonymous caller to tell her about issues within the home. She was told that member was urinating in her clothes, in the bed, in the closet, and that staff were not changing soiled clothing. This member had incontinent problems that staff was diligently working with her on. But client refused help even with 1:1 care and used bathroom in her closet most time without staff knowledge.
•Alliance staff received photos of Mardasha's room which showed filth, a urine-stained mattress, a broken box spring, and that Mardasha had been sleeping on the floor. Upon admission of Mardasha she was purchased brand new furniture and bedding for her entire room. We even kept the plastic covering for added protection but Mardasha tore off covering and other protection used to help with her incontinence problems. Staff would assist her with cleaning and sanitizing herself, her room, her bed, her clothing and special covering purchased for the bed but she would destroy items and urinate on items in room even after prompting. The pictures was to show management what the member was doing to room and her personal items even with help of 1:1 staffing. The pictures were internally used to better help support Mardasha but ultimately used in negative manner when disgruntled manager was relieved from her duties for failing to support clients and their needs and inappropriate comments and actions. We have pending legal actions against this person for stealing items and documentation from agency upon her departure.
•During Service consultant review of claims for December 2020, it was noted that provider submitted claims for days member was not in the residential home. I spoke to someone from Alliance prior to this concern even coming to light. I told them I mistakenly billed those days in December and also mistakenly billed again during my training of another biller after Mardasha was gone. I told that person once RAs for those claims were available I would reverse. I recently pulled RAs and it looks as if paybacks are already in place and someone is looking into this at the present moment to let me know what further action needs to be taken.
Marie Reaves QP, 919-751-6209, mariewr67@outlook.com
Tonja McLean Reid Owner, 919-770-9903, mrs.tonjareid@gmail.com or tonja01@windstream.net
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/9/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. Discussed lack of incident report as well as lack of documentation of internal investigation. He advised that this writer request these from provider as documentation submitted is not sufficient. Discussed that DHSR would already be aware of issue due to incident report filed by the Arc of NC. 
This writer then followed up with provider with the below:
Hi Ms. Reid and Ms. Reaves,

I have reviewed the provided response and documentation, and it does not appear that you submitted an incident report or an internal investigation into the incident. Communication Bulletin #J272 dictates that “all allegations of abuse, neglect and exploitation by a staff member will become Level III incidents effective December 4, 2017." Please ensure that a Level III incident report is submitted ASAP, as this is supposed to be submitted within 72 hours of learning about an incident, per the IRIS manual. Please let me know once this has been completed.

Additionally, abuse/neglect allegations require an internal investigation to be completed. This should include: when provider learned of incident, what was done in response to the incident, what was concluded about the incident. It appears that you sent documentation of disciplinary action taken, but no evidence of an investigation into what occurred or why the disciplinary action was taken. If you haven't already, please conduct an internal investigation and submit this, along with your findings, as soon as possible.

Feel free to reach out if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Hillary
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/15/21
This writer followed up with provider as no response has been received as of yet.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/18/21
Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance supervisor, sent below email to provider as incident report has not yet been submitted:
Ms. Reid,

We have not received the Incident Report required for this Allegation of Abuse at your agency. According to documents reviewed, disciplinary action was taken against the staff on 1/26/21 as a result of this incident. As required by your contract with Alliance and as stated in the NC IRIS manual, you are required to report all incidents within 72 hours of becoming aware. Documentation we received indicates that you were aware of the incident on 1/26/21. A Level 3 report should have been submitted to your MCO indicating Alliance as the Home MCO no later than 1/29/21. This report is now more than 6 weeks overdue. 

Please submit the Level 3 incident report with the accompanying Internal Investigation by the end of the day 3/17/21. Failure to submit the report may result in a referral to other departments responsible for the evaluation of contractual compliance.

If you have questions or need assistance please feel free to contact me.
Thanks!
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/18/21
This writer confirmed that Level 3 incident report was filed and but noted that internal investigation was not uploaded.
This writer emailed Ms. Reid to ask that she upload it. This writer also called and left VM. Tonja Reid: 919-770-9903.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/19/21
This writer received internal investigation from Ms. Reid which explained that arrangement made between staff which left member unattended was not approved by management. Staff was disciplined and reminded that staffing changes cannot be made without management’s approval. 
This writer reviewed member in Jiva and confirmed that CPS is still involved in member’s case and she is currently living at home. This writer also noted recent UM note stated: Mardasha has a history of destructive behaviors. Since she's been home, she's peed on mother's couch and put a hole in a wall. Mother reports that Mardasha has a history of getting really angry and breaking things and blaming others for her actions.
Due to Clinical Quality Review (CQR) team’s involvement (Concern #11507), CPS involvement, and IRIS incident report being submitted (alerting all appropriate entities), this writer will resolve concern at this time as tracking. Any further communication from CQR will be included in grievance follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		38

		11504		Todd Parker		02/08/2021		ZAJDEL		Mark		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		28977 - ZAJDEL, RACHEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Member's father, Mark Zajdel has a complaint against Alliance Health - Care Coordination - with regard to needed level of care not part of the NC Medicaid Benefit Plan available to MCOs.  Member's father reports an Adult Residential Tx has been recommended by UNC many times and now also by member's CST; however, Alliance will not fund expense.  Member's father also reports:
o	Member has failed at all levels of care
o	Member’s condition has not improved since her discharge from UNC Hospital
o	Member continues to sleep all day
o	The recommended tx of CST & OPT does not address her needs
o	Medication has not historically improved her condition (ASD, Eating Disorder NOS & MDD)
o	UNC & her current CST both recommend residential tx
o	Family believes member should have received residential tx a year ago when first linked to Care Coordination
o	Alliance should negotiate the per diem rate with Tapestry given member’s level of need		Previous medical staffing completed to review alternative billing codes, single case agreement and offering of Medicaid rate to provider, Tapestry - residential tx facility. 
 Tapestry denied Medicaid rate.  UM, PN and Walter Linney participated in follow up case staffing and have been informed of father's request to file this complaint.  Cathy Estes Downs and Sean Schreiber are reviewing the possibility of developing a specific treatment model to offer and bill for services via 5600A (license which provider, Tapestry is currently licensed).		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7925		03/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		PT: Rachel Zajdel			DOB: 7-28-95			ID:  28977
Member's father, Mark Zajdel has a complaint against Alliance Health - Care Coordination - with regard to needed level of care not part of the NC Medicaid Benefit Plan available to MCOs. Member's father reports an Adult Residential Tx has been recommended by UNC many times and now also by member's CST; however, Alliance will not fund expense. Member's father also reports: 
o Member has failed at all levels of care o Member’s condition has not improved since her discharge from UNC Hospital o Member continues to sleep all day 
o The recommended tx of CST & OPT does not address her needs 
o Medication has not historically improved her condition (ASD, Eating Disorder NOS & MDD) 
o UNC & her current CST both recommend residential tx 
o Family believes member should have received residential tx a year ago when first linked to Care Coordination 
o Alliance should negotiate the per diem rate with Tapestry given member’s level of need 

Comments
Previous medical staffing completed to review alternative billing codes, single case agreement and offering of Medicaid rate to provider, Tapestry - residential tx facility. Tapestry denied Medicaid rate. UM, PN and Walter Linney participated in follow up case staffing and have been informed of father's request to file this complaint. Cathy Estes Downs and Sean Schreiber are reviewing the possibility of developing a specific treatment model to offer and bill for services via 5600A (license which provider, Tapestry is currently licensed).



2-15-21
**Notes and documents are entered for Grievance #s 11504 and 11517**
This writer made a call to complainant to discuss the two concerns he has entered. Writer informed complainant that he cannot share information with him without member’s consent. Complainant got member on the phone to provide consent. Writer asked member to verify her DOB which she did correctly. Writer asked if member gave consent for him to speak with her father and what information he can share. Member shared that she gives consent for this writer to speak with her father regarding “treatment planning” and that she does not want him to share information discussed in therapy. Writer asked if member would be able to return a written consent for her father if he sends it via email. Member shared an email address: Rachelzee107@gmail.com. Writer will send a written consent form to member to sign and return. 
Writer talked with father who shared member’s history. Complainant expressed frustration with his daughter’s current treatment. He shard that his daughter sits in her room and does not come out. He shared that he has been working with Alliance for a while and they seem to be doing “nothing”. Writer asked probing questions to get to an understanding of member’s current status. Complainant shared that Alliance is attempting to put his daughter in a group home in Durham and he does not think it is appropriate. Complainant says an appropriate placement has been identified and that a single case agreement has been reached but Alliance seems to have dropped the ball. He informs that he was told there was an issue with getting the “codes to match up”.  He also shares that he has been in touch with the provider (Tapestry) and they inform that they have a wait list and member has been placed on that list. Writer attempted to help complainant understand that there are steps involved in setting up a provider for an OON contract. Based on information provided, writer was able to determine that complainant is concerned about 2 things in particular: (1) An appropriate placement is available to member but she doesn’t seem to be able to access it. (2) He does not feel the group home in Durham staff have suggested is appropriate for member.
Writer attempted to explain that it is possible CC is attempting to reduce harm to member by placing her in the group home until the Tapestry placement is finalized. Writer and complainant agreed that member “sitting in her room” is not the best option. Writer asked complainant what he would like to see happen as a result of the concern. He expressed that he wants a definite answer on what they are going to do with her. He wants to know if Tapestry is still on the table. 
Writer explained the grievance process with complainant. Writer informed complainant he will get a letter from him with his concerns outlined and this writer’s contact information.
Writer composed and mailed an Ack letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-17-21
Writer received a vm from complainant indicating that member was not able to send the release to writer but there is one on file from a previous time. Writer reviewed member’s file and di not find a release to complainant. Writer called complainant to inform him. Complainant shared that member is at the dr. office but they will get the consent to writer today. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
2-19-21
This writer reviewed notes in JIVA to determine to what degree CC is exploring placement for member. Writer was able to review notes from Jessica Drennen and her supervisor related to placement being pursued, at member’s request, as recently as 2 days ago. Writer emailed Jessica and asked if they could schedule a meeting to talk about the current status of member’s case. Jessica agreed to meet on Monday, 2/22/21. Writer will also inquire if there is a release to complainant since he was not able to find one in member’s record and has not gotten back the one he sent to member. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-22-21
This writer met with CC staff (M. Moss and J. Drennen) Miss Moss shares that she has spoken with complainant to help him to understand that Tapestry is not in Medicaid Benefit plan. Writer inquired about the status of the Dash program in Durham (Supported Living) DASH program with RHD. CC staff shared that the program will add wrap around services for member. She will be able to continue to stay with current OPT therapist. The program will transport member to services/appointments. Writer inquired about the status of Tapestry and shared that complainant appears fixated on the program and has informed that he has been in contact with them. CC staff indicated that the program is “not off the table” and that PN is looking into a way to set up payment. CC staff shared that they are reluctant to share this information with complainant until it is definite. Writer inquired as to whether member would be able to go to Tapestry even if she accesses the DASH program soon. CC staff shared that she could be able to attend the program. They shared that Tapestry is up to 8 weeks and then a discharge plan and referral would be necessary. CC shared that they are working on several options for member’s tx. Writer asked if and how this information is being/can be shared with complainant. All agreed that Ms. Moss will give complainant a call to discuss current options being explored. Writer will follow up with complainant to determine if he feels current options meet his expectations. 
T.  Parker, I&G Manager

2-24-21
Writer received an email from Mecia Moss (CC Supervisor) informing that she spoke with complainant and that “Alliance is still reviewing Tapestry for a SOW.  PN contacted Tapestry and are still reviewing that clinical information.” She further shared that the will continue to look for providers but the process for a single case agreement is still  necessary for some providers. Writer thanked Ms. Moss for the information. Writer will reach out to complainant to determine if he is now satisfied with the progress being made on his daughter’s case. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
2-26-21
Writer called complainant to follow up on conversations he had with CC and to see if how he is feeling about efforts to secure services for his daughter. Complainant appeared fixated on how long it has taken to find placement expressing what “should have been done” a year ago. Writer shared that he has shared complainants concerns regarding that issue with the appropriate people. Writer inquired as to how complainant is feeling about current efforts to secure services for member. He stated that he has been told they are “working on it”. Writer shared that he will keep the case open and get updates from CC as the process continues
Writer inquired about the breach of member’s information. He shared that he has not heard from Sherri Perkins regarding the breach. Writer informed that it may be that Ms. Perkins will not be contacting him due to the fact that he is not member’s guardian. Writer shared that he will reach out to Ms. Moss to inquire about any steps taken related to the breach. Writer and complainant agreed that he will keep the case open and will be in contact with CC and him on the process of securing services for member. 
Writer emailed Ms. Moss to inform of the complainants concerns and to inquire about the breach. Ms. Moss shared that complainant will not be hearing from Ms. Perkins due to him not being the legal guardian. She encouraged writer to reach out to Ms. Perkins to find out if information regrading the breach has been shared with member. Writer with contact Ms. Perkins regarding this issue. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

3-8-21
This writer emailed Sherry Perkins on 3/5/21 inquiring about the breach complainant referenced. Writer asked Ms. Perkins to confirm whether information regarding the breach has been shared with the member. Writer received an email response today indicating that the information had indeed shared the information with the member. Ms. Perkins shares that the information was shared with the member. She further shared that there was information member did not want to share with her father (complainant).  She shared that a breach notification was mailed on1/27/21 and it has been confirmed by member that she received it.  Ms. Perkins states, “You can let dad know that because he is not the legal guardian, Alliance would not be able to share this information with him.”
Writer will call complainant and confirm the he should not expect a call from Ms. Perkins and that any information regarding the breach would have been shared with the member.
Writer called complainant to share information rec’d from Compliance (S. Perking). Writer informed complainant that any information related to the breach has been/will be shared with his daughter. Complainant appeared to understand the confidentiality/HIPAA concern. Writer shared that, at this point, he has addressed all the concerns mentioned in the complaint. Complainant shared his frustration with the process taking so long. He shares that his daughter is still not in placement. Writer shared that, based on his involvement with the process, a lot is being done to address his daughter’s needs. He shared that complainant not being member’s guardian contributes to complainant’s frustration about what is happening with his case. Writer shared with complainant that referrals to programs include the sharing of clinical information, which is the information his daughter has expressed she does not want shared with complainant. Writer was able to get complainant to understand that the process of getting into an appropriate facility involved more than an administrative function.  Writer and complainant talked at length about his thoughts on how the process of finding placement should be progressing and what his concerns for his daughter are. He shared that he and his wife are “living day to day” with his daughter’s illness. Writer and complainant agreed that the two cases will be closed but complainant can reach out to writer if he needs to. Writer will resolve the case. Writer will also make CC aware of the resolution and offer to be available if needed. 
T. Parker		Undetermined		1		0		0		28

		11506		Kristie White		02/09/2021		Keever		Shawnna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		674399 - Taylor, Patricia		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for CST from B&D for Patricia Taylor (ID 674399). Claims show B&D billed 190 CST units during the prior authorization period (10/22/2020 to 12/5/2020). Dr. Nadiya Kaesemeyer gave a partial denial and approved 112 CST units during the authorization period. There is no indication that Patricia has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the approved units. CCM staff case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern.		Corrections: Changed to Multi-Disability type. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined				7910				Not Defined		Not Defined		Patient: Patricia Taylor Patient ID: 674399 DOB: 01/26/1966
Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for CST from B&D for Patricia Taylor (ID 674399). Claims show B&D billed 190 CST units during the prior authorization period (10/22/2020 to 12/5/2020). Dr. Nadiya Kaesemeyer gave a partial denial and approved 112 CST units during the authorization period. There is no indication that Patricia has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the approved units. CCM staff case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern.
02/10/21-Internal concern against B&D re. billing more than approved units. Sending to THeld in SIU for case consult since question of unauthorized CST being billed. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,236)

		11507		Hillary Vandewart		02/10/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		I Innovations, Inc.		1		88524 - HENRY, MARDASHA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		0		0		This concern is issued on behalf of the CQR Committee follow the review of a L3 Incident report alleging abuse. The committee would like to contact the provider (I Innovations) to inform
 them that we received a report indicating that   "Mardasha's legal guardian reported that Mardasha was left unattended at her the AFL home on 2/02/2021 for more than 30 minutes. Per her ISP she needs 1:1 staffing at all times."
Ask the provider to submit an Incident Report, condcuct an internal investigation as required by reporting protocols and share the investigation and results with QM.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7923		03/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is issued on behalf of the CQR Committee follow the review of a L3 Incident report alleging abuse. The committee would like to contact the provider (I Innovations) to inform them that we received a report indicating that   "Mardasha's legal guardian reported that Mardasha was left unattended at her the AFL home on 2/02/2021 for more than 30 minutes. Per her ISP she needs 1:1 staffing at all times."
Ask the provider to submit an Incident Report, condcuct an internal investigation as required by reporting protocols and share the investigation and results with QM.
[PT: Mardasha Henry				DOB: 9/23/04				ID: 88524]
2/15/21
Based on this complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/22/21
This writer sent concern elements to Tonja Reid, owner (tonja01@windstream.net) with a deadline of 3/1/21. 
Note that this concern is related to several others (11476, 11491, 11500, 11503, 11507)—all submitted against same provider re. issues with this member. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/2/21
This writer received a request from Tonja for a response extension to 3/8/21. This writer confirmed that this would work.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/8/21
This writer received the below response, as well as documentation of staff’s disciplinary action (1 day suspension without pay and required abuse/neglect training):
On 2/2/21, member was left more than 30 minutes unattended at the group home without adult nor staff supervision. Also, 2 additional members were left unattended.
oPer Mardasha’s ISP, she needs 1:1 staffing at all times. Mardasha had 1:1 staffing at all times but above staff was misinformed by incompetent management while other regular staff was not present and back up staff was enroute.oPlease submit Incident Report, conduct an internal investigation as required by reporting protocols and share the investigation and results with QM. Please see attached
•Member’s legal guardian informed Alliance that she received a call from an anonymous caller to tell her about issues within the home. She was told that member was urinating in her clothes, in the bed, in the closet, and that staff were not changing soiled clothing. This member had incontinent problems that staff was diligently working with her on. But client refused help even with 1:1 care and used bathroom in her closet most time without staff knowledge.
•Alliance staff received photos of Mardasha's room which showed filth, a urine-stained mattress, a broken box spring, and that Mardasha had been sleeping on the floor. Upon admission of Mardasha she was purchased brand new furniture and bedding for her entire room. We even kept the plastic covering for added protection but Mardasha tore off covering and other protection used to help with her incontinence problems. Staff would assist her with cleaning and sanitizing herself, her room, her bed, her clothing and special covering purchased for the bed but she would destroy items and urinate on items in room even after prompting. The pictures was to show management what the member was doing to room and her personal items even with help of 1:1 staffing. The pictures were internally used to better help support Mardasha but ultimately used in negative manner when disgruntled manager was relieved from her duties for failing to support clients and their needs and inappropriate comments and actions. We have pending legal actions against this person for stealing items and documentation from agency upon her departure.
•During Service consultant review of claims for December 2020, it was noted that provider submitted claims for days member was not in the residential home. I spoke to someone from Alliance prior to this concern even coming to light. I told them I mistakenly billed those days in December and also mistakenly billed again during my training of another biller after Mardasha was gone. I told that person once RAs for those claims were available I would reverse. I recently pulled RAs and it looks as if paybacks are already in place and someone is looking into this at the present moment to let me know what further action needs to be taken.
Marie Reaves QP, 919-751-6209, mariewr67@outlook.com
Tonja McLean Reid Owner, 919-770-9903, mrs.tonjareid@gmail.com or tonja01@windstream.net
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/9/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. Discussed lack of incident report as well as lack of documentation of internal investigation. He advised that this writer request these from provider as documentation submitted is not sufficient. Discussed that DHSR would already be aware of issue due to incident report filed by the Arc of NC. 
This writer then followed up with provider with the below:
Hi Ms. Reid and Ms. Reaves,

I have reviewed the provided response and documentation, and it does not appear that you submitted an incident report or an internal investigation into the incident. Communication Bulletin #J272 dictates that “all allegations of abuse, neglect and exploitation by a staff member will become Level III incidents effective December 4, 2017." Please ensure that a Level III incident report is submitted ASAP, as this is supposed to be submitted within 72 hours of learning about an incident, per the IRIS manual. Please let me know once this has been completed.

Additionally, abuse/neglect allegations require an internal investigation to be completed. This should include: when provider learned of incident, what was done in response to the incident, what was concluded about the incident. It appears that you sent documentation of disciplinary action taken, but no evidence of an investigation into what occurred or why the disciplinary action was taken. If you haven't already, please conduct an internal investigation and submit this, along with your findings, as soon as possible.

Feel free to reach out if you have any questions.

Thanks,
Hillary
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/15/21
This writer followed up with provider as no response has been received as of yet.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/18/21
Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance supervisor, sent below email to provider as incident report has not yet been submitted:
Ms. Reid,

We have not received the Incident Report required for this Allegation of Abuse at your agency. According to documents reviewed, disciplinary action was taken against the staff on 1/26/21 as a result of this incident. As required by your contract with Alliance and as stated in the NC IRIS manual, you are required to report all incidents within 72 hours of becoming aware. Documentation we received indicates that you were aware of the incident on 1/26/21. A Level 3 report should have been submitted to your MCO indicating Alliance as the Home MCO no later than 1/29/21. This report is now more than 6 weeks overdue. 

Please submit the Level 3 incident report with the accompanying Internal Investigation by the end of the day 3/17/21. Failure to submit the report may result in a referral to other departments responsible for the evaluation of contractual compliance.

If you have questions or need assistance please feel free to contact me.
Thanks!
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/18/21
This writer confirmed that Level 3 incident report was filed and but noted that internal investigation was not uploaded.
This writer emailed Ms. Reid to ask that she upload it. This writer also called and left VM. Tonja Reid: 919-770-9903.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/19/21
This writer received internal investigation from Ms. Reid which explained that arrangement made between staff which left member unattended was not approved by management. Staff was disciplined and reminded that staffing changes cannot be made without management’s approval. 
This writer reviewed member in Jiva and confirmed that CPS is still involved in member’s case and she is currently living at home. 
This writer confirmed that investigation had been uploaded for review at next CQR committee meeting (3.24.21).
Due to Clinical Quality Review (CQR) team’s involvement, CPS involvement, and IRIS incident report being submitted (alerting all appropriate entities), this writer will resolve concern at this time as tracking. Any further communication from CQR will be included in concern follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking, CQR follow-up may be included in concern follow-up		1		1		0		37

		11508		Kristie White		02/10/2021		Keever		Shawnna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		279724 - BOYD, PERCY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Percy Boyd (ID 279724): QOC for inappropriate billing from provider. Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for Community Support Team from B&D Integrated Health Services for Percy Boyd (ID 279724). Claims show B&D billed 162 CST units during the prior authorization period (11/8/2020 to 2/5/2021). Last claim billed 1/15 which indicates B&D will likely exceed beyond 162. Provider was approved for 128 CST units during this timeframe. There is no indication Percy has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the approved units. The update indicates that Percy has been stable for several months. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern. 2/10/21		Corrections: Changed to Multi-Disability Type		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7916		02/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Percy Boyd Patient ID: 279724 DOB: 08/02/1973
Percy Boyd (ID 279724): QOC for inappropriate billing from provider. Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for Community Support Team from B&D Integrated Health Services for Percy Boyd (ID 279724). Claims show B&D billed 162 CST units during the prior authorization period (11/8/2020 to 2/5/2021). Last claim billed 1/15 which indicates B&D will likely exceed beyond 162. Provider was approved for 128 CST units during this timeframe. There is no indication Percy has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the approved units. The update indicates that Percy has been stable for several months. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern. 2/10/21
02/10/21-Internal (UM-SHAWNNA)- B & D *same as 11497, 11506. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/11/21-Per Case consult from THeld edits in our system have been temporarily turned off due to Covid flexibilities and providers may bill beyond authorized units. SIU have taken and discussed this with B&D leadership on 01/21/21. Received  similar internal concern from same provider for a different member sent concern element email to JReed at B&D about this to be returned to me by 02/18/21. Also sending ack/resolution email to internal complainant. Once provider responds will document in follow-up. Closing as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11509		Kim Ware		02/10/2021		BLACK		KENNARD		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Facility-Based Crisis Program				Multi-Disability		Adult		Recovery Innovations, Inc.		0		73551 - BLACK, KENNARD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Member wanting to file a grievance against Durham Recovery Response Center. Reports he has been there multiple times for admission, and he is discharged despite continuing to report suicidal and homicidal thoughts. Reports he feels he is not getting appropriate services, and is not being referred for further services. Member also reports being sexually harassed by Carrie Thompson at DRRC. LC unable to get further information as member was checking himself in to Durham Regional Hospital at the time of the call.		CID 564931		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7930		02/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member wanting to file a grievance against Durham Recovery Response Center. Reports he has been there multiple times for admission, and he is discharged despite continuing to report suicidal and homicidal thoughts. Reports he feels he is not getting appropriate services, and is not being referred for further services. Member also reports being sexually harassed by Carrie Thompson at DRRC. LC unable to get further information as member was checking himself in to Durham Regional Hospital at the time of the call.
KENNARD BLACK   ID: 73551   (DOB: 3/30/1981)
2/16/21 Review of information submitted indicates that member is homeless; no current mailing address available; no acknowledgment mailed. Call to number listed (252) 529-5931; no answer, no vm available. Information available indicates that member discharged from DRRC on 2/10/21. On 2/13/21 was admitted to Duke ED for SI and HI with discharge plan to include follow up with Freedom House, Alliance Health and Healing Transitions. AH care coordinator has made contact with member’s mother for follow up purposes although member is still inpatient at this time. In regards to the member’s allegation regarding sexual harassment, on 2/10/21 a level 3 allegation of abuse was submitted by agency. Agency investigation indicates staff Terry Thomas (not Carrie Thompson as listed in grievance) was terminated.
2/24/21 Review of information available indicates that member continues to be inpatient. AH hospital liaison, Elizabeth Pritchard is coordinating care while inpatient, notes that member has indicated treatment in the past with DRRC, however, not following up. Member is open to referral to hospital transition team, assistance with housing and open to recovery program if possible. Based on member's current status, case to be closed and concerns tracked. No letters mailed due to homelessness and inpatient status. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		14

		11513		Kristie White		02/11/2021		Olson		Darla		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Unknown				Does Not Apply				Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Provider calling, she has had difficulty with follow up from IT after leaving messages several times on help desk.  Agency, Carolina Outreach, is not able to see needed information on referrals sent.  She is only able to see minimal information and has to call Access each time to obtain needed information.  She reports this has been a long term problem		Writer offered to transfer caller  to help desk for Alpha/IT support but she said this has not been successful previously.  Supervisor advised to complete grievance about needed help.  ++Caller is at x1002++  Thank you RR
**Changed to Grievance type to LME/MCO Functions and changed provider to Alliance Health. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7934		02/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider calling, she has had difficulty with follow up from IT after leaving messages several times on help desk. Agency, Carolina Outreach, is not able to see needed information on referrals sent. She is only able to see minimal information and has to call Access each time to obtain needed information. She reports this has been a long-term problem. Writer offered to transfer caller to help desk for Alpha/IT support but she said this has not been successful previously. Supervisor advised to complete grievance about needed help. ++Caller is at x1002++ Thank you RR
02/11/21-External stakeholder concern against Alliance IT re. technical issues with portal referrals. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/17/21-Consulted with manager TParker call complainant Darla Olson at 984-219-3501 ext 1002 get more information and make sure it is about Alpha/IT/enrollment issue. Then follow same process as normal. Spoke to Darla Olson at Carolina Outreach under Alpha calendar (Provider Scheduler) we get referrals and when we hit view screening report we can no see the referrals. The reason being referred and we have to call Access each time. Reaching out to JDorestt about this issue and follow same process as any grievance. Sent grievance acknowledgment letter to external complainant. Sent concern element email to JDorestt in IT to be returned to me by 02/24/21.  KM Appeals Coordinator
02/23/21-Left message with Darla Olson to see if her IT situation has been resolved. I explained I reached out to the IT department and they confirmed they was looking into her issue for resolve. Awaiting her return call to make her problem as been resolved. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/25/21-Received response from Joey Doresstt from IT they are investigation and reviewing current process to ensure timely review of voicemail messages and responses to all providers. They did reach out to the complainant Darla Olson and she forwarded them a screenshot to the error message via email. IT reached to WellSky (Alpha Vendor) to discuss the issue they recommended a setting change in the Chrome browser that Carolina Outreach is using. This information has been forwarded to Ms. Olson with the response that she tries the requested setting and then reply back to IT, no response from Ms. Olson has been received at this time. Closing concern as tracking and sending Darla Olson a resolution letter. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		14

		11514		Kristie White		02/11/2021		Cook		Colleen		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)		IAFT		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		222964 - FLOWERS, MELISSA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		1		In-State		Family Care Home		0		0		Please use "UM staff" when reaching out to provider.  CM emailed provider, Melissa Ward, from Easter Seals UCP for additional information.  Member is placed in an IAFT home.  Part of the IAFT model is that the member is the only child in the home.  CM reviewed SAR 812928 for medical necessity.  Provider reported the IAFT parent, Ms. Linda, had another child in the home for respite care. This member (Melissa Flowers) was kicking the other child and being physically aggressive toward this child.  CM staffed this case with UM Supervisor, Karen Ogg, who recommended a QOC be filed.  CM asked provider for additional information today including if member has a safety plan addressing her physical aggression and if there are still other children in the home.  The concern is that the IAFT parent has another child in the home for respite care when there are supposed to be no other children in IAFT homes.  Colleen Cook, LCMHC, NCC, 2/11/2021				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7927		02/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Melissa Flowers Patient ID: 222964 DOB: 11/04/2011
Please use "UM staff" when reaching out to provider. CM emailed provider, Melissa Ward, from Easter Seals UCP for additional information. Member is placed in an IAFT home. Part of the IAFT model is that the member is the only child in the home. CM reviewed SAR 812928 for medical necessity. Provider reported the IAFT parent, Ms. Linda, had another child in the home for respite care. This member (Melissa Flowers) was kicking the other child and being physically aggressive toward this child. CM staffed this case with UM Supervisor, Karen Ogg, who recommended a QOC be filed. CM asked provider for additional information today including if member has a safety plan addressing her physical aggression and if there are still other children in the home. The concern is that the IAFT parent has another child in the home for respite care when there are supposed to be no other children in IAFT homes. Colleen Cook, LCMHC, NCC, 2/11/2021
02/11/21-Internal concern against Easter Seals re. IAFT parent having another child in the home for respite care when there are supposed to be no other children in IAFT homes. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/15/21-Reached out to internal complainant on what provider do I need to reach out about this concern since none listed. Per CCook it is against Easter Seals and she received a follow-up from Melissa Ward after I submitted the QOC. She reported the following: The other child is no longer in the home.  It was only for respite.  There are no other children in the home.  There is no safety plan because it is not typical behavior that we have seen.  Melissa Flowers gets along well with Ms. Linda’s granddaughter who visits the home from time to time.  There have been no aggressive behaviors at school with peers either.  The concern remains about whether IAFT parents can provide respite while a child is placed in the home for IAFT.  There are supposed to be no other children placed in an IAFT home as part of this model of treatment. Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant and also called Phyllis Elliott at Easter Seals about this concern and sent concern element email to Phyllis Elliott QM Director at Easter Seals for return by 02/18/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/19/21-Received response from Leslie Flowers QM Director at EasterSeals. In November a waiver request was made and granted for individual MM to reside in the home for respite. MF currently resided in the home. In the past ESUCP’s practice had been to make these requests for new individual’s being placed in homes on temporary basis. Attached is a communication and proof of waiver approval for individual MM waiver (FW Waiver Request). According to the email forwarded (Waiver 36320) This was approved by Rapid Resource. Action: Once confirmation of agreement for Waiver request is made, ESUCP staff will confirm through CCW this is completed. Sending resolution email to internal complainant and closing concern at tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		8

		11515		Kristie White		02/12/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team		Community Support Team		Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		367531 - BEST, JACOB		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Mbr has been in CST for 5 months with the recommendation to transfer to ACTT.  In the last review provider asked for a 3 month authorization stating, “This will allow CST to refer him to ACT screenings at Carolina Outreach at other agencies.”  Most recent submission states the following, “He remains interested in ACTT services, as well as the TCLI program.  Jacob’s mother has also expressed that ACTT may be a more appropriate service for the families needs, particularly during the stress of the pandemic.  Jacob has not provided necessary information on engaging with both ACTT and TCLI despite outreach attempts.  He has not been able to reach out and engage around these services independently.”  It is unclear what provider means by this.  CST should be assisting member with outreach to ACTT so it is not clear what this means.  CCM reviewed notes in JIVA and there is a note created by Victoria Mosey on 2/1/21 with an encounter date of 1/27/21 that indicates she spoke with QP Nellie Bellows at Carolina Outreach who stated the following  “they have been trying to have the individual screened and accepted for ACTT, but have been informed by their ACT team that there is a waitlist and no opening any time soon.”  It is not clear why a screening has not taking place over the course of 5 months.  It is also not clear why the agency has not referred member to another agency if there are no openings within Carolina Outreach.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7926		02/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Jacob Best Patient ID: 367531 DOB: 11/02/1993
Mbr has been in CST for 5 months with the recommendation to transfer to ACTT. In the last review provider asked for a 3-month authorization stating, “This will allow CST to refer him to ACT screenings at Carolina Outreach at other agencies.” Most recent submission states the following, “He remains interested in ACTT services, as well as the TCLI program. Jacob’s mother has also expressed that ACTT may be a more appropriate service for the family’s needs, particularly during the stress of the pandemic. Jacob has not provided necessary information on engaging with both ACTT and TCLI despite outreach attempts. He has not been able to reach out and engage around these services independently.” It is unclear what provider means by this. CST should be assisting member with outreach to ACTT so it is not clear what this means. CCM reviewed notes in JIVA and there is a note created by Victoria Mosey on 2/1/21 with an encounter date of 1/27/21 that indicates she spoke with QP Nellie Bellows at Carolina Outreach who stated the following “they have been trying to have the individual screened and accepted for ACTT, but have been informed by their ACT team that there is a waitlist and no opening any time soon.” It is not clear why a screening has not taking place over the course of 5 months. It is also not clear why the agency has not referred member to another agency if there are no openings within Carolina Outreach.
02/15/21-Internal concern against Carolina Outreach re. access to services for ACT. Sent internal complainant acknowledgment email. Reached out to QM Director Lakeisha Brown about this internal concern sending her a concern element email to be sent back to me by 02/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/23/21-Received provider response and they did a full investigation and we have completed an internal review and noticed that communication could be improved with CST and ACT programs. They have re-visited their ACT screening process and have made recommendations to receive information regarding screenings more efficiently and within a smaller time frame. This will assist CST team to connect with outside ACT agencies more urgently as appropriate. Sending resolution email to internal complainant CBrown with this information and closing as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		11

		11516		Hillary Vandewart		02/12/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Other		FCT		Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Southlight Healthcare		1		214456 - WASHINGTONJEFFR, VONTE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This provider has a prior history of submitting poorly written PCP’s for FCT services. This PCP put all three treatment goals together, instead of separating each goal and did not include the “HOW” portion of the PCP that lays out supports/interventions that will be utilized in treatment.

I know in the past I have called former supervisors about their incomplete PCPs. I have asked that they address this ASAP and upload a fully completed PCP. It also appears that this provider may need additional PCP training.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Administrative Issues, Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7932		02/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This provider has a prior history of submitting poorly written PCP’s for FCT services. This PCP put all three treatment goals together, instead of separating each goal and did not include the “HOW” portion of the PCP that lays out supports/interventions that will be utilized in treatment. I know in the past I have called former supervisors about their incomplete PCPs. I have asked that they address this ASAP and upload a fully completed PCP. It also appears that this provider may need additional PCP training.
[PT: Vonte WashingtonJeffr			DOB: 7/7/04			ID: 214456]
2/16/21
This writer reached out to supervisor, Todd Parker (Incident and Grievance Manager), to confirm that this case should be tracked and resolved—her confirmed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/17/21
This writer researched within portal and determined that these are the only two recent internal concerns against this provider regarding this issue. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant, informing her that this issue would be tracked. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		5

		11517		Todd Parker		02/14/2021		ZAJDEL		Mark		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Care Coordination (MH/SA)				Mental Health Only		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		28977 - ZAJDEL, RACHEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID:  565395
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER:  Mark Zajdel/father/919-524-6052
MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Rachel Zajdel who is her own legal guardian
SAFETY SCREENING: SI/HI:  denies  AVH:  denies  SU: denies 
COUNTY: Wake
INSURANCE: medicaid
ADDRESS:  4421 Wood Valley Dr Raleigh NC 27613
PURPOSE OF CALL:  Caller is requesting to file a grievance.  LC spoke with member and she gives consent to speak with her father about treatment.
REASON FOR GRIEVANCE:  
1. Grievance is against Alliance as a whole for failing to provide appropriate services for his adult daughter.  
2.  medical records being breached and failure to receive promised call from Stacey Perkins to discuss
3.  Caller is frustrated feeling like nothing has happened in the past year and wants Alliance to "get my daughter into a placement that will help my daughter",  
4. Tapastry was to do single case agreement and it has not happened because "Alliance does not have the codes".  His daughter has been home from  latest mental health hospitalization for one month.  Staff working with his daughter are trying to put her in  just a group home which he does not believe is the answer.
5. Alliance is promising services but not delivering anything but phone calls and expecting his daughter to keep everything straight (dates, times, people involved)
6.  Frustration that provider has also been sending placement information to member only to be told she does not meet criteria.
7. General information:   Filed a grievance one week ago with Misha Moss regarding same concerns but has not heard anything back.  "Who can I talk with in 48 hours to resolve this?"  "Do I need to go to federal level and complain?"   Sending wrong information by provider on places she can go only to find out it's not available.
Grievance recorded.
Lynn Godwin LCSW, LCAS				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7924		03/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		PT: Rachel Zajdel			DOB: 7-28-95			ID:  28977
CID: 565395 CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: Mark Zajdel/father/919-524-6052 MEMBER'S NAME (if different): Rachel Zajdel who is her own legal guardian SAFETY SCREENING: SI/HI: denies AVH: denies SU: denies COUNTY: Wake INSURANCE: medicaid ADDRESS: 4421 Wood Valley Dr Raleigh NC 27613 PURPOSE OF CALL: Caller is requesting to file a grievance. LC spoke with member and she gives consent to speak with her father about treatment. REASON FOR GRIEVANCE: 1. Grievance is against Alliance as a whole for failing to provide appropriate services for his adult daughter. 2. medical records being breached and failure to receive promised call from Stacey [Sherri] Perkins to discuss 3. Caller is frustrated feeling like nothing has happened in the past year and wants Alliance to "get my daughter into a placement that will help my daughter", 4. Tapastry was to do single case agreement and it has not happened because "Alliance does not have the codes". His daughter has been home from latest mental health hospitalization for one month. Staff working with his daughter are trying to put her in just a group home which he does not believe is the answer. 5. Alliance is promising services but not delivering anything but phone calls and expecting his daughter to keep everything straight (dates, times, people involved) 6. Frustration that provider has also been sending placement information to member only to be told she does not meet criteria. 7. General information: Filed a grievance one week ago with Misha Moss regarding same concerns but has not heard anything back. "Who can I talk with in 48 hours to resolve this?" "Do I need to go to federal level and complain?" Sending wrong information by provider on places she can go only to find out it's not available. Grievance recorded. Lynn Godwin LCSW, LCAS
2-15-21
**Notes and documents are entered for Grievance #s 11504 and 11517**
This writer made a call to complainant to discuss the two concerns he has entered. Writer informed complainant that he cannot share information with him without member’s consent. Complainant got member on the phone to provide consent. Writer asked member to verify her DOB which she did correctly. Writer asked if member gave consent for him to speak with her father and what information he can share. Member shared that she gives consent for this writer to speak with her father regarding “treatment planning” and that she does not want him to share information discussed in therapy. Writer asked if member would be able to return a written consent for her father if he sends it via email. Member shared an email address: Rachelzee107@gmail.com. Writer will send a written consent form to member to sign and return. 
Writer talked with father who shared member’s history. Complainant expressed frustration with his daughter’s current treatment. He shard that his daughter sits in her room and does not come out. He shared that he has been working with Alliance for a while and they seem to be doing “nothing”. Writer asked probing questions to get to an understanding of member’s current status. Complainant shared that Alliance is attempting to put his daughter in a group home in Durham and he does not think it is appropriate. Complainant says an appropriate placement has been identified and that a single case agreement has been reached but Alliance seems to have dropped the ball. He informs that he was told there was an issue with getting the “codes to match up”.  He also shares that he has been in touch with the provider (Tapestry) and they inform that they have a wait list and member has been placed on that list. Writer attempted to help complainant understand that there are steps involved in setting up a provider for an OON contract. Based on information provided, writer was able to determine that complainant is concerned about 2 things in particular: (1) An appropriate placement is available to member but she doesn’t seem to be able to access it. (2) He does not feel the group home in Durham staff have suggested is appropriate for member.
Writer attempted to explain that it is possible CC is attempting to reduce harm to member by placing her in the group home until the Tapestry placement is finalized. Writer and complainant agreed that member “sitting in her room” is not the best option. Writer asked complainant what he would like to see happen as a result of the concern. He expressed that he wants a definite answer on what they are going to do with her. He wants to know if Tapestry is still on the table. 
Writer explained the grievance process with complainant. Writer informed complainant he will get a letter from him with his concerns outlined and this writer’s contact information.
Writer composed and mailed an Ack letter. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-17-21
Writer received a vm from complainant indicating that member was not able to send the release to writer but there is one on file from a previous time. Writer reviewed member’s file and di not find a release to complainant. Writer called complainant to inform him. Complainant shared that member is at the dr. office but they will get the consent to writer today. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-19-21
This writer reviewed notes in JIVA to determine to what degree CC is exploring placement for member. Writer was able to review notes from Jessica Drennen and her supervisor related to placement being pursued, at member’s request, as recently as 2 days ago. Writer emailed Jessica and asked if they could schedule a meeting to talk about the current status of member’s case. Jessica agreed to meet on Monday, 2/22/21. Writer will also inquire if there is a release to complainant since he was not able to find one in member’s record and has not gotten back the one he sent to member. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-22-21
This writer met with CC staff (M. Moss and J. Drennen) Miss Moss shares that she has spoken with complainant to help him to understand that Tapestry is not in Medicaid Benefit plan. Writer inquired about the status of the Dash program in Durham (Supported Living) DASH program with RHD. CC staff shared that the program will add wrap around services for member. She will be able to continue to stay with current OPT therapist. The program will transport member to services/appointments. Writer inquired about the status of Tapestry and shared that complainant appears fixated on the program and has informed that he has been in contact with them. CC staff indicated that the program is “not off the table” and that PN is looking into a way to set up payment. CC staff shared that they are reluctant to share this information with complainant until it is definite. Writer inquired as to whether member would be able to go to Tapestry even if she accesses the DASH program soon. CC staff shared that she could be able to attend the program. They shared that Tapestry is up to 8 weeks and then a discharge plan and referral would be necessary. CC shared that they are working on several options for member’s tx. Writer asked if and how this information is being/can be shared with complainant. All agreed that Ms. Moss will give complainant a call to discuss current options being explored. Writer will follow up with complainant to determine if he feels current options meet his expectations. 
T.  Parker, I&G Manager

2-24-21
Writer received an email from Mecia Moss (CC Supervisor) informing that she spoke with complainant and that “Alliance is still reviewing Tapestry for a SOW.  PN contacted Tapestry and are still reviewing that clinical information.” She further shared that the will continue to look for providers but the process for a single case agreement is still  necessary for some providers. Writer thanked Ms. Moss for the information. Writer will reach out to complainant to determine if he is now satisfied with the progress being made on his daughter’s case. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
2-26-21
Writer called complainant to follow up on conversations he had with CC and to see if how he is feeling about efforts to secure services for his daughter. Complainant appeared fixated on how long it has taken to find placement expressing what “should have been done” a year ago. Writer shared that he has shared complainants concerns regarding that issue with the appropriate people. Writer inquired as to how complainant is feeling about current efforts to secure services for member. He stated that he has been told they are “working on it”. Writer shared that he will keep the case open and get updates from CC as the process continues
Writer inquired about the breach of member’s information. He shared that he has not heard from Sherri Perkins regarding the breach. Writer informed that it may be that Ms. Perkins will not be contacting him due to the fact that he is not member’s guardian. Writer shared that he will reach out to Ms. Moss to inquire about any steps taken related to the breach. Writer and complainant agreed that he will keep the case open and will be in contact with CC and him on the process of securing services for member. 
Writer emailed Ms. Moss to inform of the complainants concerns and to inquire about the breach. Ms. Moss shared that complainant will not be hearing from Ms. Perkins due to him not being the legal guardian. She encouraged writer to reach out to Ms. Perkins to find out if information regrading the breach has been shared with member. Writer with contact Ms. Perkins regarding this issue. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

3-8-21
This writer emailed Sherry Perkins on 3/5/21 inquiring about the breach complainant referenced. Writer asked Ms. Perkins to confirm whether information regarding the breach has been shared with the member. Writer received an email response today indicating that the information had indeed shared the information with the member. Ms. Perkins shares that the information was shared with the member. She further shared that there was information member did not want to share with her father (complainant).  She shared that a breach notification was mailed on1/27/21 and it has been confirmed by member that she received it.  Ms. Perkins states, “You can let dad know that because he is not the legal guardian, Alliance would not be able to share this information with him.”
Writer will call complainant and confirm the he should not expect a call from Ms. Perkins and that any information regarding the breach would have been shared with the member.
Writer called complainant to share information rec’d from Compliance (S. Perking). Writer informed complainant that any information related to the breach has been/will be shared with his daughter. Complainant appeared to understand the confidentiality/HIPAA concern. Writer shared that, at this point, he has addressed all the concerns mentioned in the complaint. Complainant shared his frustration with the process taking so long. He shares that his daughter is still not in placement. Writer shared that, based on his involvement with the process, a lot is being done to address his daughter’s needs. He shared that complainant not being member’s guardian contributes to complainant’s frustration about what is happening with his case. Writer shared with complainant that referrals to programs include the sharing of clinical information, which is the information his daughter has expressed she does not want shared with complainant. Writer was able to get complainant to understand that the process of getting into an appropriate facility involved more than an administrative function.  Writer and complainant talked at length about his thoughts on how the process of finding placement should be progressing and what his concerns for his daughter are. He shared that he and his wife are “living day to day” with his daughter’s illness. Writer and complainant agreed that the two cases will be closed but complainant can reach out to writer if he needs to. Writer will resolve the case. Writer will also make CC aware of the resolution and offer to be available if needed. 
T. Parker		Undetermined		1		1		0		22

		11518		Kim Ware		02/15/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC		1		49870 - STOLPA, CHRISTINA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 F (Alternative family Living)		0		0		Member, Christina Stopla   lives in AFL Residential setting through Caring Hands.  Member has inquired about the status of her stimulus check in which she has not received from Caring Hands.  Member is her own legal guardian and would like to have her stimulus check.  This writer as inquired  with QP Joy Hinton ( j.hinton@careingh.com) with Caring Hands about member's stimulus check and did not get a satisfactory answer.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/15/2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Source to MCO Staff; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; residential checked yes; entered AFL residential type		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7986		03/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member, Christina Stopla   lives in AFL Residential setting through Caring Hands.  Member has inquired about the status of her stimulus check in which she has not received from Caring Hands.  Member is her own legal guardian and would like to have her stimulus check.  This writer as inquired  with QP Joy Hinton ( j.hinton@careingh.com) with Caring Hands about member's stimulus check and did not get a satisfactory answer.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/15/2021
CHRISTINA STOLPA     PT ID: 49870    (DOB: 4/22/1987)
2/19/21 This writer made call to the agency’s CEO Lucia Hinton (919) 479-6806 and left vm message. 2/23/21 This writer emailed Ms Hinton at kareinghands@gmail.com as well as QP Joy Hinton at j.hinton@careingh.com requesting contact and review of concern submitted.
2/25/21 This writer received a call form Ms. Hinton confirming receipt of the email. Per her report, the agency’s Director of Operations is aware of the concern and would be the contact for response. Per discussion this writer emailed the information to Ms. Cedrika Holliday c.holliday@careingh.com for review and response. This writer requested that Ms. Holliday contact this writer directly.
3/1/21 This writer received a call form DOO, Ms. Holliday and discussed concern. Per her report, the member has not received a stimulus check and that she had explained that to the member’s AH Care Mgr, Lakenya Gibbs. Per Ms. Holliday, every since the Care Navigator has mentioned a stimulus check, the member asks daily if her check has come.  Per Ms. Holliday, if/when the member were to receive a stimulus check, based on protocol set up at admission, the money would go into account for funding for member’s care and the weekly allowance allotted directly to member. To date, no stimulus check has been received and Ms. Holliday is unaware of one coming for member.
3/4/21 Agency response received: "-	Caring Hands did not receive a stimulus check for Christina, therefore, we are unable to provide her with the funds that we did not receive.
To our knowledge, Christina was asked by Alliance affiliate, Ms. Gibbs is she had received her funds yet. Christina was not aware of what this was and she and her caregiver called and inquired with Caring Hands Administrative Staff.  They were informed that we did not receive a stimulus check."

Based on agency response and plans to continue to follow protocol in the event that a stimulus check is received case to be closed. Resolution emailed to internal complainant with no further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue		1		1		0		17

		11520		Hillary Vandewart		02/15/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Other		FCT		Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Southlight Healthcare		1		740618 - GARDNER, SYDNEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		This provider has a prior history of submitting poorly written PCP’s for FCT services. This PCP put all three treatment goals together, instead of separating each goal and did not include the “HOW” portion of the PCP that lays out supports/interventions that will be utilized in treatment. I submitted another QOC on 2/12/2021 for this provider for another member with the same exact concern. Once again, I know that in the past I have called former supervisors about their incomplete PCPs. I have asked that they address this and upload a fully completed PCP. It also appears that this provider may need additional PCP training.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Administrative Issues		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7933		02/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This provider has a prior history of submitting poorly written PCP’s for FCT services. This PCP put all three treatment goals together, instead of separating each goal and did not include the “HOW” portion of the PCP that lays out supports/interventions that will be utilized in treatment. I submitted another QOC on 2/12/2021 for this provider for another member with the same exact concern. Once again, I know that in the past I have called former supervisors about their incomplete PCPs. I have asked that they address this and upload a fully completed PCP. It also appears that this provider may need additional PCP training.
[PT: Sydney Gardner				DOB: 5/9/11				ID: 740618]
2/16/21
This writer reached out to supervisor, Todd Parker (Incident and Grievance Manager), to confirm that this case should be tracked and resolved—her confirmed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/17/21
This writer researched within portal and determined that these are the only two recent internal concerns against this provider regarding this issue. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant, informing her that this issue would be tracked. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		2

		11521		Todd Parker		02/15/2021		Davis		Dylan		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Does Not Apply				Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is reporting rude customer service when he inquired about contacting HR regarding a job application. He reports the male Access Staff rushed him off the phone stating it was a crisis line. When caller inquired further, he was hung up without answer(s) to his question. 
The caller called back to notify the Access Department of this negative customer service interaction as he reports previous multiple contacts with Access/Alliance and never had a problem. I apologized and agreed this is not how staff are supposed to handle calls. I offered to take a formal grievance, which he agreed to; I read the above sentences to him to ensure accuracy. I have also spoken with Nancy Kent, who is Jeffrey's direct supervisor who has already done a call monitoring of the call. She is aware of this grievance. - jjk				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7943		03/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is reporting rude customer service when he inquired about contacting HR regarding a job application. He reports the male Access Staff rushed him off the phone stating it was a crisis line. When caller inquired further, he was hung up without answer(s) to his question. The caller called back to notify the Access Department of this negative customer service interaction as he reports previous multiple contacts with Access/Alliance and never had a problem. I apologized and agreed this is not how staff are supposed to handle calls. I offered to take a formal grievance, which he agreed to; I read the above sentences to him to ensure accuracy. I have also spoken with Nancy Kent, who is Jeffrey's direct supervisor who has already done a call monitoring of the call. She is aware of this grievance. – jjk
Against: Call Center staff, Jeffrey Cline		Manager: Nancy Kent
2-19-21
This writer contacted complainant at the number provided. Writer reviewed the content of the complaint and asked if there was anything he would like to add. Complainant shared that he is “over the situation” and doesn’t wish to get anyone in trouble. He shared Mr. Cline was “acting weird” and was very short. He feels like Mr. Cline didn’t’ try to get him to the appropriate people to help him even if he could not. 
Writer explained the complaint process and verified complainant’s mailing address. Writer composed an Ack letter to be mailed on Monday 2/22/21 since mail has gone out for today.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

3-3-21
This writer emailed Nancy Kent (supervisor of staff indicated) asking her to respond to the concerns complainant raised. Writer shared with Ms. Kent that he was aware that she has listened to the call and would like her response to what her interpretation of the call was. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
3-4-21
Writer received an email response from N. Kent indicating that she listened to the call and stiff did rush complainant off the phone. Ms. Kent stated that staff could have provided better customer service. She has counseled member on the issue. Writer will resolve the complaint based on this issue. No further action. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Confirmed- Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		17

		11522		Kristie White		02/15/2021		TINGLE		Wendy		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Intermediate Care Facility				Multi-Disability		Adult		Murdoch Developmental Center		1		90512 - TINGLE, TAYLOR		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Intermediate Care Facility (ICF/IDD)		1		1		Writer was contacted by member’s LRP, Wendy Tingle (919-264-9176), who expressed concerns about the care being provided to member at Murdoch Developmental Center. The concerns included the member transitioning from one unit to another unit on campus, and her adaptive eating utensils were not transitioned with her; not being notified of the member experiencing extreme constipation and, subsequently, being prescribed multiple constipation medications and losing 11 lbs.; concerns of maladaptive behaviors being underreported due to facilities desire to have member transitioned back to the community.		CORRECTIONS: Changed rec'd date to reflect date inserted/Changed Source to guardian. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7931		03/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Taylor Tingle Patient ID: 90512 DOB: 04/19/1994
Writer was contacted by member’s LRP, Wendy Tingle (919-264-9176), who expressed concerns about the care being provided to member at Murdoch Developmental Center. The concerns included the member transitioning from one unit to another unit on campus, and her adaptive eating utensils were not transitioned with her; not being notified of the member experiencing extreme constipation and, subsequently, being prescribed multiple constipation medications and losing 11 lbs.; concerns of maladaptive behaviors being underreported due to facilities desire to have member transitioned back to the community.
02/15/21-Grievance against Murdoch re. quality of care concerns. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/17/21-Called Wendy Tingle guardian/mother of Taylor Tingle. She is concerned about Taylor’s changed behavior and she is not herself. She is having medical issues and fever blisters. She has never been told about this and saw her mouth during Skype visit and they are not communicating with you. Not being upfront and honest and she wanted to have meetings and they say she does not need it. Clearly, she does and they finally agree to it. The doctors need to be involved since they are the medical professionals. The management has been disrespect telling me how I feel. I have been told that I am just fearful and not respectful for my need to care for Taylor and advocate for her. The communication is not appropriate and have several meetings with management. She has spoke to person in advocacy group and she is working with Shawanna Daniels and met with her and other managers and she witnessed disrespect from managers. Sending her grievance acknowledgment letter to start the process. Reached out to Elizabeth McClain at Murdoch QM Director about concern and she advised their advocacy department is also investigating this issue and she will share their investigation findings once completed on 02/24/21. Sent her concern element email to be returned to me by 02/24/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/01/21-Received response from full investigation Murdoch performed on the concern elements in this grievance. Murdoch reports the weight loss and constipation issue is something that they had history discussing from member mother about before. The member has had Covid-19 and that contributed to some weight loss and the fever blister is not considered an injury since member has history of fever blisters and constipation. The member had the weighted knife but is having a difficult time with it. Per the Unit Manager they referred for Occupational Therapy but due to Covid-19 restrictions due to spread of Covid-19 at the time OT was unable to assess. Member now is able to cut her food with a regular knife without difficulty. The member behavior has been discussed during meeting with mother and members behavior is relatively benign and not resulting in tissue damage or the need for personal restraint. The member is very easily verbally redirected. Murdoch and the members mother have had disagreements regarding Taylor’s needs and care, it is not accurate in the opinion of Murdoch management to characterize this disagreement as rudeness. Calling member mother of this information and sending resolution email since all concern elements have been addressed and closing grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		14

		11523		Kristie White		02/15/2021		Wilcher		Holly		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Does Not Apply				Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This call was transferred to this clinician in the call center by coworker because she was very angry.  Caller voiced concern to this clinician that she did not think that the way that call was initially answered was appropriate and seemed cold.  By this she was referring to the fact that caller was given the call id for this call and informed that the call was being recorded.   Caller went on to want to know if staff who answers the calls are credentialed and trained in trauma response.  This clinician attempted to diffuse the situation and offered to transfer her to a supervisor.  She declined.  Grievance was recorded per her request.  She would like to be contacted regarding this.  Her telephone number is 303-330-7970.  This call is recorded in call reference number in Alpha of 565598.		Changed grievance type to Access to Services, Not Medicaid provider/changed to external stakeholder grievance. Corrected to LME/MCO functions. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7939		03/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		02/16/21-External Stakeholder Concern (?) against Alliance re. Call Center protocol. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/17/21-Called Holly Welcher at 303-330-7970 to speak to her about this grievance. Left a message awaiting returned phone call. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/18/21-Called Holly Welcher again and left a message that I do not have any mailing address to send the acknowledgment letter and needed additional information in order to process the grievance. Will have to close as tracking if third attempt is not successful. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/19/21-Called Dr. Holly Welcher called and no answer for third day without no call back. No address and could not verify any information. Per consult from TParker and leaving open for 15 days and to see if she ever returns call then you can close the concern. Dr. Holly Welcher called back and got her address and she just she was trying to get social emotional supports information the call center number was on a flyer that she received. She said both representatives were formal and focused. She got transferred and she is concerned if someone is in a crisis the book keeping should come last in the call. The person just forwarded her to clinician and did not greet as human being and individual. It just seems cold and no humanity. I know they need to have record keeping but can that be done after the humanity of the person in crisis. I know everybody was doing their job and just wondering if that the way we should be doing it. She is a mental health professional and she just wants that information to be given as a resource. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/02/21-Since this is the access department protocol on answering calls and getting perinate information needed. Composed letter and sending her resolution letter to external complainant. Closing this concern as tracking and closing concern. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		14

		11525		Hillary Vandewart		02/16/2021		Hines		Miketta		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		0		254242 - BROWN, CARLOS		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Writer was contacted by TCL supervisor Paul Brossoie to provide a new assigned case on 2/10/2021. Paul provided back ground information about Carlos that was given by the natural support, Cassetta Scott. Paul stated, “The natural support was curious about the status of the member’s TCL housing slot status due to the member current living conditions.” Paul stated, “Cassetta reported that the member was living in a shack in the backyard that belonged to Carlos’s Peer Support Worker.” Paul stated, “This sounds like a boundary issue.” Paul further informed CPSS that an ROI would be needed for Alliance from the natural support. Paul asked CPSS if contact could be made by CPSS/In-Reach immediately. Writer contacted the number for the natural support to get Carlos’s contact info. Writer left a voice mail and also emailed the natural support without providing any of Carlos’s PHI. Writer received a call back from Cassetta, with Carlos on three-way. Carlos introduced himself and asked CPSS for their email address so that the ROI could be sent via email. Writer received the ROI. Writer then returned to the phone call with Cassetta and she provided background information for Carlos. Cassetta stated, “When I met Carlos, I connected him with a behavioral health provider.” “Later, I found out that the Peer Support Specialist from that agency had allowed Carlos to live in their shack in the backyard.” “Carlos called me and said that the shack has no power, so he sleeps in his car when it is too cold.” Cassetta stated, “This is a concern for me because Carlos has been through so much trauma and abandonment in his life and now the PSS worker has created boundary issues by inviting Carlos to stay in a shack.” Writer agreed that it was a boundary issue. Writer then gathered Carlos contact information from Cassetta. Writer contacted Carlos and introduced themselves and their role as it pertains to TCL. Carlos stated, “I am aware of who you are and I am aware of the program.” “My question is, when would I be moving because I can no longer take living here.” Writer asked what issue were occurring at Carlos’s current home to get his say on the matter. Carlos reported, “The guy who’s house I’m living at was my Peer Support Specialist.” “He offered me to come stay in the shack in his backyard.” “I thought I would be able to at least use the power, but the guy complains about his property manager finding out.” “The guy won’t even offer me a glass of water, and acts as if I do not exist.” “I pay him by selling my food stamps to him and he doesn’t even offer me a meal.” “This piss me the fuck off and I have thought about throwing a brick through his window.” “I am tired of how people have treated me over the years, feeling not wanted and treating me like a problem.” “I have not had any human connection with people in over 6 years and every day I feel less human.” “This situation is not helping me.” “I have been suicidal most of my life and I have always had a hard time making friends.” Note* The member is crying while expressing his situation. Writer continued to listen to the member and used Motivational Techniques to support Carlos. Writer feels that Carlos will continue to be at risk of exploitations of abuse and neglect if Carlos continues to live in these conditions.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Received Date to reflect Inserted Date, Changed Type of Grievance to Internal Employee Concern, added Complainant Name and Info		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7936		03/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Writer was contacted by TCL supervisor Paul Brossoie to provide a new assigned case on 2/10/2021. Paul provided back ground information about Carlos that was given by the natural support, Cassetta Scott. Paul stated, “The natural support was curious about the status of the member’s TCL housing slot status due to the member current living conditions.” Paul stated, “Cassetta reported that the member was living in a shack in the backyard that belonged to Carlos’s Peer Support Worker.” Paul stated, “This sounds like a boundary issue.” Paul further informed CPSS that an ROI would be needed for Alliance from the natural support. Paul asked CPSS if contact could be made by CPSS/In-Reach immediately. Writer contacted the number for the natural support to get Carlos’s contact info. Writer left a voice mail and also emailed the natural support without providing any of Carlos’s PHI. Writer received a call back from Cassetta, with Carlos on three-way. Carlos introduced himself and asked CPSS for their email address so that the ROI could be sent via email. Writer received the ROI. Writer then returned to the phone call with Cassetta and she provided background information for Carlos. Cassetta stated, “When I met Carlos, I connected him with a behavioral health provider.” “Later, I found out that the Peer Support Specialist from that agency had allowed Carlos to live in their shack in the backyard.” “Carlos called me and said that the shack has no power, so he sleeps in his car when it is too cold.” Cassetta stated, “This is a concern for me because Carlos has been through so much trauma and abandonment in his life and now the PSS worker has created boundary issues by inviting Carlos to stay in a shack.” Writer agreed that it was a boundary issue. Writer then gathered Carlos contact information from Cassetta. Writer contacted Carlos and introduced themselves and their role as it pertains to TCL. Carlos stated, “I am aware of who you are and I am aware of the program.” “My question is, when would I be moving because I can no longer take living here.” Writer asked what issue were occurring at Carlos’s current home to get his say on the matter. Carlos reported, “The guy who’s house I’m living at was my Peer Support Specialist.” “He offered me to come stay in the shack in his backyard.” “I thought I would be able to at least use the power, but the guy complains about his property manager finding out.” “The guy won’t even offer me a glass of water, and acts as if I do not exist.” “I pay him by selling my food stamps to him and he doesn’t even offer me a meal.” “This piss me the fuck off and I have thought about throwing a brick through his window.” “I am tired of how people have treated me over the years, feeling not wanted and treating me like a problem.” “I have not had any human connection with people in over 6 years and every day I feel less human.” “This situation is not helping me.” “I have been suicidal most of my life and I have always had a hard time making friends.” Note* The member is crying while expressing his situation. Writer continued to listen to the member and used Motivational Techniques to support Carlos. Writer feels that Carlos will continue to be at risk of exploitations of abuse and neglect if Carlos continues to live in these conditions.
[PT: Carlos Brown			DOB: 6/30/77				ID: 254242
2/18/21
This writer confirmed with complainant that we could use her information internally as she had checked “anonymous” off. This writer explained to her that we would communicate with her but would not use her name in discussing with the provider. She confirmed. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement email.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/3/21
This writer reviewed member’s current auths and recent billing and noted that there was no recent billing from Greater Image for this member and no peer support auths at all. Member does not appear to have been seen since May 2020 with Greater Image. Due to this, this writer is hesitant to reach out to provider without more info. This writer reached out to complainant to see if she could provide any additional info regarding peer support services/worker who is in question.
She replied:
From what I gathered from the member, is the person at Greater Image was his peer before and he is now living in the shed in the back of the peers house. During our next meeting I will get more clarification from the member. Hopefully, I will have some more information to provide then. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/10/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes which indicated that complainant had not been able to get back in touch with member. This writer staffed case with supervisor who advised that since this member does not appear to be receiving services from Greater Image, that we would be limited in terms of what we would be able to ask of them. He did advise that, if we had the name of the Greater Image “staff,” that we could make the provider aware of the situation as it was reported to us.
This writer then reached out to complainant to confirm that she did not have this info. She confirmed. This writer then informed complainant that this would be resolved and tracked due to lack of info. She thanked this writer.
This writer then composed and sent resolution email. Any further information received will be included in grievance follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--due to lack of info provided		1		1		0		22

		11526		Kim Ware		02/16/2021		Simmons		Michele		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		245178 - Lewis, Kristopher		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Member's guardian submitted an EOB related to CST services for Carolina Outreach. The question related to whether the provider was paid out of pocket for the service was answered with a ?. Writer spoke to guardian who indicated that Carolina Outreach did not ask her for payment on the lone visit. Guardian decided the service wouldn't be a good fit as they would not come inside and the schedule would be set up with an outside visit one week followed by a video call the next. Guardian indicated that the member does not do well over video. Member is currently receiving services from Upward Change but not CST. Carolina Outreach is supposed to be assisting with a referral for CST but no real movement since late December. Guardian did not want to "complain" against specific provider, but is concerned that member is not receiving the best service for his well-being.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to Grievance; disability changed from dd to MH; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED PROVIDER NAME; ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7955		03/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's guardian submitted an EOB related to CST services for Carolina Outreach. The question related to whether the provider was paid out of pocket for the service was answered with a ?. Writer spoke to guardian who indicated that Carolina Outreach did not ask her for payment on the lone visit. Guardian decided the service wouldn't be a good fit as they would not come inside and the schedule would be set up with an outside visit one week followed by a video call the next. Guardian indicated that the member does not do well over video. Member is currently receiving services from Upward Change but not CST. Carolina Outreach is supposed to be assisting with a referral for CST but no real movement since late December. Guardian did not want to "complain" against specific provider, but is concerned that member is not receiving the best service for his well-being. 
KRISTOPHER LEWIS       PT ID: 245178     (DOB: 5/19/2000)
2/23/21 Call to complainant at (919) 536-9354; left vm message requesting return call. Plan is to confirm who the grievance is against in an effort to assist complainant as well as to confirm permission to use name when discussing the matter with the provider. Acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/5/21 Call; left vm.
3/9/21 Call;  left vm message.
3/16/21Call to complaint; Ms Simmons answered and apologized for not responding previously due to 12 our work shifts etc. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. She confirmed receiving an acknowledgment letter from this writer. Per her report she does not want a grievance filed against Carolina Outreach or anyone else. She expressed no concerns regarding billing. She stated she just really wants help for her son and thought she explained that when contacted previously by AH. Per her request the case will be withdrawn. This writer has indicated that the letter received from this writer indicating withdrawal will include information regarding possible assistance available for resources in her area or AH contact for assistance. She thanked this writer indicating that she feels as though her son gets lost in the system an just needs help. This writer reached out to Carla Huff, AH Community Support Coordinator. Ms Huff is willing to assist Ms. Simmons with possible resources and possibly a Commuit Inclusion Meeting. She has indicated that the parent can either email or call her. This write made call to Ms Simmons and gave her Ms Huff's information. Based on complainant request to disregard a grievance and connecting her to an AH staff for resources, case to be closed. No other concerns noted at this time. Disregard letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		28

		11527		Kristie White		02/17/2021		Perry		Donna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		251711 - SURLES, SERINA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Carolina Outreach CST at multiple sites continue to bill for CST services before the date of the Service Order.  Services delivered without an authorization during pass through period or due to COVID flexibilities must still have a Service Order in place no later than the date services are delivered.

Only Serina Surles was discussed with Community Support Team Lead Cornelia (Connie) Gogan on 2/17/2021. CST billed for services 2/4/2021 but Service Order not signed until 2/6/2021. Connie said she is required to do all the paperwork (PCP and Crisis Plan) before seeking out a Service Order.  Connie said she was trained to ask for pass through units from her team? and then to proceed working with the client to obtain paperwork. Connie suggested Alliance talk to CST Program Manager Heidi Dohnert and Cumberland Site Manager Tanisha James as Connie is following the procedure she was trained on. Due to the repeated number of occurrences within Carolina Outreach at different sites, writer informed Connie this case was being referred for a Quality Management issue. 
Other sites involved but not contacted by this writer are:
Robert Monroe ID# 744467  Site Durham Chapel Hill Blvd Billed for 2/2/21 IPRS Service Orders signed 2/3/21 and 2/4/21. 
Crystal Harris ID# 4215 Site 3012 Falstaff Rd billed for 2/1/21 and 2/2/21. Medicaid Service Order signed 2/8/21.
This writer submitted a similar Internal Employee Concern # 11397 regarding Carolina Outreach CST Site 3012 Falstaff Rd on 1/6/2021.

Donna Perry, MC, LCMHC 2/17/2021				other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7937		02/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Carolina Outreach CST at multiple sites continue to bill for CST services before the date of the Service Order. Services delivered without an authorization during pass through period or due to COVID flexibilities must still have a Service Order in place no later than the date services are delivered. Only Serina Surles was discussed with Community Support Team Lead Cornelia (Connie) Gogan on 2/17/2021. CST billed for services 2/4/2021 but Service Order not signed until 2/6/2021. Connie said she is required to do all the paperwork (PCP and Crisis Plan) before seeking out a Service Order. Connie said she was trained to ask for pass through units from her team? and then to proceed working with the client to obtain paperwork. Connie suggested Alliance talk to CST Program Manager Heidi Dohnert and Cumberland Site Manager Tanisha James as Connie is following the procedure she was trained on. Due to the repeated number of occurrences within Carolina Outreach at different sites, writer informed Connie this case was being referred for a Quality Management issue. Other sites involved but not contacted by this writer are: Robert Monroe ID# 744467 Site Durham Chapel Hill Blvd Billed for 2/2/21 IPRS Service Orders signed 2/3/21 and 2/4/21. Crystal Harris ID# 4215 Site 3012 Falstaff Rd billed for 2/1/21 and 2/2/21. Medicaid Service Order signed 2/8/21. This writer submitted a similar Internal Employee Concern # 11397 regarding Carolina Outreach CST Site 3012 Falstaff Rd on 1/6/2021. Donna Perry, MC, LCMHC 2/17/2021
02/17/2021-Internal concern against Carolina Outreach re. administrative billing issue (same issue as 11397). KM Appeals Coordinator
02/18/21-Sent to THeld for SIU consult since issue with billing over authorization. Per SIU has an open case on Carolina Outreach on this issue that we got from UM. Please let the complainant know that the Special Investigation Unit is investigating and that they can follow-up directly with me if they have additional concerns related to CO’s service orders. Sending Ack/Resolution email to internal complainant of this and closing case. KM Appeals Coordinator		undetermined transferred to SIU.		1		1		0		1

		11528		Kim Ware		02/17/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		ShineLight, Inc.		1		279830 - KELLUM, SAMUEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Out of State		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		0		Service Consultant received phone call from Keith Hughes, who works with NC DHHS Division of Health Service Regulation in the Mental Health Department from phone number 910.214.6838. Mr. Hughes called to ask Service Consultant for information regarding Samuel Kellum's services in order to aid with an investigation that is currently underway to determine the cause of bruises discovered on Samuel's legs last month. Mr. Hughes visited Samuel's group home on 2/5/2021, and at the time of his visit Mr. Hughes reported that there was only one direct care staff present who was supervising three individuals, including Samuel. Samuel Kellum receives Residential Supports Lvl 4 Enhanced Rate (H2016 HI U2 22). According to this service definition and Samuel's support needs, Samuel is authorized to receive 1:1 staff to ensure his health and safety and to provide him with 1:1 support with his ISP goals. According to this definition, there should have been two direct care staff present during Mr. Hughes visit: 1 staff for Samuel and 1 for the other two individuals. Service Consultant has not been able to visit Samuel to monitor services in person, and has depended on phone and email updates provided monthly by Tanisha McCoy, QP at Shinelight (910.916.3926; tanisha@shine-light.org). Service Consultant answered Mr. Hughes's questions regarding Service Consultants prior visit to monitor Samuel's services prior to COVID-19, and Service Consultant volunteered to be available to answer additional questions or provide information to assist Mr. Hughes with his investigation. Service Consultant informed Mr. Hughes that based on the details of his visit to Samuel, Service Consultant would need to file an internal concern to address Samuel apparently not having 1:1 staff present. Service Consultant did not ask Mr. Hughes if he consented to use his name during the discussion with the Shinelight, and if he was willing to be contacted further regarding this issue.

Service Consultant has not yet addressed this issue with Ms. McCoy, because it is based on the report of an outside agency. Service Consultant will discuss the issue with supervisor and determine recommended next steps to proceed from a monitoring perspective. This concern is being made because, based on the information provided by Mr. Hughes, there may be evidence of inadequate supervision/neglect for either Samuel or his housemates.		CORRECTIONS; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM PT'S; CHANGED SOURCE FROM OTHER TO MCO STAFF; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED DHSR LICENSURE		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7942		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant received phone call from Keith Hughes, who works with NC DHHS Division of Health Service Regulation in the Mental Health Department from phone number 910.214.6838. Mr. Hughes called to ask Service Consultant for information regarding Samuel Kellum's services in order to aid with an investigation that is currently underway to determine the cause of bruises discovered on Samuel's legs last month. Mr. Hughes visited Samuel's group home on 2/5/2021, and at the time of his visit Mr. Hughes reported that there was only one direct care staff present who was supervising three individuals, including Samuel. Samuel Kellum receives Residential Supports Lvl 4 Enhanced Rate (H2016 HI U2 22). According to this service definition and Samuel's support needs, Samuel is authorized to receive 1:1 staff to ensure his health and safety and to provide him with 1:1 support with his ISP goals. According to this definition, there should have been two direct care staff present during Mr. Hughes visit: 1 staff for Samuel and 1 for the other two individuals. Service Consultant has not been able to visit Samuel to monitor services in person, and has depended on phone and email updates provided monthly by Tanisha McCoy, QP at Shinelight (910.916.3926; tanisha@shine-light.org). Service Consultant answered Mr. Hughes's questions regarding Service Consultants prior visit to monitor Samuel's services prior to COVID-19, and Service Consultant volunteered to be available to answer additional questions or provide information to assist Mr. Hughes with his investigation. Service Consultant informed Mr. Hughes that based on the details of his visit to Samuel, Service Consultant would need to file an internal concern to address Samuel apparently not having 1:1 staff present. Service Consultant did not ask Mr. Hughes if he consented to use his name during the discussion with the Shinelight, and if he was willing to be contacted further regarding this issue.
Service Consultant has not yet addressed this issue with Ms. McCoy, because it is based on the report of an outside agency. Service Consultant will discuss the issue with supervisor and determine recommended next steps to proceed from a monitoring perspective. This concern is being made because, based on the information provided by Mr. Hughes, there may be evidence of inadequate supervision/neglect for either Samuel or his housemates.
SAMUEL KELLUM       PT ID: 279830       (DOB: 4/23/1992)
2/18/21 Per Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker, plan is that this case will be presented to AH CQR for review and clinical recommendations. This writer will submit any updated information received to Mr Parker. Mr. Parker also referred this writer to team member for Incident information issues regarding agency. Case consult with QAA Diane Sofia due to the nature of the concern and the agency’s IRIS submission. Per Diane that submission was missing several important pieces of information. Ms Sofia indicates email correspondence to the agency’s Director of Services, Tanisha McKoy as follows:
Good Morning,
Thank you for submitting the IRIS report involving Samuel Kellum and the incident that occurred on 1/25/21.  Please complete the HCPR section of the report in its entirety, to include the Accused Staff and Investigation Results tabs.  Please upload a copy of the agency’s internal investigation in IRIS.  If any feedback has been received from DSS and/or HCPR, please add it to the report; if any correspondence has been received from either agency, please upload it in IRIS.  Should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to be in touch.
Thank you,
Diane
This writer inquired if the agency has responded to the request. Per Ms. Sofia the agency has not responded or submitted the requested information. Plan is for this writer to reach out to provider to request the information as well.(K.WARE,QAA) 
2/19/21 This writer made call to agency Director of Services (910) 323-1335 and left vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA
2/22/21 To date, the agency has not responded to AH QAA Diane Sofia’s request for information. This writer received a return call from Ms Mckoy, Director of Services. This writer discussed concerns regarding the incident reporting. Ms. Mckoy was confused when discussing the matter and what was required of the agency. This writer referred Ms. Mckoy to the email and conversations she had with Diane Sofia and recommended that she contact Ms. Sofia directly with IRIS submission questions. Ms Mckoy explained that she didn’t know what was expected because “everyone else is doing their investigation, police and HCPR and all she knows is what is in the report”. This writer inquired if an internal investigation was conducted. Ms McCoy explained that they still didn’t know what happened and that there are no names for staff to submit. This writer reiterated agency responsibility in reporting although Ms Mckoy became frustrated. This writer discussed the concerns regarding the member needing a 1:1 staff based on his plan and if she was aware of the requirement. She responded that “what happened could have happened with 1:1 or not”. This writer reminded Ms Mckoy of the requirement. She explained that she had to request a copy of the plan from the AH CC although she stated it had her initials. Ms Mckoy stated that the “only reason they requested the enhance rate was because of property damage”. This writer had not inquired nor had knowledge of an enhanced rate issue. She then explained the time of the plan the member did have a 1:1 staff who left without a 2 week notice. This writer inquired if the agency had a plan in place for such instances regarding staff coverage. Ms Mckoy became flustered and stated that “on the day the state came the staff was running late, I couldn’t help that.” This writer again reiterated agency requirements. This writer recommended that she follow up with Ms Sofia regarding IRIS requirements and the missing information that had been requested. Per discussion this writer has requested that the agency’s internal review be submitted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns. This writer has also explained the expectation that a plan to avoid the occurrence in the future be included as well as any supporting documentation. This writer has indicated that the agency could use this for internal quality improvement purposes and to include staffing plans. Per discussion , this writer will send the concern information directly for review and response to tanisha@shine-light.org. This writer will cc the agency CEO, Nikki Creecy. This writer had a follow up discussion with Ms Sofia regarding the conversation with Ms McKoy. Ms Sofia indicated that there have been no incidents submitted regarding any property damage and was unaware of what Ms Mckoy was referring to either. She also indicates that Ms Mckoy mentioned police and HCPR conducting investigation, however made no mention of these other entities in the IRIS report. She reports that she will attempt to follow up with Ms McCoy as well.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/23/21 Agency email response to this writer's request for review and response rec'd from Ms McKoy  indicating the following:
Good Afternoon
 
I responded to the email sent from Ms. Sofia yesterday. As I told her, I'm not sure what other information is needed in that incident report that I submitted. I gave everything I knew at that time and that information given in that report still remains as everything I know. At the time I sent the report, we had just found out anbout the incident. The police had not been contacted at that time. It wasn't until my Boss decided to get them involved. State rule states that anytime there is an allegation of abuse we, as and agency, are to contact DSS and HCPR. That's why they were contcated. Again, my information was based on a phone call I received about the individual having bruises, therefore, there would be no incident explaining his bruises. I'm unable to explain anything not knowing what happened. The only investigation on our part we were able to obtain were statements from the two staff that were on shift during that time and the staff who reported. Although the state has exited, we have not recieved any information. They did unsubstantiate the case. As for the police, dss, and hcpr we have not heard from them.
 
As for the 1:1 staffing. I'm not sure where the accusation came from but that individual has in the pass and currently has a staff that is with him. We hired someone for him before we even received the special rate. We had several extra staff in the home to make sure everyone was and is getting what they need. This particular individual is very difficult to deal with. It is very hard to keep staff to be his 1:1 becuase of his intense behaviors but we try our hardest to manage. If an incidnet occurs such as a staff calling out or being late as soon as the supervisor can, they get someone to the home to cover shift, if unable the supervisor goes into work. 
 
Please let me know what else you need
 
2/24/21 Ms Sofia followed up with agency via email correspondence giving thorough instruction , feedback and technical assistance for IRIS submission. Per T Parker case to be presented to AH CQR on 2/24/21 in the event that there are any clinical recommendations.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/26/21 This writer staffed case with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Tod Parker. The agency's CEO has submitted an external stakeholder concern (#11552) in  that she believes that AH staff did not give the agency an opportunity to explain the circumstances re incident report as well as 1:1 staffing. Per Mr Parker, he discussed the case at length with CEO Nikki Creecy, providing additional technical support, requesting  followup and submission of information for IRIS. The agency called DHSR to report the matter which prompted the onsite investigation, not reports from Alliance Health. Recommendations were made regarding staff training re: incident reporting, documentation, response to concerns and agency meeting staffing needs. The CEO has acknowledged staffing difficulty due to the pandemic. Per Mr Parker, he will ack/res the case assigned to him (11552).
3/2/21 Correspondence received from Ms Sofia regarding agency report submission to include additional information forwarded to T Parker for review. The report was updated and improved although some items still vague. Agency reports getting an A1 violation with DHSR. This writer to review info rec'd by AH from DHSR in lieu of filing a separate report.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/5/21 Based on agency response, technical assistance provided, case consult, DHSR onsite investigation, member's continued service provision, case to be closed and tracked. Agency plans to continue to monitor staffing issues and adherence to member's plan. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		confirmed-provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		16

		11529		Hillary Vandewart		02/17/2021		HARVEY		TAMIKIA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carter Clinic PA		1		150645 - HARVEY, TAMIKIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller stated that her therapist is not helping her with concerns and will not return her calls or texts.  Caller stated that she has discussed this with Carter Clinic.  She has requested to be switched to another therapist (preferably female).  Caller stated that the agency has not acted to do this.  Caller stated that the only time her therapist contacts her is if her prescriber directs him to do so due to her voicing concerns during a medication management appointment.  Caller stated that she will speak to Carter Clinic about this again; however, she believes that the agency will not take action.  She requested that a grievance be filed on her behalf.  She would like to be contacted by phone to discuss this further.  This call is documented in Alpha with CID 565852.

Caller's telephone number is 919-641-5934.  Her correct address is 2020 Orchard Holland Lane in Raleigh, NC  27603				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7948		03/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller stated that her therapist is not helping her with concerns and will not return her calls or texts.  Caller stated that she has discussed this with Carter Clinic. She has requested to be switched to another therapist (preferably female). Caller stated that the agency has not acted to do this. Caller stated that the only time her therapist contacts her is if her prescriber directs him to do so due to her voicing concerns during a medication management appointment. Caller stated that she will speak to Carter Clinic about this again; however, she believes that the agency will not take action. She requested that a grievance be filed on her behalf. She would like to be contacted by phone to discuss this further. This call is documented in Alpha with CID 565852.
Caller's telephone number is 919-641-5934. Her correct address is 2020 Orchard Holland Lane in Raleigh, NC  27603.
[PT: Tamikia Harvey				DOB: 3/26/82				ID: 150645]
2/22/21
This writer spoke with Ms. Harvey and acknowledged receipt of grievance. This writer confirmed that she is looking to be paired up with a new therapist and that she hasn’t had any luck getting this accomplished on her own. This writer explained the grievance resolution process and she thanked this writer for the update.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/3/21
This writer sent concern details to provider contact, Yumekco Singletary with a response deadline of 3/10/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/10/21
This writer received the below response from Ms. Singletary:
Carter Clinic, P.A. contacted consumer’s assigned clinician to determine status of consumer’s care. Clinician stated consumer has been inconsistent with her scheduled appointments whereas she would be at work during the scheduled appointment times. Clinician stated they would then be in a situation of “phone tag” of returning calls to reschedule appointments.
Contacted the Clinical Director to determine the status of consumer as well. Clinical Director stated she was aware of the desire to switch to a female provider. The recommendation was made on February 25, 2021 and the newly assigned female clinician responded. On March 3, 2021, the newly assigned clinician attempted to make contact with the consumer but received no response.
Action to Resolve/Resolution:
Consumer has been scheduled with the current assigned clinician for outpatient therapy for March 13, 2021.
As a conclusion of research, it is noted better communication needs to occur between supervisor and clinician as well as between patient and clinician. During our monthly supervision, we will reiterate the importance of effective communication and structured ways it will be improved at the Carter Clinic, P.A.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/11/21
This writer called and LVM with complainant requesting a call back to discuss grievance.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/15/21
This writer called complainant and confirmed with her that she had been assigned a new female clinician. She confirmed and thanked this writer for the assistance.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		26

		11530		Kristie White		02/17/2021		Keever		Shawnna		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Fernandez Community Center, LLC		0		747515 - RiveraHernandez, Margarita		Other		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Two QOC for Fernandez regarding inappropriate billing for outpatient services for IPRS funded clients. 1. Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for outpatient therapy from Fernandez Community Center for Margarita RiveraHernandez (ID 747515). Claims show Fernandez billed 19 outpatient therapy sessions which is in excess of the 12 session benefit limit. The provider did not request additional sessions prior to hitting the benefit limit and there is inadequate clinical provided by Fernandez in rationale for going over the benefit limit. There is no indication Margarita has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the benefit limit. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern. 2/17/21 --- 2. Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for outpatient therapy from Fernandez Community Center for Rosalinda GarciaNorato (ID 744440). Claims show Fernandez billed 16 outpatient therapy sessions which is in excess of the 12 session benefit limit. The provider did not request additional sessions prior to hitting the benefit limit and there is inadequate clinical provided by Fernandez in rationale for going over the benefit limit. There is no indication Rosalinda has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the benefit limit. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern. 2/17/21				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7938		02/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Two QOC for Fernandez regarding inappropriate billing for outpatient services for IPRS funded clients. 1. Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for outpatient therapy from Fernandez Community Center for Margarita Rivera Hernandez (ID 747515). Claims show Fernandez billed 19 outpatient therapy sessions which is in excess of the 12-session benefit limit. The provider did not request additional sessions prior to hitting the benefit limit and there is inadequate clinical provided by Fernandez in rationale for going over the benefit limit. There is no indication Margarita has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the benefit limit. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern. 2/17/21 --- 2. Clinical Care Manager reviewing a re-authorization request for outpatient therapy from Fernandez Community Center for Rosalinda Garcia Norato (ID 744440). Claims show Fernandez billed 16 outpatient therapy sessions which is in excess of the 12-session benefit limit. The provider did not request additional sessions prior to hitting the benefit limit and there is inadequate clinical provided by Fernandez in rationale for going over the benefit limit. There is no indication Rosalinda has had a crisis that would clinically warrant going over the benefit limit. CCM staffed case with supervisor, Melissa Simpson and was advised to send case over for an Internal Employee Concern. 2/17/21
02/17/21-Internal concern against Fernandez Community Center re. over-billing for IPRS OPT members. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/18/21-Sent to SIU THeld for case consult due to inappropriate billing for outpatient services for IPRS funded clients. Per SIU edits in our system have been temporarily turned off due to COVID flexibilities and providers may bill beyond the benefit limits. We have taken on a couple cases like this from QM (one of which was Fernandez); Matt Ruppel discussed these with the Provider Support Group, and we settled on providing technical assistance to the provider. We informed them of the following: •	Alliance Health is aware that your agency is billing in excess of the Benefit Plan. •	Despite COVID flexibilities currently in place, your agency is still required to justify medical necessity. •These paid claims could be subject to recoupment in future audits if medical necessity is not justified. Processing with normal process and using verbiage from SIU in my follow-up. Spoke to Yanet Fernandez about the internal concern and sending concern element email to be returned to me by 02/25/21. Also sent internal complainant acknowledgment email. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/26/21-02/26/21-Fernandez Community Center experienced an influx of consumers in need of IPRS OPT services. Due to exacerbated mental health issues experienced due to systemic issues arising from COVID-19 restrictions and health concerns, we have seen an increased need for services for these consumers beyond the allotted 8 unmanaged visits. Consumers participating in the IPRS program prior to COVID were experiencing their "normal" everyday stress of communication barriers, financial barriers, isolation, and in some cases immigration problems. With the onset of COVID, the added pressure of navigating homeschooling, access to adequate health care, COVID information, and a disproportionate number of friends and family dying from COVID has led to our consumers, needing an extended level of support surpassing 8 visits. Our Clinicians understand the need to stay within Alliance's regulator allowance guideline of 8 unmanaged visits. However due to medical necessity, we have found that many of our clients require more sessions. Prior to providing the additional services, all consumers were reevaluated for medical necessity. In each instance where it was determined that continuous service was needed and verified through signed service orders, clinicians provided additional services. In most instances, we submitted SA Rs and, in those cases, while in the midst of the Pandemic, we have a service order and medical justification statement for each client going beyond the 8 unmanaged visits. They did recognize a Deficiency: Fernandez Community Center failed to adhere with Alliance to submit medical necessity for consumers we have exceeded the allotted 8 unmanaged hours for IPRS OPT services Plan of Action: Fernandez Community Center will conduct a self-audit of all consumer files to identify all consumers that were affected. The Clinical Director and Quality Assurance person will meet with all Clinical staff to discuss deficiency. The team will provide training on how to better determine the amount of time to request for sufficient amounts and duration of care. We understand that each consumer who qualifies for Alliance IPRS reimbursement services are allotted 8 unmanaged hours and after those hours have been utilized, a formal request for services is required. However, there are cases that due to persistent symptoms, the person served will need additional hours. Utilization person will track all consumer hours and Clinicians will be notified when they are close to the end of allotted hours and formal authorization request is needed. It is important that Clinicians document those needs clearly and precisely. Utilization personnel will document all requests and identify if all required documentation is present: i.e. SARs and Service Order. Utilization will Identify trends of over billing, lack of documentation of medical necessity in a timely manner, authorization requests, approvals, and denials. Based on information gathered, they will determine if consultation with Clinician is needed on appropriate care and treatment, billing and service requests for the person served. The provider sent notes for member to substantiate additional sessions and sending resolution email to internal complainant and closing concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		9

		11531		Kim Ware		02/17/2021		SIMPSON		MELISSA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Michael's Place, Inc.		1		29394 - EVANS, RASHENE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		0		0		ON 2/10/2021, UM Supervisor returned a call to Dr. Joyce Young owner/operator of Michael's Place, who had been seeking a Single Case Agreement to deliver services to Rashene Evans, Patient ID 29394. UM Supervisor advised Dr. Young that the Out of Network Service Authorization Request had been closed out with a decision of Administrative Denial as no clinical information was submitted with the form.  UM Supervisor indicated that the provider should follow up with the assigned Care Navigator for assistance in developing/submitting the required paperwork.  During the course of the conversation, the provider indicated that she had a long-standing relationship with the family.  At completion of the conversation with Dr. Young, UM Supervisor followed up with Bridget Briggs, the assigned Care Navigator for this member to indicate that the provider was in need of some technical assistance/support. During the conversation with Bridget, UM Supervisor was informed that there had been a major issue with contact with the legal guardian for this member (mother).  The mother had indicated that Dr. Young could speak on her behalf at planning meetings and readily share information.  A document to this effect was uploaded into Jiva, but it is unclear if this documentation is acceptable.  Bridget then indicated that Dr. Joyce Young is the guardian's psychiatrist.  UM Supervisor became concerned about the potential for dual relationship in this case, as the guardian may be influenced by Dr. Young given the relationship. Bridget also indicated that the client is already receiving a service, and that Dr. Young is the employer for the staff member delivering services to Rashene at this time.  UM Supervisor suggested that Bridget speak with her direct supervisor regarding the potential dual relationship.  UM Supervisor reached out to Rob Bell, UM Director to discuss concerns and on 2/12/2021, UM Supervisor (Melissa Simpson), Rob Bell, and Walter Linney (Director of Care Management Support) had a meeting to discuss some of the concerns outlined here.  Walter indicated that they would look into the matter futher.  On 2/17/2021. prompted by another phone call from Dr. Young, UM Supervisor brought case back to UM Director, Rob Bell, and was advised to complete Internal Employee Concern. Melissa Simpson, NCC, LCMHCS, LCAS 2/17/2021		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO ADMINISTRATIVE; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MULTI; AGE CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO ADULT; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED PROVIDER NAME; ENTERED LICENSURE; RESIDENTIAL CHECKED YES; TYPE ENTERED .5600C		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8053		03/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		ON 2/10/2021, UM Supervisor returned a call to Dr. Joyce Young owner/operator of Michael's Place, who had been seeking a Single Case Agreement to deliver services to Rashene Evans, Patient ID 29394. UM Supervisor advised Dr. Young that the Out of Network Service Authorization Request had been closed out with a decision of Administrative Denial as no clinical information was submitted with the form. UM Supervisor indicated that the provider should follow up with the assigned Care Navigator for assistance in developing/submitting the required paperwork. During the course of the conversation, the provider indicated that she had a long-standing relationship with the family. At completion of the conversation with Dr. Young, UM Supervisor followed up with Bridget Briggs, the assigned Care Navigator for this member to indicate that the provider was in need of some technical assistance/support. During the conversation with Bridget, UM Supervisor was informed that there had been a major issue with contact with the legal guardian for this member (mother). The mother had indicated that Dr. Young could speak on her behalf at planning meetings and readily share information. A document to this effect was uploaded into Jiva, but it is unclear if this documentation is acceptable. Bridget then indicated that Dr. Joyce Young is the guardian's psychiatrist. UM Supervisor became concerned about the potential for dual relationship in this case, as the guardian may be influenced by Dr. Young given the relationship. Bridget also indicated that the client is already receiving a service, and that Dr. Young is the employer for the staff member delivering services to Rashene at this time. UM Supervisor suggested that Bridget speak with her direct supervisor regarding the potential dual relationship. UM Supervisor reached out to Rob Bell, UM Director to discuss concerns and on 2/12/2021, UM Supervisor (Melissa Simpson), Rob Bell, and Walter Linney (Director of Care Management Support) had a meeting to discuss some of the concerns outlined here. Walter indicated that they would look into the matter futher. On 2/17/2021. prompted by another phone call from Dr. Young, UM Supervisor brought case back to UM Director, Rob Bell, and was advised to complete Internal Employee Concern. Melissa Simpson, NCC, LCMHCS, LCAS 2/17/2021 
RASHENE EVANS   ID: 29394   (DOB: 4/30/1980
3/24/21 Based on nature of concern, discussions with AH directorial staff regarding the matter, case to be close and tracked. Any subsequent follow up received from AH to be noted. To date, the case has continued with member receiving services and AH cc involvement.		tracking		1		1		0		35

		11532		Kristie White		02/18/2021		Davis		Molly		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		173852 - JACKSON, ANTHONY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 566017] High priority due to concerns with member's safety today.  Caller is staff with B&D, she does not want her name used in discussion about the issue with HHH.  Member receives enhanced services at B&D and has had multiple short-term hospitalizations at community hospitals over the past 6 months.  Member is currently admitted to HHH and HHH will be discharging him today at 11:30am.  Caller reports that it is highly unethical for him to be discharged today as member has not been stabilized and poses safety threat.  Caller reports her supervisor talked to member and he is not at baseline.  Caller and supervisor have made multiple efforts since 2/11/21 to request referral to Central Regional Hospital from HHH but staff is unwilling to complete the referral.  Caller reports that member is homeless and will not be safe since he is not at baseline and has had multiple crisis episodes over past 6 months requiring hospitalization.  Reports that HHH is refusing to acknowledge B&D's concerns and is adamant about discharging him today.  Reports that HHH refuses to speak to her, won't return her calls, and is now only communicating with her supervisor.  Reports that she has expressed all her concerns already to HHH.  Caller reports inability to obtain hospital denials needed to make her own regional referral because member is also admitted to a community hospital accepting his insurance.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7947		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Anthony Jackson Patient ID: 173852 DOB: 05/21/1996
[CID: 566017] High priority due to concerns with member's safety today. Caller is staff with B&D, she does not want her name used in discussion about the issue with HHH. Member receives enhanced services at B&D and has had multiple short-term hospitalizations at community hospitals over the past 6 months. Member is currently admitted to HHH and HHH will be discharging him today at 11:30am. Caller reports that it is highly unethical for him to be discharged today as member has not been stabilized and poses safety threat. Caller reports her supervisor talked to member and he is not at baseline. Caller and supervisor have made multiple efforts since 2/11/21 to request referral to Central Regional Hospital from HHH but staff is unwilling to complete the referral. Caller reports that member is homeless and will not be safe since he is not at baseline and has had multiple crisis episodes over past 6 months requiring hospitalization. Reports that HHH is refusing to acknowledge B&D's concerns and is adamant about discharging him today. Reports that HHH refuses to speak to her, won't return her calls, and is now only communicating with her supervisor. Reports that she has expressed all her concerns already to HHH. Caller reports inability to obtain hospital denials needed to make her own regional referral because member is also admitted to a community hospital accepting his insurance. --R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
02/18/21-External stakeholder concern against HHH re. lack of coordination of care around discharge. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/19/21-Reached out to complainant Molly Davis about this concern issue. Left message since no answer. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/22/21-Called Molly Davis again on 02/21/21 with no answer for 3rd time left message. Sending acknowledgment grievance letter with the information given in grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/02/21-Spoke to Eric Krauskopf about concern and sending Eric Krauskopf, agency’s Director of Performance Improvement at Holly Hill Hospital concern element email to be returned to me by 03/09/2021. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/04/21-Received email from Care manager about not speaking with Molly Davis on this grievance and explained that I have called her several times and let messages with no response. Called Molly Davis back again with no answer and left message. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/05/21-Received written response from Holly Hill about this grievance and they stated in a review of the medical record, the unit therapist had multiple contacts with the patient’s existing provider B&D Integrated Health Services including 1/20/21, 1/22/21, 2/11/21, 2/16/21, and 2/17/21. Although the patient stated he did not want to follow up with B&D after discharge, the therapist still scheduled an appointment with B&D and informed them of the patient’s communication. In a review of the IVC paperwork as well as the family’s petition for guardianship, there is no documentation of dangerous behavior that would make him “pose a safety threat.” 
Several information in the written investigation substantiate that Holly Hill did everything they could for the member and per the law they discharge the member since involuntary commitment was no longer met criteria. The member being homeless does not meet the criteria to keep the member. They planned a discharge to the Durham Rescue Mission. The ACTT team agreed with this plan and had agreed to transport the patient to the shelter after discharge. Called Molly Davis again with no answer and left message. Closing case as tracking and sending resolution letter. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		15

		11533		Kim Ware		02/18/2021		MCCULLOUGH		Tera		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Child (0-17)		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education LLC		1		593859 - MCCULLOUGH, CANNON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Caring Hands due to Caring Hands not discharging client from services in order for client to transition to another provider. caller reports that she has been tryingt to contact Caring Hands representatives to discuss discharging client from services in order for client to start with new provider. caller also reports that Caring Hands might be billing for services not rendered.caller was offered a new provider for respite, personal assistance caller reported that she found a new provider just waiting on discharge from Caring Hands		CORRECTIONS: LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE TYPE CHANED FROM UNKNOWN TO INNOVATIONS; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DD; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7960		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller is calling seeking to file a grievance against Caring Hands due to Caring Hands not discharging client from services in order for client to transition to another provider. caller reports that she has been tryingt to contact Caring Hands representatives to discuss discharging client from services in order for client to start with new provider. caller also reports that Caring Hands might be billing for services not rendered.caller was offered a new provider for respite, personal assistance caller reported that she found a new provider just waiting on discharge from Caring Hands
CANNON MCCULLOUGH    PT ID: 593859    (DOB: 5/10/2015)
2/19/21 Call to complainant; left a voicemail message. This writer reached out to agency’s CEO, Lucia Hinton @ kareinghands@gmail.com  to request a call regarding concerns in an effort to discuss the concerns.
2/24/21 This writer received a return call from Ms Hinton. Per her report the parent has been problematic although agency continues to offer their due diligence in response to her concerns each time she presents with issues. This writer inquired regarding discharge paperwork and assistance with transition to new provider. Per Ms Hinton, Ms. McCullough has all the needed paperwork. Per her report both she and the Director of Operations, Cedrika Holliday, have attempted to assist the guardian. She reports that the guardian has complained regularly and is often displeased with agency’s efforts. Per discussion this writer will email the grievance directly for review and response to include the DOO c.holliday@careingh.com. This writer made call to complainant, Ms. Mccullough (984) 245-9788 and spoke with her regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Ms. McCullough stated that she did not have the paperwork needed from the provider when this writer inquired. She stated that she was willing to pick up the paperwork but was told hat the offices were closed and that the paperwork could be mailed. Ms. Mccullogh explained that she was also concerned that her son was not getting the online learning that he was suppose to get due to the agency staff coming late to work or not coming at all. She complained that she had already been through staff that did not work out or had quit the agency.
3/1/21 This writer received a call from DOO, Ms. Holliday and discussed the concern at length. Ms Holliday expressed concerns that the complainant had a history of being difficult with staff unable to remain assigned due to expectations outside of the scope of services. She reports that she has been in touch with the complainant regularly and that at any time the offices are closed, the calls are forwarded to her phone for response. Per Ms Holliday, per the complainant's request, a discharge letter was mailed. The agency is willing to assist with transition to new provider, however, have not been contacted by any new providers. Ms Holliday plans to follow up with this writer with a response regarding grievance.
3/2/21 Agency response received indicating the following: 
11533: grievance re: member Cannon Mccullough (DOB: 5/10/2015):
•	Agency not discharging member from services in order for member to transition to another provider.

-	This statement is false and inaccurate.  Mom sent a text message to assigned QP on 2.4.21 “Can you close out my case I’m switching providers to nu angels home care”.
This text message was followed up by a phone call from the Director of Operations to confirm.  A Discharge Letter (copy attached) was mailed to address verified on the phone with mom.

This was a well accepted conversation and discharge for it was difficult to provide quality services to Cannon.  Mom repeatedly asked for favors outside of the scope of services and was not supportive in the areas to meet Cannon’s direct needs.  These were areas that the Director of Operations had discussed with mom previously.

•	Agency has been unresponsive to contact attempts in an effort to receive appropriate paperwork for transition to new provider.

-	Caring Hands has not received, phone calls or e-mails requesting information from any agency.  Mom has the office number and direct numbers for her assigned QP, Director of Operations, and owner.

•	Agency was billing for services when the staff was not coming in to work and the member has missed 2 months of online learning. (speech classes)
-	This statement is false and inaccurate.  Caring Hands has not billed hours that staff has not worked.  In fact, Caring Hands Director of Operations had several conversations with parent involving staying within planned scheduled times and not effectively communicating with Administrative Staff along with several other concerns.

-	Direct Care Staff (more than one) reported on several different occasions that mom would not interact with School Administrators as requested (Teacher, IEP Team).  She would tell staff to tell them that she was not present.  Cannon did not miss 2 months of online learning or speech classes.  The time missed was not due to staff.  Mom would not have him up and dressed and staff completed upon arrival and mom was not interested in fixing connection issues.  Staff found solutions to these issues on their own.

-	Last bill date 2.3.21

In summation, this working relationship went on too long.  We provided mom with talks hoping for improvement and things did not improve.  Her last straw was once again asking staff to do her “favors” not within their Job Description over the phone, staff thought they clicked over and vented to the personal party that they were speaking with.  This account was verified by staff and mom.  Please also note that within the last six months this case has had 5 workers assigned all due to Ms. McCullough’s inappropriateness." This writer has recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter in regards to appropriate transition to new provider of choice and continued staff education.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/3/21 Call to complainant to discuss action steps taken; left vm.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/5/21 No response from complainant. Resolution letter mailed to include actions taken, referral to ah access if needed. Case to be tracked. Any subsequent response from complainant to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		15

		11534		Hillary Vandewart		02/18/2021		DAVIS		DEVON		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Peer Support Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Cottage Health Care Services, Inc.		1		4179 - DAVIS, DEVON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Caller reports that since he has been with Cottage Healthcare none of his needs have been met. He reports they do provide medication management, but his main concern is housing. He reports having filled out multiple housing applications, and has been searching for housing since 2015. Reports his peer support person has not helped him meet his goals. Reports "Gwynn" has told him several times that he is not eligible for any type of housing support. Caller also reports his girlfriend receives services through Cottage Healthcare, and was given medication while pregnant that cause her to lose the baby.
CID 566183
Member's Phone number - 323-548-4085				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7952		03/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Caller reports that since he has been with Cottage Healthcare none of his needs have been met. He reports they do provide medication management, but his main concern is housing. He reports having filled out multiple housing applications, and has been searching for housing since 2015. Reports his peer support person has not helped him meet his goals. Reports "Gwynn" has told him several times that he is not eligible for any type of housing support. Caller also reports his girlfriend receives services through Cottage Healthcare, and was given medication while pregnant that cause her to lose the baby. 
CID 566183
Member's Phone number - 323-548-4085
[PT: Devon Davis				DOB: 12/10/91				ID: 4179]
2/22/21
This writer called Devon to acknowledge receipt of grievance—LVM requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/23/21
This writer called Devon a second time to acknowledge receipt of grievance. He reported that his peer support staff “would never come see” him and that he never got any assistance with housing. He also stated that he was told that he wasn’t qualified for ILI assistance due to not receiving an enhanced service. This writer attempted to explain that this was correct and that he would need to be connected to an enhanced service in order to be eligible. He then stated that he had an appointment with Carolina Outreach for CST on 2/25.
This writer confirmed that he still wanted AH to look into his concerns about not being helped with housing. This writer confirmed member’s mailing address and informed him that I would be in touch. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
 3/3/21
This writer sent concern elements to Mary Ray-Council, QM Manager, and requested a response by 3/10/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/11/21
This writer sent follow up email to Mary Ray-Council as not response has been received as of yet.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/12/21
This writer contacted agency number at 919-872-1441 to try to speak with someone directly regarding concern. This writer spoke to Danita (sp?) who informed this writer that Mary Ray Council is no longer employed with Cottage HCS. This writer inquired as to whether or not I could speak with the clinical director, and she informed me that he was not in the office but that she could have him give me a call. This writer informed her what the grievance was regarding and she stated that this member has been discharged to another agency for a higher level of care (CST). She stated that she believed that the referral had already been made. This writer thanked her for this information. This writer also inquired as to whether Mr. James Todd, Clinical Director, could be reached via email and she provided: jamestodd@cottagehcs.com. This writer then reached out to Mr. Todd via email and asked for a written response by 3/17.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/17/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Todd reporting the following:
•	Member is currently receiving OPT and MM and was recently discharged from peer support.
•	While receiving peer support services, member was displaced several times due to mental health instability and volatile behavior.
•	Member was linked to several community and housing resources including Targeted Housing, Raleigh Housing, Section 8 (member is currently on waitlist). There are noted concerns about missed correspondence due to residential instability.
•	Member was also linked and accompanied to Triangle Family Services (Healthy Hotel Program) but member did not proceed with meeting with rep due to concerns about regulations of program.
•	Member has been banned from several community agencies including Wilmington Shelter for threatening behaviors. 
•	Have also been issues with member cooperating with screening protocol (i.e. refusal to provide monthly income, etc).
•	Member is unemployed and has been terminated from several jobs for volatile behaviors. 
•	It was recommended that member be stepped up to a higher level of care—CST with Carolina Outreach. He was uncooperative during the assessment process.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/18/21
This writer contacted complainant to share provider’s response. This writer shared provider’s feedback that they did attempt to provide various supports such as Targeted Housing, Raleigh Housing, Section 8 and the Healthy Hotels Program. Member stated that none of those things worked for him. This writer stated that they did determine that he might benefit from a higher level of care which would hopefully be more beneficial in terms of assisting with securing housing. This writer asked him if he was able to attend his CST assessment with Carolina Outreach on 2/25 and it was difficult to determine whether he did or not. He yawned throughout the call and stated at one point that he was waiting for them to call him back. 
He then asked if Cottage could provide “proof” that they had assisted him and this writer informed him that, based on the documentation we received from them, we were not able to substantiate that they had not assisted him with housing. At this point, the member told this writer to “have a good day” and ended the call.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		28

		11535		Kim Ware		02/19/2021		Campbell		Renee		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		330852 - HINES, JANICE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Member was authorized for CST with Sunrise. B&D submitted a request for CST but Alliance was not able to process it as neither B&D had submitted a provider choice form nor did Sunrise discharge the member. B&D submitted a second request for CST and did submit a provider choice form, so Sunrise's auth was discontinued and B&D was approved for CST. Care manager noted that beginning in mid/late January 2021, both agencies were billing CST for this member, with at least one occurrence of billing for the same date of service. Per the service definition, this service can be be provided by 1 provider at a time.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7958		02/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member was authorized for CST with Sunrise. B&D submitted a request for CST but Alliance was not able to process it as neither B&D had submitted a provider choice form nor did Sunrise discharge the member. B&D submitted a second request for CST and did submit a provider choice form, so Sunrise's auth was discontinued and B&D was approved for CST. Care manager noted that beginning in mid/late January 2021, both agencies were billing CST for this member, with at least one occurrence of billing for the same date of service. Per the service definition, this service can be be provided by 1 provider at a time.
JANICE HINES      PT ID: 330852     (DOB: 10/4/1956)
2/24/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant. This writer contacted the agency’s QM Mgr, Jeremy Reed and made him aware of the concern. This writer has requested review and response to include findings and actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns. This writer has also recommended that if through the review billing errors are found for agency to refer to AH Provider Manual regarding protocol for “submitting voided claims and remitting paid claims”.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/25/21 Agency submitted response. It appears as though agency was unaware that another provider was involved. Once contacted by UM the agency spoke with member and completed and submitted the provider choice form and were authorized for services. Matter to be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar cocnerns are submitted. This information may be used for monitoring and review purpose. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		6

		11536		Hillary Vandewart		02/19/2021		SHEALEY		CULTIA		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Upward Change Health Services, LLC		1		63630 - SHEALEY, CULTIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Call ID: 566214  Consumer is calling to confirm that provider is no longer billing for Medicaid, she was receiving Peer Support and OPT with Upward Change, she requested discharge about 3 weeks ago.  Writer confirmed that Medicaid billing was still occurring, writer offered to submit grievance and thanked her for calling to check on this activity, caller was emotional and stated she struggles with depression and writer assured her there are other options, escalated to LC to assist with providing other options, she denied si/hi,  RIch Resnick LCAS
Purpose of call was to check on billing activity, not file grievance.  When writer advised that agency would follow up about this call she gave ok to give her name.  Thank you RR		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type to Grievance, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7953		02/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Call ID: 566214 Consumer is calling to confirm that provider is no longer billing for Medicaid, she was receiving Peer Support and OPT with Upward Change, she requested discharge about 3 weeks ago.  Writer confirmed that Medicaid billing was still occurring, writer offered to submit grievance and thanked her for calling to check on this activity, caller was emotional and stated she struggles with depression and writer assured her there are other options, escalated to LC to assist with providing other options, she denied si/hi,  RIch Resnick LCAS
Purpose of call was to check on billing activity, not file grievance.  When writer advised that agency would follow up about this call she gave ok to give her name.  Thank you RR
[PT: Cultia Shealey				DOB: 10/13/79				ID: 63630]
2/22/21
Due to allegation of fraudulent billing, this writer reached out to Tanya Held (SIU/Compliance) for case consult.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
2/23/21
This writer received the below response:
Hi Hillary, 
SIU will take this one as an allegation of billing for services not rendered. 
Thanks for the consult. 
This writer then contacted the complainant to let her know that the issue had been referred to another department for review and follow-up. She thanked this writer for the update. This writer then composed and sent ack/res letter based on referral to Compliance Department. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to SIU for investigation		1		1		0		4

		11537		Kristie White		02/19/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		FERNANDEZ COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.		0		734791 - SortoGomez, Mayuri		White		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Per supervisor request, Karen Timkey Ogg, it was asked that a QOC being submitted due to this provider submitting billing beyond the 12 allotted annual sessions, per the benefit plan. CM notes that 24 sessions have been billed and paid out as of 1/19/2021.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7946		02/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient:  Mayuri SortoGomez Patient ID; 734791 DOB: 11/25/2003
Per supervisor request, Karen Timkey Ogg, it was asked that a QOC being submitted due to this provider submitting billing beyond the 12 allotted annual sessions, per the benefit plan. CM notes that 24 sessions have been billed and paid out as of 1/19/2021.
02/19/21-Internal concern against Fernandez Community Center re. overbilling (same issue as 11530, 11538, 11539) KM Appeals Coordinator
02/22/21- Per SIU edits in our system have been temporarily turned off due to COVID flexibilities and providers may bill beyond the benefit limits. We have taken on a couple cases like this from QM (one of which was Fernandez); Matt Ruppel discussed these with the Provider Support Group, and we settled on providing technical assistance to the provider. We informed them of the following: •Alliance Health is aware that your agency is billing in excess of the Benefit Plan. •	Despite COVID flexibilities currently in place, your agency is still required to justify medical necessity. •These paid claims could be subject to recoupment in future audits if medical necessity is not justified. Processing with normal process and using verbiage from SIU in my follow-up. Spoke to Yanet Fernandez about the internal concern and sending concern element email to be returned to me by 03/01/21. Also sent internal complainant acknowledgment email. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/26/21-02/26/21-Fernandez Community Center experienced an influx of consumers in need of IPRS OPT services. Due to exacerbated mental health issues experienced due to systemic issues arising from COVID-19 restrictions and health concerns, we have seen an increased need for services for these consumers beyond the allotted 8 unmanaged visits. Consumers participating in the IPRS program prior to COVID were experiencing their "normal" everyday stress of communication barriers, financial barriers, isolation, and in some cases immigration problems. With the onset of COVID, the added pressure of navigating homeschooling, access to adequate health care, COVID information, and a disproportionate number of friends and family dying from COVID has led to our consumers, needing an extended level of support surpassing 8 visits. Our Clinicians understand the need to stay within Alliance's regulator allowance guideline of 8 unmanaged visits. However due to medical necessity, we have found that many of our clients require more sessions. Prior to providing the additional services, all consumers were reevaluated for medical necessity. In each instance where it was determined that continuous service was needed and verified through signed service orders, clinicians provided additional services. In most instances, we submitted SA Rs and, in those cases, while in the midst of the Pandemic, we have a service order and medical justification statement for each client going beyond the 8 unmanaged visits. They did recognize a Definciency: Fernandez Community Center failed to adhere with Alliance to submit medical necessity for consumers we have exceeded the allotted 8 unmanaged hours for IPRS OPT services Plan of Action: Fernandez Community Center will conduct a self-audit of all consumer files to identify all consumers that were affected. The Clinical Director and Quality Assurance person will meet with all Clinical staff to discuss deficiency. The team will provide training on how to better determine the amount of time to request for sufficient amounts and duration of care. We understand that each consumer who qualifies for Alliance IPRS reimbursement services are allotted 8 unmanaged hours and after those hours have been utilized, a formal request for services is required. However, there are cases that due to persistent symptoms, the person served will need additional hours. Utilization person will track all consumer hours and Clinicians will be notified when they are close to the end of allotted hours and formal authorization request is needed. It is important that Clinicians document those needs clearly and precisely. Utilization personnel will document all requests and identify if all required documentation is present: i.e. SARs and Service Order. Utilization will Identify trends of over billing, lack of documentation of medical necessity in a timely manner, authorization requests, approvals, and denials. Based on information gathered, they will determine if consultation with Clinician is needed on appropriate care and treatment, billing and service requests for the person served. The provider sent notes for member to substantiate additional sessions and sending resolution email to internal complainant and closing concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		11538		Kristie White		02/19/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		FERNANDEZ COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.		0		427754 - MartinezIbarra, Jared		White		M=  Hispanic, Mexican American		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Per supervisor request, Karen Timkey Ogg, it was asked that a QOC being submitted due to this provider submitting billing beyond the 12 allotted annual sessions, per the benefit plan. CM notes that 21 sessions have been billed and paid out as of 2/2/2021.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7945		02/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Jared Martinezlbarra Patient ID: 427754 DOB: 11/25/2005
Per supervisor request, Karen Timkey Ogg, it was asked that a QOC being submitted due to this provider submitting billing beyond the 12 allotted annual sessions, per the benefit plan. CM notes that 21 sessions have been billed and paid out as of 2/2/2021.
02/19/21-Internal concern against Fernandez Community Center re. overbilling (same issue as 11530, 11537, 11539) KM Appeals Coordinator
02/22/21- Per SIU edits in our system have been temporarily turned off due to COVID flexibilities and providers may bill beyond the benefit limits. We have taken on a couple cases like this from QM (one of which was Fernandez); Matt Ruppel discussed these with the Provider Support Group, and we settled on providing technical assistance to the provider. We informed them of the following: •Alliance Health is aware that your agency is billing in excess of the Benefit Plan. •Despite COVID flexibilities currently in place, your agency is still required to justify medical necessity. •These paid claims could be subject to recoupment in future audits if medical necessity is not justified. Processing with normal process and using verbiage from SIU in my follow-up. Spoke to Yanet Fernandez about the internal concern and sending concern element email to be returned to me by 03/01/21. Also sent internal complainant acknowledgment email. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/26/21-Fernandez Community Center experienced an influx of consumers in need of IPRS OPT services. Due to exacerbated mental health issues experienced due to systemic issues arising from COVID-19 restrictions and health concerns, we have seen an increased need for services for these consumers beyond the allotted 8 unmanaged visits. Consumers participating in the IPRS program prior to COVID were experiencing their "normal" everyday stress of communication barriers, financial barriers, isolation, and in some cases immigration problems. With the onset of COVID, the added pressure of navigating homeschooling, access to adequate health care, COVID information, and a disproportionate number of friends and family dying from COVID has led to our consumers, needing an extended level of support surpassing 8 visits. Our Clinicians understand the need to stay within Alliance's regulator allowance guideline of 8 unmanaged visits. However due to medical necessity, we have found that many of our clients require more sessions. Prior to providing the additional services, all consumers were reevaluated for medical necessity. In each instance where it was determined that continuous service was needed and verified through signed service orders, clinicians provided additional services. In most instances, we submitted SA Rs and, in those cases, while in the midst of the Pandemic, we have a service order and medical justification statement for each client going beyond the 8 unmanaged visits. They did recognize a Definciency: Fernandez Community Center failed to adhere with Alliance to submit medical necessity for consumers we have exceeded the allotted 8 unmanaged hours for IPRS OPT services Plan of Action: Fernandez Community Center will conduct a self-audit of all consumer files to identify all consumers that were affected. The Clinical Director and Quality Assurance person will meet with all Clinical staff to discuss deficiency. The team will provide training on how to better determine the amount of time to request for sufficient amounts and duration of care. We understand that each consumer who qualifies for Alliance IPRS reimbursement services are allotted 8 unmanaged hours and after those hours have been utilized, a formal request for services is required. However, there are cases that due to persistent symptoms, the person served will need additional hours. Utilization person will track all consumer hours and Clinicians will be notified when they are close to the end of allotted hours and formal authorization request is needed. It is important that Clinicians document those needs clearly and precisely. Utilization personnel will document all requests and identify if all required documentation is present: i.e. SARs and Service Order. Utilization will Identify trends of over billing, lack of documentation of medical necessity in a timely manner, authorization requests, approvals, and denials. Based on information gathered, they will determine if consultation with Clinician is needed on appropriate care and treatment, billing and service requests for the person served. The provider sent notes for member to substantiate additional sessions and sending resolution email to internal complainant and closing concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		11539		Kristie White		02/19/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		FERNANDEZ COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.		0		736245 - SortoGomez, Jeimy		Other		H= Hispanic, Other		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Per supervisor request, Karen Timkey Ogg, it was asked that a QOC being submitted due to this provider submitting billing beyond the 12 allotted annual sessions, per the benefit plan. CM notes that 19 sessions have been billed and 18 have been paid out as of 2/8/2021.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7944		02/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Jeimy Sorto Gomez Patient ID: 736245 DOB: 11/22/2012
Per supervisor request, Karen Timkey Ogg, it was asked that a QOC being submitted due to this provider submitting billing beyond the 12 allotted annual sessions, per the benefit plan. CM notes that 19 sessions have been billed and 18 have been paid out as of 2/8/2021.
02/19/21-Internal concern against Fernandez Community Center re. overbilling (same issue as 11530, 11537, 11538) KM Appeals Coordinator
02/22/21- Per SIU edits in our system have been temporarily turned off due to COVID flexibilities and providers may bill beyond the benefit limits. We have taken on a couple cases like this from QM (one of which was Fernandez); Matt Ruppel discussed these with the Provider Support Group, and we settled on providing technical assistance to the provider. We informed them of the following: •Alliance Health is aware that your agency is billing in excess of the Benefit Plan. •Despite COVID flexibilities currently in place, your agency is still required to justify medical necessity. •These paid claims could be subject to recoupment in future audits if medical necessity is not justified. Processing with normal process and using verbiage from SIU in my follow-up. Spoke to Yanet Fernandez about the internal concern and sending concern element email to be returned to me by 03/01/21. Also sent internal complainant acknowledgment email. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/26/21-Per Fernandez Community Center Fernandez Community Center experienced an influx of consumers in need of IPRS OPT services. Due to exacerbated mental health issues experienced due to systemic issues arising from COVID-19 restrictions and health concerns, we have seen an increased need for services for these consumers beyond the allotted 8 unmanaged visits. Consumers participating in the IPRS program prior to COVID were experiencing their "normal" everyday stress of communication barriers, financial barriers, isolation, and in some cases immigration problems. With the onset of COVID, the added pressure of navigating homeschooling, access to adequate health care, COVID information, and a disproportionate number of friends and family dying from COVID has led to our consumers, needing an extended level of support surpassing 8 visits. Their clinicians understand the need to stay within Alliance's regulator allowance guideline of 8 unmanaged visits. However due to medical necessity, we have found that many of our clients require more sessions. Prior to providing the additional services, all consumers were reevaluated for medical necessity. In each instance where it was determined that continuous service was needed and verified through signed service orders, clinicians provided additional services. In most instances, we submitted SARs and in those cases while in the midst of the Pandemic, the agency have a service order and medical justification statement for each client going beyond the 8 unmanaged visits. Information received  from Yanet Fernandez for Jeimy SortoGomez the clinician has exceeded the allotted 8 unmanage visit due to continual need for OPT services. This member meets criteria for medical necessity due to ongoing mental health concerns. The provider also sent mental health records to substantiate this information. Sending resolution email to internal complainant and closing this as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		11540		Kim Ware		02/19/2021		Smith		Sara		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		740896 - Lee, Mariah		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Our chief complaint is that ESUCP CST provided no face to face visits from 2/15/2021-2/19/2021 despite being aware that Mariah was experiencing medication side effects and had discontinued her medications. Concern exists that even though medication changes had been made by ESUCP NP (because she reportedly told Mariah that the medications CRH discharged her on had potentially "fatal" drug drug interactions) there was no FF follow through from staff. TCL RN and CC are of the opinion that Mariah needs triage by a medical provider ASAP

From JIVA note entered by Sara Smith LCSW TCL CC 2/19/2021 Per LaVe, she has been attempting to reach CST NP Veronica  Guettler without success, stating that Valerie's voice mail is full. LaVe told writer that she had spoken with Mariah and that Mariah continues to complain about drooling and poor sleep. LaVe stated that she had also attempted to reach out to Kierra Bryant, CST Lead and that Kierra is off today.  CC added Christine Reel Brander, RN to the phone call and is was agreed that writer would send an email to Marice Boyes, CST Intake Coordinator to explain the concern about Mariah's med side effects to and to find out the best route to contacting the NP. CC emailed Marcie with these concerns. Marcie responded stating that Veronica is out of the office and that she had checked and Veronica's voice mail was not full. She stated that writer could call the front desk and ask that a message be relayed to Veronica. CC responded stating that the TCL clinical team was concerned that Mariah needed to be triaged by a healthcare professional ASAP and asked told Marcie that Christine Reel Brander, RN planned to contact Mariah to gather more information about Mariah's medication side effects and to encourage her to seek assessment at either Monarch BH or the ED as needed. Marcie responded that  Per Veronica's last note, she had this concern last week and had called Mariah twice to discuss her concerns with her and ask her to go to Monarch BHUC to be assessed and possibly receive Cogentin to address the side effects.  She told writer that the team  had staffed this concern and that was the decision the team made as there is very little Veronica could do from a telehealth standpoint.  She said that Veronica discontinued  her Abilify and Haldol to mitigate side effects.  She asked writer if Mariah had been scheduled for an appointment at Wakebrook Primary Care.  She included the other CST members as well as Mariah's IPS (employment) support specialist on the email and asked the team if someone  from CST please reach out to Mariah today and support Mariah in getting to a place where she can be assessed in person. Writer thanked Marcie and told her that CC had confirmed with Christine that she had submitted a referral to Wakebrook Primary care on 2/1/2021. Christine responded to this email stating that Joy Watson, RN, Wakebrook Primary Care would contact Mariah to schedule an appointment ASAP. Christine stated she spoke with Mariah to inform her. Mariah said she planned to stay in close contact with her father and the CST Team over the weekend and would seek medical triage at Wake Med or Duke Raleigh as needed for any worsening in side effects, mental health symptoms or urgent health concerns. Mariah will follow up with Veronica, NP on 2/22/2021. Writer will continue to monitor and assist Sara Smith, LCSW 02.19.2021
		02/19/2021 12:20	Basic Notes	Smith, Sara	MH/SUD Care Coordinator	Episode Note	Created Date : 02/19/2021 12:21
Addendum:Christine Reel Brander also reported that Mariah will follow up with Veronica, NP on 2/22/2021. Sara SMith, LCSW 02.19.2021		CORRECTIONS: Changed Type of Case to Internal Concern; unchecked anonymous; changed complainant name and info from member's; priority changed from high to routine; nature changed from access to quality; licensure changed from dhsr to not licensed		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7957		03/04/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Our chief complaint is that ESUCP CST provided no face to face visits from 2/15/2021-2/19/2021 despite being aware that Mariah was experiencing medication side effects and had discontinued her medications. Concern exists that even though medication changes had been made by ESUCP NP (because she reportedly told Mariah that the medications CRH discharged her on had potentially "fatal" drug drug interactions) there was no FF follow through from staff. TCL RN and CC are of the opinion that Mariah needs triage by a medical provider ASAP

From JIVA note entered by Sara Smith LCSW TCL CC 2/19/2021 Per LaVe, she has been attempting to reach CST NP Veronica  Guettler without success, stating that Valerie's voice mail is full. LaVe told writer that she had spoken with Mariah and that Mariah continues to complain about drooling and poor sleep. LaVe stated that she had also attempted to reach out to Kierra Bryant, CST Lead and that Kierra is off today.  CC added Christine Reel Brander, RN to the phone call and is was agreed that writer would send an email to Marice Boyes, CST Intake Coordinator to explain the concern about Mariah's med side effects to and to find out the best route to contacting the NP. CC emailed Marcie with these concerns. Marcie responded stating that Veronica is out of the office and that she had checked and Veronica's voice mail was not full. She stated that writer could call the front desk and ask that a message be relayed to Veronica. CC responded stating that the TCL clinical team was concerned that Mariah needed to be triaged by a healthcare professional ASAP and asked told Marcie that Christine Reel Brander, RN planned to contact Mariah to gather more information about Mariah's medication side effects and to encourage her to seek assessment at either Monarch BH or the ED as needed. Marcie responded that  Per Veronica's last note, she had this concern last week and had called Mariah twice to discuss her concerns with her and ask her to go to Monarch BHUC to be assessed and possibly receive Cogentin to address the side effects.  She told writer that the team  had staffed this concern and that was the decision the team made as there is very little Veronica could do from a telehealth standpoint.  She said that Veronica discontinued  her Abilify and Haldol to mitigate side effects.  She asked writer if Mariah had been scheduled for an appointment at Wakebrook Primary Care.  She included the other CST members as well as Mariah's IPS (employment) support specialist on the email and asked the team if someone  from CST please reach out to Mariah today and support Mariah in getting to a place where she can be assessed in person. Writer thanked Marcie and told her that CC had confirmed with Christine that she had submitted a referral to Wakebrook Primary care on 2/1/2021. Christine responded to this email stating that Joy Watson, RN, Wakebrook Primary Care would contact Mariah to schedule an appointment ASAP. Christine stated she spoke with Mariah to inform her. Mariah said she planned to stay in close contact with her father and the CST Team over the weekend and would seek medical triage at Wake Med or Duke Raleigh as needed for any worsening in side effects, mental health symptoms or urgent health concerns. Mariah will follow up with Veronica, NP on 2/22/2021. Writer will continue to monitor and assist Sara Smith, LCSW 02.19.2021
		02/19/2021 12:20	Basic Notes	Smith, Sara	MH/SUD Care Coordinator	Episode Note	Created Date : 02/19/2021 12:21
Addendum:Christine Reel Brander also reported that Mariah will follow up with Veronica, NP on 2/22/2021. Sara SMith, LCSW 02.19.2021
MARIAH LEE    PT ID:  740896      (DOB: 7/22/95)
2/24/21 Corrections made to entry and acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant, AH cc Sara Smith. Per entry, she did not give permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider. This writer made call and spoke with agency’s QM director, Phyllis Elliott (919) 622-6194. Ms. Elliott indicated that she had just been on a multidisciplinary call regarding member in that there has been significant difficulty in the case. Per her report the agency has documentation of contacts and supports. Ms. Elliott gave this writer brief history in the case noting that the member came from Florida; caught a plane while delusional. Member was found wandering in the woods and was inpatient at CRH for approximately 3 weeks. She reports that member was discharged from CRH to receive med mgmt. and CST with ESUCP after having significant changes made to her medications at the hospital. Ms Elliot explained that the team attempted to get the member to a medical provider, but she refused and was paranoid about being hospitalized again. Per Ms Elliott the team was able to get the member in to Monarch for an assessment to review for a higher level of care. The member walked out to the assessment while it was being conducted. Per Ms Elliot, the member’s father came from Florida to spend time with member however, member refused to go back home to FL with him. She reports that he went back to FL. Member is her own guardian. The team is attempting to get member to her PCP and have scheduled an appt. Per discussion, this writer emailed the concern information directly for review and response including supporting documentation. Per Ms Eliot the team has and continues to offer its due diligence in the case. This writer explained that the complainant did not give permission to use name, however it was an internal concern. Concern information emailed to Phyllis.elliott@eastersealsucp.com. Ms Elliot plans to follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/2/21 correspondence received from Ms Elliot to include supporting documentation regarding agency due diligence in supporting member, services provided and plan moving forward noting members need for a higher level of care and refusal of treatment. The team has attempted to have member seen by her medical provider to assess for side effects that member complained about however she had been unresponsive to contact attempts and refused for fear of being hospitalized.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/4/21 Review of information in JIVA indicates that member went to Florida and is with her father. It was suggested that member seek inpt trmt in Fl. The father called AH Access from FL on 3/1/21 requesting to switch providers from ESUCP to B & D and believes the process is taking too long and member refusal to go to the hospital in FL. Member has been encouraged to seek treatment in FL until returning to NC. ESUCP has been wiling to assist with transition to another provider for higher level of care. This writer has recommended agency continue to monitor the matter and follow up in regards to assistance with transition to provider of choice. AH care coordination is involved in the case and providing support and assisting in linking member to services. Based on agency response, due diligence and involvement, and continued assistance as needed, case to be closed. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. (Internal complainant has retired; cc'd complainant mgr, Alecia Brower)Case to be tracked. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		13

		11542		Kim Ware		02/19/2021		BROWN		ERICA		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Central Regional Hospital		1		3739 - BROWN, ERICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Complainant Information: [SEE CID: # 566361] February 19, 2021 3:55 PM [Direct ACD Call] NAME: BROWN, ERICA D DOB: 12/26/1988: GUARDIAN NAME: Self; DURHAM, Medicaid/Medicare ADDRESS: 322 Junction Rd. Building 10 Apartment C DURHAM, NC2 7703 PHONE #: Patient Phone at CRH - 919-575-7485. Her cell phone has been shut off: 919-717-6576. 

Grievance: Caller is presently admitted to Central Regional Hospital (CRH) located at 300 Veasey Rd. in Butner, NC 27509. Caller is requesting to file a grievance against Dr. Justin Geddings and his staff. Member reports she and other patients are being held against their will on the psychiatric unit despite not being IVC’d. Caller reports the hospital staff are not providing services they are billing for. Member reports she has been sexually assaulted by another patient and had contacted the police for help, but they are not responding. Member reports the staff are getting high on cocaine in front of the patients and peeing into the patient’s drinks. Caller denies making previous grievances against this facility, but there is a similarity to other grievances made by member regarding other facilities.  MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Caller reports Hx of MH hospitalization(s). Presently hospitalized.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7971		03/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Complainant Information: [SEE CID: # 566361] February 19, 2021 3:55 PM [Direct ACD Call] NAME: BROWN, ERICA D DOB: 12/26/1988: GUARDIAN NAME: Self; DURHAM, Medicaid/Medicare ADDRESS: 322 Junction Rd. Building 10 Apartment C DURHAM, NC2 7703 PHONE #: Patient Phone at CRH - 919-575-7485. Her cell phone has been shut off: 919-717-6576. 
Grievance: Caller is presently admitted to Central Regional Hospital (CRH) located at 300 Veasey Rd. in Butner, NC 27509. Caller is requesting to file a grievance against Dr. Justin Geddings and his staff. Member reports she and other patients are being held against their will on the psychiatric unit despite not being IVC’d. Caller reports the hospital staff are not providing services they are billing for. Member reports she has been sexually assaulted by another patient and had contacted the police for help, but they are not responding. Member reports the staff are getting high on cocaine in front of the patients and peeing into the patient’s drinks. Caller denies making previous grievances against this facility, but there is a similarity to other grievances made by member regarding other facilities.  MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Caller reports Hx of MH hospitalization(s). Presently hospitalized.
ERICA BROWN   ID: 3739    (DOB: 12/26/1988)
2/26/21 Review of information indicates that the complainant and nature are duplicative (SEE 11443). The member has filed several concerns while inpatient. This writer consulted with Incident & Grievance Mgr, T Parker regarding the matter. Per discussion, the plan is to contact AH staff working with member to make them aware of the concern. This writer reached out to AH Hospital liaison, Laura Bram and discussed the concerns. Per her report she was assigned the member during her initial admittance in the quarantine unit. Per her report CRH is applying for guardianship as well as considering placement on the long term unit at CRH. Ms Bram also explained that members do have access to use of the telephone per client rights. Per her report she previously notified SW at CHR to make them aware. She reports member is not doing well at this time and has been assigned to AH hospital liaison Mala Ross. Ms. Bram notified Ms Ross regarding the matter.
3/1/21 This writer received contact from Ms Ross to inquire regarding the concern. This writer discussed the specifics regarding the member’s concerns. She reports that the member continues to be delusional and has contacted Carolina Outreach to refer all the CRH staff for substance abuse. Ms Ross plans to notify the CRH SW of member’s most recent call and grievance submission. Based on case consult, notification of AH Hospital Liaison, case to be closed. No letter mailed per consult and member’s inpatient status. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		10

		11543		Kristie White		02/22/2021		Shields		Adam		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Substance Abuse Intensive Outpatient				Does Not Apply				B & D Integrated Health Services		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		I was researching the person in ALPHA as he presented to Wakemed.  I saw that B&D had billed for SAIOP from 1/18/2021-1/29/2021.  They had daily billing for a service that is three days a week.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to Internal Employee Concern, updated complainant Contact Info/changed to yes for Medicaid. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined				7950				Not Defined		Not Defined		I was researching the person in ALPHA as he presented to Wakemed. I saw that B&D had billed for SAIOP from 1/18/2021-1/29/2021. They had daily billing for a service that is three days a week.
02/22/21-Internal Employee Concern against B&D re. over-billing. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/23/21-Sending for case consult to THeld in SIU due to possible over billing/fraud allegations. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,249)

		11544		Hillary Vandewart		02/22/2021		Salyer		Holly		Consumer		Grievance		Client Rights		Crisis - Emergency Department				Mental Health Only		Adult		Cape Fear Behavioral Health Center, LLC		0		758584 - Salyer, Holly		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		**This grievance was received in the Complaints mailbox**
Fayetteville Police stopped me, I was on my way to the train station to inquire about transportation. They had me wait for Hoke County Police to handcuff me and take me to Cape Fear Valley Hospital.
I had no idea what an IVC was, they wouldn’t let me see the documentation or why it was happening.
Admission on Monday, 11 January 2021 @12:00. I waited in the ER until the next morning  after breakfast moved to a unit of psychiatry in the hospital.

No first initial evaluation exam 24 hours.
Physician (MD not of psychiatry) stopped in on a basis to verify I was there and how I arrived. No evaluation and
Within 48 hours PCM WEDNESDAY.

I did not see an eligible physician of psychology until Wednesday @9:00am when a team met me for an evaluation.

They held me for a week and when it was time for the hearing had me sign myself in and out as a VOLUNTARY commitment as if they were doing me a favor.

Insistent on a bipolar diagnosis  from this period of observation. I disagree and have had psychological testing for any disorder of such diagnosis stated and it has never been evident or brought to my attention. My former diagnosis is one of major depressive disorder and PTSD from living with an abusive ex-spouse of 22 years having just divorced.

They insisted I continue to receive care without resolving the issue that I had no health insurance. I was harassed to come back to their facility. I was not a North Carolina resident and did not intend to be. I was in the process of relocation from VA.
1. During admissions I was not allowed to see the IVC, any other legal documentation with reading glasses. I had no clarity as to why I was being admitted.

2. ER admissions, waited for hours for a physician to see me and ask my but a few questions, would not have been offered water or food having been there for 5.5 to 6 hours if I had not sought a nurse and made the request.

3. I received care that was not medically necessary when I had no health care in place and then the medical team was insistent on my receiving care with nothing in place and no medical documentation provided to me  to support the above orders or medical care.

4. I was not given the medical documentation supporting the the IVC at discharge.

5. Misdiagnosis-Bipolar in ten days does not suffice for me for observation.

Please advise. Thank you very much. The email was deleted without my knowledge the bill was sent to and I have no access and I am concerned about the financial provisions. I have contacted billing and medical records no one is in a rush to assist.

Kind regards,
Holly Salyer

Almost immediately being discharged from the hospital the email I requested for electronic billing was deleted. No one seems to be in rush to return my calls or see that I receive my bill from this hospitalization. They were eager to put a label on mental health, keep me as long as they could and then insist on my receiving their continued managed care.

The process having read the senate bill is questionable of their intent of having taking me into custody in the first place (the stay was not medically necessary, I assure). Monitoring in the hospital would suffice I was of no harm and of sound mind. I tried to be patient and understanding.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Client Rights, Changed Disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8031		03/16/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		**This grievance was received in the Complaints mailbox**
Fayetteville Police stopped me, I was on my way to the train station to inquire about transportation. They had me wait for Hoke County Police to handcuff me and take me to Cape Fear Valley Hospital.
I had no idea what an IVC was, they wouldn’t let me see the documentation or why it was happening.
Admission on Monday, 11 January 2021 @12:00. I waited in the ER until the next morning  after breakfast moved to a unit of psychiatry in the hospital.
No first initial evaluation exam 24 hours.
Physician (MD not of psychiatry) stopped in on a basis to verify I was there and how I arrived. No evaluation and
Within 48 hours PCM WEDNESDAY.
I did not see an eligible physician of psychology until Wednesday @9:00am when a team met me for an evaluation.
They held me for a week and when it was time for the hearing had me sign myself in and out as a VOLUNTARY commitment as if they were doing me a favor.
Insistent on a bipolar diagnosis  from this period of observation. I disagree and have had psychological testing for any disorder of such diagnosis stated and it has never been evident or brought to my attention. My former diagnosis is one of major depressive disorder and PTSD from living with an abusive ex-spouse of 22 years having just divorced.

They insisted I continue to receive care without resolving the issue that I had no health insurance. I was harassed to come back to their facility. I was not a North Carolina resident and did not intend to be. I was in the process of relocation from VA.
1. During admissions I was not allowed to see the IVC, any other legal documentation with reading glasses. I had no clarity as to why I was being admitted.
2. ER admissions, waited for hours for a physician to see me and ask my but a few questions, would not have been offered water or food having been there for 5.5 to 6 hours if I had not sought a nurse and made the request.
3. I received care that was not medically necessary when I had no health care in place and then the medical team was insistent on my receiving care with nothing in place and no medical documentation provided to me  to support the above orders or medical care.
4. I was not given the medical documentation supporting the IVC at discharge.
5. Misdiagnosis-Bipolar in ten days does not suffice for me for observation.
Please advise. Thank you very much. The email was deleted without my knowledge the bill was sent to and I have no access and I am concerned about the financial provisions. I have contacted billing and medical records no one is in a rush to assist.
Kind regards,
Holly Salyer
Almost immediately being discharged from the hospital the email I requested for electronic billing was deleted. No one seems to be in rush to return my calls or see that I receive my bill from this hospitalization. They were eager to put a label on mental health, keep me as long as they could and then insist on my receiving their continued managed care.
The process having read the senate bill is questionable of their intent of having taking me into custody in the first place (the stay was not medically necessary, I assure). Monitoring in the hospital would suffice I was of no harm and of sound mind. I tried to be patient and understanding.
[PT: Holly Salyer				DOB: 4/7/72				ID: 758584]
3/1/21
This writer is unable to contact complainant via phone or mail due to no phone number/mailing address on file. This writer sent email to member (email address used to file complaint: hthrgr310@icloud.com) which included acknowledgement letter. This writer also asked for contact number in order to discuss further with member.
This writer received the below response via email:
Thank you for reaching out. I can be reached at 1-410-800-3960 and my address is 
101 N. Charles St., Baltimore MD, 21201.

This writer then contacted complainant by phone and discussed her concerns. She again reported concerns about the billing/is unsure about the Alliance funding. She reported feeling that the IVC did not comply with regulations/commitment procedure. She stated that the IVC was requested by her friend’s husband but that she wasn’t violent or “crazy.” She had been trying to explain to him that she is dealing with identity theft, something was wrong with her phone and she couldn’t access her bank account. She expressed concern as well that she doesn’t have any IVC paperwork. 
This writer informed her of the process and confirmed with her that we could reach out to the provider. This writer thanked her for the information and told her that I would be in touch.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/3/21
This writer reviewed Jiva note and info from hospitalization, which included:
“presenting with worsening functioning and delusional but she believes the FBI is following her. She believes her ex-husband is persecuting her. He used to work in special forces and does have some technology to spy on people he has done that "down range". The patient recently got divorced over the past 6 to 12 months she has been having conflict with her son in Virginia she kicked him out of the house she is now currently homeless she wrecked her car last week thinking that it was bugged and being followed by the FBI and somehow compromised. She actually drove her car into a tree. She has been staying with a family friend they have been increasingly concerned about her erratic behavior and paranoia and took out IVC paperwork. Writer spoke to the family friend he is stated that the family tried to get her committed up in Virginia but was unsuccessful. The patient has poor insight into her condition she is minimizing all difficulty she is she is denying any SI or HI.”
Additionally: “Preadmission review (YP820) indicates this patient has a DSM V diagnosis (Bipolar disorder, current episode hypomanic) and risk of self-harm, clinical deterioration in functioning due to impaired reality testing, disordered behavior or other acute disabling symptoms not manageable by alternative treatment, severely impaired social, familial, occupational or developmental functioning that cannot be effectively evaluated or treated by alternative treatment, requiring supportive nursing and medical care provided under the supervision of a psychiatrist or a physician on a 24 hour basis.”
3/4/21
This writer sent concern elements to Mark Gronski, admin director, with a response deadline of 3/10. This writer received response confirming that he would respond by this deadline.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/11/21
This writer followed up with Mark as response has not been received. He responded that he would send by 8am tomorrow.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/12/21
This writer received the below response from the provider:
•	Patient was seen by ED provider @ 1240 PM: Delusional and paranoid. Felt FBI was trying to kill her. ED triage note done @ 1247: States patient was brought in by Hoke police dept for paranoia. Her friend did the IVC paperwork. It should have been explained to her by Hoke PD, so that they can take her to the emergency dept
•	Documents are given to the patient by the Sheiff dept no later than 72 hrs after initiation of IVC paperwork
•	Patient saw psychiatrist 3 hrs after arriving to the emergency dept on 1/11/2021 @ 5:56 PM. A psych nurse also explained the process to patient and informed patient at 4:17 that the psychiatrist was going to be seeing her
•	Patient was seen immediately upon arrival 
•	Unable to verify concern about waiting 6 hours for food or water.  However, patients can always have crackers/juice/soda and other small food items.
•	Pt saw psychiatrist on the 11th, 12th, & 13th. She arrived to the inpatient unit on the 12th but did not see the inpatient psychiatrist until the next day since the psychiatrist were already gone by the time she arrived
•	Patient was discharged on 1/21/21 @ and was diagnoses with bipolar
•	She can go to main hospital medical records or call 615-7742/7786
This writer sent the below follow-up questions:
•	The provided response states that she arrived in the ED at 12:40pm and was seen by a psychiatrist 3 hours later. It also states that she was seen by a psychiatrist at 5:56pm (which is around 5 hours later). It also states she was seen immediately upon arrival. Can you clarify?
•	The response also states that she was seen by a psychiatrist on the 11th, 12th, and 13th, but it also states that “She arrived to the inpatient unit on the 12th but did not see the inpatient psychiatrist until the next day since the psychiatrist were already gone by the time she arrived.” Can you clarify?
•	The response also mentioned, “Documents are given to the patient by the Sheriff’s dept no later than 72 hrs after initiation of IVC paperwork.” Since she was still inpatient at that time, should this have been provided to her at the hospital?
•	The response also mentions, “She can go to main hospital medical records or call 615-7742/7786.” Is this to request her records?
•	Finally, what is the best way for her to find out more about the billing issue? She reported that she received a bill which she no longer has access to and is concerned about being able to pay. 

He replied that he would send by Monday. This writer asked that he send by Monday at 12.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/16/21
This writer received the below response from Mark:
The patient was seen by an ED provider at 12:40pm and then a psychiatrist at 5:56pm on 01/11/21.  The three hours was inaccurate.  It was about 5 hours.  The patient was seen again in the ED by a psychiatrist on 012/12/21 before being transferred to the inpatient unit later that day.  A psychiatrist then saw the patient on 01/13/21.  Our providers are on the inpatient unit in the mornings and this client was transferred to the inpatient unit in the afternoon on the 12th.  Therefore, she wouldn't have been seen till the 13th.  It is my understanding that the IVC paperwork would have been provided to her while she was in the ED.  As for the number provided in the original response, that is for medical records.  The patient can call the patient financial department at 910-615-7070 to ask questions about her bill.  Hope this clarifies your questions.  Please let me know if you need anything else.  

This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. Together, we reviewed claims and noted that Cape Fear Valley had billed Alliance for the services, which suggests that she should not be getting billed.

He advised that this writer send member a resolution letter indicating that we had been unable to substantiate her concerns but giving her the option to file a complaint with the hospital directly or with the Joint Commission. He advised we could inform her that Alliance Health had been billed for the services. 

This writer then composed and sent resolution letter which included phone numbers for Joint Commission, hospital medical records dept as well as hospital patient financial department. Letter also informed member that Alliance had been billed for services.  No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		22

		11545		Kristie White		02/22/2021		Campbell		Renee		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		697729 - PICKETT, VERA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Care manager spoke with a supervisor at Sunrise clinical regarding this member. During our call, the member's group home owner, Gloria Campbell, called the provider and we held a brief conference call.  Gloria stated that the member had been receiving peer support from B&D but no one has been out to see the member in "three to four months." Claims history shows that B&D continues to bill for peer support services (as recently as 2/5/21). It should be noted that B&D does have an active auth on file for the service; however, it is unclear to this Care manager whether someone is providing peer support, or whether the group home owner is not aware of services being rendered.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7951		02/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Vera Pickett Patient ID: 697729 DOB: 04/07/1955
Care manager spoke with a supervisor at Sunrise clinical regarding this member. During our call, the member's group home owner, Gloria Campbell, called the provider and we held a brief conference call. Gloria stated that the member had been receiving peer support from B&D but no one has been out to see the member in "three to four months." Claims history shows that B&D continues to bill for peer support services (as recently as 2/5/21). It should be noted that B&D does have an active auth on file for the service; however, it is unclear to this Care manager whether someone is providing peer support, or whether the group home owner is not aware of services being rendered.
02/22/21-Internal Employee Concern against B&D re. potential fraudulent billing. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/23/21-Sending for case consult to THeld in SIU due to possible inappropriate billing/allegations of fraud. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Referred to SIU		1		1		0		1

		11546		Kim Ware		02/22/2021		ALTMAN		DOROTHY		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Life Based Conceptions LLC		1		98321 - UTTER, HERBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Guardian of Member, Herbert Utter, is distressed that staff that is coming to work with her son smells bad and left the 9am-6:30pm (9.5 hour) shift for a 30 minute break.  Provider is looking for a new staff to replace the current staff.  Staffing continues to be an area of concern as well as Providers Burnout/Inability and lack thereof to find staff.  No fault of the Provider as they send Back-ups as frequently as they can, but the quality of the direct support professional is bad even paying staff $15 and hour.   Guardian could open up Provider pool such as Maxim and Lindley if Providers could pay $15/hour with Member's Enhanced Rate.  A Small Miracle and Yelverton's are so far the only agencies that can pay an Enhanced Rate but do not have staff.  Guardian declined becoming Employer of Record with GT Independence and declined Assistive Technology and Ceiling Track Lift which unfortunately limits Providers.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM DHSR TO NOT LICENSED; SERVICE CHANGED FROM CARE COORDINATION TO INNOVATIONS		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7975		03/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian of Member, Herbert Utter, is distressed that staff that is coming to work with her son smells bad and left the 9am-6:30pm (9.5 hour) shift for a 30 minute break.  Provider is looking for a new staff to replace the current staff.  Staffing continues to be an area of concern as well as Providers Burnout/Inability and lack thereof to find staff.  No fault of the Provider as they send Back-ups as frequently as they can, but the quality of the direct support professional is bad even paying staff $15 and hour.   Guardian could open up Provider pool such as Maxim and Lindley if Providers could pay $15/hour with Member's Enhanced Rate.  A Small Miracle and Yelverton's are so far the only agencies that can pay an Enhanced Rate but do not have staff.  Guardian declined becoming Employer of Record with GT Independence and declined Assistive Technology and Ceiling Track Lift which unfortunately limits Providers.
*LINKED TO 11572
HERBERT UTTER      ID: 98321      (DOB: 12/26/1965)
3/1/2021 This writer made call (919) 839-1103 and spoke with complainant Ms. Altman regarding her concerns. Ms Altman indicated that she had more to add. She reports that the same staff mentioned in concern came to the home on Saturday. Working only a four hour shift took a 30 minute break. She reports that he went to his car and fell asleep in the car with music blaring. She reports that her neighbors were complaining. She had to bang on the window to wake him up. She is upset regarding the staff that the agency sends to work wither son. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Ms Altman had to end the call because she needed to prepare lunch for her son, but indicated she would call this writer back  and that she is often busy and might not get a chance to call back. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/2/21 This writer made call and spoke at length with the member’s assigned ABH Service Integrity Consultant, Kimberly Fein regarding the concerns. Per her report the complainant has a history of being difficult for provider staff to work with. The agency has offered its due diligence in attempting to find that staff that are a good fit, however, the complainant has a history of bossing the staff around, making demands, yelling at staff and most recently slamming a door on staff’s foot and calling him "ghetto". The complainant has “fired” the current staff that was working with her son. The complainant has refused any assistive modification technology offered (i.e a special adaptation for member’s bath tub) and refuses any other modifications to the household. Per Ms. Fien, the agency has attempted to be accommodating, however, have given 60 day notice of discharge from services. Per Ms. Fien she is attempting to find an appropriate provider, none of which the complainant has agreed to or has complained about in the past. Ms. Fien has indicated that next steps will be mailing her the provider list which the pool has become smaller due to complainant not wanting certain providers or history with other providers. Per Ms Fien, this most recent instance with a confrontation between the complainant and staff, the agency conducted its own internal investigation of the matter. The interview of the staff and complainant were both submitted. The agency found no wrongdoing by the staff. Per Ms. Fien the focus is the member, his services and care, which Life Based has attempted to provide and offering its due diligence. Ms. Fien continues to work with the guardian regarding a new service provider. She reports that she has refused to be EOR because then she could not be RAP and has also refused any placement into a facility or group home. Ms. Fien reports that the complainant called her to explain that she had filed another grievance and that she could talk to this writer because she was busy and wouldn’t have time to call this writer back. Ms. Fien indicates this a pattern for the complainant , stating that she doesn’t have time.Ms Fien has attached a list of providers noting those unavailable to provide services or the complainant refuses or has had in the past that have not worked out. Ms Fien believes that the provider has offered its due diligence and plan to continue to work with the family through transition.
3/3/21 This writer made call and spoke to agency director, Reginald Carter (919) 403-6160. Per his report, the agency has difficulty in having staff that will remain with the member due to the actions and behaviors of the guardian. Per his report she expects that the staff not take a break, lunch or drink water until she tells them it is ok, no matter how long the shift. Per his report the member is not the issue in that staff do not mind working with him. Mr. Carter reports that the agency has provided services for the member for years. He confirmed the 60 day discharge. Per his report he has spoken with Walter Linney as well as Kim Fien regarding the member's services and the difficulties with the guardian. Per discussion this writer will email the grievance information directly for review and response at rcarter@lbccares.com.
3/9/21 Call to complainant; left vm. This writer mailed an acknowledgment letter for case # 11572 notifying complainant that the case will be linked to 11546.
3/10/21 This writer received email correspondence from agency Director. Staffing changes have been made although internal review indicates that the staff has done nothing wrong. Agency continues to provide services and coordinate with AH CC regarding service transition. No further action by provider at this time. Resolution letter mailed to include both 11546 and 11572. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non-issue-agency appears to have offered its due diligence		1		1		0		17

		11547		Kristie White		02/22/2021		LANE		DEREK		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Unknown				Multi-Disability		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		0		90400 - LANE, DEREK		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 566660
Derek Lane 08/25/1969
114 Harper Street Garner NC 27529
 BCBS—Capital Blue
Grievance against Holly Hill Hospital
When admitted into HHH, a person who took my info stated that my paperwork stated that I beat my mom and was on heroin.   These accusations were not true and it upset and disturbed my mother. While talking I explained that I had sleep deprivation.  The intake person wrote down my info. As we walked down the hall, I heard loud snoring. They wanted to put me in the room with the loud snoring person.  The intake person said no they could not put me in another room. I began to feel worse.  I requested to sit in the common area and she replied no.  I then asked to sit in a seat next to the desk and she replied yes.  I sat next to the desk for 2.5 hours.  
My grievance is about the HIPPA laws violations, I was drooled on the head by mistake and the gentle man told everyone in the center that he had covid 19, I then went to the desk upset, where they opened a notebook and showed me his chart where he was cleared of Covid in January.  I later saw a list of everyone’s info., including my name.  I viewed a notebook and saw customers personal info.  When I was admitted there was feces on the shower curtain and it didn’t get replaced for six days.  Another patient spit in my face, another gentleman threatened to kill me.  There was no therapy given to me, no action plans.  I am now sicker.
I need to figure out how I am going to take care of myself.  I am super distraught and in a worse place from where I started.  My health and mental state is so much worse than when I went into the hospital.  I nerves are uncontrollable.		Added member information to grievance and changed address on based on what member gave.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7963		03/03/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Derek Lane Patient ID: 566660 DOB: 08/25/1969
 114 Harper Street Garner NC 27529BCBS—Capital Blue Grievance against Holly Hill Hospital When admitted into HHH, a person who took my info stated that my paperwork stated that I beat my mom and was on heroin. These accusations were not true and it upset and disturbed my mother. While talking I explained that I had sleep deprivation. The intake person wrote down my info. As we walked down the hall, I heard loud snoring. They wanted to put me in the room with the loud snoring person. The intake person said no they could not put me in another room. I began to feel worse. I requested to sit in the common area and she replied no. I then asked to sit in a seat next to the desk and she replied yes. I sat next to the desk for 2.5 hours. My grievance is about the HIPPA laws violations, I was drooled on the head by mistake and the gentle man told everyone in the center that he had Covid -19, I then went to the desk upset, where they opened a notebook and showed me his chart where he was cleared of Covid-19 in January. I later saw a list of everyone’s info., including my name. I viewed a notebook and saw customers personal info. When I was admitted there was feces on the shower curtain and it didn’t get replaced for six days. Another patient spit in my face, another gentleman threatened to kill me. There was no therapy given to me, no action plans. I am now sicker. I need to figure out how I am going to take care of myself. I am super distraught and in a worse place from where I started. My health and mental state is so much worse than when I went into the hospital. I nerve are uncontrollable.
02/23/21-Grievance against HHH re quality of services as well as HIPAA breach concerns. Called Derek Lane at 919-521-2350 and left message to call back. Derek Lane called back and he gave information and he said he horrible experience Holly Hill Hospital and HIPPA violations and he say records of another patient and he did not express his concerns before he left.  He said medical information easily assemble and his life was threatened with two different patients. He also asked if they could supply him a letter for his work and they did not until his discharge day and he lost his job. I verified his address and his concerns. KM Appeals Coordinator
02/26/21- Sending grievance letter to member and spoke to Mr. Krauskopf at Holly Hill Hospital and sent concern element email to eric.krausopf@uhsinc.com to be returned to me by 03/05/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/02/21-Member Derek Lane called to inquire about his concern and I let him know they did respond. He was upset of what information given and he still is upset and said he will contact an attorney. He can not believe the healthcare system has failed him. He started cursing and he said this is not true and he wants someone to pull the cameras in the Holly Hill Hospital. He can not believe they are lying on him. He wants someone to pull the camera footage. He is set back since his anxiety level is through the roof. He said there was feces on his curtain and he was very upset and this have set him back mentally. He was smart enough to make a copy of role of patient grievance policy and he told them they would be reporting this. I let him know that I will talk to my Manager on this and give him a call back. He is stating that they are trying to put black men on a lot of drugs and he is in a total mess. Spoke to TParker and we researched together trying to find his hospital liaison. Looks like member has State and other insurance. since claim file from Holly Hill since we did not pay for those services he needs to reach out to his group coverage or other coverage. He said he filed directly through Holly Hill and he did say he did file before he left. Calling member tomorrow to let him know this information and compiling letter to send for resolution. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/03/21-Called member Derek Lane and advised since he has State policy through Alliance and he has other insurance through BCBS which he admitted the claim for the hospital stay will be filed with them. He can file a grievance through Holly Hill Hospital and also his private insurance carrier. He was upset and he stated he has lost his job since that inpatient stay. He also wanted for someone to look at the cameras in Holly Hill Hospital and I advised we can not do that. He stating he feels like we think he is lying and I advised we do not. Sent resolution grievance letter for review from TParker to review before sending this out in mail today. TParker returned with corrections and I corrected the letter and mailed out and closed this grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		9

		11548		Hillary Vandewart		02/23/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		287194 - BROOKS, HUEY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		On 2/22/2021 after entering several internal concerns for this member regarding the issue of short range goals being unsigned, Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) sent Huey's signed short range goals. Goals went into effect and billing was present from 6/1/2020-6/9/2020, but goals were not signed by the legal guardian until 6/10/2020. Because the services were not being delivered in compliance with this requirement for the guardian's signature, Alliance Health may need to recoup claims paid for this time period.
I was unable to attach the short range goals to this internal concern because they exceeded the 3MB limit, but can send them by email upon request.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7968		03/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 2/22/2021 after entering several internal concerns for this member regarding the issue of short range goals being unsigned, Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) sent Huey's signed short range goals. Goals went into effect and billing was present from 6/1/2020-6/9/2020, but goals were not signed by the legal guardian until 6/10/2020. Because the services were not being delivered in compliance with this requirement for the guardian's signature, Alliance Health may need to recoup claims paid for this time period.
I was unable to attach the short range goals to this internal concern because they exceeded the 3MB limit, but can send them by email upon request.
[PT: Huey Brooks				DOB: 5/1/89				ID: 287194]
3/1/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/12/21
This writer reached out to Vincent Williams, Clinical Director at The Loving Home, to share concerns and request a written response by 3/19/21. This writer encouraged the provider to complete an internal audit. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/23/21
This writer contacted Vincent via phone (910-635-1387) and confirmed that he had received the information. He confirmed and this writer informed him that a written response was needed. He stated that he was out in the field but that he should be able to respond at some point today. This writer stated that would be fine.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/24/21
This writer will resolve concern based on notifying provider of concerns and will continue tracking moving forward. Any further updates received from provider will be included in concern follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		29

		11549		Kim Ware		02/23/2021		Wall		Elfreda		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)		skilled nursing Respite RN		Multi-Disability		Adult		Yelverton's Enrichment Services, Inc.		1		152031 - DAVIS, DAVON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		agency has not created short range goals for CLS services that were implemented in 12/1/2020. The agency need guidance due to not implementing service.  Could use assistance on how to write goals and grids, for IDD clients.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL EMPLOYEE CONCERN; unchecked anonymous; entered complainant name and info; licensure changed from dhsr to not licensed; service type changed from care coordination to innovations/non residential; Medicaid entered yes based on agency contract; entered pt id		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7956		02/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		agency has not created short range goals for CLS services that were implemented in 12/1/2020. The agency need guidance due to not implementing service. Could use assistance on how to write goals and grids, for IDD clients. 
*NO PT ID
2/24/21 Based on nature of concern and no noted trend, case to be closed and tracked. Acknowledgment/Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		1

		11552		Todd Parker		02/23/2021		Cressey		Nikki		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		LME/MCO Functions		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		279830 - KELLUM, SAMUEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Out of State		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Samuel Kellum was involved in an incident that was investigated by DHSR and by police. The investigation started from Shinelight noticing unexplained bruising on Samuel. Shinelight then reported this in IRIS, DSS, DHSR, Health Care Registry and Alliance Health. Director wasn't able to get clarity of what happened from staff and so Shinelight reported the incident to police. Nikki Cressey, director feels that even this indicates that Shinelight does the best they can to be diligent in supporting Samuel and his unique needs. 
From that investigation DHSR spoke with Alliance Health IDD Department staff. From those conversations DHSR gave Shinelight a Type A citation which makes it seem like Shinelight was neglecting Samuel since he didn't have 1:1 when the previously reported incident occurred. An Alliance Health QA investigation was also filed for the same concern regarding 1:1 staffing.
From this though DHSR nor Alliance gave Shinelight an opportunity to provide scheduling information, support of what they do as an agency, etc. and Shinelight feels this was very disrespectful and unfair. 
Nikki Cressey stated that the reason they didn't have 1:1 is directly related to the Covid-19 pandemic staffing crisis. Shinelight wasn't given an opportunity to provide this information or documentation/information about what they have been doing to support Samuel.		Samuel Kellum is approved for Residential Supports Level 4 Enhanced Programing for 1:1 staff due to his support needs. See the attached ISP Update. He has had Enhanced programing since 2019 to provide 1:1 staffing for Samuel.
CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO EXTERNAL STAKEHOLDER. Changed complainant info to provider's info.

Shinelight Office: Nikki Cressey: (910) 323-1335 (O)

Above address is contact information for guardian.  
Group home address and contact is:
5104 Flatrock Dr. Fayetteville NC 28311
QP Tanisha McCoy - (910) 916-3926 (C)  tanisha@shine-light.org		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7959		02/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Complainant: Nikki Cressey: (910) 323-1335
Samuel Kellum was involved in an incident that was investigated by DHSR and by police. The investigation started from Shinelight noticing unexplained bruising on Samuel. Shinelight then reported this in IRIS, DSS, DHSR, Health Care Registry and Alliance Health. Director wasn't able to get clarity of what happened from staff and so Shinelight reported the incident to police. Nikki Cressey, director feels that even this indicates that Shinelight does the best they can to be diligent in supporting Samuel and his unique needs. 
From that investigation DHSR spoke with Alliance Health IDD Department staff. From those conversations DHSR gave Shinelight a Type A citation which makes it seem like Shinelight was neglecting Samuel since he didn't have 1:1 when the previously reported incident occurred. An Alliance Health QA investigation was also filed for the same concern regarding 1:1 staffing.
From this though DHSR nor Alliance gave Shinelight an opportunity to provide scheduling information, support of what they do as an agency, etc. and Shinelight feels this was very disrespectful and unfair. 
Nikki Cressey stated that the reason they didn't have 1:1 is directly related to the Covid-19 pandemic staffing crisis. Shinelight wasn't given an opportunity to provide this information or documentation/information about what they have been doing to support Samuel.
Samuel Kellum is approved for Residential Supports Level 4 Enhanced Programing for 1:1 staff due to his support needs. See the attached ISP Update. He has had Enhanced programing since 2019 to provide 1:1 staffing for Samuel.
2-25-21
This writer attempted to contact complainant at the number provided and was told she is in a meeting. Writer left his phone number for complainant and asked that she return his call. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-25-21
Complainant returned this writer’s call later in the day. Writer inquired whom the complaint is against Complainant shared the complaint is against Alliance as a whole. Systematic issue. Complainant shared that she has filed a complaint against the DHSR surveyor and has a call with his supervisor tomorrow. Complainant informed that she feels Alliance made assumptions about her agency’s provision of services to the member without asking questions. She stated that her agency has been providing 1:1 services to member even before they received the enhanced rate. She shared that it has been difficult to provide staff due to the pandemic. Writer informs she feels the state surveyor called Alliance about the member’s plan and Alliance provided information that her agency had constituently not provided 1:1 services for the member without first verifying that information with them. 
This writer inquired as to why the state surveyor was at the facility. Complainant shared that her agency called DHSR due to the incident with them member in which he had some unexplained bruising. This writer clarified with complainant whether they completed the DHSR portion of the Incident Report in IRIS or whether they called DHSR themselves. Complainant shared that they called DHSR directly. Writer then inquired about the Incident Reporting process for this incident. Complainant shared that there was some confusion around the submission of the report. She informed that she knows the report was submitted because the staff got ‘the number”. Writer explained to complainant that it is possible to get the incident number and not actually submit the report. He explained that this is actually a very common issue with many providers. Writer reviewed incident information with complainant in real time and informed complainant that Diane Sofia (Incident Analyst) and Kim Ware (Grievance Analyst) have been working with the agency’s QP regarding the incident submission. Writer shared that the main issue with the report is that a full investigation of the incident had not been submitted with the report. Writer explained what should be included in the investigation as well. Writer Discussed what he was able to see through a report that was pulled in real time. The report indicated that since 1/1/2019 only one report had been submitted by Shinelight; the report in question. Writer shared that, based on their clientele, it would appear they would have more reports over time.  Complainant shared that they document a lot of incidents in Therap. Writer shared that it is likely that some of those incidents would meet criteria for L2 incidents. Writer encouraged complainant to take a look at the provider’s incident reporting process and training. He also encouraged her to reach out to him or incident analyst if they have questions about specific incidents. Complainant expressed that she now understands how this confusion around DHSR and the incident occurred. She expressed appreciation to this writer for talking through the issue. This writer and complainant agreed that this complaint will be considered resolved. Writer informed that he will be sending complainant an Ack/Res letter. Writer verified complainant’s mailing address. Writer will mail letter tomorrow.
T. Parker, I&G Manager

2-26-21
Writer composed and mailed Ack/Res letter. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Nonissue		1		1		0		3

		11553		Kristie White		02/23/2021						Anonymous		External Stakeholder Concern		Basic Needs		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply				Destiny Counseling Connection PLLC		0		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		In-State		Other		0		0		Caller is complaining for a friend reporting that his friend is not allowed to take or make phone calls or have visitors. Caller reports that he believes it is a violation of his rights. Caller reports he would like for it to be investigated.		Corrected Medicaid type to no since non par provider/Corrected to External Stakeholder concern. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined				7970				Not Defined		Not Defined		Caller is complaining for a friend reporting that his friend is not allowed to take or make phone calls or have visitors. Caller reports that he believes it is a violation of his rights. Caller reports he would like for it to be investigated.
02/25/21-Grievance against Destiny Counseling Connection re member being unable to make/receive calls or have visitors. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/01/21-Due to concern being anonymous can not send out acknowledgment letter. Contacted Destiny Counseling Connections and spoke to Kimberly Mordon 919-502-9361 and that concern was about phone calls and visitor policy with the agency. Sent her concern element email to kdm1717@hotmail.com be returned to me by 03/06/21.  KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,250)

		11554		Hillary Vandewart		02/23/2021		MICHAELS		JONATHAN		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Cumberland County Hospital System, Inc. dba Cape Fear Valley Health System		1		258739 - MICHAELS, JONATHAN		American Indian/Native American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		CID: 566878 Caller expressed that today he had an appointment with Community Mental Center and was 5 minutes late.  Caller noted that they rescheduled his appointment for 3/18/21 and expressed to go to Cape Fear Valley.  Caller explained that when he went to Cape Fear Valley ED, they turned him away.  Caller explained that he really need my medication and is fearful of blacking out.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi, Changed Nature of Issue to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7969		03/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 566878 Caller expressed that today he had an appointment with Community Mental Center and was 5 minutes late.  Caller noted that they rescheduled his appointment for 3/18/21 and expressed to go to Cape Fear Valley.  Caller explained that when he went to Cape Fear Valley ED, they turned him away.  Caller explained that he really need my medication and is fearful of blacking out.
[PT: Jonathan Michaels				DOB: 10/29/83				ID: 258739]
3/1/21
This writer called complainant (910-578-2431) to acknowledge grievance. He clarified that he was concerned with Cape Fear Behavioral Health as well as with Cape Fear Valley ED. He reported that he felt like being 5 minutes late shouldn’t have prevented him from being seen. He also stated concerns about “lies” on his records at the ED. He said that his records report that he was smoking “spice” which is not true and that he was kicked out of school which is also not true. He also said that hospital staff were rude to him and told him to “go to the jailhouse.”
This writer inquired about his current status with regard to meds. He stated that he has an appointment with a new provider (across the street from hospital, didn’t have name) on 3/3.
This writer confirmed mailing address and informed him about the grievance process. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

3/12/21
This case was reviewed by CQR (Clinical Quality Review Committee) on 3/10/21. CQR committee’s follow-up request was to confirm that member made it to his new appointment.
3/16/21
This writer sent concern elements to Mark Gronski, Admin Director via email and requested a response by 3/25.  He confirmed that he would get back to this writer by this date.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/23/21
This writer followed up with Mark as no response has been received. This writer received the below response:
Good Afternoon Hillary,
I passed this information on to on to our Director of Support Services who is looking into this since it involved scheduling issues at our clinic.  I followed up with him today and he is still looking into this.  I should have our response to you tomorrow by COB.
Thanks,
Mark
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/24/21
This writer received the below response from Mark:
Response to Grievance regarding patient Jonathan Michaels (DOB 10/29/83)
I am writing in response to the above grievance.  I have reviewed the record and concerns in the grievance and the response is as follow:
•	The client did have an appointment with a provider at Community Mental Health Center and arrived late for his appointment.  It is clinic policy that patient appointments will be rescheduled if patients arrive more than five minutes late.  All patients are aware of this policy.  In addition, if clients are in crisis and need immediate assistance, they may be encouraged to go the ED.
•	This patient did present to the ED on 02/23/21.  He was not turned away but was evaluated and told that his prescription could not be refilled and that he needed to follow up with his outpatient provider.  Patient did have an outpatient appointment on 03/05/21.
•	As for inaccuracies in his medical record, the patient can seek changes to his record through our medical records department.  There is a form that needs to be filled out to amend a medical record.  I can provide this to you if you would like?
This writer responded by asking for a copy of the policy/procedures regarding late arrivals to appointments (in whatever format it is provided to consumers) This writer also asked for information as to why medication could not be bridged to get patient to appointment on 3/5? 
Hillary
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/25/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor and he advised that this writer ensure that member was able to attend his med mgmt appointment (per CQR) and then can resolve and include provider’s additional info in follow-up.
This writer then contacted member via phone and shared provider’s response with him. He confirmed that he had been able to attend his appointment with the new provider and had his medication. He did reiterate that he felt that the policy (5 minutes late necessitating a reschedule) was too strict especially for members who may have withdrawal symptoms. This writer thanked him and agreed that this policy was stringent and that we were following up with the provider for more information regarding this policy.
This writer also shared with member that resolution letter would include information on how to go about amending his record. He thanked this writer for this info. This writer asked member if there was anything else needed from a grievance standpoint and he stated that there was not. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time. As mentioned, additional feedback from provider will be included in grievance follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		30

		11555		Todd Parker		02/24/2021		ENGLISH		SHEILA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Not Service Related				Mental Health Only		Adult		Not Defined		1		281202 - ENGLISH, SHEILA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[SEE CID: # 567002] February 24, 2021 1:02 PM [Escalated to C. Helm by L. Simpson

COMPLAINANT NAME: ELGLISH, SHEILA DOB: 03/10/1970: GUARDIAN NAME: Self; CUMBERLAND, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: Homeless MAILING ADDRESS: 883 Durwood Dr. Fayetteville, NC 28311 PHONE #: 910-818-5623 

COMPLAINT:
Member is upset that her assigned Care Coordinator, Beverly Anderson, "dropped her" before she was able to find appropriate housing. Member discussed her concerns with Ms. Anderson and reports she told her Medicaid does not allow further assistance after a 30-day period. Member feels Ms. Anderson was abrupt and dismissive. Member is still homeless and reports there is a lack of Section-8 housing options available in Cumberland County. LC suggested she speak with her current provider at Carter Clinic, but stated she was told there was nothing they could do to assist. Member was provided contact information to the PATH program to see if there is any available assistance they can offer. -C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		3-3-21
Contacted member. Member indicated that she did not want to file a grievance against Beverly: "I'm not filing a grievance against her. She was great." Member indicated that, at the time, she didn't understand why she couldn't work with Ms. Anderson past 30 days. She shared that she is currently in a holding pattern for housing due to COVID but will be able to get something in April. this writer and member agreed to withdraw the grievance. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager																		0		1		1		(44,251)

		11556		Todd Parker		02/24/2021						Anonymous		Compliment		Client Rights		Care Coordination (IDD)				Developmental Disabilities Only				Life Based Conceptions LLC				'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Life-Based Conceptions goes above and beyond for high needs cases.  The staffing is an across the board Provider challenge, but Life-Based Conceptions always goes one step further in making sure client's mental health and well-being are first and foremost taken care of.  Director, Reggie Carter, has supported an Innovations Member that is aging throughout a cancer diagnosis and COVID-19 pandemic.  He makes sure to treat the clients and staff fair and equitable.  I don't really know a better Provider Agency and it's an honor to work with them and see how much they help their Clients with intellectual developmental disabilities and co-occurring mental health diagnoses.				Not Defined				7992		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Life-Based Conceptions goes above and beyond for high needs cases. The staffing is an across the board Provider challenge, but Life-Based Conceptions always goes one step further in making sure client's mental health and well-being are first and foremost taken care of. Director, Reggie Carter, has supported an Innovations Member that is aging throughout a cancer diagnosis and COVID-19 pandemic. He makes sure to treat the clients and staff fair and equitable. I don't really know a better Provider Agency and it's an honor to work with them and see how much they help their Clients with intellectual developmental disabilities and co-occurring mental health diagnoses.

3-5-21
This writer composed a Compliment Letter to send to the provider. Writer emailed insert user to confirm receipt of the compliment and to inform letter was mailed. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Compliment		1		1		0		9

		11558		Kim Ware		02/25/2021		Porter		Gwendolyn		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Greater Image Healthcare, Corp.		0		685655 - PRUCHA, BARRY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 567128 2/25/2021 10:00:50 AM
CALLER: Gwendolyn Porter (sister/POA/Guardian)
MEMBER: Barry Prucha
DOB: 12/20/1966 (Age: 54) 
PHONE: 9102862033
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, saw doctor today is safe currently (with a family member now)
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: Caller has grievance about quality of care at Greater Image Healthcare. Caller has asked doctor to help in changing medication; doctor refused to change medication but increased dosage per report. Doctor reportedly disregarded caller's position as member's guardian and POA in making medical decisions at an appointment today (2/25/21). Please contact Ms. Porter for more details about complaint. In the meantime, she will contact clinical staff to see if she can stay with the agency but see another doctor, brother works well with current therapist.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 2/25/2021 10:12:17 AM		CORRECTIONS; UNCHECKED FROM PT; CHANGED COMPLAINANT INFO FROM MEMBER'S; changed from grievance to external stakeholder; family member		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7983		03/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 567128 2/25/2021 10:00:50 AM
CALLER: Gwendolyn Porter (sister/POA/Guardian)
MEMBER: Barry Prucha
DOB: 12/20/1966 (Age: 54) 
PHONE: 9102862033
ADMIN COUNTY: Cumberland
INSURANCE: IPRS
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, saw doctor today is safe currently (with a family member now)
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: Caller has grievance about quality of care at Greater Image Healthcare. Caller has asked doctor to help in changing medication; doctor refused to change medication but increased dosage per report. Doctor reportedly disregarded caller's position as member's guardian and POA in making medical decisions at an appointment today (2/25/21). Please contact Ms. Porter for more details about complaint. In the meantime, she will contact clinical staff to see if she can stay with the agency but see another doctor, brother works well with current therapist.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 2/25/2021 10:12:17 AM
BARRY PRUCHE    ID: 685655   (DOB: 12/20/1966)
3/2/21  Call to complainant (910) 286-2033; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/3/21 Call to complainant and spoke with her regarding her concerns. Per her report, Dr. Tobin at the agency was very rude and dismissive when she told him about her concerns regarding the medications. She reports being told by the doctor that he only changes meds one time. Ms Porter reports that she is her brother's guardian and Power of Attorney and that the provider has a copy of the paperwork. She reports that she explained to the doctor that her brother has become more aggressive and expresses SI. She reports that he currently lives with his daughter, her niece, one street away and that she checks on him daily. Ms. Porter described her brother as "slow" and that he had been inpatient at Dorthea Dix for years. She reports that if she has to get him committed in order to receive appropriate care, she would. She reports that the doctor told her that no one would take him. Ms Porter explained that she did not wish to change agencies but change to a different doctor at the agency. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Ms. Porter confirmed permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider and gave her mailing address: 924 McKimmon Rd. Fayetteville, NC 28303. This writer utilized the concern letter due to no proof of guardianship readily available.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/5/21 This writer emailed the concern information directly to Ms Gloria Johnson, Director, for review and response.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/10/21 Case to be reviewed by AH CQR (Clinical Quality Review) for clinical recommendations as applicable and deemed appropriate.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/11/21 This writer made call to Gloria Johnson to inquire regarding any updates to internal review. Per her report, the internal review had been completed to include information from the doctor, however, the agency has been attempting to follow up with the complainant directly. The complainant has been unresponsive to multiple contact attempts. Per Ms. Johnson, the doctor did review the medications, however, did not feel it clinically appropriate to make 2 major med changes at once, but gradually. Doctor did not refuse. Ms Johnson explained that the doctor has expressed concerns regarding the guardian's treatment of the member and plan to file an APS report. Agency indicates continued monitoring of member medications and treatment. Agency reports plans to submit internal review results to include doctor's notes. Ms. Johnson has also agreed to send copy of guardianship paperwork. Call to complainant; left vm.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/12/21 Call to complainant to review action steps taken; left vm.  Based on agency internal review and actions as well as referral to AH CQR, case to be closed. Resolution letter (grievance non Medicaid) mailed to complainant (guardian). Any subsequent contact with complainant to be noted.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		15

		11559		Hillary Vandewart		02/26/2021		GIBBS		LAKENYA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		18-20		WesCare Professional Services, LLC		1		401157 - LEDGER, DAVID		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Level IV		0		0		Provider did not  submit member's quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant  to complete a documentation review  Requests were made on 2/1/2021 and 2/22/2021.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7973		03/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider did not submit member's quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant  to complete a documentation review  Requests were made on 2/1/2021 and 2/22/2021.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021
[PT: David Ledger				DOB: 3/25/03				ID: 401157]
2/26/21
This writer received correspondence from Kim Ware, QA Analyst, stating that this complainant confirmed that this concern (along with several other similar concerns) had been filed for tracking purposes and that Provider Networks had also been made aware of the concerns.
Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, confirmed that concerns could be coded as tracking and closed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/1/21
This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11560		Hillary Vandewart		02/26/2021		GIBBS		LAKENYA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		WesCare Professional Services, LLC		1		68034 - ENWELUZOR, HUMPHREY		Black/African American		Not Defined		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		0		Provider did not  submit member's quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant to complete a documentation review.  Request were made  on 2/1/2021 and 2/22/2021.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7974		03/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider did not submit member's quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant to complete a documentation review.  Request were made on 2/1/2021 and 2/22/2021.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021
[PT: Humphrey Enweluzor			DOB: 7/17/93				ID: 68034]
2/26/21
This writer received correspondence from Kim Ware, QA Analyst, stating that this complainant confirmed that this concern (along with several other similar concerns) had been filed for tracking purposes and that Provider Networks had also been made aware of the concerns.
Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, confirmed that concerns could be coded as tracking and closed. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/1/21
This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		3

		11561		Kim Ware		02/26/2021		GIBBS		LAKENYA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		I Innovations, Inc.		1		68034 - ENWELUZOR, HUMPHREY		Black/African American		Not Defined		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		1		0		Provider did not submit members’ quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021  for Service Consultant to complete a documentation review.  Request made  on 2/11/2021 and 2/22/2021.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S; checked residential; entered res type		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7966		03/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider did not submit members’ quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant to complete a documentation review. Request made on 2/11/2021 and 2/22/2021. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021 
HUMPHREY ENWELUZOR      ID: 68034             (DOB: 7/17/1994)
2/25/21 This writer made call to complainant in that she had filed 6 concerns at once and to inquire regarding the volume and nature. This writer offered technical assistance on entering concerns into the queue. Per her report, they have been instructed for providers with a history of not submitting the information be held accountable. The process given to them is to notify both QM and the assigned PND Specialist.  This writer inquired if it was for tracking purposes. She confirmed that it would be tracking. Ms. Gibbs reports that she had reached out to the provider directly via email and to date received no responses. This writer explained next steps by QM and offered technical assistance on entering concerns in the queue. (K.WARE,QAA)
2/26/21 Case consult with QM team and Mgr. Case to be closed and tracked.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/1/21 Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant to include an attachment providing technical assistance on entering concerns. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		3

		11562		Kristie White		02/26/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply		Adult		Devereux Residential Services, LLC		1		82097 - ALEXANDER, JOHN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		1		0		Provider did not submit members’ quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant to complete a documentation review.  Request made on 2/1/2021 and 2/22/2021.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7977		03/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: John Alexander Patient ID: 82097 DOB: 01/07/1969
Provider did not submit members’ quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant to complete a documentation review. Request made on 2/1/2021 and 2/22/2021. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021
02/26/21-Internal employee concern against Devereux Residential Services Inc. re not submitting documentation/progress notes. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/01/21-This writer received correspondence from Kim Ware, QA Analyst, stating that this complainant confirmed that this concern (along with several other similar concerns) had been filed for tracking purposes and that Provider Networks had also been made aware of the concerns. Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, confirmed that concerns could be coded as tracking and closed. This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time. Kristie Mack Appeals Coordinator/QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		4

		11565		Kristie White		02/26/2021		Gibbs		LeKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Does Not Apply		Adult		Devereux Residential Services, LLC		1		73137 - BENNHAUSEN, GARY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		1		0		Provider did not submit members’ quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant to complete a documentation review.  Request made on 2/1/2021 and 2/22/2021.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7976		03/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Gary Bennhausen Patient ID: 73137 DOB: 07/09/1963
Provider did not submit members’ quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant to complete a documentation review. Request made on 2/1/2021 and 2/22/2021. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021
02/26/21-Internal employee concern against Devereux Residential Services Inc. re not submitting documentation/progress notes. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/01/21-This writer received correspondence from Kim Ware, QA Analyst, stating that this complainant confirmed that this concern (along with several other similar concerns) had been filed for tracking purposes and that Provider Networks had also been made aware of the concerns. Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, confirmed that concerns could be coded as tracking and closed. This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time. Kristie Mack QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		4

		11566		Kim Ware		02/26/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Community Partnerships, Inc.		0		401157 - LEDGER, DAVID		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Provider did not submit members’ quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant  to complete a documentation review.  Request made on 2/10/2021 and 2/22/2021.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021		CORRECTIONS: LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOTLICENSED		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7967		03/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Provider did not submit members’ quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of November - December 2020 and January 2021 for Service Consultant  to complete a documentation review.  Request made on 2/10/2021 and 2/22/2021.  LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 2/26/2021
DAVID LEDGER      ID: 401157     (DOB: 3/25/2003)
2/25/21 This writer made call to complainant in that she had filed 6 concerns at once and to inquire regarding the volume and nature.  Per her report, she has been instructed for providers with a history of not submitting the information be held accountable. The process given to them is to notify both QM and the assigned PND Specialist.  This writer inquired if it was for tracking purposes. She confirmed that it would be tracking. Ms Gibbs reports that she had reached out to the provider directly via email and to date received no responses.(K.WARE,QAA)
2/26/21 Case consult with QM team and Mgr. Case to be closed and tracked.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/1/21 Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		3

		11567		Hillary Vandewart		02/26/2021		NARA		BRENT		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		257100 - BURKETT, JENNIFER		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level III		1		1		Service Consultant made two separate attempts on 2/2/21 and 2/22/21 to request a quarterly progress note for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/21 and signed short range goals effective 11/1/21 for Jennifer Burkett. In the same emails, service consultant requested a quarterly progress note for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/21 and signed short range goals effective 2/1/21 for Terry Horne. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com). Service Consultant requires this documentation in order to complete mandatory quarterly monitoring assessments to report progress on goals for these two members and to ensure their services are being delivered in compliance.

Provider did make efforts to address previous overdue documentation requests, sending everything that was needed from past months. Mr. Williams apologized for the delays, and assured Service Consultant that this would not continue to be an issue. In the event that the documentation is sent by EOB today, 2/26/21, Service Consultant would revoke this present internal concern.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant, changed Nature of Issue to Admin		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7985		03/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Service Consultant made two separate attempts on 2/2/21 and 2/22/21 to request a quarterly progress note for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/21 and signed short range goals effective 11/1/21 for Jennifer Burkett. In the same emails, service consultant requested a quarterly progress note for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/21 and signed short range goals effective 2/1/21 for Terry Horne. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com). Service Consultant requires this documentation in order to complete mandatory quarterly monitoring assessments to report progress on goals for these two members and to ensure their services are being delivered in compliance.
Provider did make efforts to address previous overdue documentation requests, sending everything that was needed from past months. Mr. Williams apologized for the delays, and assured Service Consultant that this would not continue to be an issue. In the event that the documentation is sent by EOB today, 2/26/21, Service Consultant would revoke this present internal concern.
[PT: Jennifer Burkett				DOB: 10/18/79				ID: 257100]
3/3/21
This writer composed and sent internal acknowledgement email to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/12/21
This writer reached out to Vincent Williams, Clinical Director at The Loving Home, to share concerns and request a written response by 3/19/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/23/21
This writer contacted Vincent via phone (910-635-1387) and confirmed that he had received the information. He confirmed and this writer informed him that a written response was needed. He stated that he was out in the field but that he should be able to respond at some point today. This writer stated that would be fine.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/24/21
This writer followed up with complainant to see if he had received the requested documentation. He reported: I received part of this request. Beverly sent me Terry Horne’s quarterly progress note. I still a progress note for Jennifer Burkett and signed short range goals for both. I sent an email reminding Vincent and Beverly these things were still needed on this past Monday 3/22, and have not received them yet.
This writer thanked him for the information and shared that: From a QM standpoint, we have been directed to track these issues and to confirm with you that Provider Networks has been made aware as this appears to be a contractual concern. I also shared the concerns with Vincent particularly because I wanted to encourage the self-audit for the other concern (11548). If I do get additional correspondence from him, I will direct him to complete the overdue documentation as requested on 3/22. In the meantime, I’ll send you a “resolution” email for this and we will continue to track this along with similar concerns we have received.
This writer then composed and sent resolution email. Any further communication received will be included in concern follow-up. No further action required.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11568		Kristie White		03/01/2021		Resnick		Rich		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Psychosocial Rehab				Mental Health Only		Adult		Aspire Supportive & Counseling Services, LLC		1		40911 - CHERRY, PAUL		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Call ID 567576.  Consumer called for housing assistance and reports that his only provider is Monarch.  Per service history, writer sees an extensive history of PSR activity since at least 2017.  Caller states he is not aware of any PSR service.  He also stated he was incarcerated until recently which was a concern given the consistent billing activity.  Rich Resnick LCAS		Writer did not discuss potential concern with consumer.  Writer is complainant, not sure of PSR location.  Thank you  RR		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7980		03/02/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Paul Cherry Patient ID: 40911 DOB: 12/21/1964
Call ID 567576. Consumer called for housing assistance and reports that his only provider is Monarch. Per service history, writer sees an extensive history of PSR activity since at least 2017. Caller states he is not aware of any PSR service. He also stated he was incarcerated until recently which was a concern given the consistent billing activity. Rich Resnick LCAS
03/01/21-Internal- against Aspire Supportive & Counseling Services, LLC- agency billing for PSR; member has been incarcerated until recently and is unaware of any PSR services. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/02/21-Sending to SIU (THeld)for case consult due to possible billing fraud due to member stating he has been incarcerated until recently and PSR services being consistently billed. Per SIU will take this as an allegation of billing for services not rendered. Sending ack/resolution email to internal complainant. Closing file as undetermined referred to SIU. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Referral to SIU.		1		1		0		1

		11570		Kristie White		03/02/2021		MARTIN		DANNY		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Peer Support Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Cottage Health Care Services, Inc.		1		61867 - MARTIN, DANNY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 567808 3/2/2021 12:34:45 PM
CALLER: Danny Martin
DOB: 4/20/1964 (Age: 56) 
PHONE: 9196735791
ALTERNATE: 9198037523 (Call both if he does not answer)
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake
INSURANCE: Medicare/Medicaid
MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and use concerns; is safe now
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Cottage Health
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: Escalated by D Ramirez. Caller says provider is not coming out as often as supposed to, has peer support at Cottage Health. He has requested a grievance be filed. He has shared grievance with Cottage Health already.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 3/2/2021 12:42:24 PM				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7987		03/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 567808 3/2/2021 12:34:45 PM CALLER: Danny Martin DOB: 4/20/1964 (Age: 56) PHONE: 9196735791 ALTERNATE: 9198037523 (Call both if he does not answer) ADMIN COUNTY: Wake INSURANCE: Medicare/Medicaid MENTAL STATUS: denied SI, HI, AVH, and use concerns; is safe now MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Cottage Health SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: Escalated by D Ramirez. Caller says provider is not coming out as often as supposed to, has peer support at Cottage Health. He has requested a grievance be filed. He has shared grievance with Cottage Health already. CALL STATUS: CLOSED SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 3/2/2021 12:42:24 PM
03/02/21-Grievance- against Cottage Health Care Services, Inc.- provider not coming out as often as supposed to. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/04/21-Called Danny Martin about this grievance and he said they do not have a provider for me. So, authorization runs out 03/26/21 and the girl said she got nine people and if they can not handle their case load. I have been in Peer Support for years and you really need this. He leaves in TCL teanant and he gets service and they help with rent and he has aid since your arthritis in your leg. The aid can to take me to grocery store and he spends a lot just go grocery store and had to put it on a credit card.  They say they going to do something and they do not they are like a number. My budget is crunched and barely enough to live on. I can not do nothing and can not get on bus due to Covid-19 he has asthma and I am scared of Covid-19. I am concerned I just lost my mother in I do not have nobody. OPT comes out once a month and he have things he needs to talk about. Verified address of member and sending acknowledgment letter today. Called James Todd(Clinical Director)at Cottage Health Care Services at 919-872-1441 and sending concern element email to UR@cottagehcs.com to be returned by 03/11/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/11/21-Received response from James Todd with a full investigation report. It outlined that Cottage Healthcare is communicated with member to offer support and to educate member o interdisciplinary roles and supports n his team. It is reported that member would often spontaneously contact his Peer Support Specialist at the last minute with urgent request to assist with transportation and other related matters outside of scheduled session times/days. Consequently, time conflicts have presented as an issue despite request from Peer Support Supervisor and CPSS speaking with member about the importance of scheduling community appointments. Member has been linked to community resources and has been supported throughout services with community related services including transportation, food services, etc. It is our goal here at Cottage Healthcare Services, Inc., that we empower and assist each member with building and strengthening natural and external support systems. The agency’s team has also worked to assist member with identifying sustainable means of nonprofessional assistance to include other transportation options beyond PSS services. The it was  determined that member continues to meet criteria for peer support services and therefore an authorization has been submitted to utilization with Alliance for further consideration. Our team will also continue to encourage member to take his medications and to meet with his therapist weekly in efforts to assist member with learning and implementing healthy coping skills and managing unwanted thoughts and feelings. Administration will continue to check-in with member and offer supports and identify ways that services can best benefit him. Member's level of care will continue to be monitored and evaluated for transition and other service recommendations as warranted. It appears that Cottage Health Care has done all the things to support this member. Reached out to member on this information with no answer and sending resolution grievance letter to member and closing as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		9

		11571		Kristie White		03/02/2021		Brown		Carrie		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Peer Support Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Cottage Health Care Services, Inc.		1		618407 - Hyatt, Tony		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CCM was completing a review for Peer Support with Cottage Health Care Services, Inc. and read a note in JIVA that indicated member was incarcerated on 1/17/21 for DWI.  Mbr was convicted of 12 prior DWI’s so his bond was higher than typical and he remained in jail.  CCM contacted Alliance court liaison Dedrick Battle who entered that note and he confirmed per court records that member was incarcerated 1/17/21 at 7:40PM and released 2/26/21 at 2:27pm after he was able to post bond.  None of the clinical submitted by the provider indicated that member was incarcerated.  CCM reviewed paid claims and discovered 12 units of Peer Support were paid for each of the following dates while member was incarcerated:  1/20/21, 1/22/21, 1/26/21, 1/30/21, 2/2/21, 2/5/21, 2/9/21, 2/15/21 and 2/17/21.  CCM also reviewed billed claims and discovered 12 units of Peer Support were billed for each of the following dates 2/22/21 and 2/24/21 with payment pending.  CCM called the provider and requested to speak with the Peer Support supervisor listed in the crisis plan, Kimberly Rodgers.  CCM was advised that this person was no longer with the agency and left a few weeks prior.  CCM spoke with Bert Pickett.  Bert reviewed Peer Support notes and CCM asked where Peer Support has been providing services to member.  He said he could not determine place of service from the notes as they simply stated, “in the community.”  He said he would contact the Peer Support Specialist to clarify.  CCM asked provider to clarify where member is currently residing, where Peer Support is providing services and if member is intoxicated when provider sees him.  CCM stressed that prior authorization for Peer Support was given only for the purpose of linking member to a higher level of care but that was not done and the recommendation was not addressed in the information submitted.  Bert called CCM back after he said he spoke with Peer Support Specialist (PSS).  He said the PSS said member is either staying with friends or at the Raleigh Inn.  Most recently member has been residing at the hotel and PSS stated he met with member at the hotel on 2/24/21.  He said he has never seen member intoxicated.  CCM is submitting internal employee concern because of units billed while member was incarcerated and information provided by the Peer Support provider does not match what is known to be occurring with member.  CCM is also attaching signature pages that are signed with member’s name.  The signatures do not appear to be similar and one was obtained while member was known to be incarcerated on 2/17/21.  Carrie Brown, LMFT 3/2/21				Not Defined				7984				Not Defined		Not Defined		Patient: Tony Hyatt Patient ID: 618407 DOB: 02/14/1964
CCM was completing a review for Peer Support with Cottage Health Care Services, Inc. and read a note in JIVA that indicated member was incarcerated on 1/17/21 for DWI. Mbr was convicted of 12 prior DWI’s so his bond was higher than typical and he remained in jail. CCM contacted Alliance court liaison Dedrick Battle who entered that note and he confirmed per court records that member was incarcerated 1/17/21 at 7:40PM and released 2/26/21 at 2:27pm after he was able to post bond. None of the clinical submitted by the provider indicated that member was incarcerated. CCM reviewed paid claims and discovered 12 units of Peer Support were paid for each of the following dates while member was incarcerated: 1/20/21, 1/22/21, 1/26/21, 1/30/21, 2/2/21, 2/5/21, 2/9/21, 2/15/21 and 2/17/21. CCM also reviewed billed claims and discovered 12 units of Peer Support were billed for each of the following dates 2/22/21 and 2/24/21 with payment pending. CCM called the provider and requested to speak with the Peer Support supervisor listed in the crisis plan, Kimberly Rodgers. CCM was advised that this person was no longer with the agency and left a few weeks prior. CCM spoke with Bert Pickett. Bert reviewed Peer Support notes and CCM asked where Peer Support has been providing services to member. He said he could not determine place of service from the notes as they simply stated, “in the community.” He said he would contact the Peer Support Specialist to clarify. CCM asked provider to clarify where member is currently residing, where Peer Support is providing services and if member is intoxicated when provider sees him. CCM stressed that prior authorization for Peer Support was given only for the purpose of linking member to a higher level of care but that was not done and the recommendation was not addressed in the information submitted. Bert called CCM back after he said he spoke with Peer Support Specialist (PSS). He said the PSS said member is either staying with friends or at the Raleigh Inn. Most recently member has been residing at the hotel and PSS stated he met with member at the hotel on 2/24/21. He said he has never seen member intoxicated. CCM is submitting internal employee concern because of units billed while member was incarcerated and information provided by the Peer Support provider does not match what is known to be occurring with member. CCM is also attaching signature pages that are signed with member’s name. The signatures do not appear to be similar and one was obtained while member was known to be incarcerated on 2/17/21. Carrie Brown, LMFT 3/2/21
03/02/21-Internal- against Cottage Health Care Services, Inc.- units billed while member was incarcerated; one signature on PCP was signed while member was incarcerated. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/03/21-Sent for case consult to THeld in SIU due to allegations of fraudulent billing. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,257)

		11572		Kim Ware		03/02/2021		ALTMAN		DOROTHY		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Life Based Conceptions LLC		1		98321 - UTTER, HERBERT		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Guardian, Dotty Altman, and staff, Devon, at Life-Based got into a communication and disagreement due to two conflicting personalities.  The main Provider Agency, Life-Based, has provided both sides of the incident that happened on 3-1-2021 for fact-checking.  The staff providing CLS has quit and a new staff is covering the hours at this time.		CORRECTIONS: UNCHECKED ANONYMOUS; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; CHANGED NATURE FROM ACCESS TO ADMINISTRATIVE ISSUES; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM CARE COORDINATION TO INNOVATIONS		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		7982		03/11/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian, Dotty Altman, and staff, Devon, at Life-Based got into a communication and disagreement due to two conflicting personalities. The main Provider Agency, Life-Based, has provided both sides of the incident that happened on 3-1-2021 for fact-checking. The staff providing CLS has quit and a new staff is covering the hours at this time.
HERBERT UTTER      ID: 98321      (DOB: 12/26/1965)
3/1/2021 This writer made call (919) 839-1103 and spoke with complainant Ms. Altman regarding her concerns. Ms Altman indicated that she had more to add. She reports that the same staff mentioned in concern came to the home on Saturday. Working only a four hour shift took a 30 minute break. She reports that he went to his car and fell asleep in the car with music blaring. She reports that her neighbors were complaining. She had to bang on the window to wake him up. She is upset regarding the staff that the agency sends to work wither son. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Ms Altman had to end the call because she needed to prepare lunch for her son, but indicated she would call this writer back and that she is often busy and might not get a chance to call back. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/2/21 This writer made call and spoke at length with the member’s assigned ABH Service Integrity Consultant, Kimberly Fein regarding the concerns. Per her report the complainant has a history of being difficult for provider staff to work with. The agency has offered its due diligence in attempting to find that staff that are a good fit, however, the complainant has a history of bossing the staff around, making demands, yelling at staff and most recently slamming a door on staff’s foot. The complainant has “fired” the current staff that was working with her son. The complainant has refused any assistive modification technology offered (i.e a special adaptation for member’s bath tub) and refuses any other modifications to the household. Per Ms. Fien, the agency has attempted to be accommodating, however, have now given 60 day notice of discharge from services. Per Ms. Fien she is attempting to find an appropriate provider, none of which the complainant has agreed to. Ms. Fien has indicated that next steps will be mailing her the provider list. Per Ms Fien, this most recent instance with a confrontation between the complainant and staff, the agency conducted its own internal investigation of the matter. The interview of the staff and complainant were both submitted. Per Ms. Fien the focus is the member, his services and care, which Life Based has attempted to provide and offering its due diligence. Ms. Fien continues to work with the guardian regarding a new service provider. She reports that she has refused to be EOR because then she could not be RAP and has also refused any placement into a facility or group home. Ms. Fien reports that the complaint called her to explain that she had filed another grievance and that she could talk to this writer because she was busy and wouldn’t have time to call this writer back. Ms. Fien indicates this a pattern for the complainant , stating that she doesn’t have time. Ms Fien has attached a list of providers noting those unavailable to provide services or the complainant refuses or has had in the past that have not worked out. Ms Fien believes that the provider has offered its due diligence and plan to continue to work with the family through transition.
3/9/21 Call to complainant; left vm. This writer mailed an acknowledgment letter for case # 11572 notifying complainant that the case will be linked to 11546.
3/10/21 This writer received email correspondence from agency Director. Staffing changes have been made although internal review indicates that the staff has done nothing wrong. Agency continues to provide services and coordinate with AH CC regarding service transition. No further action by provider at this time. Resolution letter mailed to include both 11546 and 11572. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		NON-ISSUE		1		1		0		9

		11575		Hillary Vandewart		03/02/2021		SELLERS		LILIAN		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)		Employer of Record		Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Not Defined		1		98427 - SILVA, JOHN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		This writer received the following information via email from Erica Miller, Innovations Program Manager with GT Independence:
"As stated in this weeks follow-up conversation, the EOR is still completing documentation the wrong way. Goals are continuously not being run. EOR refuses to return contact to her CN or meet quarterly (virtually due to pandemic) for the required quarterly documentation review. The EOR is making it impossible for GT to provide CN services as written in the service definition. The EOR is going against the CN Short-Range Goals she signed and agreed upon. At this time GT Independence can no longer provide CN services. We would also suggest removal from EOR as she is unable to show competence and the skills to remain in Medicaid compliance with or without a CN."  (*the term CN refers to Community Navigator)

There are multiple mails from GT Independence with examples that provide support to what is stated above.  Those can be forwarded if requested as well as information received by the Service Consultant and Care Navigator.  I have attached the Cease of Contact letter from GT to the EOR (Susan Silva).

CORRECTIONS: Changed Date Received to Date Entered, Changed Type of Case to Internal Concern and changed complainant info to reflect internal complainant		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Quality of Services		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8014		03/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This writer received the following information via email from Erica Miller, Innovations Program Manager with GT Independence:
"As stated in this weeks follow-up conversation, the EOR is still completing documentation the wrong way. Goals are continuously not being run. EOR refuses to return contact to her CN or meet quarterly (virtually due to pandemic) for the required quarterly documentation review. The EOR is making it impossible for GT to provide CN services as written in the service definition. The EOR is going against the CN Short-Range Goals she signed and agreed upon. At this time GT Independence can no longer provide CN services. We would also suggest removal from EOR as she is unable to show competence and the skills to remain in Medicaid compliance with or without a CN."  (*the term CN refers to Community Navigator)
There are multiple mails from GT Independence with examples that provide support to what is stated above.  Those can be forwarded if requested as well as information received by the Service Consultant and Care Navigator.  I have attached the Cease of Contact letter from GT to the EOR (Susan Silva).
[PT: John Silva					DOB: 5/25/88				ID: 98427]
3/3/21
This writer received the below email along with relevant documentation related to concern from supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager:
This is related to the EOR concern you were assigned. Let me know if the attachments are not included and I’ll forward the original email to you. 
Walter is saying that this would qualify for termination. However, I think the best course is to have Jeanne’s team look at it. If they meet criteria for termination, she can make that recommendation to the Compliance Committee.  Let me know if we need to talk through this one. I’ll make the referral to Jeanne once you’ve had a chance to look over it and ack with the complainant. Might be able to ack/res it actually. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/8/21
This writer reached out to Todd and informed him that he could go ahead and refer to Jeanne Kleinschmidt, Provider Network Evaluations Supervisor and confirmed that I planned to ack/res. Todd advised that this writer wait until a response is received before resolving. He stated that he would reach out to Jeanne today.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/10/21
This writer inquired with Todd regarding whether or not he received a response from Jeanne. He confirmed that he did and that they would be meeting to discuss but that this writer could resolve based on this internal referral.
This writer composed and sent ack/res email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Referred to Provider Network Evaluations Team for review/follow-up		1		1		0		8

		11577		Kristie White		03/02/2021		Coyne		Sue		Guardian		Grievance		Administrative Issues		Community Guide				Multi-Disability		Adult		Guardiantrac, LLC dba GT Independence		1		92302 - COYNE, MICHAEL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Michael's Guardian/Parent Sue Coyne reached out to Care Navigator Sara Buchanan by phone on 3.2.21 regarding GT Independence.  Guardian is EOR and is very frustrated with the lack of supports offered by GT and the lack of provider choice in the network for another EOR agency.  Per CC8P- "Beneficiaries are offered an opportunity to receive an orientation to Individual and Family Directed Services from the Community Navigator at the time of the initial or annual plan. The orientation is provided by the Community Navigator. The Community Navigator also provides the beneficiary/legally responsible person with a copy of an employer handbook and other educational materials. The training and educational materials provide sufficient information to ensure that the beneficiary and/or legally responsible person make informed choices about the degree they wish to self-direct services.”  LRP reports that GT offered sub-par training such that she feels unclear about guidelines and limitations and did not receive a handbook or other documentation in writing to serve as a reference guide.  LRP reports having requested a new QP which was granted but lots of turnover has occurred and differing information has come from each Community Navigator role within GT.  LRP would like for GT to provide better training for EOR's and to be held accountable in a circumstance where an audit may occur and something was incorrect due to lack of training on their part.  LRP would also like to see other provider options in the network for this service.		Mom/LRP Susan Coyne is available to discuss further at 919-520-9601/Change grievance type to Administrative Issues. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8001		03/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Michael Coyne Patient ID: 92302 DOB: 03/21/1997
Michael's Guardian/Parent Sue Coyne reached out to Care Navigator Sara Buchanan by phone on 3.2.21 regarding GT Independence. Guardian is EOR and is very frustrated with the lack of supports offered by GT and the lack of provider choice in the network for another EOR agency. Per CC8P- "Beneficiaries are offered an opportunity to receive an orientation to Individual and Family Directed Services from the Community Navigator at the time of the initial or annual plan. The orientation is provided by the Community Navigator. The Community Navigator also provides the beneficiary/legally responsible person with a copy of an employer handbook and other educational materials. The training and educational materials provide sufficient information to ensure that the beneficiary and/or legally responsible person make informed choices about the degree they wish to self-direct services.” LRP reports that GT offered sub-par training such that she feels unclear about guidelines and limitations and did not receive a handbook or other documentation in writing to serve as a reference guide. LRP reports having requested a new QP which was granted but lots of turnover has occurred and differing information has come from each Community Navigator role within GT. LRP would like for GT to provide better training for EOR's and to be held accountable in a circumstance where an audit may occur and something was incorrect due to lack of training on their part. LRP would also like to see other provider options in the network for this service.
03/3/21-Grievance against GT re. lack of support. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/08/21- Called Sue Coyne at 919-520-9601 and the training is not good at all. Every time something is getting screwed up and I am not getting proper training and information that you need. You always getting different answer. Working with Belinda is my new person and she is trying to catch you up. No reference book and just letting you know what you need and the forms. It is like if I have a question always having different answers and no real support. Verified her address and let her know I will be sending her an acknowledgment letter today. Reached out to Erica Miller at Guradiantrac, LLC and sending her concern element email to be sent back to me by 03/15/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/18/21-Received provider information and they sent all supporting documentation that pertains to the Employer of Record’s concern, 2018-2021. Not all service notes were provided, only those that pertained to the Employer of Records ongoing EOR training and so forth. They had documentation of EOR was provided EOR training by Jarvis James QP/Community Navigator. Jarvis issued the EOR a notebook binder that included the EOR manual and printed EOR training material, such as supervision logs, employee training log, etc.	An Employer of Record Training Certificate is issued once an Employer of Record completes the EOR Training and passes the CN/EOR Assessment provided by the MCO/LME Agency Care Coordinator. Community Navigator assisted the guardian with understanding the flexibilities. With all the service notes and information sent it appears that they have completed their part to train and help. Guardian of member would also like to see other provider options in the network for this service this decision rests on whether the MCO/LME Agency would like to contract with another FMS providers. Closing grievance as tracking and sending guardian resolution letter. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		16

		11579		Hillary Vandewart		03/03/2021		SIMPSON		MELISSA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Psychosocial Rehab				Mental Health Only		Adult		Johnston County Industries, Inc.		1		370046 - TORRES, QUEMANI		Asian		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		During a case staffing with one of my team members for PID 370046 (Quemani Torres), it was noticed that this provider had been billing YA401 Psychosocial Rehabilitation Provided During Disaster or Emergency-State, even though this member has Medicaid.  It appears that they began using this code in May 2020, but have also billed H2017 and H2017 U5 Psychosocial Rehabilitiation During Disaster, which is the code they should be using if the member is seen via Telehealth/Telephonic means based on active Medicaid. It is unclear as to why the provider would be billing the incorrect code.  Some of the earlier claims have been reverted.  It appears that they may also be billing incorrectly on a second member as well.  I reached out to Regina Baker, Claims Supervisor and she indicated that an Internal Employee Concern may be warranted as the claims will pay out automatically.  I am attaching a report that shows some of the billing on these 2 members since October 2020.  Additional education may be indicated to ensure that provider is utilizing the correct service code, and if claims were paid out of State funds, possible recoupment may be indicated as there was a Medicaid service available for the provider to utilize.		CORRECTIONS: Connected patient to grievance in portal, changed disability to MH Only		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8004		03/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		During a case staffing with one of my team members for PID 370046 (Quemani Torres), it was noticed that this provider had been billing YA401 Psychosocial Rehabilitation Provided During Disaster or Emergency-State, even though this member has Medicaid.  It appears that they began using this code in May 2020, but have also billed H2017 and H2017 U5 Psychosocial Rehabilitiation During Disaster, which is the code they should be using if the member is seen via Telehealth/Telephonic means based on active Medicaid. It is unclear as to why the provider would be billing the incorrect code.  Some of the earlier claims have been reverted.  It appears that they may also be billing incorrectly on a second member as well.  I reached out to Regina Baker, Claims Supervisor and she indicated that an Internal Employee Concern may be warranted as the claims will pay out automatically.  I am attaching a report that shows some of the billing on these 2 members since October 2020.  Additional education may be indicated to ensure that provider is utilizing the correct service code, and if claims were paid out of State funds, possible recoupment may be indicated as there was a Medicaid service available for the provider to utilize.
[PT: Quemani Torres				DOB: 7/17/96				ID: 370046]
3/8/21
This writer sent case consult email to Tanya Held, SIU/Compliance Dept.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgment email to internal complainant.
This writer received the below feedback from Tanya:
Hi Hilary, 
There has definitely been confusion around the COVID flexibility codes, especially those put in place specifically as a result of the pandemic (i.e. the PSR during Disaster codes). This provider doesn’t have a history with SIU, so please proceed with your resolution process and encourage a self-audit. They may be able to work with their claim specialist to submit replacement claims. 
If this comes up again with them, SIU will look at opening a case and will have your documented grievance follow-up to reference.
Thanks for the consult,
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/16/21
This writer then reached out to provider via email to confirm who appropriate contact for this concern would be (emailed Executive VP-Main Contact, Patricia Little, patricia@jcindustries.com). She confirmed and also asked that details be sent to QM Contact, Melissa Overton, melissa@jcindustries.com. This writer thanked her for the info and sent concern elements with a deadline of 3/23.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/17/21
This writer received the below response from Melissa Ovrerton:
Hey Hillary, 
I wanted to go ahead and send you the overview of the issue for you to review. The lady over finance is on vacation and I can submit the check when she returns but wanted you to review the attached.  
Please advise.
Thanks
Melissa Overton
Senior Manager, Compliance & Administration 
Attachment:
To: Alliance Health
From: Melissa Overton, Senior Manager, Compliance & Administration
Re: Compliance-Provider Self Audit
JCI was notified that there was an internal concern submitted from Utilization Management Department related to Quemani Torres (DOB 7/17/96) and Clarence Winn (DOB 2/1/64). 
UM reported that JCI had billed YA401 for both individuals. 
Prior to COVID H2017 was billed for all State and Medicaid members.  We were given instructions to use H2017U5 for members utilizing telehealth.  If the members attended the facility we were to use H2017 (same as before and we currently bill H2017 for State and Medicaid members who attend the facility).  I reached out to Carlyle Johnson at Alliance on May 14th to ask about denials we were receiving while using the H2017U5 on the State members. He responded that he just received approval for the State funded PSR Alternative Service Definition but it was not yet set up and at that point the code for State members utilizing telehealth would be YA401.  JCI was notified on June 5th that the new code YA401 was added to our contract and we billed retro to March 20 and on all claims moving forward.
Clarence Winn- has a State authorization from 6/11/2019 and his active authorization is State which ends on 4/13/2021. 
Quenami Torres- had a State authorization from 9/11/2019 until 9/4/2020. At this point she switched to Medicaid. JCI did continue to bill YA401 for telehealth in error (did not realize that the auth changed from State to Medicaid), we should have been billing H2017U5. We will go back the 90 days and do replacement claims.  This leaves a total of $376.96 that was billed to State that should have been billed to Medicaid that we cannot go back and replace due to timeliness of filing.  Normally if the code doesn’t match the authorization it is denied, not sure why Alliance did not deny the claim as had previously been the process in the past. 
Time period covered: May 2020 through February 2021. 
Type of sampling: 100% 
Plan of Correction: JCI checks Medicaid status each month to verify status. When a member moves from State to Medicaid or Medicaid to State, prior to authorization being uploaded in EHR, Billing Assistant will track status of Medicaid on spreadsheet. Prior to COVID this was not an issue due to the billing codes being the same for State and Medicaid. 
This writer thanked her for sending and told her that the Compliance Department would review further once they sent the check/self-audit. This writer informed provider that issue would be resolved from a QM standpoint.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		14

		11580		Kristie White		03/03/2021		BROWN		AGNES		Consumer		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		496858 - BROWN, AGNES		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Agnes Brown called due to concerns with getting assessed Co Pay for her Psychiatry and Therapy services. Caller states she is being assessed a $25 fee for each visit.  Caller would like to have someone look into this matter and have the past assessed cleared.		Member has no diagnosis in system/Change service type to outpatient therapy. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8002		03/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Agnes Brown Patient ID: 496858 DOB: 03/21/1982
Agnes Brown called due to concerns with getting assessed Co Pay for her Psychiatry and Therapy services. Caller states she is being assessed a $25 fee for each visit. Caller would like to have someone look into this matter and have the past assessed cleared.
03/04/21-Grievance- against Alliance Health- member is having to pay a co pay for services at each visit. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/08/21-Tried to reach out to member about copay concern. No phone listed for member and sent acknowledgment letter to member about this issue. Sent concern element email to TEvertt and MMadison both supervisors in claims department to see if these copays are correct. Per EOB member received due to CHGS EXCD FEE SCH/MAX ALLOWABLE. Per TEverett Claims supervisor the attached EOB was from the primary payor. It seems that when UNC entered the secondary claim to Alliance (after receiving the EOB from primary payor), an error was made as they reflected a payment from primary that exceeds our contracted allowable amount. This resulted in Alliance denying the UNC claim because of the reported primary payment. UNC would need to submit a corrected claim if their original submission is erroneous.  Sending ack/resolution letter to member explaining this information. No telephone number on this grievance and none in Alpha /Jiva also. Closing concern case as tracking.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		5

		11582		Kim Ware		03/03/2021		ORTIZ		JASMINE		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		572479 - McKinney, Shanell		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 567968 3/3/2021 10:54:46 AM
CALLER: Jasmine Ortiz (step-mother)
MEMBER: Shanell McKinney
DOB: 11/6/1992 (Age: 28) 
FATHER'S PHONE: 9194410702
JASMINE'S PHONE: 9195798149
MENTAL STATUS: Third party caller, declining 911 because member is currently in WakeMed
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: B&D ACTT
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: Escalated by A Baskerville-Quick. Guardianship in process. Caller wants to file grievance against LaVe Wilson due to issues with TCLI program and communication with DHS and ACT team. Caller also has concerns about ACT team. Caller wants to speak with TJ Hayes, LaVe's supervisor, LC transferred. Please contact Ms Ortiz about her concerns about multiple agencies.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 3/3/2021 11:08:32 AM		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINATN NAME AND INFO FROM MEMBER'S;DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER (AGAINST BOTH B& D AND SPECIFIC AH STAFF)		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8029		03/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 567968 3/3/2021 10:54:46 AM
CALLER: Jasmine Ortiz (step-mother)
MEMBER: Shanell McKinney
DOB: 11/6/1992 (Age: 28) 
FATHER'S PHONE: 9194410702
JASMINE'S PHONE: 9195798149
MENTAL STATUS: Third party caller, declining 911 because member is currently in WakeMed
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: B&D ACTT
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: Escalated by A Baskerville-Quick. Guardianship in process. Caller wants to file grievance against LaVe Wilson due to issues with TCLI program and communication with DHS and ACT team. Caller also has concerns about ACT team. Caller wants to speak with TJ Hayes, LaVe's supervisor, LC transferred. Please contact Ms Ortiz about her concerns about multiple agencies.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 3/3/2021 11:08:32 AM
SHANELL MCKINNEY      ID: 572479   (DOB: 11/06/1992)
3/4/21 Case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr, Todd Parker due to issue pertaining to AH staff. Plan is to follow up with complainant and inquire if the staff concern had been addressed in that the concern information indicates transfer to the staff’s supervisor. 
3/8/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Member is currently her own guardian The complainant is an external stakeholder (step mother).(K.WARE,QAA)
3/10/21 Call to complainant; no answer; acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/15/21 This writer received return phone call from complainant, Ms. Ortiz. This writer explained the purpose of call and role of QM. This writer inquired regarding guardianship. Ms Ortiz confirmed that she is not the legal guardian, nor is the member’s father, however, they are in the process of attempting to get guardianship. She reports they are very concerned that the “system has let her down” and that instead of helping her continue to cover up.  Complainant confirmed understanding limitation of discussion due to HIPAA, however, was able to explain her concerns. Per Ms Ortiz she has not heard from anyone from B and D or Alliance Health. Per her report, no one from AH or B and D had been to see the member at the apartment she was living in, even when they or the property mgr made calls to them. The property manager was the one that alerted them to behaviors by member i.e. walking around in the complex naked, sitting on her balcony naked, urinating in front of a neighbor’s front door. Most recently the property mgr called because the member was walking around in the middle of the street with luggage. She reports they attempted to go to the magistrate to have her IVC’d and the request was denied. CIT officer was called to the scene and member continued to refuse to go to the hospital. After agreeing to go, the stepmother reports that the member walked out of the ED, however, the hospital was able to place her on a medical hold temporarily. Per report, the member went from Wake Med to HHH where she was released (after 3 days) last Wednesday. Ms Ortiz reports they do not know where the member is now and attempted to report her missing, however were told since she is adult she may not want them in touch with her. She reports being contacted by family in Miami who reported seeing her in the area. Ms Ortiz reports they do not know how and when she got to Miami with no ID, but are very concerned due to the member not being med complaint, being a risk to herself and others. Ms Ortiz reports that she and the member’s father have custody of the member’s 1 year old son and have had custody since he was 3 weeks old. She reports that although member was evicted the property mgr allowed them to come and clean out the apartment. Ms Ortiz reports that there has been a history of concerns and that the agency has stopped speaking to them. She reports that AH staff, LaVie and her supervisor have been present in meetings, knew of member’s conditions, and still believed she was ok to live independently. She believes that the member did not get the services and supports needed, the agency nor AH came out to monitor her regularly and now member is in essence missing. Both AH and B and D have been unresponsive to contact attempts. This writer contacted B and D QM Director, Jeremy Reed to make him aware of the concerns. This writer has requested review and response to the concern including actions taken or to be taken to address the concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/17/21
This writer contacted TJ Hayes to make her aware of complainant’s concerns related to the staff indicated in the complaint; LeVe Wilson. Ms. Hayes shared that she was not aware of complainant attempting to contact her as she did not receive a call or a voicemail message. She shared that Ms. Wilson has never spoken with complainant. She further shared that they do not have a consent on file to speak with complainant so they would not be able to discuss member’s case.
T. Parker, I&G Manager
3/18/21 This writer received email correspondence from Mr Reed including the agency's internal review findings and recommendation/ action plan indicating the following:
Findings:

ACT TL reports team has been very engaged with Ms. McKinney despite Ms. McKinney's attempts to disengage with the team. TL reports being in close contact with Alliance while processing every property management complaint. TL reports holding several ATMs to address Ms. McKinney's housings problems. TL reports speaking to property management on at least 2 occasions, and each time they were contacted with issues in the apartment, the team went to attempt to see Ms. McKinney. When eviction notice was given the team attempted to see her several times a week without any luck, and on the few occasions she was accessed by phone she was not compliant with being rehoused. The team was finally able to locate her at Holly Hill where team saw her three times while there. The team was in contact with her father as well in an attempt to address her housing.
Ms. McKinney left to stay with her sister in Miami on Thursday 3/11. Team member last spoke to Ms. McKinney on 3/14 when she reported that she was in Miami with her sister. Ms. McKinney reported that she was ready to come back to NC.
Recommendation/Action-Plan:

•	ACT Team is prepared to work with Ms. McKinney and her natural support to find and maintain housing for her if she returns to North Carolina.
•	ACT Team will work with Ms. McKinney and her natural supports to link her to supportive services in Florida, if she chooses to stay.
Agency also attached documentation regarding service provision. Based on agency response to include contact with member  and father while in Miami, offering due diligence in service provision and plans to follow up, case to be closed. The complainant is not legal guardian, therefore the information given cannot be relayed to her. Concern Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue		1		1		0		15

		11584		Kristie White		03/03/2021		BOYKIN		JEAN		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		255560 - JACKSON, JEAN		Black/African American		Unknown		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Jean Boykin called due to being extremely frustrated with her Provider Carolina Outreach.  Jean Boykins believes she is being purposely lied to regarding efforts to assist her with finding housing.  Caller states she has followed up with Alliance Staff Zuriah Harris regarding ILI applications on several occasions as she believed an ILI application had been submitted on her behalf as she was told by her Provider. Caller was informed by Zuriah Harris no application exists.   Caller states Alliance Staff Zuriah Harris even made efforts to ensure Carolina Outreach Staff knew how to complete application.  Caller also states she was also mislead and told her Provider was assisting her with Section 8 vouchcer  which she now believes is not true. Caller also states she was even told on at least 1 occasion Staff found her housing.  Jean Boykin states she was never able to speak with potential Landlord or see the property because she believes there was never any such Landlord. Caller states  she feels her mental health has suffered due to working with Carolina Outreach as she is trying to also overcome her housing situation.    Jean Boykin can be reached at 919-519-4842. Consumer is currently homeless per her reports.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8007		03/24/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Jean Boykin Patient ID: 255560 DOB: 08/29/1972
Jean Boykin called due to being extremely frustrated with her Provider Carolina Outreach. Jean Boykins believes she is being purposely lied to regarding efforts to assist her with finding housing. Caller states she has followed up with Alliance Staff Zuriah Harris regarding ILI applications on several occasions as she believed an ILI application had been submitted on her behalf as she was told by her Provider. Caller was informed by Zuriah Harris no application exists. Caller states Alliance Staff Zuriah Harris even made efforts to ensure Carolina Outreach Staff knew how to complete application. Caller also states she was also misled and told her Provider was assisting her with Section 8 voucher which she now believes is not true. Caller also states she was even told on at least 1 occasion Staff found her housing. Jean Boykin states she was never able to speak with potential Landlord or see the property because she believes there was never any such Landlord. Caller states she feels her mental health has suffered due to working with Carolina Outreach as she is trying to also overcome her housing situation. Jean Boykin can be reached at 919-519-4842. Consumer is currently homeless per her reports.
03/04/21-Grievance- against Carolina Outreach- agency not assisting with ILI housing application or section 8 voucher. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/09/21-Tried to call member at 910-745-3476 and phone rings phone is disconnected. Sending acknowledgment letter to address on file. Reached out to Jody Pittman at Carolina Outreach at 919-615-1027 and she said due to member name send this concern element email to Corey Williams at Corey.williams@carolinaoutreach.com to be sent back to me by 03/16/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/16/21-Spoke to Zuriah Harris ILI and she can barely remember this member just a call last year about if they received application and she no. She wouldn’t have referred member back to her provider on this issue. She also stated only CST services were approved for ILI she would been eligible around Oct 2020. As of today, only enhanced services are eligible. No answer from member and awaiting a call back to discuss her grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/24/21- Received response from provider and per provider they have been working with member on actively searching for housing. Due to moratorium due to Covid-19 pandemic preventing evictions it is limited vacancies for low income housing in Cumberland county. Member is limited since receives $794.00 monthly in SSI payments. Member did complete the Section 8 mainstream voucher on 12/28/20 but she did not have her social security card and other missing information. They did assist in getting old Section 8 application and the information was submitted to Alliance. Member is currently living in a boarding house until she can find permanent housing. Member is currently noncompliant with her medications for months. Carolina Outreach has provided member with a smart cellphone to help her engage in treatment virtually and has been offered placement in a transitional home for recovering addicts on 01/15/21 and she declined to move into the house. Per this information Carolina Outreach has done ample amount to secure housing and help the member. Closing grievance as tracking and sending resolution letter to member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11585		Kristie White		03/03/2021						Guardian		Grievance		Client Rights		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability				Damen Cromwell, LPC		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Legal Guardian for Consumer is seeking to file a grievance on Provider Damen Cromwell, LPC. Provider has completed CCA on Consumer and has refused to provide Legal Guardian with these documents nor the DSS Worker, Foster Care Agency even though proper Releases are in place. Provider continues to bill for services but refuses to provide any documented that has been requested.  Provider is also billing in excess of the time in which he is actually in front of the Consumer.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8012		03/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Legal Guardian for Consumer is seeking to file a grievance on Provider Damen Cromwell, LPC. Provider has completed CCA on Consumer and has refused to provide Legal Guardian with these documents nor the DSS Worker, Foster Care Agency even though proper Releases are in place. Provider continues to bill for services but refuses to provide any documented that has been requested. Provider is also billing in excess of the time in which he is actually in front of the Consumer.
03/04/21-Grievance- against- Damen Cromell, LPC.- refuses to provide legal guardian, DSS worker or foster care agency with documentation even with proper releases completed; billing in excess of time provided for services. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/09/21-Reached out to Lisa Simpson in Access department to see if any name of member or person who filed this could be given. She stated, “Unfortunately I cannot go back into a grievance from my understanding.  The last grievance I filed I believed she chose to remain completely anonymous. I explained how this would make it challenging for her to receive any type of follow up or for you all to obtain additional information. “  So I cannot send an acknowledgment letter or resolution email without any of this information. Reached out to via phone at 919-332-9294  Damen Cromwell, LPC about this anonymous grievance and sent out a concern element email to him at drctherapy@gmail.com to be returned to me by 03/16/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/10/21-Received response this response from provider,” the guardian of the consumer who is serving as a temporary foster parent came into the agency requesting services for the consumer. After conducting the assessment, I determined that the client did meet the clinical criteria for a specific diagnosis. The guardian was very persistent that I add additional diagnosis for the consumer to receive a higher level of services which would result in more money allocated for the foster parent. According to the foster parent, the increase in money was necessary for the consumer to be placed in extra curriculum activities to help decrease hyperactivity. The foster parent made this request during the initial assessment. I explained to her that the consumer did not meet the criteria for additional diagnoses because the symptoms described during the assessment did not require an additional diagnosis. During the next session, she was persistent in having me include an additional diagnosis. I informed her that she would need to talk with the Psychiatric nurse practitioner on staff regarding a higher level of services and the need for medication as she was very persistent in trying to achieve her goal. She did in fact meet with the Nurse practitioner who agreed with my position.  The consumer continued to try to persuade me and the Nurse to add the additional diagnosis. After consulting with the Nurse practitioner, we agreed that the services requested was not medically needed and we informed the social worker about our concerns. The social worker from DSS informed us that she would be removing the child from the foster parent as this was concerning for as well.  At no point did I deny the consumer access to records nor did I deny the DSS worker or the agency access to the records although, I would have as that would be a violation of the HIPPA act. The consumer abruptly stopped bringing the client to therapy sessions because I did not comply with her request to upgrade diagnosis. I denied the request because, it was unethical, illegal and against policies and procedures as outlined in the provider manual. At no time did I bill for services that were not rendered and all my sessions were conducted in a timely manner as billed. I have documentation to support every session and I also have the Nurse Practitioner who sat in on these conversations to attest this statement. As I did not understand the level two request, I had the nurse practitioner sit in so that we could gain a clear understanding as to why the foster parent wanted an increase in service. I have and will continue to practice in an ethical manner, and I deny all claims levied against me in this anonymous grievance that was filed against me. If any additional information or documentation is needed, please feel free to contact me and I will be happy to furnish the requested information. In closing, I am somewhat saddened by this report as I try my best to service my consumers in an ethical manner and t I will not violate my code of ethics or compromise my integrity to help a consumer gain monetary means. “ Since this is an anonymous grievance no letter can be sent and closing this concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		7

		11587		Kim Ware		03/03/2021		HUTCHISON		Mary		Family Member		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		640450 - HUTCHISON, CAASI		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Call id 568075  Mother is concerned that provider (Carolina Outreach) in Fayetteville has not been available to provide  injectable medication for daughter.  Mother has expressed concern to provider.  Mother is concerned about decompensation with symptoms if medication is not given on time.  Consumer has CC with AH.   Rich Resnick LCAS				other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8010		03/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Call id 568075  Mother is concerned that provider (Carolina Outreach) in Fayetteville has not been available to provide  injectable medication for daughter.  Mother has expressed concern to provider.  Mother is concerned about decompensation with symptoms if medication is not given on time.  Consumer has CC with AH.   Rich Resnick LCAS
CAASI HUTCHINSON   ID: 640450   (DOB: 10/4/1993
3/5/21 This writer received notification from Incident & Grievance Mgr Todd Parker that case will be presented in the AH CQR meeting on 3.10,.21 for review and clinical recommendations.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/9/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant, Mary Hutchinson. This writer inquired if she was the legal guardian of member. She confirmed that she is not. This writer spoke directly with member who gave her verbal consent for this writer to speak with her mother regarding her treatment and the grievance against Carolina Outreach. Per discussion with complainant, the provider had missed several appointments for the member’s injectable. She reports that it was an ongoing issue and her daughter has changed to a new provider, Carolina Psychiatry for services and has received the injectable needed. Per her report 1x the nurse did not show up and they were told to take the oral meds in lieu of the injection. During that time, she reports that her daughter’s symptoms had already increased with the voices getting worse for her. Second time, she reports that the agency lost the injection. On the most recent time, she indicated that the nurse was just not there eventhough the appointment had been scheduled, and they had been contacted to confirm the appointment. Ms Hutchinson reports that when she spoke to the provider regarding her concerns she reports they were aware that there was a problem. Ms Hutchinson reports that eventhough her daughter is no longer there she feels bad for any member that doesn’t have anyone to advocate or help them. Ms Hutchinson also discussed additional concerns regarding the provider. Per her report, her daughter was scheduled for a team to come in home or virtual at least 3x per week which did not happen. Per her report both the therapist and “life coach” would frequently cancel appointments, were inconsistent with scheduling and at one point called her daughter to conduct a session while at their daughter’s soccer match. Per Ms Hutchinson the therapist called 30 minutes before last appointment and told her that he had quit. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps, confirmed mailing address, and permission to use name when discussing the matter. The complainant thanked this writer. Acknowledgment letter mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/9/21 This writer contacted agency's QM Specialist, Jalen Darden regarding the concerns. The information was emailed directly for review and response at qm@carolinaoutreach.com.
3/12/21 Received feedback from Clinical Quality Review team requesting to receive information received from the provider.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/16/21 Agency response received indicating the following:
 Per internal review, Cassi Hutchinson has been receiving medication management services since 1/8/21. I have referenced the dates of service below: 
•	1/08/21 - initial appt completed 
•	1/13/21 - appt completed 
•	1/14/21 - appt canceled due to Medical Assistant’s (MA) illness; rescheduled for 1/19/21 
•	1/19/21 - appt completed 
•	1/22/21 - appt canceled due to MA’s illness; rescheduled for 1/26/21 
•	1/26/21 - appt completed 
•	2/02/21 - appt completed (received injection) 
•	03/03/21 - monthly med check was completed, however, the agency could not complete the Perseris injection and offered to refer Ms. Hutchinson to the Carter Clinic who was able to provide the injection within 24 hours. Upon speaking with Ms. Hutchinson, she informed us that her sister had administered the medication injection.   
•	3/04/21 - Ms. Hutchinson was scheduled for an injection appointment but did not attend the appointment.   
Our agency is not aware of any cancelled or no show appointments on our staff's behalf as scheduling has been consistent. Regarding the telehealth session mentioned, Ms. Hutchinson disclosed this concern to CST Team Lead during a session in February. The staff member is no longer employed with the agency and current CST Team members are aware of the guidelines regarding confidentiality and privacy. Ms. Hutchinson began services on 1/19/21 with the initial 30 days focused on treatment planning.  CST services can range from meeting with clients 1x weekly to more than (5x) weekly. Ms. Hutchinson was meeting with a CST provider twice weekly to address identified needs until 2/8/21, and then continued therapy (1x) weekly beginning on 2/8/21 due to the additional CST provider leaving the agency. Please let me know if you need any additional information. 
Jalen Darden 
QM Specialist
3/22/21 Call to complaint regarding action steps taken. Member is connected to new provider. External stakeholder concern resolution letter mailed to complainant. Information received from agency forwarded to CQR; no recommendations at this time. No further actions by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		19

		11588		Kim Ware		03/04/2021						Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only				Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Call ID:  568103 Patient receives ACTT services through Carolina Outreach and the staff Tyrone Dewberry who she reports is the employment specialist, answered the crisis line and was not supportive. She indicates she was initially calling about a fear and now worries that she will be punished in some way. States that he made a remark that felt abusive – did not direct her to her therapist and said that he was going to report her to her doctor (rather than her therapist) which felt intimidating. She reports that she has spoken with her ACTT team about being taken advantage of in the past by her previous MH provider. When she expressed intentions of seeking employment, she does not feel she is being supported and feels that the staff-person is exemplifying his power and control in regards to her finding employment and has fears that it could become labor trafficking. Reports that he made an ‘off the wall statement’ stating that “You are night” and she associated the remark with “day” and felt harmed by the remark. Reports that she did not like the tone of it; as she was unsure if he meant “knight” as in the game of chess and feels that it is some kind of mind game. She reports another instance last year (2020) where the staff was too personal and used pet names like “baby” and cited that it was cultural diversity when she objected to the name. Patient feels that she is being treated unfairly by that staff and that he has said previously that he wanted to treat her like a friend and she feels that is unethical. Patient has not spoken to the ACTT team about her concerns as this just happened and she would like to remain anonymous.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8040		03/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Call ID: 568103 Patient receives ACTT services through Carolina Outreach and the staff Tyrone Dewberry who she reports is the employment specialist, answered the crisis line and was not supportive. She indicates she was initially calling about a fear and now worries that she will be punished in some way. States that he made a remark that felt abusive – did not direct her to her therapist and said that he was going to report her to her doctor (rather than her therapist) which felt intimidating. She reports that she has spoken with her ACTT team about being taken advantage of in the past by her previous MH provider. When she expressed intentions of seeking employment, she does not feel she is being supported and feels that the staff-person is exemplifying his power and control in regards to her finding employment and has fears that it could become labor trafficking. Reports that he made an ‘off the wall statement’ stating that “You are night” and she associated the remark with “day” and felt harmed by the remark. Reports that she did not like the tone of it; as she was unsure if he meant “knight” as in the game of chess and feels that it is some kind of mind game. She reports another instance last year (2020) where the staff was too personal and used pet names like “baby” and cited that it was cultural diversity when she objected to the name. Patient feels that she is being treated unfairly by that staff and that he has said previously that he wanted to treat her like a friend and she feels that is unethical. Patient has not spoken to the ACTT team about her concerns as this just happened and she would like to remain anonymous.
*NO PT ID- ANONYMOUS
3/12/21 This writer reached out to Carolian Outreach QM in regards to the concern. Although limited information, the concern was sent directly for review at qm@carolinaoutreach.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/18/21 Response received from agency's QM Specialist, Jalen Darden indicating the following: 11588:  Given that this complaint was anonymous it is hard to tell what call this was in reference to, however per internal review, we believe we know who made this complaint as he only remembers one client abusing the crisis line during the week that he held the crisis phone. This individual had reached out to our crisis line numerous times over the course of the week for non-crisis assistance. Tyrone attempted to redirect the client back to their primary individual treatment team members and attempted to provide education and reminders about the nature of the crisis line to this client, as it was not being used appropriately. This client has a history of paranoia and refuses to work with their individual treatment team. Our staff have been attempting to encourage them to utilize the individual treatment team for non-emergency calls, however their efforts to do so are not being as effective as we would like. It is in our best practice to ensure that all clients who are experiencing crisis are assisted immediately and effectively. Please let me know if any additional information is needed. 
3/18/21 Based on anonymity, limited information, and agency response, case to be closed. Agency ahs indicated its protocol. No letter due to no address or contact information for complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined		1		1		0		14

		11590		Hillary Vandewart		03/04/2021		TILLMAN		ERICA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC		1		84243 - MOORE, TAHLIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		On 2/1/2021, SC requested from QP Alexandria Pharr (a.pharr@careingh.com)  November and December 2020 and January 2021 documentation for all services for Member #84243, including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested for these documents to be sent by 2/15/2021. QP did not respond. SC sent a second request for the documentation on 2/16/2021 to submit the documentation by 2/19/2021. QP has still not responded. SC sent a third email on 2/22/2021. QP has still not responded. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021		CORRECTIONS: REC'D DATE CHANGED TO REFLECT INSERT DATE, Connected member to grievance within portal, changed nature of issue to Administrative Issues, changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8008		03/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 2/1/2021, SC requested from QP Alexandria Pharr (a.pharr@careingh.com)  November and December 2020 and January 2021 documentation for all services for Member #84243, including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested for these documents to be sent by 2/15/2021. QP did not respond. SC sent a second request for the documentation on 2/16/2021 to submit the documentation by 2/19/2021. QP has still not responded. SC sent a third email on 2/22/2021. QP has still not responded. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021
[PT: Tahlia Moore				DOB: 7/6/05				ID: 84243]
3/9/21
Per case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr Todd Parker and review of the complainant's dept protocol, case to closed and tracked for potential trends. 
Per response from complainant, she notified the assigned PND Specialist before filing the concern to QM for tracking purposes. Ack/Res emailed. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		5

		11591		Hillary Vandewart		03/04/2021		TILLMAN		ERICA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Autism Society of North Carolina, Inc.		1		88713 - WILKERSON, ADREANNA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		On 1/15/2021, SC requested for QP Michele Jones (mjones@autismsociety-nc.org) to send September, October and November documentation for all services for Member #88713, including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested for these items to be sent by 1/31/2021. QP did not respond. On 2/8/2021, SC emailed the QP for follow-up about the documents and requested for them to be sent by 2/15/2021; QP did not respond. On 2/16/2021, SC emailed QP a third email to follow up on sending the documents; QP has still not responded. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021		CORRECTIONS: REC'D DATE CHANGED TO REFLECT INSERT DATE, attached member to grievance in portal, changed Nature of Issue to Administrative Issues, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8009		03/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 1/15/2021, SC requested for QP Michele Jones (mjones@autismsociety-nc.org) to send September, October and November documentation for all services for Member #88713, including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested for these items to be sent by 1/31/2021. QP did not respond. On 2/8/2021, SC emailed the QP for follow-up about the documents and requested for them to be sent by 2/15/2021; QP did not respond. On 2/16/2021, SC emailed QP a third email to follow up on sending the documents; QP has still not responded. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021
[PT: Adreanna Wilkerson			DOB: 2/24/02				ID: 88713]
3/9/21
Per case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr Todd Parker and review of the complainant's dept protocol, case to closed and tracked for potential trends. 
Per response from complainant, she notified the assigned PND Specialist before filing the concern to QM for tracking purposes. Ack/Res emailed. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		5

		11592		Kim Ware		03/04/2021		TILLMAN		ERICA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Inez's House (HC), LLC		1		53454 - CZERNIEJEWSKI, STEPHEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		0		0		On 1/14/2021, SC sent an email to QP Aletha Johnson (afjyeat2000@yahoo.com) requesting August, September, and October 2020 documentation for all services for Member #53454. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested these documents by 1/27/2021. QP did not send the documents by the requested date. SC sent a follow up email on 2/1/2021, requesting again to send the documentation by 2/15/2021; QP did not respond. SC sent another email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documentation to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond.

On 2/1/2021, SC also requested for November and December 2020 and January 2021 documentation for all services for Member #53454 to be sent by 2/15/2021. QP did not respond. SC sent a follow up email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documents to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED REC'D DATE TO REFLECT INSERT DATE; ENTERED PT ID; AGE CHANGED FROM DOES NTO APPLY TO ADULT; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NTO APPLY TO DD;PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO ADMINISTRATIVE; DISCUSSED ENTERED NO; PERMISSION ENTERED NO; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; residential checked yes; entered res type		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7996		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 1/14/2021, SC sent an email to QP Aletha Johnson (afjyeat2000@yahoo.com) requesting August, September, and October 2020 documentation for all services for Member #53454. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested these documents by 1/27/2021. QP did not send the documents by the requested date. SC sent a follow up email on 2/1/2021, requesting again to send the documentation by 2/15/2021; QP did not respond. SC sent another email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documentation to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond. On 2/1/2021, SC also requested for November and December 2020 and January 2021 documentation for all services for Member #53454 to be sent by 2/15/2021. QP did not respond. SC sent a follow up email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documents to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021
STEPHEN CZERNEJEWSKI    ID: 53454      (DOB: 1/22/97)
3/5/21 Per case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr Todd Parker and review of the complainant's dept protocol, case to closed and tracked for potential trends. Per response from complainant, she notified the assigned PND Specialist before filing the concern to QM for tracking purposes. Ack/Res emailed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		1

		11594		Kim Ware		03/04/2021		TILLMAN		ERICA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Inez's House (HC), LLC		1		49203 - MCNEAL, SYLVESTER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		0		0		On 1/20/2021, SC sent an email to QP Aletha Johnson (afjyeat2000@yahoo.com) requesting November and December 2020 and January 2021 documentation for all services for Member #49203. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress summary of those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested these documents by 2/15/2021. QP did not send the documents by the requested date. SC sent a follow up email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documentation to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; AGE CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO ADULT; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NTO APPLY TO MULTI DISABILITY; PRIORITY CHAGNED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; DISCUSSED ENTERED NO; PERMISSION ENTERED NO; CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME FROM MEMBER'S; residential checked yes; entered in state; entered res type ACH		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7998		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 1/20/2021, SC sent an email to QP Aletha Johnson (afjyeat2000@yahoo.com) requesting November and December 2020 and January 2021 documentation for all services for Member #49203. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress summary of those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested these documents by 2/15/2021. QP did not send the documents by the requested date. SC sent a follow up email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documentation to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021 
SYLVESTER MCNEAL   ID: 49203     (DOB: 7/17/1971)
3/5/21 Per case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr Todd Parker and review of the complainant's dept protocol, case to closed and tracked for potential trends. Per response from complainant, she notified the assigned PND Specialist before filing the concern to QM for tracking purposes. Ack/Res emailed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		1

		11595		Kim Ware		03/04/2021		TILLMAN		ERICA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Inez's House (HC), LLC		1		49259 - TURNER, ANDREW		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		0		0		On 1/20/2021, SC sent an email to QP Aletha Johnson (afjyeat2000@yahoo.com) requesting September, October, and November 2020 documentation for all services for Member #49259, including a MARS. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested these documents by 1/27/2021. QP did not send the documents by the requested date. SC sent a follow up email on 2/8/2021, requesting again to send the documentation by 2/15/2021; QP did not respond. SC sent another email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documentation to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID'; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MULTI DISABILITY; AGE GROUP CHANGED FROM DOES NTO APPLY TO ADULT; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO ADMINISTRATIVE;  LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; DISCUSSED ENTERED NO; PERMISSION ENTERED NO; residential checked yes; location entered in state; res type entered ACH		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7999		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 1/20/2021, SC sent an email to QP Aletha Johnson (afjyeat2000@yahoo.com) requesting September, October, and November 2020 documentation for all services for Member #49259, including a MARS. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested these documents by 1/27/2021. QP did not send the documents by the requested date. SC sent a follow up email on 2/8/2021, requesting again to send the documentation by 2/15/2021; QP did not respond. SC sent another email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documentation to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021
ANDREW TURNER   ID: 49259      (DOB: 8/16/1990)
3/5/21 Per case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr Todd Parker and review of the complainant's dept protocol, case to closed and tracked for potential trends. Per response from complainant, she notified the assigned PND Specialist before filing the concern to QM for tracking purposes. Ack/Res emailed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		1

		11596		Kim Ware		03/04/2021		TILLMAN		ERICA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Inez's House (HC), LLC		1		29383 - WOOTEN, BOBBY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		0		0		On 1/20/2021, SC sent an email to QP Aletha Johnson (afjyeat2000@yahoo.com) requesting September, October, and November 2020 documentation for all services for Member #29383, including a MARS. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested these documents by 1/27/2021. QP did not send the documents by the requested date. SC sent a follow up email on 2/8/2021, requesting again to send the documentation by 2/15/2021; QP did not respond. SC sent another email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documentation to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; CHANGED DISABILITY FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MULTI; AGE CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO ADULT; PRIORITY CHANGED FROM HIGH TO ROUTINE; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; DISCUSSED ENTERED NO; PERMISSION ENTERED NO; residential entered yes; location entered in state; res type entered ACH		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8000		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 1/20/2021, SC sent an email to QP Aletha Johnson (afjyeat2000@yahoo.com) requesting September, October, and November 2020 documentation for all services for Member #29383, including a MARS. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested these documents by 1/27/2021. QP did not send the documents by the requested date. SC sent a follow up email on 2/8/2021, requesting again to send the documentation by 2/15/2021; QP did not respond. SC sent another email on 2/16/2021 requesting for the documentation to be sent by 2/19/2021. QP did not respond. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021
BOBBY WOOTEN   ID: 29383    (DOB: 2/22/1979)
3/5/21 Per case consult with Incident & Grievance Mgr Todd Parker and review of the complainant's dept protocol, case to closed and tracked for potential trends. Per response from complainant, she notified the assigned PND Specialist before filing the concern to QM for tracking purposes. Ack/Res emailed. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		1

		11597		Kristie White		03/04/2021		Tillman		Erica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Matchbox Health Services Corporation		1		36955 - CATES, ERIC		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		On 1/14/2021, SC requested August, September, and October documentation for all services for Member #36955, including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested for these documents to be sent by 1/27/2021. QP responded, stating that she would get the documentation for SC. However, documentation was not received by 1/27/2021 as requested. SC sent another email on 2/1/2021 requesting not only the documentation from August, September, and October again, but also documentation for November, December and January for a second assessment for the individual by 2/15/2021. QP responded, stating she would send the documentation over; QP did not send the documentation. SC emailed QP on 2/16/2021 requesting the documentation to be submitted by 2/19/2021; QP never responded, and no documentation was sent. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7995		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Eric Cates Patient ID: 36955 DOB: 07/03/1970
On 1/14/2021, SC requested August, September, and October documentation for all services for Member #36955, including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short-Range Goal plan. SC requested for these documents to be sent by 1/27/2021. QP responded, stating that she would get the documentation for SC. However, documentation was not received by 1/27/2021 as requested. SC sent another email on 2/1/2021 requesting not only the documentation from August, September, and October again, but also documentation for November, December and January for a second assessment for the individual by 2/15/2021. QP responded, stating she would send the documentation over; QP did not send the documentation. SC emailed QP on 2/16/2021 requesting the documentation to be submitted by 2/19/2021; QP never responded, and no documentation was sent. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021
03/04/21-Internal- against Matchbox Health Services- not submitting requested documentation. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/05/21-Per TParker Incident and Grievance Manager, states since indicated that they have been in contact with the PND Specialist we can coded as tracking and closed. Sent Ack/resolution email to internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11599		Kristie White		03/04/2021		Tillman		Erica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Matchbox Health Services Corporation		1		8472 - LENNON, DAMIEN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		***Provider Network was contacted by SC on 3/3/2021 regarding this issue.

On 2/1/2021, SC requested November and December 2020 and January 2021 documentation for all services for Member #8472 from QP Aletha Johnson (ajohnson@mhsnc.com), including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short Range Goal plan. SC requested for these documents to be sent by 2/15/2021. QP responded, stating she would send the documents by 2/15/2021; the documents were not sent. On 2/16/2021, SC emailed QP again to follow up and requested the documents to be emailed by 2/19/2021; QP never responded and also never sent the documents. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7994		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Damien Lennon Patient ID: 8472 DOB: 04/29/1983
***Provider Network was contacted by SC on 3/3/2021 regarding this issue. On 2/1/2021, SC requested November and December 2020 and January 2021 documentation for all services for Member #8472 from QP Aletha Johnson (ajohnson@mhsnc.com), including a MARS if applicable. SC also requested a progress report reflecting those 3 months of documentation, along with the most recent Short-Range Goal plan. SC requested for these documents to be sent by 2/15/2021. QP responded, stating she would send the documents by 2/15/2021; the documents were not sent. On 2/16/2021, SC emailed QP again to follow up and requested the documents to be emailed by 2/19/2021; QP never responded and also never sent the documents. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021
03/04/21-Internal- against Matchbox Health Services- not submitting requested documentation. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/05/21-Per TParker Incident and Grievance Manager, states since indicated that they have been in contact with the PND Specialist we can coded as tracking and closed. Sent Ack/resolution email to internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11600		Kristie White		03/04/2021		Tillman		Erica		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Matchbox Health Services Corporation		1		49203 - MCNEAL, SYLVESTER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		***Provider Network was contacted by SC on 3/3/2021 regarding this issue.

On 2/2/2021, SC requested Community Networking documentation for Sylvester McNeal for November and December 2020, and January 2021. SC also requested the Short Range Goal plan and a progress summary. QP did not send the documents. On 2/16/2021, SC emailed QP again to follow up and requested the documents to be emailed by 2/19/2021; QP never responded and also never sent the documents. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021		Changed to Multi-disability type		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		7993		03/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Sylvester McNeal Patient ID: 49203 DOB: 07/17/1971
***Provider Network was contacted by SC on 3/3/2021 regarding this issue. On 2/2/2021, SC requested Community Networking documentation for Sylvester McNeal for November and December 2020, and January 2021. SC also requested the Short-Range Goal plan and a progress summary. QP did not send the documents. On 2/16/2021, SC emailed QP again to follow up and requested the documents to be emailed by 2/19/2021; QP never responded and also never sent the documents. QP needs to submit the aforementioned documents and an update about the individual so that SC can do an addendum to the Waiver Service Monitoring Assessment. Erica Tillman, MA, QP 3/4/2021
03/04/21-Internal- against Matchbox Health Services- not submitting requested documentation. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/05/21-Per TParker Incident and Grievance Manager, states since indicated that they have been in contact with the PND Specialist we can coded as tracking and closed. Sent Ack/resolution email to internal complainant. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11602		Kim Ware		03/04/2021		Johnson		Monique		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis - Emergency Department				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		UNC Hospital		1		698023 - SMITH, KEENAN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		The individual's mother, Monique Johnson, reported to this writer that she was concerned that her son had not been admitted to the UNC Acute hospital from the UNC ED due to his race. The parent also reported that the nursing staff were verbally aggressive with the individual, and that he had reported being afraid.  Initially, the parent reported she did not wish to put in a grievance, however, she later determined she did wish to have this writer enter the grievance. Mother stated that she spoke with a customer service representative from UNC at the time of the concern, and also expressed her concerns to the ED nursing staff, as well as the psychiatrist overseeing the individual while on IVC.  At the time of the concern, the hospital reported to this writer that they did not have available beds, but reported that the individual had been referred out to other hospitals every other day since his admission to the ED for IVC. They further reported that the individual was also on the waiting list for CRH due to his complex needs. CC spoke with multiple social workers at the ED, to help advocate and ensure the individual was able receive access to services as quickly as possible. The social worker assigned to the individuals case noted that she had reviewed the concerns of the parent which were documented by the psychiatrist, and encouraged the parent to reach out to the provider's customer service department. This individual had been admitted to UNC's acute hospital previously, and received crisis stabilization services at that time. It was noted by this writer that during that previous admission, the individual displayed several aggressive behaviors while receiving acute care, including urinating into a cup in front of other patients, and having physically aggressive episodes with staff and peers on the unit. Since the concern was noted, the individual has been admitted to Holly Hill Hospital and has received crisis stabilization services from that agency.This writer identified that the parent did not wish Alliance to mention her name to the provider in relation to the Alliance grievance as she did not wish to create conflict with that provider.		CORRECTIONS: SOURCE CHANGED FROM PARENT TO GUARDIAN; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MULTI TO MH ONLY		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8015		03/31/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The individual's mother, Monique Johnson, reported to this writer that she was concerned that her son had not been admitted to the UNC Acute hospital from the UNC ED due to his race. The parent also reported that the nursing staff were verbally aggressive with the individual, and that he had reported being afraid.  Initially, the parent reported she did not wish to put in a grievance, however, she later determined she did wish to have this writer enter the grievance. Mother stated that she spoke with a customer service representative from UNC at the time of the concern, and also expressed her concerns to the ED nursing staff, as well as the psychiatrist overseeing the individual while on IVC.  At the time of the concern, the hospital reported to this writer that they did not have available beds, but reported that the individual had been referred out to other hospitals every other day since his admission to the ED for IVC. They further reported that the individual was also on the waiting list for CRH due to his complex needs. CC spoke with multiple social workers at the ED, to help advocate and ensure the individual was able receive access to services as quickly as possible. The social worker assigned to the individuals case noted that she had reviewed the concerns of the parent which were documented by the psychiatrist, and encouraged the parent to reach out to the provider's customer service department. This individual had been admitted to UNC's acute hospital previously, and received crisis stabilization services at that time. It was noted by this writer that during that previous admission, the individual displayed several aggressive behaviors while receiving acute care, including urinating into a cup in front of other patients, and having physically aggressive episodes with staff and peers on the unit. Since the concern was noted, the individual has been admitted to Holly Hill Hospital and has received crisis stabilization services from that agency.
KEENAN SMITH     ID: 698023     (DOB: 11/14/2008)
3/5/21 Call to complainant; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/8/21 Call to complainant; no response.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/10/21 This writer made call to complainant, member’s mother/guardian; left vm message. Information indicates that she wishes to remain anonymous. This writer mailed the acknowledgment letter to address listed.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/25/21 No response from complainant to date. This writer made call and spoke with member’s assigned AH MH/SUD Care Coordinator, Leah Thompson x 8755 and discussed the matter for insight. Per her report the mother had contacted the hospitals’ complaint unit and was following their complaint process, but believes she wanted to make sure that Alliance was aware of her concerns and experience at the hospital, however, indicated she didn’t want to speak for the mother. The member had been there previously with incidents. Ms. Thompson reports that the member was eventually referred to and admitted to HHH. Ms. Thompson plans to continue to provide coordination of services for member as he has been discharged.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/31/21 Call to complainant and spoke with her directly regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM. She reports that she does not wish to be anonymous and has been open about her concerns. Ms. Johnson reports that she filed with the hospitals’ Patient Relations, the Ethics Committee and Alliance Health. Per her report, the committee confirmed her concerns. She reports that her son was not given medications when needed when he had a panic attack and the hospital refused to give her the name of the nurse that was verbally abusive to her son, each concern confirmed by the committee upon their review. This writer referred Ms. Johnson to the Joint Commission as well. Per Ms. Johnson her son is home now. This writer has recommended that Ms. Johnson continue to work with AH cc in regards to service provision and coordination of outpatient care of her son. This writer discussed net steps to include contact with DHSR and The Joint Commission noting that there was no guarantee as to actions that would be taken in the case or if the accrediting body would accept the case. This writer indicated that the Joint Commission contact information will be included in the resolution letter and any other action steps taken by QM. This writer indicated that the matter will be tracked due to the nature. Ms. Johnson thanked this writer. Review of information available regarding member indicates linkage and referral for appropriate services to meet member’s needs. This writer made call to DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500. Per intake staff, Vee, case consult indicates that the referral was not appropriate for DHSR referral, however, recommended Office of Civil Rights (1-800-368-1019) as well as NC Medical Board for any concerns regarding medications (1-800-253-9653). This writer made call to Ms. Johnson and gave her the DHSR recommendations and information. Based on complainant direct filing with provider, this writer’s consult with DHSR and concern filed with Joint Commission, case to be closed and tracked. Resolution mailed to complainant. Per Ms Johnson the acknowledgment letter was mailed to her sister's home where she previously lived and gave this writer her current mailing address: 217 Pony Club Circle Cary, NC 27519. Any correspondence received from The Joint Commission to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(KWARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		27

		11603		Kristie White		03/04/2021		HUNT		TALISHA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis - Emergency Department				Mental Health Only		Adult		Cumberland County Hospital System, Inc. dba Cape Fear Valley Health System		1		228621 - HUNT, TALISHA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 568203] Member reporting concerns with multiple instances trying to pursue help/treatment for percocet use at CFVH ED.  Member is five months pregnant, last use of percocet was two days ago and currently going through withdrawal as well as suffering from pre-eclampsia, does not want EMS or to go to CFVH ED due to not getting help, citing multiple ED visits over last several months:  (1) Presented to ED on 9/26/20 for a hernia, discussed with doctor her concerns around her percocet use but was told there is nothing they can do to help, adds that they do not have a problem prescribing pain meds but won't help someone get off them.  Reports that no referrals were made; (2) Presented to ED on 10/13/20, accidentally overdosed on percocet, was told by CFVH that they can't help her, no referral made; (3) Presented to ED on 2/14/21 to treat other complications, also expressed concern around her percocet use but was not helped, no referral made; (4) Presented to ED on 3/3/21 due to percocet withdrawal and swelling related to pre-eclampsia, currently five months pregnant, notified her OB who advised he would notify ED doctor, ED doctor again said "We don't help with that" even knowing she is pregnant.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		Changed to Mental Health only/changed to Access to Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8013		03/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Talisha Hunt Patient ID: 228621 DOB: 07/21/1990
[CID: 568203] Member reporting concerns with multiple instances trying to pursue help/treatment for percocet use at CFVH ED. Member is five months pregnant, last use of percocet was two days ago and currently going through withdrawal as well as suffering from pre-eclampsia, does not want EMS or to go to CFVH ED due to not getting help, citing multiple ED visits over last several months: (1) Presented to ED on 9/26/20 for a hernia, discussed with doctor her concerns around her percocet use but was told there is nothing they can do to help, adds that they do not have a problem prescribing pain meds but won't help someone get off them. Reports that no referrals were made; (2) Presented to ED on 10/13/20, accidentally overdosed on percocet, was told by CFVH that they can't help her, no referral made; (3) Presented to ED on 2/14/21 to treat other complications, also expressed concern around her percocet use but was not helped, no referral made; (4) Presented to ED on 3/3/21 due to percocet withdrawal and swelling related to pre-eclampsia, currently five months pregnant, notified her OB who advised he would notify ED doctor, ED doctor again said "We don't help with that" even knowing she is pregnant.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
03/04/21-Grievance- against Cumberland County Hospital- going through withdrawals; not admitted at ED. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/05/21-Left message for Tasha Hunt at 910-257-0119 left message trying to verify information about the grievance and mailing address. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/10/21- Called member Tasha Hunt at 910-257-0119 left message for her to call me back. Called Cumberland County Hospital and spoke to Mark Gronski about the grievance and sending him a concern element email at mgron2@capefearvalley.com to be returned to me by 03/16/21. Sending acknowledgment letter also to member. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/17/21-Called Mark Gronski at 910-615-3741 to remind him I need this information. He said he was working on it and will send it to me be by end of business day. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/18/21-Received response from Cumberland County Hospital per Nursing Director she reported no visit to the ED on 09/26/20 documented. During the visit on 02/14/21 there is documentation regarding a discussion about outpatient therapy which the patient was agreeable to. In addition, during the 03/02/21 visit, there was also a discussion regarding patient’s drug use. The hospital does not do any detox. This information is consistent since this hospital can only service member for medical issues and not drug detox or outpatient substance abuse. No call back from member and not answer when called several times on this grievance. Sending member, a resolution letter of this information and closing grievance as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		14

		11604		Kim Ware		03/04/2021		Korene		Carter		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		MONARCH		1		468516 - FULLER, TAMAR		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Member's  stated gave permission to Monarch to provide services however, she specially stated she did not want member to take meds. Member's mother stated member went behind her back and asked for medication and Monarch provided the member with medication. Member's mother was unable to provide  name of medication.		CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO QUALITY OF SERVICES		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8032		04/01/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's  stated gave permission to Monarch to provide services however, she specially stated she did not want member to take meds. Member's mother stated member went behind her back and asked for medication and Monarch provided the member with medication. Member's mother was unable to provide  name of medication.
TAMAR FULLER      ID: 468516     (DOB: 9/29/2004)
3/5/21 Call to complainant (914) 432-2321; member is 17years old. The complaint/guardian specifically told Monarch not to give the member (daughter) medications.
3/10/21 Call to complainant; no response to previous vm message; the message indicates a business name; acknowledgment letter mailed to address listed.
3/16/21 Call to complainant and spoke directly with her regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM. Ms. Carter reports that she does not remember the medication name, but that it has since been discontinued. She reports that she is concerned that happened in the first place. This writer inquired if her daughter received the medications or the prescription which she could not confirm. She reports that for a time, her daughter was at her grandmother’s home. Per her report, she has heard from no one at the agency and is unsure of what the next steps are for services. She reports that her daughter has been without services although an assessment was completed. Complainant confirmed permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider, confirmed mailing address and was unsure if she had received acknowledgment letter.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/17/21 This writer contacted the agency’s Incident and Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729 to make him aware of the concern. Information emailed to Cornelius.powe@monarchnc.org for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/23/21 Email correspondence received from Mr Powe indicating reason for delay in response as he was on vacation. He plans to follow up with staff and advise of any progress in the internal review of the matter.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/26/21 Email correspondence received from Director of Operations-BH Outpatient, Terizia Holloway Lochie, indicating agency indicates attempts to contact the complaint regarding the matter. The agency plans to await complainant response in an effort to discuss the matter and addressing the concerns. Plan to follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/29/21 This writer received call from Mr. Powe indicating no response from parent. This writer inquired regarding contact number being utilized  and gave the number used by this writer for contact. Per Mr. Powe, initial review indicates previous contact with the mother as recently as 3/25/21 noting that she had indicated the member was with her grandmother and doing better. Mr. Powe pans to follow up with this writer with internal review results.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/1/21 Agency review indicates that contact with complainant was made. Per report, she discussed the confusion regarding treatment and medication due to member being with her grandmother and at the time of contact by therapist being busy with her ill father. The agency indicated verbal consent received and information received form hospital discharge. Per complainant, member was already slated for services with another agency at time of discharge, not Monarch. Per report the member is connected to another agency and Monarch will not be utilized for services. Per repot the member was receiving the medications while at the grandmother's home, based on previous consent given, but has since been discontinued. Agency response indicates the following:
"The Director of Operations spoke to the mother and asked her if she could share what had happened, I reiterated what I knew of the situation and asked if that was correct.  She confirmed that upon a telehealth visit her daughter was given meds after she specifically requested in a consent to treat for no meds to be given.  I explained to her that I had talked to the therapist and that she understood there was a consent to treat and that on the call she received another verbal from the "mother" that was on the call at the beginning with the client.  The therapist also stated based on the nurses notes and what the client stated and what the hospital discharge stated that meds were indicated for the client and it was their expressed desire to have medication.  After speaking to the therapist, she said she went with the verbal consent and did not mean to overstep the mothers request, as when she talked about it in initial conversation, and it was not stated then.  The mother did say she was very busy during that time with her father who was ill and was not sure as to how the patients appt came to be at Monarch.  The mother stated that she already planned for the daughter to be seen and receive treatment at Enrichment Center.  I explained to her that Holly Hill hospital scheduled the appt.  She stated that the daughter did get the medication because her grandmother picked it up and was taking it because the daughter does stay at the grandmothers.  I again explained with different people handling the care and scheduling appts that there were a lot of people involved.  The mother states that she was mostly upset with Holly Hill because when the daughter was hospitalized, she told them she had arranged for care at Enrichment Center.  The mother did tell me everything was fine, the daughter was receiving therapy and would not be utilizing Monarch.  I thanked her for her time and was sorry for the confusion." This writer made call and spoke with complainant who has confirmed contact with Monarch and that her concerns were addressed by the agency and that it was a "huge misunderstanding". She confirms that her daughter is currently connected to services with another agency. This writer explained that her concerns will be tracked and monitored by QM for potential trends. No further concerns noted at this time. This writer recommended to Mr Powe that agency continue to monitor the matter, document and ensure consent protocol and coordination with the discharging hospital. Resolution letter mailed to complainant to updated mailing address. No further actions by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		28

		11605		Kim Ware		03/04/2021		JAMES		YVONNE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		56795 - MCDOUGALD, BARBARA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Medical provider at Lincoln HC along with member contacted AH Access Dept. to set up initial CCA for services; seeking enhanced services due to member needing multiple issues addressed.  LC initially attempted to schedule with Carolina Outreach through the slot scheduler, but only BHUC (Behavioral Health Urgent Care) appointments were available; which was not applicable for services with current call.  LC then attempted to contact provider and spoke with Madeline.  Carolina Outreach staff recommended contacting the referral line and provided contact number.  LC then contacted referral line and utilized extension 1002 for assistance with Durham Co and LC spoke with another CO staff person, but name was not obtained.  
Although member, medical provider and LC were on the line seeking to set up an initial appointment for member; we were informed to utilize the "on-line" referral process.  CO staff person was unwilling to assist at the moment; but informed once information was submitted on-line; member would be call back within 10-15 minutes. CO staff provided did not a clear explanation as to why the referral could not be completed during current call; other then it would take time to verify the information.  Medical provided verbalized frustration CO's referral process and ultimately completed the process for member on-line.  
CO staff did express once the referral was completed and verified on their end, member could be scheduled for the following week for a CCA; but was also informed there is a 6-8 week wait for any enhanced services.		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFO CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MH ONLY  ; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8033		03/18/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Medical provider at Lincoln HC along with member contacted AH Access Dept. to set up initial CCA for services; seeking enhanced services due to member needing multiple issues addressed.  LC initially attempted to schedule with Carolina Outreach through the slot scheduler, but only BHUC (Behavioral Health Urgent Care) appointments were available; which was not applicable for services with current call.  LC then attempted to contact provider and spoke with Madeline.  Carolina Outreach staff recommended contacting the referral line and provided contact number.  LC then contacted referral line and utilized extension 1002 for assistance with Durham Co and LC spoke with another CO staff person, but name was not obtained.  
Although member, medical provider and LC were on the line seeking to set up an initial appointment for member; we were informed to utilize the "on-line" referral process.  CO staff person was unwilling to assist at the moment; but informed once information was submitted on-line; member would be call back within 10-15 minutes. CO staff provided did not a clear explanation as to why the referral could not be completed during current call; other then it would take time to verify the information.  Medical provided verbalized frustration CO's referral process and ultimately completed the process for member on-line.  
CO staff did express once the referral was completed and verified on their end, member could be scheduled for the following week for a CCA; but was also informed there is a 6-8 week wait for any enhanced services.
BARBARA MCDOUGALD    ID: 56795       (DOB: 8/6/1963)
3/12/21 This writer contacted the agency QM Specialist, Jalen Darden regarding concerns and requested that an internal review be conducted. Information emailed for review qm@carolinaoutreach.com. QM Specialist confirmed receipt and plans to follow up with staff to provide a response.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/18/21 Agency response received indicating the following: 11605:     Per internal review and standard practice, when we have callers for referrals, we encourage them to input a referral via the website. This is usually much quicker. Our referrals team is trained to never refuse to take a referral over the phone. The referral for Barbara McDougald was input 03/04/2021. Our referrals team has called the client on: 03/05/2021, 03/09/2021, 03/11/2021 and 03/17/2021. There has been no contact made by the client. Our staff has also sent text messages to the client to call Carolina Outreach when available. The referral was closed out as of 03/17/21. Darla Olson did advise the referral source that there was a 6 - 8 week wait for CST services at the time she called and gave her the option of contacting another provider or have the client wait for services. The referral was from Lincoln for CST services
Agency reports not refusing to accept referral, following its protocol, contact attempts to assist member. Agency confirmed that there was a wait at time of call, however, offered other options for treatment. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. Concern to be tracked. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		14

		11606		Hillary Vandewart		03/05/2021		Ragans		Rebecca		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Access Family Services, Inc.		1		244979 - RAGANS, NAYASIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		CID: 568404. Caller is the mother of an 11 year old girl who just started services with Access Family services. Caller is requesting a follow up her name is Rebecca Ragans (phone number 919-901-5275) and her daughter's name is Nayasia Ragans DOB: 11/18/2009. COUNTY: Wake INSURANCE: Medicaid. Caller reports that she called Alliance Health about 6 weeks ago to set up a therapy appointment for her daughter. Caller reports that the appointment was set up with Access Family Services on 2/8/21. Caller reports that her daughter completed the assessment, however has still not been set up for any type of therapy appointment, despite intensive in home being the recommendation. Caller reports that her daughter was seen last week for a medication management evaluation, but due to the doctor showing up late the assessment could not completed and the rest of the evaluation was scheduled for this past Monday 3/1/21. Caller reports that her daughter did attend that appointment as well and completed the medication management evaluation and was prescribed medication. However, when caller went to CVS to pick up the prescription the provider did not know how to send the prescription electronically and continued to leave off necessary information to fill the prescription. Caller reports that she has called Access Family Services every day this week to try and follow up on the prescription as well as CVS calling them to try and get the prescription filled. Caller reports that she is very frustrated and that her daughter really needs both therapy and medication and neither have really been accomplished. Caller reports that she does potentially want to continue to work with Access Family Services she just wants to make sure her daughter is getting the care and services she needs in a timely manner. N.Clark MA Ed.S, LCAS, LCMHC				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8021		03/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 568404. Caller is the mother of an 11 year old girl who just started services with Access Family services. Caller is requesting a follow up her name is Rebecca Ragans (phone number 919-901-5275) and her daughter's name is Nayasia Ragans DOB: 11/18/2009. COUNTY: Wake INSURANCE: Medicaid. Caller reports that she called Alliance Health about 6 weeks ago to set up a therapy appointment for her daughter. Caller reports that the appointment was set up with Access Family Services on 2/8/21. Caller reports that her daughter completed the assessment, however has still not been set up for any type of therapy appointment, despite intensive in home being the recommendation. Caller reports that her daughter was seen last week for a medication management evaluation, but due to the doctor showing up late the assessment could not completed and the rest of the evaluation was scheduled for this past Monday 3/1/21. Caller reports that her daughter did attend that appointment as well and completed the medication management evaluation and was prescribed medication. However, when caller went to CVS to pick up the prescription the provider did not know how to send the prescription electronically and continued to leave off necessary information to fill the prescription. Caller reports that she has called Access Family Services every day this week to try and follow up on the prescription as well as CVS calling them to try and get the prescription filled. Caller reports that she is very frustrated and that her daughter really needs both therapy and medication and neither have really been accomplished. Caller reports that she does potentially want to continue to work with Access Family Services she just wants to make sure her daughter is getting the care and services she needs in a timely manner. N.Clark MA Ed.S, LCAS, LCMHC
[PT: Nayasia Clark				DOB: 11/18/09				ID: 244979]
3/11/21
This writer called and left detailed voicemail for complainant (outgoing message confirmed it was the correct number).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/12/21
This writer received detailed VML from complainant indicating that nothing had been done since she filed and that her daughter is still without therapy and meds. She informed this writer that phone calls were difficult for her due to her work schedule but that she could receive voicemails.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant and will follow up with her once info is received from provider.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

3/16/21
This writer reached out to Access Family Services QM Director, Barbara Averitt, via email baveritt@accessfamilyservices.com and asked that she confirm that she was the appropriate contact for concerns/grievances.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/17/21
This has not yet received a response from Barbara. This writer then contacted Regional director for Raleigh-Durham, Laquana Richmond, who reported that the appropriate contact would be Ayanna.Pressley@pathways.com. This writer then called the Raleigh office to confirm and was provided a contact number for Ms. Pressley, 828-447-4810. This writer then left detailed voicemail and sent email as well to attempt to share grievance info.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/18/21
This writer called Raleigh office again as have not received a call back from Ms. Pressley. Spoke with admin who informed this writer that she had recently spoken with mom who had requested CCA and stated they were going to Easter Seals. 
This writer inquired as to whether or not she could assist with any info regarding the member’s medications and she stated that she could not. She stated that it might take a day or so for Ms. Pressley to return my call/email. She stated that if I don’t hear from her by tomorrow to let her know.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/22/21
This writer called and left another message for Anyanna Pressley requesting a call back. This writer also sent follow up email to Laquana Richmond to see if she could assist or connect me to someone who could.
This writer received an email response from Ayanna apologizing for the delay and stating that she would review and respond by 3/29.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/29/21
This writer received a detailed response from provider which indicated:
•	Member was referred for IIH but was told that this provider only offers FCT, a comparable service.
•	Provider informed guardian that consumer would enter services within 1-2 weeks due to new staff being hired on the FCT team and start date not until 2/16.  Unfortunately due to that new staff declining the position, services were delayed pending another new FCT clinician starting on 3/1 (two weeks from the date that the consumer was initially to start).
•	Once the new clinician started on 3/1, FCT supervisor attempted to reach guardian to initiate intake for FCT but was unable to complete the intake due to new FCT staff having to complete Unit 4 of the FCT required training before engaging clients and no other staff was available to complete the intake due to staffing shortages on the FCT team.  
•	Office manager received an call from the guardian on 3/12 advising that she had chosen another provider (Easter Seals) and would like to receive a copy of the CCA that was completed by AFS outpatient staff.  Office Manager contacted FCT supervisor and advised her of guardian request.  FCT supervisor provided Office Manager with copy of the CCA to provide to the guardian and the chosen provider. 
•	Regarding prescription: provider reported that prescription was ordered on 3/1 and, after being told that prescription needed clarification, a new prescription was ordered on 3/8.
•	Regarding psychiatric evaluation: provider reported the reason the initial appointment could not be completed fully was due to member not being present and guardian not being in a secure location. Provider acknowledged that they were tardy ~17 minutes and could extend the appointment that amount, but could not extend it the ~40 minutes or so that it took for guardian/member to meet criteria for the visit.

Provider noted that, after their internal review, there was no findings or recommendation found at this time. All expectation of policies was reviewed and discussed by all Leadership staff during the internal review.
This writer then reviewed member’s Jiva notes to determine whether or not it appeared member had initiated services with new provider. It was noted that member presented to UNC Wakebrook on 3/12 due to “seeing dots” and mother being concerned about hallucinations. 
On 3/19, member was transferred to UNC Hospital. Member was discharged home on 3/26 with an IIH appointment with Easter Seals on 3/29 at 2pm. Member is now being followed by Bruce Griffin (administrative CC). 
This writer then contacted complainant and was able to speak to her via phone. She confirmed that appointment with Easter Seals went well and that they have had a great experience thus far in working with intake coordinator, etc. She stated they were anticipating to have an IIH team assigned as early as Friday.
She also confirmed that med mgmt. would be able to be housed under Easter Seals and that UNC has given 30 days worth of meds but then they will transition to med mgmt. at ESUCP.
This writer shared the provider’s responses with her and she indicated that she understood that they were having staffing issues, etc. but that the main issue was a lack of communication. 
This writer thanked her for this and shared that we would be tracking the concerns moving forward. This writer explained that she would be receiving a resolution letter and that she should be hearing from an administrative care coordinator (Bruce Griffin) soon—and that he would be helpful in ensuring that she is connected to the needed resources.
This writer inquired as to whether or not she needed anything additional and she did want to inform this writer that she had some concerns about the Carolina Outreach BHUC hours potentially being listed incorrectly on the website. This writer informed her this would be looked into and this writer will research this separately from initial grievance. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		25

		11607		Hillary Vandewart		03/05/2021		HOWARD		ASHLEY		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Adult		Amat Group Homes, LLC		1		622513 - LUTZ, CAROL		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 A (Adult with Mental Health Concerns)		1		1		Member's guardian, Ashley Howard with ARC of NC (910-676-1062), requested writer submit a grievance against AMAT group home due to member's IVC admission to Cape Fear Valley Medical Center on 3/1/2021.  According to Ms. Howard, the member does not have a history of medication nonadherence; however, the group home manager, Lola, called the police to report member was not taking her medication and requested member be transported to the local ED under IVC order.  The member had recently been discharged from the group home and was under a 30 day waiting period while the guardian was pursuing alternate placement.  It was reported the group home initiated the IVC as a means of circumventing the 30 day waiting period instead of allowing member to remain as agreed upon by the guardian and group home.  An APS report was filed.  It was also reported this has been done previously by this home with other residents awaiting alternate placement. The guardian agreed to speak with Alliance staff to provide additional details:  Ashley Howard at 910-676-1062.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of Issue to Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8019		03/31/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Member's guardian, Ashley Howard with ARC of NC (910-676-1062), requested writer submit a grievance against AMAT group home due to member's IVC admission to Cape Fear Valley Medical Center on 3/1/2021.  According to Ms. Howard, the member does not have a history of medication nonadherence; however, the group home manager, Lola, called the police to report member was not taking her medication and requested member be transported to the local ED under IVC order.  The member had recently been discharged from the group home and was under a 30 day waiting period while the guardian was pursuing alternate placement.  It was reported the group home initiated the IVC as a means of circumventing the 30 day waiting period instead of allowing member to remain as agreed upon by the guardian and group home.  An APS report was filed.  It was also reported this has been done previously by this home with other residents awaiting alternate placement.
[PT: Carol Lutz				DOB: 1/25/57					ID: 622513]
3/11/21
This writer called complainant and outgoing message stated that she was out of the office through 3/12. This writer left detailed voicemail requesting a call back when she returns to the office.
This writer researched within Alpha to locate complainant’s address:
P.O. Box 663 / Hope Mills, NC 28348
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

3/22/21
This writer called complainant and was able to speak with her regarding concern. She stated that she did not want her name or the agency’s name used as she didn’t want to cause any disruption for other placements. This writer agreed and informed her that we would treat this as an anonymous grievance. She confirmed.
This writer then sent email to main contact at Amat Group Homes, Edward, Stewart (amatpek@gmail.com) asking that he confirm that he is the appropriate contact to send grievance info to.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/23/21
This writer received response from different contact at Amat, Ibiola Aridegbe and this writer sent concern elements to this contact for review and response by 3/29.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/24/21
This writer received a response from provider stating that member was IVC’d due to medication non-compliance and reported that this had been an issue for some time. They provided examples of member’s rationalization for refusing to take meds (“The group home is trying to drug me,” “I’m a doctor, I know I don’t need this medication,” etc). They also reported that when member was admitted to group home, they received documentation which outlined member’s history of medication non-compliance. Provider sent this documentation with several underlined examples of this as evidence of this history.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/25/21
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva and determined that member had been discharged 3/23 to a new group home at 1705 Bynwood Dr SE, Wilson NC 27893.
This writer staffed case with Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager. Discussed IVC process and we agreed that this case could be resolved based on provider’s response and fact that member had now been placed in a new residence. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/30/21
This writer called complainant and left message requesting a call back to discuss her grievance.  
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/31/21
This writer sent resolution letter to complainant and will include any future correspondence with complainant in portal follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		26

		11608		Kristie White		03/08/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education, LLC		1		27029 - KANG, JOHN		Asian		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Provider Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education billed retainer payments for member passed December 31,2020 for staff that have exceeded the maximum number of retainer payments.    Provider billed retainer payment from January - March 2021.  Provider Networks Supervisor Cristina Phillips informed as well. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 3/8/2021		Changed to Develop Disabilities		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8006		03/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: John Kang Patient ID: 27029 DOB: 11/02/1979
Provider Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education billed retainer payments for member passed December 31,2020 for staff that have exceeded the maximum number of retainer payments. Provider billed retainer payment from January - March 2021. Provider Networks Supervisor Cristina Phillips informed as well. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 3/8/2021
03/08/21-Internal concern against Caring Hands re exceeding max number of retainer payments. Sending for case consult to SIU due to allegations of fraud and abuse.  KM Appeals Coordinator
Patient: John Kang Patient ID: 27029 DOB: 11/02/1979
Provider Caring Hands and Supplementary Enrichment Education billed retainer payments for member passed December 31,2020 for staff that have exceeded the maximum number of retainer payments. Provider billed retainer payment from January - March 2021. Provider Networks Supervisor Cristina Phillips informed as well. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 3/8/2021
03/08/21-Internal concern against Caring Hands re exceeding max number of retainer payments. Sending for case consult to SIU due to allegations of fraud and abuse.  KM Appeals Coordinator
03/09/21-Received response from SIU stating they are conducting regular audits of retainer payments to identify any that have been made in excess of the limit after 12/30/2020. Their first audit did flag this provider/member combination and they will be recovering the overpayment. I was informed to inform internal complainant that this has been referred to the Office of Compliance and they will be auditing these claims to recover overpayments. Sending ack/resolution to internal complainant and closing internal concern as undetermined-referred to SIU for action. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Referred to SIU for action		1		1		0		1

		11609		Kim Ware		03/08/2021		JOHNSON		AJA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Fellowship Health Resources, Inc.		1		477489 - JOHNSON, AJA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[SEE CID: # 568577] March 08, 2021 10:17 AM COMPLAINANT NAME: JOHNSON, AJA L. DOB: 01/29/1990: GUARDIAN NAME: Self; WAKE, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 1643 PINE VIEW DR. RALEIGH, NC 27609 PHONE #: 484-222-1483
GRIEVANCE INFORMATION: : Ms. Johnson would like to file a grievance against Fellowship Health Resources. Member spoke to a therapist from Fellowship Health Resources about 4 times, she can’t recall her name, but the plan was to meet every other week. Counselor canceled the last two appointments scheduled and never contacted her again. Member reports she contacted the provider office and was told she would receive a call from the therapist to rescheduled, but still has not. Last she spoke to the provider was in February 2021. Member would like to add that the therapist was aware the reason for her requesting MH services was the living situation with her sister which she describes as “a living hell”. Since the last session she is in a worse situation now than she was before seeking help. Member reports things escalated with her sister and is now being evicted. -C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		CORRECTIONS: AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; LICENSURE ENTERED NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8028		04/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[SEE CID: # 568577] March 08, 2021 10:17 AM COMPLAINANT NAME: JOHNSON, AJA L. DOB: 01/29/1990: GUARDIAN NAME: Self; WAKE, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 1643 PINE VIEW DR. RALEIGH, NC 27609 PHONE #: 484-222-1483 GRIEVANCE INFORMATION: : Ms. Johnson would like to file a grievance against Fellowship Health Resources. Member spoke to a therapist from Fellowship Health Resources about 4 times, she can’t recall her name, but the plan was to meet every other week. Counselor canceled the last two appointments scheduled and never contacted her again. Member reports she contacted the provider office and was told she would receive a call from the therapist to rescheduled, but still has not. Last she spoke to the provider was in February 2021. Member would like to add that the therapist was aware the reason for her requesting MH services was the living situation with her sister which she describes as “a living hell”. Since the last session she is in a worse situation now than she was before seeking help. Member reports things escalated with her sister and is now being evicted. -C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC
AJA JOHNSON   ID: 477489     (DOB: 1/29/1990)
3/15/21 This writer made call and spoke directly with complainant regarding her concerns. She reports that the concerns reviewed by this writer are accurate. She reports that in addition, when she called agency to discuss the matter, she was told that she could not get a new therapist until she in essence “fired or broke up with” her current therapist. Per he report she explained that she did not feel that it would be comfortable to do so but was required to have the conversation and explain her feelings. Per her report the therapist explained that she did not intentionally “forget” to follow up or cause issues and apologized. The complainant indicated that it was very awkward and felt it was unnecessary. She only wanted to get a new therapist and appointment to get help. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Complainant reports contacting agency regarding matter prior to filing a grievance, was contacted by them and will receive a new therapist. Complainant confirmed mailing address and permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider.
4/5/21 This writer contacted the agency's Regional Director, Mary Ann Johnson  to make her aware of the concern, requesting that an internal review be conducted and findings submitted. This writer has recommended agency monitor the matter and provide feedback of plans to avoid the occurrence in the future
4/6/21 This writer made call and spoke with complainant explaining actions taken by QM. She confirmed that the previous therapist has called her twice since the grievance and tells her that  she is attempting locate another therapist for her within the agency. The complainant explained that calling to say the same thing is not helping her nor is it providing therapy. She reports that she told the therapist, "Christine', not to call her anymore and that she no longer wished to received services with Fellowship. This writer inquired if the agency was assisting with transition to a new provider to which she responded no. She reports that he believes that the agency thinks calling once a week to say "she is looking for a therapist" is suppose to  help. This writer recommended that she contact the AH 24 hr access and information line to locate an alternative provider of choice. Complainant thanked this writer and plans to do so. This writer explained that AH Access has information regarding agencies in the area that have slots available for services, are available for telephonic crisis intervention if needed and have access to resources available in her area. Based on agency notification , plans  to review and follow up , and member refusing treatment from agency requesting discharge , and referral by this writer to 24 access & information line to locate an alternative provider of choice, case to be closed. Any subsequent correspondence received form Fellowship Health to be noted in follow up. Matter to be tracked and monitored for potential trends. To date, no trend noted at this time. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		29

		11610		Kristie White		03/08/2021		ALSTON		RICKY		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		6892 - ALSTON, RICKY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		They don't keep there word.  They do not see me when, they are supposed to.  When you try to talk to them, they state that they can not find me.  State that I am a no show.  They do just enough for Medicaid to pay them.  Stated they were going to help me with the appeal for the housing application.  No one helped me and then found out the people who were supposed to help me are no longer working for the agency.  Heard from Alliance.  Feel that B & D is not professional.  Concerned that they are going to get rid of me as a consumer for talking against them.  Ricky Alston
Information from Renee King-Torres Transition Coordinator:  Ricky has been consistently reporting that the staff from B & D are not meeting with him or communicating information to him.  TC has assisted by emailing the team and getting them on the phone to try and assist with linking him with the team.  The consumer applied for a targeted key unit in Durham on 02/08/2021.  The consumer struggles with his ability to read and write and needs full support.  He received a denial and wanted to put in an appeal.  TC and consumer attempted to communicate with the ACT team about assisting him with this process.  TC was informed that the letter would be sent to the property on 02.23.2021.  TC spoke with DHHS and confirmed that the letter of appeal was not filed.  The letter was due on 03.01.2021.  RKTORRESBA 03.08.2021		Changed to Multi-disability type		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8024		03/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Ricky Alston Patient ID: 6892 DOB: 12/07/1979
They don't keep their word. They do not see me when, they are supposed to. When you try to talk to them, they state that they cannot find me. State that I am a no show. They do just enough for Medicaid to pay them. Stated they were going to help me with the appeal for the housing application. No one helped me and then found out the people who were supposed to help me are no longer working for the agency. Heard from Alliance. Feel that B & D is not professional. Concerned that they are going to get rid of me as a consumer for talking against them. Ricky Alston Information from Renee King-Torres Transition Coordinator: Ricky has been consistently reporting that the staff from B & D are not meeting with him or communicating information to him. TC has assisted by emailing the team and getting them on the phone to try and assist with linking him with the team. The consumer applied for a targeted key unit in Durham on 02/08/2021. The consumer struggles with his ability to read and write and needs full support. He received a denial and wanted to put in an appeal. TC and consumer attempted to communicate with the ACT team about assisting him with this process. TC was informed that the letter would be sent to the property on 02.23.2021. TC spoke with DHHS and confirmed that the letter of appeal was not filed. The letter was due on 03.01.2021. RKTORRESBA 03.08.2021
03/09/21-Grievance- against B&D re lack of communication/assistance with a housing appeal. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/11/21-Called Ricky Alston at 919-864-5919 no answer and left a voicemail for him to call back. Called to JReed at B&D about this grievance and sent him a concern element email to be returned to me by 03/18/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/12/21-Called Ricky Alston at 919-864-5919 with no answer sending acknowledgment letter to member to start the grievance process. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/16/21- Received provider response from concern element email sent about this grievance. Per provider the member was denied for the Targeting Housing property 02/17/21. Alliance Transition Coordinator requested a response by 02/25/21 of whether member would be appealing. Richard Smith ACTT Housing Specialist contacted the member on 02/18/21 to inform him of the denial and member became very upset and indicated he didn’t want to move forward with the housing process. The member was reported that he was frustrated due to not being able to be approved and was done trying to find an apartment and due to his criminal record made this process harder. On 03/09/21 ACTT Peer attempted to reengage the member in the housing application process, but they were unsuccessful. The team reports additional attempted contacts on 03/04/21,03/05/21, and 03/09/21. ACTT Psychiatrist reports regarding his attempted 03/05/21 visit, “Ricky Alston hung up after answering phone and did not reply to text.” Per all the finding and actions of B&D they have done all they have done what they are suppose to help the member with housing. Sending resolution letter to member and closing grievance as tracking. Left messages for member about this grievance and providers response with no return call. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11613		Kristie White		03/09/2021		Edmonds		Christel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Kyseem's Unity Group Home		1		98888 - ROBERSON, JAELUN		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Quality of care concern being filed due to Dearl Powell of Kyseem's Unity Group Home previously committing to accept consumer, Jaelun Roberson, into Residential services to begin on 3/8/21 at 5pm after discharge from WakeMed,  Care team attempted to finalize transition on 3/8/21, however, Mr. Powell begin to evade phone calls from numerous Care Team members and provided conflicting information to members regarding discharge and communications with WakeMed staff resulting in member being stranded at hospital.  This caused a spike in maladaptive behaviors due to member being told he would be discharged and provider failing to follow through with previous agreement.  This has placed the member in undue distress and caused Alliance care team members to quickly attempt to locate a secondary placement. Mr. Powell's failure to uphold commitment has caused an inconvenience to our community stakeholder WakeMed. 
Contact info for Dearl Powell, owner of Kyseem's Unity Group Home: (252) 902-6277, Powelltwin@yahoo.com (out of network provider). Keep for tracking purposes.		Change Grievance type to Access to services KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8017		03/10/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Jaelun Roberson Patient ID: 98888 DOB: 09/05/2001
Quality of care concern being filed due to Dearl Powell of Kyseem's Unity Group Home previously committing to accept consumer, Jaelun Roberson, into Residential services to begin on 3/8/21 at 5pm after discharge from WakeMed, Care team attempted to finalize transition on 3/8/21, however, Mr. Powell begin to evade phone calls from numerous Care Team members and provided conflicting information to members regarding discharge and communications with WakeMed staff resulting in member being stranded at hospital. This caused a spike in maladaptive behaviors due to member being told he would be discharged and provider failing to follow through with previous agreement. This has placed the member in undue distress and caused Alliance care team members to quickly attempt to locate a secondary placement. Mr. Powell's failure to uphold commitment has caused an inconvenience to our community stakeholder WakeMed. Contact info for Dearl Powell, owner of Kyseem's Unity Group Home: (252) 902-6277, Powelltwin@yahoo.com (out of network provider). Keep for tracking purposes.
03/09/21-Internal employee concern against Kyseem’s Unity Group Home (out of network) re. failure to uphold placement commitment (tracking). Sending internal complainant ack/resolution email and closing concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		1

		11615		Kim Ware		03/09/2021		PERRY		DONNA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Community Support Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Sunrise Clinical Associates, PLLC		1		255327 - MCCRIMMON, DEMETRIUS		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		1		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		1		1		MHSUD Supervisor Melissa Simpson and Clinical Care Manager Donna Perry have concerns about Sunrise Clinical scoring of the form DLA-20 (Daily Living Activities), lack of coordination across the providers/group home, and the lack of person-centeredness and completeness in the clinical information provided which may impact not just our review for Medical Necessity, but also the delivery of the services by the provider.See attached history of contacts with Sunrise Clinical for this client.		CORRECTIONS: CHANGED COMPLAINANT NAME AND INFORMAITON FROM MEMBER'S; NATURE CHANGED FROM QUALITY TO ADMINISTRATIVE; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8049		03/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		MHSUD Supervisor Melissa Simpson and Clinical Care Manager Donna Perry have concerns about Sunrise Clinical scoring of the form DLA-20 (Daily Living Activities), lack of coordination across the providers/group home, and the lack of person-centeredness and completeness in the clinical information provided which may impact not just our review for Medical Necessity, but also the delivery of the services by the provider.See attached history of contacts with Sunrise Clinical for this client.
DEMETRIUS MCCRIMMON   ID: 255327  (DOB: 4/17/1978)
3/23/21 This writer made call to agency QA/QI Director Sheila Burge (919) 493-5013 and spoke with her directly regarding the concern. This writer has made her aware of the concern and requested that an internal review be conducted. This writer informed Ms Burge that the concern as well as agency response will be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. Per discussion the information was emailed to sburge@sunriseclinical.org for review and response. Review of the grievance queue does not indicate a pattern to date. Internal concern indicates that complainant was in contact with the QP and Clinical Director regarding the matter and requested updated information at time of authorization. Case to be closed based on agency notification and no pattern/trend noted by QM to date. Any subsequent correspondence received from provider to be noted in follow up. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		14

		11616		Kim Ware		03/10/2021		CROWDER		JESSICA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		18231 - CROWDER, JESSICA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[CID: 568997]  Reports not receiving the level of support she needs from B&D, is experiencing grief from her son’s passing on 1/1/21.  Reports 4 Xanax pills remaining and difficulties obtaining med refills due to agency going through five doctors in the last 6 months.  Reports not getting the help she needs, describing the services as “very poor”.  Reports having called the agency several time regarding needing more support due to her grief and a woman called her back yesterday around 6pm or 7pm.  Caller reports that the phone call was too late in the day, reports that her grief is most severe in the morning and would like a call or visit in the morning when she is unable to cope.  Caller also expressed wanting “group therapy” and LC was able to reach B&D staff who told member that she already has a doctor’s appt. scheduled for 3/17 and member was transferred to another B&D staff who addressed her request to join SAIOP (group).—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		corrections: nature changed from abuse/neglect to quality; licensure changed from unknown to not licensed		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8030		03/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 568997]  Reports not receiving the level of support she needs from B&D, is experiencing grief from her son’s passing on 1/1/21.  Reports 4 Xanax pills remaining and difficulties obtaining med refills due to agency going through five doctors in the last 6 months.  Reports not getting the help she needs, describing the services as “very poor”.  Reports having called the agency several time regarding needing more support due to her grief and a woman called her back yesterday around 6pm or 7pm.  Caller reports that the phone call was too late in the day, reports that her grief is most severe in the morning and would like a call or visit in the morning when she is unable to cope.  Caller also expressed wanting “group therapy” and LC was able to reach B&D staff who told member that she already has a doctor’s appt. scheduled for 3/17 and member was transferred to another B&D staff who addressed her request to join SAIOP (group).—R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
JESSICA CROWDER   ID: 18231   (DOB: 4/20/1967)
3/12/21 Call to complainant (919) 937-5768; left vm message requesting return call.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/15/21 Call to complainant; spoke directly with complainant regarding concerns. Per her report, after filing the grievance someone from the agency did call her, however, she still feels that the agency is not doing what they said they would do. Per her report, the grief becomes overwhelming at times and does not feel that the provider is supportive. She reports that the staff that did call offered a group but that she was unable to attend. This writer inquired regarding the medications issue. She reports that at her appointment on 3/17 she will get the refill. This writer encouraged complainant to keep the appointment. Ms Crowder reports that she did not plan to change providers, but needed extra help during this time. Ms Crowder confirmed her mailing address and permission to use her name when discussing the matter with the provider. She explained that she will be going out of town on Thursday for a week. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps encouraging member to continue with treatment and to inquire regarding grief resources available in her area as well as the AH 24 hr access and information line. Ms Crowder thanked this writer. This writer contacted B and D QM Director, Jeremy Reed to make him aware of the concern. This writer has requested that an internal review be conducted and submitted to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concerns.
3/16/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/18/21 Agency internal review response received indicating due diligence in appointments, scheduling and attempting to accommodate member's schedule preferences. Agency confirmed that member did attend appt on 3/17/21,met with therapist and nurse practitioner: Findings:

Miss. Crowder participated in an assessment that recommended OPT on 1/21/2021. Karen Wells, assigned therapist, reports:
I began trying to reach Miss Crowder beginning January 23rd of this year. We had a conversation on the 23rd and scheduled our first session for the 25th of January. On the 25th Miss Crowder was  not able to have session due to her needing to take care of some business with the funeral home.  She rescheduled  and was unavailable  at the time of the next visit then Miss Crowder became unavailable by telephone. There was no voice message to leave a message. There was an engagement letter mailed out to miss Crowder around the 22nd of February. I did contact Miss Crowder within that 14 day grace period and at which time Miss Crowder stated she was interested in therapy. I offered her several options within 2 to 48 hours of us connecting with her but she declined them all due to personal plans. We decided upon a reoccurring date and time of Thursday's at 7pm. On 3/4/21@ 7pm I called Miss Crowder for our scheduled visit and she stated that she was out with her family said that she forgot and said that she would talk to me on our next scheduled visit which should be 3 17 2021.

On 3/17, Ms. Crowder met with her therapist. Therapist report that Ms. Crowder ended the session after 30 minutes.

Recommendation/Action-Plan:
•	Ms. Crowder met with Nurse Practitioner on 3/17 and was prescribed Xanax.
•	Ms. Crowder met with Ms. Wells on 3/17
(K.WARE,QAA)
3/19/21 Call to complainant to discuss action steps taken; left vm.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/22/21 Call to complainant; confirmed appt on 3/17/21 and receiving meds. Member does not plan to change providers a this time.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/23/21 Based on agency response, member confirmation of receipt of medications and appt, case to b closed and tracked. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		13

		11617		Kristie White		03/10/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		17449 - HAWLEY, MARCUS		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		**This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee following the review of a death report**
The committee would like the following questions answered by the provider:
1) Who was being quarantined; the member or the staff
2) What was the plan of care for the period of quarantine
3) Is there evidence of contact with the member prior to 2/18/21 (notes/documentation)? If not; why not?

Send information to Todd when received.		Changed to Multi-Disability type		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8018		03/15/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Marcus Hawley Patient ID: 17449 DOB: 09/28/1987
**This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR committee following the review of a death report** The committee would like the following questions answered by the provider: 1) Who was being quarantined; the member or the staff 2) What was the plan of care for the period of quarantine 3) Is there evidence of contact with the member prior to 2/18/21 (notes/documentation)? If not; why not? Send information to Todd when received.
03/10/21-Internal- CQR request for information from Carolina Outreach. Called JDarden at Carolina Outreach about this information sent to Q@carolinaoutreach.com to get response back for questions that CQR requested to be returned to me by 03/17/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/15/21-Received information from LaKeisha Brown QM Director response for this CQR request sending to TParker to send to CQR for review and closing as undetermined and put any additional notes in follow-up if any additional information is requested from CQR committee. KM Appeals Coordinator		Undetermined-Sent to CQR for review.		1		1		0		5

		11618		Hillary Vandewart		03/10/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Opioid Treatment				Multi-Disability		Adult		Southlight Healthcare		1		14112 - KELLEY, SARAH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		**This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following a review of a death report**
The committee would like to know what policies were put in place/changed to insure:
1) members have no gaps in psychotherapy
2) discussions of unexpected and concerning UDS results with members occurs in a timely manner
3) members do not get discharged from treatment without outreach and discussion of alternative treatment plan

**Please aske provider to include any policy/procedural updated made. Send to Todd when received				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8055		03/25/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		**This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee following a review of a death report**
The committee would like to know what policies were put in place/changed to insure:
1) Members have no gaps in psychotherapy
2) Discussions of unexpected and concerning UDS results with members occurs in a timely manner
3) Members do not get discharged from treatment without outreach and discussion of alternative treatment plan
**Please ask provider to include any policy/procedural updated made. Send to Todd when received
[PT: Sarah Kelley				DOB: 7/2/89				ID: 14112]
3/11/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/22/21
This writer reached out to Kristin Cain, SouthLight Clinical Director, with documentation request and a deadline of 3/29.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/25/21
This writer received the below response from Kristin Cain, Clinical Director:
Hello Hillary, 
In response to the Medical Management Department’s questions related to death of Sarah Kelley (DOB 7/2/89) below is the follow up to the member’s death review. The goal was to ensure that work flow and process have and continue to be reviewed and updated for consistency and continuous quality care. 
1. Members have no gaps in psychotherapy  
To ensure that there are no gaps in the psychotherapy requirement, the OTP counselors will run a Methasoft report identifying member absences.  This report identifies members who have missed 2 or more consecutive days of treatment. The counselors will contact identified members who have missed 2 days of treatment and again if additional days of treatment occur.  OTP administrators will meet with each counselor individually every month for supervision.  Report and member contact verification will be addressed in addition to the administrative supervision for the counselor. The OTP administrator will randomly select 10 –15 members that are on the absent member list and check to make sure that these members have been contacted and the contacts have been documented appropriately in the EHR. 
Additionally, if members are not assigned to a counselor due to staff attrition, they will be assigned to the Program Director or Team Lead. These members will be monitored on a weekly basis and assigned to team members for check-ins and counseling appointments.  
2. Discussions of unexpected and concerning UDS results with Members occurs in a timely manner. 
The work flow has been modified to ensure that all positive toxicology reports are reviewed by the provider and counseling staff to facilitate follow up with the member.  The process is as follows. 
Results Review/Monitoring  
•	Twice weekly, Benzodiazepine, Alcohol, Barbiturate and Fentanyl positive screens are sent via email to both the medical providers and counseling staff.  Upon receipt of the reports the clinical staff will begin the notification process of the members and facilitate additional counseling and/or support as needed.  These results are reviewed by the treatment team each Wednesday.  Cases are then presented accordingly with collaboration from both the medical and clinical operations. 
•	All other results are reviewed monthly by counselors for compliance by accessing results through either Methasoft or Aspirar and presented to medical staff during treatment team to assess for necessary changes to their Take-home status. 
 UDS results can be accessed in 2 ways. 
 1st: Methasoft  
•	Counselor tab – select “Drug Screen Results”  
•	Enter Member ID or Name  
•	Review results  
2nd: Aspirar   
•	Use login  
•	Go to search   
•	Type in first or last name and/or DOB  
•	Select appropriate results  
•	Select “view selected”  
•	Scroll through results  
3. Members do not get discharged from treatment without outreach and discussion of alternative treatment plan  
The following process has been implemented to ensure that members are not discharged without outreach attempts and/or the discussion of alternative treatment options.  The OTP counselors will run a report in Methasoft identifying member absences.  This report identifies members who are in jeopardy of being removed from Methasoft because they have missed 2-4 consecutive days of treatment. The counselors will contact identifed mmbers who have missed 2 days of treatment and again if additional days of treatment are missed. After a member has missed 4 consecutive days, Methasoft classifies them as inactive.  OTP administrators will meet with each counselor individually every month for supervision.  Report and member contact verification will be addressed in addition to the administrative supervision for the counselor. Verifying engagement attempts and contacts will be addressed in addition to the administrative supervision the counselors are provided. The OTP administrator will randomly select 10 –15 members that are on the absent member list and check to make sure that these members have been contacted and the contacts have been documented appropriately in the electronic health record Additionally, the administration will be reviewing the intake discharge report via Methasoft.  Chart reviews will be completed on discharged members to ensure that all outreach has been documented in the member’s electronic health record. 
Please let me know if you require anything additional. 
Kristin	
This writer thanked Kristin for the feedback and passed along to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager per request.
Based on information provided, this writer will resolve concern as tracking. If CQR committee has any additional requests, this writer will include future correspondence in concern follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking, Provider Initiated Corrective Actions		1		1		0		15

		11619		Kim Ware		03/11/2021		Smith		Candice		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		590594 - CARROLL, DAVID		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		A referral was submitted to B&D after finding out that they had openings for ACTT. When the facility (Holly Hill) attempted to refer the member, they were told they were on a wait list, and B&D refused to put the member on the wait list because he is homeless.
It is our understanding that a member should not be denied appropriate services due to homelessness. The plan is for the member to go to a shelter and B&D refused to consider him for services for this reason.
It was suggested to submit a referral by Crisis Supervisor Karen Gall, Director of Community and Member Engagement Doug Wright, and Senior VP Ann Oshel.		CORRECTIONS: TYPE CHANGED FROM GRIEVANCE TO INTERNAL EMPLOYEE CONCERN; ENTERED PT ID; AGAINST CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PROVIDER; ENTERED NOT LICENSED ; DISCUSSED ENTERED NO; PERMISSION ENTERED NO; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO MH ONLY		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8046		03/22/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		A referral was submitted to B&D after finding out that they had openings for ACTT. When the facility (Holly Hill) attempted to refer the member, they were told they were on a wait list, and B&D refused to put the member on the wait list because he is homeless. It is our understanding that a member should not be denied appropriate services due to homelessness. The plan is for the member to go to a shelter and B&D refused to consider him for services for this reason. It was suggested to submit a referral by Crisis Supervisor Karen Gall, Director of Community and Member Engagement Doug Wright, and Senior VP Ann Oshel. 
DAVID CARROLL   ID: 590594   (DOB: 4/19/1967)
3/11/21 Case assigned.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/12/21 Email forwarded to this writer regarding internal staff notification of submission of the concern submission as well as subsequent response from compliance to include state rules and contract regarding refusal/acceptance of members into services.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/15/21 This writer reached out to B and D Quality Management Director Jeremy Reed regarding the concern (919) 907-3334 ext. 234. Per discussion the concern information was emailed directly for review and response at jreed@bdbehavioralhealth.com. Mr Reed plans to conduct an internal review and follow up with this writer.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/18/21 Agency response received indicating the following regarding the matter:
“Findings:
B&D’s Intake Coordinator reports that she spoke with Sheryl James at Holly Hill Hospital and she inquired about having a consumer linked to our Durham ACT Team. The Intake Coordinator reports that Ms. James never told her who the individual was. The intake coordinator also reports that she never said B&D couldn’t take the member, but attempted to assist by explaining to Ms. James the barriers that are likely to face while attempting to begin timely services based on Ms. James’s desired discharge plan for the unknown individual.
The Intake Coordinator’s overall concern was due to the stated guidelines that a consumer has to be scheduled a mental health appointment 7 days after being released from the hospital. In this instance, the Coordinator was concerned that she didn’t have any way of getting in contact with this unknown person needing treatment to even link him with an ACT Team. Furthermore, Ms. James stated to coordinator that the individual did not have a cellphone and was homeless. She stated his placement was going to be at Durham Rescue Mission. The B&D Intake Coordinator explained to her that once a consumer goes to Durham Rescue Mission that the coordinator would likely be unable to get in contact with him. Coordinator also explained to her that the coordinator can only leave a message at DRM and they will not acknowledge if he is there.
The Intake Coordinator attempted explained to her that B&D did not have any immediate openings on our Durham ACT Team and the unknown individual would have to go on a wait list if she was specifically attempting to get him served by that team. (Any ACT team can only add 6 new clients per month.)
While Ms. James was certain the unnamed individual would qualify for ACTT services, the Coordinator also reported that she attempted to explained to Ms. James that being on the waitlist would not guarantee him treatment in ACTT; it would pending the completion of a clinical assessment that recommends ACTT.
The Intake Coordinator reports that she was never given an opportunity to go through the intake process of insurance verification to ensure that we were able to service this client because the identity of the client was never shared. At the conclusion of the call, Ms. James stated that she was going to contact the member’s mother and see if he would be going back to live with her in Garner NC, and therefore he would be able to go on our Raleigh ACT Team. The Coordinator reports that she never receive a call back on this matter.
Recommendation/Action-Plan:
B&D is willing to accept Mr. Carrol as a client once a transition plan can be established.”/K.WARE,QAA)
3/19/21 This writer received call from Mr Reed regarding the concerns. Mr Reed discussed that the agency was not made aware of who the member was at time of call for referral. He reports that the agency is familiar with the member. He reports that the member’s wife and daughter called the agency to notify them that after discharge from HHH to the Rescue Mission the member refused to wear a mask, became belligerent and was discharged from the mission to the streets where he slept. He reports that member is currently at CRH and that the agency is wiling to assist with services. He reports that the wife is in contact with the agency. He reports that at no time did the agency refuse treatment noting that the agency is limited in the number of ACT cases they can take per month. He reports that the caller was requesting a specific team which was not viable at the time of the call. Mr Reed expressed concern that it would be reported that the agency refused indicating that they serve and continue to serve members and follow protocol. This writer informed Mr Reed that the matter would be tracked and recommended that agency continue to monitor the matter, adhere to state guidelines/contract reuirements and document continued efforts and service provision.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/22/21 Based on agency review, response and continued monitoring in the matter, case to be closed and tracked. Acknowledgment/Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		11

		11620		Kristie White		03/11/2021		Lawson-Herod		Alnisa		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Crisis - Behavioral Health Urgent Care Center				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		201305 - HEROD, TAVIA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CID: 569283---original # CID:569187 -3/11/2021 5:53:53 PM
 GUARDIAN/MEMBER: Alnisa  Lawson Herod / Tavia Herod
DOB: 2/21/2008 (Age: 13) 
PHONE: 973-735-4287
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham 
INSURANCE: Medicaid
CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking options to the CO - BHUC.  Caller is there with her daughter, per LC referral made earlier today.  The caller informed the LC she would go to the BHUC around 5PM tonight.    She is upset as the doors are locked and no one is there.
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: Parent is upset.  LC encouraged using the nearest ED for an urgent assessment.  Parent stated, "Something should be done, a complaint or something!"  LC attempted to contact CO; their vm states the BHUC is open until 7PM M-Th.  The Call Center encourages members to present at least one hour prior to closing.  LC filing a complaint and informing the referring LC, Rachel, of the update.  LC did not have the opportunity to inform the caller of submitting a grievance prior to her hanging up.
SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 3/11/2021 6:17:18 PM------------------------------------------------------------------------				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8027		04/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Tavia Herod Patient ID: 201305 DOB: 02/21/2008
CID: 569283---original # CID:569187 -3/11/2021 5:53:53 PMGUARDIAN/MEMBER: Alnisa Lawson Herod / Tavia Herod DOB: 2/21/2008 (Age: 13) PHONE: 973-735-4287 ADMIN COUNTY: Durham INSURANCE: Medicaid CALL PURPOSE: Caller is seeking options to the CO - BHUC. Caller is there with her daughter, per LC referral made earlier today. The caller informed the LC she would go to the BHUC around 5PM tonight. She is upset as the doors are locked and no one is there. SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO DISPOSITION: Parent is upset. LC encouraged using the nearest ED for an urgent assessment. Parent stated, "Something should be done, a complaint or something!" LC attempted to contact CO; their vm states the BHUC is open until 7PM M-Th. The Call Center encourages members to present at least one hour prior to closing. LC filing a complaint and informing the referring LC, Rachel, of the update. LC did not have the opportunity to inform the caller of submitting a grievance prior to her hanging up. SCREENER: D BREESE LCMHC, LCAS, CRC 3/11/2021 6:17:18 PM
03/12/21-Grievance against Carolina Outreach re. BHUC being closed/doors locked 2 hours before they are supposed to close. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/15/21-Called mother Alnisa Lawson-Herod at 973-735-4287 she was mad about the wrong given from Access to Carolina Outreach, LLC was told was told they were until 7:00 pm and they closed at 3:00 pm. Her child was in a crisis and she got off work early to take her and ended up going taking her back home. She felt unsafe since her child was in a very bad state of mind. Her child did get services through Carolina Outreach the following day. Verified her address and sending her an acknowledgment letter today. Also contacted Carolina Outreach on this grievance sent concern element email to QM@carolinaoutreach.com to be returned back to by 03/22/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/18/21-Received response from provider and per response, “It is understandable that this experience was frustrating for this client as during a crisis the correct information and times should be updated. Unfortunately, it doesn’t seem that Alliance provided the client with the correct information. We temporarily shortened our BHUC hours due to staffing challenges related to Covid-19. The hours are 8am-3pm and we will be extending them in May. Our website has the updated hours http://www.carolinoutreach.com/urgent-care. “Called member mother and left message of this information. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/06/21-No response or call back from member mother and sending out grievance resolution letter and closing concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11621		Hillary Vandewart		03/11/2021		Cannon		Brenda		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		House of Care, Inc.		1		98781 - ALLEN, TERRY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Adult Care Home (ACH)		1		1		Brenda Cannon, Group Home Manager reported to SC, Bonita Williams that one of her staff reported that another staff in the group home, Jeffrey Dekeyser had been administering melatonin to residents in the  home so that they would sleep more. The staff also reports that he was not bathing residents regularly. Jeffrey was terminated when the staff heard the news from the first staff. Brenda reported the information to her provider agency, House of Care.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Date Received to reflect inserted date, connected member to grievance in portal, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8035		03/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Brenda Cannon, Group Home Manager reported to SC, Bonita Williams that one of her staff reported that another staff in the group home, Jeffrey Dekeyser had been administering melatonin to residents in the  home so that they would sleep more. The staff also reports that he was not bathing residents regularly. Jeffrey was terminated when the staff heard the news from the first staff. Brenda reported the information to her provider agency, House of Care.
[PT: Terry Allen					DOB: 5/5/87				ID: 98781]
3/15/21
This writer confirmed Level 3 incident report was filed via IRIS:
Incident Summary:  House of Care reports an allegation of staff abuse involving 33-year-old male Innovations consumer, T.A. (Alpha ID: 98781; DOB: 5/5/87).  Agency provides Residential Supports Level 3.  On 3/5/21, QP received a call from the House Manager stating that staff reported another staff was giving consumer Melatonin to get him to sleep through the night even though it was not on consumer’s MAR.  Per staff statement, it appears this concern was initially identified back in February when the accused commented, “that’s why I told you about that Melatonin, it makes them sleep longer for the weekend”, after another staff inquired about how long the consumer and another resident slept.  However, the staff the accused was speaking to thought he was joking and did not notify anyone.  The following Sunday (2/21/21), the same staff returned to relieve the accused and the group home manager stopped by, making a comment that one of the residents, as well as consumer, were a little off.  She stated, “they seem tired and drowsy, almost like they’re drugged upon on something”.  The following Sunday (2/28/21), the accused made a comment that he had to go back out because he forgot his Melatonin at home and had to run and get some.  On 3/7/21, the House Manager confronted the accused about the allegations.  The accused was unable to explain his actions.  The House Manager told the accused that he had violated the consumer’s rights and went against physician’s orders, and he was immediately terminated.  It is unclear whether the other staff received any disciplinary action for failing to report initially.  Agency has been advised to make changes to the incident report to ensure proper leveling (submitted as a Level 2), as well as file reports with DSS and HCPR, and submit a copy of their internal investigation.  

Provider-Reported Diagnoses:  Generalized Anxiety Disorder
Provider-Reported Medications:  None
In accordance with Alliance Health’s Level III protocol, this incident will be reviewed as deemed appropriate via the Alliance Committee process.
Please contact me with any questions.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/16/21
This writer reached out to internal incident reporting Quality Assurance Analyst, Diane Sofia, to request copy of Incident report.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/17/21
This writer received incident report as well as the below email from Diane:
Attached is the incident report and statement they uploaded in IRIS.  I emailed the provider yesterday (I’ll forward you that too), as there is some critical information missing – for example, it’s not classified as an allegation of staff abuse so it’s only showing as a Level II right now and there’s no indication that DSS or HCPR were contacted.  There’s no mention of an internal investigation and I’m hoping they don’t think the statement they provided will suffice since it only includes one staff, who’s not even the accused.  I haven’t heard anything back yet and as of this morning, the report appears unchanged.  I’ll let you know when it’s updated or I have more information.
This writer then called complainant, Brenda Cannon, to inform her that House of Care had initiated appropriate reporting protocols.
This writer informed her that, moving forward, the matter would be handled by incident reporting team and that we would send her a letter for her records which acknowledge receipt of her concern and next steps. She provided her mailing address: 1301 Southgate Dr, Raleigh, NC 27610.
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution letter. No further action required at this time. This matter will be tracked, any updates from incident reporting team will be included in grievance follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		6

		11622		Kristie White		03/12/2021		Fuller		Lola		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Adult		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		98131 - FULLER, LATONYA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Lola Fuller wanted to file a grievance as Holly Hill Hospital did not reach out to her within the expected 72 hours of admission, and instead reached out a week after admission. Lola reported she was not aware of member's treatment. Further, the member was allowed to sign a request to discharge without the facility consulting Lola first.  Lola has limited guardianship but reports historically she has been involved in the member's care as the member lives with her, etc.		Please reach out to Lola directly regarding any updates.		Not Defined				8034		03/17/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: LaTonya Fuller Patient ID: 9813 DOB: 11/25/1969
Lola Fuller wanted to file a grievance as Holly Hill Hospital did not reach out to her within the expected 72 hours of admission, and instead reached out a week after admission. Lola reported she was not aware of member's treatment. Further, the member was allowed to sign a request to discharge without the facility consulting Lola first. Lola has limited guardianship but reports historically she has been involved in the member's care as the member lives with her, etc.
03/12/21-Grievance against HHH re lack of communication with legal guardian of member. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/16/21-Called and spoke with Lola Fuller at 910-740-6874 to discuss information for this grievance and grievance#11626. Member wants to close this grievance due to her daughter is back inpatient in Holly Hill Hospital. She does not want this to be held against her daughter and be a conflict of interest and she also had discussed this information with the disability committee and they discussed with Holly Hill also. She does want to continue the grievance against Carolina Outreach ACTT team grievance#11626. KM Appeals Coordinator		Withdrawn		1		1		1		5

		11623		Hillary Vandewart		03/12/2021		King		Hope		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Structured Family Interventions, LLC		1		218039 - KINGKEARNS, TAYLOR		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 569367 3/12/2021 12:55:53 PM
CALLER: Hope King (mother)
MEMBER: Taylor King Kearns
DOB: 7/14/2008 (Age: 12) 
PHONE: 9196059529
ADDRESS: Apex
ADMIN COUNTY: Wake
INSURANCE: Medicaid MAFCN - Verified in NC Tracks
MENTAL STATUS: "kicked my foot and tried to trip me and punched my leg twice", I would not purchase something for him, he called me the B word, mother called the police and officer came out
SUICIDAL THOUGHTS: denied
HOMICIDAL THOUGHTS: denied
HALLUCINATIONS: denied
MENTAL HEALTH HISTORY: Jill Strickland Therapy in Cary is current provider
SUBSTANCES: no concerns
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO
DISPOSITION: Caller wants information on how to get enhanced services for member. LC shared crisis and agency information. She will call agencies directly. She reports that the current therapist is not helping with referral. Caller declined 3 way call for referral, she has to get off the phone now. 
Grievance 1: Jill Strickland Therapy in Cary is current provider, not in network. This provider has not coordinated a referall to more appropriate services despite thereapuetic contract. This is a pro bono program. The therapist is licensed, her name is Heather Jaynes.
Grievance 2: last summer, Taylor saw Wayne Faison at Structured Family Intervientions (contracted with Alliance). This therapist attempted to face time and text member's mother during inappropriate times (after 10 PM) and appeared to be interested in her personally. He has also said that "your son cannot be helped." This therapist also refused to answer calls from member during scheduled times. When the therapist did answer he said he would build up to 60 minutes and only serve member for 15 minutes at a time. Please note that all claims from this agency were 60 minute sessions. Therapist also hung up on member during a session, saying "I want him to think, to throw him off."
There are a number of details that Ms. King that can provide about both agencies. Please call her at 9196059529.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 3/12/2021 1:31:22 PM		CORRECTIONS: Phone number corrected, Changed Source to Guardian, Changed Address, Changed Type to Quality of Services		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8037		04/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CALLER: Hope King (mother) / MEMBER: Taylor King Kearns
DISPOSITION: Caller wants information on how to get enhanced services for member. LC shared crisis and agency information. She will call agencies directly. She reports that the current therapist is not helping with referral. Caller declined 3 way call for referral, she has to get off the phone now. 
Grievance 1: Jill Strickland Therapy in Cary is current provider, not in network. This provider has not coordinated a referral to more appropriate services despite therapeutic contract. This is a pro bono program. The therapist is licensed, her name is Heather Jaynes.
Grievance 2: last summer, Taylor saw Wayne Faison at Structured Family Interventions (contracted with Alliance). This therapist attempted to face time and text member's mother during inappropriate times (after 10 PM) and appeared to be interested in her personally. He has also said that "your son cannot be helped." This therapist also refused to answer calls from member during scheduled times. When the therapist did answer he said he would build up to 60 minutes and only serve member for 15 minutes at a time. Please note that all claims from this agency were 60 minute sessions. Therapist also hung up on member during a session, saying "I want him to think, to throw him off."
There are a number of details that Ms. King that can provide about both agencies. Please call her at 919-605-9529.
[PT: Taylor King Kearns				DOB: 7/14/08				ID: 218039]
3/17/21
This writer called and left detailed message for complainant requesting a call back. Note that correct number is 919-605-9529.
This writer received a voicemail from complainant returning call.
This writer returned her call and asked if she had time to discuss these concerns. She agree. This writer did inform her that since Jill Strickland Therapy is out of network that we would be limited in our ability to resolve the concern. She informed this writer that she wouldn’t be going back there and was actually waiting to hear back from IIH providers. 
She did expound upon the experience however and reported that they didn’t do anything for her son and they treated her (and him) poorly. The therapist could not answer any of her questions and never provided any resources—would always tell her to look things up online. She stated that, when she contacted Alliance, she was helped more in a 10 minute call then she had in all the time spent with the therapist. No support. 
Re. Structured Family Interventions, this writer shared that they are in our network and thus we are able to follow up with them to ask that they look into the matter and provide a response. 
She reported that Wayne Faison, therapist, appeared to be interested in her romantically and was more focused on her than her son. 
When he did speak to her son (via tele-health), sessions would only be 10 minutes long. When she inquired about why he cut these short, he would provide a myriad of excuses, such as a family death, or a pet death, etc.  At one point, he hung up with member with no explanation. When she inquired about this he said he was “trying to switch it up,” and trying to shock him due to him getting an attitude. This is a kid who is suffering from severe trauma (father dying), and the therapist thought he would play mind games with him. Therapist also instructed her to physically restrain him and showed her how to do this over face time. She felt this made her son worse. 
At one point, he “dropped off the face of the Earth.” When she followed up with him, she eventually informed him that she would pursue services elsewhere. He reportedly said that her son couldn’t be helped anyway.
On another occasion, he reportedly texted her late at night to ask what she was doing. She told him she was reading her bible and he asked her to send him what she was reading because he could “use some uplifting stuff.”
This writer inquired as to whether she informed anyone else at the agency about this and she stated that she only even saw/spoke with him. She said his office was really odd too—lots of animals (lizards, fish, birds, dogs, etc). At this point in the discussion, Ms. King reported that she no longer wanted to discuss this as she was feeling overwhelmed due to how violating the whole experience was.
She agreed to have mailing correspondence and provided the below address:
650 Upchurch St. Apt L
Apex, NC 27502
This writer thanked her for sharing the information and told her that I would be in touch with what I find out.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

3/26/21
This writer contacted agency main line (919-416-0800) to try to determine who grievance info should be shared with. This writer ended up speaking with Catherine Carter, Clinical Director. She asked for a summary of the issues and this writer shared them with her. This writer inquired where the info could be sent for them to review and she provided her email address as well as the address for the HR Director, Ivan Evans.
cwebb@sfi4families.com
ievans@sfi4families.com 
This writer inquired as to whether or not they could provide a response by the end of next week (4/2) and she confirmed.
This writer then sent concern elements to both email addresses with a response deadline of 4/2.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/5/21
This writer received a response from the provider which indicated:
•	Therapist reported that he exercised the most professional and ethical behavior, to the point that guardian requested he be her therapist (which he advised against).
•	He reported that he would start sessions by engaging with mother regarding progress and behaviors and then would attempt to engage member (Taylor) although this was oftentimes difficult due to member being non-compliant and having a hard time remaining seated.
•	Regarding physical restraint, he reported that he advised that in cases where he was being unsafe (ramming head against wall for example), that she should call the police and “gently try to hold him,” until the police arrive.
•	He reported that he would call/text mom so that she would feel supported by him and that sessions were always 53-60 mins long but he stopped due to lack of compliance and feeling as though services were not effective.
•	He reported that he attempted to refer her to other agencies but that she refused these efforts.
Based on provider’s response, this writer is unable to substantiate grievance/concerns. Member is no longer receiving services from this provider and is reporting that she will follow up with an enhanced services provider (was provided agency info by Access). This writer plans to share provider’s response with complainant, along with option to file a complaint with Board of Licensed Clinical Mental Health Counselors-- 844-622-3572, then will resolve.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/7/21
This writer called and left detailed VML for Ms. King requesting a call back to discuss her grievances.
This writer did not receive a return call as of end of day so went ahead and sent resolution letter. Any further correspondence with complainant will be included in grievance follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11624		Kristie White		03/15/2021		HODGES		BARBARA		Consumer		Grievance		Client Rights		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		80259 - HODGES, BARBARA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		569569 – MON, 15 MAR 2021 @ 1038 – Hodges, Barbara – 919-491-5820 – DOB: 04 SEP 1961 – Durham/Medicaid/F – 700 Foxridge Crest Apt 722 Durham NC 27703 - Member is requesting to file grievance against Carolina Outreach CST in Durham.  Member is stating that provider is violating her rights and has had her hospitalized "four times over the past four years" for no reason.  The most recent instance of this, per caller, was in FEB 2021.  Caller reported that CST team has prevented her from obtaining employment and refuses to stop working with her despite her requests to discontinue with services through Carolina Outreach.  Member gave permission for her name to be used in connection with this grievance.		Changed Nature of Issues to Client Rights		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8043		04/09/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Barbara Hodges Patient ID: 80259 DOB: 09/04/1961
569569 – MON, 15 MAR 2021 @ 1038 – Hodges, Barbara – 919-491-5820 – DOB: 04 SEP 1961 – Durham/Medicaid/F – 700 Foxridge Crest Apt 722 Durham NC 27703 - Member is requesting to file grievance against Carolina Outreach CST in Durham. Member is stating that provider is violating her rights and has had her hospitalized "four times over the past four years" for no reason. The most recent instance of this, per caller, was in FEB 2021. Caller reported that CST team has prevented her from obtaining employment and refuses to stop working with her despite her requests to discontinue with services through Carolina Outreach. Member gave permission for her name to be used in connection with this grievance.
03/15/21-Grievance- against Carolina Outreach- provider violating her rights and has had her hospitalized for no reason; CST refuses to stop working with her despite her requests to discontinue services. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/16/21-Called Barbara Hodges at 919-491-5820 received no answer and left message to call back to clarify information given in this grievance. KM Appeals Coordinator 
03/17/21-Called Barbara Hodges about this grievance left voicemail. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/19/21-Called Barbara Hodges and left message with no answer. Sending acknowledgment letter to address on file and called Carolina Outreach spoke to Jalen Darden about this grievance and sent concern element email to be sent back by 03/26/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/06/21-Received information from Jalen Darden QM Specialist at Carolina Outreach and per their internal review, the staff has never IVC’ed Barbara Hodes It seems her son has and he is a psychologist and spends a lot of time with her to take care of her. The CST staff has observed that member has started being more delusion and when she calls staff is constantly is very agitated. The staff was assisting the member with obtaining employment by setting her up with Easter Seals IPS team. The member stopped answering their phone calls and canceled every appointment with them. The member stated she was watching her grandson while her daughter worked and she didn’t want a job. The member’s request to be discharged has been inconsistent due to the nature of her symptoms. Member asked to end services previously and then changed her mind a few days. Staff has made efforts to try and link member with ACTT and then B&D ACTT. Member has asked to see Dr. Champion in April she wanted to find her own psychiatrist. Lastly, at this time Carolina Outreach is trying to give the member an opportunity to confirm her decision and then assist with referrals. The CST team intends to discharge the member this upcoming week. It seems like the staff at Carolina Outreach has tried to help the member and assist her in getting her treatment continued. Called member Barbara Hodges again to share the resolution of this grievance with no answer and left a message. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/09/21-Never received call back from member and closing this grievance as tracking and sending a resolution letter to member. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		25

		11626		Kristie White		03/15/2021		FULLER		LOLA		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		98131 - FULLER, LATONYA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Spoke to consumer's mother, Dr. Lola Fuller on 3/12/2021.  Dr. Fuller has limited guardianship over consumer and expressed frustration with Carolina Outreach ACTT due to what she considered was their lack of engagement prior to consumer's most recent hospitalization (consumer admitted to Holly Hill Hospital on 2/28/2021).  She stated that she had reached out to the provider as the consumer was decompensating but did not receive a satisfactory response, and was informed by staff that they were in a training when she called to request assistance.  She stated that the consumer has not seen her doctor in person or over video since November.  She was of the opinion that the team are okay with engaging the consumer when she is doing well but do not want to deal with messy situations otherwise.  She was positive about the role that consumer's therapist, Vann Harrell plays in her treatment.  In a follow up call to Dr. Fuller on this date (3/15/2021) to confirm whether she would want to submit this grievance anonymously or not, she stated that the team, which is based in Johnston County, has expressed issues with travelling to see the consumer (who resides in Wake County).
Nick Riddle, MSW, LCSW, LCAS 3/15/2021		CORRECTIONS; Changed Date Received to reflect inserted date		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8036		04/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: LaTonya Fuller Patient ID:98131 DOB: 11/25/1969
Spoke to consumer's mother, Dr. Lola Fuller on 3/12/2021. Dr. Fuller has limited guardianship over consumer and expressed frustration with Carolina Outreach ACTT due to what she considered was their lack of engagement prior to consumer's most recent hospitalization (consumer admitted to Holly Hill Hospital on 2/28/2021). She stated that she had reached out to the provider as the consumer was decompensating but did not receive a satisfactory response, and was informed by staff that they were in a training when she called to request assistance. She stated that the consumer has not seen her doctor in person or over video since November. She was of the opinion that the team are okay with engaging the consumer when she is doing well but do not want to deal with messy situations otherwise. She was positive about the role that consumer's therapist, Vann Harrell plays in her treatment. In a follow up call to Dr. Fuller on this date (3/15/2021) to confirm whether she would want to submit this grievance anonymously or not, she stated that the team, which is based in Johnston County, has expressed issues with travelling to see the consumer (who resides in Wake County). Nick Riddle, MSW, LCSW, LCAS 3/15/2021
03/16/21-*Same complainant/member as 11622: Grievance against Carolina Outreach due to reported lack of engagement by ACT team. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/16/21-Per Jiva guardianship papers are on file back from 2018 Lola Fuller states she has updated ones and I advised for her to send those to me also. Notes were in Jiva that Received call back and mother has health guardianship and I advised her to send it to me via email. She is upset that they have not came since November. They are supposing to come once month (doctor and nurse) Carolina is not supportive at all. The other workers come once a week and they would come inside with mask on and once my daughter started decimating. They would just call and she just wanted them to come and take her on a walk. They would make excuses to not come and when she really needed them. They really don’t like coming to Wake county and they are in Johnston county they have made it clear. They sit for about 10/15 minutes and her daughter is slow and be the time she gets out of her room they are ready to go. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/17/21-Sending acknowledgment grievance letter to guardian Lola Fuller and called Carolina Outreach and spoke to Jalen Darden about grievance and sent concern element email to QM@carolinaoutreach.com to be returned to me by 03/24/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/06/21-Received response from Carolina Outreach Jalen Darden QM Specialist on this issue and they performed an investigation on this concern. They thing they have been support to Ms.Fuller  they are aiming for the MD to see each member/client once every six weeks. Regarding travel, the distance between Smithfield and Garner does not present an undue barrier to in person treatment. They are moving forward with the following suggestions:" 1) Conduct a treatment team meeting with client, mother and ITT to align/communicate all efforts and intentions 2) Have MD visit FF following hospital d/c and at least every other visit from there 3) Use assertive engagement to encourage weekly FF visits and assess client's behaviors, mental status, and med adherence. "With these recommendations this writer feels that the provider is doing what they can to address all the members needs and treatment. Called and left a message for Ms. Fuller and closing concern as tracking. Sent Ms. Fuller a resolution grievance letter.  KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11627		Hillary Vandewart		03/16/2021		MOOLJI		RABAB		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Peer Support Services				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		696349 - MOOLJI, RABAB		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Ct has been waiting 3 weeks for therapy services--provider would not return calls--Ct also asked her peer support (Sal) to be available  on 3/23/21 as this is her birthday and ct concerned for her own safety--reports SI with no plan/intent. Peer support seems unable to help her as he is dealing with personal issues, and looked away when she asked him--he is supposed to see her weekly. Peer support applied for loan on phone during visit, also texting on phone while driving. Ct not feeling he can handle her, esp given her autism.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8044		04/07/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Ct has been waiting 3 weeks for therapy services--provider would not return calls--Ct also asked her peer support (Sal) to be available  on 3/23/21 as this is her birthday and ct concerned for her own safety--reports SI with no plan/intent. Peer support seems unable to help her as he is dealing with personal issues, and looked away when she asked him--he is supposed to see her weekly. Peer support applied for loan on phone during visit, also texting on phone while driving. Ct not feeling he can handle her, esp given her autism.
[PT: Rabab Moolji				DOB: 3/23/81				ID: 696349]
3/22/21
This writer called complainant to acknowledge receipt of grievance—call went straight to voicemail box, which was full. This writer unable to leave message.
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter and will continue to attempt to reach member on phone number provided.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

3/30/21
This writer attempted to reach complainant again to discuss concerns and again was unable to leave a message to to VM box being full. This writer will continue to attempt to reach member, but in the meantime, will go ahead and make provider aware of concerns as received.
This writer contacted Jeremy Reed, B&D QM Director, via phone at (919) 907-3334 ext. 234 to inform him that we had received the grievance and to let him know that we would send the details regarding the concern for his review. He thanked this writer for the information and stated that he would be on the lookout for the grievance. This writer then sent details with a request for a response by 4/6.

-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/6/21
This writer received response from provider (along with supporting service note documentation) indicating:
•	Member was recommended to receive peer support services and medication management services during February assessment. No OPT was recommended at that time.
•	Peer support staff denied allegations of texting and driving/applying for a loan.
•	Peer support staff also denied discussion of her being available for her birthday. He did report visiting her on her birthday, where he found her with a police officer who she had called reporting SI. However, she denied any SI/HI when asked by peer support staff. 
•	On 3/25, member called provider reporting that she felt peer support staff was trying to kill her.
•	Due to member’s heightened symptoms, provider is attempting to contact her to set up a new assessment to potentially assess for a higher level of care.
•	Provider reported difficulty reaching member to schedule assessment. 
Shortly after receiving initial response from provider, this writer received an update that member had returned provider’s efforts to reach out and that she didn’t want to talk about the complaint, but stated that she had a need for a female worker, help with doc appointments, and clothes. The stated plan is for the provider to assist with these things and also assess her for a higher level of care.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/7/21
This writer called member and left voicemail requesting a call back.
Due to difficulties reaching member and lack of response, as well as provider’s feedback and report that member “did not want to discuss complaint,” this writer composed and sent resolution letter. Any follow-up correspondence with complainant will be documented in grievance follow-up. No further action required at this time.

Shortly after sending letter, this writer received call back from member and discussed concerns. She inquired about therapy services and stated that she had been on the phone with Mindpath Care Centers and was receiving conflicting information regarding insurance that they accept. This writer shared with member the Access and Information Line and she thanked this writer and stated that she would contact them. 
This writer confirmed with member that Clinical Director did call her and apologize and that they stated they were going to assist her but that she hadn’t received the assistance as of yet. 
She then went on to discuss various concerns about “Sal” trying to get her to get in his car. She also stated that he continued to tell her to trust him regarding SSI paperwork and she now feels that it was filled out incorrectly and she is getting less than she should be getting. She felt that all he did was “organize the pages” but he continually told her to trust him.
This writer thanked her for this information and told her I would follow up with B&D about this and to ensure that they are going to re-assess to ensure her needs are being met. This writer shared with her that I had tried to contact her previously and that she would be getting correspondence from me in the mail detailing these attempts and what I had found out from the provider. She explained that she had difficulty getting to the phone at times due to physical ailments. This writer assured her I would follow up with her with what I find out and that she can feel free to reach out to me as well. She thanked this writer. 
This writer will reach out to B&D to share this feedback and will include any future correspondence from provider/member in follow-up.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		22

		11628		Todd Parker		03/15/2021		EVANS		KATHYE		Consumer		Grievance		LME/MCO Functions		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Unknown Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		87994 - EVANS, KATHYE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		*This grievance was taken by phone on 3/15/21 @ 3:58pm, however it was not realized until today that it did not save in Alpha. I have also since done a call monitoring of the call in question that caller called to complain about.*

Call ID: 569663. Call escalated by J. Cline on 3/15/21@3:58pm. Supervisor heard member's concerns, she is upset that when she called the Access Line on 3/10/2021 at 1:13pm (CID 569044), the police were called and as a result she was handcuffed and taken to Duke University and subsequently placed IVC for several days; she was discharged yesterday. Member reports there were issues with how she was treated by the police and at Duke and she has called them to file complaints with both entities as well. Member reports she wants to file a complaint on the female she spoke with (Access Clinician Yvonne James), she will never call Access Line or 911 again, and has plans to put up a 'No Trespassing' sign at her residence; in the future if she needs help, she will call the National Suicide Hotline, which she reports having the number for. 

CID 569044 was monitored and both Access staff who spoke with caller managed the call according to Access procedures; it was an Emergent call due to her repeatedly endorsing SI and HI towards her father with a plan to use a knife on them both. Writer recalls this call as Clinician had consulted with her while the 48 minute call was happening due to caller not wanting to let the police in once they arrived at her residence. J.Jackson Kelly, MS/EdS, NCC, LCMHC -------------------		CORRECTIONS: Changed nature of Issue to LME/MCO Functions, Added Alliance as provider.		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8039		04/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		*This grievance was taken by phone on 3/15/21 @ 3:58pm, however it was not realized until today that it did not save in Alpha. I have also since done a call monitoring of the call in question that caller called to complain about.* Call ID: 569663. Call escalated by J. Cline on 3/15/21@3:58pm. Supervisor heard member's concerns, she is upset that when she called the Access Line on 3/10/2021 at 1:13pm (CID 569044), the police were called and as a result she was handcuffed and taken to Duke University and subsequently placed IVC for several days; she was discharged yesterday. Member reports there were issues with how she was treated by the police and at Duke and she has called them to file complaints with both entities as well. Member reports she wants to file a complaint on the female she spoke with (Access Clinician Yvonne James), she will never call Access Line or 911 again, and has plans to put up a 'No Trespassing' sign at her residence; in the future if she needs help, she will call the National Suicide Hotline, which she reports having the number for. CID 569044 was monitored and both Access staff who spoke with caller managed the call according to Access procedures; it was an Emergent call due to her repeatedly endorsing SI and HI towards her father with a plan to use a knife on them both. Writer recalls this call as Clinician had consulted with her while the 48 minute call was happening due to caller not wanting to let the police in once they arrived at her residence. J.Jackson Kelly, MS/EdS, NCC, LCMHC ----------------
PT:  Kathye Evans		DOB:  9/9/80		ID: 87994
3-18-21
This writer called complainant at the number provided. Complainant appeared agitated from the beginning of the call insisting to be called “Ms. Evans”. Writer reviewed the details of the complaint as it was entered. Complainant shared that she was “manhandled and searched by a man” and was handcuffed. She stated that staff (Ms. James) calling the police escalated situation the situation further. She shared that she was taken to Duke stayed 5+ days. She says they did not give her medications. When discussing the staff in question, Ms. Evans sates that the staff was not very professional and “does not have the right to be there”. Ms. Evans stated she will not be contacting Alliance in the future.  Writer explained the next steps in the grievance process and verified complainant’s mailing address. Writer shared that he will be contacting staff’s manager and have her look into the situation. He shared that he will not be able to share details regarding any HR/Disciplinary concerns as they are confidential. He attempted to reassure complainant that her concerns are taken seriously. Complainant stated that she does not care what happens with the staff and does not want to know. However, she did state that staff needs to be fired. Writer composed and mailed Ack letter. Writer will listen to the call and make contact with supervisor. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
3-22-21
Writer received a vm from complainant requesting a call back. Writer call complainant back. Complainant informed that she received a “grievance form” and she does not know what to do with it. Complainant insisted that she needed to sign the “form” and send it back. After some questions back and forth, writer was able to understand complainant was referring to the Ack letter she received. Writer attempted to explain to complainant that the letter is simply acknowledging she filed a grievance. Writer confirmed with writer that there was nothing that needed to be signed and sent back. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

3-30-21
Writer received an email from Call Center staff (Lisa Waldman) informing that complainant would like him to call her. Writer called complainant at the number provided. Complainant explained to writer that she is “sore on the side where I had lung surgery”. She says she is still under a doctor’s care from when she had lung surgery in June of 2020. Writer asked complaint if she had been in contact with her doctor and she indicated that she had called and is “waiting to hear back”. Writer attempted to explain to complainant that issues related to her physical healthcare should be addressed with her medical provider. Complaint stated that she wanted to inform us of the issue. When asked if she had filed a complaint with the medical provider she indicated that she has spoken to Patient Relations. She says that she has also contacted “Internal affairs”. Complainant states that if something happens to her “there will be a suit”. Writer thanked complainant for sharing the information and encouraged her to continue to address any medical concerns with the medical provider. Complainant is very difficult to communicate with and appears not to be mentally healthy at the moment. Writer will continue to move toward resolution of the grievance. Medical concerns will be addressed outside of the grievance process. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager 
3-31-21
Complainant filed another complaint about this issue. She indicates that she was “updating” her current grievance. Complainant informed that she is now at Duke hospital having a chest x-ray. Information in the new complaint (#11667) will be combined with this grievance. The concern has been acknowledged. Writer will not send another Ack letter so as not to complicate the issue and confuse complainant. Complainant appears to not be in good mental health and tends to fixate on issues not related to the grievance. Notes from this case will be duplicated in #11667. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager
4/8/21
Writer emailed Call Center supervisor to ask about setting up a time to discuss the grievances. Writer will discuss options for resolution with supervisor when they talk. Supervisor returned email and arranged to talk today at 2:30.
Spoke with supervisor at 2:30 pm. Discussed the fact that complainant has filed yet another grievance with the same information. Supervisor shared that she has reviewed all the calls including the original (1 hr + call). She indicates that the staff appropriately called 911 due to the activity at the time. According to supervisor, member was endorsing SI and HI to the point that police were prepared to use extreme force to diffuse the situation. Writer and supervisor discussed possible ways to address the grievance with out triggering complainant. Complainant has continued to call to “update” her grievance. Supervisor shared that she has done some research on member’s dx and found t that some of her behaviors and inability to comprehend the Call Center’s response. Writer and supervisor agreed that writer will resolve the complaint basically informing complainant that the supervisors have reviewed the calls and addressed them appropriately. Writer will include phone numbers to file a grievance concern directly with Duke Hospital and Durham County Sherriff’s Department. Writer will resolve on Monday (4/12/21). Writer will withdraw #11667 as it has been addressed via this original complaint. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager

4-12-21
Writer composed and mailed Res letter to complainant. No further action.
T. Parker, I&G Manager		Non-issue		1		1		0		28

		11629		Hillary Vandewart		03/16/2021		PELLISH		NOEL		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Community Support Team				Multi-Disability		18-20		B & D Integrated Health Services		1		260350 - MORGAN, RYAN		White		Not Defined		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		I contacted Mr. Morgan regarding his aftercare appointment with CST through B&D IHS.  He reported that he has not been seen since his discharge from Frye Hospital on 3/13/21.  He initiated contact with the CST Team Lead, Vanessa Kamashara.  Mr. Morgan expressed his desire to end services with B&D IHS CST because it has not been as helpful to him.  His mother joined us on the call.  She described the attention and responsiveness from CST as "hit or miss".  She explained that Mr. Morgan reached out to CST while he was in crisis (prior to his hospitalization) and did not get the support he needed.
I did not ask Mr. Morgan or his mother if they wished to file a grievance; however, upon reflection, I feel that QM needs to be made aware of this situation.  Consumer apparently did not get the attention he needed prior to hospitalization and has not had much follow-up from provider since his discharge.  Noel Pellish, Administrative CC		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant to reflect internal complainant's info		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8045		04/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		I contacted Mr. Morgan regarding his aftercare appointment with CST through B&D IHS.  He reported that he has not been seen since his discharge from Frye Hospital on 3/13/21.  He initiated contact with the CST Team Lead, Vanessa Kamashara.  Mr. Morgan expressed his desire to end services with B&D IHS CST because it has not been as helpful to him.  His mother joined us on the call.  She described the attention and responsiveness from CST as "hit or miss".  She explained that Mr. Morgan reached out to CST while he was in crisis (prior to his hospitalization) and did not get the support he needed.
I did not ask Mr. Morgan or his mother if they wished to file a grievance; however, upon reflection, I feel that QM needs to be made aware of this situation.  Consumer apparently did not get the attention he needed prior to hospitalization and has not had much follow-up from provider since his discharge.  Noel Pellish, Administrative CC
[PT: Ryan Morgan				DOB: 8/6/01				ID: 260350]
3/17/21
This writer received the below update from complainant:
Hello.  I just submitted an internal concern regarding consumer Ryan Morgan (8/6/01 and ID #260350) regarding B&D IHS CST.  I let his Community Care Coordinator Sabrina Howell know that I have submitted an internal concern, and she provided this additional info. “Mom told me they called him I think Sunday and he did not answer and then he spoke with Vanessa the TL on Monday”
I want to be fair to the provider and want you to have this additional information.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/22/21
This writer sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant. This writer received the below additional info from complainant:
Thank you Hillary.  Shatisha Davis is my contact at B&D Integrated Health Services.  I received an email from her today stating that consumer kept an appointment with CST on 3/15/21.  During the time of COVID, this could have been a telephone call.
I reached out to Community Care Coordinator Sabrina Howell and asked her to contact the family because of some issues Ryan Morgan was having with his medication.  If you want additional information, she has spoken with Mr. Morgan and his mother since I entered the internal concern.
This writer researched within Jiva and noted that Sabrina had begun referral to Carolina Outreach ACT services for member. Member was discharged by request on 3/15 from B&D.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/30/21
This writer contacted Jeremy Reed, B&D QM Director, via phone at (919) 907-3334 ext. 234 to inform him that we had received the concern and to let him know that we would send the details regarding the concern for his review. He thanked this writer for the information and stated that he would be on the lookout for the grievance. This writer then sent details with a request for a response by 4/6.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/6/21
This writer received a response from provider, along with supporting documentation, which reported (and documented) that CST team lead attempted to contact member several times upon learning of discharge and was unable to get a response. On 3/15, he contacted the Team Lead to inform her that he wanted to terminated service to go back to previous OPT provider, Pride in NC. CST team lead also reported that she met with member weekly until he was admitted to hospital. Response confirmed that member had been discharged by his request. 
This writer reviewed notes in Jiva which confirmed that member had been discharged and had been referred by CC to Carolina Outreach ACT team, which indicated that CO ACT team would likely be able to serve member. 
Based on documentation provided by provider, it appears that CST Team lead did make a concerted effort to reach the member (called multiple times and also sent text message) upon discharge but that these efforts were not reciprocated until member requested discharge. After reviewing the provider’s response, this writer determined that concern would be resolved and that the matter would be tracked moving forward. This writer composed and sent resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		21

		11631		Todd Parker		03/16/2021		Johnson		Eric		Guardian		Compliment		Quality of Services		Assertive Community Tx Team				Mental Health Only		Adult		Carolina Outreach, LLC		1		582124 - Johnson, Eric		Black/African American		Unknown		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined						NONE		I spoke with Nate Hopkins, mother and guardian for Eric Johnson, on 3/16/21.  She reported that Eric has the best ACT Team in the world.  She said they take very good care of Eric, including advocating for him.  He receives ACTT through Carolina Outreach, and Ashley Hageman is on that team.  Mom was so enthusiastic and appreciative, I wanted to send in a compliment for a change!  Noel Pellish, MSW CMC		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8048		03/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Compliment letter mailed on 3/19/21				1		1		0		3

		11632		Kristie White		03/17/2021		COX		TONY		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Southlight Healthcare		1		31390 - COX, TONY		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Spoke to a consumer on this date who stated that he had previously gone one and a half months without medication due to issues with provider SouthLight Healthcare.  Consumer stated that he had been working with Dr. Lancaster who had retired and that follow up attempts by provider  to connect the consumer to a prescriber were not successful due to staff attrition.  Consumer stated that on scheduled appointment with Dr. Hall on 2/4/2021, Dr. Hall was not available for scheduled 7:30 AM appointment.  When consumer spoke to Dr. Hall later that day, consumer reported that Dr. Hall was dismissive of the consumer and stated that she stated that did not have time to meet with the consumer.  Consumer was hospitalized several days later.  Consumer is currently connected to a different medication prescriber through his primary care provider.
Nick Riddle, MSW, LCSW, LCAS 3/17/2021		Changed grievance type to Access to service. KM Appeals Coordinator		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8042		04/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Tony Cox Patient ID: 31390 DOB: 08/04/1964
Spoke to a consumer on this date who stated that he had previously gone one and a half months without medication due to issues with provider SouthLight Healthcare. Consumer stated that he had been working with Dr. Lancaster who had retired and that follow up attempts by provider to connect the consumer to a prescriber were not successful due to staff attrition. Consumer stated that on scheduled appointment with Dr. Hall on 2/4/2021, Dr. Hall was not available for scheduled 7:30 AM appointment. When consumer spoke to Dr. Hall later that day, consumer reported that Dr. Hall was dismissive of the consumer and stated that she stated that did not have time to meet with the consumer. Consumer was hospitalized several days later. Consumer is currently connected to a different medication prescriber through his primary care provider. Nick Riddle, MSW, LCSW, LCAS 3/17/2021	
03/17/21-Grievance- against- Southlight Healthcare- Dr unavailable for scheduled appt; issues with getting a med prescriber; 1 ½ months without meds. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/19/21-Called Tony Cox and Dr. Hall had appointment at 7:30 am and did not call until at 9:30 am that morning back in Feb. He said he has gone over a month without his medication and it started problems at home. He started drinking again he did go back to Triangle Springs. Finally, he called his primary care provider and they sent prescription was at pharmacy. Verified member address and sent him an acknowledgement letter. He was just really disappointment with Dr. Hall and he wants another therapist. Called Kristin Cain at Soutlight Healthcare about this issue and writer sent concern element email to be returned by 03/26/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/24/21-Received response from provider and per provider the member missed a lot of appointments. The provider Dr. Hall did not want to refill medication since member had not been seen in month is and it is a controlled substance. He stated the member had to make the next appointment and he would not be approving any more bridge rx refills. Dr. Lancaster position was filled by Dr. Hall prior to his retirement and the provider states they have provider member option to include multiple pathways to care. The member did not return back to therapy after 12/08/20. The member has been assigned a new therapist on 03/24/21. The provider has shown with proof of medical notes to substantiate these allegations they have tried to help member and followed proper protocols. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/12/21- Tried to contact member several times to discuss the resolution and left a message. Closing this grievance as tracking and sending member a resolution letter. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11633		Hillary Vandewart		03/18/2021		HARTLEY		JULEE		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Unknown Disability		Child (0-17)		Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC		1		556434 - EVANS, SHAWN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		[SEE CID: # 570207] March 18, 2021 4:06 PM MEMBER'S NAME: EVANS, SHAWN DOB: 02/19/2014: COMPLAINANT/GUARDIAN NAME: Julee Hartley - Mother; WAKE, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 8113 Howard Country Dr., Willow Springs, NC 27592 PHONE #: 984-238-6463
GRIEVANCE:
Mother Is calling to file a grievance against Cleveland Counseling Center, specifically Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC and assigned therapist Karen (last name unknown). Mother reports she and child’s father are in a custody battle. They have a court order granting joint custody. The order indicates both parents are to have access their son’s information associated to parenting and major decisions about medical, mental health treatment, school etc... Father initiated MH treatment with Cleveland Counseling Center in October of 2020. Since that time, mother has requested access the same information Shawn’s father has access to regarding therapy session, goals and progress. Mother reports she has been redirected to speak with her ex regarding any information she may need because he is the one who signed consent to treat and they are not allowed to share information with mother due to HIPAA laws. Mother has repeatedly offered to sign whatever she needs to to be able to consult with the provider as she feels her ex is not being truthful with her. When mother showed Edward Rubes the copy of the joint custody agreement he stated, “I don’t care what that says, it doesn’t change anything” indicating that they are bound by HIPAA laws regardless of her status as the child’s mother and joint legal guardian. After speaking with Edward numerous times, he finally gave mother the phone number for the assigned therapist, Karen. When mother reached out to the therapist to get an update about her son’s treatment, she again sited HIPAA and refused to speak with mother. On 03/15/21. Mother decided to attend a session her son told her he was scheduled for. Karen, the therapist, was reportedly extremely rude and was “acting like I’m the problem” as per mother’s report. She stated that Karen made her feel she did something wrong without ever having talked to her about her son and their relationship. Mother states the therapist is “clearly siding with my ex” without knowing her side of the story. Mother had wanted to be involved in her son’s therapy as she agrees her son “has been through a lot”, but was prevented by her ex and Cleveland Counseling Center staff. Mother is nervous about an up-coming court date Monday 03/22/2021 and feels the Cleveland Counseling Center may present unknown information to paint her in a poor light. Mother adds she is very unhappy with the lack of professionalism of the Cleveland County staff.
-C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		CORRECTIONS: Changed Nature of issue to Quality of Care Concerns		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8052		04/13/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[SEE CID: # 570207] March 18, 2021 4:06 PM MEMBER'S NAME: EVANS, SHAWN DOB: 02/19/2014: COMPLAINANT/GUARDIAN NAME: Julee Hartley - Mother; WAKE, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 8113 Howard Country Dr., Willow Springs, NC 27592 PHONE #: 984-238-6463
Mother Is calling to file a grievance against Cleveland Counseling Center, specifically Edward A. Rubes Jr. LPC and assigned therapist Karen (last name unknown). Mother reports she and child’s father are in a custody battle. They have a court order granting joint custody. The order indicates both parents are to have access their son’s information associated to parenting and major decisions about medical, mental health treatment, school etc... Father initiated MH treatment with Cleveland Counseling Center in October of 2020. Since that time, mother has requested access the same information Shawn’s father has access to regarding therapy session, goals and progress. Mother reports she has been redirected to speak with her ex regarding any information she may need because he is the one who signed consent to treat and they are not allowed to share information with mother due to HIPAA laws. Mother has repeatedly offered to sign whatever she needs to be able to consult with the provider as she feels her ex is not being truthful with her. When mother showed Edward Rubes the copy of the joint custody agreement he stated, “I don’t care what that says, it doesn’t change anything” indicating that they are bound by HIPAA laws regardless of her status as the child’s mother and joint legal guardian. After speaking with Edward numerous times, he finally gave mother the phone number for the assigned therapist, Karen. When mother reached out to the therapist to get an update about her son’s treatment, she again sited HIPAA and refused to speak with mother. On 03/15/21. Mother decided to attend a session her son told her he was scheduled for. Karen, the therapist, was reportedly extremely rude and was “acting like I’m the problem” as per mother’s report. She stated that Karen made her feel she did something wrong without ever having talked to her about her son and their relationship. Mother states the therapist is “clearly siding with my ex” without knowing her side of the story. Mother had wanted to be involved in her son’s therapy as she agrees her son “has been through a lot”, but was prevented by her ex and Cleveland Counseling Center staff. Mother is nervous about an up-coming court date Monday 03/22/2021 and feels the Cleveland Counseling Center may present unknown information to paint her in a poor light. Mother adds she is very unhappy with the lack of professionalism of the Cleveland County staff.
[PT: Shawn Evans				DOB: 2/19/14				ID: 556434]
3/23/21
This writer called and left detailed message for complainant requesting a call back (outgoing message confirmed this is correct number for complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/24/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement letter.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/1/21
This writer left another VM for complainant requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/5/21
This writer has not received a return call from complainant. This writer will move forward with contacting provider based on information received in initial grievance as complainant gave permission to use her name during the discussion about the issue with the provider/agency.
This writer contacted office phone and spoke to Ed Rubes, owner of Cleveland Counseling Center. This writer shared an overview of the concern with Mr. Rubes over the phone and he stated that the issue was that the mom called “out of nowhere” wanting documents from sessions a year after the services had started and that because he had never met her before and had no signed documentation from her, that he told her he couldn’t provide that information. She then got very angry. This writer asked if he would be able to review the details of the concern and send over a written response within 3-5 business days and he stated that he could. This writer then sent the details to the provided email address edrubes@earthlink.net with a response deadline of 4/12.
This writer later received a response from the provider which indicated the following from Mr. Rubes:
•	When the client's (Shawn) father first brought Shawn to counseling on July 2nd, 2020, the father had primary custodial custody, and the mother had Wednesday evening and weekend supervised visits only.  
•	It was court ordered that Shawn attend counseling because Shawn had found his mother and mother's boyfriend's dad overdosed and unconscious.  He suffered traumatic shock.  His father brought him to counseling for this issue.  He was seen monthly.  
•	His mother had never been a part of his counseling.  She had not come in person, or even called concerning his welfare.  
•	His mother called in the later part of February and wanted a copy of Shawn's records. Provider refused to give them to her because Shawn's father said that he had been given Primary Parental Custody, and had not given permission to share his son's records with anyone.  
•	Shawn's mother showed up in office March 15th, with paperwork that was dated before the trauma had occurred, demanding a copy of her son's records.  
•	Provider refused to give them to her. She became belligerent toward my intern Caren Wharton and Ed Rubes, and both acted in a professional manner. 
•	Provider later learned they had a court appearance on March 22nd to decide who gets custody of Shawn. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/13/21
This writer staffed case with supervisor, Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager, during Grievance Team Meeting. Todd advised that, moving forward, this writer should send an “Info Needed” Letter if no response from complainant in the first 15 days. He advised that due to lack of response from complainant, this writer should go ahead and send the “disregard/withdrawn” letter and resolve grievance based on lack of info/lack of response from complainant. This writer composed and sent Disregard letter and resolved grievance in portal. This writer included my contact information in letter in case complainant needs anything further. If further communication with complainant, this writer will update in follow-up section of portal. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Disregard Letter sent to complainant d/t lack of response/info		1		1		0		26

		11634		Kristie White		03/18/2021		Edmonds		Christel		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Care Coordination (IDD)				Developmental Disabilities Only		18-20		Pearl's Angel Care, Inc.		1		280370 - SMITH, JENNA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		During quarterly monitoring, Service Consultant Christel Edmonds noticed overbilling of services beginning every week starting January 8, 2021 and ending on February 10, 2021.  Jenna was authorized for 35 hours of Community Living Supports the following weeks, but each week the provider overbilled the service.  The following weeks were overbilled:
1/10 - 1/16: 55 hours
1/17 - 1/23: 55 hours
1/24 - 1/30: 77 hours
1/31 - 2/6: 55 hours
2/5 - 2/10: 77 hours.
Service Consultant contacted provider QP Veronica Herbert to alert her to the discrepancy but was told she was not responsible for billing.  The only explanation QP offered was that they thought Jenna was authorized for more service hours.  However, SC noted that 35 hours was listed on ISP signed by QP.  QP had previously contacted SC and Care Navigator for more service hours in the beginning of February, however, additional hours were not authorized until 2/28/21.  SC was told by QP to contact owner Betty Washington, Pearl's Angel Care owner, but was SC was unable to make contact.  SC also noted documentation was incorrect.  SRG and CLS waiver grids did not align, with several goals not matching.  SRG also listed the incorrect service (In Home Skill Building) and the incorrect amount of service hours as 73.		CORRECTIONS: Changed to Internal Employee Concern and added internal employee info		Not Defined				8041				Not Defined		Not Defined		Patient: Jenna Smith Patient ID: 280370 DOB: 11/02/2000
During quarterly monitoring, Service Consultant Christel Edmonds noticed overbilling of services beginning every week starting January 8, 2021 and ending on February 10, 2021. Jenna was authorized for 35 hours of Community Living Supports the following weeks, but each week the provider overbilled the service. The following weeks were overbilled: 1/10 - 1/16: 55 hours 1/17 - 1/23: 55 hours 1/24 - 1/30: 77 hours 1/31 - 2/6: 55 hours 2/5 - 2/10: 77 hours. Service Consultant contacted provider QP Veronica Herbert to alert her to the discrepancy but was told she was not responsible for billing. The only explanation QP offered was that they thought Jenna was authorized for more service hours. However, SC noted that 35 hours was listed on ISP signed by QP. QP had previously contacted SC and Care Navigator for more service hours in the beginning of February, however, additional hours were not authorized until 2/28/21. SC was told by QP to contact owner Betty Washington, Pearl's Angel Care owner, but was SC was unable to make contact. SC also noted documentation was incorrect. SRG and CLS waiver grids did not align, with several goals not matching. SRG also listed the incorrect service (In Home Skill Building) and the incorrect amount of service hours as 73.
03/19/21-Internal Employee Concern against Pearl’s Angel Care re. overbilling as well as several admin issues. Sending to SIU for case consult due to allegations of over billing. KM Appeals Coordinator				1		1		0		(44,273)

		11636		Kim Ware		03/22/2021		Dillahunt		Christina		Guardian		Grievance		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Firm Foundation, Inc.		1		732809 - GRAY, ISAIAH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		1		1		The CC spoke with Christina Dillahunt, DSS Guardian on Isaiah Gray's case, who reported that the member's recent TFC parent through Firm Foundation had been putting the member in daycare at the YMCA for 10 hours a day 6 days per week.  She stated that the parent had told the DSS Guardian that he had to be removed from the home without actually talking to the agency.  He had also been unwilling to assist with transitioning the member.  She stated that he placed the member's possessions under his carport for her to pick up and she had to get him from the YMCA.				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8056		04/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The CC spoke with Christina Dillahunt, DSS Guardian on Isaiah Gray's case, who reported that the member's recent TFC parent through Firm Foundation had been putting the member in daycare at the YMCA for 10 hours a day 6 days per week.  She stated that the parent had told the DSS Guardian that he had to be removed from the home without actually talking to the agency.  He had also been unwilling to assist with transitioning the member.  She stated that he placed the member's possessions under his carport for her to pick up and she had to get him from the YMCA.
ISAIAH GRAY    ID: 732809   (DOB: 10/08/2011)
3/25/21 Call to complainant ,assigned Wake DSS guardian (919) 280-3622; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/29/21 Call to complainant; left vm requesting return call. Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant. No response to contact attempts to date. Base on nature of concern, plan is to contact agency directly.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/6/21 This writer made call to agency’s Program Manager, Winter Johnson (910) 323-5173 ext 2002 and discussed the concerns. Ms. Johnson indicates being aware of the matter. Per her report , the DSS guardian contacted the agency on the same day and voiced concerns with her. She reports that the agency addressed the matter directly with the TFC. Per report the agency was unaware that DSS was already addressing the matter and were unaware of the lengthy hours etc. until notified by the DSS guardian. Ms Johnson reports that the agency was aware of difficulty that the TFC had with scheduling due to his job. The agency was unaware of the extent and reports that per protocol the agency would have assisted with alternative placement. She reports that coordination with DSS guardian, the member was placed with another TFC with a different agency. Ms. Johnson reports that the matter was addressed directly with the TFC.  She reports that it was also addressed with the guardian and did not know that she was also filing a grievance regarding the matter. Agency has made the decision not to make any other placement with TFC until training and supports have been put in place. Per discussion, the information was emailed directly to wjohnson@firmfoundationinc.com for review and response.
4/9/21 Email correspondence received from Ms Johnson indicating the following:
Findings of internal review:
The agency's program manager informed Mrs. Ware that the agency was aware that the legal guardian, Wa:ke County DSS, had concerns regarding the way the TFC parent responded to transitioning the member from the home. The agency found that the TFC parent did not response in a manner that was therapeutic or professional when transitioning the member from the home. The agency also found that the TIC parent was placing the member in daycare for the number of hours and days provided in the grievance.

Actions taken to address concerns:
After receiving feedback from the legal guardian following the transition, the agency decided not to place anymore children in the care ofTFC parent until adequate childcare and natural supports have been obtained. The agency will require TFC parent to be retrained in Together Facing the Challenge prior to receiving a new placement. The agency was aware of the concerns prior to the grievance and has addressed the concerns with the actions listed above."
4/12/21 Call to complainant Ms Dillahunt and spoke with her regarding her concerns, the role of QM and actions taken regarding her concerns. This writer explained that the matter will be tracked and monitored for potential trends. Both the concern and agency response are tracked. She confirmed that she had also spoken with the Program Mgr regarding her concerns. This writer explained that the agency confirmed the matter and actions taken to address the concerns directly with the therapeutic foster care. Ms. Dillahunt thanked this writer. Member has been placed with ESUCP Res level ll. No further concerns noted at this time. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. This writer followed up with the agency’s Program Manager. This writer explained that both the concern and agency actions taken to address the concerns will be monitored and tracked. This writer had recommended continued monitoring by agency, coordination of care and follow up with not only the TFC involved but any other TFC when such issues arise. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		confirmed- provider initiated corrective action		1		1		0		21

		11637		Hillary Vandewart		03/22/2021		RAINEAR		ANGELA		Guardian		Grievance		Authorization/ Payment/ Billing - LME-MCO Only		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		18-20		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		76922 - RAINEAR, NOAH		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CN received call from Angela Christine Rainear, LRP (919-279-5740), regarding NC Innovations  individual budget letter she received for member.  LRP asked that CN file a grievance on her behalf.  LRP states recommended individual budget will not meet members needs.  She notes that his current base budge services cost over $123,000 per year.  CN advised LRP to continue to request services she feels member needs.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect parent's guardian, changed Nature of Issue to Auth/Payment/Billing (LME-MCO)		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8059		03/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CN received call from Angela Christine Rainear, LRP (919-279-5740), regarding NC Innovations individual budget letter she received for member.  LRP asked that CN file a grievance on her behalf.  LRP states recommended individual budget will not meet member’s needs.  She notes that his current base budge services cost over $123,000 per year.  CN advised LRP to continue to request services she feels member needs.
[PT: Noah Rainear				DOB: 10/26/00				ID: 76922]
3/25/21 
This writer discussed case with supervisor (Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager) in individual supervision. He advised that this writer consult with Kim Ware, QA Analyst to see how these had been handled in the past and that he believed this could likely be handled by sending an ack/res letter to complainant.  He advised that these are tracked and that he sends a list of budget letter concerns internally each month to be tracked by another department. 
This writer researched past budget letter complaints and noted verbiage that has been sent to complainants in past grievances:
Informing complainant that “if you do not agree with base budget service recommendations, you should continue to work with your Care Coordinator to request the services you believe are medically necessary to support your loved one.”
Additionally, “If a request is received that exceeds the suggested budget limits, the Utilization Management Department may determine the requested services indicate a temporary increase in support needs, permanent increase in support needs or necessitate an Intensive Review. All three of these processes provide a framework for reviewing and in some cases approving base budget services whose cost is expected to exceed that of IBT/Base Budget recommendations. Submitting this request gives you access to due process, appeal rights, etc.  
This writer also reviewed a previous similar grievance submitted by the guardian regarding a budget letter for this member (#9954). In this case, this writer did discuss concern with complainant, but ultimately it was determined that complainant wanted to be assured that her grievance was formally noted and to confirm that she was following the correct protocol regarding continuing to work with her Care Navigator to request the services she feels are medically necessary.
This writer determined that ack/res letter would be sent to guardian reflecting this for a second time. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/26/21
This writer composed and sent ack/res letter to complainant indicating that the matter was being tracked and that she should continue to work with her CN to request needed services. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		4

		11638		Kim Ware		03/22/2021		HUGHES		HUREY		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Life Changez, Inc.		1		75269 - JONES, TYLER		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Level III		0		0		Sonya Martinez from TFC agency (704-644-4389) contacted CCM Hurey Hughes regarding claims being denied for TFC due to another provider being Life Changez billing from 12/18/20-1/18/21 and the consumer was no longer residing with Life Changez Level III and was residing with TFC during this time. -Hurey Hughes, LCSW 3/22/21		CORRECTIONS: COMPLAINANT NAME CHANGED FROM MEMBER'S; LICNESURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		other		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8051		03/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Sonya Martinez from TFC agency (704-644-4389) contacted CCM Hurey Hughes regarding claims being denied for TFC due to another provider being Life Changez billing from 12/18/20-1/18/21 and the consumer was no longer residing with Life Changez Level III and was residing with TFC during this time. -Hurey Hughes, LCSW 3/22/21
TYLER JONES    ID: 75269   (DOB: 7/25/2005)
3/22/21 Due to nature of concern, this writer contacted SIU Supervisor, Tanya Held to inquire regarding appropriateness of case for SIU referral.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/23/21 Per T Held the case to be taken by SIU as an allegation of services not rendered. Case to be close and tracked by QM. Ack/Res emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		1

		11639		Hillary Vandewart		03/23/2021		Webb-Gladden		Anne		Guardian		Grievance		Service Coordination between providers		Crisis - Inpatient				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Holly Hill Hospital, LLC		1		647359 - CASTO, EVIE		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID: 570684 3/23/2021 10:39:20 AM
CALLER: Anne Webb-Gladden (mother)
MEMBER: Evie Casto
DOB: 12/13/2007 (Age: 13) 
PHONE: 304-552-2575
ADMIN COUNTY: Durham
INSURANCE: Medicaid
MENTAL STATUS: not screened due to being inpatient currently at HHH
HOSPITALIZATIONS: admitted to HHH on 3/12/21, possible discharge this week
I/DD: ruled out ASD
SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD, Service Requested - NO, 911/CIT Criteria Met - NO, Reporting a Threat Criteria Met - NO - Grievance recorded.
DISPOSITION: Call Escalated. Caller wants to file grievance against HHH for not calling back the current Alliance MH CC (Cassidi Long, 984-465-4489), Wright School Staff (Erin Wendt), and the mother about treatment coordination. The last time that HHH staff has spoken with or attempted to contact Ms. Webb-Gladden was 3/15/21. MH CC has told Ms. Webb-Gladden that she was not receiving calls back and that she had to physically go on site to get any clinical information. QM can call directly for more details; caller has communicated discontent about services directly to HHH. LC discussed psychiatric advanced directives and other treatment options moving forward. Ms. Webb-Gladden is requesting urgent follow up. LC transferred caller back to Cassidi Long for CC concerns.
CALL STATUS: CLOSED
SCREENER: S MICHAELS LMFT 3/23/2021 11:05:56 AM		Corrections: Changed complainant info to reflect guardian		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8061		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID: 570684 3/23/2021 10:39:20 AM
DISPOSITION: Call Escalated. Caller wants to file grievance against HHH for not calling back the current Alliance MH CC (Cassidi Long, 984-465-4489), Wright School Staff (Erin Wendt), and the mother about treatment coordination. The last time that HHH staff has spoken with or attempted to contact Ms. Webb-Gladden was 3/15/21. MH CC has told Ms. Webb-Gladden that she was not receiving calls back and that she had to physically go on site to get any clinical information. QM can call directly for more details; caller has communicated discontent about services directly to HHH. LC discussed psychiatric advanced directives and other treatment options moving forward. Ms. Webb-Gladden is requesting urgent follow up. LC transferred caller back to Cassidi Long for CC concerns.
[PT: Evie Casto					DOB: 12/13/07				ID: 647359]
3/26/21
This writer called complainant to acknowledge receipt of grievance and spoke briefly. She requested that this writer call her back at 4pm and this writer agreed.
This writer then reached out to Cassidi Long (CC) via email to see if she had any feedback or additional information regarding the concerns.
This writer called Ms. Webb-Gladden at 4pm as discussed and spoke at length about her concerns.
She reported that she had initially left multiple messages for therapist, Beth Grady, on Thursday, 3/18 and did not get a call back until days later after she filed a grievance and had Cassidi Long follow up with supervisor at HHH. When she finally did get a call back, she felt that Beth was dismissive of her concerns, stating that “that was before, let’s move on” and stated that she had been out of the office on Thursday. Complainant explained that she expected to have phone calls returned in a timely manner and asked shouldn’t she have back-up if she is out of the office? She reportedly stated no, not if she was only out for one day. She also asked Beth if she could have a weekly update and Beth reportedly said, no, you can call me whenever, you have my number. I return calls but I don’t make calls, etc. 
She also called trying to get in contact with Dr. Childers and was initially told that the only way she could talk to him was through Beth. She felt that was ridiculous. Eventually, she was able to get a call from him and he acted bothered that he had to call her and was not very helpful. She asked him for his feedback on certain things such as the fact that member had just started her first period and he told her to talk to her primary care doctor. She stated that she wanted to know from a MH perspective—psych meds, etc. She also reported her concerns about member hurting herself (scratching her eyes and banging her head several times a day) and he played it down and said kids just do that in the hospital, see other kids doing it, etc. Acted like it was fine. Also, the member’s primary care doctor had made several attempts to reach Dr. Childers and even left her personal cell number and he didn’t attempt to call back until after member had been hospitalized for over a week. She felt that he just called once and felt that was enough. 
She reported being tired of talking to staff and just “want to get Evie out of there into a Therapeutic Foster Care.” She started she was tired of hearing their horrible excuses and feels it is ridiculous that she has had such a hard time getting information/updates about her child’s care.
She provided the below address:
3114 Wedgedale Ave
Durham, NC 27703
This writer will send acknowledgement letter on Monday.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
3/29/21
This writer received response from CN confirming that guardian, hospital therapist and doctor did speak on Thursday on 3/23. She confirmed that her calls were returned when therapist was back in the office. She also confirmed that to her knowledge, HHH had only made 1 attempt to contact the doctor at Wright School. 
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/5/21
This writer contacted Eric Krauskopf, Director of Performance Improvement by phone (919-231-5330) and left voicemail informing him that we had received a grievance and would be sending the information his way. This writer advised him to feel free to contact me to discuss further if he would like. This writer then sent concern details via email with a response deadline of 4/12.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/7/21
This writer received a response from Mr. Krauskopf, which indicated the following:
•	Unit therapist, Beth Grady, ensured that guardian had her phone number, as well as the number for the nursing station, and informed her that she could call the nursing station at any time for an update on the member.
•	The unit therapist did address the guardian’s concerns about not returning calls on 3/18/21 as the therapist was out of the office.
•	The unit therapist was in regular contact with the Alliance Care Navigator regarding the case and seeking placement for the member.
•	Unit therapist reported that the guardian was abrasive during phone calls.
•	Unit therapist was in weekly communication with the guardian, giving updates and coordinating needed information for the PRTF placement. 
•	Guardian was informed that she could call the unit therapist every day if needed and she could also call the nursing station any time, day or night.
•	Unit therapist and psychiatrist are calling the guardian together on a weekly basis to give updates and continue to coordinate discharge planning.
•	Director of Clinical Services also reached out to the guardian to hear her concerns and ensure collaboration.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/12/21
This writer reviewed Jiva notes for updates regarding member’s discharge planning and placement. Per review of Jiva, member has been accepted to New Hope PRTF and a bed should be available this week. This writer will continue to monitor to ensure that member’s discharge goes as planned.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/19/21
This writer confirmed that member was discharged on 4/15/21 from HHH to New Hope 30 day program. This writer then called guardian to share provider’s feedback.
Guardian reported that communication had improved after she filed the grievance and confirmed that she did have a discussion with the Director of Clinical Services. She reported that the psychiatrist/unit therapist did call her once together.
She also stated that she had filed a separate grievance (both directly with HHH and with Cassidi Long, CN). This writer explained to her that this would be treated as a separate grievance and she would likely be receiving separate follow-up about that. 
This writer explained that she would be receiving correspondence in the mail regarding this grievance being resolved and she confirmed that she understood.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. This writer will follow-up separately with CC regarding additional grievance.
No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		27

		11640		Kim Ware		03/23/2021		NETTERVILLE		SARA		Consumer		Grievance		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		Sigma Health Services, LLC		1		134471 - NETTERVILLE, SARA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		Sara Netterville Consumer with Sigma Health contacted AHP to report grievance. Sara Netterville is not giving permission to disclose her name to the Provider. Caller states about 1 Month ago in a Telehealth appointment Psychiatrist agreed to write a prescription for Consumer  which Psychiatrist never wrote. Caller states she has reached out to Provider and Psychiatrist about his failure to write the prescription. Caller states she was informed the medication was not prescribed because the Provider needed a urine screen. Caller states she informed the Provider she would be available at home and someone could come by. Caller states they agreed to have someone come out which never happened. Caller states she was later informed they would send her a swab as Caller states she does not have transportation and this would be best. Caller states she never got the swabs in the mail. Caller states Sigma stopped answering the phone and has now informed her she was being discharged from Provider due to failure to submit to urine. Caller states she has now been without her Rx medication ability  for approximately 20 days and is not doing well as this medications she has been on for the past 3 yrs. Caller is transferred at the end of this call to a Licensed Staff within Access for further assistance. ADDRESS: 246 Morgan Parkway Zebulon NC 27597, PHONE:  919-426-5182.		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM MH ONLY TO MULTI		other		Worked with Provider for resolution		8058		04/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Sara Netterville Consumer with Sigma Health contacted AHP to report grievance. Sara Netterville is not giving permission to disclose her name to the Provider. Caller states about 1 Month ago in a Telehealth appointment Psychiatrist agreed to write a prescription for Consumer  which Psychiatrist never wrote. Caller states she has reached out to Provider and Psychiatrist about his failure to write the prescription. Caller states she was informed the medication was not prescribed because the Provider needed a urine screen. Caller states she informed the Provider she would be available at home and someone could come by. Caller states they agreed to have someone come out which never happened. Caller states she was later informed they would send her a swab as Caller states she does not have transportation and this would be best. Caller states she never got the swabs in the mail. Caller states Sigma stopped answering the phone and has now informed her she was being discharged from Provider due to failure to submit to urine. Caller states she has now been without her Rx medication ability  for approximately 20 days and is not doing well as this medications she has been on for the past 3 yrs. Caller is transferred at the end of this call to a Licensed Staff within Access for further assistance. ADDRESS: 246 Morgan Parkway Zebulon NC 27597, PHONE:  919-426-5182.
SARA NETTERVILLE    ID: 134471    (DOB: 12/13/1984)
3/25/21 Call to complainant and spoke with her directly regarding her concerns. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps in the process. She confirmed that she does not give permission to use her name, however, believes that the provider will figure out that it is her. She reports that she believes that got upset with her after she went on their facebook page and made statements regarding how they do not give prescriptions needed and do not respond to phone calls. Ms. Netterville reports that prior to this, the agency would send someone to her home then suddenly changed. She reports that she does not believe that the agency let the doctor know that she needed the prescription. She reports that when she finally got in touch with the Director she was told that she was calling the wrong number. Per Ms. Netterville this is not true because she would call and leave messages with someone and never got responses. Per Ms. Netterville she has not done well without her medications and that it has been approximately 25 days without a mood stabilizer. She reports currently being at Monarch office awaiting an appt. This writer discussed the use of the AH 24 hr. access and information line if she needed assistance with locating an alternative provider of choice or in need of telephonic crisis intervention in the future. She thanked this writer and stated that she didn’t care if they figure out who filed the complaint. She reports planning to follow up with a provider she has located although she did not name the provider. (K.WARE,QAA)
3/29/21 This writer made call (919) 868-0084 and spoke with the agency CEO, James Ward, regarding the grievance without the use of the complainant's name or identifying information. Based on the limited information, this writer requested that agency conduct an internal review and provide findings. Per discussion Mr. Ward has requested that the information be submitted via email to include the agency's program mgr. as well as director: jward@sigmahealthservices.com; gwitherspoon@sigmahealthservices.com; ddonato@sigmahealthservices.com.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/9/21 This writer received call from agency's Clinical Director, Donna Donato. Ms Donato has indiated that she has emailed the agency internal response to the matter noting that they responded based on the situation and knowledge of recent communications with member. Ms Donato reviewed the information with this writer. Discussion indicated agency's due diligence in the matter and multiple attempts to ensure that member was able to receive services including UDS when she had no transportation and ensuring that the appropriate amount of refills were available. This writer has indicated that upon review the agency will receive  a  response from this writer indicating whether or not further information is needed at this time. Agency internal review indicates the following responses :
•	The psychiatrist has failed to write a refill prescription.  The member has been without medication for over 25 days. 
Response:  The client met with the doctor on 2/11/2021 for a medication management appointment.   Due to lack of transportation Sigma staff took the client's prescription to her/him on 02/15/2021 to ensure the client wouldn’t be without the medications.  The client received the Vyvanse 40mg #30 which would have lasted until 3/15 and Effexor 100mg a 90 day supply which would have lasted until 4/15/21. On 3/11/21  the client received a 30 day supply of their Vyvanse prescription which would have lasted until 4/15/2021. So unless the client is taking more than prescribed the client has been supplied with their medication in a timely fashion and without any gaps. 
 
•	The provider has discharged the member from services accusing the member of refusing a urine drug screen. 
Response: Due to the client’s lack of transportation during the week and to ensure the client met their UDS requirements Staff would go to the client's home to collect the specimen. This was done on 10/19/20, 12/10/20, and 2/24/21. It was during the 2/24/21 test the client was unable and/or unwilling to provide a sample. The client was asked if there was a reason they were unable to supply the sample. “I’m going to fail it.” The clinical director was called and informed of the situation. Staff was told to inform the client if no sample was provided it would be considered a  positive/fail UDS.  
•	The complaint reports discharge as retaliation for making complaints. 
Response: Due to the positive UDS on 7/30/20, 8/27/20, 10/19/20, 12/1020, and the refusal on 2/24/21. The client was told to come in on 03/20/2021 to do a UDS and speak with the doctor this was a Saturday to ensure transportation wouldn’t be an issue. The client did not call nor did they show for this visit. Along with the multi disrespectful phone calls and text messages directed to the doctor and staff the decision was made to discharge the client. The client was given the needed information of three agencies to take over her care.  The client's therapist assisted the client by contacting the Alliance Health Help Line and spoke with an operator named "Chad" during their termination session on 03/23/2021.  The client was connected to Monarch for medication mgt. and OPT services.   The client's therapist contacted the client again for a f/u on 03/30/2021 to ensure the client had an appointment for OPT services.  The client has been given both verbal and written notification of discharge of services from Sigma Health Services." /  Agency response indicates offering its due diligence to provide services and willingness to assist with transfer of services to another provider, member non compliance with protocol, member notification of discharge and reasons for discharge, member behaviors.
4/9/21This writer received a  request for status update of case for AH CQR use for any clinical review and recommendations in the matter to be presented on 4/14/21.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/12/21 Case update submitted to T Parker for submission to AH CQR with agency response attached.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/14/20 AH CQR indicates agency response as appropriate with no recommendations at this time. Based on agency response and actions taken to address the concerns and referral and review by AH CQR case to be closed. This writer made call to complainant; left vm message. Any subsequent response from complainant to be noted in follow up. Resolution mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer or provider at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		non issue- agency followed its protocol and offered its due diligence in-service provision		1		1		0		22

		11641		Kristie White		03/23/2021		SUTTON		TIARA		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Adult		Coastal Carolina Neuropsychiatric Center, PA		1		717265 - SUTTON, TIARA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		Caller is Tiara Sutton. She recently relocated to Cumberland County from Philadelphia. She was recently linked to Coastal Carolina and her first time being seen by them was  today. Caller reports dissatisfaction with this provider. She believes that all of the front desk staff is unprofessional. Caller reports that the agency should not hire such young staff and that all of the young ladies working there looked like they were from the hood. Caller reports that she called prior to her appointment and asked a lot of questions and the staff there misinformed her about their services. Caller reports that after her medication was called in to Walgreens in Hope Mills,she went to pick it up. Caller reports that her other medications were given to her and the pharmacist told her that he couldn't give her seroquel and another medication. Caller reports that she was told to call the provider/insurance about this issue. Caller reports that she has called Coastal Carolina 4 times and left 2 voicemails in the span of an hour. Caller believes that they should follow up with their clients faster than that especially since they are a mental health agency. LC offered to file a grievance she accepted. LC also offered to transfer her back to the provider and she accepted. She was transferred to Crystal at Coastal Carolina. She asked Crystal if she could walk to the back and tell the nurses she needs her. Crystal said no. Caller accepted to transfer to the nurses station, but, she stated "if they dont answer this time im coming back up there".  Caller can be reached at  phone number 267-437-0119.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8057		04/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Tiara Sutton Patient ID: 717265 DOB: 07/28/1989
Caller is Tiara Sutton. She recently relocated to Cumberland County from Philadelphia. She was recently linked to Coastal Carolina and her first time being seen by them was today. Caller reports dissatisfaction with this provider. She believes that all of the front desk staff is unprofessional. Caller reports that the agency should not hire such young staff and that all of the young ladies working there looked like they were from the hood. Caller reports that she called prior to her appointment and asked a lot of questions and the staff there misinformed her about their services. Caller reports that after her medication was called in to Walgreens in Hope Mills, she went to pick it up. Caller reports that her other medications were given to her and the pharmacist told her that he couldn't give her Seroquel and another medication. Caller reports that she was told to call the provider/insurance about this issue. Caller reports that she has called Coastal Carolina 4 times and left 2 voicemails in the span of an hour. Caller believes that they should follow up with their clients faster than that especially since they are a mental health agency. LC offered to file a grievance she accepted. LC also offered to transfer her back to the provider and she accepted. She was transferred to Crystal at Coastal Carolina. She asked Crystal if she could walk to the back and tell the nurses she needs her. Crystal said no. Caller accepted to transfer to the nurse’s station, but, she stated "if they don’t answer this time I’m coming back up there". Caller can be reached at phone number 267-437-0119.
03/23/21-Grievance- against Coastal Carolina Neuropsychiatric Center- agency staff unprofessional; unresponsive to contact attempts regarding medication issues. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/25/21- Called Tiara Sutton at 267-437-0119 she stated she had a hard time getting her medication refilled. She finally got her rx today and it took three days for this to happen. It makes no sense and she does not want to go back to them. She states she should have read the reviews since they state that the front desk staff is very unprofessional. They do not follow-up and I left several voicemails that went unanswered. Writer verified member address and let her know that she will be receiving an acknowledgment letter in the mail. Called Coastal Carolina Neuropsychiatry spoke to Tanya Hopkins about this grievance and sent her concern element email to cro@coastalcarolinapsych.com return to me by 04/01/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/05/21-Recieved response from Tanya Hopkins Corporate Responsibility Officer reports that it seems that the member was upset because she thought her appointment was for psychotherapy, however, it was for medication evalutions, which was documented in the notes that provider sent also. All staff members, including the staff member who assisted the patient, are trained upon hire and annually to use professionalism when interacting with patients. I believe that per notes and information given the provider did try to assist the member and get the medication she needed. Sending resolution letter and closing the concern as tracking. Sending member a resolution email and attempted to call to discuss this information that was given with no answer and left a voicemail. KM Appeal Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		13

		11642		Kristie White		03/24/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		Adult		Murchison Residential Corporation		1		199585 - BLUE, SAM		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		Service Consultant received signature page for Sam's short range goals from provider Murchison Residential Corporation during quarterly monitoring. Sam's guardian Katherine Ruiz (DSS) signed the goals on 3/4/21. Sam's ISP went into effect on 3/1/21. In reviewing claims in Alpha, Service Consultant noted that claims were billed by Murchison Residential Corporation in the amount of 16 units per day of Community Networking service on 3/1, 3/2, and 3/3. These services were delivered and billed out of compliance, however, as Sam's guardian had not approved them until 3/4/21. Provider may need to pay back the units billed on these 3 days.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8065		04/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Sam Blue Patient ID: 199585 DOB: 02/20/1949
Service Consultant received signature page for Sam's short-range goals from provider Murchison Residential Corporation during quarterly monitoring. Sam's guardian Katherine Ruiz (DSS) signed the goals on 3/4/21. Sam's ISP went into effect on 3/1/21. In reviewing claims in Alpha, Service Consultant noted that claims were billed by Murchison Residential Corporation in the amount of 16 units per day of Community Networking service on 3/1, 3/2, and 3/3. These services were delivered and billed out of compliance, however, as Sam's guardian had not approved them until 3/4/21. Provider may need to pay back the units billed on these 3 days.
03/24/21-Internal- against Murchison Residential Corp- claims and billing prior to guardian signature date. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/29/21-Sending to SIU for case consult due to allegations of fraudulent billing. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/05/21-Per case consult from SIU told to follow our resolution process on this one, engaging the provider encouraging a self-audit for those three dates in questions. Called Dorothy Murchinson at 919-753-7306 about this information. Sent concern element to provider at dotmurk@hotmail.com to encourage the self-audit with information for provider to do so if warranted. Then sent ack/resolution email to BNara of this information. Closing case as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		12

		11643		Kim Ware		03/21/2021		Bennett		Alice		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Intensive In-home Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Diverse Family Services, LLC		1		116914 - CARPENTERALLEN, TRINITY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Hello, 
My name is Alice Bennett and I would like to file a formal complaint against Diversify Family Services in Fayetteville, NC. 
My daughter, Trinity Carpenter-Allen (9/23/2005) has been receiving Intensive In Home services that has been below subpar. My child has only had about 5 face to face/over the phone meetings with her QPs since starting service at the end of last year. I informed them that we needed more intense services such as Therapeutic Foster Care. Not only did I have to find a provider ON MY OWN, (which I sent them the information in December), it is now March and now that my child (who has run away and the police have been called and 4 reports had been made) is on the verge of being homeless, they have finally had me sign an informed consent for Pinnacle Family Services since. I have text correspondence of me constantly asking what is going on. All I have asked for is help. 
I can be reached at (919)696-2653 but I communicate better through email (if possible) as I always like to have a paper trail, especially for instances like this. 

Thank you for your time. 
Alice Bennett				Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8054		04/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Hello, My name is Alice Bennett and I would like to file a formal complaint against Diversify Family Services in Fayetteville, NC. My daughter, Trinity Carpenter-Allen (9/23/2005) has been receiving Intensive In Home services that has been below subpar. My child has only had about 5 face to face/over the phone meetings with her QPs since starting service at the end of last year. I informed them that we needed more intense services such as Therapeutic Foster Care. Not only did I have to find a provider ON MY OWN, (which I sent them the information in December), it is now March and now that my child (who has run away and the police have been called and 4 reports had been made) is on the verge of being homeless, they have finally had me sign an informed consent for Pinnacle Family Services since. I have text correspondence of me constantly asking what is going on. All I have asked for is help. I can be reached at (919)696-2653 but I communicate better through email (if possible) as I always like to have a paper trail, especially for instances like this. Thank you for your time. Alice Bennett 
TRINITY CARPENTERALLEN    ID: 116914     (DOB: 9/23/2005)
3/24/21 Case received via complaint mailbox 3/21/21; assigned 3/24/21. Provider is Diverse Family Services. Call to complainant Alice Bennett. Spoke directly with her regarding her concerns. She reports that the agency is unresponsive to contact attempts even in a crisis. She reports that the police have been involved again and the agency did not respond to her calls. Per her report there has been a history of staff leaving and no staff to replace them. She reports that she has expressed concerns that her daughter needs more intense services which the staff attempted to convince her otherwise and she has not heard from him since. Ms Bennet confirmed permission to use her name when discussing the case with the agency. This writer explained the role of QM and next steps. Ms Bennet confirmed her mailing address and agreed that she would accept USPS mail from this writer. 817 Veda St. Fayetteville, NC 28306.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/25/21 Acknowledgment letter mailed to complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/29/21 This writer contacted agency’s Executive Director, Kristen Jones (919) 572-8884 regarding the concerns. Per discussion the information was emailed for review and response at kjones@dfservices.org. Per Ms. Jones he will followup with the QA/QI Director at the agency in regards to the matter and follow up with this writer.
3/30/21 Email correspondence received from Ms. Jones indicating update in the matter. Per her report, information received from team members and the clinical director, they have been in direct contact with the family to complete an addendum for placement.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/1/21 Email correspondence received from the agency indicating the following:
“Based on the grievance filed on 3/29/21 by the mother of TAC, Diverse has provided the following details:
Services began with TAC in September of 2020.
The team members who provided IIH Services were Iasia-Team Lead, Vania-QP and Jerry-QP as well Nafis-QP beginning in February.
Diverse utilized the ESFT model that addresses family dysfunction. During the delivery of services TAC mother requested that a higher level of care be implemented because behaviors were not improving.
The team acknowledged her request but informed mom that IIH was a service to prevent out of home placement and that the team would need to find an appropriate placement and complete authorization paperwork. Mother agreed to continue with IIH at the time.
During this period TAC’s mother sent her to live with an aunt. While she lived with the aunt the IIH team continued to provide services and intervention services.
Although reports state that TACs mother has only had five contacts with the team have been disputes by team members who have been in contact with her about placement, who have worked with TAC and provided intervention/crisis services. Billing displays that there were more than 5 contacts made since November.
Once TAC’s aunt mentioned to the team and mom she could no longer provide care for TAC mom went into immediate mode of placement with the team. Finding placement was a joint effort to speed up the process not because the team did not research as well. Mom identified the placement with Pinnacle and paperwork was completed immediately on 3/13. Mother was notified and didn’t mention any complaints. Our clinical director completed the addendum for services on 3/29 because the agency wanted update information. During this time mom never mentioned any complaints about services. Within our assessment there is a question asking “How are services going”. Mom didn’t mention any problems or concerns at this time either.  As of today TAC has been referred to the placement agency to continue providing care because mom was concerned her behaviors would continue once she came back home. Diverse ended IIH services on 3/15 on her discharge date but continued to assist family with case management needs until final placement. Once she has been placed with Pinnacle our agency will close her out in the Alliance system.

If you need any additional information please let me know.
Thanks
Kristin Jones”
4/5/21 Review of information submitted by agency indicates several contacts with family, services provided, plans in regards to continued IIH while referral/authorization request would be processed. Some of those contacts were conducted while the member was at her aunt’s home. Agency reports that once the aunt indicated she could no longer care for member, the mother changed focus to placement out of the home. Agency also indicates plans to continue to assist family until placement has been finalized as well as coordinating with placement agency. Agency reports that locating placement had been a joint effort to include the mother. Agency followed up with the placement that the mother found and preferred. Agency continued to provide services although IIH had ended. This writer made call to complainant regarding action steps taken by QM as well as agency response. Ms. Bennett confirmed contact by agency and awaiting placement confirmation. No further concerns noted at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/6/21 Resolution letter mailed to complainant. Concern as well as agency response to be tracked for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the agency. No pattern noted at this time. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		tracking		1		1		0		16

		11644		Kim Ware		03/24/2021		Chapman		William		Other		External Stakeholder Concern		Quality of Services		Crisis - Emergency Department				Mental Health Only		Adult		Moses Cone Medical Sevices Inc		0		72442 - HAYES, TEDRA		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Alamance		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		CID 570856 Call was transferred from cardinal )Cigi) , Cardinal had received call from Sandhills, consumer was Medicaid with AH,  he has concerns over the hospitalization of his girlfriend,  Tedra Hayes, DOB  2/22/1990.  He took her to the E.D at    Moses Cone, caller is feeling  stressed, concerned and confused about how to proceed, , girlfriend had cut her hand after taking Tylenol, he took her to Moses Cone to have her stomach checked out,  told hospital everything, E.D staff advised he had to leave due to Covid, they took all her belongings, he could not get in touch with her until she called him later on her own,  her hand needed stitching, admitted into psych ward, she had refused treatment, came in voluntary, she asked for outpatient services only, they did not listen to what she asked for and admitted her, he did not take her there for admission to psych ward, he is concerned they are giving her more Seroquel than she should have, history of liver laceration, he wants to talk to someone at hospital about her medications, she is not able to maintain her household while hospitalized  which is adding to the stress, they are hindering her,  he was going to file a caller lives at 1521 Saint Andrews Drive, Mebane NC, phone is 336-223-2584.  Writer will file grievance regarding above concerns and then escalated call because caller had questions about filing a grievance with the Magistrates office regarding her IVC.  Rich Resnick LCAS Please confirm the hospital location/site.				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8069		03/31/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CID 570856 Call was transferred from cardinal )Cigi) , Cardinal had received call from Sandhills, consumer was Medicaid with AH,  he has concerns over the hospitalization of his girlfriend,  Tedra Hayes, DOB  2/22/1990.  He took her to the E.D at    Moses Cone, caller is feeling  stressed, concerned and confused about how to proceed, , girlfriend had cut her hand after taking Tylenol, he took her to Moses Cone to have her stomach checked out,  told hospital everything, E.D staff advised he had to leave due to Covid, they took all her belongings, he could not get in touch with her until she called him later on her own,  her hand needed stitching, admitted into psych ward, she had refused treatment, came in voluntary, she asked for outpatient services only, they did not listen to what she asked for and admitted her, he did not take her there for admission to psych ward, he is concerned they are giving her more Seroquel than she should have, history of liver laceration, he wants to talk to someone at hospital about her medications, she is not able to maintain her household while hospitalized  which is adding to the stress, they are hindering her,  he was going to file a caller lives at 1521 Saint Andrews Drive, Mebane NC, phone is 336-223-2584.  Writer will file grievance regarding above concerns and then escalated call because caller had questions about filing a grievance with the Magistrates office regarding her IVC.  Rich Resnick LCASPlease confirm the hospital location/site.
TEDRA HAYES   ID: 72442 (DOB: 2/22/90)
3/25/21 Call to complainant; left vm message. Complainant is not the member or guardian.(K.WARE,QAA)
3/31/21 This writer made call and spoke with Mr. Chapman (336) 223-2584 regarding his concern although limited due to HIPAA. This writer explained the limitations. He reports that actually the grievance is taken care of and they were able to get what they needed. He reports that he still wants it to be on record regarding the unprofessionalism and rudeness when he was attempting to gather information for her treatment. He reports that his girlfriend told him they were rude to he as well. This writer explained the role of QM and that his concerns will be tracked for potential trends. This writer referred complainant to the Office of Patient Experience at Moses Cone to file a complaint directly with them. Based on limited discussion, referral to the office of patient experience case to be closed and tracked. External stakeholder concern  Ack.Res mailed to complainant. Member is her own guardian. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		7

		11646		Hillary Vandewart		03/24/2021		Parker		Todd		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Opioid Treatment				Substance Abuse Only		Adult		Southlight Healthcare		1		124446 - DEAN, MARK		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee. 
Following the review of the death of member, the committee would like the following questions to be addressed by the provider. Please ask for supporting documentation to support their response:
1) What is the provider's policy/procedure for checking PDMP/CSRS? At what frequency is it checked?
2) What is the clinical explanation for the member's UDS results being positive for Methadone but not Methadone metabolite?

Send information to Todd when received.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Substance Abuse Only		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8090		04/12/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		This concern is submitted on behalf of the CQR Committee. 
Following the review of the death of member, the committee would like the following questions to be addressed by the provider. Please ask for supporting documentation to support their response:
1) What is the provider's policy/procedure for checking PDMP/CSRS? At what frequency is it checked?
2) What is the clinical explanation for the member's UDS results being positive for Methadone but not Methadone metabolite?
Send information to Todd when received.
[PT: Mark Dean					DOB: 3/3/59				ID: 11646]
3/26/21
Based on complaint being filed by the CQR committee to request documentation follow-up, this writer will not send an internal acknowledgement email and will instead just reach out to provider with documentation request.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 	
4/5/21
This writer sent 2 questions via email to Kristin Cain, Clinical Director at SouthLight and requested a response by 4/13.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/12/21
This writer received a response from Kristin Cain which answered the CQR questions and provided supporting documentation. See below:
•	What is the provider's policy/procedure for checking PDMP/CSRS? At what frequency is it checked? 
 
o	Below this response is Policy 75.06 Diversion Control/Safety Plan within this policy the about the NC Controlled Substances Reporting System (CSRS) is addressed.  The policy states that the NCCSRS will be completed at minimum quarterly /4 times per year.  This patient was checked on 1/14/2020, 4/1/2020, 7/24/2020, 2/12/2021 and 3/9/2021. Additionally, the patient’s NCCSRS was reviewed by the SouthLight Provider on 2/12/2021. 
•	What is the clinical explanation for the member's UDS results being positive for Methadone but not Methadone metabolite? 
o	The member’s drug screen results were positive for Methadone and not it's metabolite due to the way the test was collected. The member was receiving dialysis three times each week and was anuric. Anuria or anuresis occurs when the kidneys aren’t producing urine typically. Due to the member’s involved medical history and length of dialysis, which can cause oliguria, low output of urine, prior to evolving into anuria, it was determined, upon review of the SouthLight medical professional, that oral swabs were indicated for monitoring. As the member was unable to produce a urine sample consistently he was approved for oral swabs, an alternative testing method. However, oral testing methods do not check for the Methadone Metabolite. 
This writer thanked Kristin for the feedback and passed along to Todd Parker, Incident and Grievance Manager per request.
Based on information provided, this writer will resolve concern as tracking. If CQR committee has any additional requests, this writer will include future correspondence in concern follow-up. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Undetermined--Info provided to CQR Committee for review		1		1		0		19

		11648		Kim Ware		03/24/2021		NORMAN		TEKIA		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Triangle Counseling Agency		1		628136 - GREENE, MILANI		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		The access department received a PCP referral for member Milani Greene DOB 03/22/2015. Member is a Wake resident who has Cumberland medicaid. LC scheduled member with Triangle counseling agency through the slot scheduler. LC was called back by Triangle Counseling staff Matthew and was told that they were unable to accept her appointment because they don't accept Cumberland Medicaid. LC touched base with supervisor Kate for clarification and she was advised by Kate that our member should be able to be seen there.		CORRECTIONS: ENTERED PT ID; SOURCE CHANGED FROM PROVIDER TO MCO STAFF; NATURE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO ACCESS; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO NOT LICENSED		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8070		04/14/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		The access department received a PCP referral for member Milani Greene DOB 03/22/2015. Member is a Wake resident who has Cumberland medicaid. LC scheduled member with Triangle counseling agency through the slot scheduler. LC was called back by Triangle Counseling staff Matthew and was told that they were unable to accept her appointment because they don't accept Cumberland Medicaid. LC touched base with supervisor Kate for clarification and she was advised by Kate that our member should be able to be seen there.
MILANI GREENE   ID: 628136   (DOB: 3/22/15)
4/1/21 Acknowledgment emailed to internal complainant.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/6/21 This writer made call and spoke with agency’s Clinical Director, Troy Kane. This writer made him aware of the concern. This writer requested and Mr. Kane agreed to conduct an internal review of the matte rand provide feedback. Per discussion, the concern information was emailed directly for review an response at tkane@trianglecounselingagency.org. (K.WARE,QAA)
4/7/21 Email correspondence received from Mr. Kane indicating the following: “We received a referral in the Alpha Portal and upon checking the clients' insurance, our office manager, Matthew Arthurs, noticed that the insurace was identified as being from Cumberland county. The staff member was under the impression that Cumberland County was outside of the Alliance network. He called Alliance and spoke to an Access Clinician (Angel) and mentioned that we didn't accept out of network recipients from Cumberland County. He mentioned that we would need to reassign the client to the access clinician and she stated she would refer him elsewhere. Please note, Angel was not the original Access Clinician that made the referral, that person was not available.  
Later, on 4/5/21, the office manager, Matthew Arthurs, spoke with Rachel Howard, an Access Clinician with Alliance as part of a follow up call. She informed our office manager that Alliance does work with Cumberland County and stated that she would talk to her supervisor. Matthew informed her that he would review current contracts with Alliance and the situation with the clinical director. 
Upon the review, Matthew was informed that TCA does accept any client under the Alliance network. Our office manager supervisor, Erin Zhang, provided some written clarification for training purposes and the clinical director provided direct training to ensure the appropriate understanding of accepting clients under the Alliance network.”/ (K.WARE,QAA)
4/14/21 Review of information submitted by the agency indicates confirming the matter and taking corrective actions to include clarification and training. This writer notified Mr. Kane that based on the response, the matter will be closed and tracked for potential trends in the event that similar cocnerns are submitted regarding the agency. This writer has recommended continued monitoring by the agency. Resolution emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		confirmed-provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		21

		11649		Hillary Vandewart		03/24/2021		WOODY		JUDY		Guardian		Grievance		Basic Needs		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		Durham County Community Living Programs, Inc.		1		98737 - WOODY, MARSHALL		White		Not Defined		Male		Durham		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 C (Adult with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities)		1		1		Marshall has not been seen by his eye doctor nor dentist in over a year. LRP/mom Judy Woody and father Dave Woody have asked the provider multiple times throughout the year to schedule and take Marshall to these needed medical appointments but no progress has been made; his parents feel this is neglect and are concerned. Marshall recently experienced cardiac issues making these preventative appointments even more crucial.

SC comments - issues not identified/included by Marshall's family in this grievance:
- Marshall was sick 09/2020 and was never seen by a doctor, even after his parents asked the residential provider to make an in-person or telehealth appointment with his PCP.
- Approximately a week ago, Marshall was able to find a charger (from some electronic device), strip the insulation off, insert it into his penis, and plug it into the wall. He is scheduled to see his urologist this week. He has a history of these behaviors while living independently, but this is the first report of it happening while in a supervised group home. 
- See notes in Jiva.		CORRECTIONS: Changed complainant info to reflect mother/guardian		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8063		04/19/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Marshall has not been seen by his eye doctor nor dentist in over a year. LRP/mom Judy Woody and father Dave Woody have asked the provider multiple times throughout the year to schedule and take Marshall to these needed medical appointments but no progress has been made; his parents feel this is neglect and are concerned. Marshall recently experienced cardiac issues making these preventative appointments even more crucial.
SC comments - issues not identified/included by Marshall's family in this grievance:
- Marshall was sick 09/2020 and was never seen by a doctor, even after his parents asked the residential provider to make an in-person or telehealth appointment with his PCP.
- Approximately a week ago, Marshall was able to find a charger (from some electronic device), strip the insulation off, insert it into his penis, and plug it into the wall. He is scheduled to see his urologist this week. He has a history of these behaviors while living independently, but this is the first report of it happening while in a supervised group home. 
- See notes in Jiva.
[PT: Marshall Woody				DOB: 1/22/89				ID: 98737]
3/26/21
This writer confirmed guardianship documentation is on file for Judy Woody (mother/guardian).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/29/21
This writer called complainant to acknowledge receipt of grievance and discuss further—left generic VM requesting a call back.
This writer received a call back from complainant, Ms. Woody and discussed her concerns in detail. She confirmed that the biggest concerns were regarding the eye and dentist appointments. She stated that Marshall had eye surgery when he was young, so vision in one of his eyes is very poor. She feels it’s important to get an update from an ophthalmologist. Regarding dentist, she reported that the last time he had an appointment, he had 11 cavities so this also needs to be looked into.  
Additionally, she had a recent issue with getting member his monthly $60. She visited at the middle of the month and asked about his money. When she investigated further, she found that they had a check dated 3/8 but it hadn’t been given to him—provider reported that there was an error on the bank’s part. She stated that she thinks he has finally gotten his money but she can’t confirm and feels that it is only because she raised a “ruckus.” She noted that he hasn’t had cable in his room for almost a month and all they have to do is make a phone call but they haven’t done this.
She reported that last week, he had a urology appointment and she received a confirmation text from Juan (house mgr?) acknowledging that he was going to Duke Urology appt. She went to meet him and Juan was taking Marshall to Carrboro to the wrong office. This made them late to the urology appt but luckily the doctor was able to see him.
She reported that she has expressed her frustrations about Juan to him and to Karen (his supervisor) and that she feels Juan is over his head. Marshall has an upcoming appointment on 3/31 to have labs drawn in Carrboro and she feels she has to remind constantly about this. She worries about what would happen if she wasn’t around to stay on top of this. She reported feeling that Juan may be doing his best but he is in over his head. Things have gotten worse since Juan came on board. Communication is lacking, his voicemail box is always full and he doesn’t return calls or respond. 
Re. ophthalmology appt—she reported that she things maybe they are waiting on her to find a doctor as he doesn’t have one. He does already have a dentist. She stated that she is at the point where she will find an ophthalmologist but that they need to make sure to get him to the appointments. 
She confirmed that she was fine with us reaching out to the provider. She reported that they were aware of her concerns and she has voiced them including at the latest ISP meeting in January. This writer asked if she was interested in moving Marshall to another placement and she said no, that as long as Karen is there, she feels confident that she will be able to get a response, etc. 
This writer thanked her for the info and informed her that we would be looking into her concerns. This writer confirmed her mailing address. This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement letter. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/6/21
This writer then contacted Durham County Community Living Initiative via phone (919-489-0682) to share grievance info.  Spoke to office manager, Morgan, who transferred to Elizabeth Scott, Executive Director. 
This writer shared overview of concerns with Elizabeth and she shared that she was well-aware of concerns of guardian and that they typically reach out to her or the assistant director at least weekly. She also shared that part of the issue with the doctor’s appointments was that during COVID, all non-essential appointments were  typically not available. 
This writer assured her that this was not meant to be punitive and that we just wanted to give them the opportunity to respond to the concerns. She thanked this writer and stated that she would be happy to put everything in writing and could respond within 3-5 business days.
She provided the following email address: Ewscott-dcclp@ncrrbiz.com.
This writer then sent concern elements with a response deadline of 4/13.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/7/21
This writer received voicemail from complainant stating that she wanted to clarify something on the acknowledgement letter. She stated that the cardiac issue mentioned in the letter was not actually Marshall’s but his father’s.
This writer returned her call to confirm that we would update this information in the grievance. Opthalmologist that he went to previously was Duke. He is going to give them a call and explain needs and maybe they can tell which one would be best. She is going to take the initiative to do this as she feels she will be able to ask the right questions, etc. She hopes that maybe she can find a doctor who has experience working with patients with autism. This writer updated Ms. Woody that concern info had been given to provider for response and that we would update her once we had their feedback.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/12/21
This writer received a thorough written response from Elizabeth Scott, Executive Director. This can be summarized below:
•	Parents of member have weekly-plus contact from DCCLP staff, including leadership.
•	Due to COVID, non-essential doctor’s appointments were postponed, but most of these have been rescheduled.
•	Member attended a dentist appointment on 12/9/20 and has a follow-up appointment on 6/10/21.
•	His next eye appointment is scheduled for June 18, 2021 (every two years for a check-up).
•	Provider transitioned to being member’s payee in January. This was delayed due to COVID. They have requested that his SA check be deposited into his fiduciary account with them but this has not occurred. This causes them to have to track two accounts, which delays their ability to write checks (they do not want them to bounce). However, if he needs items at any time and does not have money, they are paid for with a group home check. 
•	They reported that issue with cable was due to Marshall’s tendency to tamper with his cable box, but that over a week ago, a new box was obtained and hooked up.
•	Provider reported that they have been short-staffed due to the pandemic which caused Juan to be spread thin at times. However, vacancies have been filled and he is now training staff.
•	Provider reported that parents have rarely been satisfied with any staff and prefer females to work with him but this is difficult due to his behaviors.
•	They reported that they continue to work to resolve all issues in a timely manner and will continue to do so as long as the Woody family wishes to continue.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/14/21
This writer called and LVM for Ms. Woody requesting a call back.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/19/21
This writer called complainant again and was able to speak with her regarding the provider’s feedback. This writer shared with her the provider’s response and shared that both appointments had been scheduled. She was unaware of the dentist appointment but stated that she had received a confirmation regarding the eye appointment and that she planned to call to ensure that the doctor was an ophthalmologist and was aware of Marshall’s special needs/history. 
She reported that she was able to get the Special Assistance checks for Feb-April to the group home (wrote a check). She was aware that DCCLP was trying to get special assistance transferred. 
This writer shared that all vacancies had been filled and that hopefully communication would improve moving forward. She agreed and thanked this writer for the information and for following up with the provider.
This writer asked Ms. Woody if anything else was needed and she stated that she was pleased with the outcome of the grievance and did not need anything additional. 
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		26

		11651		Hillary Vandewart		03/26/2021		HELM		CHRISTIE		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Access to Services		Outpatient Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		1		763607 - JAMES, ADRIAN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		[SEE CID: # 571104] March 25, 2021 1:51 PM MEMBER NAME: JAMES, ADRIAN O. DOB: 03/14/1968: GUARDIAN NAME: Self; WAKE, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 1477 MONEYPENNY CT. WILLOW SPRINGS, NC 27592 PHONE #: 704-989-6750

Attempted to schedule member CCA with Monarch Counseling 130 N. Judd Pkwy. Fuquay-Varina, NC  27526. After holding with member for about 30 minutes, we spoke with Joyce who took member’s contact information and email address. Member was told to expect a call from a “Registration Coordinator” before 5 pm today to complete “registration” call. At that time they will determine if member can be assessed today or have her call back in the morning to check availability. LC requested a return call from the Registration Coordinator with date and time once appointment is scheduled, but staff said it would not be possible. 

+ Hold time is unreasonable.

+ Process does not allow for call center staff to follow procedure which includes adding appointment date and time into Alpha slot scheduler to serve as reminder to follow-up with member.

+Call center staff routinely spending hours every week trying to follow-up with the provider to get status of intake appointment and appointment status updates.

+ If after a registration coordinator contacts a member, if they do not schedule the CCA same day, the provider puts responsibility back on the member to have to call back the next day. Members are then expected to endure unreasonable hold times again creating significant barriers to accessing treatment.


--C. Helm, LCMHC, LCAS, MAC		Corrections: Changed Date Rec'd to inserted date, Changed Source to MCO Staff, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8062		04/30/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[SEE CID: # 571104] March 25, 2021 1:51 PM MEMBER NAME: JAMES, ADRIAN O. DOB: 03/14/1968: GUARDIAN NAME: Self; WAKE, Medicaid Only ADDRESS: 1477 MONEYPENNY CT. WILLOW SPRINGS, NC 27592 PHONE #: 704-989-6750
Attempted to schedule member CCA with Monarch Counseling 130 N. Judd Pkwy. Fuquay-Varina, NC  27526. After holding with member for about 30 minutes, we spoke with Joyce who took member’s contact information and email address. Member was told to expect a call from a “Registration Coordinator” before 5 pm today to complete “registration” call. At that time they will determine if member can be assessed today or have her call back in the morning to check availability. LC requested a return call from the Registration Coordinator with date and time once appointment is scheduled, but staff said it would not be possible. 
+ Hold time is unreasonable.
+ Process does not allow for call center staff to follow procedure which includes adding appointment date and time into Alpha slot scheduler to serve as reminder to follow-up with member.
+Call center staff routinely spending hours every week trying to follow-up with the provider to get status of intake appointment and appointment status updates.
+ If after a registration coordinator contacts a member, if they do not schedule the CCA same day, the provider puts responsibility back on the member to have to call back the next day. Members are then expected to endure unreasonable hold times again creating significant barriers to accessing treatment.
[PT: Adrian James				DOB: 3/14/68				ID: 763607]
3/29/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/7/21
This writer contacted the agency’s Incident and Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729 to make him aware of the concern. He confirmed that he was the appropriate contact for sharing this information and confirmed that he would look into the matter once the details were received. Information emailed to Cornelius.powe@monarchnc.org for review and response to include actions taken or to be taken to address the concern—deadline of 4/14 for response.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/19/21
This writer followed up with Cornelius via email as no response received at this time. He replied that he would follow up internally and provide a response ASAP.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/22/21
This writer received feedback from Cornelius that they had been attempting to reach out to the member with little luck and inquiring as to whether this writer had another contact number for him. This writer responded by clarifying that the concern was internal and that we are looking for a more general response to the concerns raised (i.e. long hold times, process for scheduling CCAs, barriers to getting consumers access to treatment). This writer also requested policies/procedures for taking referrals, scheduling CCAs, etc. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/23/21
This writer received an update that, while they were still working on the response to general concerns, that they had been able to reach the member and confirm that she had been able to schedule appointments at the Fuquay office (med mgmt. and therapy) and that she was satisfied with this outcome.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/29/21
This writer followed up to request an update on when we can expect to receive the full response (i.e. to more general issues with call center).
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/30/21
This writer received a response from provider which can be summarized below:
•	Provider recently brought on a VP of Customer Experience to assist with performance improvement with the call center. They also added a Director to the call center for direct supervision and quality control and to focus solely on the improvement of call center.  They are currently reviewing call center reports on hold times and response times and putting plans in place to correct.
•	Monarch has also recently added more therapists in the past 2 months to increase capacity and improve access to care. They recognized a need based on response to pandemic as well as clients being seen virtually which was also a change in process. 
This writer reviewed provider response and determined that this issue would continue to be tracked. The provider appears to be taking actions to improve issues with the call center and QM will continue to monitor.
This writer then sent resolution letter to complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Confirmed--Provider initiated corrective actions		1		1		0		35

		11652		Kristie White		03/26/2021		Simpson		Melissa		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Authorization/Payment/Billing		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Life Opportunities Therapeutic Home Services, LLC		1		517566 - MAYFIELD, TRENTON		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Robeson		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		0		0		Re: Trenton Mayfield, PID 517566, Service S5145 Residential Level II (family type).  Life Opportunities had submitted a request for service with an effective Start date of 2/22/2021.  However, they submitted claims back to 2/2/2021 when the member was still residing in TFC through another provider.  Claims indicated that the claims initially paid out, but were caught upstream as duplicate requests.  It is unclear why Life Opportunities attempted to bill prior to the member's move in date which was confirmed by UM as 2/22/2021.		Changed to Multi-disability type/Corrected to Auth/Payment/Billing		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8064		04/20/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Trenton Mayfield Patient ID: 517566 DOB: 01/09/2005
Re: Trenton Mayfield, PID 517566, Service S5145 Residential Level II (family type). Life Opportunities had submitted a request for service with an effective Start date of 2/22/2021. However, they submitted claims back to 2/2/2021 when the member was still residing in TFC through another provider. Claims indicated that the claims initially paid out, but were caught upstream as duplicate requests. It is unclear why Life Opportunities attempted to bill prior to the member's move in date which was confirmed by UM as 2/22/2021.
03/26/21-Internal employee concern against Life Opportunities Therapeutic Home Services re. incorrect billing. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/29/21-Sent to SIU for case consult due to allegations of fraudulent billing. KM Appeals Coordinator
03/30/21-Per SIU no improper payment and can handle this concern with normal QM process. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/06/21-Sending acknowledgment email to internal complainant. Called Life Opportunities Therapeutic Home Services spoke to Donald McMillan about this concern and sent concern element email to Donald.mcmillan@loths.org be returned back to me by 04/13/21. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/19/21-Contacted provider via email and called also and left message that still have not received information in order to resolve this concern. KM Appeals Coordinator
04/20/21-Per provider sent notes showing member was at their agency on 02/22/21-02/21/21. Per provider they were assured the member was in our bed on 02/22/21. They member was supposed to arrive on 02/19/21 but did not come until 02/22/21.  They do understand the confusion and have spoken with the previous placement and made them aware of their mistake. Sending resolution email to internal complainant of this information and closing concern as tracking. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		25

		11653		Kim Ware		03/27/2021		Humes		David		Provider		External Stakeholder Concern		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only				Not Defined		1		'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		1		In-State		Supervised Living 5600 A (Adult with Mental Health Concerns)		1		1		CID: 571351  
CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER:  David Humes/Social Worker Wakemed Hospital/919-350-8354
PERSON OF CONCERN:  Amanda Numan  (Trillium Health member)
SAFETY SCREENING: not completed
COUNTY: Wake
INSURANCE: Pasquotank medicaid
PURPOSE OF CALL:  Caller is seeking to file a concern against Favour Group Home located at 3825  Cashew Dr Raleigh NC.  The concern also includes manager Helen (who did not provide her last name) Her number is 919-696-2363.
REASON FOR GRIEVANCE:  Ms. Numan was bought to Wakemed Friday evening due to chest pain.  She was transported via EMS.  Ms. Numan was cleared by Wakemed to return to the group home this morning.   Wakemed social worker Mr. Humes contacted the home and spoke with the manager, Helen.  Helen told the hospital social worker that she did not agree with his assessment stating Ms. Numan is suicidal and homicidal.  Caller stated that Ms. Numan has been cleared and denies any safety concerns.  Helen, group home manager,  is refusing to pick up member and allow her to return to the group home.  Helen did report some type of altercation between Ms. Numan and GH staff Friday.   Police were called and when they arrived Ms. Numan was complaining of chest pains.  This resulted in EMS coming and transporting her to Wake Med.  Caller attempted to discuss concerns with Helen for leaving Ms. Numan in the ED and she hung up on him.   Caller voices that she was made aware of his intent to file a concern with both Alliance and DHSR.  Caller gives permission for his name to be used in speaking with group home staff.
L. Godwin LCSW, LCAS.		CORRECTIONS: NATURE CHANGED FROM BASIC NEEDS TO ABUSE/NEGLECT; RESIDENTIAL TYPE CHANGED FROM FCH TO .5600A		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8082		04/08/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		CID: 571351 CALLER'S NAME/ ROLE/ NUMBER: David Humes/Social Worker Wakemed Hospital/919-350-8354 PERSON OF CONCERN: Amanda Numan (Trillium Health member) SAFETY SCREENING: not completed COUNTY: Wake INSURANCE: Pasquotank medicaid PURPOSE OF CALL: Caller is seeking to file a concern against Favour Group Home located at 3825 Cashew Dr Raleigh NC. The concern also includes manager Helen (who did not provide her last name) Her number is 919-696-2363. REASON FOR GRIEVANCE: Ms. Numan was bought to Wakemed Friday evening due to chest pain. She was transported via EMS. Ms. Numan was cleared by Wakemed to return to the group home this morning. Wakemed social worker Mr. Humes contacted the home and spoke with the manager, Helen. Helen told the hospital social worker that she did not agree with his assessment stating Ms. Numan is suicidal and homicidal. Caller stated that Ms. Numan has been cleared and denies any safety concerns. Helen, group home manager, is refusing to pick up member and allow her to return to the group home. Helen did report some type of altercation between Ms. Numan and GH staff Friday. Police were called and when they arrived Ms. Numan was complaining of chest pains. This resulted in EMS coming and transporting her to Wake Med. Caller attempted to discuss concerns with Helen for leaving Ms. Numan in the ED and she hung up on him. Caller voices that she was made aware of his intent to file a concern with both Alliance and DHSR. Caller gives permission for his name to be used in speaking with group home staff. L. Godwin LCSW, LCAS.
*no pt id; not  Alliance member
3/29/21 Call to complainant; message indicates out of the office 3/29-4/5; left vm message. Information submitted indicates complainant filed with DHSR as well as AH. Patient of concern is not an Alliance member. The group home is located in Wake County. 
4/5/21 Based on the nature of the concern, this writer made call to DHSR complaint intake unit (919) 855-4500 and filed the concern with staff “Kim”. Upon review, the agency is a .5600A licensed facility (services adults whose primary diagnosis is mental illness but may also have other diagnoses). This writer gave information available and that the concern that the agency refused to pick member up at time of hospital discharge. Member was no longer in need of hospitalization.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/7/21 This writer made call to complaint; left vm message.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/8/21 This writer received a return call from complainant, David Humes and discussed his concerns. This writer explained the role of QM and the action steps taken. Per his report he filed with DHSR as well. This writer inquired if Trillium had been contacted due to the patient being a Trillium member. For his report another case manager did contact Trillium to make them aware od the concern. Per Mr. Humes it was very concerning that the group home manage was adamant about not allowing patient to return to group home without being IVC’d. Mr. Humes explained that there was no reason for hospital to IVC. Per his report the patient was brought to the ED for medical (chest pains), expressed no SI, HI or psychotic symptoms and was cleared for release. He reports that the hospital attempted to explain this to the group home. The group home refused to have the patient come back. Per Mr. Humes the hospital eventually admitted the patient for observation for approximately 3 days, a BH assessment was completed, the patient continued to not meet criteria for IVC. The group home took her back after the observation period and discharge. This writer explained that the matter will be tracked, however, the group home would not be contacted due to the patient not being an AH member and that the result of the DHSR report will be noted. Ack/Res mailed to complainant. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR to be noted in follow up. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to dhsr for investigation and action		1		1		0		12

		11654		Hillary Vandewart		03/29/2021		Gray, SR		Haywood		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Care Coordination (IDD)				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Independent Living Group Home LLC		1		260577 - GRAY, HAYWOOD		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Cumberland		1		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Guardian reported that their son, Innovations Member, Haywood "August" Gray ran over on Saturday, 3/27/2021 ran away from Group Home and ran into the woods.  August ended up at the hospital wanting to get checked from his foot.   The Guardian wants a safety plan to address this issue with the Provider Agency, Independent Living Initiative.   The phone is broke at the Group Home and August is unable to call home.  
Forsyth County Hospital was the hospital August checked-in and he told his father he walked to the hospital.  LRP is upset that the Group Home allowed August to leave.  August said he didn't break anything this time, but he ran away.  August has a history of property destruction.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Source to Guardian, Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8067		04/21/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Guardian reported that their son, Innovations Member, Haywood "August" Gray ran over on Saturday, 3/27/2021 ran away from Group Home and ran into the woods.  August ended up at the hospital wanting to get checked from his foot.   The Guardian wants a safety plan to address this issue with the Provider Agency, Independent Living Initiative.   The phone is broke at the Group Home and August is unable to call home.  
Forsyth County Hospital was the hospital August checked-in and he told his father he walked to the hospital.  LRP is upset that the Group Home allowed August to leave.  August said he didn't break anything this time, but he ran away.  August has a history of property destruction.
[PT: Haywood Gray				DOB: 8/21/03				ID: 260577]
3/30/21
This writer confirmed that guardianship documentation is in file for complainant. This writer also confirmed that appropriate incident report was submitted for this elopement and that  Cardinal Innovations has taken the lead on processing this report, as facility is in their catchment area - will monitor response and follow-up if needed.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
3/31/21
This writer called and spoke briefly with Mr. Gray, who asked that this writer call him back in 30-45 mins (around 10:45am). This writer agreed. This writer returned his call and he answered and asked if he could call this writer back. This writer agreed.
This writer received a call back from Mr. Gray. He proceeded to go into detail about what occurred with “August.” He reported that the latest issue was this past Saturday when August got his tablet (which he is not supposed to have on the weekend). The staff took the tablet from him, but a little while later, he went back and got it again (staff did not lock the door to where it was). This was reportedly what angered him and caused him to want to run away. 
Mr. Gray reported that a month ago, something similar happened where he was not being monitored and was able to get some spray paint and start painting his room—got paint all over his clothes, the bed, carpet, etc. Again, Mr. Gray questioning why paint wasn’t locked away and also why he was unsupervised.
Two Saturdays ago, August and a little boy were fighting over the remote and August got upset with staff because staff gave remote to little boy. Then he ran out the house, right as he got to the corner of the house, started breaking windows. Mr. Gray was told by staff that he did it with a stick, but August reported it was a shovel. 
This past Saturday, August reportedly told staff he was going to run away and staff stated, “I can’t stop you.” He then proceeded to pack two bags and walk out of the home. He reported that he walked out the door, walked up the street, through the woods, and then ended up falling and hurting his ankle. Then reported that he walked to the hospital. 
Mr. Gray was called by hospital around 11pm Saturday and gave permission for him to be treated. He asked if they could hold him until Sunday morning, which they did. He picked him up on Sunday and took him back to the group home. August reported to Mr. Gray that he also left because he would be safe at the hospital and wouldn’t have to hear noise that the kids make. 
When he arrived at group home, Mr. Gray informed staff that he had been in the hospital overnight—they had no idea. Mr. Tony (owner) saw the bags, and went pale because he had no idea he left with bags/clothes, etc. 
Mr. Gray reported being very concerned that he could run away by walking out the door and that this was the second time he had run out of the house in the past couple of weeks. He reported that they did not seem to know how to handle the situation. He is concerned that August could run away in the middle of the night and hurt himself. He feels that the staff who told him that he couldn’t stop him from running away---that was the worst thing they could have said.
Mr. Gray reported a previous issue with meds and provider not having the appropriate meds. At one point, DSS showed up to their house (instead of the group home) and he didn’t understand why this was the case but ended up explaining the situation to DSS. 
Additionally, he reported he has not heard from group home since the weekend. The last time he said August, he reported that he thought his meds needed to be changed or that he needed to go to the hospital. Mr. Gray reports wanting an update on whether or not anything has been done as he has not heard anything. He also reported that the group home phone number has not worked since some time in Dec/Jan. Phone just rings and rings. 
August used to have a cell phone, but he kept calling 911. Hasn’t had a phone since. 
This writer inquired as to whether or not they wanted to move him to a new placement. He explained that the school setting that he has in Winston Salem is perfect and they don’t want to jeopardize that. He reported that when school gets out, they can move him but not until he graduates.
This writer explained grievance resolution process and confirmed that he was OK with this writer sharing concerns with the provider. He asked that this writer update him if I am able to find any updates about how August is doing. He asked that this writer hold off on contacting DHSR until we have more information.
This writer then composed and send acknowledgement letter to complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/8/21
This writer contacted director of group home, Shanita Lovelace, by phone (336-575-8688) to make her aware of concerns and see if there were any updates regarding the member.
This writer shared concerns with Ms. Lovelace and inquired as to how member was doing. She reported that he was at home with Mr. Gray for spring break. This writer stated that the recent elopement was “totally new” and she felt as though it might have something to do with recent changes to meds as well as member nearing his 18th birthday.
She stated that Mr. Gray had her direct phone number and that, prior to the elopement, he was calling her “every other day” and she always answered and provided an update. She stated that he had never called her and complained. She gave overview of response to recent elopement and stated that this was all documented in IRIS. 
She did report that staff reported seeing member packing a bag, but they talked to him and thought that he was de-escalated. At that point, the staff went back to continue cooking dinner and then heard the door slam. 
This writer shared with Shanita the concern about the phone at the group home and she stated that she would look into it. This writer then informed her of the grievance resolution process and received her email address (shanita001@bellsouth.net). She confirmed that she could provide a response by 4/15. This writer then sent concern elements to her with this deadline.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/12/21
This writer received provider response to concerns.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/19/21
Due to this writer being out of office, this writer’s review of provider response was delayed. This writer reviewed provider’s response to concern elements, which can be summarized below:
•	Regarding the tablet not being locked, the provider reported that they did not lock the door because they have never had an issue with any of the residents going into the office prior to this incident. Moving forward, the agency reported that they would make sure the staff office door is closed and locked.
•	After August reported that he was leaving and staff couldn’t stop him, staff reportedly attempted to redirect him.
•	Provider reported that August does not have a behavior support plan (and hasn’t in almost a year) because he has been stable. They acknowledged the recent incident in which he got into an altercation over the remote and was told to go to his room to decompress. He instead ran outside and picked up a “stick” and busted out windows. Provider reported that there was nothing they could do to prevent this as staff could have been injured as well. 
•	Regarding the issue with the paint, he snuck out of his room during third shift and found the paint that was left in an empty room (with door closed). 
•	Again, provider reported that August does not have a behavior support plan and the elopements and behavioral concerns are completely new for him. They reported that the goal is always safety but that they do not use physical restraint on consumers, so have to rely on verbal de-escalation. 
•	Provider reported that August has an appointment for medication management on 4/28/21 at 9:30am. 
•	Provider acknowledged that there had been an issue with the phone line, and then there was a separate issue with the phone itself. These issues have both since been remedied.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/20/21
This writer researched within Jiva and noted that member may have received an earlier medication management appointment. Additionally, member has been approved for Specialized Consultative Services through WesCare, which would provide support for member in terms of behavioral interventions. Kimberly Fien, Service Integrity Consultant, has been in regular contact with guardian as well as provider regarding member’s supports.
This writer reached out to Kimberly via email to touch base and ensure that this writer was up to date in terms of member’s well-being and next steps.
Kim responded via email and reported that things had been quickly resolved and that Mr. Gray noted that it was not the provider, but the medication issue, which was impacting member’s behaviors. This writer thanked her for confirming.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst 
4/21/21	
This writer called complainant and discussed concerns as well as provider’s feedback. Mr. Gray reported that he feels that he now sees that the group home hasn’t had any control over August’s outbursts and that the issue is with his medications. He stated that August had another outburst last night and the staff called him and allowed him to speak with August directly to calm him down. He also stated that August had a medication management appointment this morning and the group home was able to get him in earlier. This writer asked Mr. Gray if he was comfortable with the grievance being resolved based on the provider’s response and the action steps planned and he confirmed. This writer thanked him for the information and encouraged him to continue to be in contact with CN with any of August’s service-related needs. He thanked this writer for the help.
This writer then composed and sent resolution letter. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		23

		11655		Kim Ware		03/29/2021		ZIGLER		Amy		Guardian		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Crisis - Inpatient				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Alexander Youth Network		1		656386 - ZIGLER, ASHLYNN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		PRTF		1		1		caller is legal guardian-mother  calling seeking to file a grievance against Alexander Youth Network due to client being punched in the face by another peer.  caller reports that client did not received medical treatment and Alexander Youth Network did not report incident to legal guardian-mother. Caller reports that this is the second incident where client has been assaulted by another peer at Alexander Youth Network.caller reports that clients CC is Jessica Wilke		CORRECTIONS: DISABILITY CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO MH; LICENSURE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO DHSR; SERVICE TYPE CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO CRISIS INPT; RESIDENTIAL TYPE CHANGED FROM OTHER TO PRTF		DHSR		Referred to External Lic or State Agency		8074		04/26/2021		Resolved/Completed		DHSR		caller is legal guardian-mother calling seeking to file a grievance against Alexander Youth Network due to client being punched in the face by another peer. caller reports that client did not received medical treatment and Alexander Youth Network did not report incident to legal guardian-mother. Caller reports that this is the second incident where client has been assaulted by another peer at Alexander Youth Network.caller reports that clients CC is Jessica Wilke
ASHLYNN ZIGLER  ID: 656386   (DOB: 12/23/2012)
3/30/21 Call to complainant left generic vm message requesting return call. Review of information available indicates AH cc involvement, parent filing with DSS and Incident report filed with AH. IRIS indicates report #29074 submitted on 3/30/21 with level ll incident on 3/29/21.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/5/21 Call to complainant; this writer was able to speak directly with complainant. This writer explained the purpose of call, role of QM and next steps regarding her concerns. Per her report her daughter is home now and discharged from facility 3/28/21. Per her report other incidents occurred that prompted them to pick member up. Per her report when they picked her up: she had lice, yeast infection in mouth, clothes filthy, malnourished, hair thinning, hair chopped up with scissors by another peer, was missing 9 or 10 of her toe nails and that the final issue was that member reported to them that she had been assaulted by a male at her cottage multiple times. Per her report her daughter has now been seen by medical professional, received prescriptions and that the Mecklenburg police department have now become involved and have an open case. She reports that she is unable to disclose specific information regarding the assault due to the open case. This writer discussed next steps by QM. Confirmed that AH CC is working with family. Due to nature of concerns, this writer made call to DHSR complaint intake unit and filed report to staff “Kim”. Per “Kim” the case had been filed by the parent. This writer gave information given by parent including additional incident information disclosed to parent by member. Per protocol, this writer will receive follow up regarding the onsite DHSR investigation. To be noted the member was at the PRTF assigned to cottage: Lion’s Den. Ack letter mailed.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/12/21 Letter received from DHSR. Case intake number: NC00176056.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/15/21 AH cc Jessica Wilkie filed internal concern # 11706 regarding the same matter. Per Ms. Wilkie she is very concerned regarding the matter and that she has 8 other members there.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/16/21 Case consult with Wes Knepper AH QM Dr Director,regarding the case based on his inquiry. This writer gave update on actions taken to date to include contact with the guardian and report filed with DHSR. To date, DHSR investigation results have not been received. Per consult plan is to follow up with DHSR to inquire if onsite investigation has occurred and actions taken in an effort to determine next steps for AH. This writer received forwarded emails received from the complainant. This writer made call and left message for Lynn Grier , DHSR Branch Manager for the Foothills Region (704-596-4072) requesting return call (2x). Based on intake number and contact number given in letter received from DHSR, this writer made call to the MH Licensure Certification section  (919) 855-3795 and left message requesting return call; the voicemail indicated that staff are working remotely and to email the information directly if needed. This writer emailed to request contact and update on the case to include whether or not DHSR has been onsite to date: mhc.support@dhhs.nc.gov. Response from DHSR staff indicates that the request has been forwarded to the intake manager who will be reaching out to this writer. This writer filed a patient safety concern with The Joint Commission. The case has been assigned # 63689XJM-83813AQX. Email correspondence received from The Joint Commission confirming receipt and request for additional information. This writer updated information requested. Per Joint Commission: “Please be aware that in line with our Public Information Policy, we cannot provide you with the organization’s response.” Based on email response received from MH Licensure section , this writer emailed the intake manager noted, Pam Pridgen, to inquire regarding update. This writer received a response from the Branch Manager, Robin Sulfridge indicating that the case has been assigned and when completed this writer will received the statement of deficiencies. This writer updated Wes Knepper on status of case.(K.WARE,QAA)
4/20/21 AH Notification of Provider Action received indicating effective 4/20/21 (until further notice) Alliance has suspended referral for PRTF services at this location effective immediately).(K.WARE,QAA)
4/26/21 This writer contacted the complainant regarding QM actions taken in regards to the matter. Any subsequent correspondence received from DHSR or Joint Commission to be noted in follow up. Resolution letter mailed to complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		undetermined-referred to DHSR for investigation and action		1		1		0		28

		11657		Hillary Vandewart		03/29/2021		Kersey		Elyse		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Diagnostic Assessment				Multi-Disability		Child (0-17)		Easter Seals UCP North Carolina & Virginia, Inc.		1		197625 - NICHOLS, RICKY		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		CM notes that ESUCP completed an assessment on 2/16/2021 without guardian involvement. They noted that the guardian did not participate due to their busy schedule and they just met with member (who is a minor). CM notes that this is not best practice and the provider should have required parental involvement. It also limits the accuracy of information reported. CM also notes that the provider who submit this request, Youth Extensions, sent in an addendum, but it is not clear that the parent was part of this update either. The addendum really just appeared to be a justification note and not a true addendum.		CORRECTIONS: Changed Disability to Multi		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8068		03/31/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		CM notes that ESUCP completed an assessment on 2/16/2021 without guardian involvement. They noted that the guardian did not participate due to their busy schedule and they just met with member (who is a minor). CM notes that this is not best practice and the provider should have required parental involvement. It also limits the accuracy of information reported. CM also notes that the provider who submit this request, Youth Extensions, sent in an addendum, but it is not clear that the parent was part of this update either. The addendum really just appeared to be a justification note and not a true addendum.
[PT: Ricky Nichols				DOB: 7/14/03				ID: 197625]
3/31/21
This writer researched within portal to determine whether or not either of these providers had a history of completing assessments without guardian involvement or submitting incorrect addendums. This writer was unable to find any other instance of this within the past year for either provider. Based on this information, these administrative concerns will be resolved and coded as “tracking.”
This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Tracking		1		1		0		2

		11658		Todd Parker		03/29/2021		OConnor		Mike		Family Member		Compliment		Quality of Services		Psychological Evaluation				Developmental Disabilities Only				Psychological Mobile Services, PA				'-2 - , Not Applicable		Not Defined		Not Defined		Not Defined		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		1		Family member was sent to Dr Steve Hannant to update a psychological eval for IDD eligibility--moved from another catchment--family wanted to share what a positive experience it was going to the practice--helpful scheduling and accommodating office		Compliment letter sent on 4/5/21 - T. Parker, I&G Manager		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8071		04/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Compliment letter sent 4/5/21 - T. Parker, I&G Manager		Compliment		1		1		0		7

		11659		Hillary Vandewart		03/29/2021		Ali		Lynette		Guardian		Grievance		Access to Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Mental Health Only		Child (0-17)		Kidspeace National Centers of North America, Inc.		1		448871 - GREEN, HASSANA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		In-State		Therapeutic Foster Care		1		1		CID 571477
Lynette Ali     919-696-3354    Legal guardian

Hassana Green 08/30/2010
Chamayah Green	01/24/2012

Grievance against Kid’s Peace

Guardian contact Kid’s peace for help with Granddaughters. Kids are in Therapeutic Foster care. They were asked not to put kids in the same home. 
They need TF therapy and they are not getting it.  They will not discuss abuse issues with the kids, although guardian recommends that they do.  Guardian stated the kids are not getting the proper treatment requested.  Guardian wishes for them to get Trauma Focus therapy.  The girls need a higher level of care.
Guardian has contacted the court to have the girls removed from her home and from Kid’s Peace.  
Guardian would like to see her girls get the help they need because their situation is not getting better.  Guardian would like assistance with getting the girls Trauma focused therapy and removed from Kid's peace.		GRIEVANCE WITHDRAWN BY REQUEST OF GUARDIAN/COMPLAINANT on 4/13/21

Corrections: Updated complainant name and phone number/address to reflect Legal Guardian		Not Defined				8078				Not Defined		Not Defined		CID 571477 Lynette Ali 919-696-3354 (Legal guardian) re. Hassana Green 08/30/2010 and Chamayah Green 01/24/2012. Grievance against Kid’s Peace. Guardian contact Kid’s peace for help with Granddaughters. Kids are in Therapeutic Foster care. They were asked not to put kids in the same home. They need TF therapy and they are not getting it. They will not discuss abuse issues with the kids, although guardian recommends that they do. Guardian stated the kids are not getting the proper treatment requested. Guardian wishes for them to get Trauma Focus therapy. The girls need a higher level of care. Guardian has contacted the court to have the girls removed from her home and from Kid’s Peace. Guardian would like to see her girls get the help they need because their situation is not getting better. Guardian would like assistance with getting the girls Trauma focused therapy and removed from Kid's peace.
[PT: Hassana Green				DOB: 8/30/10				ID: 448871]	
[PT: Chamayah Green				DOB: 1/24/12				ID: 448872]
3/31/21
This writer researched within Jiva and determined that member does not appear to be connected to a Care Coordinator. Unable to locate proof of guardianship. 
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/5/21
This writer called and left detailed voicemail for Ms. Ali requesting a call back to discuss grievance (outgoing VM confirmed it was correct number). This writer researched within portal and determined that guardian’s mailing address is: Address: 915 Sawpit Dr #202 Raleigh, NC  27610 (Guardian)
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/6/21
This writer sent acknowledgement letter as have not received a return call as of yet. This writer will continue to try to reach complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst

4/13/21
This writer called and spoke with complainant briefly. She stated that she would like to withdraw the grievance due to it no longer being an issue. She also stated that she has gone to the courts to relinquish her rights to her granddaughters. This writer thanked her for the information and informed her that we would be withdrawing her grievance.
Grievance withdrawn. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst				0		1		1		(44,284)

		11661		Kim Ware		03/30/2021		BYRD		STEVEN		Consumer		Grievance		Quality of Services		Psychiatric Services				Multi-Disability		Adult		MONARCH		0		282018 - BYRD, STEVEN		White		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Male		Johnston		1		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		1		0		[CID: 571586] Member does NOT give permission for name to be used during the discussion about the issues with the agency.  Member was accompanied by a CST worker with B&D at time of call.  Member reports receiving CST from B&D and psychiatric services from Dr. Samuel (last name unknown) at Monarch, adds that Dr. Samuel is leaving agency at end of April.  Member reports that for 3 months he has told Dr. Samuel that he needs medication for ADHD but doctor could not see him to prescribe the meds and told him to present to Monarch BHUC today for meds to treat ADHD.  Member reports that Dr. Samuel said he would notify the BHUC that member will present for the meds.  Member arrived at Monarch BHUC this morning and was told by staff "we don't offer any treatment for ADHD".  Member and CST worker report that the earliest B&D psychiatrist can see member would be end of April.  LC asked member if he has pursued meds from PCP and member confirmed he has and PCP would not prescribe ADHD meds either.  Member reports that being without the meds is affecting his depression and anxiety.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC		CORRECTIONS; NATURE CHANGED FROM ABUSE/NEGLECT TO QUALITY		Not Defined		Worked with Provider for resolution		8080		04/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		[CID: 571586] Member does NOT give permission for name to be used during the discussion about the issues with the agency. Member was accompanied by a CST worker with B&D at time of call. Member reports receiving CST from B&D and psychiatric services from Dr. Samuel (last name unknown) at Monarch, adds that Dr. Samuel is leaving agency at end of April. Member reports that for 3 months he has told Dr. Samuel that he needs medication for ADHD but doctor could not see him to prescribe the meds and told him to present to Monarch BHUC today for meds to treat ADHD. Member reports that Dr. Samuel said he would notify the BHUC that member will present for the meds. Member arrived at Monarch BHUC this morning and was told by staff "we don't offer any treatment for ADHD". Member and CST worker report that the earliest B&D psychiatrist can see member would be end of April. LC asked member if he has pursued meds from PCP and member confirmed he has and PCP would not prescribe ADHD meds either. Member reports that being without the meds is affecting his depression and anxiety.--R.Howard, LCMHC, NCC
STEVEN BYRD    ID: 282018   (DOB: 10/1/1990)
4/6/21 This writer made call to complainant and spoke with him directly regarding his concerns. This writer identified herself and the role of QM. The complainant confirmed that he did not want his name used in the matter. He reports that he has received his refills via B and D's assistance and plans to continue to work with them regarding his services. He reports that Monarch will not be involved. This writer inquired regarding any action steps requested. He reports that he just does not want anyone else to experience what he did. This writer explained that due to anonymity, the provider will be contacted to notify them regarding the concern (without the use of his name per request) and that QM will track the matter for potential trends in the event that similar concerns are submitted regarding the provider. Mr Byrd agreed that it will help others. Mr. Byrd confirmed hi mailing address and thanked this writer. No other concerns noted at this time. Call to agency's Incident and Complaint Specialist, Cornelius Powe (704) 858-1729 and made him aware of the concern with limited information and without the use of the member's name. This writer has recommended that the agency monitor the matter (in general) and that the matter will be tracked. Ack/REs mailed to complainant. No further action required by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		7

		11662		Kristie White		03/30/2021		Nara		Brent		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		Adult		The Loving Home Incorporated		1		281835 - BANKS, TERESA		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Cumberland		0		1		In-State		Level IV		1		1		Service Consultant made attempts on 3/8/21 and 3/22/21 to request quarterly progress notes for Teresa Banks, Huey Brooks, Megan Killman and Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 12/1/20-2/28/21 needed in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Service Consultant is also still waiting on documentation which was requested for twice last month, including a quarterly progress note for Terry Horne for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, a quarterly progress note for Jennifer Burkett for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, and signed short range goals for Jennifer Burkett (effective 11/1/20). In Service Consultant's emails this month (3/8 and 3/22), Service Consultant reminded QPs of these overdue requests. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com).		Part of last month's overdue documentation request was met by provider this month. Both Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis have both been very responsive to Service Consultant's phone calls made to check on members' status, health, and well-being, and to talk to members when needed to confirm that they are satisfied with services. Service Consultant has conveyed gratitude to Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis for being responsive to phone calls. QPs are not, however, responding to requests for service documentation needed to complete mandatory assessments. This continues to be an ongoing issue, and has been explained to Service Consultant as being caused by provider being short-staffed and needing to work shifts in the group homes providing direct care. It is Service Consultant's opinion that Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis are making their best efforts to comply with monitoring requirements, but continue to be overwhelmed by other responsibilities. Service Consultant has been assisted most recently by QA Analyst Hillary Vandewart with this issue when an internal concern was filed last month.		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8077		04/05/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Patient: Teresa Banks Patient ID: 281835 DOB: 08/06/1960
Service Consultant made attempts on 3/8/21 and 3/22/21 to request quarterly progress notes for Teresa Banks, Huey Brooks, Megan Killman and Jennifer Lockamy for the dates 12/1/20-2/28/21 needed in order to complete quarterly monitoring assessments. Service Consultant is also still waiting on documentation which was requested for twice last month, including a quarterly progress note for Terry Horne for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, a quarterly progress note for Jennifer Burkett for the dates 11/1/20-1/31/20, and signed short range goals for Jennifer Burkett (effective 11/1/20). In Service Consultant's emails this month (3/8 and 3/22), Service Consultant reminded QPs of these overdue requests. Requests were made to Vincent Williams, QP at The Loving Home  (vwilliams.tlhnc@yahoo.com) and Beverly Curtis, QP at The Loving Home (thelovinghome@aol.com).Part of last month's overdue documentation request was met by provider this month. Both Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis have both been very responsive to Service Consultant's phone calls made to check on members' status, health, and well-being, and to talk to members when needed to confirm that they are satisfied with services. Service Consultant has conveyed gratitude to Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis for being responsive to phone calls. QPs are not, however, responding to requests for service documentation needed to complete mandatory assessments. This continues to be an ongoing issue, and has been explained to Service Consultant as being caused by provider being short-staffed and needing to work shifts in the group homes providing direct care. It is Service Consultant's opinion that Mr. Williams and Ms. Curtis are making their best efforts to comply with monitoring requirements, but continue to be overwhelmed by other responsibilities. Service Consultant has been assisted most recently by QA Analyst Hillary Vandewart with this issue when an internal concern was filed last month.
03/30/21-Internal- against The Loving Home- agency not submitting quarterly progress notes as requested (duplicative issue and complainant). KM Appeals Coordinator
04/05/21- In review of the department’s protocol which indicates notification to the assigned Provider Network Specialist for action and follow up. Per your notification, the QM department plans to track your concerns for each member for potential trends. This information may be used for monitoring and review purposes. Based on this information, these administrative concerns will be resolved and coded as “tracking.” This writer then composed and sent acknowledgement/resolution email to internal complainant. No further action required at this time. KM Appeals Coordinator		Tracking		1		1		0		6

		11663		Hillary Vandewart		03/30/2021		Bryan		Katherine		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Quality of Services		Residential Services (include Innovations)				Multi-Disability		18-20		Excalibur Youth Services LLC		1		33575 - BAKER, SPIRIT		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Wake		0		1		Out of State outside of 40 mile radius		PRTF		0		1		Consumer:  Spirit Baker, DOB 5/21/2003, currently residing at  Excalibur Youth Services (Venice PRTF)  3683 Industrial Dr. Simpsonville SC 29681 864-834-7220  until 3/31/2021. Consumer is in the custody of Wake County DSS. DSS Guardian Mareeal Hemingway 919212-7200 . Member has both a MH and IDD  dx. 
This writer was made aware of situation by the Alliance Care Coordinator, Jessica Wilkie that the consumer , Spirit Baker is being discharged from the PRTF facility 3/31/2021. Venice PRTF gave the DSS Guardian and Alliance CC a 5 day notice. Jessica Wilkie informed this writer that they could not find any other inpatient or PRTF facility for this consumer.  Current Discharge Plan is for Spirit is to be discharged to her sister (kinship placement) and will receive Intercept and HIgh Fidelity Wrap Services through Youth Villages. The CC Jessica Wilkie indicated in a meeting yesterday that  the therapist said the member was not stable and placement with her sister was not her recommendation, however Venice PRTF was still moving forward with discharge and refused to keep her until a more appropriate placement could be located. It is this writer's understanding that Care Coordination Supervisors Katie Penree and Jessica King were involved with meetings with DSS and  had indicated to Jessica Wilkie they would complete a Grievance. 
In addition to concerns relayed to this writer by the CC Jessica Wilkie, This writer  received a request for continued stay from Venice PRTF requesting 30 Days   3/27/2021 to 4/25/2021. Per the request it was indicated :   The client had three episodes of physical aggression this review period, with one resulting in the client being a danger to herself and others, and she was placed in a physical restraint on 2/12/2021. The client also had 17 incidents of verbal aggression (making threats to harm others), 24 incidents of non-compliance with rules, one incident of possession of contraband, and one incident of sexual inappropriateness (bending over and showing her rear end to the staff observing her while on ALERT, and inching towards the staff backwards). The client was placed on ALERT status twice for self-injurious behaviors of scratching her arm and wrist, and currently remains on ALERT status. The client had begun to make false claims against the staff and informed her mother that a staff scratched her wrist, when in fact the client harmed herself the day before. Client had also verbalized threats to make false allegations against the staff on numerous occasions when she was upset. Client is not utilizing learned coping skills and will need to refrain from high risk behaviors of aggression and self-harm, and learn to follow rules consistently.  It is this writer's concern as well as Care Coordination and DSS  that member is not stable enough to step down to a lower level of care at this time and maintain safety for self and others.   This writer authorized the 30 days with following recommendations : Please ensure member is stable prior to discharge and ensure all follow up services are in place with current authorizations and immediate accessibility. An updated Safety/Crisis Plan should also be in place prior to discharge. **Ensure safety planning is ongoing and addresses verbal / physical aggression, self-harm and concerns around boundaries.   Restrict access to weapons, routine check ins with the member for SI, ensuring natural supports are aware of triggers. (hx of history of verbal and physical aggression, property destruction, elopement, threats to self-harm, inappropriate sexual comments and gestures to younger peers and poor boundaries). Continue to assess and adjust medications as needed for stabilization of mood and behaviors. Continue engagement in therapeutic milieu with individual and group therapies to increase coping skills and maintain appropriate boundaries and safety, contact with mother or other family members as indicated by clinician and DSS guardian, psychiatric oversight and medication mgt, physical wellness care, RT and academic programming to meet member’s educational needs based on her IEP/BIP/previous testing. Modified CBT and DBT based on cognitive/adaptive functioning as well as adaptive skill building has been previously recommended. Continued collaboration with DSS Legal Guardian, GAL, Alliance Care Coordination, Alliance Olmstead Liaison and other stakeholders as indicated for disposition planning to address both mental health and IDD treatment needs as well as approaching 18th birthday in May. Consider Adult Guardian.   All treatment including behavioral and safety plans need to consider and be tailored to her cognitive and adaptive abilities. Kathy Bryan, LCSW 3/29/2021 (919 651-8550)				Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8072		04/23/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		Consumer: Spirit Baker, DOB 5/21/2003, currently residing at Excalibur Youth Services (Venice PRTF) 3683 Industrial Dr. Simpsonville SC 29681 864-834-7220 until 3/31/2021. Consumer is in the custody of Wake County DSS. DSS Guardian Mareeal Hemingway 919212-7200. Member has both a MH and IDD dx. 
This writer was made aware of situation by the Alliance Care Coordinator, Jessica Wilkie that the consumer, Spirit Baker, is being discharged from the PRTF facility 3/31/2021. Venice PRTF gave the DSS Guardian and Alliance CC a 5 day notice. Jessica Wilkie informed this writer that they could not find any other inpatient or PRTF facility for this consumer. Current Discharge Plan is for Spirit is to be discharged to her sister (kinship placement) and will receive Intercept and High Fidelity Wrap Services through Youth Villages. The CC Jessica Wilkie indicated in a meeting yesterday that the therapist said the member was not stable and placement with her sister was not her recommendation, however Venice PRTF was still moving forward with discharge and refused to keep her until a more appropriate placement could be located. It is this writer's understanding that Care Coordination Supervisors Katie This Penree and Jessica King were involved with meetings with DSS and had indicated to Jessica Wilkie they would complete a Grievance. 
In addition to concerns relayed to this writer by the CC Jessica Wilkie, writer received a request for continued stay from Venice PRTF requesting 30 Days 3/27/2021 to 4/25/2021. Per the request it was indicated:  The client had three episodes of physical aggression this review period, with one resulting in the client being a danger to herself and others, and she was placed in a physical restraint on 2/12/2021. The client also had 17 incidents of verbal aggression (making threats to harm others), 24 incidents of non-compliance with rules, one incident of possession of contraband, and one incident of sexual inappropriateness (bending over and showing her rear end to the staff observing her while on ALERT, and inching towards the staff backwards). The client was placed on ALERT status twice for self-injurious behaviors of scratching her arm and wrist, and currently remains on ALERT status. The client had begun to make false claims against the staff and informed her mother that a staff scratched her wrist, when in fact the client harmed herself the day before. Client had also verbalized threats to make false allegations against the staff on numerous occasions when she was upset. Client is not utilizing learned coping skills and will need to refrain from high risk behaviors of aggression and self-harm, and learn to follow rules consistently.  It is this writer's concern as well as Care Coordination and DSS  that member is not stable enough to step down to a lower level of care at this time and maintain safety for self and others.   This writer authorized the 30 days with following recommendations: Please ensure member is stable prior to discharge and ensure all follow up services are in place with current authorizations and immediate accessibility. An updated Safety/Crisis Plan should also be in place prior to discharge. **Ensure safety planning is ongoing and addresses verbal / physical aggression, self-harm and concerns around boundaries.   Restrict access to weapons, routine check-ins with the member for SI, ensuring natural supports are aware of triggers (hx of history of verbal and physical aggression, property destruction, elopement, threats to self-harm, inappropriate sexual comments and gestures to younger peers and poor boundaries). Continue to assess and adjust medications as needed for stabilization of mood and behaviors. Continue engagement in therapeutic milieu with individual and group therapies to increase coping skills and maintain appropriate boundaries and safety, contact with mother or other family members as indicated by clinician and DSS guardian, psychiatric oversight and medication mgt, physical wellness care, RT and academic programming to meet member’s educational needs based on her IEP/BIP/previous testing. Modified CBT and DBT based on cognitive/adaptive functioning as well as adaptive skill building has been previously recommended. Continued collaboration with DSS Legal Guardian, GAL, Alliance Care Coordination, Alliance Olmstead Liaison and other stakeholders as indicated for disposition planning to address both mental health and IDD treatment needs as well as approaching 18th birthday in May. Consider Adult Guardian.   All treatment including behavioral and safety plans need to consider and be tailored to her cognitive and adaptive abilities. Kathy Bryan, LCSW 3/29/2021 (919 651-8550)
[PT: Spirit Baker				DOB: 5/21/03				ID: 33575]
4/5/21
This writer composed and sent acknowledgement email to internal complainant.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/14/21
This writer LVM for Amanda Deines, Assistance Corporate Compliance Director, at (864) 361-1321. This writer also sent email to adeines@recoverouryouth.org to confirm that she is the appropriate contact for sending concern info.
This writer received confirmation from Ms. Deines as well as request to send details via email for her review. This writer sent concern details with a deadline of 4/21.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/21/21
This writer received thorough response from Ms. Deines, including timeline of events leading up to member’s discharge.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst
4/23/21
This writer conducted review of documentation received, which can be summarized below:
•	Consumer was discharged in accordance with a disruption of placement agreement signed by custodial agency at time of placement. The discharge followed a second significant disruption in treatment.
•	The first 5 day notice was issued to Alliance and custodial agency in June 2020, but agreed to extend to thirty days to allow adequate time for placement to be secured. This did not occur within thirty days. Essentially, the treatment team allowed several months for a placement to be secured. 
•	The search for a lateral placement has been ongoing. Consumer was denied at all prospective lateral placements due to aggressive behavior and number of false allegations made against staff. 
•	Prior to plan for kinship placement, discharge plan was changed to IDD placement because lateral placement could not be located.  Venice Discharge Coordinator identified potential placement and placement requirements were provided to custodial agency and Alliance CC.  Custodial agency neither responded to placement nor fulfilled admission requirements; thus, another consumer was given placement.  
•	The decision to step consumer down to a lower level of care was made by the custodial agency.  
•	Upon internal review, it was determined that Venice PRTF and treatment team exercised due diligence and made every attempt to assist with securing an alternate placement for the consumer until the consumer’s behaviors caused significant disruption to the milieu and facility operations.
Based on provider’s response and documentation provided, it appears that PRTF made significant efforts to assist with appropriate placement and followed their protocol—even going above and beyond by allowing ~5 months for an appropriate placement to be secured for the member, despite displaying physical aggression, verbalizing threats and making false allegations against staff. Provider was within their right to move forward with discharge based on signed disruption of placement agreement.
This writer composed and sent resolution letter to internal complainant. No further action required at this time.
-Hillary Vandewart, QA Analyst		Non-Issue		1		1		0		24

		11665		Kim Ware		03/31/2021		Gibbs		LaKenya		MCO Staff		Internal Employee Concern		Administrative Issues		Innovation Services (non-residential)				Developmental Disabilities Only		18-20		The Arc of the Triangle, Inc.		1		708239 - BOWMANFARROW, LUCINDA		White		Unknown		Female		Wake		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		0		On 3/1/2021 and 3/10/ 2021 SC emailed QP Liane Chestnut Perez with the Arc of the Triangle requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of December 2020 -February 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns by 3/5/2021.  SC did not receive the documentation by the requested date or thereafter.  QP did not response to the email sent on 3/1/2021 or 3/10/2021.  I completed a Requested for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern Referral form that was sent to Provider Networks Todd Day and Cristina Phillips.   LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 3/31/2021		CORRECTIONS: DISABIITY CHANGED FROM DOES NOT APPLY TO DD ONLY; AGE GROUP CHANGED FROM UNKNOWN TO ADULT		Not Defined		Info or Tech assist provided to complainant		8079		04/06/2021		Resolved/Completed		MCO		On 3/1/2021 and 3/10/ 2021 SC emailed QP Liane Chestnut Perez with the Arc of the Triangle requesting a copy of member’s quarterly documentation/progress note for the months of December 2020 -February 2021 so I could complete a documentation review. I also requested an update on member’s health and well-being, services, behaviors, and any other concerns by 3/5/2021. SC did not receive the documentation by the requested date or thereafter. QP did not response to the email sent on 3/1/2021 or 3/10/2021. I completed a Requested for Assistance to Resolve Contractual Concern Referral form that was sent to Provider Networks Todd Day and Cristina Phillips. LaKenya Gibbs, MA, CMC 3/31/2021 
LUCINDA BOWMANFARROW   ID: 708239               DOB: 8/11/2000)
4/6/21 As per protocol, internal complainant referred the matter to the assigned AH PND Specialist to address contractual concerns. QM will track the matter for potential trends in the event that similar cocnerns are submitted regarding the agency. Ack/REs emailed to internal complainant. No further action by this writer at this time.(K.WARE,QAA)		TRACKING		1		1		0		6

		11667		Todd Parker		03/31/2021		EVANS		KATHYE		Consumer		Grievance		Abuse, Neglect, Exploitation		Accces/Screening, Triage and Referral				Multi-Disability		Adult		Alliance Behavioral Healthcare		1		87994 - EVANS, KATHYE		Black/African American		N= Not Hispanic Origin		Female		Durham		0		0		Not Defined		Not Defined		0		1		571767 – Escalated on WED, 31 MAR 2021 @ 0921 – Evans, Kathye – 984-227-1098 – Durham/Medi-Medi/F – DOB: 09 SEP 1980 – 1014 S Plum Street Durham NC 27701 - MENTAL STATUS:  Caller denied SI/HI/AVTH and refused other screening questions.  SEVERITY: NON-THRESHOLD  DISPOSITION:  Caller was very angry throughout call – member reported that she was taken to Duke by Durham PD on 10 MAR 2021 after calling Access and that she was treated roughly by LE at that time.  Caller stated that she had no SI/HI but that an Access clinician (unknown to caller) called 911/CIT without her knowledge and she was subsequently IVC’d to Duke.  Caller reported that she was denied an ambulance by the officers and has been unable to find the names of officers involved.    Caller wished to add to her previous grievance (Grievance number unknown) that she is now at Duke having chest x-rays due to possible reinjury of previous chest injury due to handling by police and due to having the police called on her by an Access clinician without cause. LC informed of 24/7/365 availability of call center.   Caller stated that she will never call Alliance again but also stated she will call back to update grievance after her tests today.  McClelland LCMHCS-----		3-31-21
Complainant called to "update" grievance #11628. Information in this grievance will be combined with that grievance. this grievance will be withdrawn. 
T. Parker, I&G Manager																		0		1		0		(44,286)
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Nature of Issue Definitions
Reporting Category Definition

Abuse, Neglect and 
Exploitation 

Any allegation regarding the abuse, neglect and/or exploitation of a child or adult as defined in  
APSM 95-2 (Client Rights Rules in Community Mental Health) 

Access to Services  Access to Services as any complaint where an individual is reporting that he/she has not been able 
to obtain services

Administrative Issues any complaint regarding a Provider’s managerial or organizational issues, deadlines, payroll, 
staffing, facilities, etc.

Authorization/Payment 
Issues/Billing PROVIDER ONLY

Any complaint regarding the payment/financial arrangement, insurance, and/or billing practices 
regarding providers

Basic Needs Any complaint regarding the ability to obtain food, shelter, support, SSI, medication, transportation, 
etc.

Clients Rights Any allegation regarding the violation of the rights of any consumer of mental 
health/developmental disabilities/substance abuse services.  Clients Rights include the rights and 
privileges as defined in General Statutes 122C and APSM 95 -2 (Client Rights Rules in Community 
Mental Health)

Confidentiality/HIPAA Any breach of a consumer’s confidentiality and/or HIPAA regulations. 

LME/MCO Functions  Any complaint regarding LME functions such as Governance/ Administration, Care Coordination, 
Utilization Management, Customer Services, etc.

LME/MCO Authorization/ 
Payment/Billing

Any complaint regarding the payment/financial arrangement, insurance, and/or billing practices of 
the LME/MCO

Provider Choice Complaint that a consumer or legally responsible person was not given information regarding 
available service providers.

Quality of Care – PROVIDER 
ONLY

Any complaint regarding inappropriate and/or inadequate provision of services, customer services 
and services including medication issues regarding the administration or prescribing of medication, 
including the wrong time, side effects, overmedication, refills, etc.

Service Coordination between 
Providers

Any complaint regarding the ability of providers to coordinate services in the best interest of the 
consumer.

Other Any complaint that does not fit the above areas.  
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Nature of Issue/Type 
(Top 5)

• Quality of Services  - 27% of all Complaints/Grievances
• Administrative Issues - 35% of all Complaints/Grievances
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Source: Who submitted concerns?

• 93 (44%) Submitted by MCO staff
• 89 (42%) Grievances submitted by Members or Legal Guardian (Grievances)
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Complaints Against Alliance

17 Complaints Against Alliance
Nature of Issue Description

15 LME/MCO Functions • Primarily complaints against 
Alliance staff

2 Authorization/Payment/Billing –
LME/MCO Only

• Reimbursement issues
• Billing/Payment flexibilities during 

COVID
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Human Rights Issue
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SERVICE BREAKDOWN
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Top 4 Services Overall

- 21% Residential Services - 10% Innovations Services
- 15% Outpatient Services              - 9% CST
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IDD Services
(29)

• 14% of all complaints and grievances were from IDD services
• 72% of IDD services were Non-Residential Innovations Services 
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MH/SUD 
(115)

• 73% of all complaints and grievances were from MH/SUD services
• 38% of all complaints and grievances were from Enhanced Services
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Incident Trends Report          
Q3 FY21
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Incident Report Breakdown 
• 598 Reports were entered in 

to NC-IRIS for 424 members
• 392 children 
• 206 adults 

LEVELS
• 522 Level 2 reports   
• 76 Level 3  
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Wake County submitted the largest number of Level 2 and Level 3 reports in 
the 23rd quarter of FY2021

Incident Levels by County
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Adults vs. Children
(By Level)

• A total of 392 Incidents were reported for children
• A total of 206 Incidents were reported for Adults
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Service Breakdown

• PRTF - 19% of all reports 
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REPORTS BY INCIDENT CATEGORY
(Primarily Human Rights Related)
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• 124 Restrictive Interventions reported
• 85% of Restrictive Interventions were Physical Restraints

Restrictive Interventions
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Physical Restraint

• 88% from PRTF Programs
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• 33 Total 

Injury Categories
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• 88 reported in this category (15% of all Incidents)
• Substantiated

• 1 Neglect Alleged
• 1 Caregiver Abuse
• 1 Caregiver Neglect
• 1 Sexual Abuse by Staff
• 3 Staff Neglect
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• A total of 40 deaths were reported during the 2nd quarter
• 14 (L2); 26 (L3)  
• 43% of reports due to Terminal Illnesses
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4 OCME Reports Reviewed by Med Team

All confirmed L3
• 2 Accidents
• 1 Homicide
• 1 Media (Youth member in accident)

• 1 from Q2 2020 
• 1 from Q3 2020
• 1 from Q2 2021
• 1 from Q3 2021
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Incident Report Compliance
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Incident Report Compliance Process 
(Q3 FY2021)

• Two (2) Plans of Correction issued during 3rd Quarter
• 17 Late Incident emails sent for 1 late report submitted
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• Decreased by 4 points during the 3rd Quarter
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Member Rights and Responsibilities                     
Medicaid Fraud and Abuse 

Advance Directives
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All members of 
the Alliance 
Health Plan have 
a number of rights 
and 
responsibilities
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• To receive information about Alliance that is correct 
and clear

• To be treated with respect

• To participate in making decisions regarding health 
care

• To have open discussion on appropriate or medically-
necessary treatment

• To voice complaints

Member Rights
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• To make recommendations regarding member rights and 
responsibilities

• To be free from restraint or seclusion

• To refuse treatment

• To request and receive a copy of your medical record

• To write a statement to be placed in your file, if you 
disagree with what is written in your medical record

• To a second opinion

Member Rights
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• To participate in developing person-centered treatment 
plan

• To take part in periodic review of your treatment plan

• To freedom of speech and religious expression

• To equal employment and educational opportunities

• To treatment in the most natural, age-appropriate and 
least restrictive environment possible

• To ask questions about your care

Member Rights
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Minors have the right to agree to treatment of the following 
without consent of a parent or guardian:

• Sexually transmitted diseases

• Pregnancy

• Abuse of controlled substances or alcohol

• Emotional disturbances

Member Rights
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• A committee of the Alliance Board

• At least half of members must be individual receiving 
services/ families

• Representation reflects makeup of individuals served by 
Alliance

• Oversees client rights protections for individuals receiving 
MH/SUD/IDD services

o Reviews reports on restrictive interventions, rights violations, 
incidents of abuse, neglect, exploitation

Human Rights Committee
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• Monitors functions of the provider Client 
Rights Committees
o Providers in the Alliance network must 

maintain a Client Rights Committee

o Must maintain minutes and be able to 
produce them upon request

o Can partner with other providers to have a 
Client’s Rights Committee that covers both 
agencies

Human Rights Committee
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Appeals and Grievances

The right to appeal Medicaid 
decisions to reduce or deny services
• Appeal
• Mediation
• Office of Administrative Hearings (OAH)

To file a grievance or complaint
• Against MCO staff
• Against a Provider
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• Providing necessary information

• Following the plan and instructions for your care

• Understanding your health problems

• Participating in developing your treatment goals

• Telling your doctor/nurse about health changes

• Asking questions about your care

Member Responsibility 
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• Inviting people to be included in treatment planning

• Respecting the rights and property of other members and 
program staff

• Respecting members’ needs for privacy

• Working on your Person-Centered Plan goals

• Keeping scheduled appointments

Member Responsibility 
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• Giving 24 hour advance notice if you have to cancel your 
appointment

• Meeting financial obligations

• Informing staff of any contagious medical conditions you 
may have

• Take medications as prescribed and communicating with 
doctor if they are not working

Member Responsibility 
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• An individual does not report all income when applying for 
Medicaid

• An individual does not report other insurance when applying 
for Medicaid

• A non-Medicaid recipient uses a Medicaid recipient’s card with 
or without the recipient’s permission

• A provider’s credentials are not accurate

• A provider bills for services not provided

• A provider performs and bills for services not medically 
necessary

Medicaid Fraud and Abuse
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• Alliance Fraud and Abuse Line
(855) 727-6721                              
(you may remain anonymous)

• DHHS Customer Service Center
(800) 662-7030 

• Medicaid Fraud, Waste and 
Program Abuse Tip Line
(877) 362-8471

Reporting Fraud and Abuse
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• Health Care Financing Administration 
Office of Inspector General’s Fraud Line  
(800) 447-8477

• State Auditor’s Waste Line 
(800) 730-8477 

• Submit a confidential online complaint 
form at 
www.ncdhhs.gov/dma/fraud/fraud.aspx 

• Contact your county DSS office

Reporting Fraud and Abuse
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Types of Documents

o Psychiatric Advance Directives                              
(Advance Directive for Mental 
Health Care) 

o Health Care Power of Attorney 

o Living Will 

Advance Directives

In case you are unable to make decisions about your care during a 
crisis, Advance Directives are legal documents that will help guide 
your care.
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• Two qualified people must witness 

• Health Care Power of Attorney and Living                    
Wills must be notarized

• Keep a copy in a safe place
o Give copies to family, your treatment team, 

your doctor and the hospital where you are 
likely to receive treatment

o Register them with the NC Department of the 
Secretary of the State.

• Directives stay active until you cancel them

Advance Directives
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Instructions for mental health treatment 
you want if you are in a crisis and unable 
to make decisions for yourself 

o What you think helps calm you

o How you feel about seclusion or                      
electric shock treatments

o What medicines you do not want to take

o Which doctor you want to be in charge of                   
your treatment

Psychiatric Advance Directive
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Allows you to designate someone 
who can   make decisions for you if 
you are unable to make your own 
choices about treatment

Health Care Power of Attorney
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A document that tells others that you want to die a 
natural death if you are incurably sick and cannot receive 
nutrition or breathe on your own
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(Back to agenda) 

6C 

 
 
 
ITEM:   Executive Committee Report 
 
 
DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  August 5, 2021 
 
 
BACKGROUND:  The Executive Committee sets the agenda for Board meetings and acts in lieu of the 
Board between meetings. Actions by the Executive Committee are reported to the full Board at the next 
scheduled meeting.  
 
This month’s report includes approved minutes from the June 21, 2021, meeting and draft minutes from the 
July 19, 2021, meeting. 
 
 
REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Accept the report. 
 
 
CEO RECOMMENDATION: Accept the report. 
 
 
RESOURCE PERSON(S):  Lynne Nelson, Board Chair; and Robert Robinson, CEO  

 

Alliance Health                               
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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  Monday, June 21, 2021 
 

BOARD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 1 of 1 
 

APPOINTED MEMBERS PRESENT: David Curro, BS (Audit and Compliance Committee Chair); Angela Diaz, MBA (Client 
Rights/Human Rights Committee Chair); Lodies Gloston, MA (Policy Committee Chair); David Hancock, MBA, PFAff (Finance 
Committee Chair); Lynne Nelson, BS (Board Vice-Chair); Gino Pazzaglini, MSW LFACHE (Board Chair); and Pam Silberman, 
JD, DrPH (Quality Management Committee Chair) 

APPOINTED MEMBERS ABSENT: Donald McDonald, MSW (Network Development and Services Committee Chair) 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: None 
 
GUEST(S): None 
STAFF PRESENT: Joey Dorsett, Senior Vice-President/Chief Information Officer; Angel Felton-Edwards, Senior Vice-President/Population Health and Care 
Management; Cheala Garland-Downey, Executive Vice-President/Chief Human Resources Officer; Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial 
Officer; Veronica Ingram, Executive Assistant II; Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer; Ann Oshel, Senior Vice-President/Community Health and Well-Being; Monica 
Portugal, Chief Compliance Officer; Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-President/Strategy and Government Relations; Robert Robinson, CEO; Sean Schreiber, Executive 
Vice-President/Network and Community Health; Jennifer Stoltz, Administrative Assistant II; Sara Wilson, Senior Director of Government Relations; and Carol Wolff, 
General Counsel 

 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS – the meeting was called to order at 4:03 p.m. 

 
2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The Committee reviewed minutes from the May 17, 2021, meeting; a motion was made by Vice-Chair Nelson and seconded by 

Mr. Curro to approve the minutes. Motion passed unanimously. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME 
FRAME: 

3. Closed Session COMMITTEE ACTION: 
A motion was made by Mr. Curro to enter closed session pursuant to North Carolina General 
Statute (NCGS) 143-318.11 (a) (1) to prevent the disclosure of information that is confidential 
and not a public record under NCGS 122C-126.1. Motion seconded by Ms. Gloston. Motion 
passed unanimously. 

N/A N/A 

4. Reconvene Open 
Session 

The Committee returned to open session. N/A N/A 

5. Agenda for June 29, 
2021, Board Meeting 

Committee reviewed the draft agenda and provided input. Ms. Ingram will forward 
the agenda to staff. 

6/21/21 

 
6. ADJOURNMENT: the meeting adjourned at 5:42 p.m.; the next meeting will be July 19, 2021, at 4:00 p.m. 
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  Monday, July 19, 2021 
 

BOARD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 1 of 2 
 

APPOINTED MEMBERS PRESENT: David Curro, BS (Audit and Compliance Committee Chair); Angela Diaz, MBA (Client 
Rights/Human Rights Committee Chair); Lodies Gloston, MA (Policy Committee Chair); David Hancock, MBA, PFAff (Finance 
Committee Chair); Lynne Nelson, BS (Board Chair); Gino Pazzaglini, MSW LFACHE (past Board Chair); and Pam Silberman, JD, 
DrPH (Quality Management Committee Chair) 

APPOINTED MEMBERS ABSENT: Donald McDonald, MSW (Network Development and Services Committee Chair) 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: None 
 
GUEST(S): Jamezetta Bedford, Orange Board of County Commissioners 
STAFF PRESENT: Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer; Veronica Ingram, Executive Assistant II; Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-
President/Strategy and Government Relations; Robert Robinson, CEO; Jennifer Stoltz, Administrative Assistant II; Sara Wilson, Senior Director of Government 
Relations; and Carol Wolff, General Counsel 
 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS – the meeting was called to order at 4:01 p.m. 

 
2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The Committee reviewed minutes from the June 21, 2021, meeting; a motion was made by Mr. Curro and seconded by Mr. 

Pazzaglini to approve the minutes as submitted. Motion passed unanimously. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
3. Closed Session COMMITTEE ACTION: 

A motion was made by Ms. Gloston to enter closed session NC General Statue 143-318.11 (a) 
(1) to prevent the disclosure of information that is confidential and not a public record under 
NCGS 122C-126.1. Motion seconded by Mr. Curro. Motion passed unanimously. 

N/A N/A 

4. Reconvene Open 
Session 

Committee returned to open session.  N/A N/A 

5. Agenda for August 
Board Meeting 

Committee reviewed the draft agenda and provided input. Ms. Ingram will 
forward the agenda 
to staff. 

7/19/21 

6. Updates  A. BOARD SURVEY SOLUTIONS: Rob Robinson, CEO, provided an overview of a draft action 
plan based on board survey results and board members’ input. The presentation is saved as 
part of the committee’s files. 

 
COMMITTEE ACTION: 
A motion was made by Mr. Curro to recommend Board approval of the proposed board 
survey solutions. Motion seconded by Ms. Diaz. Motion passed unanimously. 

 
B. STRATEGIC PLAN UPDATE: Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Finance 

Officer, provided an update on an accelerated strategic plan; the presentation is saved as 
part of the committee’s files. 
  

A. Topic will be 
presented to 
the board in 
August. 

B. Topic will be 
presented to 
the board in 
August. 

C. Topic will be 
presented to 
the board in 
August. 

A. 8/5/21 
B. 8/5/21 
C. 8/5/21 
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  Monday, July 19, 2021 
 

BOARD EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
(virtual meeting via videoconference) 
4:00-6:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 2 of 2 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
C. RECOMMENDED DME (durable medical equipment) AND VISION VENDOR RFP 

AWARDEES: Ms. Goodfellow provided the update and recommendation; the presentation is 
saved as part of the committee’s files. 

 
COMMITTEE ACTION: 
A motion was made by Ms. Gloston to recommend Board approval of the selected DME and 
Visions vendors subject to Finance Committee’s review. Motion seconded by Mr. Pazzaglini. 
Motion passed unanimously. 

 

 
7. ADJOURNMENT: the meeting adjourned at 5:45 p.m.; the next meeting will be August 16, 2021, at 4:00 p.m. 
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(Back to agenda) 

7A 

ITEM:   Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) Report 

DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  August 5, 2021 

BACKGROUND:  The Alliance Consumer and Family Advisory Committee, or CFAC, is made up of 
consumers and/or family members that live in Durham, Wake, or Cumberland Counties who receive mental 
health, intellectual/developmental disabilities and substance use/addiction services. CFAC is a self-
governing committee that serves as an advisor to Alliance administration and Board of Directors.  

State statutes charge CFAC with the following responsibilities: 
 Review, comment on and monitor the implementation of the local business plan
 Identify service gaps and underserved populations
 Make recommendations regarding the service array and monitor the development of additional

services
 Review and comment on the Alliance budget
 Participate in all quality improvement measures and performance indicators
 Submit findings and recommendations to the State Consumer and Family Advisory Committee

regarding ways to improve the delivery of mental health, intellectual/other developmental disabilities
and substance use/addiction services.

The Alliance CFAC meets at 5:30pm on the first Monday in the months of February, April, June, August, 
October and December at the Alliance Corporate Office, 5200 West Paramount Parkway, in Morrisville. Sub-
committee meetings are held in individual counties; the schedules for those meetings are available on our 
website. 

The Alliance CFAC tries to meet its statutory requirements by providing minutes to its meetings, letters to 
the board, participation on committees, outreach to our communities, providing input to policies effecting 
consumers, and by providing the Board of Directors and the State CFAC with an Annual Report as agreed 
upon in our Relational Agreement describing our activities, concerns, and accomplishments. 

This report includes documents from the following meetings: Draft minutes and supporting documents from 
the Cumberland County June 24, 2021 and supporting documents. All of our committees took the month of 
July off. 

REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Accept the report. 

CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Accept the report. 

RESOURCE PERSON(S):  Jason Phipps, CFAC Chair; Doug Wright, Director of Community and Member 
Engagement 

 

Alliance Health 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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Thursday, June 24, 2021 
 

CFAC MEETING - REGULAR MEETING 
(Virtual Meeting via Video Conferencing) 
5:30-7:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date. 
Page 1 of 3 

 

MEMBERS PRESENT: ☒Michael McGuire ☒Ellen Gibson, ☒Dorothy Johnson ☐Carrie Morrisy ☒Jackie Blue ☒Sharon Harris ☒Briana Harris     ☒Shirley Francis 
☒Tekeyon Lloyd  ☐Tracey Glenn- Thomas ☒Renee Lloyd  ☒Carson Lloyd Jr.  ☒ Felishia McPherson ☐Alejandro Vasquez ☐Andrea Clementi 
 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:   
GUEST(S): :  ☒ Shavalia Ingran, State CE&E 
 
STAFF PRESENT:  ☒ Doug Wright, Director of Community & Member Engagement, ☒ Starlett Davis, Member Engagement Specialist 
 
 
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://alliancehealthplan.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJ0scOyrpjwrE9x3eLYcqpxB0H5r6YLuY0K2   

 
Meeting ID: 991 7538 7198 
Passcode: 935256 
 
Dial by your location 
        +1 646 558 8656 US (New York) 
 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS: Felishia McPherson 
 

2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The minutes from the May 27, 2021, Consumer and Family Advisory Committee (CFAC) meeting were reviewed; a motion was 
made by Felishia McPherson and seconded by Renee Lloyd  to approve the minutes. Motion passed. 

 
AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 

3. Public Comments Felishia, Renee and Starlett 
Community events and resources.  
Covid 19 Check ins 
 

• NAMI Extravaganza postponed. Date will be October 5, 
2021. 

• Jackie brought stated that due to the pandemic the public is 
more opened to mental health assistance. The committee 
members commented their opinions on this.  

• Members did Covid 19 check ins. Committee members 
offered their well wishes and thanks.  

Please see Doug or 
Starlett for any questions.  

Ongoing 
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Thursday, June 24, 2021 
 

CFAC MEETING - REGULAR MEETING 
(Virtual Meeting via Video Conferencing) 
5:30-7:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date. 
Page 2 of 3 

 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
4. ADA Updates Shirley Francis- ADA updated meeting information.  

• ADA next meeting is August 18th. It is the 31t anniversary 
fir ADA. They plan to have a DHHS Rep speak and the City 
of Fayetteville rep for ADA speak on the City Plans. Go to 
City Site to see the plan. This will be virtual.  

 

Please see Doug, Shirley,  
or Starlett for any 
questions 

August 
18, 2021 

5. State Updates Shavlia Ingram 
June CE&E Update 
Please see electronic document. Events/ Meetings to note: 

• June is Pride month 
• June 28th DMA 
• June 29th DMH 
• Minority Health Month is in July 

 

Please see Doug or 
Starlett for any questions 

Ongoing 

6. MCO Doug Wright 
MCO Updates 
Olmstead 
 
Doug Wright Spoke about Mecklenburg Co realigning with Alliance 
health and Orange County realigning with Alliance. The rest of the 
Cardinal counties have a choice to merge with Viya. There are 13 
counties left. The counties are given the option to decide if they 
want to go to Viya or another tailored plan. Announcement of 
Tailored plans will be the end of June. Doug also spoke of a of the 
30, 60, 90, 120 day expectations and requirements. We are 
working on that now.  
 
Terrasine Gardner took on an opportunity to work with another 
company. She is no longer with Alliance and we wish her the best.  
 
 

Please see Doug or 
Starlett for any questions 

Ongoing 

7. Updates Starlett and Doug 
 
Additional Discussion 
July Meeting continued discussion 
Ellen made a motion that we skip the July meeting and meet again 
in August. Motion was 2nd  by Michael and Dorothy and committee 

Please see Doug or 
Starlett for any questions 
 
Next meeting August 26, 
2021 

August 
26m 
2021 
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Thursday, June 24, 2021 
 

CFAC MEETING - REGULAR MEETING 
(Virtual Meeting via Video Conferencing) 
5:30-7:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date. 
Page 3 of 3 

 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
voted that the next meeting will be August 26, 2021 at 5:30pm via 
Zoom.  
 
Registry of Unmet Needs 
The members were given an electronic document on this lunch and 
learn to look at when they have the time.  
 
Olmstead PowerPoint 
Talks about Olmsted assessment timeline and who is involved. It 
will be finalized by January 2022. 
 
Phone calls to discuss direction and CFAC priorities  
Cull membership list for inactivity. Discussion 
Starlett Davis reached out to members that have been absent from 
the meetings. She has not been able to get in contact. She asked 
for one more month to keep trying.  
 
Elections 
Elections were held for Chair and Co Chair.  
The committee nominated the current chair and co chair. They 
accepted the nominations. The committee voted Felishia 
McPherson to continue as Chair and Renee Lloyd to continue as 
Co Chair.  

8. Prep for next meeting Felishia- Discuss the next meeting agenda items. Go over 
expectations, reminders, etc for the next meeting.  
Next meeting will be August 26, 2021 at 5:30pm via Zoom. 
Starlett will send out the Advocacy Tool Kit.  
 
 

Please see Doug or 
Starlett for any questions 

Ongoing 

9. Appreciation Everyone was appreciative for our meeting and fellowship.  N/A N/A 
10.     

 
ADJOURNMENT: Felishia made a motion to close the meeting. Michael 2nd it. Meeting adjourned at 6:33pm. Next meeting August 26, 2021.  

Respectfully Submitted by:  
                                                                                                                                                                              
Click here to enter text.            Date Approved  
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NCDHHS- DMH/DD/SAS 

C O M M U N I T Y  
ENGAGEMENT & EMPOWERMENT TEAM 

                                                                                                                   Community Updates  /June 2021 

National Survey on LGBTQ Youth Mental Health 2020  June is Pride Month  

Don’t be afraid to ask for help! 

If you need to reach out for help you can start with  contacting: 
your health insurance, primary care doctor, local LME/MCO crisis 
line, Hope for NC or state/county mental health authority for 
more resources.  

If you or someone you know needs helps now, you should  
immediately call the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at  
1-800-273-8255 or call 911.  

Don’t be afraid to ask for help!  

June is  Pride month as we tried to find information on Pride 
month we have learned that there are additional days that are 
important to the LGBTQ community that we hope as the year pro-
gresses  to highlight those days also. The beginning of the move-
ment started in : 

• 1946  The first LGBTQ organization was started. They used a 
vague name to hide  what was then a taboo purpose—  The 
Netherlands Center for Culture.  

• June 26,1969  - The Stonewall Riots  occurred  NYC police raid the 
Stonewall Inn intern instigating the Stonewall Riots . 

• June 28, 1970— The First official Pride Parade-  Organized by pio-
neering bisexual activist Brenda Howard and a committee she put 
together, the parade sees supporters march from Greenwich Village 
to Central Park  

• June 25, 1978-  The Rainbow flag fly’s high -Gilbert Baker's original 
design of the rainbow gay pride flag is flown at the San Francisco 
Gay Freedom Day Parade.  

• June 26, 2015—Same Sex Marriage Rights -The U.S. Supreme Court 
makes same-sex marriages legal in all 50 U.S. states  

Traditions for Pride Month 

“Pride Month is for everyone to embrace who they are and let the world 
know — in style! The rainbow aptly signifies the colorful activities and 
flavors of this month-long celebration. These include massive rallies, 
pride parades, parties, workshops, concerts, and countless more LGBTQ 
events to attract participants from all over. The pride community takes 
huge pride in their movement, going all out for the festivities with elabo-
rate costumes, makeup, and, of course, glitter. So they sparkle for the 
whole world to see! “ 

“Commemorations and memorials are also held for members of the 
community who have lost their lives to hate crimes and HIV/AIDS. Cam-
paigns and rallies aim to promote and preserve the history and well-
being of the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community.” 
https://nationaltoday.com/pride-month-2021/ 

Pride Month By The Numbers  

52% – the percentage of LGBTQ people who’ve experienced depression 
recently. 
1 in 8 – the number of LGBTQ people who have experienced unequal 
treatment from healthcare staff. 
46% – the percentage of lesbian, gay, and bisexual people who are 
open about their sexual orientation with their family. 
4.1% – the estimated percentage of women who identify as LGBT. 
350,000 – the number of people in the LGBTQ community that are 
transgender women. 
1 in 5 – the number of LGBTQ women living in poverty. 
43% – the percentage of LGBTQ employees who haven’t revealed their 
orientation at work. 
50% – the percentage of LGBTQ workers who recently got federal pro-
tection from discrimination. 
10% – the amount of time LGBTQ workers spend hiding their identities.  
<$12,000 – the annual income earned by 22% of LGBTQ people. 
https://nationaltoday.com/pride-month-2021/ 

Data is just beginning to be understood concerning the impact on  

mental health from the multiple crises that occurred in 2020. It is known 

that suicide is a public health crisis, it remains the 2nd leading cause of 

death among young people. It also continues to disproportionately im-

pact LGBTQ youth.  The following research was obtained from the  

Trevor –National Survey on LGBTQ youth mental health of 2020. There 

is a great need to continue to have research, systematic data collection 

and comprehensive mental health support.  

• 40% of LGBTQ respondents seriously considered attempting suicide  

in the past 12 months, with more than half of transgender and non-

binary youth having seriously considered suicide.  

• 68% of LGBTQ youth reported symptoms of generalized anxiety  

disorder in the past 2 weeks, including more than 3 in 4 transgender 

and nonbinary youth. 

• 48% of LGBTQ youth reported engaging in self-harm in the past 12 

months, including over 60% of transgender and nonbinary youth. 

• 46%of LGBTQ youth report they wanted psychological or emotional 

counseling  from a mental health professional but were unable to 

receive it in the past 12 months.  

• 10% of LGBTQ youth reported undergoing conversion therapy, with 

78% reporting it occurred when they were under the age of 18.  

• 29% of LGBTQ youth have experienced homelessness, been kicked 

out or ran away  

• 1 in 3 LGBTQ youth reported that they had been physically  threat-

ened or harmed in their lifetime due to their LGBTQ identify 

• 61% of transgender and nonbinary youth reported being prevented 

or discouraged from using a restroom that corresponds with their 

gender identity. 

• 86% if LGBTQ Youth said that recent politics have negatively impact-

ed their well-being  

• Transgender and nonbinary youth who reported having pronouns 

respected by all or most people in their lives attempted suicide at 

half the rate of those who do not have pronouns respected.  

• https://www.thetrevorproject.org/survey-2020/?section=Introduction 

• https://www.nami.org/Your-Journey/Identity-and-Cultural-Dimensions/LGBTQI 

 

Please check your community for any activities for Pride month   
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Traumatic Brain Injury 

TBI training opportunities are available statewide online currently 
and in-person post COVID when possible. The TBI Program contracts 
with the Brain Injury Association of North Carolina (BIANC) to provide 
a variety of education, outreach and training activities. Some of the 
training opportunities available include Brain Injury Basics, TBI and Co
-Occurring Mental Health and Substance Use Disorders, TBI and Ag-
ing, TBI and post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) in the Military and 
Crisis Intervention Training. Many of these trainings are offered in-
person and/or in webinar format. 
The online training modules include topics such as Identification of 
TBI among Medical Professionals and the Primary Care Workforce as 
well as TBI and Public Services in NC.  
  https://www.ncdhhs.gov/assistance/disability-services/traumatic-brain-injury  

Hope Program  

The Hope Program is once again taking applications for rental and utili-
ty assistance. Visit hope.nc.gov or call 888-927-5467 to apply. The 
State is taking applications from 88 counties, and if you are one of the 
12 counties who are handling one of their own programs or you are a 
registered member of a North Carolina tribe, you will be directed to 
the right assistance program. This application round is limited to appli-
cants who are 50% of area median income ( AMI) or below. This round 
of applications will cover 12 months of rental payments ( 9 months of 
arrears, 3 months of rent). It is crucial to get the word out across the 
state to make sure that people are aware that the program has re-
opened.   

Director Armstrong Testifies on Improving Mental Health                                                                                                                           

 

Alternatives 2021 ( Virtual ) Conference:  
Connecting, Organizing, Activating!  

                                           

 Victor Armstrong, Director of NCDHHS’ Division of Mental Health, Devel-

opmental Disabilities and Substance Abuse Services, testified May 12 

before the U.S. Senate Finance Subcommittee on Health during a hearing 

on improving mental health and addiction services in communities. Arm-

strong and other invited leaders and officials addressed successes and 

opportunities in improving access to high-quality, community based be-

havioral health care services and helping people in crisis; recommenda-

tions to address disparities in treatment and access to care; and the im-

pact of the pandemic on patients and providers.  

Please use the link below to watch the  Director Armstrong's Testimony 

Before US Senate Finance Committee  

                      https://tinyurl.com/t6vakmmm 

Join the Team 
Developing the State Performance Plan (SPP) 

   The NC Department of Public Instruction (NCDPI) Exceptional Chil-
dren’s Division is responsible for developing the State Performance 
Plan (SPP) which includes strategies to improve and measure outcomes 
for students with disabilities. Just as parents are a critical part of the 
IEP team in developing their child’s IEP, parents are needed on this 
team to develop the State Performance Plan (SPP).  This plan will be 
submitted to the US Department of Education Office of Special Educa-
tion Programs for review. 
 
   As part of the State Performance Plan (SPP) the Exceptional Chil-
dren’s Division will measure progress for Students with disabilities at 
the state and local level through 17 performance indicators which 
were identified by the federal Office of Special Education Programs 
(OSEP).  These performance indicators include: Graduation, Dropout, 
Reading and Math Proficiency, Suspension & Expulsion, Preschool Out-
comes, State Identified Measurable Result, School age Least Restrictive 
Environment, Preschool Least Restrictive Environment, Resolution Ses-
sions, Mediation Agreements, Parent Involvement and Post-School 
Outcomes.   
 
   At the beginning of each meeting you will hear current data for the 
indicators, options for new targets/goals, and potential improvement 
strategies to meet the new targets/ goals. You will then have the op-
portunity to ask questions and provide input.  
 
How can you participate? 
    
There are two virtual stakeholder meetings each month from April-
November, 2021. To give participants more options, one meeting is on 
a Tuesday morning at 10 am and the other is a Thursday evening at 
6:00 pm. The content is the same for both meetings and each is sched-
uled for two hours. You can choose which day works best for you.  You 
can attend one meeting or as many that will fit into your schedule. 
 
Click now to see the schedule and log-in information for all the 
meetings.  You do not need to register, just click the link to join the 
meeting.  Live captioning in English and Spanish along with ASL inter-
preters will be provided at every meeting. 

 

Registration is now open!!  

 Sponsored by the National Coalition for Mental Health Recovery   

Thursday, July 8, & Saturday, July 10, 2021   

Thursday, July 15, & Saturday, July 17, 2021  

The National Coalition of Mental Health Recovery ( NCMHR) will host 
the 2021 Virtual conference this year! Please Register today—

Registration is FREE  ( follow this link: https://tinyurl.com/22b3p4z5 

 If you wish to make a donation that would be  gladly excepted. Partial 
list of presenters follow this link:   https://tinyurl.com/e8nj3a4v 

This year, in addition to presenting a full schedule of workshops guaran-
teed to engage, educate, and inspire you, the conference will invite you 
to join thought-provoking Action Groups; the goal is to develop im-
portant strategic plans to take back to your communities and work on 
in the days, weeks, and months ahead. Learn to use the power of our 
collective voice to influence and create policy, programming, and sup-
port in alignment with our values. 

 The Action Groups are: 

1.    National and Statewide Advocacy 

2.    Crisis Prevention and Alternatives to Institutionalization 

3.    Promoting Racial and Social Justice and Community Integration 

June –July Conferences  

 

Bring It Home 2021! June 8th and 9th  

NC One Community In Recovery  June 9th –11th  

https://tinyurl.com/umbd4ya 

I2I Conference  June 14-15  

     https://i2icenter.org/events/spring/ 

   The NC Department of Public Instruction (NCDPI) Exceptional Chil-
dren’s Division is responsible for developing the State Performance 
Plan (SPP) which includes strategies to improve and measure outcomes 
for students with disabilities. Just as parents are a critical part of the 
IEP team in developing their child’s IEP, parents are needed on this 
team to develop the State Performance Plan (SPP).  This plan will be 
submitted to the US Department of Education Office of Special Educa-
tion Programs for review. 
 
   As part of the State Performance Plan (SPP) the Exceptional Chil-
dren’s Division will measure progress for Students with disabilities at 
the state and local level through 17 performance indicators which 
were identified by the federal Office of Special Education Programs 
(OSEP).  These performance indicators include: Graduation, Dropout, 
Reading and Math Proficiency, Suspension & Expulsion, Preschool Out-
comes, State Identified Measurable Result, School age Least Restrictive 
Environment, Preschool Least Restrictive Environment, Resolution Ses-
sions, Mediation Agreements, Parent Involvement and Post-School 
Outcomes.   
 
   At the beginning of each meeting you will hear current data for the 
indicators, options for new targets/goals, and potential improvement 
strategies to meet the new targets/ goals. You will then have the op-
portunity to ask questions and provide input.  
 
How can you participate? 
    
There are two virtual stakeholder meetings each month from April-
November, 2021. To give participants more options, one meeting is on 
a Tuesday morning at 10 am and the other is a Thursday evening at 
6:00 pm. The content is the same for both meetings and each is sched-
uled for two hours. You can choose which day works best for you.  You 
can attend one meeting or as many that will fit into your schedule. 
 
Click now to see the schedule and log-in information for all the 
meetings.  You do not need to register, just click the link to join the 
meeting.  Live captioning in English and Spanish along with ASL inter-
preters will be provided at every meeting. 

Register now for Bringing it Home 2021! Join us on June 8th and 

9th for this year’s Bringing it Home: Ending Homelessness in NC 

virtual conference, where we will share best practices, discover 

successful strategies, and celebrate the tremendous work we 

have done over the past year. This year, Bringing it Home will 

be free to all who register. https://nchousing.org/bringing-it-

home-2021/ 
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CONSUMER & PROVIDER CALLS:  
 

Joint DMHDDSAS & DHB Update call : Providers 
Thursday, June 3 2021 at 3 PM  

 

Joint DMHDDSAS & DHB Update call :  

Consumers & Family Members 
Monday,  June 28  2021 at 2 PM  

 

Link’s will be provided to those on our list serve.If you would 
like to be on our list serve please email the    CEE Team at:             
CEandE.staff@dhhs.nc.gov                    

 

 

Regional CFAC Meetings 
Alliance, Eastpointe, Sandhills and Trillium 
 June 21, 2021, 6 pm – 7:00pm 

Join on your computer or mobile app  
Click here to join the meeting  
Join with a video conferencing device  
ncgov@m.webex.com  
Video Conference ID: 115 431 050 0  
Alternate VTC dialing instructions  
Or call in (audio only)  
+1 984-204-1487,,130607187#   United States, Raleigh  

Phone Conference ID: 130 607 187#  

 

Cardinal, Partners and Vaya 
June 22,  2021, 6 pm – 7:00pm 

Join on your computer or mobile app  
Click here to join the meeting  
Join with a video conferencing device  
ncgov@m.webex.com  
Video Conference ID: 117 198 495 5  
Alternate VTC dialing instructions  
Or call in (audio only)  
+1 984-204-1487,,894881155#   United States, Raleigh  
Phone Conference ID: 894 881 155#  

 

State CFAC 

The State Consumer and  

Family Advisory  

Committee (SCFAC) meeting is 

on the 2nd Wednesday of  

every month and is open to the public. Due to COVID-19, all State 

CFAC meetings will be held as webinars until further  

notice. Suzanne Thompson will be supporting SCFAC from  

March - June 2021; contact Suzanne by email for more  

information on the meetings. 

Next Meeting: Wednesday, June 9, 2021 

Time: 9:00 am to 1 pm 

Join by web browser:  
https://tinyurl.com/StateCFACMeeting  
Call-in: +1-415-655-0003  

Access Code: 171 378 2076 

 

SCFAC Vacancies 
• NC Association of County Commissioners—Western Region 
        Please apply at the following link:  
        https://www.ncacc.org/about/       scfac-application-form/  

• President Pro Tempore of the Senate —Central Region 

         Contact Darrell Malcolm— Darrell.Malcolm@ncleg.gov 

• Speaker of the House—Central Region 

       Contact Julie Lisella—Julie.Lisella@ncleg.gov 

• Secretary of Health and Human Services—
Suzanne.Thompson@dhhs.nc.gov  

        Substance Use full term July 1, 2021 through June 30, 2024 

        Mental Health partial term date of appointment through   

        June  30, 2022 
 

Nothing About Us, Without Us. 

Local CFAC Updates 

Local CFACs are meeting again in June  check with your LME/MCO to 
get full calendar and meeting details, including how to connect with 
those virtual meetings and or in person. .   

Click on the directory link to find your LME/MCO: https://
www.ncdhhs.gov/providers/lme-mco-directory   

Opportunities for Participation 

 
Medicaid Transformation 

Here are some additional sites that you may go to find 
more information on Medicaid Transformation:  

https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/transformation 
https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/transformation/more-
information 

 NC Olmstead  

Learn more about NC Olmstead  

https://www.ncdhhs.gov/divisions/mental-health-
developmental-disabilities-and-substance-abuse/nc-
olmstead 

Grant Opportunities  

https://tinyurl.com/DMHDDSAS-Grants 

Peer Support Specialist 

If you are interested in becoming a Peer Support Spe-
cialist, online training options are available! To find an 
online course, please visit https://pss.unc.edu/training. 

New Time for the State to Local Call : 6:00PM  

The State to Local Collaboration Call will  

resume the regular schedule of every 4th 

Wednesday of the month. CFAC members can 

use the same Phone Number and Conference 

ID for each meeting. Links to participate by 

web will be sent out before each meeting.  

The call-in number and conference ID will not 

change. 
 

Next Call:  June 23, 2021   At 6:00 –7:30PM 

https://tinyurl.com/S2L-CollaborationCall 

+1-415-655-0003  

Conference ID: 171 710 7705  

Monthly Meetings 

Don’t forget  

 

 

 

 

June 9-11th  
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Community Engagement & Empowerment Team 

The Division of MH/DD/SAS, Community Engagement and Empowerment team provides education, training, and technical assis-

tance to internal and external organizations and groups to facilitate community inclusion and meaningful engagement of persons 

with lived MH/DD/SUD experience across HHS policy making, program development, and service delivery systems. Learn more at: 

https://www.ncdhhs.gov/assistance/mental-health-substance-abuse/community-empowerment-and-engagement  

Veterans, Servicemembers & Families 

Want to learn more about services for Veterans in North  

Carolina? Go to NC Governor’s Working Group (GWG) and ex-

plore the site- you’ll find out more about the Interactive Re-

treat Center near Fort Bragg, the monthly NCGWG meetings 

(including how to view them on Facebook), workshops, eco-

nomic, health and COVID-19 related issues pertaining to relat-

ed to Veterans and their families.  

GWG on June 24th  from 2 – 4:00pm—one of th topics will be 

on the topic of NCCARE360/NCServes joining forces this sum-

mer to create the Nations' First State-wide integrated  Re-

source Coordination Network. To join the meeting virtually, go 

to https://www.facebook.com/govinst/. To watch captioning 

during this meeting, go to:  https://

carolinascaptioning.1capapp.com/event/gwg. You can use a 

separate mobile device such as a smart phone, tablet, or lap-

top to watch the captioning  

 

For more information, contact Jeff Smith, Military and  

Veterans Program Liaison, by email at 

Jeff.Smith@dhhs.nc.gov.  

Need Help with your Utility Bills !! 

For more information, contact:  

919-470-8680 

contact@CommunityHealthCoalition.com 

Or visit  

CommunityHealthCoalitiion.com/utility-assistance  

NDEAM 2021 Theme: America’s Recovery:  

Powered by Inclusion  

DHHS I/DD Stakeholder Workgroup Meetings 

The workgroup is responsible for researching, recommending, 
and providing support/guidance for future implementation 
of  best or promising practices to meet the needs of Individuals 
with Intellectual/Developmental Disabilities.  This includes  
reviewing, planning, improving and/or establishing services and 
supports for this population.  This workgroup will  be composed 
of community partners and Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) from 
DHHS and DPI. 

The workgroup will work collaboratively with a shared vision and 
planning.  It is the last item on this link.   

https://tinyurl.com/4thc69tk 

DHHS has been engaged in an Olmstead planning process for the 

past six months. The goal of the planning process is to create a 

comprehensive Olmstead plan for DHHS to use to support people 

with disabilities and older individuals in NC. States are encour-

aged to have an Olmstead plan to comply with the Americans 

with Disabilities Act’s integration mandate and the US Supreme 

Court’s Olmstead v. L.C. decision.  

We  have released An Assessment of Systems and Services that 

Support Individuals with Disabilities in North Carolina a report de-

veloped by the Technical Assistance Collaborative [TAC] This As-

sessment will be used by the Department and its Olmstead Advi-

sory Committee to develop a comprehensive Olmstead plan. The 

report provides observations and recommendations for the state.  

A copy of the report can be found at the following link          

https://tinyurl.com/xj7hfpf8 

 DHHS plans to have Olmstead Plan finalized by January 2022.  

 
Medicaid Transformation:  

Ombudsman Update 

The U.S. Department of Labor announced that the theme for Na-
tional Disability Employment Awareness Month 2021 is 
"America’s Recovery: Powered by Inclusion." Held each October, 
the commemoration raises awareness about disability employ-
ment issues, and celebrates the many and varied contributions of 
America's workers with disabilities. Selected by the department’s 
Office of Disability Employment Policy, the theme's annual spring 
announcement helps the nation's disability advocates and other 
organizations plan their observances. As ODEP celebrates its 20th 
anniversary in 2021, it encourages employers and community 
organizations, advocacy groups and schools to participate. 

https://tinyurl.com/ab7bnmfe 

Person, Durham, Granville & Orange Counties  

 The NC Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Services and your 

State Rehabilitation Council (SRC) are hosting a virtual public 

forum via Zoom to gather feedback from vocational rehabilita-

tion (VR) stakeholders.  

What: SRC Virtual Public Forum  

When: June10, 2021 4:30-6:30 pm 

Register: We recommend registering early. Here: https://

tinyurl.com/9n8fvuek 

You will receive a confirmation email once registered.  

If you are a current or former client, a family member of a client, em-

ployer or community service provider, VR professional or other stake-

holder, please join us and make your voice heard! 

Share your success stories, concerns, questions, resources and ideas to 
improve employment programs and services for people with disabili-
ties. Feel free to send questions to the SRC Chair 

dvr.m.srcchair@dhhs.nc.gov. *Registration is not required  

NC State Rehabilitation Council  
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https://www.chealthc.org/utility-assistance
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https://tinyurl.com/ab7bnmfe
https://tinyurl.com/9n8fvuek
https://tinyurl.com/9n8fvuek
mailto:dvr.m.srcchair@dhhs.nc.gov


Christina Dupuch, 

Project Manager for the NC Council on Development Disabilities 

Registry of Unmet Needs (RUN)

Project

People are Waiting… What Are We Doing?
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Project Overview

• Explore  NC’s Registry of Unmet Needs (RUN)

• Local Management Entity/Managed Care Organization (LME/MCO) Survey Highlights

• Stakeholder Comments

• Strategies from Other States

• Collection of stories & videos

• Commitment for Action
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LME/MCO Surveys- 13 Questions & Highlights

1. How many Individuals currently on the RUN?

➢15,000+ **Moment in Time

2. What is the average length of time being on the RUN?

➢Approximately 8.2 years 

3. What is the process for being placed on the RUN?

➢Website/Call 1-800#/Provide Application & Supplemental Documentation

4. Do you know the racial breakdown of the RUN list?

➢4  LME/ MCO’s Do track 

➢3 LME/MCO Do not track

5. How often do you confirm the individual information?

➢Annually/Quarterly/Updated thru out the year/Member Responsibility
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LME/MCO  13 Questions/Highlights

6. Have you developed marketing strategies to educate the public about the RUN?

➢Website/ Schools/Health Fairs/CFAC/Health Systems/DSS’s/ Providers/Care Coordinators/etc.

7. How are you utilizing the data from the RUN within the LME/MCO?

➢Developing In-Lieu Services

➢ B3 services 

➢ Alternative Services

➢Contracting with Provider Network to offer innovative services

➢Developing Quality Management Activities

*In-Lieu = Alternative, Innovative, evidence-based services that are cost-effective options to 

behavioral health services offered by the state.

*B-3 =Alternative services offered in addition to the State Medicaid Plan, part of the Waiver

*Alternative Services are funded with State Funding

8. Do you share the RUN information with the BOD, CFAC, IDD Stakeholders, Provider Network, etc.?

➢ All LME/MCO’s share with Internal/External Groups

9. What services and/or supports do you offer individuals on the RUN? (State-funded, Medicaid, B3, 

etc.)?

➢ LME/MCO’s evaluate needs and offer services as funding is available
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LME/MCO  13 Questions/Highlights

10. Do you have a plan, or have you implemented strategies to improve supports for 

individuals on the RUN?

➢Formal & informal plans 

11. Please describe your process in awarding innovation slots to individuals on the RUN?

➢First come/First Serve, Population per Capita, Evaluate each county

12. Do you have families who would share their stories from being on the RUN?

➢All LME/MCO’s offered to locate individuals for interviews

13. Based on your knowledge of managing the RUN, please provide recommendations:

➢Community Living & Support Services, variety of other services. 

➢Evaluate Social Determinants of Health (SDoH) for members on the RUN

➢More staff designated to RUN

➢Statewide database, more to come…
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IDD Stakeholder Conversations

➢NCCDD Members

➢State CFAC

➢DD Consortium

➢Olmstead Committee

➢ NC Provider Council – IDD Committee

➢NC Innovations Action Waiver Team

6
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Stakeholder Concerns
Stakeholder Suggestions

• How do you find out about getting on the 

Registry?

• High frustration and lack of hope while waiting 

• Low incentive to get on Registry- due to wait

• No regular updates

• Need more information about available services 

(Do not send me to the web!)

• People talk about the waitlist, but what are they 

doing?

• Observation of other investments but not for 

people on the RUN

• Schools & doctors need more education about 

how to make a referral 

• Citizens of NC need to know that 15,000+ people 

are waiting

•

• Build a statewide grassroots advocacy group

• ONE VOICE….

• Have members of the RUN present at the NC 
General Assembly, LME/MCO Boards, County 
Commissioner Meetings, etc.

• Conduct TV, interviews, radio and other social 
media interviews of people waiting- tell our story!

• Consider implementing more smaller waivers

• Invite members of the RUN to help improve the 
system
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Strategies From Other States

Interviewed Eight DD Council State Directors:

➢Georgia

➢Louisiana

➢North Carolina

➢Maryland

➢Tennessee

➢Texas

➢Washington

➢Wisconsin 
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Information from Other States

➢CCR & Duke-Margolis Public Health conducted interviews

➢Developed a standard  IDD Waiver  & Waitlist Interview

➢Timeline to complete interviews: March 15-May 15

➢Gathering additional information through conversations 
with other state/national leaders
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Findings from Other States

❑Political Interventions:

❑Give the legislation of decreasing the RUN a FACE!!

❑Legislative champion(s)

❑Waitlist members participate in legislative sessions

❑Presentation by grassroots advocacy groups to legislators (not just providers)

❑Education on growth rate of this population

❑Management:

❑Most waivers & waitlist are managed by the State’s Medicaid Office

❑Most have a statewide database

❑ Implement enrollment processes no matter where individual lives

❑Standardization of required documents (based on state’s waiver)

❑Standardization of determination process (based on waiver)

❑Core services for those waiting (may vary by location)

❑Standardization of criteria for emergency requests or approvals
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Findings from Other States-continued

Design

❑Utilization of data to create a tier waivers: (examples)

❑ Employment/ Meaningful Day

❑ Focused array of services based on database

❑Transition from School 

Interesting Facts:

❑Wisconsin negotiated with legislators prior to manage care implementation to 
establish if anyone meets criteria for a waiver, it will be seen as an entitlement 
(NO Waitlist)

❑Georgia, even with Olmstead, still dealing with waitlist and now dealing with cuts

❑Maryland has 3 waivers (Comprehensive Waiver for 21 & Older, Family Support 
for Under 21 & Community Support  Services for over 21)

❑Tennessee, Pathfinder at Vanderbilt University (over 3000+ connections/services)
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Findings from Other States-continued

Interesting Facts:

❑Washington, deinstitutionalization pushed for more waivers

❑Texas, completed evaluation, evaluating how to address gaps in real time & 
manage timely access to services, prioritizing certain populations, 
considering reduction allocations to serve more people
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Collection of Stories & Website Development

➢CCR is working with NCCDD’s vendor O’Neill Communications

➢Discussed gathering stories/videos of individuals on RUN

➢LME/MCO’s links on NCCDD’s website regarding RUN information

➢Linking additional information from other States
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Commitment to Action 

NC Council on Developmental Disabilities (NCCDD) 

This research project was designed to inform the development 

of a Request for Applications (RFA) for a future 3-4 years 

initiative for NCCDD to support on the topic of the Registry of 

Unmet Needs by helping people with I/DD obtain the services 

& supports they need to live in the community

On May 13th & 14th, at the NCCDD Quarterly Meeting, 

the members will be voting on this RFA.

So grateful for the opportunity to be with you today…..
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Olmstead  

Tuesday roll-out  

Olmstead Assessment Rollout Timeline  
April 27th  

• Review   Report with Secretary Cohen  

April 30th  

• Share embargoed report DRNC  
• Share report with Judge Baddour 

May 3-7 

• Meet with DRNC to receive any comments  
• Develop DHHS Press statements and statements to advocacy and provider Associations  

May 10th  

• Finalize statements and rollout plan in the hands of key contacts  
• Matt e-mails legislators  

May 11th  

• 8:00 am -12:00 noon – Pre calls to Legislators /Key stakeholders  
• 1:00 pm - Release report to Olmstead Committee 
• 1:30pm - DHHS post Report and send Statements to Press and Stakeholder groups  
• 2:00 pm -5:00 pm DHHS staff available for press inquiries  

May 12th  

Olmstead Committee reviews 

 

Olmstead e-mail for Tuesday  

 

For  

Medicaid Associations – Dave  

LME/MCO’s Vic  

BH-IDD Associations – Vic 

Ageing organizations-Joyce 
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Olmstead Committee -Holly 

 

Pre calls – Dave  

 

LME/MCO -CEO meeting -Dave and Vic 

 

E-mails for Associations  

 

Good Afternoon 

 DHHS has been engaged in an Olmstead planning process for the past six months. The goal of the 
planning process is to create a comprehensive Olmstead plan for DHHS to use to support people 
with disabilities and older individuals in NC. States are encouraged  to have an Olmstead plan to 
comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act’s integration mandate and the US Supreme Court’s 
Olmstead v. L.C. decision.  

Today we released  An Assessment of Systems and Services that Support Individuals with Disabilities in 
North Carolina a report developed by the Technical Assistance Collaborative [TAC] This Assessment will 
be used by the Department and its Olmstead Advisory Committee to develop a comprehensive 
Olmstead plan. The report provides observations and recommendations for the state.  

A copy of the report can be found at the following link   https://www.ncdhhs.gov/about/department-
initiatives/nc-olmsteadDHHS plans to have Olmstead Plan  finalized by January 2022.  
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(Back to agenda) 

7B 

ITEM:   Quality Management Committee Report 

DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  August 5, 2021 

BACKGROUND:  The Global QMC is the standing committee that is granted authority for Quality 
Management by the MCO. The Global QMC reports to the MCO Board of Directors which derives from 
General Statute 122C-117. The Quality Management Committee serves as the Board’s monitoring and 
evaluation committee charged with the review of statistical data and provider monitoring reports. The goal 
of the committee is to ensure quality and effectiveness of services and to identify and address opportunities 
to improve LME/MCO operations and local service system with input from consumers, providers, family 
members, and other stakeholders. 

The Alliance Board of Directors’ Chairperson appoints the committee consisting of five voting members 
whereof three are Board members and two are members of the Consumer and Family Advisory Committee 
(CFAC).  Other non-voting members include at least one MCO employee and one provider representative. 
The MCO employees typically assigned are the Director of the Quality Management (QM) Department who 
has the responsibility for overall operation of the Quality Management Program; the MCO Medical Director, 
who has ultimate responsibility of oversight of quality management; the Quality Review Manager, who staffs 
the committee; the Quality Management Data Manager; and other staff as designated. 

The Global QMC meets at least quarterly each fiscal year and provides ongoing reporting to the Alliance 
Board. The Global QMC approves the MCO’s annual Quality Improvement Projects, monitors progress in 
meeting Quality Improvement goals, and provides guidance to staff on QM priorities and projects. Further, 
the Committee evaluates the effectiveness of the QM Program and reviews and updates the QM Plan 
annually. 

The draft minutes from the previous meeting are attached. 

REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Accept the report. 

CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Accept the report. 

RESOURCE PERSON(S):  Pam Silberman, Committee Chair; Wes Knepper, Senior Vice-President 
/Quality Management 

 

Alliance Behavioral Healthcare 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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  Thursday, June 03, 2021 
 

BOARD QUALITY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Morrisville, NC 27560 
1:00-2:30 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 1 of 5 
 

This meeting was held virtually, via Zoom  
 
APPOINTED MEMBERS PRESENT: ☒David Curro, BS (Board member); ☒ Marie Dodson (CFAC), ☒Duane Holder, MPA (Board member); ☒Pam Silberman, JD, 
DrPH (Board member; Committee Chair) ☒ Israel Pattison (CFAC) ☒ Carol Council (Board Member) 
APPOINTED, NON-VOTING MEMBERS PRESENT:  ☒ Diane Murphy, (Provider, IDD) ☒ Dava Muserallo, (Provider MH/SUD) 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT:  
GUEST(S) PRESENT: ☐ Mary Hutchings; ☒Yvonne French (LME Liaison) 
STAFF PRESENT: Michael Bollini, Chief Operating Officer; Diane Fening, Executive Assistant I; Mehul Mankad, Chief Medical Officer; Doug Wright, Director of 
Community and Member Engagement; Tia Grant, Quality Improvement Manager; Schuyler Moreno, QM Data Manager; Ginger Yarbrough 
 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS – The meeting was called to order at 1:01 p.m.  
2.   REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The minutes from the May 6, 2021 meeting were reviewed. Marie Dodson motioned to approve the minutes, Dave Curro 

seconded the motion.  The motion passed. 
AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 

NEW BUSINESS The agenda order changed as Tia had a commitment. 
b. QIP Updates (Tia Grant) 
• Health Crowd will have a meeting next week to talk about the text 

messaging campaign.  That implementation is planned to begin at the 
end of June.  From a provider perspective, UM is assisting by adding 
notes to any kind of service request to remind providers that there are 
particular screenings that would need to be completed.   

• Point of Care testing – some providers are using it, but because of lag in 
claims we won’t know the results for a month or two. The Provider 
Networks team touches base with providers to find out what their 
roadblocks are. 

• Seven day follow up – there are several different ways we are trying to 
engage providers.  A team from Provider Networks had monthly 
meetings with providers to talk about what their productivity is from a 
claims’ perspective. Care Coordinator admins reach out to members to 
see if there are any challenges to meeting their appointments.  This has 
been helping and allows for us to receive real time information.    

UM-Utilization 
Management 
 
QIP- Quality 
Improvement Projects 
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  Thursday, June 03, 2021 
 

BOARD QUALITY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE - REGULAR MEETING 
5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Morrisville, NC 27560 
1:00-2:30 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
• Peer Bridger piece – some modification to be made to assist with Covid-

19 and the world opening up.  Assertive engagement still ongoing to 
understand effectiveness of it and if there are any type of adjustments 
which need to be made.   

• We are performing a deeper dive to understand why our performance is 
worse for people with mental health problems than for people with 
substance abuse problems.   

• We don’t have a Medicaid for Mental Health measure because we have 
consistently met it.   

• Wes will be presenting at the August board meeting around quality and 
talk about key performance measures and what we are doing to 
improve them.  He will also talk about the consumer satisfaction data 
and geographic data. 

 
 
 
 
 

3.  OLD BUSINESS 
 

HEDIS Vendor Procurement Efforts (Schuyler Moreno) 
• We have been looking for a HEDIS and quality measures vendor. From a list of 

all NCQA certified vendors, we narrowed it down to those who are certified in 
the measures we need.  After the vendors did demos, Schuyler presented 6 
vendors to the procurement committee and three vendors did product 
demonstrations in May. Follow up questions were sent out to the vendors and 
we have received the responses.  A decision will probably be made in the next 
couple weeks.   

• It will take until fall to have a fully functioning vendor in place.  It is important 
to have an NCQA certified vendor to do our HEDIS measures. About half of our 
future accreditation score (when we become a Tailored Plan) will be our 
certified HEDIS scores, performance and our member satisfaction.   We are 
doing this now in order to meet our future needs. We still need to decide what 
the vendor will be doing between the fall and go live. We have majority of 
physical health claims right now so we can measure that and determine our 
member’s performance on these measures.  But we aren’t responsible for it 
now nor can we influence it to the extent that we would like to. 

HEDIS-Healthcare 
Effectiveness Data and 
Information Set 
 
NCQA-National 
Committee for Quality 
Assurance 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
• Another reason why we want to have our measures certified by an NCQA 

vendor is that it will enable us to push back in the event that the State is 
unable to measure these things in the way we think matches the standards.  It 
would be a useful tool.   

Performance Dashboard (Schuyler Moreno)  
• As requested, Schuyler made a column with QIPs.  There are eight that were 

not met.  We didn’t meet DHB 7-day SUD follow up, and the DMH 7-day 
mental health follow up.  The other six come from the quarterly access to care 
report.  There were three for urgent and three under routine.   

• The Access to Care report was not mentioned anywhere in the RFA, and we 
are hoping that that report will go away and that there are better measures for 
this. 

 
 
 
DHB- Division of Health 
Benefits (Medicaid) 
 
SUD-Substance Use 
Disorder 
 
RFA-Request for 
Application 
 
 

4. NEW BUSINESS 
 

a. NCQA Accreditation Update (Ginger Yarbrough)  
• Cardinal has the LTSS distinction and we are the only other MCO that is going 

for it.  June first and second was the on-site file review.  Findings were 
overwhelmingly positive. Comments were that documents were well prepared 
and organized, everyone was knowledgeable and dedicated, and it was noted 
that the LTSS assessments were particularly well done and came to thoughtful 
conclusions.  They are not able to give us final scores yet.  We still have to go 
through the internal process and comment period.  By July 16 we should be 
accredited.   

• What is roadmap for the next two or three years?  We have to keep the MBHO 
standards up.  Three years post contract award, we will be required to have 
health plan accreditation with LTSS distinction, so that is our next big lift. As 
we are building the procedures for the Tailored Plan we are doing that with 
health plan accreditation in mind.  After a full year of being a health plan, we 
can move forward with applying for health plan accreditation.  

• The reason that we pursued the MHBO as a stepping stone is because it is a 
huge cultural shift to move from a URAQ accreditation to an NCQA 
accreditation. There are different expectations.  In going from an MHBO to a 
full health plan, the LTSS standards will be same, UM and credentialing 

MCO-Managed Care 
Organization 
 
LTSS-Long Term Services 
and Supports  
 
MBHO-Managed 
Behavioral Health 
organization 
accreditation 
 
URAC 
 
 
• Wes will get quality 

data broken down 
by race and ethnicity 
to see whether there 
are barriers and 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• To Be 
Deter-
mined 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
standards are virtually identical, a lot of members rights and responsibilities 
are the same.   

• NCQA does accreditation and owns HEDIS. We are required to report the 
HEDIS measures results publicly.  NCQA will take our satisfaction scores, do risk 
adjustments and put the results with every health plan in in country and make 
it available for anyone to see.  Everyone will be able to see how well we are 
serving our members.   

c. Updated State Draft Quality Strategy (Wes) 
• The public comment period has ended. A lot of this will probably evolve during 

implementation.  The document will no doubt evolve.   
• Wes talked about some highlights under Item II. Quality Strategy Aims, Goals, 

Objectives, and Measures. This is really the North Carolina Medicaid strategy 
for quality: better care delivery, healthier people and smarter spending.   

• It was suggested that Sean come and talk about where we are in provider 
network adequacy.  He can’t talk about some of it because we don’t have 
provider contracts with all of the primary care providers, but can talk about 
strategy in terms of insuring that we can meet provider network standards.  
Also, in a future meeting, Wes will ask Carlyle, who is in charge of the opioid 
work we do, to give an update on how we are doing because there are a lot of 
quality measures around opioids.   

• In this quality strategy document, it states that Alliance will not be doing care 
management directly for a lot of the population.  We will provide oversight.  

• NCQA said that we are one of few plans that they saw doing the level of work 
around social determinants of health in all of our file folder review.  

• A lot of this document mirrors the NCQA health plan accreditations so that 
makes it more convenient. 

• There is no meeting for this committee in July.  We will have a meeting August 
5. 

 
 
 
 

present at a future 
meeting. 

 
• Sean will be coming 

to a future meeting 
to talk about value-
based contracting, 
which is one of the 
requirements we will 
have to meet under 
the Tailored Plan.  It 
was requested that 
he also speak about 
provider network 
adequacy. 

 
• Wes will ask Carlyle 

to come to a future 
meeting to give an 
update on how we 
are doing with the 
opioid work. 

 
• Wes will add to a 

future meeting’s 
agenda a 
presentation about 
what we are doing 
to address social 
determinants of 
health needs, where 
we are doing the 

 
 
 
 
 
 

• TBD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• TBD 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• TBD 
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AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

     

screenings, and how 
we are doing in 
terms of referring 
people into 
community services 
that are available. 

 
• A possible future 

agenda item for this 
meeting will be an 
update on 
Compliance 360, 
once we have 
enough data to pull 
reports. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• TBD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5.  ADJOURNMENT: the meeting adjourned at 2:05  pm; the next meeting will be August 5, 2021, at 1:00. 
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(Back to agenda) 

7C 

ITEM:   Finance Committee Report 

DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  August 5, 2021 

BACKGROUND:  The Finance Committee’s function is to review financial statements and recommend 
policies/practices on fiscal matters to the Board. The Finance Committee meets monthly at 3:00 p.m. prior 
to the regular Board Meeting.   

This month’s report includes draft minutes from the June 3, 2021, meeting, the Summary of Savings/(Loss) 
by Funding Source, ratios for the period ending May 31, 2021, and recommendations to the Board to 
approve all presented contracts over $500,000, and any other applicable Finance Committee topics.  

REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Accept the report. 

CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Accept the report. 

RESOURCE PERSON(S):  David Hancock, Committee Chair; Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-
President/Chief Financial Officer  

Alliance Health 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Agenda Action Form 
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Next Meeting: Thursday, September 2, 2021 from 3:00-4:00 
Alliance Health 

Held virtually via Zoom  
 

Finance Committee Meeting 
Thursday, August 5, 2021 

3:00-4:00 pm  

AGENDA 

1. Review of the Minutes – June 3, 2021

2. Monthly Financial Reports as of May 31, 2021

a. Summary of Savings/(Loss) by Funding Source
b. Statement of Revenue and Expenses (Budget & Actual)
c. Senate Bill 208 Ratios
d. DHB Contractual Ratios

3. Contract Award
a. Durable Medical Equipment (DME)
b. Vision

4. Finance Committee Charter

5. Year End Schedule

6. Adjournment

Finance Committee Meeting 8/5/21 Meeting Packet Page 1 of 8
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APPOINTED MEMBERS PRESENT: ☒David Hancock, MBA, MPA (Committee Chair), and ☒D. Lee Jackson 
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT: n/a 
GUEST(S) PRESENT: Denise Foreman, Wake County  
STAFF PRESENT: Rob Robinson, CEO, Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief Financial Officer; Sara Pacholke, Senior Vice-President/Financial 
Operations, Ashley Snyder, Director of Accounting and Finance, Sara Wilson, Senior Director of Government Relations, Brian Perkins, Senior Vice-
President/Strategy & Government Relations, Carol Wolff, Executive Vice-President/General Counsel  

 
1. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS – the meeting was called to order at 2:33 PM 

 
2. REVIEW OF THE MINUTES – The minutes from the May 6, 2021, meeting were reviewed; a motion was made by Mr. Jackson and seconded by Mr. Hancock 

to approve the minutes. Motion passed unanimously. 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
3. Monthly Financial Report The monthly financial reports were discussed which includes Summary of 

Savings/(Loss) by Funding Source, the Statement of Revenue and Expenses, 
Senate Bill 208 Required Ratios, and DHB Contract Ratios as of April 30, 2021. 
 Ms. Pacholke discussed the following reports.   

• Through 4/30/21, we have savings of $32.9M.  June projections were 
discussed with the expectation that savings would remain high through 
year-end, potentially $45M. 

• We are meeting all SB208 ratios 
• We are meeting the defensive interval required in the DHB contract, 

however the MLR is currently below the 85% threshold (84.97%). Alliance 
is monitoring this ratio and expects to meet it through June 30, 2021.  
Alliance needs an additional $150,000 in expenses through April to meet 
85%. 

  

4. FY21 Budget Amendment 
2 

Ms. Pacholke went over the FY21 budget amendment 2.  A motion was made by 
Mr. Jackson and seconded by Mr. Hancock to recommend the Board approve the 
FY21 Amendment 2 to increase the budget by $515,000 bringing the total FY21 
budget to $693,313,739. 

  

5. FY22 Recommended 
Budget for Approval 

Ms. Pacholke went over the FY22 recommended budget for approval presentation.  
The FY22 recommended budget for approval increased by $839,113 compared to 
the FY22 recommended budget presented May 6, 2021.  The changes were 
discussed.  A motion was made by Mr. Jackson and seconded by Mr. Hancock to 
recommend the Board approve the FY22 budget for $573,948,623.  

  

6. Deputy Finance Officer  A motion was made by Mr. Jackson and seconded by Mr. Hancock to recommend 
the Board appoint Ashley Snyder as the Deputy Finance Officer under G.S. 159-24 
replacing the current Deputy Finance Officer, Jeff Wright.  

  

 
Finance Committee Meeting 8/5/21

 
Meeting Packet Page 2 of 8
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5200 W. Paramount Parkway, Morrisville, NC 27560 
Virtual Meeting via videoconference - 2:30-4:00 p.m. 

 

Draft minutes may be submitted with the monthly Board packet. Minutes will be approved by this Committee at a later date; minutes approved on Click or tap to 
enter a date.. 

Page 2 of 2 
 

AGENDA ITEMS: DISCUSSION: NEXT STEPS: TIME FRAME: 
7. FY22 Single Stream 

Allocation 
a. Ms. Goodfellow presented that the State has shared potential FY22 

Single Stream allocations.  Alliance’s allocation is anticipated to be 
reduced by $3.2M.  After discussion on the impact of the allocation 
reduction, a motion was made by Mr. Jackson and seconded by Mr. 
Hancock to authorize the CEO to draft a letter for the Board 
Chairperson to sign and send to DHHS address the reduced 
allocations:  

• Requesting DHHS to reconsider its proposed FY22 Single 
Stream Funding allocations.  

• Expressing disappointment that DHHS’ proposed FY22 
SSF allocations again disregard the legislative requirement 
that LME/MCOs are required to continue offering the same 
level of state-funded services as 2015, forcing Alliance and 
other LME/MCOs to deficit spend.   

• Recommending that DHHS fund each LME/MCO to at least 
its respective 2015 Service Level Requirements, so state-
funded service cutbacks can be avoided, and any 
remaining Single Stream Funds could then be distributed in 
the most effective manner across North Carolina.   

• Requesting a meeting with applicable DHHS leader to 
discuss this matter.   

 

  

8. LGERS Letter Ms. Pacholke shared a letter received from the NC Department of State Treasurer 
detailing employees from Alliance Health that are likely to require an additional 
employer contribution should they elect to retire in the following 12 months.  This 
letter is required to be shared with the CEO and Board.   

  

 
9. ADJOURNMENT: the meeting adjourned at 3:20 PM; the next meeting will be August 5, 2021, from 3:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
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Revenue Expense Savings/(Loss) Projection for June 30, 2021
Medicaid Waiver Services 422,375,698$           390,890,652$           31,485,046$             24,845,995$                           
Medicaid Waiver Risk Reserve 9,964,270                 -                           9,964,270                 10,884,520                             
Federal Grants & State Funds 67,474,820               67,480,183               (5,363)                      -                                          
Local Funds 25,029,396               25,029,396               -                           580,279                                  
Administrative 63,233,567               66,504,063               (3,270,496)               6,332,170                               
Total 588,077,751$           549,904,293$           38,173,457$             42,642,964$                           

Committed
Intergovernmental Transfers (2,744,915)               (2,994,453)                              
Reinvestments-Service (1,590,786)               (2,831,110)                              
Reinvestments-Administrative (6,155,935)               (6,786,131)                              

Total Committed (10,491,635)             (12,611,695)                            

Restricted 7,799,395                 9,423,115                               
Unrestricted 40,865,698               45,831,544                             

Total Fund Balance Change 38,173,458$             42,642,964$                           

June 30, 2020 Change May 31, 2021 Projection for June 30, 2021

Investment in Fixed Assets 4,846,758                 (2,394,683)               2,452,076                 2,407,362                               

Restricted - Risk Reserve 60,923,872               9,964,270                 70,888,142               71,808,392                             

Restricted - Other
State Statutes 4,017,894                 -                           4,017,894                 4,017,894                               
Prepaids 873,407                    229,808                    1,103,215                 1,279,798                               
Cumberland 2,966,038                 -                           2,966,038                 3,035,100                               
Durham -                           -                           -                           502,539                                  

Restricted - Other 7,857,339                 229,808                    8,087,147                 8,835,331                               

Committed
Intergovernmental Transfer 3,007,817                 (2,744,915)               262,902                    13,364                                    
Reinvestments-Service 7,702,135                 (1,590,786)               6,111,349                 4,871,025                               
Reinvestments-Administrative 12,192,000               (6,155,935)               6,036,065                 5,405,869                               

Total Committed 22,901,952               (10,491,635)             12,410,317               10,290,257                             

Unrestricted 14,819,001               40,865,698               55,684,700               60,650,545                             

Total Fund Balance 111,348,923$           38,173,458$             149,522,381$           153,991,886                           

Fund Balance

Summary of Savings/(Loss) by Funding Source as of May 31, 2021

2%

48%

5%

8%

37%

May 31, 2021 Actual

1%

47%

6%
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39%

June 30, 2021 Projection
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A FY21 Committed Reinvestment Plan

Committed Funds
FY21

Spent           
May 31, 2021

Projection 
June 30, 2021

General Expenses 500,000$               -                            402,000$               
Child Facility Based Crisis Center  7,202,135$            1,590,786$           2,429,110$            
Subtotal 7,702,135$            1,590,786$           2,831,110$            

Total - Services 7,702,135$            1,590,786$           2,831,110$            

Administration
Tailored Plan planning and implementation 12,192,000$          6,155,935$           6,786,131$            
Total - Administrative 12,192,000$          6,155,935$           6,786,131$            

Total Service and Administration 19,894,135$          7,746,720$           9,617,242$            

B Key Assumptions
1) Restricted -  Other State Statutes - is the amount as of June 30, 2020.  This will change once fiscal year 
21 is closed. 
2) The savings related to Medicaid Waiver Services is based on the average of year to date revenues vs. 
expenses.  

4) Projections are based on currently available information and therefore are subject to change.
3) Tailor plan spending projections are based on current spend and discussions with Department Heads
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% Received/
Budget Current Period Year to Date Balance Expended

REVENUES
Local Grants $38,237,642 $4,204,564 $25,029,396 $13,208,246 65.46%
State & Federal Grants $78,733,762 $4,792,666 $67,474,820 $11,258,942 85.70%
Medicaid Waiver Services $505,375,375 $40,307,109 $432,339,968 $73,035,407 85.55%

Total Revenue $622,346,779 $49,304,338 $524,844,183 $97,502,596 84.33%

Administrative
Local Administration $382,104 $31,843 $350,269 $31,835 91.67%
LME Administrative Grant $4,359,385 $363,282 $3,996,105 $363,280 91.67%
Medicaid Waiver Administration $65,725,471 $5,500,363 $58,836,262 $6,889,209 89.52%
Miscellanous Revenue $500,000 ($29,493) $50,931 $449,069 10.19%

Total Administrative Revenue $70,966,960 $5,865,995 $63,233,567 $7,733,393 89.10%

Total Revenues $693,313,739 $55,170,333 $588,077,751 $105,235,988 84.82%

EXPENSES
Local Services $38,737,642 $4,204,564 $25,029,396 $13,708,246 64.61%
State & Federal Services $78,733,762 $4,659,002 $67,480,183 $11,253,579 85.71%
Medicaid Waiver Services $489,688,922 $34,633,353 $390,890,652 $98,798,270 79.82%

Total Service Expenses $607,160,326 $43,496,920 $483,400,230 $123,760,096 79.62%

Administrative
Operational $10,418,555 $713,075 $8,089,301 $2,329,254 77.64%
Salaries, Benefits, and Fringe $65,062,413 $4,951,052 $50,516,549 $14,545,864 77.64%
Professional Services $10,172,445 $770,810 $7,898,213 $2,274,232 77.64%
Miscellanous Expense $500,000 $0 $0 $500,000 0.00%

Total Administrative Expenses $86,153,413 $6,434,937 $66,504,063 $19,649,350 77.19%

Total Expenses $693,313,739 $49,931,857 $549,904,293 $143,409,446 79.32%

CHANGE IN NET POSITION $5,238,476 $38,173,457

Statement of Revenue and Expenses (Budget and Actual) - As of May 31, 2021
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Senate Bill 208 Ratios - As of May 31, 2021
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Percent Paid = Percent of clean claims paid within 30 days of receiving.  The requirement is 90% or greater.  

Current Ratio = Compares current assets to current liabilities.  Liquidity ratio that measures an organization's ability to pay 
short term oblications.  The requirement is 1.0 or greater.  
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Division of Health Benefits Ratios - As of May 31, 2021
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Defensive Interval = Cash + Current Investments divided by average daily operating expenses.  This rato shows how many
days the organization can continue to pay expenses if no additional cash comes in.  The requirement is 30 days or 
greater.  
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Benchmark Alliance

Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) = Total Services Expenses plus Administrative Expenses that go towards directly improving 
health outcomes divided by Total Medicaid Revenue.   The requirement is 85% or greater cumulative for the rating period 
(7/1/20‐6/30/21).  
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(Back to agenda) 

10A 

ITEM:   Annual Compliance Report 

DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  August 5, 2021 

BACKGROUND:  The Alliance compliance program is designed to deter and mitigate risk to the 
organization through prevention, detection and remediation activities. It is intended that the scope of all 
compliance activities promotes integrity, ensures objectivity, fosters trust and supports the stated values of 
Alliance.  In accordance with contractual obligations and federal regulations, Alliance shall have an effective 
compliance program with reasonable oversight by the governing board; understanding the scope and 
operations of the compliance program. The Board approved Corporate Compliance Plan states that a report 
of compliance efforts will be presented annually to the Alliance Health Board of Directors. 

REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Accept the report. 

CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Accept the report. 

RESOURCE PERSON(S):  David Curro, Audit and Compliance Committee Chair; Monica Portugal, Chief 
Compliance Officer 
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(Back to agenda) 

10B 

ITEM:   Strategic Plan Update 

DATE OF BOARD MEETING:  August 5, 2021 

BACKGROUND:  The Alliance Health strategic plan needs to be updated for a new period. Alliance has a 
recommendation for an accelerated process that will meet the spirit and intent of the Board policy while 
focusing on our efforts on growth opportunities and implementation of the Tailored Plan.  

REQUEST FOR AREA BOARD ACTION:  Accept the presentation. 

CEO RECOMMENDATION:  Accept the presentation. 

RESOURCE PERSON(S):  Robert Robinson, CEO; Kelly Goodfellow, Executive Vice-President/Chief 
Finance Officer 
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